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INTRODUCTORY EPISTLE

THE PUBLISHERS.

Gentlemen—
It is I believe unusual for authors to address an introduc-

tory epistle to their publishers. Nevertheless, one who seldom

follows in the wake of fashion may be allowed to adopt an

miusual practice ; more especially since, as few persons think of

reading the introduction to a book, it permits me to write to

you, in the confidential and easy style so desirable in epistolary

correspondence, a letter which will probably lie invisible to

other eyes between an uncut leaf of " Coombe Abbey."

I do not design to write a preface, with a view to propitiate

public favour, to deprecate public censure, or to account to the

public for having written a book. The latter offence is now

of too common occurrence to demand an apology. I write to

you, not to tell why it was written, but how it was written—not

why it was published, but how its publication came to be so long

delayed.

Many years ago I entertained the idea of such a work. A

friend suggesting the apparent difficulties of the undertaking,

deterred me from commencing, but did not induce me to resign
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it. A long residence in Warwickshire brought me, undesignedly,

into scenes and circumstances which revived my early project,

and furnished me with much information I had not formerly

possessed. " Coombe Abbey " was commenced, and had pro-

gressed some way, when domestic anxieties and numerous occu-

pations suspended its completion. The work was either discon-

tinued or carried on at intervals through many interruptions.

Finally, as it approached its close, and some kind friends were

pressing me on by copying out its chapters, I was one day

startled at beholding in a Leamington library the unexpected

apparition of " Guy Fawkes " in " Bentley's Miscellany." Had

I encountered him beneath the parliament-house, the shock

could not have been greater.

I seized some odd numbers of the work, and carried them home

with all that little irritation a forestalled author feels at finding

his ground pre-occupied. A very cursory glance, however,

convinced me my field was yet my own ; that there was room

enough in the world for " Guy Fawkes" and " Coombe Abbey ;"

or, if they should choose to come into contact, the opposite prin-

ciples contained in the composition of each would effectually

prevent the risk of an explosion.

Still the latter was not yet to make its debut. The cause of

another delay is too sacred to be touched upon. During the

heaviest calamity of my life, the manuscript of the work was left

in another kingdom. It was not until accident brought me, after

a lapse of many years, to re-visit Ireland, that it was recovered,

and found its way into your hands.

Change in many things was visible to one so long absent from
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Ireland and the Irish ; but of all changes, that which affects the

native literature and genius of the land was to me the most

apparent—I might say, the most surprising.

I know not whether I can be controverted in the idea I have,

that almost the first copyright work published in Dublin after the

Union was published by Messrs. Curry and Company, and that

work was my first.

Although in every sense the little book might be deemed a

childish effort, its publication at the period was considered an

enterprise for a Dublin publisher. Now, an ardent friend to

Ireland as I profess to be, when I see " Coombe Abbey " issue

from a Dublin press, in a style that would not disgrace the first

houses of London, embellished chiefly by Dublin artists—and thus,

thankfully do I record it, the means of drawing forth and em-

ploying native genius—and sent forth into the world through the

medium of Dublin enterprise and talent, truly from my heart do

I wish that the progression of all things else in Ireland—moral,

domestic, or commercial—bore some affinity to that which the

printing-press has made. May it yet do so ! You, who have

led the van in raising the depressed genius of Erin from her low

estate, will respond to my wish.

I have only a few words more to say. It waf not my intention

to anticipate objections or suggest merits in my work ; but two

of the former haunt my imagination. I am between two parties

—one of which will think the book is not enough of a novel, the

other that it is too much so ;-^one, that I have appeared too

friendly to Popery—the other, that I have not denounced either

the system or its adherents, but suffered history to tell its own
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tale, and carry its own moral. To neither objection am I prepared

with an answer, and the judgment of both must go by default.

" Coorabe Abbey " received in manuscript a commendation it

can never receive in print—the only commendation for which I

was ever really solicitous. I say it not in ungraciousness to the

few perhaps too partial friends who still constitute my public :

but to the anxious parent, the young, and the scrupulous, it may

be a guarantee for the purity of its sentiments and the right ten-

dency of its narrative to know that a mother's latest sanction

rested on the work ; and to its author the happiest reflection

connected with it is, and for ever shall be, that the perusal from

time to time of its chapters cheered the hours of languor ; and the

hope of its success—amid the brighter and better hopes of a

glorious immortality—drew forth again the smile that encou-

raged my earliest and sanctioned my latest literary efforts.

I am, Gentlemen,

Your faithful and obliged servant,

S. B.

Dublin, February, 1843.
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COOMBE ABBEY,

CHAPTER I.

CONTAINING DESCRIPTIONS OF OLD SCENES AND NEW CHABACTEBS.

Towards the latter end of a gloomy day in the middle of

February, 1604, two travellers were slowly riding along the

road leading from the famous old town -of Warwick, to the

ancient and renowned city of Coventry.

It was evidently not their purpose to proceed direct to

the latter place, or they would have chosen the usual and

better road in preference to that they pursued, leading through

the pretty little hamlet of Leamington Priors.

Of this peaceful and secluded spot, now grown up into

the fashionable, pleasant, and well-known town of that name,

the most prominent objects then were the mill and the

church. The former, to which precedency has been in-

advertently given, might claim it at least so far as circum-

stances of time and place are concerned ; for, from the time

of the Norman conquest, and how long before we know not,

it had adorned and disturbed the sluggish waters of the

Leame, as they slowly wound through the green and quiet

meadow to the foot of the thick and sloping woods of Newbold

Comyn, and being bestowed, with the chapel of All Saints and

lands adjoining, on the rich priory of Kenilworth, obtained

for Leamington the sirname it still bears. At the time we

speak of, the dwelling of the two priests, for whom, in still

more distant days, the chantrey of Leamington Priors was

NO. I. B
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founded, had fallen to decay, or been a partaker in the

violent fate of the splendid priory to which it was appended

;

and a little simple cottage was the retired abode of the Pro-

testant pastor who had succeeded the priests of Rome in the

charge of the small chapel, now known as the parish church

'cf;'i^eaming|;cKif' and noted in old chronicles for the fact that

'''riigh io'' t^e* east''end of it, not a stone's throw from the

riv^i : LfeaM^, lis ^ sl;»rirfg; of salt water, whereof the inhabitants

make much uee for seasoning of meat"—a circumstance which,

whatever else may have served to bring the said church into

notoriety, certainly had that effect with regard to the place

where it is situated. May healing streams of moral health

and peace be found still to issue from the same venerable

walls

!

The travellers had passed the then depopulated village of

Miton, once a village in a wood, as Leamington has aptly

been termed a town in a garden. The thick wood which

then overgrew the spot thinned gradually away until an

opening to the valley of the Leame* was afforded. That

peaceful little vale, shut in by the wooded hill and pretty

grassy slopes of Newbold Comyn in front, presented to them

a small and level space of beautiful green, which the river,

emerging from the woods and moving through a straggling

fringe of willows, divided into nearly equal parts, leaving

the mill, the church and little vicarage on one side, and

on the other the demesne of Newbold Comyn, which, in

the reign of Elizabeth, had passed from monastic possession

into that of the family of Willys,f and some of whose stately

trees the axe has yet spared to adorn the modern mansions

that have sprung up amongst them.

An accident barred our travellers' progress, which, peaceful

as was the scene, seemed to fill them with dismay. A
frost of some weeks' continuance had given way recently,

The state of this river now, tends neither to the beauty nor health

of this place of Jephsonian celebrity.

f The ancient orthography of this respectable name is given.
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and the liquification of the ice and snow had caused the

Leame, as—although the spirit of rapid movement common

to these our times has not affected its waters—it still on

such occasions does, to overflow its banks. Whether the

bridge that crossed it was as ancient as its neighbour on

the road to Kenilworth, is not now to be ascertained; and

for all that concerns our history, it is sufficient to say that

this inundation of the river stopped our travellers on their

way by breaking down the bridge of Leamington Priors.

From such small accidents do great events arise

!

They stopped beside it, apparently in anxiety and doubt.

One was a man rather advanced in life, at least beyond

the middle age, whose dress and aspect were of the descrip-

tion to leave his station in society, as well as his profession,

in a doubtful position. He might be a travelling mer-

chant, pursuing a journey of business; and to this opinion,

if inclined to form one, a stranger of that day would

probably incline; yet, to a close observer, there was upon

his brow, and in the quick and commanding turn of a cool,

suspicious, and penetrating eye, something that seemed not

quite accordant with the plodding spirit of such a man of

peace ; while the manner in which he sat his heavy spiritless

horse, his dress, and broad-rimmed, high-crowned hat, drawn

low over his face, so as to meet the collar of the long

dark cloak he wore, agreed as little with the air of one who

followed the profession of arms.

That he had, however, mixed in the stirs and jars of

active life, that the politics of nations and intrigues of cabinets

might not be unknown to him, could be read in the lines

of a marked and very thoughtful countenance ; the deep com-

posure of which seemed rather the attainment of an habitual

mental mastery than the natural expression of a mind at

rest.

His companion was a female; and little more could be

said. Her person was muffled in a large dark mantle,

and her head enveloped in a veil, which, for aught that a
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beholder could discern through its thick yet not ungraceful

folds, might conceal a beauty of Spain or Italy, or shroud

the homely features of an English maiden. Her age, too,

might not be easily conjectured : she seemed to sit heavily

on the small stout animal that bore her, yet there was -in

the bend of her veiled head, and almost distinguishable

through the folds of her ample mantle, a gracefulness that

seemed to render it probable that anxious and depressing

care, and not the dull hand of age, had repressed the elas-

ticity that distinguishes the figure of youth.

They had stood some minutes in deliberation, perhaps about

as many as we have occupied in describing them, and were

about to turn their horses' heads in order to retrace their

path, when another horseman approached at a much more

rapid pace, and soon reined a highly-mettled steed beside

them.

There was nothing of either mystery or concealment in

the aspect or bearing of the new comer: he might have

already numbered foiu* or five and twenty years ; his finely

moulded figure united gracefulness to strength; his dress

and accoutrements betokened a military profession; and be-
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neath the steel cap he pushed back on joining them, was

seen a quantity of dark chesnut hair, with which nature had

plentifully adorned a manly head, and open forehead that

was several shades fairer in complexion than the rest of his

face. His large blue eyes, much resembling the wild violet

when the sun shines full upon it, were remarkable for a

laughing expression that seemed habitual to them, and the

beholder seldom looked into them without a smile. He

checked his horse suddenly, and there was something not

altogether English in the accent in which he exclaimed

—

"Ho! old Leame, hast broken thy bounds again? And

now, master traveller," he added, " whither wend ye your

way ? There is no crossing here.''

" We are on a matter of business," returned the other,

who seemed by no means to relish the encounter, yet desirous

to show all civility ; " but we must e'en back again."

" Back again ! Nay, that is a term I like not to use. My

horse can pass a wider stream than this ;" but while speaking,

the young soldier cast his eye on the female figure, and,

recollecting that his proposal of fording the Leame would not

be suitable to her, added—" But yonder is a bridle path that

leads by the way of Milverton to Guy's Cliff; thence by

Blacklow Hill you can rejoin this road : if you fear not

the shade of Piers Gaveston, you may pursue that path.'?*

i
" It is well said," the traveller gravely replied ; "we thank

thee for thy direction, and bid thee and thy brave steed a

safe passage over the flood."

So saying, the pair put their horses again into motion,

directing their heads in the direction pointed out ; but their

new companion wheeled his about, and, to the evident

annoyance of his more sober fellow-traveller, remarked, that

a brave man met danger, but a fool sought it, therefore he

would keep the path of safety and their good company.

* We have been confidently assured, by a kind old dame we met with in

that locality, that this road is not now anywhere discoverable ; therefore

we warn Leamington visitors, not, on the faith of our usual historical

veracity, to spend their time in seeking it.
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A slight compression of the lips, and the least possible cast of

those keen eyes to one side, might convey the intimation to a

close observer, that this addition to their society was not well or

cordially received, but an humble bend of the head was the only

answer returned by the male traveller, who seemed quite at a loss

how to act by his unceremonious and unreserved companion;

while the latter, reining his high-spirited horse to the pace of

theirs, maintained his place beside him ; with an air of good-

humoured carelessness, pointing out any little objects of interest

that lay within view.

The romantic building of Guy's Cliff soon opened to their

sight, and a low murmur of admiration from the muffled female

fell on the young man's ear : it was sudden, involuntary, and

soon repressed; but the sweet, yet enthusiastic tones, whose

modulations seemed to be caught from the music and poetry of

another land, reached a breast that vibrated to the feelings they

breathed, and the deep suffusion of his dark and laughing eyes

told of deeper thoughts than his careless exterior might lead a

casual observer to imagine had dwelt there. At the moment, a

loud peal of thunder shook the louring sky, and his horse,

bounding aside, carried him considerably in advance of the

party. By the time he had got it under his control, the clouds

discharged a torrent on the travellers. The rain was so exces-

sively violent, that their horses, stupid as they were, became

unmanageable ; and the female being carried by hers close to

that of the soldier; he seized her bridle-rein, and calling aloud

—

" Forward, sir traveller, with all speed ; I will guide you to

shelter"—dashed on, exhorting his companion to keep her seat

firmly, and leave her steed to his control.

She did so silently, and in a few minutes, breathless and almost

unconscious of her progress, she was carried within an open shed,

attached to the mill of the renowned Guy's Cliff. Here, hastily

dismounting, he lifted her from her seat, and with that prompt

feeling which entered into her obvious desire of preserving an

incognito, placed her silently on the ground, and ran out to look

for her companion. He soon appeared, but heavy with wet, and

unaccustomed to horsemanship, he made his way with less rapidity.
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On entering the shed, they found the lady standing on the

spot wherein she had been placed, leaning against the horse, with

her head pressed on the sad-

dle. Her companion, with a

look of much tenderness and

some alarm, advanced towards

her, and the young soldier,

hastily saying he must see for

their host, and tell him what

grist he had brought to his

mill, again went forth under

the deluge that was falling?

and soon returned with that

notable personage, the miller

of Guy's Cliff.

He was a man who had

numbered, or nearly so, his

threescore years and ten, yet

his height of six feet had not lost the fourth part of an inch

by the power of time. His thick, black locks were even still

but slowly yielding to the same ; and like a fine autumn, his

manhood gradually retreated before the winter of age, and

seemed to dispute still the ground it yielded, and resolute to

prolong its stay until its retreat should be nearly unnoticed.

His complexion was as ruddy, and his broad, open forehead

as unwrinkled and white, as the skin of childhood, and his

round, black eyes shone with a light, which told that within him

dwelt that merry heart which is a continual feast.

" So please you, my masters," he cried, " this is but a sorry

welcome ye meet to the cliff of Sir Guy of Warwick. Will ye

in, sirs, and, though this is no hostelry, partake of such cheer as

we can provide ?"

" If thou canst afford this lady the use of an apartment, and

a fire, good friend, for the night," said the elder traveller,

" it will be a service we will be thankful for, and gladly repay.

She has come far, and could ill brave such an evening as this."
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The miller glanced one of his merry eyes towards the young

soldier ; and, perhaps, reading an answer in his to the question he

would have proposed, at once accorded the boon ; and, saying,

the only second apartment the house possessed should be warmed

with a pan of charcoal, called for his daughter, and consigned

the drooping, and still veiled female to her care ; then delivering

the horses to one of his men, to be conveyed to the stables at the

cliff, he attended the two other travellers into his house, where a

good fire promised speedily to relieve them from the discomforts

of their ride.

The addition of a large tankard of ale, eggs, cheese, and

cakes hot from the hearth, might not be unpalatable to weary

travellers, and the younger heartily partook of the fare set be-

fore him The elder tasted it sparingly ; and it was observable,
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that the attention both of eye and ear was given to what might

be passing in the little ante-chamber whither his companion had

retired. Plis anxiety did not escape the notice of the young

soldier ; who, probably with a view to relieve it, inquired of the

miller if the lady had been cared for as they had been.

** She is unused to such cold and fatigue as we have experienced

to-day," said the other quickly. " May I, with thy leave, prepare

a posset to prevent its ill eifects ?"

This was done accordingly, and the girl who was summoned

to convey it, brought intelligence that the lady had retired to rest

and felt quite at ease. Rendered equally so by the tidings, the

party drew nearer to the fire, the comfort of which the elder

traveller seemed unwilling to enjoy while uncertain of her state ;

and the younger who seemed disposed to be both as merry and

comfortable as circumstances would admit, addressed his host

in the following terms :

—

" Certes, sir miller, it were ill done of me to bring guests to

your hospitable mansion, which truly boasts of better viands

than, if we may credit old tales, the famous Guy of Warwick

ever regaled himself withal, and never once inform you who

these guests may be. Know then, most renowned Knight of the
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Millj that this stranger, whom the chance of travel hath brought

within your territorities, is a stranger who is travelling—and as

most men travel either for business, pleasure, or the necessity of

transmigration, I conjecture that one or other of these three-fold

causes hath made him a traveller ; and thus have I given you

the information concerning him which, as his herald or squire for

the time being, I am in duty bound to afford, when demanding

his entertainment at the mill of Guy's Cliff."

It must have been evident that this wild speech was merely a

covert challenge to the person alluded to, to make known more

particulars respecting himself than the speaker professed to be

acquainted with ; but either impenetrable dulness or cool-judg-

ing policy, rendered him apparently unconscious of this, and

seeming to consider it as a matter-of-fact introduction to his host,

he briefly thanked the speaker for taking the trouble of this ex-

planation on himself, and added

—

" And now, fair sir, not being able to do the same good ser-

vice by you, that you have done for me, it remains for you to

introduce yourself also."

•' That is quickly done," said the youth : " few words answer

where there is little to be told and nothing to be concealed. For

profession, I am a soldier ; for worldly goods and chattels, I

possess my horse and my sword ; for all rents, tithes, and in-

comings, my pay in his majesty's service."

" A soldier of fortune !" said the other, glancing his cold,

keen eye with an inquiring expression, for a moment, on his

open, careless countenance.

" Of misfortune, mayhap ; for I have been but an unfortunate

soldier ; and if I serve fortune, my pay hath been misfortunes ;

for never yet did I, as our famous play-writer says, attempt to

* Pluck bright honour from the pale-faced moon,'

that I did not pluck down a blow upon my own poor pate

instead."

" That meaneth that you were moon-struck, sir soldier," said

the miller.
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Something like to a smile glimmered over the pale features of

their reserved companion ; but it was as the faint gleam of the

distant sun upon a hill of snow, and gone as soon as seen.

" " Yet thou art merry withal," he said, turning to the soldier

—

" But thy country people are ever so
!"

" How know you my country, sir traveller ?" the other de-

manded.

"By the speech, for one reason; by the open bearing, for

another. We English carry not ourselves with such freedom to

strangers ; yet this hath been but a guess of mine, for thy speech

savours not strongly of that land ; and in announcing thyself,

erewhile, three particulars were passed by which the world

usually claims to know of all men—name, rank, and country."

" My name," answered the young man, who seemed a ready

subject for a wily interrogator, " is William de Lacy ; my

rank is, at the present. Captain of the Guard to her royal high-

ness the Princess Elizabeth ; and my country, at least the land

of my birth, for I can scarcely be said to have seen it since, is

the fair and unfortunate island of Ireland, which our gallant and

hapless Lord Lieutenant, the late noble Essex, has described

briefly as ' the cursedest of all lands !'

"

" Captain of the Guard !" his hearer murmured, as if inatten-

tive to the rest of the communication—" then you are bound to

Coombe Abbey."

" Yes ; but first I must visit Compton Revel," said the soldier,

and as he spoke the last word he turned round and fixed his firm

and open gaze full on the face of the man he addressed.

There was the slightest possible sensation just perceptible

there, and his eye turned with a watchful and rather startled

glance towards the thin partition which served as a screen to

sight but not to sound between the female traveller and her

companions. This movement of the eye was followed by a

peculiar motion of the lips ; but De Lacy's attention was engrossed

by the following speech from their host :

—

" Have ye heard," said the miller, " that there is like to be

great doings there soon ?"
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" At Compton Revel ?" he demanded, rather anxiously ;
" as

how ?"

" Why, the nephew who had been so long beyond seas, he

who lost his title and lands through his father's mishap in the

late reign, hath been there these few months back ; and it is said

that he and our sweet Lady Edith will contrive a means whereby

to settle their right to Compton Revel, to the satisfaction of both

parties. Some say that Lord St. Clare will never give his child

to a , that is, to one of another faith; but however that may

be, there is nothing but hunting, and hawking, and sporting, and

the lady is never seen now without Master Cunnyngham by her

side. So, if what all men say must be true, he is like to come to

his own again."

If the eye of the elder traveller momentarily conveyed an inti-

mation of any mental emotion, that movement of the lips before

alluded to, almost as speedily announced its subjugation. It was

an outward habit expressive of an equally constant inward

control.

*' Your country has indeed been an unhappy, and as men

speak, a mismanaged land," said the elder traveller. " Is there

hope, think you, that it may fare better under the new reign ?'*

" Perchance it may," said the yoimg man with indifference.

" King James, they say, is friendly to the Catholic religion."

" Friendly!" the other ejaculated, in atone so deep, there was

something awful in it.

" Odds my life !" cried the miller, " if that be the case we

shall have the old times back again. Queen Mary burned the

heretics, and Elizabeth burned the Catholics, and James belike

will burn the Puritans."

" And at which of the ceremonies would the present company

most willingly assist?" demanded the elder, in a cool and sar-

castic tone.

" Why, for the matter of that, if I may turn my mill, and

worship God as I please, I do not know that I would much care

to burn any of them ; and I think, young sir, you would be much

ofmy opinion," the good-hupoured host replied, leaving, whether
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purposely or not, the inquirer as ignorant of the particular creed

of his companions as he was before his question.

" You have then no desire to see one creed dominate in the

land ?" he added, in a manner that seemed to say the inquiry

was casually put.

The miller glanced at his younger guest, and seeing only a

steady reserve in his countenance, replied in the same sort of

negative manner he had before spoken in.

" They were right merry times, when the monks of Stoneley*

and Coventry held rule in these parts. Heard ye ever, sir sol-

dier, in your travels, of Thomas of Coventry ?"

There was something in the young man's eye, as leaning for-

ward he looked straight into the fire, perhaps to hide in its

light the smile that beamed up there, which might appear to

imply that he had at all events heard that question before ; but

without waiting for an answer which might not have been given

without risking a laugh, the merry host proceeded with a true

tale, which he was fond of telling.

" No man hath ever visited these parts, without having heard

withal, of the fame of the city of Coventry, which, above all else,

was exalted, by means of its rich and great monastery, founded

by the Earl Leofriche and his beautiful lady Godiva, who out of

charity to the people of Coventry, rode through the streets with-

out other covering than her own flowing hair, which caused that

well-known rhyme-—

* I, Leofriche, for love of thee,

Do make Coventry toll free.*

And this same noble lady, with other costly gifts, bestowed on

the church they founded there, a rich chain of precious stones,

to be hung around the image of the Virgin, so that they who

came to devotion there should say as many prayers as there were

stones thereon. Now this monastery, which was for nuns at the

first, was dedicated to the holy virgin, St. Osburg, whose his-

tory hath not reached our time, seeing that none could ever tell

* Now written Stoneleigh.
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who she had been. But once on a time, there came an humble

petition from the clergy and people of those parts, setting forth

that the memory of this blessed virgin, St. Osburg, grew famous

by reason of the many miracles wrought at her tomb ; for many

weak and infirm people, imploring her prayers and merits, were

restored to bodily health and soundness—wherefore they prayed

the bishop that her birth-day might be solemnised, and the good

virgin reverenced in prayers, and hymns, and other devout suf-

frages : whereupon the bishop, calling together his clergy, de-

creed in council that the birth-day of St. Osburg should be

solemnised, and kept as a double festival every year, for ever.

But, alack-a-day ! my masters, there is no certainty in the

attainment of any honour and glory, as you, sir captain, in your

speech about the pale-faced moon, well noticed ; for even St.

Osburg well nigh missed of having her birth-day celebrated in

the full and complete manner in which the bishop decreed ; for it

so fell out that when this monastery had become very great and

rich, and that the monks had large sway and possession of many

lands in these parts, they began to incline to the pleasures of

this world, and were given, it is said, to more carnal enjoyments

than was seemly. In consequence whereof it was represented to

the bishop, that the monks of Coventry had broken their rule,

and taken to themselves more licence than it allowed.

" So after a time the bishop came to the monastery, and held

inquiry into the abuses that had grown up there. But while he

was in the church, consulting how he was to set these to rights,

and to enforce a stricter discipline among the monks, they,

hearing of what was going on there to their prejudice, rushed

in, and, with the great silver cross, broke the poor bishop's head,

and put an end to his reformation.

"Tidings of this deed were speedily spread; and it was shown

how the monks of Coventry had shed the bishop's blood before

the altar : and the case being referred to a notable bishop, who

then ruled the land, while Richard of the lion's heart was

fighting with the Turks, it was ordained that the monks should be

expelled, and secular canons put in their room ; and letters were
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sent to his holiness the pope, telling how the monks of Coventry

were contaminated with the pollutions of the world, in such

wise that the bishop of the province judged it fit that they should

be scattered from the glorious dwelling they so defiled, which

the pope agreeing to, they were driven out, and seculars put in

their room.

"But the story further tells how the bishop dying became very

penitent for what he had done against the monks of Coventry

;

and not knowing how to make satisfaction except by ending his

days in their habit, besought the abbot that, for the shame of

the devil, he would give him the habit of the poor monks of

Coventry, to the end that they might be his patrons in the next

world, whom he had so much persecuted in this—which being

granted, he disposed of his silver and gold in atonement for his

transgressions, and, condemning himself to the pains of purga-

tory, so died.

" The bishop's penitence, however, good as it was, was not

sufficient to replace the monks in their monastery ; and one of

them, known by the name of Thomas of Coventry, much covet-

ing to return there, took other means to satisfy himself and

brethren. So he journeyed to Rome, and prepared to present

a petition to the pope.

*' Just at that time the story makes it appear that it was the

fasliion for popes to live but a short time ; so that Thomas had

no sooner been refused by one, than his petition had to be

presented to another. At length he showed it to one of these

as he sat in state, attended by all his cardinals, who sent it back,

saying to Thomas that his expectation was vain, for the same

petition had been made to some of the predecessors of his

holiness, and been rejected by them, wherefore it was clear it

was not a matter to be listened to.

" * Holy father,' then said Thomas, * my expectation is not

vain ; for I expect your death, as I have expected your prede-

cessor's ; for one shall succeed who shall listen to my petition

to purpose.'

"Now, this pope being of a quicker wit than some of the
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others, and seeing, perhaps, that the eye of Thomas the monk

glanced upon the cardinal who, they said, should next take the

chair of his holiness, he gave such a start at hearing the answer

that was made him, that, verily, had the poor monk of Coventry

been then in the act of saluting his sacred foot, he would have

run a great chance of having had his teeth knocked out ; and

he cried withal to his cardinals

—

"* Hear you what this devil hath spoken? "I expect your

death, as I have done your predecessor's !" and then turning to

Thomas, he said— ' Brother, by St. Peter thou shalt not here

expect my death, for thy petition is granted :' and before he

would sit down to dinner, he ordered letters to be written to the

Archbishop of Canterbury, desiring him to turn out the priests,

and put the monks of Coventry into their monastery again ; and

so urgent was the command, that at sight thereof the archbishop

posted to Coventry, and turning out the new comers, restored

Thomas and his brethren to their favourite seat."*

At the conclusion of the miller's story, the elder traveller, who

towards the latter end of it appeared indulging in a gentle

slumber, seemed to have relinquished all intention of ascer-

taining the peculiarities of his host's religious creed, and ex-

pressed a desire for repose.

Less accustomed than his military companion to the hardships

of travel, he manifested some reluctance to occupy the comfortless

mattress laid for him in the apartment wherein they sat, and

where they were both to sleep.

What are now so well understood in England by the term

cottage-comforts, had rapidly progressed during the improving

period of Elizabeth's reign ; but still they were very scanty.

An English cottage, previous to that period, was very like what

Irish cabins of a low class still are. It consisted of a single apart-

ment, shared by animals of all descriptions, including the family

and beasts belonging to it. The fire generally was placed in the

centre, the smoke escaping through an opening in the roof.

* The curious reader will find this story at length, detailed by perhaps a

more friendly relator, in Dugdale's " Antiquities of Wai-wickshire."
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Very few of these dwellings were provided with the uncommon

luxury of a bed—what were called stretchers and coarse

mattrasses laid on the floor, being used in houses of a better class.

By a little contrivance, however, on the part of the miller and

his daughter, secretly stimulated by the younger guest, a more

private, if not more comfortable lodging was made out for the

elder, and he retired to it, leaving the host and De Lacy to-

gether. As soon as he had done so, the latter drew nearer, and

said in a whisper

—

" Thanks, good friend, for your discretion. I must keep this

man in view : but tell me, Lawrence, is what you said of Comp-

ton Revel true ?"

" True, Master de Lacy ! As true as that water turns the

mill. There is no other talk here. But, beshrew my heart,

never look so dull for that. Now you are come back matters

may take another turn."

" Hush !" said De Lacy, with a cautionary movement to the

thin partition that divided the apartments, where the lady and

they were ; and throwing his cloak around him, as he prepared

to retire to his stretcher for the night, added

—

" We will not talk of this now." And then in a tone that

showed he had no objection to be heard, said—" I have no need

to be dull about any thing, my good friend. The world is

before me, and I may have to make my way through it without

a friend. But what matters it? if you have none to love you

living, there is no one to weep you dead ; and if you have no

sharer in your joy, you grieve no one by your sorrow. So

—

good night!"

A moment after, however, he murmured—" Is the vicar of

Leamington there now, think you, Loxley r" And receiving an

affirmative answer, he said, in a voice that did not quite corres-

pond with the philosophic feelings to which he appeared to be

resigning himself—*'He was Edith's tutor, and used to be my

friend."

The next morning's sun rose with the calm refulgency that

often succeeds the discharge of thunder-clouds. The air, al-

NO. I. c
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though the season was so early, was balmy ; and the beauty of

the scene that lay full before the door which the miller had left

open, made De Lacy feel ashamed of having so long yielded to

fatigue. He walked forth, and, taking a rustic seat beneath one

of the noble trees that sheltered that romantic spot, drew from

his breast a small psalter, and there, unobserved, performed his

morning devotions. These ended, he strolled on through the

scene that still attests that the far-famed Sir Guy, whatever

else he might be, 'must have been a lover of nature in her own

simple and varied beauty.

The great cliff on the western bank of the Avon was made

choice of, say old chronicles, by that pious man, St. Dubritius,

who in the Briton's time had his episcopal seat at Warwick for a

place of devotion, where he built an oratory dedicated to St.

Mary Magdalene ; unto which, long after, in the Saxons' days,

did a devout hermit repair, who finding the natural rock so

proper for his cell, and the pleasant grove wherewith it is backed,

yielding entertainment fit for solitude—seated himself there

;

which advantages invited also the famous Guy, sometime Earl

of Warwick, after his notable achievements having weaned

himself from the deceitful pleasures of this world, to retire

hither ; where, receiving ghostly comfort from that hermit, he

abode until his death.

From the spot where De Lacy stood, the white foam of the

mill was seen sparkling through the naked branches of the trees

;

and its rushing sound was all that mingled with the cheerful voices

of the reviving birds. At his feet the soft Avon, quickened by the

heavy rain of the preceding night, swept on, more rapidly than

usual, beneath the long branches that bent over it, and wandered

away into the rich open meadows beyond. Above it rose the ch'ff

;

a steep, high scarp of solid stone; embraced, in part, by the arms

of a gigantic ivy,' that had clung to it with a constancy which,

to William de Lacy, in his present mood, gave it a great degree

of value ; for he was disposed to believe, that constancy was a

very rare virtue. The roots of the shrubs that covered the sum-

mit forced themselves out into rude and fantastic shapes, and the
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efforts they made seemed to have given a corresponding form to

the growth of the branches and stems that issued from them.

De Lacy crossed the river, and passing slowly beneath

the cliif, came to the cell of the hermit, Guy ; and paused on

beholding within it the kneeling form of the female Avho had

accompanied him on the preceding evening. She held a rosary

in her hand, and was apparently so absorbed in devotion, in-

spired by that sacred spot, that he might have passed by without

disturbing her ; but instinctively he drew back, and with that

feeling of respect which unobtrusive piety inspires, however,

we may differ as to the mode of its observances, withdrew from

observation until she emerged from the cave ; and closely wrapped

in her hood and veil, glided quickly, but from the movement of

her head, it would seem, admiringly along the path. De Lacy

thought there was now no cause why he should not pursue his

work, and so he followed in the same direction ; but the flitting

figure made another pause ; it was at the sainted well, of which

the hermits had drank. She entered the little cell, in which it is

cut out of the cliff, and here she extended two purely white,

though, by no means, very slender hands, and gathering up the

ends of her large veil, slowly rolled it back and laid it on her

brow, as she stooped to dip a finger, and cross it with the cold,

pure liquid.
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De Lacy gazed with a feeling of perfect astonishment on the

face that was thus unconsciously exhibited to him. His step was

suspended and his eyes were rivetted upon it for a moment ; it was

scarcely more ere she again dropped the veil and glided on with-

out knowing that she had been observed. The cause of her rapid

movements, and solitary visits to these spots of pious celebrity,

was evident, when, on reaching the door of the miller's house,

De Lacy found the travellers' horses already prepared for their

journey, and the man who had attended her, and been now

awaiting the conclusion of this little pilgrimage, in the act of

lifting her rather hastily into her seat. He was not prepared

for a departure before breakfast ; but with his usual lack of

ceremony, approaching them he cried

—

" What ! so early, fellow-traveller ? You have the start of

me ; but I will be with you presently."

" Methinks we lose your good company here," said the other,

with an humble, yet obviously displeased air.

" Nay," said the young man, " our road lies still together, and

I see not why we should lose what is desirable to keep."

" Our affairs are pressing," returned the other ; " we cannot

bide your leisure."

" I wish not that you should," said De Lacy ; " my quicker

steed will carry me to you ere Blacklow Hill is passed."

"Methought you were journeying to Compton Revel," the

traveller rejoined.

The female turned her head, but the youth quickly an-

swered

—

" Not now ; I will on to Coventry, and thence to Coombe."

" Our route hath changed, as well as yours, good sir ; we go

not to Coventry, now," said the traveller.

" Truly," remarked the soldier, tightening his saddle-girths,

for the ready-witted miller had got his horse ready, and brought

it up now without being desired ; " and whither is now your

road ?"

A movement of impatience, almost amounting to anger, shot

over the face of the man he thus, with a careless air of indiffe-

rence, interrogated ; but prudence evidently controlled the mani-
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festation of its feeling, and the desire of avoiding to create

suspicion was doubtless the motive that induced him at once to

answer—" To Dunchurch."

The young man had gained all that he wanted to know

;

aware that the person who he suspected was connected with the

journey of this man resided in that neighbourhood, he felt con-

vinced of his sipcerity in giving the answer he did, and so he

replied

—

" Well, then, for the present, fate separates us ; but we may

meet again. I wish you, if not fair speed, a continuance of this

fair day."

" Thanks, most kindly, thanks," said the traveller quickly; "as

for the pleasure of thy company, most gladly had we accepted

it, if the similarity of our roads and our affairs had allowed us

so to do."

De Lacy bowed, and looking for a moment towards the lady,

as she sat on horseback, with her closely-covered head turned

towards him, he pulled off his cap, and saluting her gracefully,

said, with a tone of some significancy—" Fare thee well, lady."

She bent with an air of stately dignity, in return ; and in the

musical accents he had heard before, repeated—"Fare thee

well."

^s^
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SZILL REIKOSPECTIVE, AND CONTAINING THE PREVIOUS HISTORY OF

WIXLIAM J)E LACT.

De Lacy Lad thrown his arm over the graceful neck of his

noble horse, and, leaning his head almost upon it, stood, or

rather reclined in the spot where they had left him, in an attitude

of reflection, which gradually assumed the air of deep thought-

fulness. But what was he thinking of? He was not very

wrong in styling himself the soldier of misfortune, for hitherto

even his military career had run in the same channel in which

his life began. He was the child of adversity ; and, notwith-

standing his laughing eyes and sunny countenance, had been

left to her stern guardianship almost all the days of his life.

"It is well for a man to bear the yoke in his youth," said

t;he wisdom that was not of this world. Yet none, to see

the outward demeanour of William de Lacy, would imagine

his neck had ever bent to that yoke ; but as his character

unfolds itself, perhaps the truth of the proverb will become

apparent.
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Sir Redmond de Lacy, his father, was an Irish chief of

some celebrity in the days of Queen Elizabeth; not one of

the rude and boisterous leaders of a wild, unruly clan, but

one who united the grace of English breeding to the open,

bold, and generous character of an Irish lord. He married,

sorely against her relative's will, the sister of a Mr. Rookwood,

of Cubbington Grange, in Warwickshire ; a man of singularly

reserved and apparently morose disposition, who lived unmarried

and alone, never showing any inclination to share his retirement

with any one but her ; the young lady, however, not relishing

such a life as he led, preferred accompanying a friend, whose

husband was attached to the train of the lord deputy, to Ireland,

where she met, and still more deeply incurred her brother's

displeasure, by marrying Sir Redmond de Lacy.

To those who know any thing (though, perhaps, these are

few) of the state of Ireland at that period, it will be easy

to supply the blank we leave in our narrative, when we merely

say that he became entangled in those unfortunate circum-

stances, of such common occurrence in the feudal state of

that imhappy, and undoubtedly at the time, mismanaged land

:

and being brought, contrary to his wish, into collision with

the English government, his affairs soon assumed a threatening

aspect. His wife, by her influence with him, and interest at

the English court, for |^some time acted as a mediator, or

obtained temporary peace: but during her illness, the flame

broke out, and she had only just recovered after the birth of

a second child, which lived but a few moments afterwards,

when their castle was besieged by the English troops. Although

resistance was worse than useless. Sir Redmond had resolved

to surrender only with life ; and his poor wife, careless of

her own fate, resigned herself to a melancholy expectancy of

his. It was not long delayed; he was borne lifeless from

the battlements, and, flying to the room where his body had

been carried, she found their little son, then not four years

old, vainly trying to withdraw the weapon that was clenched

in the dead man's hand, and crying, while he looked wildly

terrified at the gashed and bloody corpse

—
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"Give me my father's sword, and I will kill the wicked

men."

The lady caught him in her arms, imprinted one distracted

kiss on her husband's still warm lips, and, feeling she had one

treasure to save, called on his followers to make terms for them-

selves, and surrender the castle with its effects ; and bidding

such as chose to wander in poverty and exile to follow her,

hastily enclosed in her bosom a small casket of jewels and

money, and a written document she had prepared, and then,

descending the secret stairs, opened the entrance to the vault,

and made her way into the subterraneous passage usually to

be found in such dwellings.

Of all the attendants, only one had either heard or accepted

her invitation : it was the child's nurse. The entrance to the

cavern was supplied with a torch and basket of provisions, for

the chiefs latest care had been to provide for the retreat of his

lady and dependants ; and having spent some time at the further

extremity of the dreary passage, they emerged in the stillness

of night into the wood on which it opened, about three miles

from their late abode.

From this place through countless hardships and dangers, the

unhappy lady, her boy and attendant, made their way to the

coast where they embarked for England; and finally reached

Mr. Rookwood's house in Warwickshire. Faint, broken-hearted,

and overcome by fatigues and dangers, she had been quite

incapable of calculating on the nature of the reception she might

meet from her only near surviving relative ; nor was there occa-

sion to do so ; for hardly had she placed her manly little boy in

her brother's arms and witnessed his look of astonishment, both

at the unusual burthen she deposited there, and at her own

wretched aspect, than articulating faintly—" For my sake—and

God's"—she sank down beside him incapable of a further effort.

Lady de Lacy ^ revived for a time ; but it was only to give her

brother the statement she had drawn up relative to the part her

husband had acted, and which, in the hope it might be the means

of restoring her son to his rights, she had brought with her

with the intention of transmitting it to the queen. Before the
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following day had closed, her life liad ended, and William de

Lacy was left an orphan and an alien in the house of a relative,

whose disposition, if not naturally amiable, might be less so

towards one who had not only the misfortune of being Irish by

birth, but was, moreover, the child of a refractory sister.

The human heart, however, requires something to love ; even

in its most inhuman state it generally has some outlet to the

little remnant of its better affections. The most isolated beings

usually find some objects among the animate or inanimate, if

they had none among the rational orders of creation, which they

can think they love. Mr. Rookwood had an endless variety of

pets, and among these it is possible he might have put our young
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hero, William ; but the boy's grief for the loss of his mother

was of that boisterous description most appalling to the child-

secluded bachelor ; and he ordered the sorrowing little fellow to

be taken out of the house until his grief was allayed.

It so happened that the wife of the Miller of Guy's Cliff, who

had been one of his favourite domestics, was then at Cubbington

Grange; and as the child's nurse could not be persuaded or

bribed to leave him, it was proposed that they should both

adjourn to the miller's house, and remain there until the young

gentleman should be of an age to understand that it was not his

interest to roar so loudly.

Thus commenced our youth's acquaintance with the aforesaid

miller ; for whether Mr. Rookvvood forgot him, or feared again

to encounter the unaccustomed sound of a child's cry, certain it

is that William was left a tenant of that humble and beautiful

spot for about four years ; when he was taken to Cubbington

Grange where he soon ranked as highly in the owner's favour as

any of the singular and multifarious pets maintained around it.

He was, indeed, full as amusing as any of them ; and his strong

Irish accent being maintained by familiarity with his nurse,

proved another source of amusement to the master and his

household. The combinations of private life are sometimes as

singular as the curiously woven and artificial structure of the

romance writer.

Cubbington Grange chanced to be in the immediate vicinity

of the fine old place denominated Compton Revel, to which

allusion has been made in the preceding chapter. At this stage

of young De Lacy's history, it was occupied by the unfortunate

Lady C, the widow of a nobleman who, after several abortive

attempts in behalf of poor Mary of Scots, had paid the penalty

of his devotion with his life. The enthusiastic and overwrought

mind of his wife failed beneath the shock, aggravated as it was

by the conviction that her own love to her royal mistress—for

her youth had been spent in the Scottish court—had brought her

husband to the scafibld. Lord C.'s property was confiscated, and

his title attainted ; but the lady, who was to all appearance

rapidly hastening to the last narrow house, was permitted to
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retain possession of that which had been her home, for the short

remnant of her life.

That property was conferred on her loyal brother-in-law, Sir

James St. Clare, who, at the same time was raised to the peerage.

He accepted it, though with pain, under the idea of being able

in future to benefit the orphan children of his wife's sister : but

these children—a boy and girl—as remarkable in their appear-

ance as they were from their reserved and pensive manner,

suddenly disappeared from the neighbourhood upon their poor

mother's death ; and at her funeral, even their uncle, and then

natural guardian, Lord St. Clare, was unable to give the slight-

est intimation of their destiny.

Some time afterwards this nobleman's wife followed her more

unhappy sister to the grave ; and then Lord St. Clare, accom-

panied by an only child, came to reside at Compton Revel with

a small and sober establishment.

Left a widower when little more than thirty years of age, he

had devoted himself wholly to his lovely and only child ; and

sought and found in that devotion a pretext both to himself and

others, for removing from the conflicting vortex in which the

state both of politics and religion, for the one was sometimes

but a name for the other, involved those who mingled much in

public life. The father and daughter had never since been

separated ; and the circumstances of the times, in connection with

his own domestic trials, had led him to prefer, for both, a life of

great retirement, if not of total seclusion.

Many causes had influenced this choice. A disciple, in many

respects, of the court of Queen Elizabeth, Lord St. Clare could

never stoop to flatter her follies at any time ; and an ardent

admirer of her genius, her powers of mind, and her principles,

he felt the mortification which the latter years of her reign pro-

duced upon those who had shared in its glories. Like many

noblemen who still adhered to the court of Elizabeth, he enter-

tained the doctrines of the Puritan party, without following the

conduct which gave her so much displeasure, and which he con-

demned. Attached to the Established Church from principle

and preference, he yet, in common with the more religious mem-
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bers of that church, felt to the inimical party the sentiments of

brotherhood ; and regretted that things immaterial should cause

a schism in the protesting body, which, having obtained liberty

from papal bondage, and endured the fiery trial of Mary's reign,

was now, by a natural reaction, inclined to exercise that liberty

to the full extent of private judgment in all things.

Disliking, from his own religious sentiments, the severe mea-

sures pursued against the Puritans, and from the family connec-

tions and associations of early years, shrinking from all collision

with the Roman Catholic party, to which they were so strongly

opposed. Lord St. Clare took the happiest, and, perhaps, not the

least philanthropic course, and, withdrawing entirely from the

contentions of public life, devoted his time to the education and

society of his child, and his money and influence to the improve-

ment of his numerous dependents, and the promotion of chari-

table objects.

To avoid civil and religious faction was his chief desire—to

shield his lovely girl from all that might injure the pure simplicity

of her mind, and, in ignorance of the jars of discordant faiths,

to train her in the pure doctrines of the Gospel, and in outward

conformity to the observances of a church, which he believed, in

her established formularies, adhered to these doctrines, was the

great object of his life. To aid him in this, he had obtained the

services of a pious and worthy clergyman, whose enlightened

mind, freed from sectarianism, was deeply imbued with religious

knowledge. He was, after the fashion of the time, both the

domestic chaplain and the tutor of little Lady Edith. Although,

like the priests of Rome, the sympathies of his nature were not

called into kindly play by the tender relationships of life, yet, as

the single state in which, through accident, perhaps, rather than

choice, he continued, was not, like theirs, compulsory, it checked

not nor perverted the natural flow of his affections ; and their

bland and kindly influence was felt throughout a household that

owned the rule of a master, who was by nature distant, reserved,

and haughty.

These dispositions were troubles to Lord St. Clare, who feel-

ing them to be little in accordance with the religion he professed,
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struggled against them, and rejoiced to see that his meek, hvely,

and confiding child was exempted from this portion of the in-

heritance which she might have derived from her sire.

The circumstances of his early life, and the unhappy termina-

tion of Lord C.'s political course, had impressed Lord St. Clare

with almost a nervous horror of all such unlawful or treasonable

attempts, as were frequent at that period of Queen Elizabeth's

reign; and the natural effect of this was, that a degree of

caution, nearly amounting to suspicion, became one of the predo-

minant features of his character. The results of this on the

fortunes of our young friend, William de Lacy, are now to be

developed as one of those combinations of which we have

spoken.

He had never known the children of Lord C. ; but when

Lord St. Clare and his pretty child became his neighbours, the

case was different between Master William and the occupants

of Compton Revel: he had then attained his twelfth year,

and the little lady's health being delicate, all active sports

and exercises were not only to be pursued because fashion-

able, but as being, in her case, peculiarly desirable ; so

she was ever to be seen on her beautiful pony, with her hawk

on her wrist and her greyhomids at her side. No one could

fly a hawk better than William de Lacy, and no eye was

quicker in discerning a far-off quarry than the merry one of the

Irish boy : it is not, then, marvellous that he should soon become

the constant attendant of little Lady Edith's excursions ; and as

the children became more and more attached to each other's

pursuits, her fond and kind-hearted father finally agreed that

his chaplain, who was Edith's tutor, should also assist in im-

proving the very deficient education of her little friend.

The consequence of all this might have been foreseen ; but

such oversights often take place, and many a happy childhood

or pleasant youth has been followed by years of disappointment

and tears. However, these children had their happy time ; and

whether, with hawk and hound, they roamed the woods and

fertile plains around them, or pored over the studies their

reverend tutor assigned them. Lady Edith St. Clare and William
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de Lacy, happy in the present time, never sent a glance towards

the future, except to calculate on some new pleasure.

Was the young soldier, now leaning on his horse's neck,

thinking of these long past days ? We know not. They passed

away all too quickly, perchance he thought, for him ; but thus

we all think when our pleasant times have gone by.

William de Lacy was very happy both at Compton Revel

and in its vicinity ; how could he be otherwise, with such acces-

sories to happiness around him. The reputed heir of Cubbington

Grange, he had never felt the loss of a paternal inheritance;

the almost parental fondness of Lord St. Clare prevented him

from experiencing the desolation of an orphan state; and the

tacit proofs he received of the good-will of his reserved and

singular uncle, afforded him the pledge of a kind and protecting

guardian.

But we seldom know what happiness is until the fugitive has

passed us by. The restless spirit of the Irish^ or the innate

desire for arms which he had manifested when attempting to

obtain his poor father's sword, led the youth to express one

day to his uncle a desire to leave the quiet of Cubbington and

enter the army.

He did not know the temper of his relative : Mr. Rookwood,

apparently so cold, morose, and sullen, was capable, and

even felt himself to be capable, of deep attachments ; but his

error and unhappiness lay in secretly looking for a return for

what he felt, rather than for what he showed. The disposition

of his nephew was kind, open, and affectionate ; he did not

know that his uncle loved him ; and while showing him every

respect and attention, he never imagined that he would care to

possess affection : yet Mr. Rookwood wished those who were

attached to him at all to be devotedly attached, to prefer him

to all else, to be willing to forego all society for his. The

moment his young protege expressed a dawning desire to leave

him, he sunk rapidly down in the rank of his favourites, until,

from being at the very top of the list, he became, for the time

at least, the last in order of all the things that fawned and clung

around hira. Without saying a word io him on the subject, or
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even knowing if the wish he had expressed was any thing more

than a youth's casual observation, he procured for him a com-

mission in the troops which, not very long afterwards, sailed

with the gallant Earl of Essex to the attack of Cadiz.

In that brilliant action the young soldier won the approbation

of his leader : it was an unfortunate circumstance for him.
^
The

open, generous, danger-seeking Essex, was one not only to

command his admiration, but to win his affection ; and William

de Lacy would have followed through fire or water if he led

the way. But while our youth was animated by the hope of

gathering lam-els abroad, the peaceful wreath of domestic joys,

which the scenes of Cubbington Grange and Compton Revel

had offered him, was sadly withering. Mr. Rookwood had been

too much accustomed to his society not to feel its loss, and he

had brought a distant relative to his house in the view of sup-

plying the void left in it, who remained some time there, and,

though their acquaintance only then commenced, left it with

a promise of frequently repeating his visit.

A letter from his constant little friend. Lady Edith St. Clare,

informed De Lacy, in rather ambiguous terms, that it was to be

feared, his service abroad would scantily repay him for lack of

service at home ; but engrossed by the stirring nature of the life

he had entered on, he put these thoughts aside, and only antici-

pated the happiness of a return to his home, when he should

have acquired that martial glory to which, as the disciple of

Essex, he began to aspire.

Nearly three years passed away when, being on duty in

London, he began to feel desirous of visiting his kinsman, and

seeing the friends he had left in his neighbourhood. He had

despatched a letter, announcing his intention, to Mr. Rookwood,

when a communication reached him, of his appointment to the

rank of captain in the body-guards which were to escort the Earl

of Essex to Ireland. His former letter was followed by a very

hasty epistle, informing his uncle of the change thus produced in

his plans ; written in the first elation of his spirits, it expressed

rather too little regret on the writer's part at the renunciation of

his projected visit to Cubbington, and concluded with an excuse
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for brevity and haste, on the plea of wishing to attend his noble

lord's levee, and his hope that this new event in his life would be

the means of regaining for him his forfeited inheritance and rank,

through the patronage of the queen's distinguished favourite.

William de Lacy, therefore, formed a part of the brilliant

train that attended the unfortunate first Lord Lieutenant of

Ireland to his government in that land. The hapless career there

which ended in disgrace to himself, and disappointment to his

friends and followers, needs not to be here recounted. Among
the few who accompanied him in his precipitate and ill-judged

return to London, was the new-made captain of his guards ;

who, unable to resist the interest he felt in his fate, remained to

watch his progress in the midst of his foes, and in the scene of

his former triumphs.

Aware of the designs against him, De Lacy, who was not at

all in Essex's secrets, apprized him, in a private note, of his

danger, and warned him to seek safety by flight, instead of yield-

ing to the summons he had received to appear at the council.

Ill-informed, however, of his gallant leader's actual designs,

our warm-hearted youth became involved in his treasonable at-

tempt, and being taken with him in the street, while he was

endeavouring to raise the citizens, was thrown into prison.

His pardon was soon granted ; or, indeed, at other times it

might be said, his acquittal pronounced, for it was known that

he had taken no part in the fray, and been merely led into it

from a desire to protect the earl, whose sincerity in exclaiming

that his life was threatened, and crying, " for the queen ! for the

queen !" William most entirely believed.

The news of his guilt, however, flew faster than the fact was

proved. It reached Cubbington Grange at an unfortunate time

;

for, fretted by illness, the effects of solitude, and the belief, that

the only person of his own species whom he had ever loved, or

found suitable to his humour, had not loved or cared for him

Mr. Rookwood, wishing to show an indifference he really did not

feel, had made a will, wherein, without once naming his nephew,

he left his entire property to the only other relative he had, the

distant one before alluded to ; retaining, notwithstanding, in his
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own mind the idea that if William should yet show any affection

for him, he would then let him see its reward, by altering this

will in his favour. But, alas ! for the fallacy of all such in-

tentions ! The poor man was seized with a fit shortly before

William's liberation from the tower, and when the young soldier,

not knowing what had passed, hastened down to Warwickshire,

in the hope of meeting there the balm of sympathy and friend-

ship, he found the agent of the new possessor of Cubbington

was there to direct the preparations for his uncle's funeral, which

he was most respectfully invited to attend.

Mythologists will doubtless object to the creed that the fatal

box of Pandora was opened in Ireland, and left there with hope,

that blessed lingerer, within it, to console its children for all the

ills that issued from it. In the sunshine of this hope they still

live. Its happy rays illumine the present with a brightness caught

from the future. Is it not this that gives the elasticity of an

Irish spirit, the lightness of an Irish heart, the bounding of an

Irish step, while the iron heel of adversity is pressing that spirit

to the dust ?

Amidst the gloom of Cubbington Grange, the thoughts of

William de Lacy roved to Compton Revel. There he was cer-

tain he should find friendship ; there he should meet with

comfort. But decency prevented his going there until the

funeral had taken place. At it he met Lord St. Clare. Some

years had passed since they had met before, and the boy was

grown a man, and perhaps the man had grown more considerate.

Whatever cause had produced the alteration. Lord St. Clare

was much altered to him, and De Lacy sensibly felt the cool-

ness, which, in his present circumstances, was doubly wounding.

The fact was, that Lord St. Clare, being a staunch loyalist,

and strongly opposed to all disaffected movements, entertained

a belief very common at the period, that an Irishman and a

rebel were synonymous terms ; and though this belief was not

influential so long as, a boy, William was hunting and hawking

with his pretty little daughter, no sooner was it known that the

young man, whose course in arms they had watched with much

NO. I. D
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interest, was lodged in the Tower, than it came powerfully

to mind; and the high-minded nobleman, who had ever

marked out for himself a line of undeviating principle, felt

very glad that a total separation had been effected between

them. "And thou, Brutus," the youth might have thought

—

*• that was the unkindest cut of all." But as he rose from the

deep reverence with which he returned Lord St. Clare's con-

strained salutation, the varying hues of his dark blue eyes

became almost black from the suppression of feelings that

oppressed his breast: his coloiu* glowed to crimson, and then

grew paler than it had been before.

Lord St. Clare observed, and guessed the cause of his

emotions ; he yielded, as was sometimes the case with him,

at once to feelings that were naturally tender, and hastily

extending his hand, said—" Come home with me, William."

As the carriage that bore them—^for his lordship had chosen

on this occasion to adopt the new fashion of using such

vehicles on state occasions—stopped at the familiar door,

where he had always stopped with a joyous heart, De Lacy leant

back, with his handkerchief to his face, and his companion being

on the step, getting out, prevented his being seen by Lady

Edith, who ran to it, crying out

—

" Have you seen him, my father ?—Have you seen William de

Lacy?"

" Hush, my child," said the nobleman, cautiously lifting a

finger ; " he is here."

" Here ! William here ! Oh ! let me see him," was the incau-

tious reply.

Her desire was soon granted. William was out of the car-

riage almost as quickly as her father ; but as he took her two

extended hands, a rush of feeling came over him, and pressing

them hastily to his breast, he pushed past her, and rushed into

the house.

Lady Edith stood still on the step of the door ; the hands he

had relinquished were folded together, and pressed upon her

bosom, and her soft, timid eyes gazed after him with a look of
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surprise or doubt that was almost amusing, while very beautiful

to behold. Her face, so perfectly innocent, so childlike in ex-

pression, yet so regular in feature, was at that moment a repre-

sentation of all a child's artless, unconcealed affection, checked

and softened by a woman's sensibility.

" Dear father, how he grieves !" she said, slowly, and with a

pause between each sentence, " I did not think he loved his

uncle so well—and how he is altered—but for his eyes and curl-

ing hair I never should know him—and grown so handsome !"

" Ladies do not generally express their sentiments of gentle-

men so freely, Edith," her father reprovingly remarked.

" Do they not ? Why not ?" demanded Edith, looking up

with extended eyes in his face.

Lord St. Clare could not well answer the question ; but

though he knew more of life than his unsophisticated child, he
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was not wise in making this observation. Lady Edith had

hitherto thought and spoken of William de Lacy only as the com-

panion of her childhood—the sharer of all her young pursuits ;

she might have still continued so to think of him, but her

father's remark led her to think there must be a difference now

—

that she ought to regard him with other feelings, and must no

longer look at, or speak of him as she used to do in time passed

;

and Edith blushed, deeply and consciously blushed, when she

met William again, and recollected how she had received him at

first—ardently, naturally, without a feeling save those of pure,

youthful, sisterly affection, but in a manner which, from her

father's look and words, she now felt certain was not in accord-

ance with the acknowledged forms of female propriety.

Yet, strange to say, that deep and glowing blush pleased,

while it embarrassed her young friend, almost more than her

former open warmth; and from that moment, if it had not

been years before, his fate in all love affairs was decided ; and

as a true Irish heart can " love but once and love for ever,"

he vowed in his that his life should either be spent with Lady

Edith St. Clare, or, like his uncle's, in dreary bachelorship.

The resolution, perhaps, was rashly made: he should have

remembered that he was an alien, an outcast ; an unportioned,

unnoticed orphan ; that she he aspired to was a lovely, youthful,

titled heiress ; but he acted on the maxim, nothing venture,

nothing have; and, as he said to himself—I will have all or

nothing—he almost fancied there was something in the sweet,

gentle face he gazed on that seemed to second the bold design.

A fortnight passed away, as a fortnight in such circumstances

may be supposed to pass ; and perhaps it was the possibility

of effecting the design already hinted at that occupied the

young man's thoughts as he sat in the old hollow beech where

he and Lady Edith spent many an hour of their early days

;

but, recollecting that it was near the hour for the customary

ride, he arose hastily and returned to the house. The library-

door that opened on the terrace had been his former mode of

entrance, and as he now, with the familiarity of former times,

approached it, he beheld the fair girl who was engaging
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SO large a portion of his mind and time, sitting at the Gothic-

looking table, reading one of those large and serious volumes

which at that time were not an unusual study even for young

ladies.

Lady Edith was

sitting in that at-

titude in which

William always

thought she looked

particularly beau-

tiful, because it

suited the rather

madonna cast of

her countenance

;

the elbow of her

small-rounded arm

resting on the table,

and her fore-finger

laid along a cheek

to which the deli-

cate fairness of a

skin only tinted

with rose lent a

somewhat serious

expression. The young soldier had stood for a minute at the

open door, when she turned, and, seeing him, exclaimed, with

a look of pleasure

—

" Oh ! I am so glad you are come !"

William stood beside the table, and, looking down on her

up-raised and ingenuous face, she might have read in his the

sincerity which prompted the words

—

*' Few things could make me so happy as to think my presence

gave you pleasure. Lady Edith."

" Then indeed you may be so happy as to be very sure of

that," the lady replied, shaking her head with a look of assumed

wisdom and seriousness. But no sooner were the words spoken,

than something perhaps in the manner in which they were heard.
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reminded her of her father's remark respecting womanly reserve

in the expression of sentiments ; and, blushing at that recollec-

tion, she stopped William's reply, by adding

—

" My father wants you immediately ; that is the reason I was

so glad to see you come."

William uttered a lengthened interjaculatory—" Oh !" but

Lady Edith's blush certainly mollified his disappointment, and

without being conscious of having caused any, she went on

—

" I cannot think what he wants you for, William ; but he

looked so grave and full of business, and was so little inclined to

speak to me on the subject, that I am sure it is something of

importance to you. Perhaps it is about your uncle's will ; for

you know we all thought Cubbington would be yours, and it is

such a pity this Mr. Rookwood, whom no one cares for, should

get it."

" There is only one reason that would make me desire it,"

William replied.

" And what is that, pray ?"

" I must riot tell you now."

" Will you when you have seen my father ? You used to tell

me every thing."

William shook his head, and kept his eyes steadily fixed on the

floor.

" I can hardly think that any thing he can have to say would

enable me to do so ; were this to be the case^ I should indeed be

impatient to see him," he said.

" Oh ! then I will send him directly ; and I will walk in the

wood till your conversation is ended."

De Lacy understood, of course, that he was then to join her

there, so he only smiled his assent ; and having closed the door

after her, took the seat she had left, and fell into a very pleasing

sort of dream, which was broken by the entrance of Lord St.

Clare.

How often is it that the current of hope and happiness runs

the strongest and highest, just when it is about to be met and

driven back by the adverse one of disappointment and trial

;

and then the poor voyager is involved in a whirlpool, that effec-
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tually dissipates all such pleasant illusions as our young soldier

was indulging.

Lord St. Clare was very kind in his manner, and very sincere

in his profession of the interest he felt in his young friend's

course of life ; but, though he took a rather roimd-about way of

arriving at it, his object in seeking this interview simply was—to

request that all further intercourse between De Lacy and his

daughter might cease.

His reasons for this were excellent ; all such as would influence

any prudent and anxious parent ; and William felt their cogency

so strongly, that, rising from his seat with a flushed brow and

quivering lip, he bowed, and said

—

" I will leave your house instantly, my lord, and pledge my-

self, solemnly, that neither you nor your daughter shall have any

further trouble from my acquaintance."

This was not 'the really kind-hearted nobleman's wish. He

had been very fond of De Lacy as a boy ; and the idea that he

might impute his former kindness to the fact, that he was then

living under the protection of his uncle, and as his reputed heir,

was very painful to him. He liked De Lacy as st man, and had

suffered almost as much pain as he inflicted in making this com-

munication. But the position of his affairs—his imsettled state

of life—and the circumstance, that being an Irishman by blood

and birth he was probably possessed of the turbulent spirit

which found abundant exercise in that factious time ; all induced

the full conviction, that the welfare of his lovely child rendered

a total separation necessary. Her simple and ingenuous mind

was always open to his inspection ; and he now saw grounds for

apprehensions which at an earlier period had never occurred to

him, or if they had, would not have appeared so formidable as

the change in De Lacy's prospects and actual circumstances now

rendered them.

The proud spirit of the high-born and pennyless youth rose

too quickly to allow him to judge of the feelings of the nobleman

who was still willing to act as his patron, though he secretly

trembled at the idea of being his father-in-law ; and Lord St.

Clare considered that his impetuosity did him wrong, and his
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prejudices were all deepened a thousand-fold by regarding the

manner in which De Lacy received his communication, as another

proof of the incontroUable temperament of the Irish, which so

often led them into dangers and excesses. He was offended,

and perhaps justly, with the hastiness of one who was not

entitled to show such indignation on such a subject; he, therefore,

only replied with some stiffness:

—

" As you please. Captain de Lacy, it was not my wish to part

thus,—but, perhaps it is as well it should be so. I feel I have

done right in perhaps saving you and ourselves much future

pain and disappointment."

He left the room wit^i a low bow as he spoke, and left

De Lacy perfectly miserable ; but endeavouring to cherish

resentment as a means of escaping regret, he hastily left the

house. No sooner had he done so than he was assailed by

-^^ the doubt whether

it would be honour-

able, after what had

passed with her fa-

ther, to seek Lady

Edith in the wood

as had been tacitly

agreed on; or kind

to depart without

bidding her fare-

well. A verdict, as

is usual in many
cases of "head ver-

sus heart," was given

against the latter

proceeding ; but de-

termined to abide

by the spirit of the

pledge he had given,

as well as the letter,

William resolved to conduct the interview with due formality.

He found Lady Edith leaning over the little gate which at that
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particular point divided the extensive grounds of Compton Revel

from those of Cubbington Grange. Alas ! how fallacious are all

our best laid plans! William de Lacy's nicely-arranged parting

speech, formal bow, and ceremonious adieu, were all dispersed

and scattered from his mind, when Lady Edith pointing her fair

finger, with a smile, in the direction of his former abode, said, as

he came towards her

—

" Are you able to tell me now, what is the only thing makes

you wish to be the owner of that gloomy place ?"

A rapid step placed him beside her, and for one moment he

dared not to retain his position.

" No, Edith ; neither now nor ever can I be able to do that.

Farewell, my only, my dearest friend; may your life be as

happy as even I could wish it."

His voice faltered ; he pressed her hand quickly to his lips,

bounded over the gate, against which she still leaned, and ran off

over the field. He heard her anxious, gentle voice call—William

—William ; but the sound made him run faster.

-< On gaining a little eminence, crowned by some trees, he did

look back ; for he could see her arms extended on the gate, and

her head laid down upon them; and he thought, though too

distant to distinguish them, that tears had dimmed those hidden

eyes ; and he felt safer at a distance, for had he seen Lady Edith

St. Clare shed a tear for him, it was possible, notwithstanding

all his high resolves, that he might have told her his sole reason

for desiring the estate of Cubbington, and tell her something

more also which he knew well was better left untold. So he

went on, and took his horse from the stables there, and rode

to his old acquaintance at Guy's Cliff, and from thence

pursued his journey to London.

Edith sought her father weeping, to inquire into the cause

of this strange proceeding ; and after a long conversation

with him, in which no allusion was made to herself, or to any

share she had in De Lacy's departure, she was convinced that

her father, in this as in every thing else, was right, and

that it was desirable that William should not linger at Compton
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Revel, but endeavour to retrieve the reputation for loyalty,

which, in Lord St. Clare's opinion, had undoubtedly suflPered by

his implication in the movements of the Earl of Essex. So

she uttered no more complaints, but assured her father that

whatever fate might befall De Lacy, she never would for-

get him, nor ever like any other friend half so well; and

thus gave him the satisfaction of knowing that he had acted

with only necessary firmness, and that his parental anxiety

was not overstrained; and he became more desirous to remove

from her mind the conviction she had artlessly expressed, that

no one could ever supply the place which the loss of her earliest

companion had left vacant. However this might be. Lady Edith

became gradually more and more sensible that De Lacy had

sunk in her father's estimation ; and she knew that this proceeded

from the fear he entertained lest that young man had imbibed

principles which Lord St. Clare held in abhorrence, not only

because they were opposed to his own loyal spirit, but because

his own family had suffered so deeply through their effects. As

the mention of De Lacy, therefore, generally drew forth some

allusion to these doubts, and to the introduction of topics which

were always avoided in the presence of one who some time

after became their guest, it gradually came to pass that his

name was never mentioned, and his existence seemed forgotten

at Compton Revel,

On reaching London, he found the metropolis in great com-

motion. Elizabeth was dead : a reign glorious in the annals of

England had closed : " the English virago," whose life, while

tarnished with personal foibles, was covered with national glory,

had ended her days in the discontent and grief which the former

had caused : and now courtiers were all eager to outstrip each

other in conveying intelligence to her successor, James the Sixth

of Scotland, and First of England, of his hoped-for accession to

the throne. Little affected by the popular commotion, and occu-

pied by his comparatively petty, but to himself perhaps more

interesting affairs, De Lacy, thinking no change in the govern-

ment would be likely to affect him, and feeling as full of despon-
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dency as he well could be, embarked for the Low Countries, to

engage in the service of the Dutch, and aid them in their struggle

with their oppressor.

But the change in the British government was to be the cause

of a change to him which he little expected.

That renowned godson of Queen Elizabeth, usually denomi-

nated the witty Sir John Harrington, who had been knighted by

Essex in Ireland, and whose complaints of his service in that

country were so loud, had imbibed a friendship for De Lacy

which he maintained by an occasional correspondence ; and,

while the latter was endeavouring to lose all remembrance of a

home or friends amidst the tumults of arms, a letter reached him

from that hapless knight, who complained that Essex had carried

him to Ireland, without allowing him time to draw on his boots,

informing him that his cousin, recently created Lord Harrington

of Exon, having been appointed governor to the Princess Eliza-

beth, eldest daughter of King James I. had provided her highness

with a large estabUshment at his residence of Coombe Abbey in

Warwickshire ; and authorized him to offer De Lacy the post of

captain of the guard to the royal child—" a post," continued Sir

John, "which mayhap will repay you for your sorry service in

that most miserable land, whither our late unhappy lord lieute-

nant did convey us, to his loss as well as ours ; and which, more-

over, may give you occasion to commend yourself to her highness

in such sort as may tend at a future day to further your claim to

the lands possessed by your late father in that island, which

though a bad possession, may be to you better than none. King

James much inclines to the friends and followers of the late earl,

whom he ever styles his martyr ; and though I do not much

incline to the politics of this time, yet I would say, be ruled by

me in this matter, and accept an office which may lead to your

own advancement, and to the good of our gracious princess, who

is a right merry and most admirable child ; and methinks my
lord cannot place her royal person in safer keeping than in that

of so brave a soldier."

This proposal awoke many thoughts in De Lacy's mind ; but

these all converging to one point, gradually led him in the end
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to agree with his friend Sir John, and to prepare for a return to

England.

At the seaport where he was awaiting the readiness of a vessel

by which he was to sail, an incident occurred which finally had

been the means of leading to the scene we described at Leaming-

ton and the mill of Guy's Cliff. While waiting in a small hos-

telry for the hour of embarkation, two persons entered the

apartment, which was formed by running a slight wooden parti-

tion across that in which he sat. Occupied by his own thoughts,

he had been quietly musing in a corner, unconscious of what was

passing in the other division of the apartment, when the magic

word of " Compton Revel " caught his ear.

He started : and, listening, heard the suppressed voices of two

men conversing in English. The planks which formed the par-
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tition were so loosely put together, that in many places wide

openings were to be found ; and peeping through one of these,

he discovered a Jesuit priest and a Spanish soldier, whose per-

sons were distinctly visible. The countenance of the priest was

not one to be soon forgotten. He was small in stature ; his

features regular, and complexion pale ; half a century of years

might have passed over his head, but they seemed to have

brought a century of care and thought. It was a cool, collected,

yet intellectual thoughtfulness, that made his countenance so

remarkable. The mastery of the mind was stamped in every

lineament ; the predominance of the spiritual over the animal

nature was legibly inscribed on his pale impressive features ;

and in the cool penetrating glance of his dark luminous eye,

there was a power expressed that seemed to qualify him for a

place in that order which under the singularly mistaken title of

The Society of Jesus, exercised so wonderful an influence on

the destiny of nations by their secret guidance of the councils

of princes.

The soldier was a stout-built, gloomy -looking man, also be-

yond the middle age of life, bearing the aspect of one who

lived without any thing to love, to hope, or to fear. This man

De Lacy had sometimes encountered before, and recognised

him as a wandering adventurer or soldier of fortune, who,

although an Englishman, had been for some time in the service

of Spain.

They spoke in so low a tone that De Lacy only caught an

occasional word; but the mention of Lord St. Clare, and the

property which they seemed to think ought by right to be in

other hands, filled him with an alarm that almost deprived him

of the power of hearing even as well as he otherwise might.

At length, in answer to a question from the soldier, he heard

the priest say

—

" He is now at Lord St. Clare's ; his sister is with me, on

her way to England—Dunchurch is not very far from Compton

Revel: we may soon, I trust, communicate with thee again
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on this matter—the tyrant must fall ; our people shall be

delivered."

"And the faith shall triumph," the soldier concluded, in a

tone deeper and more devotional than that of the priest.

"Amen, my son! We part now. I have entered on my
tablets the direction by which to find thee—when thou shalt

hear from me, let
"

The rest of the sentence sunk so low, that De Lacy, though

his ear strained till the sensation was agonizing, could not

distinctly make it out, but he fancied the words were—"let

James tremble." He could not, however, feel certain whether

King James of England, or Lord St. Clare only, was the

threatened person; and he had no opportunity of discovering

this, for almost at the words the soldier knelt, and the priest,

having pronounced a blessing, hastily withdrew: the same

moment a dulcet voice, which the latter had perhaps been

expecting to hear, in the softest Italian tones, inquired if

the hour of departm'e were not at hand.

De Lacy had risen with the intention of pursuing the soldier,

and forcing him to confess the nature of the scheme which

they had in view ; but the voice he heard made him pause,

and he held back his step in almost trembling expectation of

hearing something further. In this he was disappointed ; and

after waiting a few minutes in silence, he applied once more

to the crevice in the panel, and perceived the room was left

empty. He hastened into the street, but no sign of its recent

occupants was visible ; instead of these, he encountered a

sailor, who came with the intelligence that the vessel was on

the point of sailing ; and De Lacy hastened on board, rejoicing

in the only consolation he could feel, that of being able, through

his fortunate acceptance of the post offered him, in some degree

at least, to watch over the safety of the inhabitants of Compton

Revel ; for of treason on a more extensive scale than that

which affected this beloved spot, he did not think.

He was detained in London some days waiting for orders
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which were to be conveyed to the deputy-lieutenant of War-

wickshire, Sir Fulke Greville, at Warwick Castle, which place

he was directed to take in his way to Coombe Abbey : and

he was in the act of dispatching a hasty dinner at an inn

in that town, when, accidentally looking up to the window,

he beheld those remarkable eyes he had seen at Flushing,

The person now appeared under the character of a tra-

velling merchant, but De Lacy felt certain that he was not

mistaken; and had he wanted any thing to convince him

that Garnet, the superior of the English Jesuits, was before

him in one of the many disguises he could so readily

assume, he would have been satisfied of the fact when the

same sweet voice he had before heard met his ear. A
closely-veiled female appeared at the moment, and was lifted

on one of the stout common horses which stood prepared at

the door ; her companion mounted the other, and they rode

slowly off.

Devoutly thankful that this man had once more come in

his way, and resolving to keep him in view, William

hastily concluded his meal, and, calling for his noble, though

weary horse, rode slowly after him, until, perceiving that

the dilemma in which they were involved at Leamington

bridge afforded him an opportunity of joining their com-

pany, he did so in the imceremonious manner already de-

scribed. The careless gaiety of his manner was partly natural,

partly assumed in the hope of throwing the Jesuit off his

guard ; he wished, with the same object, to conceal his religion ;

and probably, had the priest been travelling alone, he might

not have let the opportunity pass of gaining so useful an

auxiliary to the cause he had so much at heart, but would

have tried, in the case of the yoimg captain of the guard,

the effect of that persuasive eloquence which had often been

successfully exerted. As it was, however, the danger of his

own position, and his anxiety to convey his companion in

privacy to her destination, caused him to forego this prospect,
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and to desire to get rid of De Lacy's unasked-for com-

pany.

But now, it is surely time to release our poor captain, whom

we have left, while recounting his history, leaning, in a rather

comfortless manner, on his horse's neck : we shall, therefore,

give him leave to mount and proceed to Coombe Abbey.
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CHAPTER III.

AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPTON BEVEL LOBD ST. CLARE AND HIS DAUGHTER
A STORY AND AN ARRIVAL.

In that part of the now fine and agricultural county of War-

wick wherewith the scene of our liistory is connected, which

abounds with relics of feudal and monastic greatness, and, from

very different causes, possesses in our unromantic times a por-

tion of the celebrity of former days,* there might perhaps be

yet discovered by the curious, the remains of the old baronial

residence, that in our pages bears the denomination of Compton

Revel. The much-changed mansion is surrounded by an ancient

park, still boasting the possession of some of those noble trees

for which that county is remarkable ; and now displays in its

aspect the combination of antique grandeur with what is con-

sidered modern improvement.

* The neighbourhood of Leamington ; of fashionable and medical cele-

brity.

NO. II. E
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The old-fashioned avenue—broad, short, and straight, bor-

dered with magnificent trees—is closed up, and its former

ancient purpose indicated by the Gothic archway, flanked by

what was once a deep wide moat ; a portcullis once defended

that passage, and beneath that arch the knights and squires of

other days approached or issued from the large open court that

then lay before the house, but now, converted into a flower gar-

den, is to be found at its rear, for a modernized front has been

made to correspond with the modern circuitous avenue; and

thus the whole front of the mansion contrasts most strongly with

what is now its back. And certainly the ancient, heavy, and noble

aspect of this part of the building would be more in unison with

its former boundary of the old court, telling of armed men,

glittering spears, waving banners, and all the by-gone et ceteras

of feudal times in old England, than it is with that of the trim

and modern little garden which at once brings us, from the

region of romance, to the orderly, quiet, and comfortable period

of modern English realities.

But we have to do with its former history—not its pre-

sent appearance. Something more than two hundred and thirty

years ago, the history we are to present to the reader, will take

up Compton Revel at a season when the fine trees which give to

that district the aspect of an almost continuous forest, were

nearly stripped of their foliage by the rude autumnal wind in

which they tossed their half-denuded arms, while every blast sent

a cloud of brown and yellow leaves flying in sad procession from

the stately branches they had clothed.

The scene we are now going to introduce our readers to, it

must be premised, is of an earlier date in our story than those

already described ; that is to say, it took place previous to the

meeting of De Lacy and the travellers at the bridge of Leam-

ington ; and as it contains the key to much that goes before and

follows after, this is, though not an introductory, a very essential

chapter.

In one of the most agreeable apartments of Compton Revel,

that denominated the library, Lord St. Clare and his daughter
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on this cold autumn evening were seated near a blazing fire of

large logs of wood; and seemed to be realizing the comforts

which at such a season are derived from shutting out the gloomy

scene beyond the walls of the house, and enjoying the con-

solatory feeling that though summer with its laughing train has

swept us by, and autumn, like an ill-humoured herald, is pro-

claiming the approach of its stern successor, we can provide

ourselves with accessories to enjoyment in the winter which in

summer must be gratuitously received.

Lord St. Clare was seated in a large high-backed chair at one

side of the wide fire-place ; his head thrown a little back and an
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arm lying over each elbow of his roomy seat ; and just before

him on a low but high-backed seat, very like those now in

fashionable use, sat his gentle daughter; her hands folded in

each other resting on her knees, her person slightly bent forward,

and her face turned up to her father listening with rapt attention

to some tale he was telling.

" Your uncle, Lord C , my love, was a gallant and noble

gentleman," he was saying, "and one whom we might have

thought worthy of a better fate than he met. The late Lord

Morley, who suffered so deeply for his attachment to the popish

faith, had two daughters—one was your blessed mother, Edith

:

she was taken by my good mother when an infant from the

troubles that befell her house, and being brought up among

those who professed and loved the reformed religion, she became

a Protestant before our marriage took place. Her sister was

sent at an early age to a relation at the Scottish court, and re-

mained ever a rigid Catholic. She was soon presented to the

unfortunate Queen Mary, and her beauty and talents gained her

that favour which the remarkable devotedness of her nature

caused her to retain : she was one of Queen Mary's most faithful

and devoted followers. Not even her marriage with Lord C.

broke the connection between them, and though she came to

reside in England with her husband, the interests of her royal

mistress lay near her heart, and I think, although I have always

forborne to speak to you on the subject, that you already know

that your poor uncle finally suffered on the block for his ill-

judged attempts to rescue and restore that unhappy lady.

" The proud heart of his wife broke beneath the stroke ; her

trials had attached her more strongly to the religion she pro-

fessed : and her last words declared her unshaken fidelity to its

cause, and her desire that her children might live to promote it."

" But surely, my aunt lived here, in this house, my father ? I

remember her, methinks, quite well," said Lady Edith :
" and my

two sweet cousins—Blanche, with such dark eyes and such a

serious face, and gentle little Herbert."

" Yes, Edith, this place belonged to Lord C ; his treason
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forfeited it, and it finally came into my possession ; his title was

attainted, and the favours which our late gracious and glorious

queen bestowed upon me, were, God knows, the source of more

pain than pleasure, when they seemed to flow from her majesty's

desire to make her approval of my course as evident as was the

severity with which she visited my unhappy relative's errors."

Lord St. Clare sighed, and concluded by saying, " I have indeed

felt deeply the misery that is caused by civil feuds."

" And Blanche and Herbert, father, what became of them ?

I have never seen or heard of them since," Lady Edith again

rejoined.

Her father sighed again, and moved his figure upon his seat.

" This has always been a distressing point to me, love ; but it

was this led me to speak to you on the subject now. The case

was this, Edith. Your dear mother, whose health had been for

some time declining, suffered great anguish on account of her

sister, to whom she had been fondly attached, although they had

been so much separated : her sufferings were not lessened by the

painful fact that in the course of my duty I was obliged to assist

in the apprehension of my brother-in-law : she was very ill, in-

deed drawing near to her latter end, when a messenger arrived

in town requesting her to come here with all speed to see her

sister, who was on her dying bed. As this was impossible, I

accompanied the messenger, being anxious to receive any charge

your aunt wished to leave. Though I travelled as quickly as

possible, the state of the roads rendered it a journey of three

days from London to Warwickshire ; late in the evening I

reached this house, and hearing the poor lady's death was ex-

pected, I went at once to her room. The scene it presented was

singular. It was lighted only by the blaze of the large wooden

logs that heaped the fire-place, making each object in the apart-

ment distinct, yet, as it danced in fitful alternation, casting light

and shadow around it that added to the wildness which that bed

of death presented.

" The countess was supported up in the bed by pillows ; her large

eyes, once resplendent in beauty, glared with a light that was
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fearful to look upon: in her hand she held a small crucifix.

Beside her, kneeling on the bed, but reclining back almost

in a sitting posture, was young Blanche, her daughter, then

about eleven years old, her arms folded on her breast, her large

black eyes, so like what her poor mother's were, fixed with a

deep and awe-stricken gaze upon her face ; and in her attitude

and in every feature of her strong marked countenance, affording

evidence that the scenes in which she had been niu'tured had

stimulated her mind into a state far beyond that of simple, happy

childhood. Her brother, who was a year younger, knelt beside

her, regarding the scene before him with a look in which

affection was mingled with a slight shade of fear; a sort of ex-

pression that clearly bespoke a mind far inferior to hers in power,

but perhaps as capable of the natural affections.

" At the foot of the bed a man, whom I once knew well, one

who had lately joined the society of Jesuits, was standing, be-

holding the scene with that cool and steady eye for which he

was ever remarkable : I knew him again ; it was Henry Garnet,

with whom I had studied at Winchester school, and whose wild

conduct had drawn upon me his enmity ; for I warned him that if

he attempted to enter New College at Oxford, which scholars

whose moral character is unimpeachable while at Winchester,

generally aspire to, I would not conceal my knowledge of circum-

stances that would impede his object. At the head of the bed

stood a monk.

"No one heard my entrance, and I remained for a moment un-

observed : the dying woman seemed to be exacting some promise

from her children in confirmation of which she extended to them

the cross to kiss. The girl pressed it devoutly to her lips and

murmured with firmness, but with deep emotion, the words her

mother dictated, of which the concluding sentence, " even unto

death," was all that I overheard ; and the boy with some appear-

ance of mental shrinking from the solemn and awe-imposing

act, yet with a look of reverence, did the same.

"When this had passed. Lady C raising the head she had

declined over them, beheld me, and uttered a shriek that tingled
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long in my ear. She had never seen me during her widowhood

till that mihappy moment. Her words, her look, the very tone

of the wild cry she uttered, confirmed me indeed in the belief

that her senses were gone ; but that belief scarcely lessened the

pain they gave me.

"'Is the time then come ?' she cried : * are my children already

in the hands of the persecutors?—Be firm—be faithful—remem-

ber, even unto death—shun, resist the oppressors of your coun-

try, the enemies of your faith, the murderers of your father—you

have sworn it on his yet warm blood I'

" Overcome by violent exertion she fell back, and, in a fainter

voice, stretching her hands forward towards the priest, said,

* where is Edith ? it is her alone I want—she who abjured her

faith.'—The man whom she addressed while thus inquiring for her

sister, your dear mother, had turned round and was. looking ear-

nestly at me.
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" He knew that if I had had at that moment the power, I had

the right to deliver up both himself and the monk to pmiish-

ment ; for they were Englishmen, who, having taken orders in a

foreign land, had retm*ned here contrary to law as missionary

priests, who at the time were the great, if not the only fomen-

tors of sedition, and who left no means untried to subvert the

existing government, and bring in a popish sovereign.

" Garnet, who had been already implicated in many conspiracies

of this kind, might under other circumstances have felt some

alarm ; but even had I been disposed to take measures against

him, he was safe in a house, where all the inmates were on his

side. Had the reverse been the case, he might have been equally

secure, for my feelings were quite overwhelmed by the wild

yet painful speech I had heard, and the strange and exciting

scene I beheld.

The anxiety I might have felt for the poor children, on

whose young minds an impression, so likely to be of lasting

and most unhappy consequence, was thus awfully made, was

lost for the time in grief for their once lovely and beloved

mother ; one formed by nature to shine in the brightest circles

of society, and bless the scenes of domestic life, and who had

thus fallen a sacrifice to unrestrained feeling, warm and mis-

directed passions, and perhaps falsely stimulated zeal. Garnet

probably read my feelings, for he was ever of a quick discern-

ment; and turning round, he laid his hand upon my arm,

and politely, but with much earnestness, entreated me to leave

the room, and not increase, by my unexpected presence, the

agitation that prevailed within it at that solemn time. I complied

without hesitation, and was shown into this very room, where

refreshments were brought to me ; but my inquiries after the

countess were briefly and unsatisfactorily answered.

I felt that my situation was a delicate one, after having ob-

^ tained the knowledge of a proscribed priest being in the house

;

he was safe, however, even under other circumstances, so far as I

was concerned, and I resolved not to appear to her to have no-

ticed his presence. But when a servant announced that a sleeping
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apartment was prepared for me, if I wished to withdraw to it, I

saw that I was not to be again admitted to see my poor sister-in-

law, at least, for that night ; and concluding that it would be

unadvisable to ask to do so, I retired to rest : I did not feel

inclined to sleep, and through the night I could distinctly ascer-

tain that I was, probably, the only member of that now reduced

household, who had sought repose. The sound of feet moving

quickly, but as noiselessly as possible, along the passages, and

the various noises which are more or less heard when a household

is in commotion amid the stillness of night, kept me disturbed,

as I naturally imputed this to the illness of the mistress of the

mansion.

" When light began to dawn, I fell asleep, and, as I was

weary, continued to sleep till day was advanced : I was not dis-

turbed, and on waking and finding it was past ten o'clock, I

made all haste to get down stairs : the stillness of the house as I

descended, made me think that the household had acted the same

part, and partook of my slumbering. I found breakfast, not-

withstanding, awaiting me, and summoning the servant, inquired

for his mistress, and was briefly told that she was dead.

" The shock the intelligence gave me, required some time to get

over, and I remained alone, not wishing to see any one. When
this emotion had subsided, I requested to see one of the priests

who had attended the dying lady. The servant to whom I

expressed this desire, bowed and withdrew : I waited a long

time, and no priest appearing, I summoned the man again, and

repeated it ; and then, saying he would inquire if it could be

granted, he went away and left me for about an hour, when he

returned with the tidings that both had left the house.

" As it now appeared that I was left in sole charge of all affairs

relating to the funeral and family of the late countess, I said I

would visit the chamber of death. I found the body laid out,

and saw that death must have taken place about the time when I

had been there before ; perhaps at the moment she fell back in

the manner I have described. The imhappy lady was laid calm

and peaceful there ; and now that the wildness, which I firmly
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believe insanity had given to her features, was departed, the

natural character of her once beautiful face was restored, and I sat

long gazing upon it, and reflecting on her melancholy history.

" I had shrunk from asking to see the children, for I felt that

the mother's dying words must have impressed their minds, and

that they would naturally look on me with an aversion which their

young hearts would, most probably, resign in time. I therefore

resolved to win them gradually and gently over, to take them

home with me, and educate them together with you; and so to

fulfil a father's part by that poor boy who had lost his inheritance,

that he should never have cause to think I had wished to see him

deprived of it.

" I did not ask to see them that day : the next, when I hoped

their feelings had a little subsided, I did ; then, I suppose, the

cautious domestic who attended me, thought he might speak with

safety, for, bowing low, in his customary laconic style, he

informed me that they had departed with the priests on the night

of their mother's death.

" You may imagine my consternation : but nothing could be

done : I waited to see the funeral performed, and then hastened

back to London. I found your beloved mother near to her end ;

and the anxiety and grief into which I was plunged on her

account, tended to diminish that which I felt for your cousins,

who, I concluded, had been consigned to the care of the priests,

with a view to their being educated abroad, in the unrestricted

exercise and tenets of the Romish faith. What may have been

their course since then, I know not, for until this day I have

never heard any thing of our young relatives."

" And you have now ?" Lady Edith cried, relaxing the fixed

and almost breathless attention she had given to her father's

recital.

" Yes, Edith, this letter reached me to-day from my nephew

;

it has much surprised me ; I rejoice to find he has so far renoimced

the prejudice I feared he would entertain, as to desire our

acquaintance : he is evidently a simple, honest-minded youth."

As he spoke. Lord St. Clare drew from his pocket a small
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packet, and, unwrapping the ribbon that secured it, read a few

lines from his nephew, stating, that his mother's friends having

led him to cultivate his talent for painting under the Italian

artists, with a view to his gaining a livelihood thereby, he had

come to London in pursuance of the profession he had chosen

;

and wishing to take advantage of his return to England, to make

the acquaintance of his relations, he had resolved to visit War-

wickshire, and, if agreeable to his uncle, would trespass on his

hospitality for a few days.

" For as many as he likes, poor boy ; or till the end of mine,

if he will," said the good nobleman, as he closed the short epistle.

" A painter, forsooth !—No, no, he may paint as much as he will

to amuse himself, but for a profession!—we will not allow of

that, Edith. Alas ! he has been nurtured, probably, in strong

religious prejudice ; but be it ours to avoid increasing it."

At this moment a loud ring at the court gate announced

an arrival ; and soon after, the subject of their discourse,

who had set out directly after his letter, made his appear-

ance. He had dropped off the large outer cloak he used

in travelling, and appeared in the dress worn by persons of

ordinary rank in Italy, the country of his education, if not of

his choice. There was something altogether in his appearance

that agreed with the idea his relatives might have formed of the

votary of the arts, and the youth of genius. His long, undressed

hair, of that delicate colour which seems a medium between the

palest shade of auburn and a light brown, hung gracefully from

the head, and curled round the upper part of his neck ; his

figure was tall, slight, and graceful, and the eyes of a light hazel,

regular features, and general cast of countenance, bore a gentle-

ness of expression amounting almost to effeminacy.

His uncle sprang from his seat, and, extending both hands,

with the exclamation—" My dear, dear nephew," welcomed him

as a son.

The young man evidently recoiled from the warm salutation,

but being "graced with all good grace to grace a gentleman," re-

covered himself to return it, though with distant courtesy.
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" Edith," said Lord St. Clare, rather mortified at his coldness,

" do you not see your cousin ?"

" Yes," she replied, and smiling extended her hand, " but I

waited for my cousin to see me."

^S<^

Herbert Cunnyngham bowed very low, and, accepting the

offered place near the fire, made a remark on the state of the

weather and roads.

Lady Edith viewed him meantime from head to foot with a

smile that caused her father, who felt embarrassed by the manner

of their guest, to inquire its meaning.

" It seems so strange," she answered, almost laughing as she

did so, " to think this is the little cousin Herbert, whom I recol-

lect, the very last time I saw him, riding the rocking-horse in

the gallery."

" Do you remember Edith, nephew ?"
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"No, sir—no, my lord," said Herbert briefly, and Edith

blushed very deeply, and did not again look at the ungracious

visitor. Whether this circumstance, by allowing him to look at

her without observation, induced him to do so, is not clearly

ascertained; but for the first time Herbert Cunnyngham did

look at his fair relative, and only withdrew his eyes to look

again.

Hers was indeed a face that any eye might dwell on with

pleasure, save that of one who plotted against her peace.

Though in point of stature above the middle size, the light and

delicate style of her figure, together with the smallness of a

beautifully-formed face and features, generally caused the epithet

" little" to be applied to the name of Lady Edith St. Clare ; but

she was just one of those persons who cannot be well described.

You could not tell what made her face so lovely, but when

you looked at it you felt its loveliness in your inmost heart.

The soft clear eyes, so light they could hardly be termed hazel,

were not only lovely, but seemed to speak of love, and peace, and

happiness to all they looked on ; the mouth was not only beauti-

ful, but on the full-rounded lips seemed even in silence to hang

the law of kindness, the accents of peace and good-will to all

;

the beautifully-moulded forehead was as calm and resplendent

with the mind's sunshine as the bosom of the summer lake ; and

over the entire of a face, whose delicate fairness was just tinted

with the purest rose, was diffused the radiant reflection of a

simple, happy, ingenuous, and gentle spirit.

Countenance was in Lady Edith, as it should be in all, es-

pecially woman—mind made visible : her face was the mirror in

which even her passing thoughts were depicted to the beholder.

Nurtured without art, and untaught by the world ; unschooled,

even by other female society, into the common modes of thinking

and feeling, while almost instinctively led by her nature, rank, and

the example of her father, into all the retiring proprieties of

female life, hers had for nineteen years glided smoothly away,

leaving no further ruffle on her mind than was imprinted on that

sweet and happy countenance.
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It has been before said that Lord St. Clare, like many other

people, loved his fair child the better because she differed from

himself. Seldom indeed were father and child more devotedly

attached, and perhaps seldom, too, have father and child been

in most respects more unlike. His lordship, tall, slight, dark,

dignified, and reserved : unboundedly kind, when kind ; confiding

slowly, but entirely and with partiality, where he confided at all

:

his daughter such as we have described her—gentle, timid, affec-

tionate, and trustful ; willing to believe every one in the world

better than herself, and ready to grieve at finding any one worse.

Certainly, although man has in great degree a power over cir-

cumstances, circumstances have in great degree a power over

him. The cautiousness of disposition, which always seems to act

as a retainer on the affections of another, for which Lord St.

Clare was remarkable, was not perhaps so much a natural dis-

position as an acquired habit of the mind ; for it is somewhat

singular that this prevailing trait in his lordship's character, was

not at all called into exercise by the unexpected and rather sus-

picious manner of his nephew's return to his native place ; and

in this instance it was evident that where affection or feeling

was engaged, caution was forgotten.

Lord St. Clare's was a deeply, though silently-feeling mind.

Such a mind cannot enjoy a sense of personal acquisition or

exaltation procured at another's expense. The public situation

which Sir James, now Lord St. Clare, had held, imposed upon

him the distressing duty of arresting and delivering to justice the

husband of his wife's beloved sister ; and the very act, though a

compulsory one, had mentally placed him under a bond of service

to the orphans of Lord C. which he really longed to discharge.

The rewards and honours which the queen bestowed upon him

shortly afterwards, only added to the pangs he had endured ; for

the rank and influence he even then possessed, made Elizabeth

desirous to secure his loyalty, more especially since many of

his connections were either secretly or openly ranged at the time

on the side of her fair foe—the queen of Scots.

We must, however, now leave the history of the three person-
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ages we have thus introduced, to develop itself as our narrative

advances, merely remarking for the present satisfaction of the

reader, that some time passed away after the evening we have

now described, and Herbert Cunnyngham appeared to be then

domiciled in Compton Revel.

All the offers made to him, and at first almost sternly rejected,

had been gradually, or tacitly accepted ; and his visit was silently

protracted, until his departure was no longer expected.

A studio had been fitted up for him there ; and he certainly

spent a portion of his time over his palette ; but it often happened

that his gentle cousin occupied a couch directly opposite to it, and

the book she read might have more interest than the subject on

which he worked, for undoubtedly the colours he mixed remained

very long undiminished; and the kind-hearted nobleman who

sometimes came in to look at the artist's labours, began mentally

to remark that they would be likely to yield him a scanty liveli-

hood were he to be dependant on them. Lady Edith, too, dis-

covered with some surprise that the artist's skill was very far

beneath what she had expected to find it, and though she was

careful not to let him perceive this, she felt conscious that her

own proficiency would not be increased by the powers he pos-

sessed.

There were points of mystery about her cousin which her pene-

tration could not solve : to her he had become kind, sometimes

even affectionate, but he was still impenetrably reserved. Of his

own affairs or futiwe prospects he never would speak, and was

equally silent as to the past period' of his life : nor was he more

communicative respecting his sister : the only information he

ever afforded in answer to Edith's inquiries being, that she had

been educated in a convent, but contemplated a retm*n to Eng-

land. Towards Lord St. Clare his manner was marked by a

repulsiveness that seemed to forbid all approaches to a friendly

and confidential feeling, and yet was evidently produced by an

effort resulting from an acquired, rather than a natural disposi-

tion of mind.

The upright-minded nobleman accounted for all this by
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recollecting that his nephew had been brought up in a con-

vent under the training of priests ; but Edith remembering the

frightful tale she had heard of his dying mother, often thought

the remembrance of that terrible vow dwelt within his breast, and

caused him to struggle against every kind and friendly feeling

towards them as against a sin ; and her open and tender heart

ever prompted her by all the gentle means she could devise, to

seek to draw away the sting she believed was still rankling in

the closed and unhappy one of her seemingly friendless, but sen-

sitive cousin : and the very unwillingness he showed to receive

them led her still more to load him with proofs of affection,

sympathy, and confidence.

And finally Herbert Cunnyngham seemed to yield to her win-

ning power, and when he gazed on her, the cold suspicion or

dull indifference that had dwelt there left his eye, and his heart

appeared to open to sensations of happiness it had never known

before.
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Keoilworth Castle.-1842.

CHAPTER IV.

STONELEIGH, KENILWOBTH, AND OTHER RENOWNED PLACES AN ARRIVAL AT

ST. LEGER's.

We have left our travellers long upon their road, and must

follow them ere our readers shall have quite forgotten "the

priest and the lady fair."

Notwithstanding the excuse with which the former had de-

clined De Lacy's company, on the plea of pursuing a different

road from his, they had held on their way in the same direction

;

deeming it most probable that he would linger at Guy's Cliff

when they had once left him ; they did not take the direct road

to Dunchurch, but advanced by the foot of the eminence known

by the name of Blacklow Hill, and famous as the spot whereon

the favourite of Edward I., the unfortunate Piers Gaveston,

whose beauty cost him his head, was put to death ; and so on

through that line of wood leading towards Coventry, which,

NO. II. F
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while it still boasts of some noble and ancient trees, is much

changed in character since the period when six acres of gromid

were cleared of underwood for the safety of passengers.

Passing over the old bridge of Chelsford, for the repairs of

which the abbot of Coombe was distrained by the sheriff of the

county in the reign of Edward I.,* they approached the abbey

of Stonely, which in the time of Queen Elizabeth passed into

the possession of the family who now retain it.f It was then

the abode of " the charitable Lady Alice," niece to Sir Rowland

Hill, an opulent merchant who, having "bred up Sir Thomas

Leigh, and made him his factor beyond sea, and having no child

of his own, matched his niece, whom he much affected, to

him."

The abbey of Stonely, now written Stoneleigh, was founded

by a colony of monks, who, complaining to their patroness, the

Empress Maude, that the foresters of Staffordshire much dis-

turbed their devotions, were permitted (says Dugdale) to choose

another scene more adapted to them ; and finally made choice of

a place a little below the confluence of the Stour and the Avon,

almost environed by the river, and having that thick wood called

Echelsf on the north," and here, under the patronage of the

Empress Maude, wife of King Stephen, founded their monastery

in the reign of her son, Henry H.

These particulars the priest detailed to his companion, point-

ing out to her the fine gate-house built by the fifteenth abbot

of that place, Robert de Hockell, in honour of their founder.

King Henry ; but passing over many strange stories of other

jovial priests who had there held rule, he called on her to

lament with him that their goodly and beautiful houses, wherein

their fathers worshipped God, were destroyed, and all their

pleasant things laid waste.

* This ancient bridge is still kept in repair by the noble owners of the

abbey.

f Lord Leigh.

\ An old Saxon uord, I believe signifying oaks.
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The course they held afforded abundant opportunity for such

observations : perhaps few countries were more abundant in

religious houses than that of Warwickshire; and if woods,

rivers, and level country, offer the site usually deemed most

desirable for the erection of such, it is not marvellous that their

relics are so numerous in the district we are describing.

But the attention of his companion was soon called away even

from the interesting theme of monastic spoliation. The proud

towers of Kenilworth Castle, rising above the dense mass of

wood, caught her view ; and as the scene opened, she dropped

the reins upon her palfrey's neck, and clasped her hands with an

exclamation of delight. The waters of the lake, about two miles

in extent, were glittering in the sun ; the extensive park, occu-

pied nearly twenty miles of the adjoining country, laid out in

woods, rich lawns, and noble plains ; the chase, stocked with red

deer and stately game; the pleasance, the ornamental garden

hanging on the bank below the castle wall, and the vast pile of

the building itself, presented altogether an appearance of princely

magnificence which held the unprepared beholder in mute amaze.

" That is Kenilworth Castle, daughter," said her fellow-

traveller. " Near to it stood the venerable priory, long famous in

these parts, as well for the extent of its possessions as for its piety

;

and which with those you have already seen, was destroyed by

the ruthless and execrable Henry. His daughter, our late female

tyrant, Elizabeth, bestowed it on one of her favourites and pro-

fessed admirers, the Earl of Leicester ; who, courting her favour

with such adulation as suited a vain and idle mind, invited her

to this castle, and here entertained her with excessive cost and all

sorts of carnal and worldly shows.

" There was a floating island upon the pool, bright blazing with

torches, and on it was the Lady of the Lake, and two who passed

for nymphs and made a long speech to the woman whose heart

seems to have been equally set on the vain pleasures of the

world, and the destruction of the church; at the end of which

there was a flourish of cornets and loud music. A bridge, was
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set up for her to walk on, and on each side of it were posts, on

which were put gifts such as she was ever fain to receive of all

men; but these affected to be from the old heathenish gods:

one, to represent Sylvanus, presented the queen with a cage of

wild-fowl ; another, like Pomona, brought rare fruits ; Ceres gave

corn, and Bacchus wine ; but that which might suit her best was

the offering of all instruments of war by Mars. For the seven-

teen days of her stay none passed without some rare show or

sport, such as ill becomes me to tell of. There was a country

bridal enacted here ; and in the chase was one to represent a

savage man attended by satyrs; there were bear-baiting, fire-

works, tumblers from Italy, and Morris-dancers. There was on

the pool a triton on a mermaid eighteen feet long : and a figure

of Arion on a dolphin, with rare and strange music : here too

came the Coventry-men, and acted their famous play called

Hock's Tuesday, setting forth the slaughter of the Danes in

King Ethelred's time : the subject whereof took the lady's fancy

so mightily, that she gave the players a brace of goodly bucks

and five marks in money."

" I love not to speak, or to hear of that bad woman, father,"

said his sweet-voiced companion. " Tell me rather who ojvns the

noble mansion now ?"

" Sir Robert Dudley ; but I hear he is about to yield it to

Prince Henry, the king's eldest son. A strange story hath come

to light, which shows that this young gentleman may be another

who shall suffer through that tyrannical queen. The Earl of

Leicester, his father, made his court to her by affecting such

admiration of her person as would lead him to seek her hand in

marriage ; and it seems the queen was not unwilling to grant it,

could she have brought her mind to forego that desire for ab-

solute rule which she could indulge more freely in a single state

;

but as she would not allow herself to wed her favourites, so she

would not hear of their wedding others. Thus when the earl

married the Lady Douglas of Sheffield, fearing the queen's in-

dignation, he made her vow to keep the marriage secret ; and so
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his son, Sir Robert, was never owned to be his lawful heir ; and

after a time the earl affecting another lady, chose to disown the

Lady Douglas, and wedded Lady Lettice, the daughter of Sir

Francis Knowles ; and then, desiring to remove his son out of the

way, endeavoured by means of bribes to withdraw him from his

mother's charge, and have him conveyed to the Isle of Wight

;

which Lady Douglas resisting, there were, it is said, foul prac-

tices used against her life ; for ill potions were given her, whereby

her hair and nails fell off, and she narrowly escaped with her

life/'*

" And now that Sir Robert Dudley, who hath married the

daughter of Sir Thomas Leigh of Stoneleigh, would establish

his claim to be the lawful son and heir of the Earl of Leicester,

all this hath been brought to light ; but the government of this

unhappy land caused the inquiry to be stopped, and the ini-

quitous council of the star-chamber hath issued a bill charging

him and divers others with combination and conspiracy to defame

the Lady Lettice, the earl's second wife. Therefore it is said

that Sir Robert having taken much disgust at these proceedings,

designs to journey into foreign lands, and will yield to the

prince's desire, who, though so young in years, much covets to

possess this princely abode."

As this discourse ended, the travellers, who had made a slight

detour, again retraced their steps, and turned into the road

leading to the retired and peaceful village of Stoneleigh ; whence

they proceeded by an unfrequented, and now not existing road,

by the borders of Dunsmore heath to the small town or village

of Dunchurch, situated almost at the extremity of Warvdck-

shire, where the county joins that of Northampton. Without

halting in it, they advanced into the latter county, and

approached a gloomy-looking, neglected habitation, possessing

that half-fortified aspect which many private houses then bore. The

gateway, leading into the court of this mansion, was surmounted

* The original we suppose of the lovely Amy Robsart,
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by a curious building, constituting a large apartment, a sketch

of which will be more interesting than a description :* a bell

hung, very visibly displayed, for the purpose of summoning the

porter ; but the traveller, declining this common mode of

announcing an arrival, alighted from his horse, and walking a

few paces to one side, discovered a small opening in the wall,

just sufficient to allow the mouth to be applied to a horn, so

fastened at the other side, that a blast could be blown without

taking it into the hand ; and while the orifice on the one side

A view of the exterior and interior of this remarkable room is pre-

sented to the curious historical reader, as deriving interest, from the fact,

that within it was concocted the plan of the famous Gunpowder Plot,

divulged first by its owner to his friend Percy, in the way herein

described ; and in this building, and not in the mansion belonging to it,

were held the meetings connected with that aflPair, which took place in this

part of the country.
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was imperceptible to those who knew not where to look for it,

the horn itself was carefully concealed on the other, so that for

the initiated alone was its use reserved.

This private signal was no sooner sounded, than the gate was

thrown open, and the travellers, wearied by a long, anxious, and

harassing journey, gladly found themselves at its termination,

and were ushered up a flight of steps, into the large and gloomy

room that surmounted the gateway. The light that streamed

through the stained glass of a large bow window at one end of

it, was in unison with the aspect of the apartment, which was

lined with oak panels, possessed a large stone chimney-piece, and

was furnished with little attention to comfort or appearance.

Two gentlemen already occupied this apartment: one was a

man whose age might be nearly equal to that of his visitor ; but

if the countenance of the latter bore the impression which a mind

long, deeply, and intently wrought upon, can stamp on the out-

ward features, the whole person of the former as plainly bore

evidence to a life of restless agitation or reckless dissipation.

His companion might be about ten or twelve years younger, and

his open countenance and fiery eye spoke of the impetuous pas-

sions and love of hasty and decisive action, which might cha-
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racterise the descendant of Harry Hotspur, and one who would

echo the speech,

" I will ease my heart,

Although it be with hazard of my head."

Catesby, the elder gentleman and owner of the house, utter-

ing the words "Father Garnet! welcome—most welcome!"

advanced and bent his knee for the blessing of the disguised

priest. The younger, with even more alacrity, drew near to

his companion, and saluted her with a reverence almost as

devout as that, which in accordance with the tenets of his faith,

he might pay to a patron saint.

She was behind the priest as they entered, and at the door

had lifted the thick veil which in the gloom of the apartment

rendered those who were in it almost as invisible to her as she

was to them. A face of singular, yet perfect beauty was thus

exhibited; the same that had struck on De Lacy's wondering

gaze at the well of Guy's Cliff. A face whose clear transparent

paleness was of that nature which seems derived from intel-

lectual, not constitutional causes, and which contrasted strongly

with the bright vermillion of her beautifully cut lips, and the

deep blackness of her glossy and redundant hair. But the most

remarkable and expressive part of her face were the deep and

pure eye-lids, fringed with long lashes, which by curving up-

wards, added considerably to the peculiar and impressive cast of

her countenance ; these beautiful lids, whether from the reflective

character of her mind, or their own conformation, generally

drooped downwards, and rose like the gradual withdrawing of a

veil, unclosing the very large and deep black orbs within

them, that seemed only by degrees to expand to their full extent,

and indeed but seldom attained it. Her hair, black as the

raven's plume, fell in dark drapery around her, and nearly

reached a waist, which, though her person was far from being

slight, was small and gracefully rounded ; a circumstance that

joined to the extreme flexibility of her form and elegance of her

movements, took from her figure the air of heaviness it might
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otherwise have possessed : it was altogether a face and form such

as the statuary might covet to model in pure white marble in order

to represent, not the young and happy girl, but the deep-feeling,

impassioned woman : three or four and twenty years she might

have numbered; and looking at her as she stood raising those

deep lids to regard the scene before her, one might be led to

wonder what changes this number of years repeated would make

in that form and face ! Would they bear the impress of feeling

rendered morbid, and stagnating in its source ; of passion, mis-

directed and embittered, preying on the heart and soul which

now it warmed? or should these find their legitimate channel,

and the lawful captive of a destroyed world and an erring

nature be delivered ? No medium state seemed assigned to the

being whose very voice uttered the tones of an enthusiastic and

impassioned soul ; its cadences, even before she was seen, pre-

pared you to behold one who must be happy or miserable.

The first words she uttered were simply—" I did not expect

to see you here, Mr. Percy," and the slightest tint of rose flitted

for an instant over her cheek and disappeared.
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" I cannot plead ignorance of your visit as an excuse for

being so, Lady Blanche," Percy replied.

" Blanche Cunnyngham," she said, gently bending her graceful

head :
" I claim no title now."

And Mr. Catesby advancing towards them, offered to escort

her within the mansion ; where he summoned the females of his

household to receive her, with whom, pleading excessive fatigue,

she retired, leaving the gentlemen together.

" The wrongs of that noble lady," said Catesby, as she left the

room, " were alone sufficient to raise a nation in her behalf," and

his eye glanced with a scarcely perceptible movement to Percy.

" It is what all our suffering people are subjected to, my son,"

said the priest ; " we must not regard an individual case only."

" They shall be retrieved, however," cried Percy, in an earnest

tone.

" You have failed in attempting to retrieve them already,"

Catesby remarked : " your mission to Scotland has proved fruit-

less ; and the promises you say were made to you by the mean-

spirited king, he has at least shown no desire to fulfil when his

need of partizans was over."

" Taunt me not with this old tale, Catesby," Percy hastily

interposed.

*' Peace, peace, my sons," said the priest interfering ; " let no

vain taunts or idle jars intrude into a discourse which hath for its

purpose the high and holy end of the redemption of our country,

and the restitution of our faith. We entertain no distrust of you,

Mr. Percy ; although the king hath in all respects acted dif-

ferently from what you led us to expect, still we believe that he

did make to you the promises you repeated to us, touching the

toleration at least of our religion ; and as for your zeal in be-

half of the Lady Blanche and her brother, of that we are well

convinced ; and are persuaded that in the hopes you held out of

the reversion of the sentence of attainder and restoration of

their father's estates and rank, forfeited through his love for the

royal mother of this degenerate king ; which hope led the Lady

Blanche to renounce the peaceful life she had led in the convent
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of St. Beatrice, and her brother to " the priest paused with

a rather uneasy expression, and added thoughtfully—" to come

to England—you were yourself rather the deceived than the

deceiver,"

" Deceiver !" cried Percy. ^' The blood of the false-hearted

tyrant shall prove that
!"

" What mean you ?" Catesby demanded.

" That James shall fall by my hand," replied Percy, " Such

an act our holy church will approve. Father Garnet, you know-

that by the bull which you burned after James' accession, his

holiness the pope declared it to be our duty to prevent any

monarch from reigning in England who did not profess and

maintain the Catholic faith."

" That such an event were for the glory of God there is no

room to doubt, my son," returned the reverend adviser ; " but its

policy, not its propriety, is now to be questioned: would the

death of James in itself be for the good of the church ?—for

that is the great end we have in view—would it lead to the

establishment of our religion ? Prince Henry, if no other steps

were taken, would then be king, and the intense hatred he bears

to the faith is already matter of notoriety : he would, in conse-

quence of his tender age, most certainly rule by the same

ministers who now are in power; the heretical nobility would

maintain their usurpations ; the church lands would still be in

their possession ; no good would be effected, and, in my opinion

our case would be much worse."

" But my conduct would be justified 1" said Percy hastily. " I

should have at least obliterated the stain that has been cast upon

my character, and revenged the insult I received in being made

the dupe of fair professions, and the reporter of hollow pro-

mises."

" Nay, nay, Tom," said Catesby, " thou shalt not adventure

thy life, or sacrifice it rather, to so little purpose ; a nobler blow

must be struck : one that shall accomplish all ends, obliterate all

injuries, and bring our matters to a safe and speedy conclu-

sion."
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Father Garnet turned his penetrating eye on the speaker, and

it dwelt some moments in thoughtful inquiry on his countenance

;

withdrawing it he said

—

" You may confer on this matter again, my sons ; at present I

would be alone :" and Catesby rose to conduct him to another

room.

On entering it Garnet bolted the door, and looking round to

see that all was safe within, said

—

" In these times, dear son, the duties of our holy religion are

often neglected ; I have been absent some time, and much may

have passed in thy mind which needs to be told ; confess, there-

fore, and receive the benefit of the church."

" I have matter to confess, holy father," said Catesby : " for

the mind will not be idle if the hands perforce are so. Yet my

offence hath lain in working on the hints I had from you ; for,

when we last conversed, you expressed the opinion, that any

attempt now made for the recovery of our rights and religion

would be ineffectual, unless it embraced in its design the ruler,

legislators, and chief heretical nobility of the land."

Despite the self-possession for which he was remarkable, the

priest became discomposed : a stern, yet angry expression over-

spread his usually calm features. To Catesby alone did he

ever show himself such as he really was; and, therefore, not

adopting with him the soft, unconscious manner beneath which

the Jesuit would, from another, have concealed, on such an emer-

gency, the feelings of the alarmed and cautious man, he abruptly

exclaimed—" Forbear !—Speak you already of hints from me?"

" I crave pardon, father," Catesby rejoined, with a glimmer-

ing smile, for he well understood the line of prudent policy

pursued. " To yourself alone I speak of hints like these : to none

other should all the tortures of the rack divulge them."

Garnet's eye gleamed quickly and cautiously around the room,

while Catesby stood somewhat fiercely tracking its doubting

movement; but ere it was well ended, the head of his companion

approached close to his, and in a tone full of import and deep

'

anxiety, he almost whispered the words

—
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" In the confessional—there only must it be—I hear nought

save under its sacred seal."

" Here, then, will* I confess me, father," said Catesby, bend-

ing his knee to the ground, " of that which is heaviest on my

soul, while dearest to my heart."

The priest muttered a Latin prayer, and quickly added

—

" Alas ! son, is it still thus ?—Is thy audacious project still

contemplated—the parliament ?"

" Even so, father."

" But the difficulties—even if the sin stop thee not—be warned

in time—an assault would fail—ruin to us all would ensue : the

stroke to succeed must be silent, invisible, complete—reflect

then, and desist, if thou canst not succeed."

" I have thought over all this, holy father," said Catesby,

with the facility of one to whom the arguments were not new

—

" there are vaults beneath the house."

" I know it, son."

"A mine," resumed the penitent—"a train of powder—

a

devoted heart, and a firm hand "

" Yet not thine ?" said the priest, scarcely uttering the words

as a question.

" No, father ; mine hath other work. Saw you not Guy

Fawkes ?"

" His heart is as thine, my son. Yet even still, bethink thee

—

it is for me only to warn from dangers that may ensue—the blow

may fail of its completeness ; the time, the moment—if thou

shouldst fail in that—the stroke, to meet thy wishes, must in-

clude all, or be far worse than nothing."

" When the commons shall be assembled with the lords, to

hear the speech from the throne," said Catesby—"when the

king, the prince of Wales, the tyrannical and heretical rulers

and legislators of the land are met together
"

" Such is then the time for thy fearful deed, my son ?"

" For the benefit of our church, father, the restoration of our

faith, the deliverance of our country."

" Absolvo te^^ said Garnet, meekly laying his hand on the
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penitent's head ; and after a little more of the formulary of the

discipline thus practised, he was dismissed with the priestly

benediction ; and the demagogue and man of dissipation retired,

leaving, in the solitude of his chamber, the man of thought, of

cultivated intellect, learning, and reputed sanctity, to carry

to his midnight, and probably wakeful couch, a mind and con-

science unburthened by the guilt of which they had been made

the depository. The motive sanctified the deed in the estimation

of the two men, who had scarcely one feeling or sentiment in

common in other respects.*

Catesby went back to the room where Percy had been left.

He found him pacing the floor, his person apparently moving

with the chafing of the impetuous mind, and unconscious of its

volition. Catesby silently took his arm and drew him to the

table, on which his confidential servant, Bates, had just placed

a flagon of wine.

*• Shall we always," cried Percy, " talk and do nothing ?

My part, at least, is taken : my right' of entrance to the palace

as a gentleman pensioner, will afford me the opportunity ; and

the man who has belied his word, and caused me to appear to

belie mine, king though he be, shall meet the reward of his

deeds."

" Hah !" rejoined Catesby ; " and what would be the issue of

thy brave adventure ? A gallows, high as that on which scribes

say a mistaken speculator of the Jewish times preached a lesson

of caution, would be thy only reward ; and for ours, a few more

penalties, chains, tortures, and imprisonments. Nay, Tom, thy

temper runs away with thy wisdom I know a single stroke that

would accomplish the personal end thou hast in view, and with

it free our country and restore our faith."

" Name it," cried Percy ; "and to whatever it may lead I join

you in striking it
!"

* Strange, that from the first formation of a thought, to the almost

final completion of a purpose, the question, " shall we do evil that good

may come," never was proposed.
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" Swear to me first," said Catesby, " by the holy sacrament,

and by the blessed Trinity, and by thy dread of everlasting per-

dition, never to name it again to mortal, save in confession to

the priest."

" I swear by all these," said Percy, crossing himself.

And Catesby then commmiicated to him—but with caution, for

he feared his hasty temperament—the chief part of the scheme

he had been communicating with the priest upon.

The plan of redress was slower in its execution, and more

extensive in its nature, than Percy's feelings and disposition

would have desired ; but the influence Catesby possessed over

him, the sense of his own injuries, and his devotion to the church

whose ministers sanctioned it, induced him to yield himself a

willing.party to a design, which, however startling it might ap-

pear to other minds, was not only justified but ennobled in those

of the persons concerned in it.

But while in one part of this old mansion men were concert-

ing schemes like these, in another was a different scene, and a

very different actor : for a woman, young, beautiful, and nobly

born, emerging from the seclusion of convent life, had made her

entrance on a world that was utterly imknown to her, in the

singular companionship of the persons we describe.

Blanche Cunnyngham had retired to the distant apartments

allotted to her use, where the maidens who attended her thither

waited to disrobe and serve her ; but only accepting their aid to

remove her damp and drooping veil, she dismissed them by a

movement of her hand, the articulation of words being stifled

by the fulness of a swelling heart.

When left alone, she drew from her bosom a small image of

the Virgin, and, placing it on a shelf, knelt with arms crossed

on her breast and upraised head, in deep, but for some moments,

wordless supplication before it.

" Mary, queen of heaven," she murmured, " look upon thy child

—in the land of my nativity—in England, the home ofmy heart

—beside the hearth of my fathers—near to the grave of a mur-

dered father, a sacrificed mother—the exile finds herself. In a
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land polluted by the blood of the martyrs, a prey to the enemies

of our faith—give me grace to be faithful, to be firm, even unto

death. To thee, again, and on my native, much-loved soil, I

dedicate myself. Virgin mother, hear my prayer ; give me thy

protection."

The suppliant remained some time kneeling, in thoughts too

deep for words, perhaps for tears ; then making the sign of the

cross upon her forehead and breast, she mm-mured a Latin prayer,

and arose.

A tray of refreshments stood in the adjoining closet, and

slightly partaking of some necessary repast, the beautiful en-

thusiast—whose wants were few, and habits simple as those that

convent discipline enforced—soon laid down a weary frame to

rest, but did not so soon part with the sense of mental activity ;

while, unable to anticipate the course of the future that was now

dimly opening before her, she suffered her mind, filled with vague

images and visionary thoughts, to float along the forward stream

of time, and almost lost the mournful memories of the past in

pondering on the idea that she was in her native land, almost

within view of her childhood's home—the place where she had

known a mother's love, an almost more gentle father's care : that

the time which was to try her faithfulness to them and to her

church, had at last arrived.

Some part of the history of Blanche and Herbert Cunnyng-

ham has been given in the foregoing chapter ; the remainder

shall be developed in those that follow. The brother and sister

were as unlike in mind and disposition as in person. Herbert

resembled his unfortunate father ; Blanche, her perhaps still

more unfortunate mother.

The mode of their education or training, rather, had been

pretty similar ; but its results were as different as the disposi-

tions on which it had been exercised.

Blanche—of an enthusiastic, elevated, and noble mind—had

been nurtured into a heroic and visionary devotee : her brother

—

sensitive, inclined by nature to like ease and elegant pursuits,

and possessing one of those unhappy hearts which cannot feel
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quite at rest without an object on which to repose its affections

—

a similar course of training had secretly disgusted, rendered

morbid, reserved, and miserable ; while, deeply impressed with

religious feeling, and a firm believer in the truth of the priestly

precepts he was taught, he shrunk from discovering to himself

his internal alienation from much that he outwardly yielded a

devoted acquiescence to.

A means of keeping alive in the minds of these young persons,

the memory of what they were taught to consider the sufferings

of their parents for " righteousness sake," had been adopted,

which was very usual at the time we write of. A scarf, dipped

in the blood of Lord C , as it flowed on the scaffold, had

been conveyed to his distracted widow ; it was preserved by the

Jesuit who undertook the charge of his orphans, and had often

been presented to them as a sacred and stimulating relic.

But now we leave St. Legers, and leave Blanche Cunnyng-

ham, if she can, to sleep, while, migratory beings as we story-

tellers are obliged to be, we fly back again to Compton Revel^

and look after her brother. Lord St. Clare, and the gentle I^ady

Edith.

NO. II.
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CHAPTER V.

A MTSTEBT.

It was one of those pleasant days of early spring, on which

seems breathed the softness and warmth of new-born smnmer

;

when the gladdening and yet uncertain sun calls prematurely

forth the banished creatures and buried things of nature, and

all living beings, wiser than they are on other occasions, are

desirous to make the most of a day of sunshine and pleasantness.

The early dinner at Compton Revel was over, and Lady Edith

St. Clare, who had spent all the morning among her flowers, and

feathered pets, and favourite shrubberies, proposed a ride through

the surrounding grounds.

" Herbert, then, must as usual be your escort, fair lady," said

her father, " for old Humphrey has found occupation for me."

" Will you, cousin ?" said Edith, bending over the table, and

directing her beseeching eyes to young Cunnyngham.

With a look that expressed perhaps involuntary pleasure, and

a degree of warmth which of late often mingled in his manner

towards his fair relative, he instantly signified his acquiescence.

A gallop through a fine park, on such a cheering day, with a

lively And lovely companion, might raise any spirits to a tone of

gladness ; and the canker-worm of care had ceased to be busy at

the young man's heart, and his voice was as cheerful and his

looks almost as happy as hers.

They had passed the wide and sweeping road beneath the

ancient oaks which stood, and still stand, to witness the change

and fall of many heirs of that once noble dwelling, and entered

a narrow straggling path leading through a thick copse, which

was a favourite and almost daily walk, but seldom taken when
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on horseback. Large trees were here interspersed with thick

underwood, round which the long withered grass, clinging in

yellow wreaths, formed a screen that rendered it a retreat for

the numerous animals with which the grounds abounded.

Lady Edith's noble stag-hound, one of the race which was

then becoming extinct in England, was bounding before her

horse, and sprung into this little jungle with the sagacious and

cautious gaze of one who was on the point of making a discovery

of some moment.

" Ho, Luath !" cried Edith, fearing for her deer ; but seeing

the dog was unmindful of her warning, she called to her cousin,

JC.GOniNSON.

who from the narrowness of the path was behind her, request-

ing him to come to her aid, and secure the hound in the leash

she had allowed him to slip.

" Give me your rein, Herbert, and—— but I forgot," she

cried, interrupting herself with a merry laugh at recollecting that

her cousin was much less used to dogs and horses than she was

;

and throwing him hers, she was in the act of springing from

her seat, when a figure issued from the copse beside them, and

crossing the path a little above where they stood, passed away

into the fields at the other side.
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His dress and appearance were those of a very aged man ; but

the old cloak and Spanish hat drawn very low upon the head,

conveyed the idea of one who would rather not be recognised

;

and Lady Edith, pointing after him, said

—

" Two or three years ago, cousin, I should have been certain

that was a seminary priest in disguise." But looking at her

cousin as she spoke, she changed her manner, and cried in real

concern, "Forgive me, Herbert, I did not, indeed I did not,

mean to hurt your feelings."

He did not seem to hear her ; his eyes were strained with a

stare that was almost painful after the retreating figure ; and an

expression of very uneasy doubtfulness was over his face.

Believing she had pained him by her thoughtless remark, and

not knowing how to atone further for her inadvertency. Lady

Edith rode forward, inviting him to do the same.

On their return, however, to the same spot, Herbert Cunnyng-

ham stopped again, as if spell-bound by a frightful vision—

a

deadly paleness overspread his face.

" Herbert ! Herbert !" cried Edith, almost as pale with fear,

while she saw his parched lips vainly endeavouring to force an

articulate sound, and Edith looked in the direction where she saw

his eyes were fastened, and saw a small red scarf suspended

from the branch of a low tree.

Another object at the moment caught her attention, and a low

cry of surprise, almost of fear, burst from her lips. Cunnyngham

was in the act of dismounting, in order to enter the thicket, and

her evident agitation, although he knew not its real cause, obliged

him to master his. He therefore hastily snatched down the omi-

nous handkerchief, and enclosing it in his breast, quickly returned

to Lady Edith, whom he found anxiously and earnestly gazing in

the direction where he had gone.

" What is all this for, cousin ?" she said in a mournful tone

—

" do tell me at once."

" I cannot," he answered : " it is a matter of consequence—of

no consequence, I mean. It is, perhaps, a trick—I have yet to

ascertain its meaning."
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" But did you not see any one now ?*

Cunnyngham turned still paler.

" No—did you ?" he said with some alarm.

"Assuredly, when you turned in dismounting, I saw first a

soldier, and then recognized in him a form I know well. Do,

kind cousin, tell me."

" A soldier !" her cousin exclaimed, being now rendered

apprehensive from another cause. " Oh, no—you must be

mistaken."

" I was not mistaken," Edith rejoined firmly ;
" he was there

:

I saw him pass from behind that old hollow beech when you

were about to go into the thicket."

" Then I must seek for him, for danger may be in the way,"

said Herbert, who had the habit of uttering his thoughts without

reflecting on the prudence of doing so, and thus often increased

his own difficulties and his cousin's perplexities ; for while tutored

fo concealment and subterfuge, Herbert Cunnyngham was not

formed naturally to be an apt pupil. He now thought only of

danger to the person who he knew was then in the way ; but

on this occasion his words, though calculated to increase the em-

barrassment in which he was placed, had the contrary effect ; for

Edith, pre-occupied by her own ideas, believed his ignorance con-

cerning the person she had seen to be only assumed, and therefore

Concluded his words were intended to mislead her. She thought

of no third person in this little mysterious drama, and concluding

that the soldier and her cousin were the only actors, attributed

to the latter a degree of artifice of which, in this instance, he was

guiltless.

On a moment's reflection it occurred to Herbert that the man

whom he now knew to be in the neighbourhood had, in the interval

that elapsed during their ride, assumed a military disguise instead

of that in which he had seen him issue from the thicket, in order

to effect the' preconcerted signal of the handkerchief, in the

corner of which a note was to be fastened ; and so he said

more calmly

—

" Cousin, I am sure you must have been mistaken—I had
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alarmed you too mucTfi. I am, you know, of a nervous habit and

subject to sudden qualms : the appearance I saw did, I confess,

overcome me, you may guess wherefore. Let us now talk no

more of this matter ;" and mounting his horse with a grave look

and heavy sigh, Lady Edith felt too much pity for him to urge

the subject further.

On reaching home, as he assisted her from her horse, Cun-

nyngham said

—

" I have been betrayed into unwonted weakness to-day, cousin

—will you pledge me your word that no intimation of what has

passed shall reach your father? I would not that he should

know I am still so affected by the recollections of my child-

hood."

" I will not speak of it, Herbert," Edith replied in a resolved

but rather dejected voice. "I will repose confidence in you—

•

can you not do the same by me ?"

The question appeared to be a painful one. After an evident

struggle the young man answered

—

" Willingly—^gladly—if I could. At present, Edith, I have

nothing to confide."

" Well, then, remember when you have you will," Lady Edith

responded in a more cheerful tone ; and smiling in her most con-

fiding and sweetest style, she entered the house.

Although educated in the strictest retirement, and possessing

very little knowledge of the world and its ways. Lady Edith St.

Clare was not destitute of good sense, and a degree of decision

of character, which, little proved as it had yet been, was ready to

serve her in time of need.

During the entire of their acquaintance there had been some-

thing in her cousin's look and manner that often perplexed and

always disappointed her ; for even at the moment when she was

just expecting the expansion of more generous and, it might seem,

natural feelings, these appeared suddenly to close up again within

his breast, and the confidence she anticipated was again withheld.

Herbert Cunnyngham had not the open, generous bearing to

which in her early life she was accustomed, and with which she
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was SO often in the habit of silently instituting a comparison.

The contrast rendered his reserve more apparent to her than

it was to her father ; and while his extreme sensibility and almost

womanly gentleness won her affection, she could not at all times

feel satisfied as to his real sentiments. Lord St. Clare seemed

to take these on trust. He had determined to like, and, if possi-

ble, to serve his poor nephew ; and when this was the case, he

was generally in the habit of thinking that others felt like himself,

imtil he found it otherwise. But Lady Edith, while she checked

the desire she habitually felt to know more of her cousin's mind,

fearing that it might arise from a merely curious spirit, yet was

unable to resist a degree of unsatisfaction, which proceeded from

the impression that on his side there was always something

concealed or reserved, while on hers all was open and made

known.

On this day, however, her mind had really received a shock,

from which she could not speedily recover, for she was assured

of having seen the figure of William de Lacy issue from conceal-

ment in the old beech, and proceed to the other side of the wall.

He was at a considerable distance from her, and probably thought

she could not see him through the intervention of the trees.; but

Edith felt very certain that she could not easily mistake another

form for his.

That the signal of the handkerchief, whatever was its pur-

pose, had been made by him, she naturally concluded ; but that

he should carry on a secret intercourse with her cousin, whom
it was probable he had known when abroad, and while residing

under their roof, was almost as incredible as painful to her. And

for what purpose could it be ? or how could De Lacy be in the

neighbourhood and not come to see them ? Lady Edith rumi-

nated in vain. The idea of watching her cousin's conduct was

painful—^the thought that William de Lacy could act an unwor-

thy part was far more so. Her only resource, then, was to dis-

miss the subject from her mind, and to persuade herself that this

apparently mysterious affair arose from some easily explained

circumstance which time would bring to light.
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Evening, notwithstanding, found her pensively reclining in

one of the deep

recesses of a win-

dow, looking out

on a scene that was

becoming very in-

distinct in the

deepening twilight,

and musing again

on the same.

The window in

which she sat

opened at the eas-

tern end of the

mansion, close to

which the thick

wood at that point

advanced, and ab-

ruptly diverging,

left a view open

to pretty fields,

through which a tiny branch of the Avon stretched a silvery line

of light ; and a narrow path led up to the ruins of a small

Gothic chapel, founded by an ancient possessor of Compton Revel,

for a chantry of two priests to sing mass daily for his soul.

The building had fallen a prey to the depredators in the days

of Henry, and another having been erected in those of Queen

Mary, immediately adjoining the house, this had never been re-

paired : the roof had fallen in and the ivy overgrown its walls

;

so that in still later days it was chiefly used as the place where

Lady Edith and her more boisterous play-fellow, forgetful, in

the giddiness of their mirth, of its sanctity, played at hide-and-

seek in its ruins, while the attendants of the latter sat on the

grassy slopes discoursing of graver topics.

Along the other side of the streamlet the wood still held its

way, until it ended in a circlet that surrounded the small emi-
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nence on the site of which the ruined chapel was built, forming

there what is called a Calvary, where twelve trees represented the

twelve apostles ; and devout persons, frequently moving on their

knees, repeated prayers at each.

While Lady Edith gazed out on this scene, it became suddenly,

almost instantaneously illuminated by the uprising of the full-

orbed and resplendent moon ; and every object that had been

shaded in twilight became distinctly visible. Almost at the

same moment, although probably not in connection with the cir-

cumstance, the door of the studio opened, and Herbert Cun-

nyngham, passing quickly down stairs, issued out at the private

door immediately beneath the window, and rapidly took his way

along the path through the fields.

Almost as soon as he had passed, the glitter of a steel head-

piece was visible at the edge of the wood directly beneath where

she sat ; Edith strained her eyes from the window, and looked

full on the countenance of De Lacy : it was the same she had

ever seen it—a little paler perhaps, but that might be from the

light under which it was beheld. He saw her not, for his eyes

were fixed on the window of the apartment now appropriated to

Cunnyngham, but in which formerly they used to study together

under the auspices of her good tutor. A long cloak, in which

his arms were folded, concealed his dress, with the exception of

the same cap she had seen in the morning ; and after what, poor

Edith could even still almost fancy, was like a gaze of fond re-

membrance at the window before mentioned, he turned quickly

away, and striking into the straggling line of wood which, at

the other side of the stream, led in the same direction as Herbert

had taken, they soon kept nearly an equal, yet divided course iri

the direction of the ruined chapel.

At this confirmation of what she had before felt or feared,

Lady Edith mournfully sunk back into the window-seat. That

De Lacy was acting a dangerous or dishonourable part with

her cousin, she saw every reason to fear. All that her father

had said of the disaffected and restless spirit of the turbulent

Irish—all the remarks she had heard at the time of the insurrec-
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tion of Essex arose to her mind ; and her cousin's circumstances,

religion, and political feelings, allowed ample room for the

supposition, that a connection existed between them, which

would probably issue in danger or disgrace.

Deeply did she lament having pledged herself to be silent to

her father : the first secret she ever had kept from him was likely

to be a serious one ; and, covering her face with her open hands,

Edith first burst into tears, and then, falling on her knees, prayed

in her heart to Him who ruleth among the armies of heaven and

the inhabitants of earth ; and devoutly besought the divine

Providence to avert the danger she feared—to have mercy on

those who had erred and were deceived—to raise up them that

had fallen, and to grant to those for whom she prayed, the spirit

of unity, peace, and concord.

Trained in the principles of piffe religion, Edith found then

the consolation it can give in time of need ; and proved that

faith is not a chimera of the imagination, but a blessed and

fortifying principle imputed by God himself to his feeble and

sinful creatures—^that in his Son they should have peace, while

in the world they have tribulation.

Herbert Cunnyngham, meantime, unconscious that prayer

was then made for him, pursued his way to the ruined chapel,

and entered it with feelings he dared not seek to examine.

Some parts of the ruined building lay in deep shadow, and

others were bathed in the silvery moonlight. From the former

a figure came forth, disguised like an old wandering pedlar ; but

the eye was not to be mistaken, and the young man bent his

knee, and taking the hand that was extended to him, pressed

it to his cold, damp forehead.

" Benedicite, my son—my dear son !" said the Jesuit,

soothingly : " wherefore this emotion ?"

« The signal, father
"

" Was to be one that summoned to action," said the priest

;

" but it is not so yet, Herbert."

" Thank God I" burst from the lips of the still kneeling youth

;

and as if a reprieve from instant death were announced, he
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arose with a much-relieved aspect. The priest was silent ; but

while he compressed his thin, tight lips, a look of anger or bitter

contempt passed over his usually cool, collected features.

Father Garnet was more of a politician than a bigot or

enthusiast. He had placed young Cunnyngham in a situation

he now saw he was incompetent to fill; but he could not

remove him without injury or danger to that great cause, to

which, though not indifferent to these, he would willingly

sacrifice the ties of kindred or friendship. It therefore only

remained to manage him in that situation, so as to turn him to

the best advantage, and prevent him from being the cause of

injury. Garnet well knew the nature he had to deal with—

from childhood it had been chiefly under his guidance; but in

order to direct it as he wished, it was necessary he should know

the state of the young man's mind at the present period. A
slight insight into this had been afforded to him by the con-

versation of the miller at Guy's Cliff; and to act on this hint,

without appearing to desire to dive into his secret feelings, was

now his object : so avoiding any remark on the ejaculation he

had heard, he said calmly

—

" Thy sister is come, Herbert."

" Blanche ! where ? Shall I see her ? Will she come here ?**

Herbert inquired.

" She is at Mr. Catesby's for the present. I would not wish

you to come there now; Lord St. Clare,'* the priest added

satirically, "might consider him a dangerous acquaintance for

you. Blanche will shortly remove to Sir Everard Digby's;

there you must visit her, and Lord St. Clare, if he wishes it, can

also do so. But, my dear son, time presses. I have risked

much to see you, and yet have little to communicate : one

hing, however, it would ill become me to leave unsaid. In

these times, when our holy religion is proscribed and persecuted,

even the most faithful are compelled to be remiss in their

spiritual duties: thus the conscience becomes burthened, and

not being guided by ghostly counsel, and purified by confession,

and relieved by absolution,—error, unbelief, and sorrow dwell

withm the soul, and often lead to lamentable lengths of sin and
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guilt, if not to utter and final ruin. For this end chiefly have I

sought thee, son, that I might afford that ghostly comfort which

is specially needed whilst thou art living in a nest of heretics.

Come, then, to confession, and receive my blessing."

Herbert Cunnyngham shrunk from the duty to which he

was urged—he trembled at its performance, but he could not

decline it. Finally, the secrets and feelings of his inmost heart

were as well known to the Jesuit as to himself. The questions

judiciously put, and exhortations awfully given, which on other

occasions might excite indignation at their prying and searching

character, or their uncompromising nature, must now be con-

sidered as proofs of priestly zeal and anxiety for the penitent's

spiritual good. And, after all, when Herbert thought the pain-

ful task was over, the priest inquired if there was nothing he had

left untold. The emphasis on the word awoke a very imeasy

sensation ; and, while silent, he feared his silence would be inter-

preted into an admission of what he dared not distinctly deny.

" Consider yet again, my son," said the priest. " I know

thou wilt be faithful, but thou hast long been living in a

dangerous state ; the conscience, unabsolved, becomes hardened,

and the mind darkened : it is possible that all has not been told

^t once, and no absolution is valid unless free confession be

made. Before, therefore, the pardon of the church can be

pronounced, it is needful to repose all that weighs upon your

mind within her faithful bosom.'*

A sigh—almost a groan—burst from the young man*s strug-

gling heart; for that which lay heaviest there he dared not

utter to the confessor.

" I know it, son— I know it," Garnet said, after a short

silence ; " but I would fain give thee the benefit of free con-

fession. It matters not, however, for I know thy heart would

not conceal that which thy lip trembles to utter. You love this

Edith St. Clare ?"

" I may have sinned, father," he replied, " yet penance is

in vain ; for in this instance 1 cannot repent."

Soft and yielding natures, when peculiarly attracted to one

particular point, often exhibit a tenacity that stronger dis-
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positions do not. Herbert Cunnyngham's was one of these.

To him female society might have peculiar charms ; but he had

been brought up, under the guidance of priests, in a state of

perhaps more than monkish seclusion. Even the society of his en-

thusiastic sister, which he was sometimes allowed to enjoy, had

given him little idea of the happy, softening, and gladdening

influence that was breathed around a circle, of which such a girl

as the home-trained Edith St. Clare was the centre. Life had

ever presented to him a stern and barren prospect, and all

the softer affections his nature possessed had found no object

whereon to rest, while trained in the idea of devoting himself

tvholly to a purpose for which that nature was ill adapted.

The restitution of his fallen religion, the avenging of what were

termed his father's wrongs, and recovery of his own rights

—

these were the objects which Garnet, who acted as his guardian,

laboured, either in his own person or that of his coadjutors, to

impress upon his mind ; and though so wholly devoted to the

interests of his church as to allow no secular feeling to come

into competition with these, he had not entirely lost sight of his

own personal animosity against Lord St. Clare. Their boyish

feuds at Winchester, and their subsequent collisions, were not

forgotten: the remembrance of these were stimulated by after,

occurrences, and embittered by the fact that as the nobleman

jose the Jesuit fell ; and the idea that he had now acquired an

influence over a mind that had been from boyhood prejudiced

against him, was as wounding to the feelings, as it was disap-

pointing to the hopes, of the priest.

But Garnet possessed too keen an insight into character

generally, and too full a knowledge of Cunnyngham's in par-

ticular, to let this be apparent to the erring disciple, whom afteir

all his careful nurture, he saw himself in some danger of losing.

The state of the young man's mind was open to his gaze, and

while deep displeasure and even contempt were excited by the

view, he quietly replied

—

" They who are most superior to human weaknesses are ever

the most lenient to them. As to thy fair cousin I ask thee not

to repent of that—it may be a boyish whim which would be re-
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linquished as soon as the prospect of gratifying it appeared ; yet

circumstances might render such an union as thou wouldst desire

perhaps expedient ; the ties of affinity, it is true, would require a

dispensation, but this might be obtained as a reward of thy obe-

dience, and in consideration of the advantages gained to the

great cause for which alone, in these times, we ought to live, and

for which we should ever be prepared to die.

" It is true that thou, my son, hast lost sight of that high and

holy mission for which thy life was a preparation, and to fulfil

which alone was the object of thy return hither : it is true,

Herbert, that the memory of thy father's tragic end—of thy

equally murdered mother's dying charge—have faded away amid

the softening pleasures of that abode which was thy own ances-

tral home, of which the heretical tyrants of this once glorious

but now fallen land have deprived thyself and noble sister, and

from which the present possessor would ever exclude thee save

as a temporary dependant on his charitable hospitalities. This

is true : yet for this I blame thee not ; nature is frail, and the

temptation to ease, to forgetfulness, to the enjoyment of present

pleasure, great ; in this thou hast fallen ; but of this I feel

thou wilt repent, nor suiFer the silken net of present pleasure,

the soft seductions of carnal gratifications, to cause thee to wander

blindfold into the blackness of darkness for ever, exposing thy-

self to the withering malediction of the church in this life, and

everlasting perdition in the life to come—the irremediable woe

reserved for those who, in wilful disobedience, wander from the

only true fold."

A thrill of unspeakable anguish shook the young man's frame.

" Father," he said, after a pause at the end of Garnet's speech,

" I have been weak, but I have not fallen away so much as you

appear to think. I have not, even in thought, abandoned the

church or its cause."

" The saints be praised, my dear son, that your thought has

not sinned," replied the priest. " But henceforth beware of

the snares of Satan, for they are thickly spread around you.

Remember the power that is given to the church for the destruc-

tion of all evil, and watch over your secret heart lest such
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poisonous seeds should be sown therein as must hereafter cause

thee pain and grief in exterminating. For this end mortification

is needful ; and for the past penance must be undergone, or the

safety of your soul be endangered.'*

The penance, which was not slight, was then prescribed, and

sundry directions for future observance were given ; after which

Garnet inquired if Lord St. Clare was acquainted with the pre-

ference Cunnyngham felt for his daughter. The tone in which

the question was asked—notwithstanding his habitual caution

—

rendered his anxiety respecting the answer apparent ; for if Lord

St. Clare sanctioned Herbert's wishes, he was well aware that

his desertion would probably ensue ; and he was relieved even by

the muttered, and rather sullen assurance he received from him,

that, to the best of his belief, that nobleman had no idea that

such a sentiment existed.

" It is well for you it is so," Garnet replied ; " for rest assured

that you would be banished from his house if it were once sus-

pected. I know Lord St. Clare well ; he will never suffer that

fair girl to match with one whose name is attainted, and whose

portion is poverty and disgrace : while he lives your hopes can

never be fulfilled, at least unless the perfect triumph of our cause

should reverse your present situation. The consideration of your

private happiness, therefore, as well as of your public duty,

binds you to the furtherance of the objects to which you are

solemnly pledged. Lord St. Clare must fall before you can rise

to the height you aspire to. We must part now; Herbert, but,

ere we do so, tell me if thou hast ever heard, among thy new

friends, of one De Lacy ?"

Herbert replied in the negative ; and afterwards added, that

he thought he had heard the name casually mentioned about

'Compton Revel.

The priest related to him the adventure that had occurred at

the bridge of Leamington ; and it appeared that, not being in the

least aware of De Lacy's motives, or real sentiments, he had

imbibed a strong prepossession in his favour, and was much

disposed to make him a convert to their party.

" He is a fine, manly youth," he said, " and one whose spirit
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would much serve our cause ; but I know not how he is inclined.

I have since heard that he is the orphan son of one of the Irish

rebels, as they are called, and, therefore, should certainly be-

long to the true faith : but he was brought up by that whimsical

man, the late Mr. Rookwood, who suffered him almost to

reside at Compton Revel ; and it appears that Lord St. Clare

retained him as a sort of companion or attendant to his daughter,

and cast him off when he found Mr. Rookwood disappointed

his expectations—others say that the young people had formed

an attachment which the father sanctioned, but this De Lacy

being involved in the Essex affair, and honoured with a lodging

in the tower, the noble lord dismissed him from his society. I

know not how the ease stands with regard to Lady Edith—perhaps

in this respect you are better informed than I am—but if De
Lacy's fortunes are as bad as he made them appear, he can stand

no chance with Lord St. Clare, and might be fain to cast in his lot

with us ; and as his wrongs and provocations appear nearly equal

to your own, methinks he might readily be made an auxiliary to

our cause."

" Whither do you go to-night, Father ?" said Herbert moodily,

for Garnet's observations had given him little satisfaction, and

he felt unwilling to reply to them.

" To Cubbington Grange—Mr. Ambrose Rookwood is our

friend."

" I will see you thither," the other rejoined in a voice of deep

melancholy.

" Nay ; I shall be as safe without thy company, my son," the

priest replied, while the dawning of a sarcastic smile glimmered

round his lip. " We may, you know, be watched."

As he uttered the word, a very strange sound was heard, as

if from the ground they stood on, and something like the click of*

a pistol was instantly followed by the rolling down of a large

stone which blocked up an opening in the broken wall.
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CHAPTER VI.

BKINa ONLY THE CONCLUSION OF WHAT WENT BEFORE, AND LEAVING

A LADY STILL INVOLVED IN A MYSTERY.

Impressed with superstitious terrors, Herbert Cunnyngham

was rivetted to the spot where he stood ; but the Jesuit, alive to

bodily danger, had no thought of visionary fears. Quickly spring-

ing from his side, he darted through an opening in the wall, and

escaped into the wood ; while his companion, stealing a fearful

glance around the building, which was lying in the pale moon-

shine, apparently untenanted, uttered an Ave Maria, and with an

awe-struck and debilitated mind retreated as rapidly as he could,

and pursued the priest, who he found had decamped with too

much expedition to be overtaken.

As soon as they had both disappeared, William de Lacy issued

from one of the many hiding-places known in the days of yore

NO. III. H
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to him and Lady Edith St. Clare ; and with folded arms paced

several times along the interior of the building.

" I have banished them from this quarter for a time, I hope,"

he said to himself ; " it were well to have their meeting-places

more in my own direction, or I may get into a scrape for being

off duty. A long day's watching he has given me ; but no

matter, I will watch over you, Edith, and your proud but still

worthy father."

That another plot—which had for its object the subverting of

the Protestant government, the overthrow of the Protestant hier-

archy, and the re-establishment of the papal religion—was pro-

jected by the Roman Cat^iolics, and that on a formidable scale,

was an idea very generally entertained, not only by many consi-

derate persons in England, but on the Continent ; and intelligence

to that effect was imparted to the British government by King

James's newly-made ally, the king of France.

De Lacy was aware that something of the kind was appre-

hended, but still he did not suppose that it had its principal seat

in the very neighbourhood in which he was most interested, and

that the lives and fortunes of those dearest to his heart, instead of

being as he feared individually threatened, were in fact only

to be involved in the common ruin.

That the priest, though the prime mover in this, was only one

of a party, he plainly understood ; and though it would have

been easy for him to have seized and delivered him to the justice

of the government, he felt that he was unfurnished with proof to

substantiate his charges ; and were he even able to do this, the

loss, though great to his party, would be easily supplied, and

effect no alteration in their scheme, while he should lose this

singular means of tracing their proceedings. With regard to

Cunnyngham, while satisfied that he was made a tool in the

hands of more designing persons, he felt much embarrassed how

to act. Nothing had transpired in the interview he had just wit-

nessed, that threw any light on the liature of the plot, or the pro-

bable time of its execution. The discourse—at least such parts of
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it as had reached his ear—had been on private topics, and these

were of a nature that made De Lacy feel it a delicate matter

for him to lay them before Lord St. Clare ; who, while he could

produce no evidence of his sincerity, might impute his zeal against

his nephew to a wrong cause, and believe he was actuated by

personal and interested motives in seeking to remove him from

the family.

" So I must act, and not talk, for the present," said William

;

and then looking out over the quiet fields to where the dark walls

of Compton Revel rose up in the clear light that rested on the

top of the thick wood, a smile, like that of calm and fond affec-

tion, dwelt on his countenance, as he sighed the words—" Poor

Edith !—even that weak, half-monkish youth cannot help loving

thee—is it marvellous that I, who have never known other affec-

tion—I, who am separated from all the kindred ties of life—that

I should have no earthly object but to live for thee, or with

thee?"

But William started on remembering the hasty promise he had

given her father, and which he had already mentally broken in

spirit a thousand times, although steadily resolved to adhere to

it in the letter.

" Well, Master Cunnyngham is now breathing after his race,

and beginning to hope no spectre is at his heels ; so I will join

poor Loxley, who, mayhap, is still more tired of his day's work

than I am ; and a hard ride will scantily bring me to Coombe in

time to appear at prayers, which ought to be the case when, as

good Lord Harrington and our little lady say, * if God be for us,

who then can be against us ?'

"

And away went De Lacy, with as light a step and cheerful a

bearing as if no weighty care lay at his heart, and a prospect not

enveloped in gloom, but beaming hope, security, and gladness,

lay before him and his friends.

The usually cheerful meal of supper—which, in those primi-

tive times, at Compton Revel, was between seven and eight

o'clock—was delayed in expectation of Herbert's joining it ; he
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came not, however j but when Lady Edith, who had been too

full of anxiety either to partake of it, or to converse as usual

with her father, was leaving the room, she encountered him in the

passage, as he was stealing away to his own apartment. The

taper she carried showed his pale and haggard countenance, to

which his long, silken hair, now damp with the evening air, gave

an expression of almost womanly softness ; his head was bent

down upon his breast, and a look of sorrow was coupled with

with one that almost amounted to a sense of self-degradation.

On meeting her abruptly, he started, and would have retreated,

but the conflict his mind had undergone almost deprived him of

the power of doing so ; and leaning his back to the wall, he

pressed his hands upon his forehead, and appeared so ill, that all

his cousin's anxieties and displeasure were converted into sym-

pathy for his state. Catching his arm she drew him within the

door of the room beside which they stood, and was about to

summon the servants, when Herbert prevented her purpose, and

requested to be left alone.

" Not alone, cousin," said Edith, soothingly ; " if you will

have no other attendants let me stay by you a little time," and

she bent over the couch on which he reclined, and bathed his

temples from a bottle of water that stood near.

" Dear Herbert, do trust in me," she continued, as, kneeling

on the fauld-stool, she looked with a face full of pleading and

earnest affection into his. " Tell me what it is that thus

oppresses you ? you will find me faithful, if you require faithful-

ness."

" Edith," cried Cunnyngham, '< if you would not deepen a

thousand times the anguish I endure, forbear such language. I

must hate you."

" Alas ! alas !" cried Lady Edith, wiping away her tears, " it

is as I feared ; that dreadful scene is not forgotten ; and you

cannot—perhaps dare not—love those who love you. Oh ! Her-

bert, surely the feelings of nature and religion both argue against

the contiimance of such unhappy thoughts ? God requires us to
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love all men, even those who di^er-frcra us-in, faith f and, surely,

the blessed religion of Jesus Christy wliicH sl'on^ we aro ^all Miind

to follow, does not teach us to hate even those who despitefuUy

use and persecute us. Do not, then, do not, I conjure you,

suffer your heart to be steeled against those who would receive

you into theirs."

A groan was Herbert Cunnyngham's only answer ; and Lady

Edith, who felt for him all a sister's kind fondness, was totally

unconscious of the manner in which her words were felt, or the

construction that might be put upon her ardent language.

"Edith," he said, in a tone whose depth told of a powerful

struggle within his breast, " leave me, or you will plunge me

into endless ruin
!"

Horror-struck, the poor girl sprang from her kneeling

posture.

" Let me call my father !" she cried.

" No !" was the answer.

" Give me leave, then, to tell him what passed this morning,"

she demanded, seeming almost as much offended as alarmed.

" No : you have promised not."

" Well, Herbert, I will speak no more," said Edith, recurring

to all her former doubts. " You know your own heart better

than I do : but this I must say, if you draw me into any error

through this concealment—if you deceive me, and thus make me

an involuntary means of furthering what I would prevent, you

will never know a peaceful mind. You may doubt me, cousin,

and probably mistake my motives, imputing to woman's idle

curiosity my importunity to be admitted into your secrets

;

whereas it proceeds solely from the anxiety I feel for your

safety and welfare—an anxiety that must be felt while I know

you carry on a secret intercourse with one who ought to come

openly to see you here ;—one for whom I once felt a very

peculiar—a very sincere regard. I mean one
"

"Whomc?o you mean?" Herbert demanded, uncovering his
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face; and loqkjng^up.in seme ajiarm? wondering how she could

ha^e ielt' this rega/d tor tha^Jesuit.

" I mean William—Captain de Lacy," replied Lady Edith.

" De Lacy !" he ejaculated : but the priest's conversation

occurred to him, and with some displeasure he added, " What

know you of De Lacy, Lady Edith ? and why is he the object

of such regard ?"

Lady Edith cast down her eyes and blushed, before she

answered—"He once was, cousin—that is, he possessed the

regard both of my father and myself : but he left us, I believe,

in some little displeasure, because my father felt it right to

acquaint him with his sentiments respecting the course he feared

he was inclined to pursue. My father once seemed as fond of

him almost as he is of me ; but latterly he imagined he was of

an unsettled disposition, and very likely to join in the schemes

which, in these unsettled times, cause so much trouble in the

land, and of which my father entertains so much horror. The

only ground I know of for such ideas is, that he suffered

himself to be in some degree involved in danger, through his

love for the gallant Earl of Essex. I thought that, had he

remained with us, or, at least, preserved our acquaintance, he

might have been safe from any further implication in these

wild and wicked schemes ; but my father thought otherwise,

I suppose, or else William was too much offended with what

he said—I know not exactly how it was that he so quickly

and entirely withdrew from us ; but I thought he was still

abroad, until I saw him at the edge of the close this morning,

when you, I suppose, were attracted to meet him by the signal

of that red handkerchief which made you at first so nervous

:

but I did not think he woidd have acted a secret, or un-

worthy part— at least, not with any one so connected with

us."

Lady Edith ceased ; and her cousin, who had never withdrawn

a fixed and anxious gaze full into a face that usually expressed
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all the feelings of the mind, covered his again with his hand,

drew a long breath, but was silent. Edith waited for some

observation, and rather

4^yprovoked at his determined

secrecy, added

—

" Did he not tell you he

had been on intimate terms

with us ?"

" No," was the only re-

ply-

" Strange ! yet you saw

him twice here to-day ?

—owcc, certainly ; did you

not, cousin ?"

Herbert was silent; and

Edith, deeply mortified,

hastily said—" Pardon my solicitude : it shall not again annoy

you. It is to you—you only, I would show it ; because I would

not have you led into what is wrong by means of—of—Captain

de Lacy." Edith at last articulated the word, and something

like a sob followed it.

A deadly pang of jealousy was gnawing at Herbert's heart

;

for all the time she was speaking he could not help fearing

the interest she showed in him might be for the sake of

another ; and he persuaded himself, that Garnet's safety

obliged him to leave her in doubt as to whether De Lacy

was the person he met this evening, and under the idea that

the signal of the morning had been made by him ; and so he

replied ambiguously, but in a kinder manner

—

" Fear not for me, sweet cousin, on this man's account ; trust

me, it is not likely he will lead me wrong : and for thyself, accept

all I can offer—the deep thanks of a miserable, but most grate-

ful heart."

Lady Edith pressed the hand he extended between both of
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hers, and, in further token of reconciliation, received a fervent

kiss on them ; and then hastily withdrawing to her chamber, she

again sought relief in pouring out her heart to One who, knowing

it better than she did, was able to guide her in the way she ought

to go.
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CHAPTER VII.

LEAMINGTON PBIOBS IN 1604—ITS VICARAGE AND VICAE—A BATHER

GRAVE DISCUSSION CONNECTED THEBEWITH.

William de Lacy began to find himself in a very unpleasant

predicament. A little knowledge is very seldom of much utility ;

and the knowledge that matters are going wrong, without sufficient

knowledge to set them right, is nearly useless, and altogether

unpleasant knowledge. The knowledge that your dearest friends

are in danger, without the knowledge requisite to save or warn

them, is just sufficient to render you miserable without rendering

them more comfortable. We might multiply aphorisms, but

these are enough for our purpose—which is, to show that

William de Lacy was in a very unpleasant predicament.

Two steps he might take—First, he might seize the persons

who, he knew, had evil designs in view, and deliver them over

to justice ; but how was he to substantiate his charges ? or what

charges had he to substantiate ? Here his knowledge failed him.

There was mischief afoot, but what it was he knew not. The

next step was, to acquaint Lord St. Clare. But of what ?—that

his nephew was a designing person. But where was the proof ?

Lord St. Clare would find it in the fact that William de Lacy

was jealous of Herbert Cunnyngham ; and all the evidence that

the aforesaid William de Lacy could furnish would only go to

establish the point, that he had heard it currently reported that
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the said Herbert Cunnyngham was now the protegi of his lord-

ship, and the ^he knew not what, of his daughter.

Thus reasoned William with himself, and his reasonings ended

where they had begun—in perplexity.

Now, there are in the world very many characters whose

existence is scarcely recognised by the society around them, until

some events of distress, embarrassment, or difficulty, bring them

before individual minds as the best person to have recourse to

for assistance, comfort, orwdirection. Just such a character was

the vicar of Leamington Priors ; and to him did the thoughts of

William de Lacy turn as the best, or indeed the only person in

whose friendship he could confide, and by whose advice he might

safely be guided.

Mr. Villars was one of the improved order of lower clergy

which, in the latter days of Queen Elizabeth, began to be common

in the Church of England.

It followed, as a necessary consequence of a reformation

at best in part compulsory, being established by law, that

many of the clergy of the Romish church changed their creed in

order to retain their benefices ; and thus with them retained

much of " the old superstition," as the exploded mode of worship

was generally designated. Perhaps, in many cases, the most

really conscientious of the secular clergy, if not among the

monastic orders, were those who refused conformity and were

expelled.

Enlightened and intelligent men were not always found to fill

benefices thus vacated, before Oxford and Cambridge sent forth

a clergy trained from youth in the principles of Protestantism

;

and between a secret leaning to the former worship on the part

of many who conformed to the new, and an ignorance of nearly

all religion on that of many who supplied the places of the

expelled clergy, the state of the church in general undoubtedly

contributed to the extensive progress of the sect known by the

term of Puritans, and who usually have been obliged to bear
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all the odium of events with which later sectaries are more justly

chargeable.

Among these, as they existed in the reign of Elizabeth, some

of the best divines and writers of the day were to be found

;

many of them at that period only desired to see a more complete

change effected in the dress and ceremonies of the Established

Church ; which they said their adversaries considered as things

indifferent, and therefore might dispense with, but which they

regarded with horror as remnants of what they termed popish

abominations and idolatry. The surplice, the use of the sign of

the cross in baptism, and the ring in marriage, they loudly

denounced, affirming that if these and such like things were

exploded, they were ready to subscribe to the Articles and close

up the Protestant schism. It would have been well had their

language continued always as moderate even as this.

We did not, however, mean to write a polemical discussion.

The mists of controversy would be still darker to enter into than

those in which William de Lacy was involved when we wandered

away from the path which should have led us by this time to the

vicarage of Leamington.

What link in the curious chain of thought are we now to

return to ? What were we speaking of that led us to the puri-

tans ? Oh ! it was that the good vicar was one of the improved

order of lower clergy. And such we are sure our readers will

find him.

The age that produced Jewel, Hooker, Hall, Andrews, Whit-

gift, and many other luminaries, cannot be deemed destitute of

learning and piety in the church ; but the body of men now

known in England by the term of " the working clergy," became

very different when, after having studied at the universities the

doctrines of the reformed religion, they preached them of good-

will ; and this desirable state of things progressing, enabled

Elizabeth's successor to complete the most glorious work of his

reign, the translation of the Holy Scriptures.

A specimen of this improved order was the vicar of Leaming-
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ton. That small hamlet was only a dependency on the neigh-

bouring parish of Wooton, but it suited the tastes of Mr. Villars,

a man of humble and deep piety; much devoted also to

learning and retirement ; who, when his fair pupil no longer

needed his learned labours, found there, as the pastor of a very

small and simple flock, sufficient leisure to attend to the studies

he loved, without neglecting the souls committed to his pastoral

charge. Such is, perhaps, the natural and original description

of a pastor's state. In the increase of population and extension

of spiritual charges, the office of pastor has been nearly lost in

that of minister.

De Lacy stopped at the door of the humble cottage that was

then the vicarage of Leamington Priors. It was a pretty little

cot, with a wide lattice window at each side of the door, and a

third smaller one peeping out from an angle in the roof. It

stood a very little distance from the lowly church ; opposite to

which, on the bank of the river, lay the ruined dwelling of the
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priests ; and a little in the rear of both was the old mill, rushing

on with its pleasant noise, and scattering white spray over the

willow-boughs that bordered the bright green meadow.

It was a place for peace—a place, thought William de

Lacy, wherein tranquilly to prepare for heaven, without knowing

aught of the world that makes its rest and purity so dear. He

alighted, and, bending beneath the portal, found seated in a small

room, covered in all directions with books and papers, a man

whose mind and acquirements might adorn a mitre.

Mr. Villars was sitting in the clerical dress then always worn

by ecclesiastics, (it is to be regretted it was ever disused,) before

a table, just opposite to the door, with a large book laid open

upon it. He gazed in some surprise at the rather stately figure

that stood before him. He arose, still looking doubtfully ;

years had passed since they had met, for at De Lacy's last

visit to Cubbington Grange he had been absent. But as he

looked into those eyes, their smile was the same it had been

years ago, and the vicar murmured

—

" My dear little boy, is this you ?"

The tone of voice, as well as the epithets bestowed on him,

changed De Lacy's smile to a laugh, as he clasped the good

man's hand, and cried

—

" It is, indeed, your little boy, most valued and revered sir

;

and thankful am I to see one countenance that looks upon me
as it did when I was a happy boy."

This remark led, sooner than might otherwise have been the

case, to some inquiries and explanations concerning the visitor's

career since the period to which he alluded. And the vicar, who

had heard a rather unsatisfactory account of his proceedings and

misfortunes, was pleased to hear his own straightforward recital.

This ended, William explained the object of his visit, relating

the adventure at Flushing, and all that had since occurred in

connection with that affair. Mr. Villars listened with an interest

that deepened as the speaker proceeded; and when he ended,

inquired what purpose he supposed those persons had in view.
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De Lacy replied that the only purpose he could attribute to

them was in some way to destroy Lord St. Clare, and perhaps

his family, and then, by means unknown to him, to have young

Cunnyngham put into possession of his property, and perhaps

restored to his rank.

"No William," said the vicar, after a moment's thought,

" something, perhaps, of private malice or of private interest

may mingle in this aifair, whatever it be ; but of this I am per-

suaded, there is far more in it than you suppose; although I

admit that your apprehension is replete with interest and alarm

to us both, on account of those we so justly value. But my
opinion is, that these mysterious proceedings are connected with

some scheme far more extensive and important in its nature than

the ruin or the restitution of one or two individual families."

" I am aware," De Lacy answered, " that a belief is generally

entertained on the Continent that another plot for the subversion

of the government is at present brooding ; but all is so peaceable,

the most irksome restrictions withdrawn, and the king apparently

so amicably disposed towards the complaining party, that I am

slow to believe that, of all times, the present would give rise to

such."

" Your life, young friend," said the vicar, "has been too

stirring to allow of much reflection upon the aspect of the times,

or permit you to trace the probable result of things. Though

withdrawn entirely from the atmosphere of politics, and civil as

well as ecclesiastical intrigues, I have watched with an interest,

I trust not unbecoming my sacred calling, the late and present

course of affairs, and thus, if you will, 1 would give you my view

of them."

De Lacy bowed respectfully his acquiescence, and the vicar

went on.

" The inflexible policy of Elizabeth was the means, under

Divine Providence, of preserving her kingdom, promoting its

glory, and maintaining the Protestant religion. The time-serving

policy and narrow principles which dictate present measures
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appear as much opposed to those which have rendered her

reign glorious in the annals of our country, as does her character

to that of her successor/'

" The timidity of our most gracious sovereign," said De Lacy,

smiling, " is a matter of too much notoriety to be gainsayed, even

by those who serve him."

" Yet that very timidity should warn him from the course he

has pursued," resumed the vicar; "he has flattered into new

vigour a spirit long and harshly repressed, and then ventured to

disappoint it. But let me treat this subject in order, William,

and I will give you my opinion of past and present politics, that

you may see in what position oiur country stands, and thus, per-

haps, discover a clew to the reports you have heard on the Con-

tinent, and to the mysterious circumstances you have witnessed.

" The genius of England is Protestant ; its people are essen-

tially the children of freedom ; the shackles of papal power were

often resisted, and even gladly thrown off. Queen Mary had

much greater difficulty in re-establishing popery than her sister

found in re-establishing Protestantism. The names of the martyrs

and confessors will testify to this : for while, during three years

of the former reign, about three hundred persons were burnt for

what was termed heresy, it is the boast of the late government

that notwithstanding the imperious, hasty, and unfeminine dis-

position of the queen, not one person suffered death solely for

religion, but for treason. None of the martyrs of Mary had

plotted against her crown or life ; all who suffered under

Elizabeth were implicated in such practices. Her accession was

hailed with joy by almost all classes : her sentiments were well

known, but mildness and prudence directed her first move-

ments ; and for the first eight or ten years of her reign she

met no opposition. The pope and the king of Spain, afterwards

her inveterate enemies, sought to conciliate her ; Paul IV. and

Pius IV. were both deaf to the arguments of those who wished

her to be excommunicated, as a heretic and usurper.

" Matters then went on peaceably in England ; there were
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few, if any, recusants; the people. Catholics and Protestants,

attended the churches, and joined in the same prayers. During

one session of parliament the whole form of religion, without

clamour or violence, had been altered ; the mass abolished, and

the liturgy, as arranged under King Edward, established by law,

which forbade all persons to absent themselves from the service

of the church under fear of penalty. One of the first acts of

Pope Pius V. in, I think, the tenth year of her reign, was to

fulminate a sentence of excommunication against the queen of

England ; and to decree it lawful to kill her, or deprive her of

her crown. From this time one conspiracy followed another,

and in all some of the priests and emissaries of Rome were

implicated. This fairly accounts for the seemingly tyrannic

power by which she kept down the influence that would have

been fatal to her.

" The house of Tudor was distinguished by a love of arbitrary

sway, yet Elizabeth loved to rule on the principles of justice

;

and while with an iron grasp she repressed the spirit of popery,

her wisdom was manifested and her safety ensured. Had she

temporised, herself, her kingdom, and her religion would have

been lost.

" If her name, then, in future years shall be branded with

some acts of severity, let her also have the glory of placing

England high among the nations, not only because she displays

to them the wreath of victory, but because she unfurls before

them the banner of Protestantism."

In our own times it is very curious to see how the arena of

controversy at once seems to transform men, whatever be their

trade or calling, into military champions and death-dealing

heroes. To hear the speeches or read the fulminations of con-

troversial divines, we fancy the gown and the Bible exchanged

for the casque and " sounding shield." The gaimtlet is thrown

;

the challenge given ; the trumpet sounded ; the lance couched

—

nay, a whole " broadside" is generally poured, or to be poured,

by one single combatant against one single adversary.
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Tropes and figures borrowed from war and battle appear

identified with discussions that have the investigation of religious

truth for their object. It is very strange that it should be so,

and very strange to see a reverend divine or learned doctor trans-

formed for the time being into the champion of a long-past

epoch.

The days of Coeur de Lion are recalled to our fancy when we

read in our papers or hear on our platforms the address of the

Rev. Mr. to the Rev. Doctot . Now, this being

the case in our unwarlike times, it is just possible that had the

good vicar of Leamington, although a man of refined taste, pro-

ceeded a little further in the cause of " Elizabeth against Mary,"

William de Lacy might have heard more military sounds echoing

through that little apartment than he had done before the walls

of Cadiz.

As it was, the "wreath of victory" and "banner of Pro-

testantism" had brought a brightness to the reverend speaker's

eye and a flush to his cheek: but, happily for his listener

—

for men seldom like their own profession trenched upon, and

men of war speak less bravely and with less excitement of

what' attaches naturally to their calling—the old housekeeper,

who, because she had a little of the palsy in her head, and

was therefore unfit for any other service, the vicar retained

as his sole charge d'affaires, slowly opened the door at his

back, and not being able at all to comprehend the unusual

occurrence of her master having a visitor when his dinner was

ready, mumbled the announcement of that homely fact, just

as the vicar, warming with the view of Elizabeth's glory, was

in danger of forgetting that his object simply had been to

give his young friend his opinion of the political aspect of the

present day.

Deprecating the simplicity of his meal after the royal viands

he now shared in, he yet invited De Lacy to partake of it.

" A soldier's meal is usually a changeable one, worthy sir,"

said the latter ;
" they say we eat horse-flesh in Ireland, though

NO. III. I
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in truth I cannot boast of that ; but whatever be the fare before

me, seasoned with such discourse it must be acceptable."

" Hah ! boy, thou hast learned to flatter in foreign parts,"

said his host, and with the words led the way to his board

of primitive simplicity. But we shall neither describe the meal

nor the discourse with which it was seasoned to De Lacy's

taste, because some old chronicles might assert that, notwith-

standing the guest's political anxieties, he found it more sea-

sonable to draw that discourse to more private topics, wherein

the name of Edith St. Clare occurred more frequently than

those of Queen Mary or Queen Elizabeth, or even King James.

We, however, shall convey our readers from the dinner-table

of the vicar of Leamington, and from all its accompaniments,

to a very different scene, and rather different conversation.
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CHAPTER VIII.

A BROTHEE AND SISTER S MEETING.

After his interview with the priest, Herbert Cunnyngham

became much more reserved and solitary in his habits and

manners than he had been before. At times, indeed, there

would be a sudden reverse in these : he would seem, at some

moments, to give way to bursts of feelings usually restrained, if

not suppressed, and on other occasions to yield himself to the

enjoyments that surrounded him ; but after these relaxations his

gloom would be tenfold, and breaking away from the society

of his cousin, he would either shut himself up in the solitude

of his own chamber, or wander into that of the adjacent woods.

To her his behaviour was both perplexing and distressing;

and she resolved to express to her father the fear she felt that

some painful cause existed for the singularity of his demeanour.

Lord St. Clare was totally unaffected by her apprehensions

:

good-naturedly resolved to like his nephew, he saw nothing

in his manner but what might justly be attributed to the

unhappy circumstances of his birth and education; and fully

resolved to befriend him, only waited the opportunity of doing

so in the best way.

Her father's indifference to her representations did not in-
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duce Lady Edith to resign them ; yet she was relieved by knowing

he did not participate in them.

Although still quite ignorant of the true reason of De Lacy's

precipitate departure from Compton Revel—at least, so far

as it in any degree related to herself, some unknown cause made

her always forbear to mention his name. On the present

occasion she could not without imperative necessity do so;

for she knew her father's prejudice, and unless it were certain

that he held a dangerous as well as secret intercourse with

her cousin, she could not bear to strengthen a dislike which

until now she had always believed time would remove.

Lady Edith had too much good sense to resign herself to

sorrow ; but she certainly did not feel so happy as she used

to do when she believed in full simplicity that "William's

character was all that her good and able tutor had wished to

render it, and that the establishment of that character would

sooner or later force her father to resign his doubts, and

restore her to the society which she undoubtedly did greatly

miss.

Her cousin, so far from supplying, made her feel that loss

continually ; for while Lady Edith was conscious that the only

pleasures Herbert appeared to enjoy were those which were

in some way connected with herself, and while she saw that to

give her pleasm*e was the only thing that brought a ray of

happiness to his face, the contrast between him and De Lacy

was so strong as continually to force back recollections of her

former friend, even after these recollections ceased to be purely

pleasurable.

The idea that De Lacy was in the neighbourhood, and in

the habit of meeting her cousin, was strongly fixed in her mind

:

for Herbert wishing, in consequence of what passed with the

priest, to absent himself as much as possible from the too-

pleasing society he found at Compton Revel, now seldom joined

her in her usual walks or rides, but spent hours together in
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the thick woods which at that time nearly covered the sur-

rounding country ; and not knowing how he was engaged,

Edith became so apprehensive of meeting him with De Lacy,

especially when in company with her father, that she suspended

her customary active exercises, and confined her rambles to

the immediate vicinity of the house.

It was a soft sunny day in the very beginning of April:

the primroses were thickly peeping up through the withered

leaves that covered the matted grass of the wood, where, with

folded arms and head declined, Herbert Cunnyngham sauntered

slowly, feeling that dark and dismal contrast in the little world

within, which makes the glad reviving spring of external nature

appear more melancholy than its decay. The noble stag

looked at him boldly, ere it bounded away, but did not attract

his notice; the quick : . „^

patting step of the gen-

tle deer continually

passed him unheard

;

the squirrels twisted,

and twirled, and chat-

tered in the boughs

over his head ; —- all

created things were

alive and joyful, and

he was lost in the re-

gion of his own mind.

It was at that moment divided by the two most powerful and

engrossing emotions that can agitate human nature—natural

affection, or human love ; and spiritual fear.

Educated, partially from infancy, and decidedly from his

ninth year, as the slave of superstition ;—taught that an im-

plicit or blind obedience to his spiritual masters ensured sal-

vation ;—accustomed to tremble at the church's denunciations,

and to fear a priestly malediction as that which cast the
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deadliest, most withering blight over every temporal and eternal

hope,—he had fallen, for the first time, a prey to a passion

that threatened to expose him to all the evils he had learned

to dread, and to urge him to the disobedience he had been

taught to shun. There were yet darker and heavier thoughts

even than these presented to him ; for conscience said he loved

one whom he had vowed to hate, and he would die to preserve

those whom he had been trained to believe it a merit to destroy.

It is written in the book of eternal truth—" God so loved the

world that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever be-

lieveth on him might not perish, but have everlasting Hfe." And
had that very heart received this message of reconciliation, how
different would have been its feelings in all temporal and all eternal

things ? He would have known that the Gospel which brought

peace to earth and proclaimed good-will to men, never inculcated

those precepts, on obedience to which he was taught to think

present and everlasting peace depended.

Seated on a fallen tree, Herbert continued, not to think, but

- .-. to abandon his mind to its own

--.-^^^^i
"^V.)
"<r'm-

misery without an effort to

escape from it. A hand was

gently laid upon his shoulder

from behind; and while he

started at the touch, believing

it to be his cousin's, he had

nerve enough not to look

round so as to show his agi-

tated countenance. But the

hand that rested there was

neither so small nor so rosy

as Lady Edith's ; and the

raven tresses of his sister

swept his neck as her beau-

tiful face bent down 'till it touched his, and her soft, silvery
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voice murmured—" Herbert—dear Herbert." And then he met

those deep eyes only half unclosed, and fixed upon him with

such sorrowful affection as he had never seen in them before.

Affection always found its way to Herbert's heart; and he

sprung up and clasped his sister in a fond embrace.

« Dearest sister," he said ; but as he uttered these words, a

recollection coupled with his late fearful thoughts came over him,

and, with an air of uneasiness, he hurriedly inquired—" How

came you hither, Blanche ?—who is with you ?"

" Our friends came to see Mr. Rookwood," said Blanche,

evasively. " I accompanied them in order, if possible, to see

you ; and learning at Cubbington that you were seen walking

here, I followed to your retreat. But now let me share your

seat, brother, for I am already weary."

" Will you not visit Compton Revel ?" said Herbert, doubt-

ingly, and without looking at her.

Blanche turned her large eyes full upon him.

" No, brother," she said, after a pause ; " it is pain enough

for me to know that you endure the lingering martyrdom of

living there—I could do no good by sharing it : and if the keen

sense of agony it gives to see those dear woods, even at a dis-

tance, can afford an idea of your sufferings, I can conceive

them."

In saying this, Blanche Cunnyngham was not sincere: for

though the priest had concealed the fact of her brother's love for

his cousin, he had told her that the St. Clares had insinuated

themselves into his easy affections—had deluded him with false

expectations, and caused him to lose sight of the high enterprise

that had brought him to England. The pain this intelligence

gave her can scarcely be imagined by those who have not come m
contact with a naturally noble, enthusiastic mind, full of deep

and enthusiastic feeling; but warped by prejudice, stimulated

by false zeal, actuated by a code of mistaken principles, and

governed by an erroneous, yet powerful sense of duty.
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It was this intelligence that had brought her now, chiefly at

the suggestion of the priest, to visit Herbert.

A silence followed her last speecli, for his only answer was a

deep sigh ; and after waiting some time for any other, she went

on

—

" I am a year older than you, brother ; and perhaps the im-

pressions of our childhood are in my mind more vividly retained,

as they were more strongly received. The remembrance of my
father's death—of that scarf dipped in his blood, which Father

Garnet still has possession of—of my beloved mother's dying bed

—of her last words, and the promise to which she pledged us,

are all as fresh this moment as they were the day they occurred."

" They have been powerfully kept alive, sister."

** Yes, thank God, they have ; for if not, such is the frailty of

human nature, and the strength of worldly passion, I might have

ere this lost sight of the high and holy hope to which we are both

consecrated. In our Lady's chapel, Herbert, and before her

sacred altar, we both renewed our vows to dedicate ourselves, as

far as in us lay, to the regeneration of our country, the restitu-

tion of its religion, and the abolition of heresy ; and believe me,

brother, the assurance Mr. Percy gave us that King James on his

accession to the throne of England would, were it only for his

poor mother's sake, restore us to our rights, excited in my mind

the fear that if our wrongs were redressed, the spirit that had

animated us would be damped ; and if such were to be the effect,

I would rather my lot had continued to be cast among the pro-

scribed, impoverished, degraded adherents of our faith. But

again I thought that if, through the grace given unto us, the

flame of piety and patriotism continued to burn as before, it

would be purer, brighter, holier, when no selfish, no worldly

interest could even appear to mingle in it.

" On reaching Flanders, you know, we learned that the hopes

with regard to the conduct of King James, which our party

universally entertained, were disappointed ; that the king of
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England did not appear to remember the expectations which,

as king of Scotland, he had excited. This I mean nationally,

not individually; at least so far as the Catholic interests in

England extend. It was then that other measures than those

of petition and submission were resolved upon. Our friends

were long projecting a decisive effort for their liberties and

religion : the death of the queen, and the promises of King

James, made in the anticipation of that event, both to the pope

and the English Catholics, deferred their plans : but now the

time has come when this once noble land, burdened so long with

heresy and tyranny, must shake off the yoke, and return to its

ancient faith and its ancient glory. Free toleration was all we

expected James at first to grant, but now the national and imme-

diate restitution of our religion is projected."

" And know you the means by which this is to be effected ?"

said Herbert, not much excited by his sister's enthusiasm.

" I do not. Father Garnet confers with no one on the subject

but Mr. Catesby. But this I know, that the plans which such

men as Sir Everard Digby and Mr. Percy approve of, you

need not scruple to join in."

" I need not scruple I" said Herbert abstractedly. " Do they

expect me to join in them ?"

« Expect ! Oh, brother !"

Blanche was silent, but her fine face spoke too eloquently for

her brother's comfort, and pictured all the disappointment, the

almost shame, which an exalted, upright, honourable mind might

feel at seeing the hopes it had built on the character and conduct

of a cherished relative fade into insignificance. Her eyes for

one instant flashed, and then the deep pure lids closed over

them, as if to shut out a view that gave exquisite pain.

" You mistake me, sister," said Herbert, after a little thought

;

"you think me degenerate, cold, or perhaps an alien to our

holy faith and its cause. I am not : never had it, God knows,

a firmer hold upon my heart and conscience than it has now.
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when soul and body seem ready to be torn asunder in the

struggle."

Again he paused, for, unfortunately for her desire of knowing

the real state of his mind and feelings, Blanche's powerful eyes

opened, and gave him such a look of anxious and surprised in-

quiry as made him recollect he was on the point of divulging a

secret, which, being extracted from him at the confessional, he

saw had not been revealed to her by the Jesuit, and he abruptly

added

—

" I have always admired your stronger mind, Blanche ; you

know my sensitive nature, and can readily imagine the ideas

that must force themselves into consideration when the question

of a civil and religious revolution is debated."

These words fully satisfied her, for she did know that he pos-

sessed a degree of tenderness and susceptibility more suited to

her sex than to his. He saw that the desired effect was pro-

duced, and ventured to propose a question he could not other-

wise have put.

" Tell me, sister—if you had set your dearest or sole earthly

hope on the attainment of an object that was directly opposed to

that of our mission, would you, could you, remain faithful to the

latter at the sacrifice of the former ?"

" I would !—I could !" cried Blanche, fervently clasping her

hands upon her breast. Then raising her eyes, with these clasped

hands extended slowly and reverently to the clear, calm sky above

them, she added—" God and our Lady knows how opposed to

my own proud and womanly feelings are the situations I am
sometimes placed in, the steps I am obliged to take, and often

the society in which I am called to mingle. Could I choose for

myself, a life, more stijl, perhaps, yet not altogether like that of

a convent, would be mine : yet were the sweetest charities of do-

mestic life, the happiest prospect it could offer, to stand in com-

petition with the redemption of my fallen country, the restoration

of the altars of our faith, the service of our church and our God,
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I believe, with the blessed Virgin's aid, I could, I would, be

faithful ; for since the days of childhood, I have never yet hung

the smallest offering upon her altar without a prayer that I

might be so."

" I wish I had your feelings, sister—I should, I think, be hap-

pier," said Herbert, and sighed so very heavily, that his sister

put her hand, soft as the dove's breast, upon his, and her silvery

accents fell upon his ear with a sweeter, more subduing influence

than her high-wrought enthusiasm had produced : they spoke of

woman's sympathy—her ready ministration to sorrow—her sen-

sibility to pain, and wish to relieve it.

" Dearest brother, the grace that is given to me, may be given

to you. You would be happier, if you were more steadfast in

the faith, and more influenced by the hopes of our holy religion.

Perhaps you have been led away from it : being deprived of its

ordinances you may have lost its spirit. Your mind has been

unsettled. Dear Herbert, I will pray our sweet Lady to have

pity on you, and give you strength to resist the false, yet alluring,

blandishments that surround you."

" Oh, Blanche, did you know Edith—did you know the St.

Clares—you would not apply the epithet false to any thing that

surrounds me at Compton Revel."

" To religion ?" Blanche demanded with an almost appalled

aspect.

" I thought not of that, sister ; but so pure, so frank and win-

ning a being as Edith ^"

" / thought not of that, brother !" Blanche interrupted, almost

smiling as she echoed the first part of his speech ; for so obtuse

was she on this particular point, that she would nearly as soon

have thought of the pope's falling in love with herself, as that

Herbert Cunnyngham should fall in love with Lady Edith St.

Clare—not only because she was his cousin, but because she was

the daughter of a man whose very name was painful to her ear.

She believed, therefore, that he felt to Edith merely as to one who
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had beguiled his weary moments and painful reflections, and

whose efforts to render his visit agreeable had only proved more

successful than his friends desired.

" But come, brother, it grows late, let us go home.—Home !"

Blanche ejaculated in a solemn voice, repeating the word she had

erroneously used. " Home !—How strange that word sounds !'*

and the fire of her eye was quenched, and, like the moon-beam

in a deep, dark well, its light shone beneath a watery veil. It

was the sound, the magic soimd of Home—^the word once fami-

liar, but now so strange—that brought the crowding tears over

the eyes of Blanche Cunnyngham. "Why did I say home?

Oh, Herbert, I am in England—dear, dear England—close to

the home of our childhood, and yet a stranger to it ?" and laying

her hand on her brother's shoulder, the lofty feelings of the enthu-

siastic devotee melted into the tender, domestic sensibilities of

the fond-hearted woman.
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CHAPTER IX.

POLITICAL AND MATRIMONIAL SPECULATIONS GLOOMY ANTICIPATIONS

CONCERNING BOTH AND THE CHAPTER CONCLUDED.

Politics stand first in the heading of our chapter, and, there-

fore, although well aware that, to a portion of the readers of its

title and contents, the second in order may be the first in esti-

mation, we must adhere in this instance to our original design,

which was, to write a very grave book—handling our subject as

methodically and as gravely as it deserved—treating it, in short.
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as if we were a writer in and not merely of the seventeenth

century.

Now, then, we imagine the vicar's frugal repast, and the

discourse with which his visitor washed it to be seasoned, is

ended, and Mr. Villars is seated in his stiff, high-backed arm-

chair—very imlike those delicious modern luxuries which our

ease-loving era has produced—and De Lacy, sitting opposite to

him, is listening with that reverence always becoming when

showed by youth to years and piety, but perhaps still more so in

one who had so long buffeted with the world and its temptations

in their most trying forms.

" I would punish no man," the vicar is saying, " for his re-

ligion ; but this is clear, that the firm and masculine rule of

Elizabeth not only maintained the reformed faith but preserved

her life and throne. Had our present majesty—Heaven bless

him—succeeded to Mary, the Catholic faith would now, in human

probability, be dominant ; he would probably have conformed to

it, or if not, vacillating and temporising policy would have treated

with the spirit which hers crushed. Yet, though severe, no un-

just severity towards a particular party marked her conduct.

She was as anxious to maintain episcopacy as to repress popery.

The statutes of conformity are fully as much to be complained

of by what is termed the Puritan party as they are by the

Catholic. The ecclesiastical commission, instituted by that zea-

lous churchman, Whitgift, was formed chiefly to act against that

sect ; and it is of the proceedings of a commission, formed chiefly

for the suppression of a protesting party, that the Catholics so

loudly complain. The queen, in a speech before the parliament,

many members of which were of the sect she alluded to, ex-

plained both her intentions and the source from which they pro-

ceeded. She meant, she averred, to guide her people by God's

rule, in the just mean between the corruptions of Rome and the

errors of modern sectaries ; for as the Romanists were the in-

veterate enemies of her person, so the other innovators were

dangerous to all kingly government; and, under pretence of
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preaching the word of God, presumed to exercise their own

judgment, and censure the actions of the prince. The anxiety

of Elizabeth, from the attempts of the Catholics against her life

and government, never ceased during her life ; for the bull of

Pope Pius rendered many consciences uneasy while it was unful-

filled ; and it is a fact that, at a period when no attempt of the

kind was expedient, his holiness was obliged, in answer to an

application made to him, to absolve her subjects from obedience

to his former decree, unless it was again required. Thus was all

the animosity of her, or to her of the pope's subjects in Eng-

land, to be traced to their supreme head ; and it was the know-

ledge of this that dictated the severest law against them—that

relating to the seminary or missionary priests. In after years

the severity shown towards the priests, by the late government,

may be censured without its cause and object being rightly un-

derstood. But that severity was not directed against those who

had remained in England, but against those who came to it as the

missionaries of Rome. When the Reformation reached the

English universities, the king of Spain, that indefatigable ally of

the popedom, saw that, in an age when learning and inquiry

extended, the Romish communion in England would sink with-

out the support of erudite ecclesiastics ; for which cause he

founded a seminary at Douay, where the English Catholics sent

their children, especially those designed for the priesthood. A
similar institution was founded at Rheims, and another, by the

pope, at Rome, and all for the instruction of those who should

be employed as missionaries in these lands. From these there

came, every year, a little colony of priests, who, trained in

animosity to the queen and established religion of England, re-

turned hither only to foment sedition secretly ; anxious to main-

tain their religion in its full bigotry, and filled with mistaken

zeal, they were willing to sacrifice their lives in the furtherance

of objects to which alone these lives were devoted.

" These seminaries are under the direction of the Jesuitsj

an order which the papal court has found it needful to create
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since the lazy monks and friars of other days were found

no longer competent to defend the bulwarks of their church.

The severe law enacted by Elizabeth against the seminary

priests will probably, in course of time, be imputed to an

unjust and cruel severity against their religion. Some of

these priests having been repeatedly found to be implicated

in the plots so continually set on foot, it was ordered that

they should all depart the kingdom within forty days ; that

those who remained in it after that time, or returned again,

should be guilty of treason, and punished for such ; that they

who received or sheltered them should be guilty of felony;

and that all who were educated in these foreign seminaries,

if they returned not in six months, and submitted themselves

before a magistrate and bishop, should also be deemed guilty

of treason ; and even after their submission, should they ap-

proach within ten miles of the court, should forfeit the benefit

they derived from it. The latter clause shows plainly the fear

that influenced the measure : the policy of Elizabeth, with respect

to the papal see and its emissaries, was of unrelaxing restraint.

If this be called a persecution it was a persecution legally

necessary. Her glorious reign has terminated ; and, as

she herself boasted, despite the devil, the pope, and the

Spanish tyrant, she saw her religion prosper, and her arms

triumph.

" The political aspect of the country under a new reign is pecu-

liar, and it may be even critical. The people of England are now

divided into three religious parties, and a religious party is the

most difficult to manage. It may be reserved for another reign to

evidence the results of present measures and the issue of present

appearances. The Protestant body is divided : for the exiles of

Mary's reign acquired a love for what they term the beautiful

discipline of Geneva. In doctrine, all true Protestants must

agree in the one great article of justification by faith only ; and

thus I am firm with them in doctrine, without deeming it needful

to mar the unity of the church by decrying the habits and cere-
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monies we retain in usage. But this is a rising, and may become

a powerful party.

" The Roman Catholics form a third, hostile to both. Having

spent its strength in vain efforts against the late govern-

ment, it might, by a perseverance in the same policy, be

rendered harmless. Elizabeth retained her power by an exact

balance of parties. This balance of power, which she with all

her skill found it difficult to maintain, will, it is to be feared,

now lose its equipoise. Already has the king shown an inclina-

tion, the consequences of which he may not foresee, to flatter

the hopes of the sinking popish party, and to exasperate the

stern, inflexible spirit of the rising puritanical one.

" But pardon me, William," cried the vicar, interrupting him-

self; "I so seldom speak that I forgot I was not delivering a

lecture. My speech has been a long one."

" Not too long, good sir," said the young man ; and his eye

glistened as he added, " you have recalled to me those happier

days when I used to listen to your lectures, I trust with some

profit. Whatever of moral and religious principle I possess, I

owe, under God, to you ; and if I have passed unscathed through

some of the temptations and trials of life, it is to my early im-

pressions I owe my safety. But added to the sentiments of

respect and regard with which it would become me to listen to

any discourse of yours, I am desirous to be enlightened on some

matters which my absence from this country and bustling manner

of life have kept me from knowing much of. I have heard it

said that the king has given strong hopes to the Catholic party,

and that this, as well as the relaxation of the laws against them,

has much emboldened them of late."

" With all due reverence to his majesty," said the vicar, " we

may regret that his timidity and time-serving policy leave his

real sentiments in doubt, while these are most unsuited to the

times with which he has to grapple. That previous to his acces-

sion, and for some time after it, he held out hopes, or conveyed

the assurance, of the toleration of their religion, is, I believe,

NO. Tir. K
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known to be fact. His anxiety to possess the English crown

caused him to conciliate all parties ; and while the Presbyterians

or the Puritans were flattered with the hopes of the ascendancy

of their mode of worship, the Catholics were elated by the same.

To escape from the troubles caused by the former was certainly

no indifferent object to the king of Scotland ; and they have much

greater cause to complain of insincerity and disappointment than

the latter have. But it was perhaps still more compulsory upon

King James to temporise with the latter, because the papal bull

had prohibited the succession of a Protestant to the throne of

England. I have received an assurance that Mr. Thomas Percy,

a gentleman nearly allied to the Earl of Northumberland, waited

on his majesty in Scotland with the express purpose of ascertain-

ing his sentiments and received from him such promises as jus-

tified Mr. Percy in raising the expectations of the party who had

deputed him on the mission.

" These hopes he has undoubtedly disappointed ; but it is

evident that he is far more inimical to the Puritan than to

the Catholic party. He wishes to resist the power, of the

pope, and papal interference with the rights of kings—this he

dreads and abhors. But independently of this, it may not be

immediately known whether his majesty is in his heart attached

to the faith of his poor mother, the unfortunate queen of Scotland.

The disappointment the Catholic party has experienced resulted

from among themselves. King James's fears, easily aroused,

have been excited by the perusal of * Dolemon's Conference,' a

work composed at the Spanish court by the English Jesuit Par-

sons, asserting the right of the people to depose sovereigns for

heresy and tyranny, and maintaining the title of the Infanta to

the English throne. These fears seem now to have passed away,

and while all his efforts are directed against the Puritans, he

appears to have quietly lost sight of the expectations he aroused.

But the spirit aroused with them is not Ukely to slumber."

" But how can its efforts be directed ?" De Lacy inquired.

" I know not," the vicar responded. " All appearances are
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against any open effort. France and Spain have both concluded

treaties with the king ; and my opinion is, that if the party we

speak of were wise, seeing that the queen is openly in their favour,

and his majesty not as yet openly against them, they would wait

the issue of present affairs ; more especially as his desire of effect-

ing a treaty of marriage with the latter court is believed to be a

favourite point with him at present. But I do not expect, from

the expressions of resentment and indignation I have understood

to be uttered recently, that this will be the case, and I much fear

oiu* sovereign may find it was a dangerous thing to flatter or treat

with the power which it required the utmost stretch of his prede-

cessor's inflexible authority to repress. The hopes he gave them

were almost the last they could hope for. That noble boy. Prince

Henry, is the avowed and determined champion of Protestantism."

*' And so is his sister," said De Lacy, smiling.

" The little Lady Elizabeth," resumed the vicar. " You are

well placed, William, in the establishment of Coombe Abbey

—

she is, I hear, a most winning child."

" A fairy queen," said De Lacy :
" it is like enchantment to

come within her magic circle. There is, indeed, but one addition

I could wish for."

" And what is that, pray ?"

" To have you for one of our chaplains."

" I thank you ; but you are already well supplied."

" Yes ; but you, worthy sir, know not how desolate one feels

who has no creature around to look upon but as a stranger—none

you can speak to as a friend."

" Ah, poor boy ! I can well understand the want such a heart

as yours must experience. Lonely though I live myself, I have

still the ties of kindred, and am, moreover, united to all my little

flock—their children are as my children. But you, indeed, are

isolated ; yet the people of Christ, William, are one, one family."

William only replied by a heavy sigh.

" And then there are the St. Clares—you used to be as one of

them."
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" What a double traitor must this Cunnyngham be !" De Lacy

exclaimed abruptly.

" We should be slow to judge any one," said Mr. Villars,

reprovingly ; "perhaps the poor youth would as deeply abhor the

epithet of traitor as you, with all the high and honourable senti-

ments I believe you to possess, would do. When you have stu-

died and thought as long as I have done, William, you may be

able to form some estimate of the moral tendency of such training

as this young man has been subjected to, and will know that a

disposition naturally amiable, and even noble, may be so per-

verted as to call evil good and good evil. St. Paul before he was

converted thought it a merit to destroy the people of Christ."

" Oh, yes ! And if Cunnyngham had landed on these shores

openly to raise the standard of rebellion, and to fight boldly for

his rights and his faith, I could readily have forgiven him ; but

to come under the plea of relationship into such a family, and

allow them to cherish a viper in a manner that others would

spend a thousand lives in their service to deserve——"

The vicar's gentle laugh stopped De Lacy's rhapsody.

" Even this, my friend," he said, " becomes not only lawful but

commendable, if warranted by that all-overcoming plea—the

good of the church. This young man may be enduring a moral

martyrdom, far less endurable than bodily torture. Yet the slave

of superstition must work on, if the lash of spiritual malediction

be suspended over him ; and spiritual terrors are stronger than

even natural emotions. His heart nay be racked ; or—^for this

also is possible, trained as he has probably been under the influ-

ence of Jesuitism—he may be another instance of a perverted

conscience, pursuing a system of error under the belief that he

follows a course of conscientious principle. We know what en-

thusiasts and fanatics are ; but there are unhappily examples of

some who, either from constitutional or mental disarrangement,

pursue a course diametrically opposed to Christian conduct, and

are not only capable of justifying that conduct, but are, I believe,

sincere in imagining it to be right."
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" The subject is too puzzling for me," De Lacy hastily in-

terposed. " Thanks to Heaven and to you, I have been trained

to no sophistry. The plain dictates of conscience, directed by

the precepts of Christianity, as taught by our blessed Saviour

himself, and the maxims of honour and integrity, are all I know

to attend to."

" And attending to these will bring a man peace at the

last," said the vicar. " You have been trained under a more

open and generous influence than that we speak of, and I have

no wish to perplex you with any sophistry : so long as you act

as you say, you will, by the grace of God, be kept from going

wrong. But now, tell me why you do not at once speak to

Lord St. Clare ? Would it not be advisable to acquaint him

without delay, and in your own person, with the danger that

appears to be brooding even within his own walls ?"

" I own," De Lacy answered, " that you have now come to

the point on which chiefly I sought your advice to-day. I

could wish his lordship were apprised of it, could that be

effected through other means, or on ether authority, than mine."

The vicar opened his eyes, and looked at him with some

surprise.

"I feel," said William, anticipating the observations he

might make respecting the fears some persons entertain of

embroiling themselves in the affairs of others ;
—" I feel that I

am not the person to interfere between Lord St. Clare and his

nephew, because—because—in fact, because my interference

might be imputed to personal or interested motives."

" Personal, certainly, as being one of his most favoured

friends; but interested—how do you mean that?"

" They say young Cunnyngham is likely to wed the Lady

Edith," said De Lacy hurriedly, and colouring violently.

" Wed Lady Edith !" cried the vicar. " Oh, no, no ; I trust

not. But even so, how should this report affect you?"

De Lacy cast down his eyes, and was silent : then, looking

up, said—" r will have no secret from you, reverend sir, al-
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though to my own heart alone I have ever yet breathed the

words I utter. You know what I am—without fortune, without

friends, perchance without fame—even so : Lady Edith St. Clare is

the only woman I ever did or ever will think of as my wife."

The vicar's face would have made a good picture : his

lower jaw actually lengthened in the blank amazement that

took possession of his features. Accustomed to regard his

noble patron with all that reverence which rank and wealth,

when united to a lofty cast of character, generally impart to a

very simple mind, De Lacy's flight of ambition was one that

seemed quite to confound his reasoning faculties. He could

sooner have thought of his rivalling Prince Henry as a candidate

for the hand of the Spanish Infanta, than of his aspiring to that

of Lady Edith St. Clare. But as he gazed at his young friend,

whose eyes were steadily rivetted on the floor, doubt succeeded

to amazement—thoughtfulness to doubt ; and, finally, an affec-

tionate and compassionating interest superseded all, as he

murmured—" My poor little boy ! I might have foreseen this

all along ; so might his lordship—perhaps he did, too ; there

may be some hope, after all :" and, after another moment's

thought, rather abruptly demanded if Lord St. Clare were

acquainted with the singular determination De Lacy had come

to in regard to all matrimonial speculations.

William coloured still more deeply, but it was now the flush

of wounded pride ; and after a brief but somewhat painful

struggle, acquainted Mr. Villars with what he chose to term

his dismissal from Compton Revel, the blight—he, somehow,

could scarcely feel himself justified in saying, the renunciation

—of his hopes, and the suspension of his intercourse with

Lord St. Clare and his daughter.

" And now that thou art again in their neighbourhood,

William," said the vicar, leaning on the elbow of his chair so

as to conceal the inquiring expression of his very legible

countenance, " wilt thou make no effort for a renewal of intimacy

with either of thy friends?"
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" I cannot," William responded, with a sigh, " unless his

lordship should vouchsafe to alter his sentiments in regard to

me, or that some turn in my fate—which is still more unlikely

to happen—should place me in a different position with regard

to them."

" I believe you, boy," said the vicar, looking quickly round,

with a different voice and manner. " I should have known

that you were ever upright and honourable : but many youths

would act a different part—ay, and boast of it."

De Lacy partly smiled, as he guessed all that was in the

good man's mind, while he might unconsciously be suggesting

the very course he wished to deprecate. " No, worthy sir,"

he replied, " I should have ill benefitted by your excellent

instructions, were I now capable of pursuing the course you

hint at, whatever temptation, or whatever facility for achieving

my purpose might be before me. Lord St. Clare was my

earliest friend and benefactor ; I have honoured and respected

him ; but without these motives to abstain from invading his

domestic peace, I would not lessen my respect and regard for

Lady Edith, although unavailingly cherished, by drawing from

her, if I had the power to do so, a single word or action that

would render her character as a daughter less lovely than it

has ever been."

" Excellent, excellent—most excellent, my dear boy !" eja-

culated the vicar. " Go on—go on, and God's blessing will go

with you, in the path which, without any to guide you, you

have marked out for yourself. Your prospects, I admit, are

gloomy ; but who knows **

" So gloomy," said William, for though the words " who

knows" left a very wide vista of hope through the gloomy

prospects spoken of, he chose to be, or to appear blind to it

—"so gloomy, that I never should have thought of uttering

what I have done, were it not from the difficulty in which I

feel myself about this Cunnyngham : for I think it very
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probable that any information respecting him, coming from

or through me, might, as I said before, be imputed to

interested motives.

" And any communication made to his lordship," continued

the vicar, " when no authority could be given, would, I am

sure, be useless, and be attributed to mere idle or underhand

malice on the part of some individuals who had made me, were

I the person to convey such, their tool on the occasion. I know

his lordship well ; and am convinced, from what I hear of his

affection for this youth, that such would be the result, while I

also quite agree with you that your authority as a witness

against him would be likely only to injure yourself, without

effecting the object in view. Under these circumstances, I

believe, until something more tangible can be brought forth

in evidence, that your best plan is just to pursue the course

you have done—watching the movements that are taking place

around you. No present danger need, I think, be expected;

and any present attempt to dislodge the young man from his

uncle's house, and from the confidence which he seems to

abuse, would probably be worse than useless. My own opinion

also is, that there is perhaps little individual danger threatened

to Lord St. Clare. I am persuaded the matter is connected

with some projected popular movement, which would not be

at all influenced by this poor youth's fate, unless he were

brought to divulge the plans with which he may be acquainted.

You must, then, only continue to observe the progress of

these strange matters ; endeavour to control the designs of

the actors in them ; or, if you obtain evidence sufficient to

prove their guiltiness, then make it known."

" I should like to make it known to themselves, if I could

find the opportunity," cried De Lacy.

" Beware, my son, how you let angry and personal passions

interfere in this," said Mr. Villars. " Remember, ' Vengeance

is mine, saith the Lord ;' and the magistrate is the lawful
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minister of Almighty justice in the world. Therefore, if you

are thrown in this Cunnyngham's way, bewai-e of giving the rein

to passions which I see are within your breast."

" Fear not, my reverend friend, that I should ever seek to

measure swords with him," said De Lacy, with an aspect more

indicative of compassion than meekness. " Though mine has

seen some little service, I am, thank God, no brawler—both

religion and natural disposition have ever kept me from that;

and I should be sorry to begin with him, for I verily believe

the youth is more accustomed to the use of the rosary than

the sword."

" Hush, hush !" said the vicar, shaking his head reprovingly,

** devotion may be mistaken, but prayer is a sacred thing."

"I was wrong, reverend sir," rejoined the abashed visitor,

more modestly; "if I made more use of it myself, I might

be less hasty : my blood, I know, is warm. I must leave you

now, for I fear my royal mistress may already have required

my services."

" How can a child of eight years old demand such?" the

vicar inquired.

" I am her favourite master of exercises," he answered,

smiling, and in these she is already a proficient : her ardour

and enthusiasm carry her through every thing. She seems

destined for a hero's bride ; and even when she pursues the

chase, it is with a beautiful air of triumph."

" Well, my son, the lot hath fallen unto thee in pleasant

places ; for I believe that at Coombe Abbey you meet much

that may be pleasant to one like you, without experiencing aught

that is dangerous.

De Lacy sighed, though we know not why he did so ; and

extending his hand, bade his reverend friend farewell, respect-

fully requesting an interest in the good man's prayers.

" Yes, my son," said the vicar, " I will think of you, when,

in our holy service, I pray God to strengthen such as do stand ;
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and we will both think of others, when we pray Him to bring

into the way of truth all such as have erred and are deceived."

And William de Lacy mounted his horse, and went back

to Coombe Abbey, whither we purpose shortly to follow him

;

but first, in order to omit no present duty, we must repair to

the wood of Compton Revel, where a brother and sister met,

but had not, at the conclusion of our chapter, yet parted.
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CHAPTER X.

A LOVERS QUABREL.

We left Blanche Cunnyngham shedding a few tears upon her

brother's shoulder ; they were few and very natural tears, drawn

from a natural source—the simple feeling forced upon her heart

that she had no home ; and perhaps there never was a heart, at

least not a woman's heart, indifferent to that feeling. Home

!

magic watch-word of the affections,—it is only an exiled heart

that fully comprehends its charm.

At this interval a step was heard, and looking round, Herbert

saw as he thought a servant approaching them ; but his sister

whispered that it was Father Garnet, now disguised as Mr.

Percy's servant, in order that his frequent appearance in that

neighbourhood might not lead to suspicion.

If there was any being to whom Garnet had given the earthly

affections which perhaps appertain to every human heart, that

being was Blanche Cunnyngham. Her brother he chiefly liked

for her sake, and that of the parent who had committed both

children to his guardianship. He knew that it was no light cause

that could bring tears into her eyes, for in general hers were

" Thoughts that lie too deep for tears ;"

and as he drew near his step was quickened, and a father's ten-

derness spoke in his voice, as he uttered the one anxious word

—

" Blanche !"
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She raised her hand, pointing over to Compton Revel, and

Garnet understood the sign ; and the glance he turned to

Herbert, and the mournful and meaning smile that flitted an

instant round his lip, spoke an eloquent appeal, which was

felt by the young man in the manner designed. Leaving

Blanche to recover herself, the priest conversed in a low voice

with her brother on some spiritual points arising from their

last conference; and receiving satisfactory replies to his

interrogations, said

—

" It is well, my son : we must not tarry now, though thy

sister has been long parted from thee, and yearns for a re-

union. You will perhaps visit her at Sir Everard Digby's, who

is leaving for a time his seat in Rutland, and coming to this

county, in order to be in the vicinity of our friends."

" And who else shall I meet there, father ?" Herbert inquired.

"I know not exactly: Mr. Catesby, and Percy, certainly;

and probably besides. Winter, Grant, Rookwood, and perhaps

Faux."

" Faux ! Guy Faux ? I met him in Flanders, I think : a

daring adventurer, is he not, who has been some time in the

Spanish service ?"

" He is a daring and a deeply-devoted man," replied the

priest. " His is not the head to plan such a design, but his

the hand to execute; and his name shall go down to ages to

come, though others may be forgotten."

" What design is that, father ?" Herbert asked, catcliing at

the word that had been unwarily used. But the priest had

already recollected this inadvertency, yet answered as if not

intending to retrieve it

—

" As yet I have heard nothing of the designs of our friends,

save under the seal of confession : for with what is merely

secular I have no right to mingle : and you know, Herbert,

there is many a secret thought thus laid open, which it is not

desirable should be spread abroad." The look that was meant,

together with these words, to pierce to Cunnyngham's heart,
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was still more eiFectual than the allusion ; and even his mild

brow flushed with a glow of rushing blood.

" And this, my dear son," the priest continued, as if he had

not observed his emotion, "this is one of the merciful pro-

visions of the church; that when the conscience of her weak

members is burthened or alarmed, advice or spiritual relief may

be obtained; or, when weighty matters, involving perhaps

doubtful questions as to what may be lawful yet not ex-

pedient; or expedient, yet not, perhaps, exactly lawful, the

authority of the church may come in, and decide a case where

mere human conscience or commonly-received opinions could

not do so. You will be called to your part when the time

arrives ; may you then be found faithful. Daughter, we must

depart."

He was about to lead Blanche away, but recollecting his

maxims of caution, he desired her to walk forward, while he

followed as her servant. Herbert was rejoiced to find he

was not to attend them to Cubbington Grange: leaving them

near the entrance to the grounds, he hastened back to Compton

Revel, where, for the first time, the dinner-hour had passed

away without his return.

Suffering deeply from anxieties, for which, indeed, there

was not, in the way she apprehended, any real cause, Lady

Edith had gladly withdrawn from table, to ensconce herself in

one of the deep window-seats that looked towards the way

Herbert Cunnyngham usually took ; and here, in William de

Lacy's favourite position, her finger resting on her delicate

cheek, the poor girl sat grieving herself—like many other

people—with imaginary ills, while real ones, of which she

thought not, were hovering around her.

At length her cousin came in sight ; but he did not notice

her; his head was bowed down, and on his brow was such a

cloud of care, gloom, and anxiety, that Edith's fears were re-

doubled. Unwilling, however, to let them appear, though not

an adept in dissimulation, she assumed a cheerful air, and
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leaning from the window, attracted his attention by calling to

him, saying

—

" Ah, truant ! whither hast thou been wandering, while I

have been so anxiously watching for thee ?"

Herbert looked up at a face and coimtenance so unlike what

he had just beheld; so simple in its beauty, and so full of

natural expression—of all that constitutes the happiness of life,

that he gazed a moment silently before he answered in a rather

moody manner

—

" You are merry, Edith, or you would not say that I could

cause you uneasiness."

" Oh, Herbert !" cried Edith, intending to look smilingly,

but a tear unbidden sprang over the clear eyes that turned

half reproachfully upon him, " did you know the power you

have now to do so, I am sure you would use it more mercifully."

A strange alteration was made in Herbert Cunnyngham's

aspect by these words. He was for a few seconds like another

man : surprise and a quick flash of joy irradiated his face ; his

dull eye brightened, and his cheek glowed, yet his cousin never

once perceived the effect of her few words, or guessed the

construction he was putting upon them. She might soon have

had the truth forced upon her ; but, whatever caused it

—

" A change came o'er the spirit of his dream ;"

and Herbert turned as pale, as miserable-looking, as he had for

a moment seemed to be renovated and joyful.

" What is the matter, cousin ? you have fatigued yourself I am

sure," said Edith—"you change so quickly. Why will you

take these long walks ; and why will you never take me with you

now ?"

" Perhaps we are better separate," Herbert replied ; and

then, fearing the result of such an ambiguous speech, added

carelessly—" you would not like such long walks as mine."
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" Indeed, I think I should ; that is—if you meet no one."

" Meet no one !" Herbert repeated, and demanded, in some

alarm, her meaning, or who she thought he met.

" I did not say I thought you met any one, cousin," she an-

swered ;
" but since you ask me plainly, I will tell you that I

thought, or rather feared you met William—Captain de Lacy."

Now, had the person alluded to been in the place of the person

addressed, he would at once have said that no such meeting ever

took place ; but Cunnyngham had not been taught to think pre-

varication or dissimulation wrong and dishonourable : and, be-

sides, his recent elevation made him feel this reference to De

Lacy still more jealously ; for he often feared Edith's anxiety

arose as much, if not more, from regard to this former friend,

than from concern for himself: so he answered pretty much as

he had once before, without satisfying her one way or other

—

" And why should my meeting Captain de Lacy make you so

anxious, Edith?"

" Because, I have told you before, I think it strange he

should meet you secretly instead of coming openly to the

house ; and he used to be so very open and candid.

" Indeed, cousin, you give yourself much needless trouble

about Captain de Lacy," said Herbert, as he stepped through

the open window into the room.

Lady Edith evinced perhaps more displeasure than he ex-

pected, or than the occasion demanded: she started from her

seat, and the rushing blood dyed her face, neck, and fore-

head; while tears of mortification or displeasure sprang to her

eyes, and even rolled down her glowing cheek.

" I will henceforth give myself no more needless trouble," she

said, " either about Captain de Lacy or his friends," and turned

to leave the room ; but there was no one whose displeasure

Herbert could so ill brook as that of his gentle and yielding

cousin—and. his submission was so abimdant, his penitence so

fluently, so passionately expressed, that Edith might soon have
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been in possession of many of the secrets he carried in his

bosom, had she known, and been able to exercise the influence

she possessed.

At a critical moment for Herbert, Lord St. Clare came into

the room, and, kindly reproving him for his wandering propen-

sities and forgetfulness of hours, ordered him to go and appease

the appetite they had doubtless given him, as dinner was waiting

in the eating-room
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CHAPTER XL

COOMBE ABBEY— GLIMPSES OF SUNDRY NEW OIIABACTEES

A ROYAL PROCESSION IS PROJECTED.

There are few counties of England which possess a larger

portion of historical interest than that of Warwick. Its

magnificent castle tells at once of the strange and stirring

times when the stout Earls of Warwick swayed the destinies

of kings ; but, independently of this, its proud memorial of

long-departed ages, that county presents many scenes identified

with the most interesting epochs of English history, relics of

feudal and monastic greatness, and mansions, not equally known,

yet connected with private histories that accord with the romantic

character of the times wherein they were acted.

Coombe, or, according to its original orthography. Combe

Abbey—although the present mansion was chiefly rebuilt shortly

NO. IV. 1,
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before the period at which we introduced it into our story—yet

retains sufficient of its monastic character to recall to fancy the

days of priestly pomp and power, to which the magic pen of

Walter Scott could transport his readers.

The cloisters remain there still ; but the abbey, as well as

the world, has changed, since the abbot of Combe, the lord of

great part of the surrounding country, there held rule ; since

the streams of the classic Avon, that swept by the birth-place

of Shakspeare, yielded provision for the fasts of the monks, and

the wide-spreading banks supplied venison and game for perhaps

more congenial feasts. The world has changed, and the abbey

has changed with the course and fashion of years ; yet there it

has stood in the rather undiversified plain from which its name

is derived,* ever since the reign of the second Henry, enduring

and witnessing the revolutions of ages. Its riches and impor-

tance as a monastery caused its fall ; and, like other so-called

religious houses of the same class, it suffered from the over-

weening ambition that led the great Cardinal Wolsey to incite

his royal master, Henry VHI, to those acts of aggression against

the papal power and wealth, which quickly recoiled upon him-

self.

The abbot of Combe ceased to be, or his greatness departed

;

but the abbey possesses a later source of interest. It is asso-

ciated with the memory of the last of our princesses, who, though

we cannot claim her as of English birth, awoke or revived the

nearly-departed spirit of English chivalry ; the best—and, with

the exception of her grandmother, the fascinating Mary of Scots

—the loveliest of the race of Stuart.f

Coombe Abbey is only associated with the memory of " the

unfortunate Queen of Bohemia" through the name of the noble

* Combe signifies a plain, or valley.

f Elizabeth Stuart, daughter of James I., afterwards ofunhappy celebrity

as Queen of Bohemia, was born in Scotland previous to her father's acces-

sion to the English throne.
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family to whom it now belongs : it is connected, both in our

narrative and mind, with the joyous childhood and early youth

of the romantic, ardent, perhaps too aspiring Princess Elizabeth,

before that aspiring disposition led to her unhappy exaltation to

a foreign crown.

Some time after the dissolution of the monasteries, Lord Har-

rington, of Exon, came into possession of Coombe Abbey in

right of his wife, and being, according to the fashion of the day,

appointed governor to the charming daughter of James I, formed

the establishment for her there, of which, as we have previously

informed our readers, William de Lacy became a very conspi-

cuous member.

As we intend personally to present to them the fair lady into

whose hands Coombe Abbey next descended, it is only here

requisite to say, that, if local information be strictly historic,

these fair hands were unable to retain their possession ;* and the

present possessor, Lord Craven, may feel a just pride in the

circumstances that have transmitted our abbey into his line.

William, the first Lord Craven, was the heroic, chivalrous

defender, the disinterested and munificent friend of the oppressed

and exiled Queen of Bohemia : the guardian and companion in

arms of her adventurous son. Prince Rupert ; her champion in

the field, her counsellor in the cabinet, her sole support for many

years of her life, and almost her solitary friend in her death.^

The expensive tastes of the Countess of Bedford—who, as

Lady Lucia Harrington, will figure in our pages—and her prodi-

gality to men of genius, rendered the disposal of Coombe Abb^y

expedient, and when the outcast queen returned a neglected

stranger to her native shores, the impulse of a generous and

* A traditionary story was related by an old woman on the spot to the

author, to the effect, that Lady Lucia Harrington, then Countess of Bed-

ford, gambled the abbey away : another version of this story was, however,

given to the narrator, which, it is to be hoped, will redeem the fame of Lady
Lucia.

t The Queen of Bohemia died close to the profligate court of Charles II

a dependant on the care and bounty of Lord Craven.
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devoted mind prompted the first Lord Craven to replace her

in a spot associated in her heart with pure, peaceful, and happy

memories.

To be himself the possessor of a place thus consecrated by

the memories of a friend, was the desire of a delicate mind

;

and Elizabeth, in the decline of her fortunes, hopes, and years,

might trace again, with far different sensations, scenes that were

familiar with her nymph-like form, when her happy little heart

knew no higher ambition than to surpass her gay competitors in

the amusements or exercises they witnessed.

Memory might, indeed, have hallowed Coombe Abbey in a

once too vivid imagination, as the seat of pleasures, purer and

more real than all the world had promised, or palaces and thrones

had realized ; and to reinstate his royal friend in the simpler

and happier scenes she had left, was all that the faithful zeal

and imalloyed devotion of the gallant Lord Craven could

attempt, when his efforts and valour had failed to reinstate her

in an empire. With him might almost be said to have passed

away the last of England's chivalrous knights, whose sword and

service were dedicated to the cause of suffering worth and beauty.

But he is not the hero of our tale, nor was he in existence at the

time we commence it ; yet the eye that gazed upon his mail-clad

figure in the gallery of Coombe Abbey, imprinted his portraiture

on the mind, and it would be difficult to speak of Elizabeth

Stuart without referring to a period which witnessed a display of

unalloyed devotion, of noble and disinterested action, with

which our more selfish and calculating age has no parallel, and

perhaps little sympathy ; and which, therefore, the judgment of

posterity has amalgamated with some alloy from sentiments less

pure in their origin, or motives more interested in their action.*

* The devotion of Lord Craven to the unfortunate Queen of Bohemia,

when a widow and an exile, has usually given rise to the opinion that a

private marriage existed between them. The general selfishness of man-

kind could hardly comprehend it otherwise, but no reason could exist why

the marriage of an oppressed, desolate, and penniless queen, with the British

noble on whose bounty she was left dependent, should be kept a secret.
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The plans of this most chivalrous knight were disappointed

;

for the splendid mansion he was erecting for the abode of Eng-

land's forgotten, forsaken princess, was destroyed by fire, and

Coombe Abbey, purchased for her sake, was left untenanted,

while the death of Elizabeth in London afforded scope for the

witticisms of her royal nephew's courtiers.

We now leave Lord Craven and his " liege ladye" to return

to the more domestic scenes from which we wandered.

Lady Edith St. Clare was sitting at her embroidery frame,

and not merely pretending to be intent on the rather intricate

J.C.nQ5;N!j

subject before her, although her cousin sat close beside her with

his favourite Dante in his hand, from which he read aloud from

time to time, or, resting the book on his knee, turned his head to

the side she sat at, with a countenance in which some of the

horrors he read of might be conjectured to have made an

impression that was alternately mingled with, or exchanged

for, the more agreeable expression of a consciousness that he was

himself sitting quite at ease beside a very sweet companion.
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As pain, in this troublesome life, is less frequently interrupted

than pleasure, we must, on analogical principles, suppose that

it was when the latter sensation was predominant, that it was

interrupted by the entrance of Lord St. Clare with an open

letter in his hand

—

" Edith, here is news for thee," he said ; " thy first appearance

in public is shortly to be made, my girl."

" How mean you, father ? not a masque, surely ?" she replied;

for this species of amusement becoming fashionable under the

patronage of the gay Queen Anne, occurred to her as the most

probable occasion of her debut.

" Nay, nay," said her father, shaking his head ; " I trust my
child shall never be seen at such improper spectacles. I spoke

but in jest, love ; read for thyself, however,'* he concluded, hand-

ing her the letter, which she took in some perplexity.

Holding it with the tips of the fingers of both hands before

her face, she perused it with an evident and grave anxiety to

discover what might be the sphere of publicity in which she was

expected to act a part.

Laying it down on her lap, she then clasped her hands with a

look of exquisite enjoyment, and broke into the clear and happy

laugh, which, while low and soft as a silver bell, was of that

nature which always provokes a listener to join in it without

knowing why.

" Oh, delightful ! a royal procession ? like a progress of Queen

Elizabeth's, that you have described to me, father ? And the

sweet princess will have me by her side, will she not ? Well, for

a goodly steed, and trappings befitting, thanks to your late pre-

sent, my lord, I shall not be put to shame by any ;" and the fair

speaker, without thinking of an answer to any of the inquiries

she had put, fell into a pleasant musing on the subject of her

own appearance.

" You have not finished the letter, my child," said his lordship,

" or you would have seen that the train of her royal highness is to

be formed after the modern and now prevailing fashion, which rims
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upon the use of coaches ; thus exploding, in great part, the more

graceful and noble manner of public appearance adopted by our

late queen, and which her royal namesake would even already

appear to more advantage in ; for in grace, dignity, and skill in

horsemanship, she can be surpassed by none."

Edith made a wry face on hearing that she was only to occupy

a seat in one of the tiresome, heavy, and slow-moving vehicles,

then coming into use ; but her chagrin was interrupted by a

question put, apparently in some alarm, by Cunnyngham to her

father.

" What does all this refer to, my lord ?" he abruptly demanded.

His uncle looked rather thoughtfully at him, for in general he

appeared totally indifferent to conversation of this nature, unless

he was himself directly concerned in it ; and there was some-

thing in the manner in which the question was put, that conveyed

the idea of some previous knowledge existing on the part of the

inquirer, regarding the subject he desired inforniation upon.

Such, indeed, was the fact : for the tidings that only now

reached Compton Revel, had been rumoured for some time about

Coventry ; and Herbert had been warned, in case he were

included in the invitation that would doubtless reach that place,

on no account to decline it.

Lord St. Clare felt there was something reniarkable in this,

but proceeded to give him the information he asked for. Reading

aloud for him the letter of Lord Harrington, which, with much

^gravity, stated the intention of his royal charge, the Lady

Elizabeth, to favour his most gracious majesty's subjects of the

city of Coventry, by accepting the invitation given her by the

honourable mayor and corporation, to visit that place, and par-

take of a banquet to be prepared in St. Mary's Hall, in honour

of their beloved and admired princess.

All the nobility and principal gentry of the neighbourhood

were expected to grace the procession, which was to be formed

by the ladies in coaches, preceded and closed by a cavalcade of

gentlemen.
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" You will not hesitate to accompany us, nephew ?" said his

lordship, closing the epistle, and speaking in the tone of one who

rather expected a negative answer to a question that was ex-

pressed more positively than the fact it referred to was felt.

Herbert bowed his acquiescence.

" You are not included in my Lord Harrington's invitation,"

his uncle resumed, glancing again over the letter ; " but he knew

not you were here, and will, I am sure, receive with courtesy and

pleasure, any guest who forms a part of my family."

Herbert bowed again, and said something not very intelligibly,

about considering it his duty to attend his lordship ; and Lord

St. Clare, ceremoniously replying to his inclination, withdrew to

despatch an answer to Coombe Abbey.

Herbert Cunnyngham fell into a brown or a black study ; and

his cousin, reclining back in her large chair, with her head

inclined to one side, her arms rather extended forward, with the

joined hands resting on her knee—a smile dwelling on her lip,

and a light beaming on her brow, looked the very personification

of the innocently pleasurable thoughts that were in her mind,

while her fancy was busy in arranging all the delightful et ceteras

that should attend the mimic court of the childish princess.

What thoughts were in the breast of her companion, it might be

hard to tell. Gloom was on his brow, and a look of repugnance

to all he had been hearing of was pictured on his countenance,

which gradually settled down into an expression of deep reflection.

Lady Edith suddenly projected her head towards him, and,

looking into his thoughtful eyes with a face that beamed the

intelligence of a recent and satisfactory discovery, ejaculated the

word " white !"

His nervous start, and rather bewildered gaze, restored her to

more consciousness of what she had said, and who she said it to

;

and in reply to the hasty question—" What do you mean. Lady

Edith ?" put as it was in a tone indicative of annoyance, she said

with a smile and a blush

—

" Your pardon, cousin, I beseech you ; but truth to say, I
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forgot it was not my tire-woman that was beside me, and it first

struck me that white would be the most befitting gear for the

levee of our little Lady Elizabeth."

Herbert Cunnyngham looked away—but a moment afterwards

muttering the words, *' happy girl !" he arose and left the apart-

ment.

After a short absence he chose to return to it in search of

something left there—// Purgatorio, or his cousin, perhaps he

was not quite certain which : the former lay on the chair where

he had left it ; the latter was still there also, but she was no

longer alone.

Edith was engaged in discourse with her page, and did not

perceive Herbert Cunnyngham, who entered the apartment by

another door. She was bending over her embroidery-frame, and

the page stood at a respectful distance before her.

He was the poor orphan son of Lady de Lacy's Irish nurse,

who, it has been already said, attended her lady and her child

from Ireland.

This poor woman, who had made an unhappy marriage late in

life, had imparted to her only child something of that deep and

rather fierce devotion to the chieftain of her clan, which charac-

terized the Irish of other ages, certainly much more than at

present, and dying she had bequeathed to him all she had to

give—her blessing and her devotion to the De Lacy, as she

always termed her deprived foster-son, who, being several years

older than the boy, took him under his protection until his

departure to the wars transferred the orphan to another service.

What had given such a turn to the discourse we know not,

and therefore do not multiply historical perplexities by hazarding

a conjecture; suffice it to say, that as Herbert came in, the young

lady was asking

—

" Wouldst thou desire to visit the land thou dost love so well?"

" If I were to attend you thither, lady," said the page, " or

my noble master ; I desire it not else."

" Methinks my noble father will not be fain to visit Ireland,

boy," said Lady Edith ;
" thy expectations were vain from him."
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" So please you, I spoke not of his lordship's honour," the

page rejoined ; " I know no master save the De Lacy ; my

service is pledged to you, lady at his bidding."

" Go to, boy ; thy mother hath taught thee a strange manner

of speech," said his lady, hastily ; " and thou dost use it at

times without much meaning."

The page hung his head abashed, and Edith, after a short

pause, added more gently

—

" Thy poor mother hath gone to her rest, and thou wert left

here a friendless orphan ; thou knowest, and I too know, that

thy service is but given to me because none other hath claimed

it; I would, therefore, that thou shouldst no longer use the

language of a romance when thou speakest concerning it ; or if

thou understandest not what a romance may mean, that thou

wouldst not employ the passing strange manner of speech which

thou hast learned of her, after the fashion, I ween, of the bards

and story-tellers I have ofttimes heard her speak of.

" We are no longer children," Edith continued, with a sigh,

as if now communing with herself, "and must cease to 'think or

speak, aye, and to feel as we did when such ; years change both

things and persons."

She raised her head with the conclusion of this sage reflection,

saw she had had another listener, and coloured without knowing

why she did so.

<* Hie thee now to Mistress Annot with my message, boy,'*

she said, as she arose from her seat, "and bear in mind the

instructions given thee, if thou shouldst attend me to my Lord

Harrington's, that thy speech be not unseemly when among

strangers."

Herbert Cunnyngham erroneously understood from this that

De Lacy's residence at the Abbey was known to his cousin, and

the idea did not tend to diminish the dissatisfaction he felt at the

light-hearted joyfulness with which she superintended the prepa-

rations for the approaching gala ; and his moroseness produced

the usual effect of rendering her doubly agreeable in the hope of

dissipating it.
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CHAPTER XII.

A VISIT TO COOMBE ABBEY THOUGH ANTICIPATION IS NOT ALWAYS

REALIZED, LADY EDITH MEETS WITH MOBE THERE THAN SHE EXPECTED

HISTORY ANTICIPATED THE LEVEE OF THE PRINCESS ELIZABETH

IT COMMENCES WITH DISAPPOINTMENT TO HER GUARDSMAN.

The thirteenth clay of April was fixed upon for the visit of the

little Princess Elizabeth to the famous city of Coventry ; its

concomitant circumstances appeared to promise a very agreeable

variety in the monotony of the retired country life pursued at

Compton Revel. It is not, therefore, much to be wondered at, if

the young heiress of that place was rather alert in her prepara-

tions, and sanguine in her expectatioms, as that much talked-of

day drew on.

Some of Lord Harrington's most favoured friends, or a few of

those who had to come the greatest distance, were invited to

repair to Coombe Abbey the preceding day, on which occasion

they should be received by his royal charge as her peculiar

visitors and guests.

Among the former, Lord St. Clare and his daughter were

ranked ; and it was his lordship's wish that she should then be

presented in form to the princess. Accordingly, in the afternoon

of the twelfth of April, the party from Compton Revel took

their departure for Coombe Abbey.

The finely-gilt carriage that bore them was drawn by four
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milk-white horses, caparisoned in the richest manner ; the train

of outriders by which it was preceded and followed, and the

numerous footmen who kept pace with its solemn movements,

would in these days appear more like the escort of state prison-

ers, than that deemed requisite to the dignity of a nobleman, on

paying a visit into his neighbourhood. Notwithstanding, how-

ever, this formal pomp, one heart within that stately vehicle was

as simply and as exquisitely happy for the time being, as most

mortal hearts are generally able to be. Lady Edith rejoiced,

independent of the circumstances that gave eclat to the event, in

the prospect of being presented to the sweet child to whom all

this honour was paid, and in resuming also a suspended friend-

ship with her elegant young friend, Lucia Harrington.

Lord and Lady Harrington were just the description of persons

whom Lord St. Clare would choose as associates for himself, and

the society they had formed at the abbey such as he would wish

to cultivate for his daughter. The intimacy, however, which a

similarity of principles—religious and political—of tastes, and

habits of life, might naturally lead to, had for the winter months

been entirely suspended. This circumstance they had scarcely

thought of until formally invited on this occasion to Coombe

Abbey. But the fact was, that the residence of Herbert Cun-

nyngham at Compton Revel had exercised more influence over

its inmates than they were aware of.

Lord St. Clare, though determined to like him, and promote

his interests, could not entirely conceal from himself that his

nephew's manner, and latterly his habits, were more singular

than his education or circumstances fully warranted ; and this

feeling led him insensibly to shrink from introducing him to the

society of the abbey, and more especially to that of the princess.

Lady Edith, occupied perhaps by other thoughts, and some new-

born anxieties, had almost forgotten the world that lay beyond

her father's domains, and the persons who were removed from

the circle of her daily charities ; and thus, as by tacit consent, all

intercourse with their neighbours had been suspended.
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A striking exception to the fashion of the day, Lord Harring-

ton and his more polished, but equally estimable wife, exhibited

an example of decided religious character, unbiassed by party-

spirit, and uninfluenced by political feelings.

Withdrawn from a court whose politics they could not always

approve, and whose frivolities they disliked, they still maintained

the character of faithful, diligent, and disinterested servants of

their king, by zealously performing the duties of the office he

committed to them in the charge of his daughter's education—

a

charge which the sordid monarch permitted history to tell was

only repaid by the recompense which the results of their care

brought to their own hearts, and by the devoted love and gra-

titude of their noble-minded pupil.

The education which the young princess received at Coombe

was strictly religious. It is said that venerable abbey under the

rule of Lord Harrington, was as devout as it had been of yore

under that of its goodly abbots. But it was a religion devoid of

austerity that was practised there : the severe zeal of the Piu-itans

was excluded, while their doctrines were embraced, because those

doctrines involved the grand foundation of Protestantism, the

hope of salvation through the Saviour alone—or, as it is techni-

cally termed, the doctrine of justification by faith ; and a cheer-

fulness of a very different character now dwelt within the ancient

cloisters of that abode, to that which pervaded them when

the gross corruptions of the monastic institutions, independent

of the rapacity of Henry the Eighth, called for their sup-

pression.

It was thus that the lovely and lively child was prepared for

that life of unlooked-for trial that hung over her then fair and

joyous head. Happy for her, amid all the chequered scenes she

was called to pass through, amid the faihu'e of the bright and

aspiring hopes of this delusive life, to have early learned how to

possess a hope that maketh not ashamed !—thus early learned,

as her own simple verses, written to her governor not very
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long after this period, declare, to "make best things her

treasure."*

We have, however, anticipated the arrival at Coombe Abbey,

when the introduction of its inmates would have been more in

place. On reaching the abbey-gate, they found the place pre-

senting, on a minor scale, the air of a royal residence on any

state occasion ; and Lady Edith, to whom any thing of the kind

was new, was in a rapture of delight.

" And that dear little girl—princess, I mean—how happy she

must be to feel all this pomp is for her !" she exclaimed, leaning

forward to contemplate the scene.

* The following verses possess an. interest as the composition of Elizabeth

Stuart when a child :

—

" This is a joye, this is true pleasure,

If we best things make our treasure,

And enjoy them at full leisure,

Evermore in richest measure.

" God is only excellent.

Let to him our love be sent

:

Whose desires are set and bent

On aught else, shall much repent.

'* Oh, my soul of heavenly birth !

Do thou scorn this basest earth
;

Place not here thy joy and mirth

"Where of bliss is greatest dearth.

*' From below thy mind remove,

And affect the things above

;

Set thy heart, and fix thy love.

Where thou truest joys shall prove.

" To me, grace, O Father, send.

On thee wholly to depend.

That all may to thy glory tend

;

So let me live, so let me end."
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" Does pomp constitute happiness, Edith ?" said her father.

" Oh, no ; but still it must be pleasant to be a queen, and

know you are enthroned in the hearts of your subjects."

" That may be without being a queen," her cousin remarked,

in his naturally languishing manner, but with a smile ; and as it

was the only expression bordering on cheerfulness that had passed

his lips for some time, both father and daughter seemed much

pleased with it, and some merry words passed among the party,

which lasted till they reached the abbey-court, and entered

its arched door-way ; where the marshal and a gentleman-usher

received them—the latter bearing a request to I^ord St. Clare to

attend Lord Harrington in a private conference, and the former

to conduct Lady Edith and her cousin to the Elizabethan apart-

ment, where all the guests were to be received by the little prin-

cess with the observances of a court ceremonial.

Lord St. Clare, in compliance with the desire of his friend,

consigned his daughter to the charge of Herbert, who willingly

accepted the office deputed to him.

He had never before seen her attired in a style which her rank

warranted, but which her retired life did not require. Her dress,

in compliment to the juvenile princess, was pure white ; but

though of a description that suited the simple style of her beauty,

yet of the richest and most elegant nature. Excitement and plea-

sure lent a more glowing colour to her delicate face than it usu-

ally wore ; and altogether, as she stepped from the carriage that

had conveyed her, she might be fully entitled to the epithet which

the royal child ever after bestowed upon her, of " the lovely Lady

Edith."

Herbert Cunnyngham felt a pride, almost a happiness, he had

never before experienced, when he led his animated and elegant-

looking relative through the ancient cloister-aisle and the small

apartments leading to the gallery ; for to give more effect to the

arrangements, the mode of access to the room intended for the

presence-chamber was made through the apartments at the pre-

sent time appropriated to the domestics, so entering the gallery
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at the lower end, and thus proceeding through it to what is still

called the Elizabethan apartment.

Every thing was ordered throughout as at a royal levee, and

the knowledge that all this state was prepared for such an occa-

sion, and for a child of little more than eight years of age, allowed

Lady Edith's spirits a latitude which would not have been the

case had she been advancing to the presence of mature royalty

;

and her clear, low laugh might be heard as she followed with her

cousin the officers of state who preceded them into the gallery.

Here, however, a powerful change came over her feelings. It

was partly lined by some stout halberdiers, drawn up as guards

;

and near to the door, at the opposite end of it, stood William de

Lacy, leaning on a large military sword, and handsomely equipped

in a corresponding dress. Had he heard and recognised that

soft and happy-sounding laugh ? for he looked beyond the ushers,

as if expecting to see Lady Edith St. Clare.

To see her, not in the usual, it might almost be said rustic

simplicity of early days, but as the sole representative of her
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noble house, becoming so well the station she filled, was new to

William, but did not alter in the least the expression with which

he would otherwise have beheld her. Edith St. Clare was Edith

St. Clare to him, whether in her favourite rustic costume she was

seen around the huts wherein many rose up to call her blessed,

or adorned with the treasures of wave and mine she trod the lof-

tiest halls that the pride of man has reared ; and he had moved

from his position half a pace to meet her, when the change in her

aspect held him stationary.

Edith turned very pale—even her lips were white. Quite

unconscious of the post he now occupied, in the surprise of seeing

him thus unexpectedly, her eyes were fastened on what seemed

like an apparition to them. All her recent thoughts rushed upon

her mind ; the situation she saw De Lacy occupying about the

person of one of the royal family gave her a sudden sensation

of terror that sent the blood back to her heart, and she grasped

her cousin's arm to sustain her position.

Herbert had never before seen De Lacy, but he felt at once

that he was before them ; and not fully comprehending the cause

of her agitation, it gave him the bitterest pang he could almost

feel, for jealousy is as cruel as the grave, and Herbert expe-

rienced it at that moment. Anxiety lest he who had caused her

agitation should interpret it as he himself did, made him whisper

the words—" Edith, beware !—beware !"

The words and tone recovered her sooner than the most power-

ful restorative would have done, for they conveyed the idea that

her cousin suspected her of entertaining sentiments towards the

person in question that ought not to be revealed. That thought

was agonising to a female heart ; and the effort she made to rise

above such an idea, sent back the retreating blood in a crimsoning

glow to her face and neck. But not with so elastic a step did she

proceed, and almost vainly did she struggle for firmness, as she

bent with cool dignity, yet with an air of irrepressible feeling, in

return to De Lacy's very low salute, as she passed him without

looking towards him.

NO. IV. M
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William was for a minute pained, disappointed, perhaps a little

offended. He had looked forward to this day as that which was

once more to bring him in contact with the St. Clares, and some-

how, though he knew not how, be the means of restoring him to

all from which he had been exiled.

He was sensible that he already ranked tolerably high in the

estimation of the worthy head of Coombe Abbey establishment,

and that of its delightful inmates ; and he should have been as

happy as man need be, if it were not that certain longings for the

revival of departed times made him, in the midst of present ease,

comfort, and a sufficient share of all lawful enjoyment, still live,

as it were, in the hope of something to come yet superior to all

that was now around him.

Our friend William was the child of hope : Ireland was his

parent soil, and he had drawn in the principle, it may Ije

supposed, with his first breath. No sooner was one expectation

crushed, than another arose. He did feel hurt—disappointed

—

suddenly chilled, as his earliest friend passed him by with in-

difference—no, he felt it was not that—but with an air of

dignified and wounded female pride, saluting him as one towards

whom custom demanded the observance, but whom feeling

would have caused her to pass unnoticed. Yet even while he

thought of her, hope—the young Irishman's birthright—was

busy at his heart ; and strangely false were the things it was

telling.

That the kind and gentle heart of Lady Edith St. Clare was

the same as ever towards William de Lacy, was one point it

most strenuously insisted on ; that her agitation was produced

by being obliged, in obedience to her father's decree, to pass

him, after such a parting, in a manner so repelling, was another:

and thus it came to pass, that never had she ranked higher in

his regard, than when she had passed him by, believing that if a

treacherous heart could be made to feel, she had caused his to

know a pang of remorse; and he looked after her graceful

figure, as she proceeded up the long apartment, with a gaze of
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the same steady, unalterable affection ; and glanced to that of

her triumphant escort, murmuring something which needs not

to be recorded, for his good friend, the Vicar of Leamington,

would have condemned it as savouring too much of a con-

temptuous expression. But such thoughts as these were inter-

rupted. The brilliant little train of the Princess Elizabeth

swept into the gallery, and the royal salute was performed.

It was thus the royal child was prepared for the life of pomp

and display imposed upon royalty ; and the habitual observances

which surrounded her, under the direction of enlightened and

refined instructors, fitted her to act with the gracefulness that

distinguished her in the prominent part to which she was

afterwards called.

The maternal hand of the refined and sensible Lady Har-

rington led the sweet child, whose buoyant step and graceful

form seemed to float on the soft air as she moved along, ele-

vating her beautiful and beaming countenance to the mild and

dignified one that bent to meet it with a pride and fondness far

beyond what was shown by her natural parent.

Her soft, amber-tinged hair floated in the natural grace of

childhood around her lovely little person, and partly shaded her

fair and brilliant face ; while her dark, bright eyes gleamed joy

and happiness.

A princess in grace, in dignity, in mind ; a child in affability,

liveliness, and simplicity of manner, Elizabeth, at the age of

little more than eight years, thus commenced to act the rehearsal

of her part in the drama of life.

Had it been permitted to a mortal hand to lift the scenes, and

look forward into some of its succeeding acts, how would that

rosy cheek have paled—that matronly step have faltered

!

Lady Lucia Harrington, and Lady Anne Dudley followed

next in the train ; and of these four persons, how remarkable is

the history which subsequent years disclosed. Before the next

eight years had elapsed, Elizabeth had given proof of her

sincerity in declaring she would rather be the wife of a Pro-
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testant elector than of a Roman Catholic emperor ; and had left

the shores of England, the almost idolized bride of a prince who

was considered worthy of her, to be hailed on her landing on a

foreign shore with the acclamations of all who beheld her and

wondered at the charm of her manner, and the simplicity of her

beauty.

Before many more had elapsed, she became the prime mover

in the most singular and protracted war that the annals of

Europe record. For her the Protestant heroes of Germany

fought ; and to her the chivalry of Britain was devoted.* The

flowery crown that had for a moment descended on her head on

her triumphal entrance into Heidelberg, was indeed emblematic

of the regal one that was lost as soon as won. Left to be " the

Queen of Hearts," when deprived of all other sway, Elizabeth

—

a widowed wife, a bereaved mother, an afflicted friend—re-

turned in her old age to her native land, a dependant on the

generous and exalted devotion of the first chivalrous and heroic

nobleman of that family who are now the possessors of Coombe

Abbey.

The best beloved of the race of Stuart, the assertor of Pro-

testant liberty, the princess from whom the House of Brunswick

derives the English crown, breathed her last within reach of the

profligate court of Charles the Second, unnoticed, save by the

generous friend whom God had given her.

Who that saw the portraits that now so exactly depict the

idea of an unfortunate queen, as those of Elizabeth at Coombe

Abbey do, could trace in the care-marked brow, the faded

complexion, the cool, commanding eye, that lovely and lively

* Christian of Brunswick, on his first interview with Elizabeth, when her

husband was deprived both of his crown of Bohemia and his hereditary

dominions, was so captivated by her sweetness and fortitude, that after

vowing himself to her service, he placed her glove in his hat, as his ensign,

and took for his motto the words, " Fiir GoU und filr sie—for God and

her."
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child, who, at the period we are describing, trod those halls

wherein now these pictures hang ; and who, at a much later

period could write, " I have much cause to be sad ;
yet I am

still of my wilde humour—to be as merrie as I can." Every

lineament seems to speak of dignity and misfortune.

The history of the second person in that little band was more

brief. Lady Harrington, with her worthy consort, attended the

young and happy bride to the German dominions of her hus-

band ; and was happy in only witnessing the brilliant com-

mencement of a course on which the sun of prosperity soon

ceased to shine. Leaving her, at the end of one year, esta-

blished in the romantic and magnificent castle of Heidelberg,

adored by her husband and the Protestants of Germany, pos-

sessed of domestic happiness, and thus fulfilling her fondest

hopes,—her friend, guide, and instructor, returned a widow to

her native land.

Good Lord Harrington died at Worms, and was soon fol-

lowed to the tomb by his pious, learned, and only son ; whose

death consigned our venerable abbey to the hands of the young

and elegant lady, who, on the occasion we describe, came next

in succession in the train of the princess,—the learned and

accomplished Lady Lucia, afterwards Countess of Bedford ; the

favourer of all elegant arts, to whom the muse of Donne and

Ben Jonson paid tribute ; whose expensive tastes, and munificent

disposition, and prodigality to men of genius, finally caused

Coombe Abbey to be purchased by that noble and gallant

gentleman before alluded to—William, Lord Craven.

Lady Anne Dudley, the companion of Elizabeth's childhood,

the last of our quaternion, was also the last of her early friends

who remained with her ; and she, too, was doomed to drink of

the cup of sorrow appointed to her royal companion and

mistress, who, on her part, was forced also to sorrow for her

friend. The husband of Lady Anne, the brave Count Schom-

berg, to whom she had become attached, and under the auspices

of Elizabeth been united, not very long after fell in the fatal
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battle of Prague, in the cause of the unfortunate Frederick ; and

the heroic and much-maligned Elizabeth, while flying herself

from danger, was called to sympathise in the overwhelming

grief of one from whose affection she might otherwise have

derived consolation. Thus end our glances into the then future

scenes in the lives of the four ladies whose entrance into the

gallery of Coombe Abbey produced this digression, and of

whom one alone, with the exception of Lady Harrington, was on

the verge of womanhood.

Let us now return to what has been passing there.

The daughter of .Tames I., during her sojourn at Coombe

Abbey, was surrounded with all the concomitants of rank

and state which could, under the circumstances in which she

was placed, be provided for her ; and young as she was, many

of those dispositions were already manifested which led to much

of the unhappiness of her after-life.

A love of pomp and glory, and of the power to dispense

favours, distinguished the embryo queen, who united to the

sweetest childish simplicity a remarkable passion for all the

attributes of royalty.

To gratify her on the present occasion, as well as to initiate

her into the observances of a court, her kind governor had con-

trived that the arrangements for this day should, as nearly as

possible, resemble a royal levee, and those for the morrow be

closed by a drawing-room ; and these mimic arrangements

were conducted by her governors with a gravity that insensibly

led the volatile little girl into a corresponding demeanour.

Lord Harrington had hastened with his friend St. Clare by

the other entrance to the Elizabethan apartment, so as on her

entrance to be ready to receive the princess ; whom he cere-

moniously conducted to the upper end of it, where a slightly-

elevated dais was surmounted by a small light canopy, hung

around with festoons of flowers, that gave it a bower-like ap-

pearance, suited to the fairy queen it was designed for.

Here Elizabeth, full of confusion and delight, stood to receive
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her guests, between her maids of honour, Lady Anne Dudley, a

child like herself, of eight years old, and Lady Lucia Harrington,

who had something more than doubled that term of life.

She performed her part with the grace natural to her, and

sustained that of the queen with quite sufficient dignity, until

Lady Harrington led up to her her timid young friend. Lady

Edith St. Clare, whose recent paleness was suddenly removed

as she advanced, either from the unusual circumstance of

paying homage to royalty, or from a fact of a much humbler

description, namely, that the captain of the royal guard had

changed his post, and was placed full before her, near to the

door communicating with the grand staircase, and therefore

almost close to the dais, to the step of which the princess ad-

vanced to greet her. Whatever was the cause. Lady Edith

appeared so fearful, looked so beseechingly at the little princess,

and seemed so disposed to cast herself on her royal protection,

that Elizabeth's favour was at once conciliated, and the heart of

the child predominating over all the restraints of her assumed

rank, instead of extending her hand to be kissed by her, she

manifested a strong inclination to throw her arms around her

neck.

" Sweet Lady Edith," she said, as she met Lady Harrington's

not reproving although reminding smile, " we would have thee

to our court, being fain to render it one of surpassing merit.

Good, my Lady Harrington," cried the lively child, " appoint

the Lady Edith a place with my Lady Lucia, that so the merits

of one lady may but serve as a foil to set forth those of the

other."

" So please your highness," said Lady Harrington, observing

how her guest shrunk from the prospect of taking a place

beneath that canopy to which all eyes were directed, "were

your goodness towards my daughter effected, my niece on the

other side would be unsupported ; therefore, as your royal court

is to be a model of justice as well as splendour, I must decline

the advantage your princely bounty has offered for Lady Lucia."
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Elizabeth had not a very clear idea as to how Anne Dudley

would be left unsupported by her proposed arrangement ; but

the hint that some injustice would be shown to her beloved

little friend was enough to cause her instantly to resign the

prospect of adding Edith St. Clare to her ladies in waiting;

and the poor girl, who had felt her presentation to be a much

more formidable matter than she expected, hastened from the

royal presence, and gratified her cousin far more than she was

aware of, by appearing to cling to his society and protection

until the banquet was announced, and the whole party mar-

shalled in order, adjourned to the eating-hall.
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CHAPTER XIII.

THE REMAINDER OF THE DAT AT COOMBE ABBEY DE LACY S REMINIS-

CENCES ABE RATHER MAL APROPOS THE PRINCESS UNINTENTIONALLY

CAUSES ANOTHER DISAPPOINTMENT TO HER GUARDSMAN.

The passion for military glory which formed a very distin-

guishing feature in the character of our young princess, and her

fondness for every thing connected with feats of arms, was

doubtless in a great degree caught from her idolized brother,

Prince Henry, who promised to be as much of a hero as his

father was unlike one. It is certainly a rather singular fact,

that children are frequently distinguished for qualities the very

opposite of those that were most conspicuous in the character

of their parents.

The cowardice which the most conflicting accounts of King

James I. have agreed in making an incontrovertible feature in

his rather heterogeneous character, was not imbibed by any of

his children. The two elder were noted for a love of heroism,

nor was the youngest, the unhappy Charles I., deficient in either

moral or physical courage, severely as both were tried.

Elizabeth was called to act the heroine in circumstances more

momentous and sorrowful than she ever anticipated amid the

peaceful seclusion of Coombe Abbey. But even there her

predilections were known, and, as far as was desirable, were

gratified. A military band was her favourite music, and her
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worthy governor, as well as in later days her friend, Prince

Maurice, knew how to meet her taste in this respect.

The delight she took in hearing of military achievements and

feats of arms, led our friend De Lacy into a more familiar inter-

course with the domestic society of the abbey than might other-

wise have been permitted him.

The princess, accustomed to hear her father style Essex his

martyr, thought it lawful to indulge her romantic and enthusi-

astic mind by listening to the young soldier's description of his

late gallant and generous commander, whose noble and fiery

spirit, together with his penitent death, had caused his errors

to be regarded rather as misfortunes than crimes.

In De Lacy's case, a genius of another and a more peaceful

nature than that connected with the exercise of arms—the taste

for ornamental gardening, which he had acquired in early life at

Compton Revel—brought him also into the favourable notice of

the splendid Lady Lucia ; and as the subject caused frequent

allusion to these former times, it is not marvellous if the name

of Lady Edith St. Clare was frequently introduced in the gardens

of Coombe Abbey; the site of which, being unhappily of monastic

selection, was of too flat and uniform a description to display the

young lady's taste to advantage.

It was probably from having heard this liberty taken with

Lady Edith's name, that the lively child, with whom she soon

became an especial favourite, asked her, in the course of the

evening, if she had seen their new captain of the guard.

Lady Edith coloured much more highly than any one could

expect ; and, though not accustomed to equivocate, replied that

she had passed some guards, or men at arms, on her entrance.

" Our sturdy halberdiers," cried the princess, laughing.

"Well, these are, I suppose, very material in filling up the

detail of all heroism, but somehow one quite loses sight of them

in thinking of heroes. Captain de Lacy, however. Lady Edith,

seems to know you better, and think more of you, than you do

of him ; and truly do I believe that the sight of a letter from my
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royal brother gives me scarcely more pleasure than the mere

sound of the name of St. Clare gives to our guardsman.''

Lady Edith coloured again, but with different feelings: she

raised her eyes, and, looking earnestly at the little princess, said,

in a very abstracted manner

—

" It is very strange that Captain de Lacy can take any plea-

sure in hearing or speaking of us."

But as she spoke, she met the more discerning eye of Lucia

Harrington fixed upon her, and felt she was herself creating the

suspicions which she had already feared might be excited ; yet

hope at that moment broke very pleasantly on Edith's simple

mind ; for she was persuaded that William de Lacy could take

no pleasure in any recollections connected with Compton Revel,

if he were conscious of acting a part which its inhabitants must

disapprove of, and which, on their relative's account, must be

very hurtful to them.

She began to think she had been too hasty in her conclusions ;

to recollect that she had often thought her father's only defect

was a degree of apprehensiveness, almost amounting to suspicion

;

to regret her coldness, her air of disdainful indifference, and to

long for an opportunity of atoning for it.

Such slight circumstances will sometimes cause an entire

change in our feelings, when they happen to act in the same

direction to which our most anxious wishes tend. And it is so

pleasant to be again able to trust, where it had been a species

of anguish to doubt, that Edith's eye regained its usual soft

brilliancy, and the look of tranquil happiness that was the

general expression of her face, again diffused itself over her

delicate features.

No opportunity, however, appeared for putting her benevolent

intentions into practice. As the evening advanced, De Lacy

mingled among the groups that assembled at the lower end of

the room ; but though he did occasionally glance to the place

she occupied, he never attempted either to approach or recognise

her.
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Lord Harrington, in passing him with Lord St. Clare, stopped

short, and in his customary plain, and at times rather bluff

manner, said

—

" Pooh ! I forgot—here

is an old acquaintance of

yours, my lord, whose

services you will be happy

to know we have engaged,

and right thankful we are

for it."

Lord St. Clare was, in-

deed, both surprised and

pleased to find De Lacy

an inmate of the abbey,

and apparently possessing the confidence and esteem of its

owner.

He could not forget the affection he had once felt for the

merry and manly boy, to whose companionship he had chiefly

attributed the restoration to perfect health of his only and

cherished child ; and while he had followed the sterner dictates

of duty in acting by him as he did, regard for his young friend

still lurked in his breast, and disposed him to view his vicinity

to Compton Revel with complacency, since it was occasioned by

an event that placed the nearly friendless young man in a

situation likely to prove both safe and honourable. His salu-

tation, therefore, although not quite so warm as Lord Har-

rington expected, was so much more friendly than William

himself had anticipated, that, contrasted with the excessive

coldness and strangely altered manner of his daughter, it

involved him in some perplexity ; and he could only attribute

the conduct of the latter to her consciousness of the motives that

had instigated her father's, and her desire fully to second his

lordship's views.

Before the evening closed, however, a circumstance occurred,

which, though trivial in its nature, led De Lacy to suspect that
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some other cause existed for the alteration which had taken

place in Lady Edith's manner, and most probably in her sen-

timents regarding him.

This establishment at Coombe Abbey, it has been said, was a

strictly religious one: the daily observance, therefore, of do-

mestic worship, by which a household recognises the dependance

of creatures on the Preserver and Redeemer of the world, was

not suspended by the unusual festivity of the day, or th6 pre-

sence of numerous guests. At the usual hour. Dr. Chapman,

Elizabeth's preceptor, who also attended her from England,

conducted divine service in the customary manner, which was

reverently attended by the whole household of the abbey and its

visitors.

We do not wish to make our friend William appear an ex-

ception to the number who reverently attended that divine

service ; this would be totally unsuited to the character we hope

he will sustain ; but a little incident did occur, which, by mo-

mentarily drawing away his thoughts from what was passing,

might lay him open to censure in this respect, if our readers do

not, as we are sure they will, find in their own wandering minds

an excuse for the flight of his.

In the psalm for the day a verse was read, which power-

fully recalled to him the scene and circumstances in which

he had once heard it most impressively repeated. It was a

passage not since forgotten, and which he had indeed taken as

the motto of his life from that time—" Keep innocency, and do

the thing that is right, for that shall bring a man peace at the

last."

When he heard these words again, the scene and circum-

stances before alluded to rose—as in such cases frequently

happens to us all—afresh to De Lacy's mind. They were these :

it was his first farewell to Compton Revel and Cubbington

Grange. He was in his sixteenth year, equipped for the first

time in military accoutrements, standing in the familiar library

of the former place, with his helmet in one hand, and the other
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enclosed between those of the excellent chaplain, Mr. Villars,

who delivered to him this sacred precept as that by which he

would urge him to regulate his future life.

At one side of them,

little Lady Edith, then

nearly twelve years old,

sat with elbows on the

study-table, her face bu-

ried in the open hands,

through the fingers of

which the plentiful drops

of childish sorrow were

forcing a passage ; while

her father, leaning over

her chair, laid his hand on her fair head, and while very un-

willing to part with De Lacy, looked as if he wished the inter-

view shortened that caused such grief to his idolized child,

yet was reluctant to interrupt the pious admonitions of his

reverend tutor.

Then there were the conflicting sensations of the young

soldier himself ; the degree of awe with which the inexperienced

youth heard of the dangers, and temptations, and trials, to which

he must be exposed in the world, and the rising ambition that

almost prompted the wish to encounter them ; the pain of se-

parating from pleasant scenes, and still more pleasant friends,

very strongly increased by the circumstance, that the little lady's

grief on the occasion, or the attitude it had led her to adopt,

rendered her insensible to the dazzling effect of the steel breast-

piece, that might have exhibited before her an outward bravery

by no means internally felt by its wearer.

All this, and something more than this, formed a mental vision

that passed rapidly before De Lacy, as often as he heard the

passage that contained the good vicar's parting injunction ; but

as it is not to be supposed that its transit across his brain

occupied the same time we have spent in arranging its several
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parts upon paper, we do not accuse William de Lacy of wilfully

indulging vain imaginations, at a time when his thoughts should

have been better employed.

Impressed himself with a firm conviction of the truth con-

tained in the divine injunction, and believing that it comprised

the substance of all the honour and morality, much talked of,

and much misunderstood among men, he had invariably en-

deavoured, through many opposing circumstances, to act by

God's continual help in conformity to it.

Now, on the present occasion, it came to pass, that as Lady

Edith, through the excess of an amiable, though groundless

anxiety, had come to the sad conclusion that there was on his

part a very wide departure from the precepts and conduct

enforced and practised at Compton Revel, her eyes conveyed

towards him a look of powerful and yet very sorrowful reproach,

as she too heard, and with far diiferent feelings remembered, her

tutor's parting address.

De Lacy almost started as he met that look ; for it told

him, as distinctly as words could do, that he had been mis-

represented, or was misunderstood ; and that, if not yet utterly

banished from the regard, he had sunk from the esteem, of Edith

St. Clare.

The thought was sufficiently painful ; but its operation is

different in a mind conscious of its own integrity, to what it is

in one sensible of defection : and De Lacy, conscious of his own

innocence, felt secretly glad to attribute Edith's coldness to

virtuous and pious principle, recoiling from aught that appeared

to be the reverse, rather than impute it to the source whence her

father's, he concluded, flowed—the pride of rank and wealth

:

and ever accustomed to open and straightforward dealing, he

resolved, upon the first opportunity, to ask her why she should

attribute to him a departure from the line of principle in which

they had both been trained.

Some time after the sacred service had ended, he approached

a little circle, of which the Princess Elizabeth, and the pious,
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though rather ascetic, John Harrington, formed the centre.

They were busily engaged in a theological discussion, in which,

although not quite in accordance with her own tastes, he had

managed to engage her. And strange it was to hear a youth of

sixteen, and a child who had scarcely numbered more than half

that term of life, discussing with gravity a question which the

soundest divines and deepest theologians might have disagreed

upon.

But such was the fashion of the day : every tutor being bound

by a sense of duty to render his pupil capable of sustaining a

polemical discussion, at least before he had passed his twelfth

year.

Lady Lucia Harrington, who possessed few tastes in common

with her more serious brother, was glad to turn from it, and

found an opportunity of doing so, by asking De Lacy, in a tone

of raillery, if he could decide the disputed point.

Thus challenged, he drew near, and smiling, answered in the

same tone, that soldiers were indeed called upon at times to

decide controversial points with their swords ; and he supposed

if her highness called for his, it must be used at Master Har-

rington's expense ; but that unless so disastrous an issue im-

pended, the princess must hold him excused from entering the

lists.

" Then, sir captain," said Lady Lucia, " you hold that soldiers

have a free discharge from all concern in matters of religion,

unless they are called to kill some of its professors.''

" I must be wary, lady," said De Lacy, laughing, " or I shall,

I see, be entangled in a controversy of another nature."

But a sudden thought struck him, and he instantly grew

serious, and while his words were addressed to Lady Lucia, his

looks were directed to Lady Edith, as he added

—

" My creed has ever been a simple one ; wishing, as far as I

understand it, to take the blessed word of God for my guide in

all matters of faith ; and for those of practice, I have, since the

days of my boyhood, at least desired to maintain the precept we

I
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heard from Doctor Chapman this evening, * Keep innocency,

and do the thing that is right, for that shall bring a man peace

at the last.'

"

A tear glittered over the soft, clear eyes, into which, steadfast

in the innocency he thought she suspected, he boldly looked

;

and Edith had just articulated his name before she appeared to

recollect that the words that were ready to follow it, though they

rose to her lip, must not be uttered before so many witnesses

;

so she scarcely finished the utterance of his name, cast down

her eyes, and blushed the remainder of the sentence.

Never, to use a hackneyed expression, was music sweeter to an

ear, than the sounds of his half-syllabled name to that of William

de Lacy. Losing at the moment all remembrance of what had

passed with her father, he dropped on a seat beside her, and a

few moments would possibly have made all mysteries clear, and

set all matters right, but the princess, being probably foiled in

argument, turned round, and, seeing them, cried, with childish

vivacity

—

" Lady Edith ! methought you said you could not distinguish

Captain de Lacy from one of our common yeomen !"

Lucia looked on with a good-naturedly malicious smile of

enjoyment, for, imputing Edith's former reserve to pride, she

thought her present confusion but a right punishment for having

refused, in royal society, to own her friendship with one who was

by birth, though not by circumstances, entitled to it.

The words of Elizabeth recalled to De Lacy all that he had

lost sight of—the pride of the St. Clares, his own comparative

insignificance ; and also told him the wounding fact, that Lady

Edith had appeared to disclaim all acquaintance with him, at

her first interview with his royal little mistress. He bowed low

at her address as he rose and said, for Edith was mute

—

" No one can appreciate the yeomen of England better than

your highness ; I ought to be well content that Lady Edith St.

Clare allowed me to rank with them in your royal estimation."

The princess bowing a graceful answer to a speech that needed

NO. IV. N
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no other, he soon after withdrew, with but ill-feigned indif-

ference, and leaving the company altogether, repaired to the

cloisters, then appropriated to the numerous establishment of the

princess, and, on this public evening, almost, if not altogether,

as silent as they had ever been when in the possession of the

monks of Coombe ; for all their occupants, of every rank, found

an engagement elsewhere ; and De Lacy pacing along the

echoing isle, if inclined to indulge in meditation, had ample

facility for so doing.

Lord St. Clare, sensible that his nephew's reserved and imsocial

manner would render him burdensome to his cousin, who would

necessarily feel him to be dependent on her, had managed to

keep him pretty much in his own company. Yet many oppor-

tunities were afforded to the unhappy Cunnyngham for observa-

tions which certainly did not tend to make him happier. His

cousin, though unconsciously, let it be evident to all but the

person concerned, that the banished friend, so unexpectedly

met, was to her a person of greater interest than all the noble

company there assembled : and despite De Lacy's open and

careless air, he could not help imagining that deeper thoughts

dwelt within his mind ; and that there was stamped, as it were,

on his open and manly brow, when he regarded either himself

or his gentle cousin, something that told of a steady resolution

to overturn the plans he was forming, and circumvent the de-

signs he hoped to execute.

Had Cunnyngham been aware of the knowledge that De
Lacy had gained respecting himself and his confederates, he

would have understood the meaning of that expression better

;

but as it was, he could only attribute it to personal and interested

motives.

Poor Herbert !—without any ground for prejudice, he was

firmly resolved to dislike, avoid, and if he could, to despise

William de Lacy : the secret was known to himself, and the

repugnance he felt to admit it, even to himself, made him hate

its object the more.
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CHAPTER XIII.

THE BOYAL VISIT TO THE ANOIENT CITY OF COVENTRY LORD ST. CLAKE

FANCIES HE SEES AN APPARITION, AND HIS DAUGHTER A RIVAL THE

PRINCESS EXPERIENCES AT TABLE SOME OF THE DIFFICULTIES AT-

TENDANT ON AN EXALTED SITUATION THE PROCESSION ARRIVES AT

THE ABBEY UNDER CIRCUMSTANCES VTHICH ABE LEFT TO THE READEB's

IMAGINATION.

Notwithstanding the mental as well as natural gloom in

which the departing rays of the sun that had lighted up the

twelfth of April, 1604, left some of the inmates of Coombe

Abbey involved, it rose again on the thirteenth as brightly

and beautifully as if all hearts on earth were happy ; or as if its

service were pledged only to the bright and happy child, who, un-

touched by care, unmoved by anxiety, laid aside her rosy fetters

of regal dignity, to indulge in dreams not less deceitful, but far

less painful in their sequel, than those which future years had

in store for her.

We might here apostrophize childhood; but childhood has

often been apostrophized by many hearts and many pens: yet

ours would linger for a space over the childhood of Elizabeth

Stuart.

A summer day's history was that of her life ! The dew and

balm of its morning, in repose yet joyfulness ; the gorgeousness

and fervour of its early sun ; the thunder-storm that sweeps its

noontide sky, fills up the remnant of its hours, or leaves their

close to tranquillity and gloom.
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It is, however, to be believed, that the day we are going to

give an historical account of was not so changeable as the above

metaphorical one :* and at an early hour the court and park of

Coombe Abbey presented an animated spectacle.

Gaily caparisoned steeds, held by footmen in equally gay

costume, were awaiting their riders ; for Lord Harrington and

all his cavaliers were to escort the princess on horseback, while

the procession was formed by the ladies in carriages. The

avenue was lined with men-at-arms, and the guards were

already mounted ; their drawn swords, raised on their shoulders,

glittered in the sun, that seemed disposed to contribute his share

of compliment to the honour about to be paid to the juvenile

princess.

De Lacy, whose post was to be at the side of the royal

carriage, was standing beside his noble horse, in readiness for

the trumpet-signal that was to sound—not to boot and saddle

—

but to announce the completion of the mimic preparations.

It has been, we believe, already said, that William de Lacy

was very fond of his horse ; but certainly it is also right to state,

that his fondness was never shown so pathetically as when he

was under the influence of a feeling, which, despite his natural

light-heartedness, made him at times a little miserable;—that

is to say, when he was inclined to arrive at the conclusion, that

he had not, and never should have any thing on earth to care

for but his horse. It was a beautiful creature, certainly, and

much deserved his affection : of the largest size, coal-black,

and a skin soft and glossy as velvet ; its parts and breeding of

course perfect ; it had not one speck of white save one oblong

mark almost in the form of a cross, and would have well become

* The author has been obliged to insert the above observation, because a

critic objects to the veracity of the subsequent statement, that Lord Har-

rington's cavaliers attended the princess to Coventry hare-headed: sup-

posing, perhaps, that heroes in an earlier age of the world were as likely to

be affected by colds and rheumatisms in the head, as in this cautious and

careful period of its existence.
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a cardinal, if its dispositions were not too warlike—though that

propensity, an age or two earlier, might not have been an

objection ; but at the sound of the trumpet, it pawed the

ground, and snorted with fierce delight ; and now it stood tossing

its noble neck, and with mute gesticulation inviting its master

to mount and away.

Now this fine and joyful morning was one when William de

Lacy was in that much-to-be-deplored humour, which always

entitled his gallant steed to a considerable display of affection

;

and as he stood beside it, he threw one arm over that tossing

and curved neck, and passing the other beneath it, patted and

stroked the long, silky, and ornamented mane, murmuring sundry

I.e.ROBINSON

notes of fondness, and assuring the impatient, but it is to be

hoped, grateful animal, that he did not care for any thing in the

world but itself, and that he was quite certain no living creature

but itself had any regard for him. As if to try the sincerity of

his professions (whether poor Gauntlet understood the test or

not), he lifted up his eyes, and met those of Lady Edith St. Clare
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bent from the window whence she was regarding the scene

below ; she smiled, and waved her hand, and William released

his horse's neck, and ceased all his protestations of undivided

attachment.

The trumpet—for the honour of man's constancy or sincerity

we must say it—sounded a moment afterwards, and, radiant

with all the delight of happy childhood, the charming little

princess, forgetting her dignity, almost bounded into the carriage,

attended by her young favourite Lady Anne Dudley, and fol-

lowed by that young lady's aunt. Lady Harrington.

De Lacy took his post at the side of the carriage where the

princess sat ; his helmet hung at the saddle-bow, and his heavy

sword held over his shoulder.

Lord St. Clare's equipage followed, with the rest of the family

of the abbey; and then Sir Fulke Greville's, the deputy lieu-

tenant of the county, and many others ; after which came Lord

Harrington, at the head of a numerous train of cavaliers.

The procession was headed by a small band of guards, who

halted at Jabet's ash—that renowned tree, which has long since

yielded to the conquering power it so long withstood. Here the

procession drew up. To this spot the entire of the population

of the ancient city of Coventry (not then, it is to be supposed, so

numerous as in these populous times,) are said to have con-

gregated : men, women, and children, rejoicing in the presence

of the royal child, who was even then an object of love and

admiration, especially to the puritan party, which was very

prevalent in Coventry, and indeed in all the chief manufacturing

towns.

Here also was a formal cavalcade, composed of the mayor

and aldermen of the city, clad in scarlet robes, and attended by

the burgesses attired in gowns and hoods. The leader of the

stately band, the worshipful mayor, dismounting from his well-

trained steed, advanced with due dignity to the royal carriage,

and kneeling on the step, saluted the little hand of the royal

lady ; then, re-mounting his horse, took his place immediately in
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front, and, as say the legends of the day, " rode majestically

before her."

The trumpets then sounded, and Lord Harrington and all the

cavaliers uncovered their heads, and with their hats suspended

like De Lacy's helmet, proceeded through the town to St.

Michael's church ;
" all the burghers, as they passed the streets,

standing on their arms, and the citizens, in the holiday dress of

gowns and hoods, drawn up in respectful silence."

After a long, and in these degenerate days it might be deemed

wearisome sermon, from the master of the Free School, had been

listened to with due and reverent attention by the princess and

her train, they proceeded to St. Mary's Hall, to partake of the

civic banquet prepared for them.

Many additions had been made to the number that left

Coombe Abbey ; parties having joined the train on the road, and

at the entrance of the town. And while waiting the summons to

the banquet, Edith was glad to retreat to a seat that was

left against the wall in the centre of the long apartment, where

her cousin, who had attended Lord Harrington, quickly regained

her side, and remained standing.

Unaccustomed to pageants, and already wearied by the cere-

monials of the day, she was rather disposed to silence than to

conversation, and employed herself in looking at the inscriptions

on the walls ; some of which were then ancient, others only

affixed in the time of Elizabeth, and during the reign of her

favourite Leicester at Kenilworth. One in praise of the Black

Prince had engaged her attention, and she was employed in reading

the following in praise of the ancient benefactor of Coventry

—

" Edward the floure of chivalrie, whilome the Black Prince hight,

Who prisoner took the French king, John, in claim of grandame's right*

And slew the king of Breme in field, whereby the ostrich pen

He won and wears, in crest here first, which poesie bears, Ich dien.

Amid these martial feats of arms, wherein he had no peer,

His bountie eke to shew this seat, he chose, and loved full dear :

The former state he got confirmed, and freedom did encrease,

A precedent in knighthood rare, as well for war as peace ;"

—
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when she observed De Lacy's head leaning against the wall at

which she was looking. He did not, however, seem conscious of

her observation. His looks were directed towards the lower end

of the room, and Edith could not forbear perceiving that there

was a plainly defined expression of admiration, mingled with

something like doubtfulness, in the earnest gaze which was bent

on some object in that direction.

At the same moment Herbert Cunnyngham was standing

beside her, also leaning against the wall, his arms folded, his

head declined over her's, and his eyes and countenance full of

that soft, and what may be called poetic sadness, that found

vent in verses much more characteristic of the love and poetry

of the seventeenth century than they are of those of the nine-

teenth ; for which reason we will not alter or modernize their

diction and orthography, although we take the liberty of making

our personages speak more like beings of the present day.

The following sonnet, composed a few days previously, de-

picts the imhappiness of a mind at once passionate and

hopeless :

—

" lo vo' con voi della mia donna dire

;

Non perch'io creda laude flnire,

Ma ragionar per isfogar la mente."

Dante.

Oh 1 there is one most lovelye to mine eyes.

More faire than ought on earth, more goode than faire

;

And this sweete Ladye in mye harte I prize.

Above all mortalle things beyond compare

;

Yet feare to telle my love, lest shee despise

Mine humble suite. And thus, alas 1 doth care

Consume mye breste ; and Time, that ever flies,

Bringeth no balme to heale my great dispaire :

But Paine and Doloure aye therein abide.

Where Joye and Pleasaunce whilome made theire dwelling.

Oh, heavie harte I compelled for to hide

Thy bleedinge wounde, sith shee so farre excelling

All other dames, would ne'er vouchsafe to give

Her love to mee,—and thus in griefe I live.
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Such were, then, the thoughts that were running through the

dreamy, visionary, and poetic mind of her cousin, while Edith,

little deeming what was passing there, was occupied in mar-

velling what De Lacy could be so earnestly and admiringly

contemplating from the opposite %ide.

A sort of vista formed through the intervening figures enabled

her to look on towards the corner of the hall, at which she

saw him thus gazing ; and with a look of still higher admiration

she turned to her cousin, and murmured

—

" Oh, Herbert, what a magnificent creature !"

How her voice broke in on Cunnyngham's dream, just as his

poetic grief had reached its climax ! He looked for a second

into the eyes that were lifted to his face, without having the

least idea of what she had said ; but when the question " Who is

she ?" was added, he started from his sentimental posture, and

turned his head in the direction Edith meant him to look. No
sooner did he do so, than hastily articulating the words, " My
sister !" he unceremoniously quitted the side he had guarded,

and hastened towards the object of De Lacy's regards, and

Edith's admiration.

Edith, lost in wonder at what she saw and heard, yet was sen-

sible to the unpleasantness of being left alone in a crowd, and

naturally expected that the place thus vacated by Herbert would

be speedily filled up by her friend at the other side of the room.

She wished much for an opportunity of speaking to him, and

giving some explanation of the cause of the coolness she had

shown on the preceding day ; but fearful of seeming to invite his

protection, she kept her eyes fixed on the floor. No one, how-

ever, approached ; and on looking up, she saw De Lacy moving

after her cousin as quickly as the crowded state of the hall

allowed him.

All Edith's doubts returned at the sight ; and now she con-

cluded that this beautiful sister was in some way connected with

the secret intercourse that De Lacy appeared to maintain with

Herbert Cunnynghara. But why should it be secret—she asked
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mentally—unless it were dishonourable ? And as she thought

thus, she drooped her head, and wished herself at home.

But Lord St. Clare, who had been engaged in the business of

the day, drew near to her, and was evidently too much disturbed

in mind to perceive that she had been left alone.

" Where is my nephew ?" he asked, as if scarcely conscious

who he addressed ; hastily adding, " Edith, who is that lady

with Sir Everard Digby ? I could fancy your poor aunt had

risen from the tomb—her very look—her years—even her

dress
"

" Dear father, it is Blanche Cunnyngham," said Edith, putting

her hand on his arm, and repelling with an effort the nervous

sensation that rose in her throat. "Herbert is gone to her,

and "

She repressed in time the other name, and her father, still

looking discomposed, concluded

—

" And she would not make herself known to me."

This was not the addition Edith would have made to her

speech, yet she felt glad she had not mentioned De Lacy's

name.

Just afterwards the banquet was announced, and as Lord

St. Clare led his daughter forward, they saw Sir Everard Digby,

one of the handsomest and most graceful men of his day,

leading Blanche Cunnyngham, who had already been presented

to Lord Harrington and the princess, to her place at the

long and substantial board, while her brother escorted Lady

Digby.

No one in the assembly attracted so much attention as Blanche.

The simplicity of her dress was in striking contrast with the

peculiarity of her countenance and general appearance; for

beautiful as she decidedly was, there was a peculiarity in her

beauty ; and this was never more apparent than when contrasted

with that of her gentle cousin—it was a style of beauty to be,

perhaps, more admired, but less beloved.

In contradistinction to most of the dresses worn by at least
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the younger portion of the ladies present, the blackness of her

robe was only exceeded by that of her splendid and shining hair,

which floated over it from her finely turned head ; and the marble

whiteness of her face, neck, and hands was not more than equalled

by the delicacy of that of the opening Provence rose which was

placed in her bosom as the only ornamental relief of her sable

attire, and which was to be prized, not only as a flower then but

newly imported to England, but as the produce of skilful hot-

house culture.

Cunnyngham placed Lady Digby in her seat, and then

rejoined his own party ; when he informed his uncle, with

some embarrassment, that his sister was staying with Sir Eve-

rard and Lady Digby, who having accepted the invitation of

Lord Harrington to Coombe Abbey, she would then, if not

before, have an opportunity of becoming acquainted with her

relatives.

Lord St. Clare appeared hurt, but with a sigh remarked as he

again looked towards her, that she was very like her poor mother ;

but that her paleness could not be natural, as she had when a

child, like her mother in early life, a beautiful, though rather a

delicate colour. Herbert answered briefly, that his sister's mind

was a powerful one, and had been much excited, and this

might in later years have effected a change in the instance he

spoke of.

" Poor girl !" Lord St. Clare again sighed. " Will she come

to us, nephew ?"

" No," was the laconic reply, given in such a manner as made

the proud and sensitive nobleman discontinue the conversation.

The attention of the company was now called to the important

business that had congregated them there ; for the worshipful

mayor arose to pledge the royal visitor in a cup of wine.

Elizabeth, seated for the first time in a chair of state, occupied

that singular and most uneasy looking one preserved in St. Mary's

Hall as that in which the Black Prince sat when he held his

parliament in Coventry.
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Exalted in this high, shallow, and wide oaken chair, little

Elizabeth was filling her place with dignity and gracefulness;

but an unexpected dilemma arose. The cup in which she was to

return the civic pledge was a ponderous and massy one of silver,

and her little hand failing to move it, she applied both, and yet

unable to raise and guide it to her lip, she turned with a smile, to

which her lively disposition and conception of the ridiculous lent

something of a comic expression, towards her watchful governor

;

who instantly coming to her aid, with grave dignity assisted in

raising the cup to her still smiling lips.

The delight with which Lady Edith beheld this little incident,

shed a ray of brightness over her face as she leaned forward to

look along the board to the upper position which the princess

occupied ; and De Lacy, who was standing wdth some other of

the guards at the opposite side, heard Blanche Cunnyngham

inquire who was that lovely girl.

" Your cousin, Lady Edith St. Clare," was the answer of Sir

Everard ; and her large eyes for an instant opened to their full

extent, and then fell beneath the drooping lids, with an expres-

sion that he could interpret to signify she could have loved her

if she had not heard these words.

After some time allowed to the refreshment of the guards and

numerous attendants, the procession was again ordered, and pro-

ceeded from the town.

At Jabet's ash the ceremonies of the entree to Coventry were

repeated and concluded. The mayor and burgesses, " till then,"

say the annals of the city, " her constant satellites," here took

leave of the young princess, and the train returned to Coombe

Abbey.

Lord St. Clare's carriage contained, on its way back, two

very lovely girls, whose appearance and characters formed a

striking, yet not unpleasing contrast. Such varieties in the

human species are by no means a disagreeable study.

Lady Lucia Harrington, in her seventeenth year, was far

more of what is termed a woman of the world, than Lady Edith
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in her twentieth. She, who with Queen A.nne, performed so

prominent a part in the masks of Ben Jonson,* may be sup-

posed in many respects unlike the fair girl whom the shades of

Compton Revel secluded. The one was the violet, hidden in its

dewy leaves, whose sweetness is more prized the nearer it is

brought ; the other, the splendid exotic, beheld at a distance and

admired.

But Lucia had her own merits—of the heart, too, as well as

of the head. Kindness, generosity, warmth of feeling, were

among them : and these are much. Perhaps Jonson was not

merely poetic when he described the fair lady, to whom the

muse of many poets of his day were devoted :

—

" This morning, timely rapt with holy fire,

I thought to form unto my zealous muse,

What kind of creature I could most desire

To honour, serve, and love ;—as Poets use.

* The performance of the Twelfth-night mask, entitled " The Mask of

Blackness," written by Jonson at the desire of Queen Anne, is thus de-

scribed by a writer of the day:

—

" At night we had the Queen's mask in the banquetting-house, or rather,

her pageant. There was a great engine at the lower end of the room,

which had motion ; and in it were the images of sea-horses, with other

terrible fishes, which were ridden by Moors. The indecorum was, that there

was all fish and no water. At the further end was a great shell, in form of

a scallop, wherein were four seats : on the lowest sat the Queen, with my
Lady Bedford (Lady L. Harrington). . . . Their appearance

was rich, but too light for such great ones. Instead of vizards, their faces

and arms up to the elbows were painted black ; which was disguise suf-

ficient . . . but it became them nothing so well as their own red and

white.

" The Spanish and Venetian ambassadors were present, and sat by the

King in state. ... He (the Spanish ambassador) took out the

Queen, and forgot not to kiss her hand, though there was danger it would

have left a mark on his lips.

" The night's work was concluded with a banquet in the great chamber^

which was so furiously assaulted, that down went tables and tressels before

one bit was touched."
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" I meant to make her fair, and free, and wise
;

Of greatest blood, and yet more good than great

;

I meant the day-star should not brighter rise.

Nor lend like influence from his lucent seat.

" I meant she should be courteous, facile, sweet,

Hating that solemn vice of greatness—pride
;

I meant each softer virtue there should meet,

Fit in that softer bosom to reside.

" Only a learned and a manly soul

I purposed her ; that should, with even powers,

The rock, the spindle, and the sheers control

Of Destiny, and spin her own free hours.

" Such when I meant to feign, and wish'd to see.

My muse bade Bedford* write, and that was she."

As she proceeded from Coventry to Coombe Abbey, an in-

stance of the kindness of heart of which we have spoken, might

be traced in the interest with which the beautiful and happy

girl regarded her pensive companion. Edith was looking posi-

tively sad, at a time when all other faces were gay.

" What aileth thee, sweet love ?" said Lucia, touching with

her beautiful fingers the listless-looking hand, that in the simple

grace of nature had fallen on Edith's knee, and seemed in itself

expressive of the mysterious mind whose state gives aspect, form,

and movement to insensate clay.

Edith looked up, but it was not Lucia's regards alone she

met. Herbert, whose feelings, becoming less and less under

his control, were hurrying him to a crisis in his fate, was re-

turning on horseback, and had left his place in the cortege to

ride to the carriage-window, or look within it.

His hand was upon it, as he leaned to one side ; and Edith

met regards so deeply and thrillingly expressive of concern and

interest in the cause of her pensiveness, that they might have

shown her the whole being of him who bestowed them was en-

* Lady L. Harrington had then married the Earl of Bedford.
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twined, absorbed in her's. She was unconscious of this ; but it

is perhaps impossible for any one, especially a woman, to be

unaffected by the conviction that she is the object of deep,

ceaseless, yet silent interest. She felt at this moment that she

was so ; and it is possible, that had the idea thus awakened been

discussed and analysed in her own mind, she might have found

out something like a clue to a great deal that often appeared

wild, strange, inconsistent in her cousin's manner and conduct

towards her. But an accident, almost at the same moment,

broke in on Lady Lucia's sympathy, Herbert's sentiment, and

Edith's thoughts.

Is it not possible that the great difference between the lover-

poets of Herbert Cunnyngham's time and those of our own, may

consist in something like this—the complaints and despondency

they expressed were usually affected, and now are old-fashioned.

This, at least, is a brief and unlaboiu*ed definition. Herbert

Cunnyngham was gazing in at the carriage-window, towards

which he leaned, looking very intently and sadly upon his pen-

sive cousin, and, for aught we know, repeating to himself from

the composition we have already transcribed

—

" Oh, heavie harte ! compelled for to hide

Thy bleedinge wounde "

when a horseman came up at a sharp trot behind him: the

spirited barb he rode without being accustomed to, started, and

wheeled right across the advancing and heavier steed, which

came with a sudden shock against it, and the rider, from his

recent posture being unsettled in his seat, was unhorsed, and

thrown with violence to the ground ; while the animal, half wild

with fright, ran forward past the train of carriages, the loose rein

dangling from its head, and filling all their occupants with

consternation.

Much confusion followed ;—for ladies then, as well as now,

screamed at accidents, and persons on all such occasions ran as

much in each other's way, and did more harm than good.
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Lady Lucia, Lady Edith, and Blanche Cunnyngham were in a

moment around the fallen youth, who was no longer

" compelled for to hide

His bleedinge wounde ;"

and William de Lacy, who had been the luckless cause of in-

flicting it, in his haste to rejoin the royal carriage, whence he

had been despatched with a message to the rear—while a

repressed smile lurked on his lip, was sensible he could have set

the whole matter to rights in far less time without their aid, and

felt tempted to envy the hero of the scene all the pity and assist-

ance so liberally bestowed upon him.

At his recommendation, Herbert was prevailed on to take a

vacant place in Lord St. Clare's carriage ; and the little help he

was allowed to afford obtained the warm thanks of Lucia

Harrington, and a gracious though rather distant bow from her

pale and trembling friend.

On their arrival at the abbey, Herbert Cunnyngham, whose

injuries, after all, were very slight, led his sister to her uncle and

cousin, but while greeting them with respectful courtesy, her

manner evinced an evident determination not to advance the

acquaintance at all beyond that which a regard to form and

custom might seem to demand.

And now we must venture on a very unusual proceeding, and

arrive at the unromantic conclusion that our party reached home

much in the same state that ordinary mortals on ordinary

pleasure parties do ; that is to say, a little wearied, a little dis-

appointed, a little out of humour—any thing, or in any way, in

short, that the experience of our readers may lead them to

imagine, so as that experience may allow us an excuse for

leaving the inmates of Coombe Abbey to repose while we let the

curtain fall with the close of the chapter, and commence in the

succeeding one a new scene, if not with fresh, at least with

refreshed performers ; a proceeding the more expedient, because

oiir history is now approaching to an eventful period.
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J.C.MCaiNGON,

CHAPTER XV.

DE LACT RENEWS THE ACQUAINTANCE COMMENCED AT THE BUOKEN BRIDGE

OF LEAMINGTON PRIORS BLANCHE CUNNYNGHAM EVINCES SOME ROVING

PROPENSITIES WHICH SURPRISE HER FAIR COUSIN.

De Lacy had recognised with surprise, and certainly re-

garded with some admiration, the singularly beautiful face

he had for a moment beheld at the well of Guy's Cliff. His

belief that this was the sister of Herbert Cunnyngham was

formed chiefly on conjecture ; and while he intently regarded

her across the room of St. Mary's Hall, he was wondering

mentally if so noble-looking, so lovely a being could be in any

way connected with the objects which he was led to imagine the

partisans of Herbert had in contemplation. Partly from a

desire to ascertain if she were really the person he supposed,

NO. V. o
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partly from a determination to watch on this occasion the move-

ments, and even the words of her brother, he followed the latter

in his progress to the spot where Blanche sat conversing with

Sir Everard Digby ; while her constant attendant, Mr. Percy,

stood beside them, listening to her words, as if the very sound

of her voice had greater charms than all the scene beside could

supply. Prompted to this movement by the interest he un-

ceasingly felt in the St. Clares, De Lacy could little have con-

jectured that in making it he was deepening in the mind of one

of those objects of his solicitude an impression that was as

unfavourable to himself as it was painful to her. But poor

William was doomed to involve himself still more deeply in

embarrassment.

Feeling that he was admitted into the society of the abbey

chiefly on sufferance, he generally kept aloof from it until his

was sought ; and in the evening, when the party had returned

from Coventry, he sat alone at the lower end of the long

gallery, looking on, but taking no part in what was passing.

The doors of the Elizabethan apartment stood open, and the

gallery afforded an agreeable retreat for its rather nume-

rous assembly, and a pleasant promenade to such as chose

to make use of it. The princess, with her young friend and

companion, Anne Dudley, were among the latter number, and

were walking at one side. Lady Elizabeth conversing with all

the vivacity that distinguished her, while her looks alone might

declare the subject of her discourse—her beloved brother, Prince

Henry, for whom possibly she was preparing a description of

the events of the day. Some other groups were soon after seen

scattered through the gallery 5 among these were Lady Lucia

Harrington and Edith St. Clare, who entered arm-in-arm, and,

passing near to the princess, she addressed the latter with her

bright and happy smile, saying

—

" Ah ! Lady Edith St. Clare, how sad for you to have no

brother. Lady Anne never tires of hearing of mine."

" I fear," said Edith, returning her sweet smile, " that were
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I even so happy as to possess one, he would not furnish such

abundant scope for description to Lady Lucia as his royal high-

ness does to Lady Anne Dudley ; and what English ear could

tire of hearing of one on whom the hopes of England are set ?"

The little princess bowed with a look of almost rapturous

delight—for Edith's looks and tones were not those of a courtier

—and, with all the nature of childhood, looked up into her face

and said

—

" Sweet Lady Edith ! but I would you knew the pleasure that

the praise of a brother can impart."

"Poor girl!" Lady Lucia remarked, in a tone of affected

commiseration, " she has just been complaining that she has no

one to love but her father."

" Not complaining, Lady Lucia," said Edith, half reproach-

ingly ; and as the two little friends moved away, the elder ones

advanced some steps, and coming near the spot where De Lacy

had half hidden himself. Lady Lucia said carelessly

—

" I assure you, fair lady, you would not be quite singular in

such complaints, for but this morn methinks I heard one of our

cavaliers protest that no earthly thing, save his horse, possessed

any regard for him."

William replied to a speech which he thought, as perhaps it

was, meant for him, and rising, said, with more seriousness

than he intended

—

" The instability of human friendships might render the faith-

fulness of inferior animals more precious to some persons than

could be understood by those who, like Lady Lucia Harrington,

were never subjected to the pain of losing a friend."

The earnest eye that rested with a meaning not to be mistaken

on the countenance, not of the lady he addressed, but on that

of her companion, declared the source whence flowed the feeling

that these words expressed. And certainly, after what he meant

to be a reproach to the inconstancy of his earliest friends, he

did not expect to see Lady Edith's downcast eyes rise with their

clear, calm, appealing look to his, as if they distinctly said.
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" Can you talk of Instability in friendship, or the pain of losing

a friend ?" The meaning of the look was explicit, but its cause

was unintelligible. Lady Edith, however, spoke, and spoke to

him, and had he possessed worldly wealth, William would have

purchased every syllable at a costly price ; they were but few,

however.

" A faithful friend," she said emphatically, " never loses a

friend."

*^ Never I" he quickly replied, with a sparkling countenance

—

" never, Lady Edith, not through misapprehension, or "

'^ Or what, prithee ?" said Lady Lucia, vexed at the abrupt

termination of the sentence ; for feeling certain that some mis-

apprehension caused the estrangement between him and the

St. Clares, she was good-naturedly desirous that it should be

explained.

But the recollection of his interview with that nobleman was

full in De Lacy's remembrance at the moment, and he hesitated,

not knowing how to state the only ground that he was aware

existed for that estrangement.

" De Lacy—ho !" cried a deep voice from the outer passages ;

and before he could obey a summons that was felt to be very

unseasonable, Lord Harrington himself came up, saying

—

" Quartley is in search of you ; he says some person has been

seen prowling round the grounds, and he will not rest till he has

seen you; though truly it is scarcely fair to take you but

how ?—it is nothing serious."

De Lacy's visible alarm, and even loss of colour, was in-

stantly observable, and he hurriedly asked where was Lord

St. Clare.

" My father ?" cried Lady Edith ;
" what of him ?"

Her voice restored his self-possession, and he immediately

assured her his inquiry only arose from hiaving seen him in the

park a short time before, and supposing that Quartley might

mistake him for some suspicious person. But, at the same time,

his own fears for the nobleman's safety were aroused by the fact
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of having seen him abroad at that hour; and saying he would

inquire into the matter, he went away.

A meeting with Quartley, a sergeant of the yeomen, whom he

had partly taken into his confidence, and engaged on a late

occasion to gain him intelligence of the movements of the Jesuit

who he knew was located in the neighboiu'hood, satisfied him

that there was no ground for real apprehension ; for Quartley's

alarm had been caused only by hearing that some one was seen,

as if shimning observation, in the park ; and De Lacy concluded

it was either Lord St. Clare, whom he had lately heard had

sought relief from head-ache in a solitary ramble, or that Cun-

nyngham's disguised friend was seeking this opportunity to obtain

an interview—a supposition which made him resolve to observe

if such an interview was likely to take place.

Perhaps partly to avoid exciting uneasy suspicions, but cer-

tainly partly in the hope of renewing the little conference that

had been so speedily broken off, William, contenting himself

with the precaution of sending two or three of the guards to look

round the park, returned to the company, and wishing first to

speak to Lord Harrington, ascended by the principal entrance

to the Elizabethan room.

On entering it, the first person he perceived was Blanche

Cunnyngham, occupying a seat against the wall, very near to the

door by which he came in. No recognition had as yet passed

between them ; for while fully aware of each other's identity, De
Lacy, notwithstanding an unreserved and careless manner, pos-

sessed too much of manly feelings not to have a great respect for

those which were womanly ; and, therefore, supposing the fair

traveller did not wish to be recognised, he had even avoided

meeting her eye, lest his should reveal an intelligence that might

annoy her ; averting his regards the moment he apprehended the

risk of such an encounter.

But now he was brought into such a position that the avoid-

ance of that dark luminary was not practicable ; and to his great
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surprise, the lady no sooner met his eye, than she bent her head

with a slight and graceful courtesy.

Perhaps, independent of all sinister motives, it was scarcely

possible for William to avoid placing himself beside one, for

whom, despite all the feelings of aversion that were connected

with her name and situation, he could not avoid being interested

;

and for the moment, feeling flattered and pleased by her recog-

nition of him.

A natural inquiry as to the nature of their progress from Guy's

Cliff followed ; and the lady, casting down her deep eye-lids, said

—

" Though so much beholden to your kindness on that occasion,

I marvel that you should now recognise me."

" Those who once beheld that countenance, could rarely mis-

take it," De Lacy replied ; and the speech that was designed as

a merely complimentary mode of answering hers, was felt as a

truth by Blanche Cunnyngham ; for she was inipressed with the

belief, that the singularity of her life had given a corresponding

degree of singularity to her countenance ; and she sighed invo-

luntarily, as they may do who feel that what is ascribed to them

is the result of circumstances, not of nature, as she looked up to

him and said

—

" But you saw not that countenance, methinks ?"

" At Sir Guy's Well, I did," he replied, in a low tone, and

with a smile.

The effect of these few words was beautiful to behold. If the

reader has ever seen a fleecy cloud caught by a ray of the western

sun, suddenly yet partially kindling into a shade of brightness,

then flushing and deepening into a pure bright glow—such would

be a very apt comparison to the effect of these few simple words

on the snow-white face of Blanche Cunnyngham.

Yet who could divine the source of that beautiful glow ? It

might be traced back to the deep well-spring of nature, that was

seldom allowed to gush up from a heart, wherein its channels

were perverted.
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Poor Blanche Cunnyngham ! She blushed, so beautifully

blushed, from the recollection of that return to youthful and

simple feelings, which her visit to Guy's Cliff had caused. The

stately step of the nun-trained devotee, had there turned to the

elastic tread of youth, rejoicing in the pure loveliness of nature.

She had there felt as if the trees, and the gushing water, and the

meanest flowret peeping from a stony bed, had a claim upon her

sympathies ; the high-\\'Tought impressions of an artificial exist-

ence had there been overcome by the luxurious burst of natural

feeling ; and now—the monarch who was discovered riding a

wooden steed for the edification of his child never experienced

any thing like the embarrassment she did, on finding that a

stranger had witnessed this temporary abandonment to simplicity

and nature.

William De Lacy knew not the real cause of that bright

flush which made Blanche look so lovely, that for an instant

—

shall we for the honour of human constancy confess it ?—Lady

Edith St. Clare tottered on her throne, as the queen that reigned

over his imagination. It was but an instant, however, and she

regained her sovereignty; for it unfortunately happened that

just as that brilliant glow had lighted her cousin's cheek, and

given a singular brightness to her dark eyes, poor Edith's were

turned towards her.

She saw her cousin's beautiful blush, and she saw William's

evident admiration at the moment ; and while she, too, thought

that Blanche was then the most interesting-looking and lovely

creature she had ever seen or fancied, a sensation totally inde-

scribable to those who have never felt it, was experienced at her

very heart ; it could be known to such only as have trusted

too deeply, perhaps too fondly, and, as Edith then felt, too incau-

tiously ; and with a silent farewell, breathed in the depths of

that heart to one, who, she was conscious had occupied too much

of her thoughts, she was just averting her regards from the spot,

when William became aware of her observation. A little

annoyed, though he scarcely knew why, at the circumstance, he
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soon after moved from Blanche's side, saying, he must seek for

Lord Harrington, but in reality anxious for an opportunity of

renewing his discourse with her fair cousin.

Edith, however, sedulously avoided this ; and dispirited and

somehow out of humour with himself and others, he informed

the noble governor of his intention to remain for the rest of the

evening, so far on guard as to be immediately within reach of

Quartley, whom he had desired to keep watch for any intruders

that the unusual festivities of the day might tempt to approach

the abbey.

In this, he sought only an excuse to absent himself from the

company ; and so he went and paced along the cloister aisles,

and had an age or two rolled back in the abbey history, was

perhaps much in a humour to enrol himself in the order of

monks whose dwellings men at arms were then occupying.

Edith had sought a shelter behind a group of persons collected

near to one of the windows ; as they dispersed or changed their

positions, she was afforded the opportunity of seeing that her

beautiful relative was left alone ; and apparently was in that

uncomfortable and truly desolate situation in which a woman left

companionless in the midst of a crowd, more especially if the

scene be one of gaiety, is sure to find herself.

Blanche Cunnyngham*s eyes wandered momentarily over the

room with the expression of one who sought there what she was

certain was not to be found ; then they turned towards the high

windows which just showed that the light of day was departing,

and then they slowly wandered away again to the open door,

beyond which she could see the pictures that adorned the stair-

case, and she seemed to gaze in that direction with a look that

expressed a desire to contemplate them closer.

" Poor girl !" said Edith to herself, " how solitary she looks V

and gathering up all her courage, she resolved to venture to her

relief. Her fear of Blanche was partly instinctive, partly the

result of her impressive appearance, and of the reserve she

maintained towards her father and herself.
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Edith's good nature, however, conquered this fear, and she

slipped away from the concealment she had selected, and glided

round the apartment towards her cousin's seat. She' arrived

there to find it empty—Blanche was gone. She had, perhaps,

been contemplating the staircase with the idea of making her

retreat from a scene little congenial to her mind, rather than, as

Edith had fancied, been amusing herself with the pictures by

which it was adorned.

Under the belief that the latter was the case, Edith passed

beyond the open door, still benevolently disposed to relieve

and protect the fair stranger. The pictures were there, but

no one was looking at them ; and so she supposed that

Blanche had only moved to another part of the room, and not

wishing her search for her to be observed, she turned aside to an

ante-room, one window of which looked out on the pleasure-

groimds at the side of the house, and the other on the court and

cloister entrance immediately beneath it.

It is very pleasant to a mind that has any thing to think of, to

feel alone after a day of bustle and unwonted gaiety : the shade

and silence of this little room were so tempting to Edith that

she seated herself in one of the windows, and felt the calmness

and peace steal over her which the quiet scene beyond it visibly

represented.

All at once, and before many thoughts or conclusions as to the

comparative happiness of a retired or a public life, had time to

form themselves in her mind, she perceived a dark figure moving

along the narrow path that divided the shrubberies : it was

indistinct in the twilight, but the movements, sometimes rapid

and again very slow, convinced her it was Blanche ; and Edith

put her face close to the window and fancied the unequal move-

ments she could discern, evinced the pleasure and the timidity

of a person who had escaped from an irksome situation to one

more congenial to a mind that was solitary in a crowd, yet was

doubtful if her freedom might be legitimately enjoyed.

" How pleasant to walk out there this pleasant evening,"
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thought Edith, as she watched her ;
" I wish I might do so like

her : but certes, it is bold of Mistress Blanche to venture thus

in a place where so many strangers are abroad ; and without

hood or muffler too !—my father, I fear me, would think it were

not seemly/'

There is nothing more unpleasant than to hear one woman

animadvert on the conduct of another; it is, perhaps, rarely

ever done without a feeling of superiority in the speaker's mind,

that is generally too legibly expressed either in the countenance

or language; and in her whose best grace is humility, how

disagreeable must that expression be !

Edith St. Clare, however, never felt herself superior to any

human being ; and when she ruminated thus concerning this little

escapade of her stately relative, it was with the firm conviction

that Blanche Cunnyngham was a being quite above the weak-

nesses of such every-day persons as herself. She thought her

aspect and manner indicative of an equally exalted mind ; and

could not wonder that a creature like her should deviate from

the strict observances of common formalities. Besides, she

recollected that Blanche knew nothing of the customs of her

own country, and was probably at that moment unaware that she

was not acting in accordance with the habits of its society.

Poor Edith ! while she was thus seeking excuses for the

rambling stranger, a more real ground for animadversion than

even the absence of hood or muffler, was about to be given her.
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CHAPTER XVI.

DE LACY ENCOUNTERS AN APPARITION IN THE CLOISTERS A SCENE BE-

NEATH THE OLD OAK OF COOMBE AEBET, WHICH LEADS TO FURTHER

PERPLEXITIES.

William de Lacy was still pacing up and down the cold,

gloomy cloister aisle ; with arms crossed on his breast, and head

bent down, looking like all that our readers will readily represent

to themselves, without our illustrations, for every hero has, at

some point of his history, been similarly represented : and,

although we do not profess to adhere at all to the usual style of

the novelist, it is necessary to introduce this favourite attitude

in the present instance, because it accounts intelligibly for the

fact, that the guardsman, who had taken possession of that aisle,

professedly to look out for any intruders who might venture

around the abbey, was actually startled by the rustling of a

dress, before he was conscious that a figure had entered at the

open door, momentarily eclipsing the dull light that extended

not far within it, and the faintness of which, independent of his

attitude, might have prevented his seeing who the intruder was.

Suddenly roused from a state of abstraction, by nearly coming

in contact with a noiselessly-moving figure, De Lacy involun-

tarily started back ; but certainly the law of repulsion acted with

double force on the body that had opposed his progress, for only

the shadow that fell over the threshold, told him that it was
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gone. A single spring, however, placed the now aroused guards-

man also beyond it ; and, apprehending a more dangerous visitor

than the ghost of the departed abbot, who, it was rumoured,

showed his predilection for his ancient abode by a nightly pro-

menade in the cloister aisle, he ran hastily over the court, and

might have run much fxu*ther than there was any occasion for, if

the same figure, whose robes indeed might be mistaken for the

canonicals that were said to haunt the old abbey, had not leaned

a little to one side of the wide-stemmed oak tree, that stands

near to the place we speak of, and a voice, that possessed no

sepulchral hoUowness, uttered in low, and somewhat faltering

accents,^ the very wwmysterious words

—

" Captain de Lacy, I crave one moment's speech."

With surprise, that held him stationary for the period she

spoke of, he recognised the sweet voice of his rather mysterious

acquaintance, and beheld her clear pale face leaning forward

from the shade of the large tree,* and plainly visible in the dim

twilight. There was a degree of irresolution in those melodious

accents that very much conciliated his prejudices ; the idea that

she might feel the unpleasantness of her situation among the

persons she was vdth—that she might need advice or protection,

was not one that De Lacy was reluctant to receive, and as he

hastily drew near, he said, with a corresponding alacrity, and in

tones of real sincerity

—

" Any time that may be spent in thy service, lady, will not, I

trust, have to be regretted by me."

But though fully disposed to make allowances for the pecu-

liarity of her circumstances, a doubt of the propriety of this

proceeding on her part assailed him very powerfully ; and when

he stood beside her, this doubt was greatly strengthened, for

* It is a rather singular fact, that when the author last visited the tree

on which this historic celebrity has been here bestowed, it was set around

with man-traps. The results of legendary traditions arc sometimes very

curious ; but we made no inquiries into the subject.
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Blanche seemed affected by the same. The shades of evening

rendered her features ahnost invisible, but he could well imagine'

that a sensation nearly amounting to that of shame oppressed

her, and bowed down that graceful head till its only covering,^

its rich glossy hair, fell round her, and effectually concealed her

face from his observation. Making an effort to overcome embar-

rassment, Blanche, with a deep sigh, said

—

" To you, doubtless, this conduct seems strange ; what, then,

must it appear to one, who, like myself, has hitherto known only

the strictness and retirement of a convent education ?"

These words, if meant to be an appeal to De Lacy's feelings,

had their full effect ; yet, perhaps, no such effect was contem-

plated by the speaker. They deepened his conviction, that this

somewhat singular being was placed in a situation, and compelled

to act in a manner from which her own mind revolted ; and he at

once replied, with the frank, kind-heartedness that was natural

to him

—

" Think not of my opinion, lady ; it is of no value ; but if I

can aid you, my service is at your command."

Blanche raised her declined head, and even the dusky hue of

evening could hardly prevent his seeing the light which grateful

feeling brought to the large orbs that were for an instant turned

upon him.

" Say not that opinion is of no value," she replied ; " for you

know not how precious is the approval of truth, and honour, and

openness, to those who can admire what they must often appear

to act in contradiction to."

" And why, must .^" said De Lacy, in his very gentlest manner,

but with strong emphasis on the last word.

These three monosyllables contained a question very difficult

for Blanche to answer ; it was a question she never thought of

asking herself ; for one source of her living martyrdom was the

firm and unquestioned belief that she must act and think in a

manner, somehow not altogether in accordance with the dictates

of her own natural mind and disposition. But like her brother,
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Blanche Cunnyngham had been trained in different principles

from those of the candid person who addressed her ; and so

without replying at all to a question she could not well answer,

she said

—

" I am here now by mere accident, but I use the opportunity

of speaking to you, in obedience to the wish of one whose

requests have to me the authority of a mandate.'*

De Lacy looked down, and cast his eyes forward on the

ground, exactly as if he watched the progress of a snake

approaching through the grass on which he looked. All that he

disliked and apprehended was brought before him by these

words ; for the recollection of what he had heard in the ruined

chapel respecting himself occurred, and he saw in the strangely-

interesting and beautiful woman beside him, only the missionary

of the Jesuit, and the emissary of his associates. Without this,

he might have been utterly off his guard ; as it was, he felt with

pain that they could scarcely have made a more skilful choice.

" A request, in your own person, lady," he answered more

coolly, " might have had the same force with me ; for, as the

niece of Lord St. Clare alone, I am bound to yield you all

the assistance in my poor power."

" Ah !" Blanche expressively sighed ;
" is it indeed so ?

methought your alliance with that family had terminated ; that

Lord St. Clare, believing the partisan of the noble, unfortunate

Essex was unworthy of his favour, had dismissed you from his

house."

De Lacy reddened, and forced himself to calmness before he

replied, that he had never for a moment thought that his service

under his late noble but misguided commander, whom he had

never served but with allegiance to their common sovereign, had

had any thing to do with the private matters that might have

passed between Lord St. Clare and himself, and which, he

believed, concerned themselves alone. His tone was so cool, and

so proud, that Blanche, much mortified, said hastily

—

" I must no longer trespass on your time. Captain de Lacy

;
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I have not yet told the purpose for which chiefly I sought to

speak with you. You know Lord St. Clare's family ; you know

also that my brother is at present domiciled there ; whatever

your own principles may be, you perhaps know that our prin-

ciples and religion are different from theirs. My brother possesses

a soft and yielding disposition ; I have been requested to ask you

to tell me, if you think, according to our views, he is safe in his

present abode ?"

Now, in this, De Lacy saw the wily Jesuit, and firmly believed

the question had been prompted to discover his own sentiments

or principles ; and he at once with firmness, but with a meaning

known better to himself than to those who heard him, replied

—

" I will tell you, and tell you according to my views, that your

brother is for the present safe at Compton Revel ; but let him

and his friends beware how he tarries there ; for assuredly if he

does, his present views must alter, and their expectations be

disappointed."

" He must be withdrawn from it," said Blanche hastily

;

« but "

She started, and caught De Lacy*s arm. Her evident alarm

led him to act as every other man would have done ; with

one hand he drew her to his side, and with the other grasped his

sword. But the step and form she had heard and seen, passed

quickly away, and withdrawing from him, trembling with agita-

tion, she only said—" Lord St. Clare
!"

The point of his own sword could scarcely have been keener

to his heart than that word was to De Lacy ; as, turning,

he saw the dignified figure of the nobleman retreating among the

shrubs, and felt the full probability that he had overheard his

last words, which might appear inexplicable, and seen an action

that might be deemed questionable.

"It is of no consequence," Blanche said, recovering herself;

" I was ridiculously alarmed. Tell me if I understood you

aright, for I was just going to ask the question."

" You did not," De Lacy, who had thoroughly repented of his
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ambiguity, answered. " I meant to say that the principles your

brother possesses may be safe from any attempts at proselytism,

but that neither himself nor his confederates will be safe from

the arm of justice, if he continues much further his practices

against a family whose confidence he betrays."

Blanche laid a finger on her lip, turned her head, with a move-

ment expressive of fear or suspicion, to each side, and rapidly

gliding away, made a scarcely perceptible motion for him to

accompany her.

She stood in an open space, where no shrubs afforded a place

for concealment, and rested, as if in some agitation, against the

projecting wall behind her. De Lacy naturally concluded that

she had again seen Lord St. Clare, and felt glad at the idea that

he might have heard a speech explanatory of his former one, and

which also would tend to open his eyes as to his nephew ; but

on joining Blanche, he found he was mistaken in this, and that
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her alarm had arisen from the fear that some one might be con-

cealed near them to whom his language would convey the intel-

ligence that he was possessed of knowledge that might prove

dangerous.

" I have already," Blanche added in a tremulous voice, " too

far prolonged this interview ; I need not say, that had I been

acquainted with your sentiments, I should not have sought it

—

would I were still ignorant of them !"

" And why say this ?" De Lacy demanded.

" Because, not for worlds would I endanger your safety," she

answered, with a slight shudder ; " yet I may now suffer you to

endanger ours."

"Ours !" he repeated in a voice both of wonder and regret

;

" is it possible that you are connected with such schemes ?"

Blanche was silent for a few moments ; her silence proceeded

from a struggle between wounded pride and some very undefined

consciousness that the astonishment he expressed had a legitimate

foundation, and therefore ought not to excite her indignation.

"Captain de Lacy," she finally said, lifting up her face,

until the moonlight, that was now beginning to mingle with

the retiring light of day, revealed its deep and singular expres-

sion—" I am sensible, more fully and keenly sensible than you

can be, of what is painful and peculiar in my present position ;

but I thank Heaven, that notwithstanding all the proud feelings

appertaining to my nature, what gives me the greatest pain in

the speech you have just uttered, is, to hear aught that is con-

nected with the sacred cause of our holy faith, designated by the

title of schemesy and considered unworthy of any mortal's parti-

cipation. I know not to what extent your knowledge, or sus-

picion extends—^perhaps you know more than I do, and my thus

conversing with you may not be safe ; but come what may I

never will betray you."

" I ask not your secrecy, lady, though very grateful for the

source whence it would proceed ; yet, if it may afford a timely

warning to acquaint your brother, and the Jesuit Garnet, that I

NO. V. V
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have witnessed their meetings, and heard their conversations, I

should be glad you did so."

" And your life would be the sacrifice," she cried, clasping her

hands in emotion so sudden, as to deprive her of caution ; "yet,"

she added more thoughtfully, " Herbert is not yet acquainted ;

—

yes, Captain de Lacy, if this is the extent of your knowledge,

I can, with safety and honour, maintain secrecy."

" Honour !" William ejaculated ; but unwilling to offend,

added, " I know only that Lord St. Clare is in some way threat-

ened, and I know that I will watch over his safety and peace,

and would sacrifice a thousand lives, if I had so many, to preserve

them."

" Farewell," said Blanche ; " pardon this intrusion on your

time ; and forget, if possible, what has passed—that you have

ever seen or spoken to me—your name shall never pass my lips ;

and after we leave this to-morrow, I trust we may never meet

again."

De Lacy was far from echoing the wish ; an irresistible desire

to make at least one effort to save this fair martyr to mis-

directed feeling and erroneous principle, strongly assailed him

;

while sensible that the hour and circumstances of their present

interview might lead to unpleasant consequences, were it to be

observed. He therefore said he would not detain her longer,

but requested she would promise him a few minutes' conversation

at an early hour the next morning.

" Wherefore ?" Blanche demanded dejectedly.

" Because," he replied, " I believe you are in error, and have

no one to tell you so ;" he smiled at his bluntness, and added,

" I would fain perform that office."

" It were vainly done," said Blanche. " My childhood was

fed with the hopes that cheered my lonely youth, and direct and

control my maturer life—for these I live and rather than forego

them, the rack might spend its torture, or the flame its fury on

this poor body, as they have done on those of nobler martyrs

,of our faith ; yet think not I shrink from hearing for the first
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time that I am in error ;

—

ihat^ in this country as it is now, I

must expect to hear ; and as gladly would I win you to truth,

as you would draw me from what you call error."

" Believe me," said De Lacy, " it was not in a controversy

upon our creeds I wished to engage you ; while I trust my opinions

as to the truths of the religion of the Gospel are firmly fixed, I

must leave such an attempt to abler divines ; the pupil of Father

Garnet would be a convert I could not hope to make ; it was

rather of political and public matters I wished to speak."

Blanche faintly smiled, saying

—

" Of these I know nothing—it is not a woman's province to

interfere in such ; but if an opportunity occurs, I will speak

with you to-morrow morning," She had withdrawn a few paces

in concluding, and disappeared almost instantly, while De Lacy,

with an uneasy and perplexed mind, strolled through the

grounds adjoining the house.

That Blanche was ignorant of the nature and details of a

conspiracy which it was then pretty generally supposed was

forming among the Roman Catholic party, though how or

where no one knew, he felt satisfied ; that she could only suffer

herself to dwell on the generalities of an enterprise which she

determined to consider, as she said, high and holy, he also

believed ; he therefore felt anxious to open her eyes as to the

position in which she stood in the event of a treasonable con-

spiracy or an attempt at a revolution in the government, taking

place ; but he felt at the same time that he knew too little of what

might be going on, effectually to do so. Lord Harrington and

several others entertained the same surmises on the subject as he

did, and knew as much, with the exception of what related to the

Cunnyngham's, which De Lacy was conscious Lord St. Clare

would wish to be only made known to himself. He determined

no longer to delay this needful though very embarrassing duty,

but on the morrow to make his sentiments with regard to young

Cunnyngham known to his uncle.

While thus ruminating, he drew near to the walls of tlie
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Abbey, and threw himself on a seat opposite to one of the

smaller apartments, which, though lighted up, had not been

resorted to by any of the guests of the evening. One solitary

figure entered it, and approached the window ; and William

beheld Lady Edith press her hand to her forehead, as if suf-

fering from fatigue or distress, and wipe away a tear from either

eye. Little aware of the share he had in her sorrow, the sight

of it, though at a distance, gave William real pain.

The day had, indeed, brought events neither of them had cal-

culated on ; the pleasure Lady Edith had anticipated she was dis-

appointed in ; and her mind was oppressed by a multitude of

thoughts that made company almost insupportable. She was not

however, long left alone. Herbert Cunnyngham, who had seen her

retreat from a circle which without her, had no charms for him,

soon followed. The shadow of his graceful figure, as it glided

rapidly along, was visible to De Lacy before the reality was

distinctly seen ; but when he had approached his lovely and

dejected cousin, even his looks were plainly distinguishable, as

he bent over her with words that seemed at length to have effect,

for Edith looked up and smiled, and arose, and he led her from

the room, and left the solitary gazer nothing in it to look upon.

It was not certainly, at least we hope it was not, a decided

pang of jealousy that fell keenly on the young man's heart at

that moment ; but it was a feeling quite unlike any thing

William de Lacy had known before. Hope had hitherto been

his ruling star, and almost always that star had seemed to him

to be in the ascendancy. Under its influence he saw, thought,

acted ; and "until this moment he had a very quiet, because a

very firm belief, that Master Cunnyngham was usurping, jo>'o

tempore^ a place which William de Lacy, and he alone, had a

right to fill, and that the time would come, though how no one

knew, when he should fill it.

At this moment, then, for the first time, an idea occurred

that it might be otherwise ; and a thought, the most painful that

could arise, seemed to throw its check upon all his pm-poses and
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hopes. It was, that if Lady Edith St. Clare had given her

affections to her cousin, he might bar her happiness, and cause

her lasting distress, by his well-meant intentions in communi-

cating his suspicions to her father. Such a thought was not

likely soon to pass away, and it was very painful to him. " I

would promote her happiness," he sighed, "at the sacrifice of

my own." But then the reflection arose, would it be really

promoted by such means ? William thought a little longer on

the point, and looking up, said almost aloud—"Edith St.

Clare, the pupil of good Mr. Villars, married to this nursling

of Jesuitism !" and starting from the idea, was glad to see the

learned and retiring John Harrington slowly approaching the

spot where he sat.

The deep piety of v

which was preparing

him for the early

tomb to which, like

his princely compa-

nion, he descended

ere he had attained

to complete man-

hood, rendered him

valuable to De Lacy,

who, having, amid

the temptations of

the world, retained

through life the reli-

gious impressions of

his early days, was

guided by their influ-

ence ; and, as many others do, found in the consolations and

supports of religion a most soothing relief, when harassed

and perplexed by the untoward events into which the circum-

stances of his life plunged him.

i.C.BOHINSON
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Avoiding the abstruse points of theological discussion which

young Harrington, in conformity with the prevailing custom of

the time, was ever ready to enter upon, William drew him to

speak of those precepts of faith and practice, which he found it

necessary to have continually impressed on his mind and con-

science in all the conflicts of a trying life; and directed anew

by a youth who had only reached his sixteenth year, to the

source whence all wisdom flows, whence all grace proceeds,

—

whence pardon for every sin, even of thought, is derived,

through a crucified Saviour,—^he felt renewed in strength, and

prepared to do and bear the will of God, and faithfully and

manfully to resist the evil which is in the world, and which he

felt, if not resisted, was within his own heart, and ready to lead

him into all the evil and danger which he was, perhaps too

proudly, disposed to cast from him.

So he retired to his own cloistered apartment, and having had

recourse to that unfailing source of comfort and direction, the

Holy Scripture, finally sought to lose the sense of all uneasiness

and perplexity in sleep. But the day had been too remarkable

in its character soon to admit of this forgetfulness, more es-

pecially as he had to prepare in his mind the tenor of his

designed communication to Lord St. Clare, and the night was

far spent before he experienced it.
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CHAPTER XVII,

CRITICAL MOMENTS INTERRUPTED AN AFFECTING EXPLANATION BETWEEN

LORD ST. CLARE AND HIS DAUGHTER DE LACY HAS NEARLY RUN OUT HIS

IRISH BIRTH-RIGHT OF HOPE.

A SOFT and brilliant morning followed ; and instead of repairing

to the general eating-room appropriated to the members of the

Lady Elizabeth's establishment, among whom he ranked, he

strolled into the adjoining grounds, which the genius of Lady

Lucia had disposed into as much of variety and taste as their

flat and low situation would admit of. On approaching a

summer-house at a little distance, he observed Blanche Cun-

nyngham sitting there with a book in her hand, which he

concluded was devotional ; and unwilling to disturb her, while

resolved to seek the conversation she had partly promised, he

took a seat beneath a tree, in such a position that he could see

what passed in the summer-house, without being himself seen.

As if this was to be a morning of re-unions. Lady Edith St.Clare

almost immediately came into sight, from an opposite direction.

She was proceeding in the way to the summer-house, looking'

sometimes at the budding plants and opening flowers as she

passed along, and sometimes hanging her head down, with a

different aspect, over the dry gravel walk she trod on ; as if un-

willing not to bestow on the opening charms of nature and of

day the regard they claimed, yet occupied the while by some
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inward care which called her thoughts away from all external

sweetness. She held her finger to the robin that fluttered

around her, and stooped to look at the primrose that had in-

truded on the border which fenced Lady Lucia's cultivated

flowers ; and then she turned away with a shade of pensiveness

over her delicate features, that said every thing she looked at was

linked to some remembrance that was ready to start up within

her breast. The striking contrast she presented to her cousin

was so great, that William felt it in his inmost heart.

Edith went on thus to the summer-house, and entered it

before she perceived Blanche. It has been said she felt a sort

of fear of this stately and distant cousin, who seemed resolved

not to acknowledge their relationship ; and it is probable that the

proceedings of the evening before had not tended to lesssen the

embarrassment of the interview, at least on Edith's part ; but

having now entered too far to retreat, it was not in her nature

to resist making an eflbrt at friendliness ; and with a blush, as

timid and apologetic as if she had intruded into a royal recess, she

bade her cousin good-morrow, and hoped she had not disturbed

her.

Her timidity and grace affected Blanche, whose reply sa-

voured so much of gentle amity towards the fair intruder, that

Lady Edith was emboldened, and extending her hand, said

—

" Cousin, your brother is our friend—will you not be so ?"

Blanche slightly drew back ; but her heart did not permit her

to reject the lovely petitioner altogether ; and her manner of

receiving and answering the request was as characteristic of her,

as the request itself was of her gentle relative.

She took the little hand that was almost tremblingly extended

in hers, and raising her deep eye-lids, looked for a moment into

the timid and affectionate face of the girl beside her, and then

those eyes rose upwards, and she said devoutly

—

" I will pray our Lady to have pity upon thee ; and I trust her

blessed Son will, for her sake, guide thee into truth."

She was gone in a moment : and Edith stood with parted lips,
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and form slightly bent forward, as if almost stiffened into an

attitude of surprise and awe.

William had beheld the retreat of Blanche, but did not follow

her ; he had seen what passed in the summer-house, and an

irresistible impulse, which he never thought of questioning,

hurried him into it almost as quickly as the thought of going

there arose : and not much more than one instant after Blanche

had relinquished the kindly-proffered hand, it was seized by him,

as he hastily demanded

—

" Lady Edith, have I displeased you ? Oh, tell me !"

Edith almost trembled, but her eyes swam in tears as they

looked appealingly in his face, and she had just said—" Oh,

William ! how can you " when her father, who had seen

De Lacy's hasty flight from his seat, entered the same bower,

and without bestowing the

least notice upon him, took

her arm, saying

—

"My child. Lady Digby

wishes to be presented to

you: like ourselves, she is

enjoying this morning air."

And he led her away

;

leaving poor William far

more distressed, stupified,

and disconcerted, than she

had been lately left.

Lord St. Clare did not

bring his fair and agitated

girl at once to the lady he

had spoken of. He led her to one of the many seats the

grounds afforded, and sitting beside her, said,

" My child, it is perhaps still more painful for me to tell, than

it will be for you to hear, what I have to say. I know, Edith,

your early and blameless attachment to the companion whom 1

—perhaps inconsiderately—allowed to be your constant asso-
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date. I felt for hiHi, I believe, at one time, the same regard

you did, and to have promoted his interests in any lawful way

would have given me real pleasure. I believe he knew this—at

least he seemed to rely on my friendship : it is therefore with

deep pain I must tell you, that William de Lacy is unworthy of

our regard."

Edith trembled, and did not look up : she was prepared,

sooner or later, to hear this ; and she only inquired, in a manner

that showed her father she had no wish to defend their former

friend, or any plea to urge against any wish he might express

concerning him in future—when he had received the intelligence

he communicated ?

" Only last night, my love," he replied. " It was, I own, a

disappointment to my feelings ; for from what I heard here,

from the good opinion Lord Harrington entertained of his

character, and the esteem he appeared to be held in by all the

inmates of the abbey, I had felt the hope that my former fears

were unfounded, and that the young man would now establish

for himself an honourable character, and gain the footing in

society to which his birth entitles him ; and then fortune, which

is a minor consideration to these, would readily follow.

" Such were the sentiments I was indulging with regard to De

Lacy : when last evening, being wearied with the tumults of the

day, and oppressed by head-ache, I spent some time alone in the

park. As I came slowly through the shrubbery, the sound of

voices reached me. Your cousin Blanche's peculiarly musical

accents first caught my attention : not deeming there was any

secret conference going on, I proceeded too far to be able to

retreat without hearing her concluding words,—which were, a

request to be told if her brother was safe in his present residence

with us ? The question itself was surprising to me ; but what

was my astonishment to hear De Lacy's voice replying to it, and

telling her that in his opinion Herbert was at present safe at

Compton Revel, but that his friends should see that his stay was

not prolonged, and much more to the same purpose ; to which
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Blanche answered, that he must be withdrawn from us. I

hastily turned away, having no desire but to leave them to

themselves."

Edith sighed deeply, and said, " What can be William's

motive in thus acting ?"

" Since you ask me, Edith, I will tell you what is my con-

jecture. Captain de Lacy had undoubtedly formed an ac-

quaintance with Blanche Cunnyngham before they met here:

she is certainly very beautiful, and it is possible he may wish ta

obtain her hand in marriage; which object, if he thinks our

opinion of him has taken an unfavourable turn, might be best

promoted by withdrawing both brother and sister from our

influence. Some time ago I would not have thought of this

surmise, but the alternate opinion is a painful one—Edith, if

this be not the case, I much fear that De Lacy is in the

interests of the party by which, in the opinion of judicious

and considerate persons, some plot is now concocting, that

will probably issue like those already attempted—rin tem-

porary disturbance to the nation, and certain and complete

ruin to the contrivers ; and he is desirous of implicating the

Cunnynghams in the same. I have little apprehensions for

Herbert, who seems no way disposed by character or disposition

to such things ; but there is something strange about his sister.

Sir Everard Digby is a man whose unblemished reputation

makes his house a fitting abode for her ; yet there are persons

he associates with who are at least questionable acquaintances

for one whose circumstances demand especial circumspection in

this respect, and whose character seems to be a counterpart of

her poor mother, as her person, though on a larger scale, is

likewise."

Lord St. Clare talked on without exactly knowing whether

his daughter heard him or not : when he ceased he avoided

looking at her, and sighed deeply. Lady Edith remained silent

;

so he took her hand to raise her, and bring her back to the

abbey : she withheld it, and said—" One moment, dear father,
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let me sit still!" She was very pale; and drawing a long

breath, soon after gave him her hand, saying

—

" Yes ; Blanche is very beautiful : I hope she will not use her

influence so as to lead poor William " She stopped

abruptly, and a large tear dropped upon her father's hand.

" My child," said Lord St. Clare in an almost inarticulate

voice, " I have no earthly hope but what centres in you.'*

" I know it, and will not disappoint it," Edith promptly

replied ; and rising with a faint smile, she took his arm, and

they walked back to the house.

At a rather early hour. Sir Everard and Lady Digby left the

abbey, accompanied by their guest, Blanche Cunnyngham. From

a window where they stood together. Lord St. Clare and his

daughter saw Herbert lead Lady Digby towards the carriage ;

while De Lacy, to whose lot it generally fell to witness the formal

departure of guests from Coombe Abbey, stood a few paces

distant, engaged in earnest discourse with Blanche. It did not

last many minutes, but his manner appeared as impressive as

hers certainly seemed agitated or excited. The truth was not

known to those who looked on, but it was simply this : William

had regretted not having followed up his intention of conversing

with her that morning ; which the excitement caused by the little

rencontre in the summer-house had prevented him from doing ;

and therefore he seized these moments to convey to her a serious

warning, and to make a strong, though simple appeal, to her

natural feelings ; which, whether they produced, or not, the

desired effect, at least tended to satisfy his conscience, and

relieve his mind : and having taken this step towards the accom-

plishment of so desirable a purpose, he resolved to complete it,

by requesting an interview with her uncle, and laying before him

the doubts he felt as to the propriety of the course her brother

was pursuing.

He accordingly requested Lord Harrington to obtain him an

interview with Lord St. Clare, and awaited in a private room

the return of his nqble patron, who soon after ushered in Lord
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St. Clare, and withdrew, leaving them alone. The nobleman

taking a seat, while William remained standing, waited in grave

reserve to receive the communication he had to make ; but no

sooner had the latter commenced, in an embarrassed, and perhaps

not most skilful manner, to state his sentiments regarding Her-

bert Cunnyngham, than Lord St. Clare, who had sat with

folded arms, and head elevated, yet inclined back, keeping a gaze

of cool and steady dignity directed towards him, arose from his

seat, and, with a slight bow to the agitated speaker, said

—

" Captain De Lacy, you have chosen an unfortunate time, as

well as an unfortunate subject, for a renewal of our intercourse

:

as it has been so long suspended on all other occasions, you will

pardon me if I do not wish it to be renewed by a means of all

others the least likely to be pleasing to us. I trust my nephew's

residence at Compton Revel will neither endanger his safety nor

ours ; and with my concurrence he shall not be dislodged from

it. I fervently pray that the ambitious, young, unwary, or

unruly, may escape the snares set for them, and learn in time,

that it is true wisdom to submit themselves to every ordinance

of man, for the Lord's sake."

With a more formal bow, his lordship left the room ; while

William had only time to utter a half-choked amen ! to a prayer

he felt he had been, much to his prejudice, included in. He
turned away with a wounded and swelling heart, and said aloud,

though no one heard him, " Is the precept good Villars loved to

quote, true ? Then all must be right at the last ; yet here am I

brought in guilty, without a verdict, perhaps, in my favour, save

that of my own conscience."
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CHAPTER XVIII.

MIDNIGHT SCENE ON THE THAMES A PEEP UNDER GROUND SKETCHES

OP CHARACTERS THAT ARE TO BE SUPPOSED NOW EXTINCT IN THE

WORLD MORE MATRIMONIAL SPECULATIONS, WHICH EXCEEDINGLY ALARM

BLANCHE CUNNYNGHAM.

The gloom of midnight rested on the still waters of the

Thames ; the thin crescent moon, that hung low in the darkened

sky, like the pale beacon of hope in a dreary life might attract

the wanderer's eye without enlightening his path : its form was

reflected in the river, but its light was not sufficient to render

distinct the boat that glided over it with a motion that might

seem as noiseless as it was swift. Four men were seated in it

;

two held the oars, and plied them in silent vigour. No word was

uttered among them : their silence might speak the energy of

purpose that wrapt their souls.

Swiftly glided on the boat, and the cautious dip and rise of

the oars, perhaps involuntarily directed by the minds of the pas-

sengers, bespoke them other than the gay revellers, or their

happier bargemen, whose bold free stroke declared their passage

over these waters, like their course down the stream of life, to

be unfettered by thoughts of care or fear. The boat neared

Westminster stairs ; and the heavy dripping of the suspended

oars appeared to be answered by deep breathings from the

hearts of those that held them.

" Is he there ?" demanded a suppressed voice ; and before the
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question was replied to, a dark figure appeared, and the men

silently quitted the boat ; while he who had been awaiting their

arrival, took possession of it, and prepared to pull away over the

river, as if aware they had no intention to return.

" Twelve to-morrow night," said a deep voice, in a whisper.

" So be it," rejoined the new comer, in an equally cautious

tone ;
" God and our blessed lady be your speed till then."

" Amen !" deeply responded all the others, in the same whis-

pered voice, and proceeded forward.

They were wrapped in large cloaks, which, after the fashion

of the time when men would escape observation, were held with

one hand high around their faces, and their steeple-crowned hats

were considerably drawn down to meet them. In the other hand

of each, as the action of stepping upon the stairs caused a

momentary disclosure of their persons, was seen a drawn sword ;

and the belt that encircled a rough sort of buff jerkin, worn by

persons engaged in manual labour, bore at the further side a pair

of large pistols.

The beautiful pile of Westminster Abbey rose up in silent

majesty before them : many and deep were thehistoric lessons

its tombs might teach. But they thought not of the abbey,

their gaze was not on its venerable walls.

Forth from their shadow came a fifth figure, habited something

like them, but apparently with less effort at concealment, and

with the air of one conscious of being less easily recognised if

seen : it was the soldier of Spain, less known in London than

those he joined. No recognition took place ; silence appeared

to be, we were going to write, their watch-word—but at least

the token of their fellowship. They proceeded together in the

direction of the House of Lords to a private dwelling adjoining

it. They raised a trap door, over which some loose earth had

been thrown, and at once entered a cellar belonging to this house.

The lantern carried by the person who had joined them, con-

cealed beneath his cloak, was set down and shed now a feeble

light around them.
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" Hast thou brought the provisions ?'' said the elder of the

group to this man, with the manner of one who asks a common
or indifferent question, while his mind is full of weightier

thoughts. "It is well," he added, as the person he addressed

produced a basket of cold meat and bread, wine, and a large

pitcher of water.

" Now then, farewell, for a time, to the light of day," said

Percy cheerfully.

" And welcome the light of heaven when we see it no more,'*

added another of the party.

" Winter, thou art fearful !" said Catesby hastily.

" No, brother," said Winter, " I am strong in faith and hope

;

for I have had a dream—a vision rather it might be called—.

which assures me our cause shall triumph."

Catesby muttered an ejaculation like that of contempt ; and

Percy exclaimed

—

" Out on such reliances ! Let our swords work out the only

visions we need desire."

" Other weapons first," said Catesby, seizing an axe ; " nine

feet of stone wall must first be worked through. Fawkes, to thy

post ! be thou our sentinel ; it is all the work we have for thee

as yet. Should danger appear, or suspicion be excited, thou

knowest the signal."

Fawkes disappeared at the command; and then Catesby,

addressing the rest, said

—

" Brothers, the work to which we have devoted ourselves now

commences in earnest. Henceforth we visit not the light of day

until its sacred object is ready for completion: at midnight

alone shall we leave this place, and retiu'n to it before the

darkness has disappeared. Our affairs now call for promptitude

as well as decision. You have all heard of the king's speech in

council on Sunday : hitherto he hath shown a greater desire for

leniency toward us than his ministers and parliament approved.

Suffering as he and his unfortunate mother did from the wild

followers of the fanatic John Knox, it was but natural that his
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chief eiForts should be directed to the suppression of the

puritanical heresy in this country.

" Prevalent as are the principles of that heretical sect in the

House of Commons, the severity shown towards it has been

imputed to an unjust partiality towards us : and you, Percy, to

whom all that passes in the palace is well known, are already

informed that on Sunday the king made a vehement apology for

himself in the council-chamber, declaring that he never had any

intention to grant us further favour than is shewn to other non-

conformists ; that if he thought his sons would condescend to

any such course, he could wish the kingdom translated to his

daughter ; that the mitigation of our payments was in considera-

tion that none of us lifted a hand against his coming in, and so he

had given us a year to conform ourselves, which seeing it had not

that effect, he should fortify the laws against us, and make them

stronger, saving for blood; from which he hath an aversion.

Nothing therefore remains for us but perseverance, courage

—

the resolution to succeed or die. It is the vigour of such a

spirit alone can save us ; it is this alone can crown us with

success."

" This, and the aid of God in our good cause," said Percy,

crossing himself.

" There is, for myself, but one thing I fear," said Catesby, and

his brow fell in gloom.

" What ?" the others anxiously demanded.

" To fall alive into the power of our enemies."

" That shall not be !" cried Percy.

" No," added Winter ; " we labour in the service of God and

his church. Were I not certain that we do so—that the church

aids us with her prayers, and sanctions us with her blessing, I

for one would abandon this adventure : or rather," he continued,

looking at Catesby's louring countenance, " I should never

have united in it."

*' Nor I," said Wright. " We have the sanction of the

church ; the blessed saints defend us ; we must prosper."

NO. V. Q
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" Tom," said Catesby, turning to Percy, " thou feelest as I do."

Percy assented by a nod. The other extended his hand

towards him, and taking his sword crossed it with his own, and

holding the symbol thus formed between them, said

—

J.C.ROSlfijON

" Swear to me by thy faith in this, that shouldst thou see me
alive in the hands of the king's friends while thou art yet free to

strike a blow, and canst reach my heart, thy sword shall pierce

it."

" I swear," said Percy, kissing the cross thus strangely formed

;

" and thou. Bob, on thy part repeat the pledge for me."

" I swear," Catesby echoed, and kissed the crossed weapons.
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The other two men looked on, but took no part in the cere-

monial.

" Now, then, to om- work," continued Catesby, " in the name

of our country and our faith."

" In the name of Christ and our Lady," added the rest, and

laid hold on the implements of labour.

We leave them to their work, while we in preference remain

above ground, with one whose fate was strangely implicated with

them and it, while utterly ignorant of the designs of the one,

or the nature of the other.

Blanche Cunnyngham was now located at Gothurst, the seat

of Sir Everard Digby. Her situation might have been an

agreeable one.

Few men were more calculated by nature and circumstance

to move not only with respectability but grace, in either public

or private life, than was Sir Everard Digby. Descended from

an ancient and honourable family, of cultivated mind, handsome

person, unblemished reputation, and extensive property, he had

been a favourite in the court of Queen Elizabeth, and had

received the distinction of knighthood from King James ; yet

his name is left on record for the pity of ages ! Left, from an

early age, to the guidance of priests, his mind was formed in

much the same mould as that into which the mind of young

Cunnyngham, though under different circumstances, was cast.

That he was attached to his religion is certain ; that he mistook

the nature and principles of true religion, is equally clear. In

the course he was pursuing, knowingly, advisedly, he was as

sincere and devout as the enthusiastic and ill-informed Blanche.

If, for such a scheme as the Gunpowder Plot, a hero could be

devised, undoubtedly the historian who designed to embellish

his subject, should select Sir Everard.

He had been led into that course by being introduced to the

acquaintance of Francis Tresham, a relative of Lord Mont-

eagle, a man of weak mind and intolerant principles, who, at

the time of the threatened invasion of the Spanish armada, had
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been confined as a precautionary measure, in Wisbeach Castle,

together with Catesby and other suspicious persons ; he had

from that period been engaged in the intrigues with Spain, and

ready to aid any treasonable attempts set on foot in England,

with the pen as well as with the sword ; he wrote a Latin work

to prove the lawfulness of deposing an heretical sovereign, or

one who even tolerated heretics.

Essex found in him an adherent, and Catesby a willing

associate ; and by his means Sir Everard Digby was brought

within reach of this man's persuasive eloquence, which was ever

exerted, and usually with success, in clothing in the seeming

garb of righteous retribution, a deed of sanguinary wickedness

;

and giving to a low and secret plot, the attributes of a work of

sanctity and honour. A mind tutored as Sir Everard's, did not

detect the error ; and to the last his deepest regret arose from

finding that the professors of his own faith, many of whom
would doubtless have applauded the successful deed, joined in

condemning it when unsuccessful. His brief and melancholy

history affords a lamentable instance of the effects of Jesuitical

principles instilled into a naturally noble mind, and his last

letters display the struggles of these, of latter growth, with the

inherent and genuine principles of moral rectitude and natural

conscience. His house afforded a friendly asylum to Blanche

Cunnyngham, and his wife, the heiress whom priestly mediation

is said to have obtained for him, wished to render it an agree-

able one.

But it was not in the power of pleasing society or an agree-

able abode, to exercise over her the influence they had upon

her brother : her mind was set upon one object, her thoughts

turned in one direction, and now she was experiencing a dis-

appointment the source of which no one knew but herself.

The secrecy maintained by the leaders of the conspiracy that

was now on foot, and solemnly enforced upon all their adherents,

was the cause of this. She had come to England with her mind

full of visionary ideas and expectations, which, contrasted with
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the measures adopted by the conspirators, undoubtedly possessed

more of romance than reality ; of deeds of noble daring for the

deliverance of her country and restoration of her religion, and

perhaps some latent, or imacknowledged feeling, that she should

be called to act a heroine's part in this great work. She felt

disappointed, but she could not say so. Mr. Percy, with whom

she had been previously acquainted, and, in many respects,

admired and liked, was one whose open, impetuous nature

agreed more with her ideas of heroic achievements than any

person she had yet met, with one exception, and that exception

had been De Lacy.

Percy was the only one of the conspirators, who was at all

influenced by personal and private feelings ; so far from joining

in the papal designs for the exclusion of James from the throne

of England, he had, we have already said, visited him in Scot-

land, on behalf of the English Roman Catholics, to obtain from

him an assurance of at least free toleration, in the event of his

accession, and that monarch, who thought more of the end than

the means by which it was to be accomplished, did not scruple

to make such promises as warranted Percy in encouraging his

party with the hope of great advantages to be derived from the

accession of James. The failure of these expectations naturally

drew upon him suspicions and reproaches, which were as unjust

as they were galling to the proud and impetuous Percy.

James's conduct he felt to be a personal wrong to himself,

and, as before stated, he resolved to avenge both himself and his

party by killing the king with his own hand in the palace, to

which his rank and situation among the gentlemen pensioners,

gave him free [admittance. It was while his mind was thus

irritated, that Catesby, who had already proceeded some way in

the plot in conjunction with Winter and Wright, the former of

whom had long been busied in the intrigues with the Spanish

court, made his project known, and secured Percy's ready

co-operation.
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The design was now proceeding in all its ramifications ; yet

Blanche was totally ignorant of its nature.

Garnet was never known to confer with any lay person except

Catesby on the subject ; and each member being bound by a

solemn oath, there was no likelihood of her penetrating the

mystery that surrounded her : and while she felt this almost as

an unkindness, she abhorred the unwomanly idea of showing

either a curious or a murmuring spirit on such an occasion.

The closest intimacy had long subsisted between Garnet and

Catesby, who, after a life of reckless dissipation, and ceaseless

agitation, having little to lose and perhaps something to gain by

a revolution, rejoined the communion of the church he had for-

merly abandoned, and entered with the ardour of religious zeal

and desperate resolution on the consummation of a scheme con-

cocted in the depths of a restless, disappointed, and irritated

heart.

Such a man, whatever influence he might possess over the

minds of men engaged in the same career of guilt and danger

—

and his influence in this way is known to have been great—was

little calculated to please the refined, gentle, and deep-feeling

Blanche Cunnyngham. Percy and Sir Everard Digby were the

only persons who approached in the least degree to her ideas of

the devoted heroes her imaginative fancy had so long been

allowed to dwell on.

For the latter she already felt a stronger friendship than she

had yet known for any one save Father Garnet. The former

she was well aware had long entertained for her sentiments

surpassing those of friendship : and under other circumstances,

Blanche might have given to these more direct encouragement.*

Percy and Catesby had, however, been for some time in

* "We are aware that Bishop Goodman wishes to prove that Percy was

an irreligious man, from the report of his having two wives.
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London; and Blanche was little aware that they were then

enclosed in the subterraneous passage which their own hands

were forming beneath the house of parliament.

The Jesuit was either near them or employed in missions to

those who were likely to aid the cause : the assurances of Sir

Everard, therefore, were all that freed Blanche from immediate

apprehension for the safety of her friends, and an uneasy state

of conjecture was dispiriting to one who had been stimulated

to expect more brilliant and stirring events than seemed likely

speedily to occur.

Some time of outward repose and inward agitation had thus

been spent, when the visit of Garnet to Gothurst inspired

Blanche with the hopes of at length being made acquainted

with all she longed to know.

The day after his arrival he entered the room where she was

sitting alone, and after some little discourse on other topics,

unfolded the project he had now in view. Money was much

wanted for the purposes of the enterprise ; a scheme had

presented itself to a mind fertile in speculations for the good

of the church; but how was Blanche astonished to hear the

means by which this was to be furthered—the marriage of her

brother with Lady Edith St. Clare !

Almost stupified with amazement, she gazed on Father Garnet

as if she fancied another spirit had taken possession of his form.

He had kept walking along the room, but at length meeting her

fixed and singular gaze, he stopped, and standing before her,

so as fully and coolly to confront it, he said :

—

" You are surprised, daughter—perhaps justly—at least it is

natural. You do not yet understand that every minor con-

sideration, every personal feeling, every individual interest must

give way to the cause of the church: the true disciple must

forsake all, act against all that comes in competition with her

interests." *•

Blanche's very lips were colourless ; she struggled almost

vainly for words, and at last expressed herself only falteringly :
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" I trust I did know this, father ;—but Herbert—he who has

been taught to abjure—he to wed ."

" Private love or hate would have nothing to say to this step,

daughter; neither have I to argue for or against it on such

principles. I view it only as that which would add strength

to our cause, and be the means of procuring us the supplies

we need. If Herbert dislikes his cousin, the sacrifice will be

only the greater."

Blanche did not argue on the ground of her being his cousin,

well knowing that a papal dispensation was, in such cases, readily

obtained to obviate all such scruples and difficulties ; but the

thought being one unspeakably repugnant to her, she articulated

the words :

—

" But, father, a heretic !"

" A young one, however, and by all accounts, a gentle : she

would soon be won over to the church," he interposed.

" Her father would not," Blanche urged ; " and he has much

influence with her; more perhaps than Herbert would ever

acquire."

" Very probably ; but that influence will soon be at an end

:

Lord St. Clare must resume his parliamentary duties."

*' How mean you ?" Blanche demanded, struck by the sig-

nificancy of his manner.

" Simply as I speak, daughter ; if Lady Edith is consigned

to a husband's protection, her father will be more at liberty to

attend to public affairs than he now feels himself, when devoted

for her sake to a retired country life ; and while he is engaged

in assisting to form laws against us, his daughter's marriage

may have contributed to annul those laws for ever."

This speech was intended to allay the suspicions which the

look and manner that attended his former one, had excited.

Blanche was satisfied ; her overwrought and visionary mind did

not possess half the native acuteness of her simple, inexperienced

cousin's. But devoted though she was to her religion, and what

she termed the destruction of heresy, her brother's union with
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her cousin was too agonizing a prospect to be contemplated

without a struggle. The form of her dying -mother seemed to

rise up and forbid such banns.

After a little deep reflection, an argument occurred to her, and

she asked the priest " if he thought Lord St. Clare would consent

to such a marriage ?"

" If his daughter's mind was set upon it," was the reply.

" But if Lady Edith's mind, so far from being set upon this

object, had actually tak^n another direction—if she preferred

another to Herbert ?" Blanche again urged.

Garnet looked at her in some doubt, and said " he believed

the case would then be hopeless, but he conjectured that there

was no fear of this. In fact, combining the intelligence he had

received from the miller of Guy's Cliff, with that which he had

procured from Herbert himself, he believed that the only diffi-

culty would rest with Lord St. Clare, and that his kindness to

his nephew, and his fondness for his daughter, would surmount

that. He therefore affirmed his belief that there was no real

obstacle."

" Indeed, father, I think—I know there is," said Blanche ; and

she cast her eyes upon the floor.

" You perplex me, daughter ; explain yourself ; who, or what

is this other object you hint at ?"

" Captain de Lacy, whom we met upon our road to Leaming-

ton ; and you desired me if I should meet him at Coombe, to

renew the acquaintance, and ascertain, if possible, how he might

be affected to our cause. I had small opportunity to do so, but

I found he was likely to be the unyielding friend of the St.

Clares, and I am sure that Lady Edith, at least, is likely to be

his."

" Hah !" said the priest, thoughtfully, as he mused over the

recollection of the discourse at Guy's Cliff; "but how did you

know this ? did he tell it to you himself ?"

" Oh, no, no," she quickly replied, and slightly coloured. But

she could not answer the first query—she could not tell how she
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knew the fact she asserted. The truth was, she had not suffi-

cient ground for -the assertion. Her own feelings had, in a

degree, enabled her to guess at Edith's, when she saw the look

with which she regarded De Lacy and herself, at the moment

when his mention of Sir Guy's Well had produced such em-

barrassment ; and she thought she could not be altogether wrong

in conveying to Garnet an idea which might cause him to resign

a speculation, that was as surprising as painful to her to

hear of.

" I cannot tell you how I learned this, father,'* she added

;

" but I do know it ; and this is, I believe, the source of Lord St.

Clare's coolness with that cavalier. I feel certain that one who

has been attached to De Lacy would never willingly marry

Herbert Cunnyngham."

Garnet was silent some minutes. He treated the opinions of

Blanche with much greater respect than he showed to her

brother's ; and after this thoughtful pause, he only said, as he

was leaving the room

—

" You are right, I believe, my child ; we will think no more of

this ; some other means must be had recourse to—for if this plan

should fail, all hope from that quarter would be ended."

Relieved from this most strange and painful apprehension, any

other proposal would have been probably acceptable to Blanche

;

and she heard some time afterwards, even with pleasure, that the

result of the Jesuit's communication with Catesby on the subject

was, that Herbert should be brought to London, and when there,

should apply to his uncle for any sums of money that were likely

to be granted, under the plea of requiring it to further plans he

had in view for himself.

Blanche, high-minded as she was in many respects, saw nothing

objectionable in this ; the sophisms of education had long over-

ruled that mind. The only thing that rendered her uneasy, was

the intention expressed by Garnet of going in person to acquaint

Herbert with the arrangements that were made respecting him.

She was aware that he was still remaining with his cousin at
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Coombe Abbey, for Lord St. Clare, being obliged to leave home

on business, was glad to accept the invitation of Lord and Lady

Harrington, to leave them there during his absence. For many

reasons she did not wish De Lacy to know that the priest was

again in communication with her brother ; as he had formerly

penetrated his disguises, she feared this would be again the case

;

and she felt he placed himself in danger of which he was uncon-

scious, by venturing into the vicinity of the person whose threats

she still remembered, but could not bring herself to divulge.

Finding, however, that nothing else would alter Garnet's pur-

pose, she was finally obliged, though with some modification, to

tell him what had passed between herself and De Lacy, conceal-

ing only the dangerous fact that the latter had become acquainted

with his person, and recognised the priest beneath the disguises

he assumed.

And now we return to Coombe Abbey, where again all was

peaceful, regular, and religious, as before the rather stirring

scene, during which we introduced our readers to that venerable

abode.
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CHAPTER XIX.

THE PRINCESS IS PRESENTED WITH A PETITION, WHICH IS UEREAFTEB

TO LEAD TO IMPORTANT RESULTS
J
BUT IN THIS CHAPTER ONLY CAUSES

LADT EDITH TO FAINT, AND HERBERT CUNNTNOHAM TO MAKE AN EM-

PHATIC DECLARATION. -

The sweet little daughter of King James, unvexed by the

collision of parties, the intrigues of courts, the factious designs

of the disappointed or the aspiring—undisturbed even by the

gay frivolities of her royal home, was spending, in the shadow of

a calm retirement, the sweet and tranquil morning of her life, to

which, from more pompous scenes, and more tumultuous times,

.

she might look back with unmingled pleasure : for memory is

a pleasure, even from the gloom of adversity, when piety, virtue,

peace, weave the mysterious links which lead back to the seasons

or scenes their presence hallowed.

Elizabeth's education in no respect differed from that of other

young ladies of high rank. In all the active, and what would

now be considered manly amusements, in which ladies then par-

ticipated, the princess, young as she was, excelled.

The example of the late queen might have contributed to

render timidity unfashionable among English dames; and courage

which, when imited to modesty, becomes the feminine almost as

well as the masculine race, was at this period deemed a necessary

part of a perfect female character. Our young princess gave her

preceptors little trouble in the formation of this fashionable cha-

racteristic : frank, ardent, highly susceptible both to enjoyment

and pain, she yielded herself with the sweet and wild vivacity of

childhood to the pleasiu*e of the moment, and pursued with a

graceful and happy sportiveness, the active diversions in which
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even such gentle and delicate creatures as Edith St. Clare did

not scruple to join.

And when on these occasions the train of the royal child sal-

lied forth from Coombe Abbey, her watchful governor was now

learning to confide in some degree to her guardsman a charge he

seldom delegated.

Circumstances, however, were preparing the way for our hero's

removal from that peaceful post, and conspiring to involve him

more deeply than he had anticipated, in the events then pending.

The princess was one day presented with a billet, elegantly

and most elaborately ornamented, even after her own taste and

style ; threads of floss silk were curiously entwined in the wax

that sealed it, and the inscription wrought in letters of gold. The

power of dispensing favours among her establishment being

lodged in her own hands—a power she had already learned to

prize—it was customary for petitioners at once to present their

claims to herself; and having carefully unwrapped the pretty

billet, not suspecting from its appearance the quarter whence it

proceeded, with a lively laugh of surprise she read its contents

aloud. It was a petition for a few days' leave of absence from

the captain of the guard.

" Shall we not summon our petitioner to appear in person ?'

she said. And accordingly De Lacy soon after entered the room,

and approaching with sundry deep reverences the chair where

the royal child sat with a half-laughing assumption of regal

dignity, she held his note towards him, saying, " We would

know, sir captain, wherefore this petition was not proffered in

person ?"

"It was a request for absence, so please your highness,"

"William, with becoming gravity, replied; "and if offered in

presence, the petitioner might then pray to have it reversed.**

" My Lady Harrington," said Elizabeth, rising from her seat,

" ought not our captain to have served my royal namesake, our

late illustrious queen? But fare thee well, sir captain; thy

petition must be granted, were it only to test thy sincerity."

William might now have been placed in an awkward dilemma
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by his complimentary speech, but a circumstance that was far

more distressing to him delivered him from a lesser perplexity.

Lady Edith, who had been for some time struggling with feelings

that were known only to herself, was overcome by the tones of

lightness that fell so heavily on an aching heart, and a deathlike

paleness overspread her face, as, after an attempt to leave the

room, she sank down on a seat, overpowered with faintness.

The little princess flew to her side, and, with the tender and

prompt sensibility of her nature, threw her arms about her, and

called on Lady Harrington. By a natural movement De Lacy

was also at her side, and the circumstance caused an exertion on

her part she might not otherwise have made. She caught the

arm of Lady Lucia, and begged her to accompany her to her

apartment, pleading a sudden illness.

They withdrew, leaving the rest of the party gazing after the

faltering steps of Lady Edith with surprise and concern. One

of that party would have given much for the liberty of assuming

Lady Lucia's place, and possessing even a few minutes' con-

versation with her friend; but De Lacy could only vent his

feelings in a very deep sigh, which being an unusual sound with

him, might have attracted a portion of sympathy to himself ; and

he coloured deeply on finding by the looks that were directed to

him, that he was indeed considered entitled to it. With a low

salute to the princess and ladies in company, he withdrew in

silence, and meditated in the cloister-aisle on Lady Edith and

her illness.

Meanwhile Lady Lucia, having deposited her charge safely on

a couch, much surprised her with the kindly-meant assurance

that there was no real cause for her uneasiness or anxiety ; for

she was convinced all would soon be happily arranged, as she had

every hope and expectation that the princess would use her

intercession to have Captain de Lacy restored to his father's

rights. " And then," she added, " he will, my dear, you know,

be a chief of the savage Irish, and you will be a petty princess

of the savages, and of course rule both him and his subjects ;

for being then a knight ^"
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Edith interrupted a further description of future greatness by

looking into her face with a grave unembarrassed countenance,

and expressively saying, " If he were a prince, it would make no

difference to me."

The manner in which these words were pronounced puzzled

Lady Lucia more than the words did. She could have accounted

for them on the principle rather singularly expressed by a poet

of later days

—

** The rank is but the guinea stamp,

•fhe man's the gold for a' that ;"

but there was something in the look that put her discernment

and wit at defiance, and forced her to think that some other

ground than De Lacy's temporal circumstances existed for the

alienation that had occurred between him and the St. Clares.

Their further discourse was prevented by a message from

Cunnyngham, requesting to see his cousin. He had gathered

that her sudden indisposition was in some way connected with

something that had occurred respecting Captain de Lacy, but

knew not the real cause, in which he was himself implicated.

It was this :

—

In consequence of the representations Blanche had made to

the priest, he had relinquished the intention of going himself to

Coombe ; and by his direction she had written to her brother,

requesting him to meet her at Cubbington Grange, for the

purpose of accompanying her on a visit to a relative, the

sister of Lord Monteagle, who desired to be acquainted with

them both. This letter had reached Herbert the day before, and

Lady Edith was aware that in compliance with its request he

intended to set out that afternoon for Cubbington. He more

than suspected that there was something connected with the

proposed excursion that had a deeper purpose than the cautiously-

worded letter unfolded ; and his agitated and rather embarrassed

manner, combined with the accidental coincidence of De Lacy's

petitioning for absence at the same time, had produced on poor

Edith the effect already described.

Most of the rooms in Coombe Abbey communicate one with
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another : in an ante-room, leading into her sleeping apartment,

Edith reclined in a large chair, her head resting against it, and

her face covered

with her hand.

Her cousin came

quickly across

the floor, and

resting his arm

on its back, bent

over her as she

lay in it, pale

from recent agi-

tation.

Conscious of

his presence, yet

unwilling to meet his looks, she did not imcover the face where

traces of the tears she had shed were yet visible ; and without

noticing him, waited to hear what he had to say.

The sensitive and jealous-feeling young man was displeased

with this.

" Edith," he said, petulantly, " I am going to free you from

my presence: you may spare me a look. Those who remain

here to share them are more precious to you."

" I do not know that, cousin," Edith remarked, removing her

hand and raising her clear, calm eyes, full of sorrowful affection,

to his face : but after uttering the words she blushed deeply, on

remembering that De Lacy, to whom her cousin evidently

alluded, would not remain behind him.

He misunderstood, as persons often do, both the words, the

blush, and the look ; and when she hastily added, " But you

also go, to one at least, more precious to you than I am," his

look, his tone, were earnest even to solemnity, as he whispered,

in a voice hushed like that of one who witnesses the instant

approach of fate

—

" Edith ! earth contains nothing—and you know it—so

precious to me as you are."
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CHAPTER XX.

BEING MERELY A CONTINUATION OF THE PRECEDING CHAPTER.

For the first time Edith felt an alarmed suspicion of the nature

of the sentiments entertained towards her by her rather singular

relative. But before she could frame a reply, Herbert, in whose

breast the long-prisoned channel of feeling having once burst

its bounds, rushed on with an unexpected vehemence that alarmed

yet affected his cousin, flung himself before her, impassioned

emotion mingling with awfulness in his look, voice, and manner.

" Edith," he murmured, " this moment places my fate in your

hands—at your disposal for ever. Say one word and I leave

all—renounce all—all that I have been taught to deem sacred."

His voice grew husky, his tongue almost sounded against the

parched palate, and Edith felt rather than heard the few em-

phatic words that followed. She was bewildered, terrified, yet

agitated almost to tears ; for it is hard to witness strong emotion

in men and be unmoved.

Making an effort to rise, she unconsciously laid her hand upon

his brow, and pushing his head slightly back, said, in a soothing

yet trembling tone

—

" Surely, most surely, Herbert, as a cousin, nay more, a

brother, I have ever loved you."

In an instant, as by an electric stroke, Herbert had sprung

up and was before her with bent brows and an altered aspect.

NO. VI. R
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"It is SO, then—^this is my unasked-for portion, while that

which alone I desired is given unsought "

Edith sprung to her feet, and with a motion of her hand, which

nearly touched his lips, repelled the words she could not so

quickly silence by her voice.

" Stop, Herbert !" she then said ;
" if you pronounce the words

I fear you were about to utter, we part now for ever, for my
father will not subject me to insult. Nay, I want no excuses

—

if you would make amends hear me in quietness. Hitherto I

have bestowed upon you that regard and affection which, as a

relative, and, I feared, an unhappy one, might be deemed your

due. I pleased my father by doing so, and I even indulged the

hope of making you happy, by leading you, when prejudice was

removed, to find a peace to which I fear you have yet been a

stranger. I knew no reason for restraint with you ; I sought

your confidence and gave you mine ; as a brother I wished to

regard you, and my most anxious wish was to be regarded as a

sister. Your church admits no other sentiment between such

relatives as we are ; could I have supposed any other might be

entertained, my conduct from the first should have been very dif-

ferent: I sought to win your affection towards us as relatives
"

" And sought it too effectually," Herbert muttered : but with-

out seeming to hear the interruption, Edith went on and hastily

concluded by saying

—

" Henceforth both my sentiments and manner towards you

must be regulated by yom-s to me."

She passed through the open door into the ante-room as she

spoke, and Herbert stood looking after her with a gaze such as

might be expressed from a mind conscious of deliverance from

the commission of an awful deed, though that deliverance were

effected by the destruction of the mortal affections that were

hurrying him to it.

"Farewell, then," he hoarsely murmured to himself; "one

word from thee and I had perchance bartered eternal for the

hope of temporal bliss."
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He dropped heavily on the chair she had left, and spreading

his arms on the small table beside him, laid down his head upon

it and groaned aloud.

Edith heard that groan, and it reached her inmost heart ; she

wished to return, to soothe the tortured spirit whose voice it

uttered ; a movement allowed her to see him ; his long silken

hair lying over the countenance that had perhaps grown calm

from excess of mental emotion—for there is a height of feeling

that seems to seal up the fountain whence expression flows, and

a dreary blank alone may tell of what is passing in the secret

chambers of the soul.

That single groan was uttered, and all was still ; it seemed

the knell of hope, of passion—the precursor of a mighty change

in the heart whence it was wrung.

Fear for one moment struggled with Edith's tenderness ; the

next, springing up with one impetuous bound, Herbert rushed

from the apartment.

As soon as he was gone regrets assailed his gentle and trembling

cousin. She experienced the fear so exquisitely painful to a

sensitive heart and an upright mind—the fear lest she might be

considered to have lightly imparted hopes she never thought of

realizing, or for her own temporary gratification have trifled

with the peace and happiness of one who loved her. She felt

she had too harshly, and with too much indignation, refuted this

idea, and, in her brief explanation of her own conduct, evinced

too little tenderness for the unhappy delinquent who might have

misinterpreted it. She was also sorry that he should depart

under the erroneous impression that there was any person more

favoured by her regards than himself : she was still more sorry

that she had not spoken to him fully and plainly concerning the

person she knew he referred to.

It appeared doubly important to do this now, because the time

for doing it had elapsed : when an opportunity is likely to be

lost it usually becomes of greater value than when it is in our

power to use it ; and after ruminating some moments in torturing
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regrets and apprehensions for the safety of the ill-assorted com-

panions who she believed were to absent themselves together

from the abbey, she came to a hasty decision, and, feeling

another moment must not be lost in summoning an attendant,

she flew through the ante-

room, down the long gal-

lery, and along the clois-

ter aisle, till, on reaching

the arched doorway, she

saw Cunnyngham's dark

green riding dress, and

the sable plumes of his

black hat, just disappear-

ing from the court before

it, as his horse bounded

off beneath the impetu-

osity of the rider.

Nervousness and tre-

mor had given an impor-

tance to her purpose it would not otherwise have possessed, and

she let her clasped hands fall on her breast, with the ex-

clamation

—

" He is gone !"

" Would you have him recalled ?'* said a grave but manly

voice beside her. And with a bound, De Lacy had almost

sprung beyond her; when terrified, she knew not why, at the

idea of his reaching the irritated Cunnyngham, she grasped his

arm with both hands, and effectually restrained him ; but the

feelings the action awakened, combined with those that already

oppressed her, quite overcame her scarcely recovered strength,

and she staggered back to the wall to support herself from

falling.

" Lady Edith," said De Lacy, after a momentary pause,

" suffer me to assist you hence. You may do so now^^

There was an emphasis on the last word that struck and
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affected Edith—it seemed to express an utter renunciation on

the speaker's part of every sentiment that might have led her to

shrink from him hitherto. Without the slightest hesitation she

instantly accepted the proffered support, and was conveyed, with-

out a word being spoken, to the gallery from whence she had come,

which, except at particular periods of the day, was usually

unfrequented. There he placed his trembling charge on a seat

in the nearest window, which having opened, he stood silent, as

if ready, yet still unwilling, to retire. Edith's head hung down

almost upon her breast, and words, if she had wished to speak,

could not force an utterance, until, placing her hands over her

face, and pressing the finger tops upon her eyes, the tears she

would have stopped streamed forth beneath them.

The eyes that looked on her were suffused : but a powerful

self-control restrained the warm impulses of a full and generous

heart. At that instant, William de Lacy inwardly prayed that

he might have strength and moral courage to adhere to the strict

line of rectitude and integrity which he had long marked out

for himself, even in the point whereon his deepest affections

were engaged. He broke the silence by murmuring only half

aloud a passage from an old translation of the Bible, not

exactly in the words we have it now, and which he knew was

familiar to her.

A sob burst from Edith's lips.

" I cannot bear this," said De Lacy : " neither can I leave

you thus without one effort to procure your peace. Pardon me,

then, Lady Edith, if I harass you by my presence, simply to

make an inquiry that may save you from future pain, which

—heaven knows—/ would not be the means of bringing upon

you—and, oh ! as you value your own peace, answer it, however

impertinent it appears, without evasion, without reserve, or, if

I may say so, without ill-timed delicacy, as sincerely as it is

put.—Say, then, is your happiness inseparably, indissolubly con-

nected with that of your cousin ?'*

The effect of this speech was not that of increasing Lady
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Edith's agitation : she was strongly impressed by the solemnity

of the tone it was uttered in ; more so than by the singularity

of the words. It did not sound like the voice of the frank, light-

hearted, pleasure-and-danger-seeking boy, whose society had

winged away the happy hours of her childhood; it bore the

deep intonation of the collected, firm, and self-renounced man,

who had contemplated, and was ready to inflict, a moral martyr-

dom on himself, if such were needful, for the weal of those to

whom he was devoted.

She looked up, and for an instant cast do\^Ta her eyes again

from those which were fastened, full of deep and serious feeling,

upon her countenance ; but recollecting how any embarrassment

at a such a question would be understood, she rapidly collected

her thoughts, and without hesitation replied to it.

" It would be weak in me to appear to mistake your meaning,

Captain de Lacy ; and I do not wish, neither do I believe I can^

mistake your motive : I feel it imperative on me to answer with

sincerity a question so seriously put. My happiness is just so

far connected with that of my poor cousin, that I cannot see

him in danger of being drawn into error, of being led into a

course that may end disastrously to himself and disgracefully to

his friends—and be happy. You, perhaps, better than I do,

know what cause there is for such apprehensions ; and may be

able, therefore, to account for aU the agitation you have seen

to-day, on other grounds than the supposition that it has pro-

ceeded from any feelings different from those which a sister

might experience for a brother in such circumstances."

De Lacy drew a long breath : her calmness satisfied him that

all was right, and the pleasure he felt at the discovery tended to

disturb the composure he had laboured so hard to acquire ; it

was perhaps with some self-restraint that he answered

—

" I am sensible. Lady Edith, of the condescension you have

shown me,*' he said. " You have satisfied me, and when you

know my motive for asking the question I did, you will permit

me to own, you have relieved me."
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As he spoke, the door at the lower end of the gallery opened,

and Lady Lucia Harrington entered it, followed by a man

bearing an architectural model, which the young lady's taste

had just completed. She started in surprise at seeing De Lacy,

leaning one hand on the window-frame, and bending with so

much earnestness over the drooping form of the lady she had left

so unwell but a short time before. He did not notice her

entrance, but Edith who did, coloured so violently that the

sudden suffusion of her pallid face first awoke his wonder

that no such blush had followed the question he had ventured

to put, and then recalled to his mind the day of his return to

Compton Revel—the day, when hopes ever since doomed to be

trampled on, were first allowed to spring into a vigorous

existence. What might have ensued from this distant vision

that called him away to that dear old Library, we presume

not to divine ; her effort to rise made him change his position,

and he beheld—for all this passed in a moment—the half

entranced figure of Lady Lucia.

At any other time, or on any other occasion, her looks would

have provoked his laughter : but at this moment there were

thoughts in his breast too deep for laughter or for smiles ; and

it was only anxiety for Lady Edith's embarrassment that pre-

vented his sharing it.

He advanced hastily to the astonished looking young lady,

and offering his hand, with the ceremonial of the time, to lead

her over the floor, briefly said, in his usual manner

—

" Lady Edith St. Clare, wishing to speak to Master Cunnyng-

ham before his departure, pursued him rather too speedily to the

court ; a renewal of her faintness was the consequence, and I took

the liberty of assisting her here ; and now, as I can resign my
charge to your ladyship, I conclude my poorer services will be

dispensed with."

He looked at Edith in saying the last words ; but though they

evidently implied a question to which, perhaps, a negative answer
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would not have been disagreeable, she bowed her acknowledg-

ments and her dismissal at once.

Lady Lucia ceremoniously returned his lowly salute; and

with seeming gravity replied, by a quotation from the still

reigning and then living favourite, William Shakspeare

—

" Sir, it is

A charge too heavy for my strength ; but yet

I'll strive to bear it, for your worthy sake."

De Lacy coloured, but unable to rally his spirits to answer

her in her own style, he again bowed his thanks and withdrew.
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CHAPTER XXI.

WILLIAM DE LACY BEPENTS OF HIS DISCONTENT GETS INTO COMPANY

HE DID NOT EXPECT, AND MEETS A TRAGICAL ADVENTUBE.

The sentiments which had caused De Lacy to desire a temporary

absence from the abbey were much changed by the circum-

stances that had just passed, and he returned to his own apart-

ments with a very doubtful opinion on the expediency of a removal

from them. The circumstances that had led him to desire that

removal were these :

—

De Lacy was not particularly fond of a life of ease and idle-

ness, but he had suffered a good deal from one of adventure

;

and the knowledge that his post at Coombe Abbey must neces-

sarily be a temporary one, caused him to reconcile himself to its

comparative indulgence and repose.

The idea of trifling away the prime of life is distressing to an

ardent and anxious spirit, but there are times when the most

active feel compelled to halt in their worldly course, or when,

without compulsion, they feel it their wisdom, to be still and wait

its fuller development.

Such a situation as this our guardsman now felt himself to be

in. Without any direct opening before him for his future career,

and unable to resolve on any permanent plan, he deemed it

expedient to use the present to the best advantage ; thus con-

tinuing day by day to turn what once was future to better
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account than he should have done had he spent these days in

forming plans and intentions which might be as frequently

destroyed. De Lacy knew the world and its trials, he was

free from superstition and its errors, yet was he able to act upon

the precept and feel the repose of the promise contained in one

sacred sentence—" In all thy ways acknowledge Him, and He
shall direct thy paths."

There was one circumstance, indeed, that had tended to

make him feel discontented at Coombe Abbey, and that was

the consciousness that his presence was an annoyance to others.

Lord St. Clare, being obliged, as has been said, to leave home,

and now freed from any fears on De Lacy's account, had pre-

vailed on his daughter to accept the invitation of Lady Har-

rington and the princess to remaiu there ; and her cousin, what-

ever might be his secret sentiments, chose to do so also.

De Lacy's sentiments were fully shared by the fair intruder,

who confidently believed her presence to be fuUy as irksome to

one of the inmates of the abbey as he imagined his was to her.

Such curious mistakes do take place in life. The person in

question was, it is true, a subordinate one ; yet Lady Edith's

gentle nature suffered much pain from this impression. Her

cousin had done all in his power to prevent frequent reflection

on this subject ; but there were times when Herbert Cunnyng-

ham had been compelled to see that Edith's coldness or restraint

towards on^ who had been an early and favourite friend, was

almost as painful as difficult to practise. For this he had, how-

ever, been greatly compensated by the fuller measure of confi-

dence that his cousin seemed then to repose in himself: she

often appeared to cling to his protection, and to seek his society.

To a wounded heart, friendship—and such she considered his

devotedness to her—is peculiarly precious.

The society of the elegant, learned, and munificent Lucia

Harrington, formed to shine in a court, yet to adorn the rural

life to which her peculiar tastes gave a lively zest, was very

agreeable to the usually solitary girl; for without kindred
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female society, female life at its best estate must know a want

;

Edith had been singularly sequestered from it; but now she

felt its charm ; the lively little princess was a constant delight to

her, and the varied society of the Abbey, from the pious abstrac-

tion of John Harrington to the merriment of the joyous Eliza-

beth, would have rendered her visit one of many enjoyments,

were it not that even the shadow of the hapless guardsman's

figure might be said to cast a shade over all these. In the

usual amusements of hunting, hawking, and archery, from which

she could not without a reasonable excuse absent herself, the

captain of the guard was necessarily a chief actor; sundry

awkward rencontres were continually occurring, which caused

pain to each, while their mutual embarrassment attracted the

notice which both were solicitous to avoid.

After his last conversation with her father, De Lacy had

avoided even an opportunity of addressing Lady Edith. He

sometimes, indeed, had observed her from his cloister window,

stealing out in the fresh early mornings of the delicious weather

that was calling all nature to rejoice in its temporary existence ;

—treading over the green sward with a step as light and buoyant

as the gentle deer, and starting with a look almost as timidly

wild and fearful, if she heard a heavy or martial step advancing.

William's smile at apprehensions, the cause of which he

could not help divining, was then mingled with much sadness

;

and not for any consideration would he have left his monastic

apartment, at the risk of realizing her apprehensions, or inter-

rupting her enjoyments.

But what had caused Edith the greatest pain was, to observe

that their manifest coolness towards De Lacy had excited the

attention of the noble heads of the establishment, and was raising

a prejudice against the young man, in whom they had placed the

greatest confidence ; while his skill in all manly and martial

exercises had rendered him an equal favourite with the little

princess, and induced her worthy governor to submit her to his
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guidance in the pursuits and sports which formed a part of the

business of life.

This William had also felt, and this it was that chiefly induced

him to wish to remove from the abbey during the prolonged

stay of Lady Edith ; for pleasant though it might have been for

him to see and hear her daily and hourly, as he then did, it

could not be pleasant to him to feel that his presence was a

source of pain to her ; that the fear of encountering him alone

haunted her perpetually, and gave a timidity and quickness to

her steps on such occasions, that would have been amusing if

the cause had been less painful ; and also to perceive that her

reserve was operating silently to his prejudice.

Lady Lucia, however, penetrated, as she thought, the mystery

of this, and kindly, though of course secretly, undertook to set

the matter at rest, by imparting her belief that De Lacy's cir-

cumstances, when deprived of his uncle's property, had caused

him to be considered an unsuitable intimate for the heiress of

Compton Revel, whose conduct towards him now was only that

which a devoted and dutiful child, fully confided in by a fond

father, should evince. And the kind inmates of the abbey

consequently took only more interest in their captain of the

guard.

This re-action in his favour unhappily came too late for him

to be benefitted by it.

Uneasy in his mind, uncertain of the course he ought to take,

and unsettled in his present situation, De Lacy hourly felt the

want of a friend, who, with more actual knowledge of the world,

and what was passing therein, than the good vicar of Leamington

possessed, might also possess such a knowledge of himself and

his circumstances as would render advice both practical and

beneficial.

One person occurred to his mind : a woman, whom he had

not met for some time, although he often heard of her. This

was the widow of one of Essex's friends, John Lyttleton, of
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Hagley Hall ; whom he had become acquainted with through

the Earl of Essex, and who, for some slight participation

in his rash designs, had been capitally convicted of treason ; a

sentence changed, by the intercession of Sir Walter Raleigh,

into imprisonment for life, with the confiscation of his property.

It was at this trying juncture that the admirable sense, firmness,

and discretion of his wife were displayed ; and after his own

liberation, De Lacy had some opportunities of seeing and serving

the unhappy lady. She succeeded in bringing up her children

in the Protestant religion, though all their father's family were

staunch Romanists ; and after his death, she managed by her

own exertions to win from King James a reversion of the

sentence of attainder and restoration of the family property.

She then retired with her children to Hagley Hall ; now of

classic celebrity, from the association of its name with that of

the noble owner whose complaints have added additional interest

to its delightful shades.

To visit this charming seat, and renew his acquaintance with

" the admirable Muriel," had been De Lacy's wish.

But the prospect of change that had a very short time

before considerably relieved the depression of his spirits, now

rather irritated and vexed him by its ill-timed occurrence. He
started from the gloomy recess of the cloister window, and,

catching up his hat, hurried out to a distant part of the park,

where, throwing himself on a slightly elevated bank, he endea-

voured to compose his mind and acquire a greater command over

it than he was conscious he possessed.

Man, or woman, governed only by feeling—it was thus he

reasoned with himself—is the most unhappy and unstable being

in creation ; the sport of circumstance, the feather wafted by the

breeze of daily life. He who is governed by principle may not

always be able to control circumstances, but will not always be

controlled by them. The creature of feeling flies to change

with the hope of obtaining freedom from its pang ; and

unsatisfied in the present, lives on the vain and still disap-
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pointed hope of the future. When principle directs our con-

duct—when the providence of God is believed to direct our

actions, to appoint our stations, and order the events of our lives,

composure is known in trial and firmness in difficulty.

It was thus he communed with himself, while his heart whis-

pered that his wish to leave the sphere of his duty had been

dictated by that restlessness which often results from such disap-

pointments as he experienced. A very short space of time, and

very slight circumstances, had materially changed his sentiments,

and were likely to change also his purposes.

William was dissatisfied with himself. Throughout the varied

events of a life during which he often seemed the subject of what

might be termed mischance, or mistake, he had endeavoured, as

far as he could, to act with the firmness and decision of purpose

which he believed became one who sincerely sought to be guided

in safety and honour through the difficult path which, as a

Christian man, he was called to tread in his passage through a

rough and disappointing life. That he had not been quite right

in wishing to abandon his post at Coombe Abbey, he now began

to suspect ; but he took himself jealously to task as to the reasons

that would now induce him to alter his purpose, and he reddened,

though the deer and the birds alone were around him to see the

fact, on hearing the answer which his own heart gave to the

inquiries.

" No,'' he said to himself, springing from the bank on which

he lay—" no more versatility—Lady Edith St. Clare shall be

freed from both her tormentors at once ; and enjoy these shades

in peace until she returns to the dearer ones of Compton Revel."

The next morning, at a very early hour, De Lacy departed on

his intended excursion : he went unattended, a small mail being

affixed to his high saddle. The military dress he usually wore

was exchanged for that of a private gentleman : a doublet of

dark quilted silk, a stiff, small ruff, a short dark riding cloak,

large boots armed with spurs, and a belt, which supported a

sword and brace of pistols.
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His road was uninterrupted by any accident or event until he

had nearly reached the extremity of the county of Warwick,

when, beginning to feel some uncertainty as to the route he

must pursue to Hagley, he perceived a horseman before him, and

quickening his pace soon overtook him, and made the inquiry

he wished to have answered.

The person he addressed turned towards him, and was pre-

pared to reply, but, looking hard at. him, said he should know

both the voice and countenance of the cavalier who had addressed

him, asking, after a moment's pause, if he were not De Lacy,

the follower of the late Earl of Essex. William bowed a reply,

and regarded the interrogator without being able to return the

recognition, until he mentioned having met him in the Tower

when visiting his cousin, Mr. John Lyttleton. The fact of

former and mutual acquaintance having been adjusted, they rode

on in company, and his companion informed De Lacy that, to

the best of his belief, the lady he was going to visit was absent

from Hagley Hall, which retreat she often left in order to afford

her children, to whom she was devoted, the advantages of society

or education.

The prospect of finding Hagley deserted was a great disap-

pointment to William, who expressed it so forcibly that Mr.

Lyttleton, after some inquiries as to his present manner of life,

prospects, and soforth, proposed that he should accompany him

to the house of a friend, where he intended to spend the night,

and would ensure him a welcome ; enforcing the proposition with

the argument that there he would obtain positive information

as to the absence of Mrs. Lyttleton.

De Lacy, as evening was drawing in, readily availed himself

of the proposal ; and the riders turned into a road leading to a

place named Henlip, in Worcestershire.

Henlip Hall was one of those singular structures which bear

evidence of having been erected at a time of civil strife, danger,

and insecurity ; containing numerous secret modes of ingress and

egress ; staircases conceale,d in walls, and hiding-places formed
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in chimney-pieces; trap-doors, dark passages, underground

apartments, and all the devices that could well be imagined,

to facilitate the concealment of suspected personages, or the

admission and escape of those whom justice pursued. De Lacy

followed Mr. Lyttleton through several apartments to a remote

part of the mansion, where the servant who preceded them, and

had orders to that effect in the case of the latter, threw open a

door and ushered them at once into a room where several gentle-

men were sitting in conference at a large table.

De Lacy instinctively started in surprise, at seeing thus

suddenly presented to him, the soldier he had seen in Flanders,

Guy Fawkes, Mr. Catesby, Mr. Rookwood of Cubbington, Mr.

Grant of Coventry, Tresham, and some others whose persons

were unknown to him. The master of the house, Mr. Habington,

—

son of the cofferer of Queen Elizabeth, by whom it was built,

and who had himself been confined in the tower for six years

for aiding Babington's plot for the restoration of the Queen of

Scots,—came forward to meet them with a smile of welcome.
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yet with a glance that spoke an interrogation concerning the

uninvited guest.

In answer to it, Lyttleton drew him aside, and whispered for

some moments ; at which his host, looking up in evident sur-

prise, said only

—

"And is that all?"

The rest of the party meantime averted their faces ; and Mr.

Habington, having probably ascertained the amount of his

friend's knowledge respecting the person he had incautiously

brought among them, approached De Lacy and invited him

to repair to the banquetting room, which he said they had but

just left; and, making a slight signal to Lyttleton to remain

behind, he attended the astonished young man to the hall ; then,

under pretence of giving directions to the servants, almost

instantly withdrew, and left him alone.

William could well imagine that his host had quickly rejoined the

party from amongst which he saw he had himself been cautiously

withdrawn ; and deeply did he now feel the unpleasantness of

his situation. To act the part of a spy in a house where he had

been kindly received, and would probably be hospitably enter-

tained, was foreign to his nature ; to appear on friendly terms

with men whose principles he abhorred and whose conduct he

condemned, was as much so ; and while he was employed in

despatching the plentiful supper which had been set before him,

and for which a long day's ride had fully prepared him, he came

to the conclusion that the most honourable, safe, and straight-

forward mode of procedure would be at once to depart, without

even taking leave of his host, from a house he had incautiously

entered, and thus avoid all explanations or provocations that

might otherwise ensue. With this intention he swallowed his

food with all possible rapidity, and desiring his horse to be

brought out, he left a message with a man he met in the hall,

and supposed to be one of the household domestics, for Mr.

Habington and Mr. Lyttleton respectively ; and thinking his
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course was clear, he had issued from the house, and passed

some distance from it, with the idea of meeting his horse and

expediting his retreat, when, to his great surprise, he beheld

Blanche Cunnyngham and her brother slowly moving along

a walk at a little distance, towards a small but thick plantation,

which they entered.

A thought occurred to De Lacy, which, without an instant's

consideration, he acted upon ; it was to go and speak to them

both. The reasons that influenced him in avoiding any rencontre

with Cunnyngham while at Coombe Abbey, did not exist here

;

and moreover, the presence of his sister would be a safeguard

against any outbreak of passion which William was sensible he

could not always trust himself to avoid : and so he precipitately

darted after them into the grove ; but then was obliged to pause,

being at a loss how to proceed. It was a sort of labyrinth, where

persons might walk, unperceived by each other, in different tracks.

He proceeded by chance, and before long reached a small temple,

where he foimd Herbert leaning against a pillar at the entrance

:

one arm rested upon it, the other was placed in his side; his

forehead was pressed on his open hand, and so absorbed was he

in thought that De Lacy only attracted notice by pronouncing

his name.

He looked quickly up, and, gazing on him, exclaimed—" Cap-

tain De Lacy ! what brings you here ?"

" It might not surprise you. Master Cunnyngham," said

William coolly, " if I were here in the king's name to arrest you

for combination and conspiracy."

Herbert became pale; his knees slightly trembled; but

manning himself against a fear which De Lac/s appearance told

him was unfounded, he answered somewhat contemptuously

—

" I recollect, now, that Lady Edith St. Clare seemed to think

you desired to bear me company."

De Lacy's anger was excited at this allusion ; but mastering it,

with an impatient wave of the hand, he said

—
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" Let not that name be mentioned between us ; I respect it

;

and neither wish to anger you, nor to be angered by you. As

for my being here, it is accidental ; I met Mr Lyttleton on my
road to Hagley Hall, who invited me to rest here ; had I been

aware of the society I should have met, you may be sure I would

have avoided it. I was mshing quietly to get away when I saw

you ; and my purpose in following you was to talk calmly to you,

and, if possible, to awaken you to a sense of the danger, and I

fear guilt, of the course you are pursuing. It is far from ray

wish to injure or harm you, but I will not suflfer you to injure

those whose noble minds are incapable of imagining the baseness

of such a course. I believe you are made, or will be made, the

instrument of more guilty and abler hands ; but the vessel that

leads on to the whirlpool is not in greater danger than that

which follows in her wake. Be warned, I pray you, in time

—

for your mortal security now—for your soul's sake in the life to

come."

Cunnyngham's head was bowed ; a flush of shame, anger, and

darkening emotions was on his brow; but with these, better

feelings were struggling at his heart. The consciousness that the

bold speaker was in the right, lay secretly there ; but many and

deep prejudices forbade him to own, even to himself, that this

consciousness was felt. And later feelings rose up to aid the

principles in which he had been trained, and urged him to resist,

or resent, the interference of one whose very look he had always

instinctively shrunk from.

So tossing the plume of his high hat over his brow by a

haughty movement of the head, he drew himself up into an

attitude that spoke of defiance, and answered

—

" I know not, Captain de Lacy, nor perhaps do you yourself

know, what right you have acquired thus to address me ; and in

what manner you have obtained so much information concerning

my affairs, is an equal mystery."

" As to my right to address you as I do," said William, coolly,
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" I possess the right which every true and brave servant of his

majesty has to address a ," he was going to say traitor, but

recollecting that his knowledge of the machinations of Cunnyng-

ham's friends would not warrant him in using the term, he changed

it into—" one who is leagued with dangerous and suspicious cha-

racters—the associate of such persons as Mr. Catesby, Winter,

Wright, Tresham, and the adventurer Fawkes, who they have pro-

bably brought hither as the instrument of executing the counsels of

those who ought to be occupied in other matters. This then is

my right to address you. I am a Briton, and a soldier. Now
for the manner of my information. I have tracked the Jesuit

Garnet through all his disguises, from the hostelry in Flanders to

the old chapel at Compton Revel. I heard him speak of Lord

St. Clare at the former place, and witnessed his interview with

the soldier, Guy Fawkes. I met him at Warwick, travelling with

your sister ; I followed him when he went to Compton Revel to

meet you ; I saw him suspend the signal of the scarf to attract

your notice ; I watched you till your meeting at the chapel ; I

heard all that passed there."

" The manner was certainly worthy of a gentleman and a

soldiery"* Cunnyngham,' with a blanched and quivering lip, and

a galling emphasis on the last words, here interrupted. " Cap-

tain de Lacy, since you did act the listener on the latter occasion,

I can imderstand the source of your interest in me ; yet I believe

your efforts to injure me in Lord St. Clare's opinion, will not

have the effect of raising you in his daughter's estimation."

During the first sentence of this speech, De Lacy had hastily

unbuckled his sword, but without unsheathing it, he flung it

behind him with an impetus that sent it shivering in its bright-

ness over the tops of the adjoining shrubs, to the great danger,

certainly, of any unfortunate head which it might come into

conjunction with.

" Now then," he cried, " as I would use no other weapon, I

can trust myself to speak with the nephew of Lord St. Clare :"
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but as he spoke the words, his arms were powerfully grasped

from behind, and an exclamation of surprise or terror burst from

Cunnyngham, on seeing Fawkes and three or four others rush

suddenly upon him, and, passing a handkerchief before his eyes,

hurry him away with a rapidity that scarcely allowed even the

looker-on sufficient time to know what passed.
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CHAPTER XXII.

A CHAPTER OF STRANGE EVENTS.

The fact was, that De Lacy had left his message with Thomas

Bates, Catesby's servant, instead of one of the domestics of the

house; and this man, being himself one of the conspirators,

suspecting that his hasty departure proceeded from some object

which might prove dangerous to their cause, hastened to give

them intelligence of his suspicions ; in consequence of which

they, having cautiously followed him through the labyrinth, dis-

covered how dangerous a guest they had received.

The history of this Bates was singular : he was an attached

and faithful servant to Catesby, and followed him through his

career of danger or mystery with fidelity and zeal. The anxiety,

however, with which his movements were regarded by his servant,

attracted Catesby's notice ; and he finally became convinced that

the man knew, or suspected the plot in agitation. The conspi-

rators were at the time much in need of assistance in the labours

in which they were engaged; and accordingly, observing one

day this anxious regard bestowed upon him by his servant,

Catesby called the man to him, and demanded if he knew what

was going on.

Bates replied that he knew a plot was on foot, and he sus-

pected it afiected the House of Parliament, because he had been
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sent to take a house adjoining it in Mr. Percy's name. His

master, after some fm-ther talk with him, administered the oath

of secrecy, and then divulged the scheme. The servant left him

with an enlightened mind and a burdened conscience. He
sought relief to the latter in confession to the Jesuit, Tesmond,

and submitted his scruples to the decision of the minister of

religion ; and being then satisfied that the design had the highest

spiritual sanction, that the church approved, and her most zealous

ministers, as far as in them lay, co-operated in it, he joined his

master and his confederates, and learned to impute the strivings

of conscience to the frailty of nature, instead of to the strivings

of that Spirit, which, until the human conscience is seared as with

a hot iron, ceases not to testify against the wickedness of men.

De Lacy, whom we have left in a critical position to make

this digression, was hurried oif by a private entrance to an upper

apartment, as he supposed, of the house he had left ; and being

put very unceremoniously within the door, the party secured it

behind him, leaving him at liberty to free his own eyes, to

survey his lodging, and to ruminate on his state.

Not a word had been exchanged ; and the rapidity of the

movement, and the confusion caused by a totally unexpected

event, rendered him scarcely sensible of what had passed. He
found himself standing alone in the room to which he had been

led, or rather dragged, with such sensations as we experience

on first awaking from a startling dream, in uncertainty as

to whether we labour under an imaginary or real evil. But the

plain matter of fact was there before him, and he could not long

fancy he had been dreaming. His survey of the apartment was

not calculated to render him more comfortable. It was long in

proportion to its width : there were no windows, and the light

was only conveyed from a sort of cupola in the roof, in such a

manner as to fall directly in the centre, where a table and a

couple of chairs were placed beneath it. The rest of the room

was left considerably in shade ; but its general aspect conveyed

strongly the impression that it was intended to serve all purposes
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for those who occupied it, to be at once sitting-room, sleeping-

room, eating-room—in a word, prison-room.

Daylight was almost retiring ; William instinctively moved

into the partially-lighted circle; his reflections were not the

most agreeable. That his conversation with Cunnyngham had

declared him to be a dangerous guest among such company as

the house contained, he now knew, but the probable issue of this

affair he could not divine. That the alternative of joining a

band of traitors, or submitting to a long captivity, or perhaps

even death, within these walls, might possibly be presented to

him, he began seriously to think : the prospect was not a pleasing

one ; but to add to its bitterness, arose the thought of the doubts

which his absence would create ; of the conjectures it would give

rise to, perhaps prejudicial to his fame ; and the grief—" Oh,

no !" he exclaimed aloud, " no human being will grieve for me !

I have done much, ventured much, for those who will care little

for my fate ; yet not a tenth of what I would still gladly do if

they never bestowed a thought on aught concerning me ; and if

I perish, I will perish with a true heart."

The determination braced the nerves that had been somewhat

relaxed. The conviction that he had not knowingly or rashly

placed himself in danger, also occurred to cheer him ; and man-

ning himself in the belief that he had in all things desired to act

with integrity and honour, he sought composure to his mind, by

committing himself and his concerns into the hands of a

righteous God, who he trusted would not suffer the mirighteous

cause to prosper. It is wonderful to experience the effect which

a mental act, simple in itself, yet often most difficult in its per-

formance, has in producing the calmness which is so beneficial in

trying circumstances. It is not of the scarcely intelligible

prayer which the lip that seldom prays, breathes in danger or

distress, we speak, but of that self-surrender, which the soul of

the believer makes, in the full reliance of faith, to an omnipotent

God.

While thus engaged, day-light had entirely withdrawn from
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the narrow limits into which its rays were circumscribed ; and

De Lacy at length became sensible that that circle had become

much more enlightened by means of a lamp which was suspended

above it, and which, without any visible mode of illumination,

more than supplied the place of the light of day.

The reflection that Cunnyngham would take advantage of his

absence to create an erroneous opinion of his conduct or

character, and to prosecute his own ends in the family of Lord

St. Clare, was what chiefly tormented De Lacy, and distracted

all his efforts at composure and resignation. The prospect of

a protracted imprisonment was, as these reflections occurred,

worse to him than death, and shrinking from it with a half-

uttered groan, he stretched out his limbs to their full extent as

if every member stiffened under the silent apathy of despair.

Nevertheless such was not the abiding feeling in the young

man's heart ; it might have looked in there to shed a Decem-

ber influence over a region usually kept warm by a July sun

;

but the righteous, saith the Scripture, is bold as a lion, and

De Lacy was soon himself again, under the firm conviction

that all would yet be right.

Wearied with the events of the day, he looked towards the

stretcher that stood in one end of the room, but could not make

up his mind to take possession of it. Situated as he was, among,

as he had reason to think, men whose lives, and hopes, and

fortunes depended upon concealment, he felt more master of

himself while retaining his position at the table, and beneath the

light of the lamp, than he could do stretched defenceless in a

dark, and he fancied, suspicious-looking corner.

He did not actually apprehend danger, though among dan-

gerous men ; he knew that all of them, with the exception of

Bates, and perhaps Guy Fawkes, had filled the station of gentle-

men in society, and probably not one of them could be suflftciently

advanced in a career of guilt and consequently of fear, to think of

imbruing their hands in a silent midnight crime. Fawkes was one

who, as a more desperate yet devoted character, was engaged to
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fill the minor, but in reality all-important part that is to be per-

formed in every tragedy ; the hand which strikes the blow that

other heads have devised or decreed, is usually the most ignoble,

the most desperate, the most abandoned; and the name of such an

instrument is handed down to the wonder of posterity, while the

name of the prime mover—of him who toiled, and thought, and

plotted, and guided—passes into oblivion ; the man whose hand

acted is remembered, while he whose brain projected, whose

spirit guided, is unnoted.

This has been the case with Guy Fawkes, the son of a York-

shire gentleman who early in life entered the Spanish service,

and employed himself in the cause of the arch-enemy of

England and of Protestantism. His courage was animated by

the spirit of bigotry, and his firmness deepened by a gloomy

and stern fanaticism : his fortunes were desperate, and the

desperate nature of the cause in which he embarked was of

little consequence.

De Lacy knew that some of the men in whose power he

believed himself to be, were persons of high spirit, and in some

respects amiable disposition ; but he also knew that if the safety

ot their cause demanded it, even the crime of murder would be

justified in the perverted judgments that had chosen a course of

treason, cruelty, and crime, as the means of doing God service,

and shaping their own path-way to heaven.

While these thoughts passed through his mind, his hand

involuntarily found its way to his belt, and he was relieved by

finding that his pistols still hung there, though he had in such a

random manner dismissed his sword. His cloak had concealed

these, and he felt that satisfaction which is natural to a manly

breast in knowing that he should not fall an unresisting prey to

an assassin.

There is something so horrible in the idea of being killed

while in the defencelessness of slumber, that De Lacy, though as

brave as most men, could not look at the bed, which he fancied

wore a suspicious aspect, without a shudder.
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He strove to get rid of such useless reflections, and argued

thus with himself :—Death, in such a manner, is appalling, but

perhaps more so in idea than in reality ; to him who is prepared

for it, through faith in the Saviour's atonement for his sins, it

may be but the unconscious transit of the soul to a better

world—a world where crime and sin, error and disappointment

exist no more. To the man whose soul relies upon its God and

Saviour, death, in any form, ceases to wear the aspect of horror

it presents to the unpardoned sinner.

Then devoutly committing himself to the protection of

heaven, and supplicating mercy for those he was among as well
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as for himself, he laid his arm on the table beside him, and his

head upon it, and with the pistol still grasped in his hand,
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continued thus to commune with heaven and his own thoughts,

until he fell into that deep and dreamless sleep which so often

follows great excitement of mind or fatigue of body.

He awoke composed, refreshed, and quite insensible to any

disagreeable circumstances attending his situation ; and although

his sleep had been rather suddenly dissipated, he was not at first

conscious of any cause for awaking. Two minutes, however,

did not elapse from his raising his head from the table, till he

heard a slight stir at the lower end of the room ; he listened

with a startled and strained attention ; the sound he had heard

ceased, and commenced again ; it was evident that something

was moving in the dark at the lower end of the room, but if

persons were there they hesitated to come forward.

William sprung up and gazed forward into the gloom : but

he knew that the door, which was the only visible mode of

admission, was directly behind him, whereas the rustling noise

he heard came in a forward direction.

He raised the pistol and demanded to know who was there ;

his voice sounded louder in the empty room ; a quick rushing

sound followed it, and Blanche Cunnyngham advanced to the

edge of the enlightened sphere. Her appearance was impres-

sive. She came rapidly on : one fore-finger laid on her lip as

a signal to repress his voice, the corresponding finger of the

other hand, which was partly raised, pointed back over her

shoulder as a signal for retreat ; and she stood breathless,

terrified-looking,—almost, but not entirely beneath the pale lamp-

light, her figure half in light and half in shade, her long black

hair increasing the effect of the apparition, so that for a moment

De Lacy's thoughts were drawn from aught else.

Her face, indeed, he could hardly have recognised. The

statue-like repose of her beautiful features, which in general

might appear to be almost chiselled in pure marble, was gone

;

and the change produced on a countenance—the deep tranquillity

of which was only at intervals and when speaking, disturbed by
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an expression of enthusiastic feeling that flashed momentarily

across it—by the wild disorder, agitation, or fear into which it

was now thrown—was such as absorbed his whole attention.

Hers, meanwhile, was differently engaged. Still maintaining

dumb show, as if fearful that the walls had ears, she glanced

down to her own silken slippers, whose noiseless sound had

caused only the rustling of her dress to be heard, and then,

casting her eyes upon his iron-heeled boots, she clasped her

hands with a look of such dismay as, despite his situation,

brought a smile to the captive's lip.

Fully comprehending her meaning, he hastened to relieve her

perplexity, and disencumbered himself of the heavy boots:

taking them in his hand, and placing his hat on his head, with

a look of gratitude more eloquent perhaps than the words he

would have used, he signified his readiness to comply with in-

tentions which, without a word being spoken, he perfectly under-

stood. Softly, and quick as a shadow, she moved before him to

the end of the room, where the panel by which she had entered

was still open ; and De Lacy perceived that the wainscotting con-

cealed a staircase between it and the adjoining wall. At the

bottom of the stair a door was open, whence a light seemed to

stream upward, and guided their progress towards it.

He followed his noiseless guide through another low-arched door

beyond this, and down a few more steps, into apparently an under-

ground apartment, fitted up as a popish chapel. Two large

tapers, perhaps lighted for the occasion, stood burning on the

altar, and a small lantern ready trimmed was placed on the

floor.

When they entered this place, Blanche, in a voice that

breathed more of sadness than of fear, informed him they need

no longer dread being overheard ; and, passing on, left him to

perform the operation of putting on his boots again. This task

ended, he proceeded, and found her kneeling before the altar :

she heard him stop unwilling to disturb her, and, rising,

beckoned him forward.
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" If I am wrong," she said, " I have need thus to ask to be

forgiven; for this deed must remain unconfessed—may it yet

be absolved !"

" There is none can forgive sins save God only," said De
Lacy ; " therefore to him only is it needful to confess them

;

but I trust no sin may ever be heavier on your soul than that

you now incur; rather should I think that the blessing of

God, as well as the thanks of a most unworthy mortal, would

be yours."

There was no appearance of the heroine about Blanche at

this moment ; she seemed only the weak, fearing, and trembling

woman, who, in yielding to feeling, was unsustained by the

high-souled principle, the heroic spirit, which, in the cause of

rectitude, would dare to do and to suffer more than feminine

gentleness would willingly encounter.

Blanche had yielded to her natural disposition; but there

was a doubt within her heart whether any sentiments could be

right that did not co-operate with the great object so long set

before her. The minor details of that object she had not thought

of bringing before herself, and no one else had thought it

expedient to do so. Some of these now broke painfully upon

her ; her romantic imagination would have decreed the wandering

guest to be dismissed in safety and honour at whatever risk ;

but she could not feel certain that she was right in thinking or

acting differently from those on whom she had hitherto relied.

" However different," said Blanche, in a subdued and some-

what embarrassed manner, "may be the particulars of our

creeds, I believe. Captain de Lacy, that we both worship the

same God?"
" I hope—I believe so," he replied, rather at a loss as to what

was to follow.

" I believe," she continued, *' that you are one of the schis-

matics who have departed from the church ; but, although through

much error, sacrilege, and blasphemy, I believe you do worship

the same God."
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" Undoubtedly : at least we believe in one God and one

mediator between God and man "

" Enough !" said Blanche, waving her hand. " You hold,

then, that an oath pledged before the altar is a sacred thing ?"

"I know nothing of the altar," said William; "that word

belongs to what you call the old religion ; but I hold that an

oath pledged anywhere—^in a church, on a throne, in a dungeon

—is a sacred thing. We know no priest or potentate who can

absolve from such."

" Methought," said Blanche, musingly, and with a slight

degree of colour tinging her cheek, " you might consider this

place more sacred for such a purpose; it is at least more

private. Here, then, you must pledge me a solemn vow to

maintain the conditions on which your present liberty—perhaps"

—and she slightly shuddered—" your life depends."

De Lacy turned upon the speaker a calm and somewhat

reproachful eye ; and acting as if a host of armed men, instead

of one downcast woman, stood before him, he coolly folded

his arms upon his breast, and said, with firmness

—

« I will not."

Blanche started back, and, lifting her declined eyes, cast upon

him one earnest glance of surprise and alarm.

" Go, lady," he continued, " and tell the traitors, and the

priests who lead them on, that not to save a thousand lives could

I be brought to abet for one moment their designs, or to join in

their practices ; and say further, that if aught could add to my
abhorrence of these, it is, that thou shouldst be made an instru-

ment of furthering such."

A flush like that of indignation passed rapidly over the pure

pale face he looked steadfastly upon ; but it was gone as soon

as seen, and yielded to an expression that is not easily to be

described : it was that which might be traced to the sufferings of

an upright, honourable mind, endeavouring to submit with forti-

tude, and from worthy motives, to the imputation of duplicity

and dishonour.
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" It is well !" she said, after a pause : " I may have deserved

this, and should submit in silence ; yet I must declare myself the

delegate of none, the minister of nought "

" Save the angel of mercy !" De Lacy warmly interrupted,

already repentant of the idea that had occurred to him, and

convinced by her looks alone that he had wronged her. " Forgive

me—and tell me you forgive me."

" Freely," said Blanche, calmly. " It was only natural you

should think I was deputed to draw you into a connection with

us. Heaven knows this is not even my wish ! I, too, overheard

your discourse to my brother ; would that I had interposed in

time to prevent what followed !—but my own astonishment held

me a mute observer within that temple until you were too

suddenly and speedily overpowered and hurried away, for my
interference to avail—indeed it would have been worse than

useless. Had I been sooner aware of the sentiments I then

heard you express, and of the motives you had for conduct

which to us was inexplicable, you had never known me :—as

it is, strange to say, the light I have received, while it in some

degree pains me, does not excite any prejudice against you : and

the determined nature of the opposition you display is the source

of my interest, and the cause of my desiring to save you from

its unpleasant, if not fatal, results."

" I perfectly understand you," said De Lacy, frankly. " Our

feelings are alike, although directed into a different course ; and

as you would act resolvedly and rightly, according to your

views, you approve me for acting so according to mine ?"

" I do, I do," Blanche murmured. " But we must not tarry

thus. Captain de Lacy, I ma?/ be wrong, and danger and misery

may follow a step the propriety of which can only be known

by its consequences."

" Tell me, then, the conditions to which you wished me to

pledge myself," he answered.

" I merely wished you to pledge me here a solemn vow never

to reveal the events of this night—your visit here, the persons
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you have seen, and perhaps, more especially, to avoid all men-

tion of our names—my brother's at least ; on this condition my
conscience will be satisfied, for though others might not trust to

the faith of a—a—heretic, I will trust to yours."

" You may do so," De Lacy answered ;
" and glad I am that

the conditions which may tend to satisfy your mind are such as

I can willingly agree to, and without compunction observe."

And bending his knee on the step of the altar, he solemnly

promised to observe what she desired until her permission should

absolve him from secrecy.

J.C.ROBI.-JSCl

Blanche as he rose clasped her hands upon her bosom, and

lifting her eyes, stood a few moments as if engaged in prayer ;

her parted lips and every feature breathing of intense supplica-

tion, through which a gleam of thankfulness was visible, for

experiencing which she might be deprecating wrath or imploring

mercy.

Without word or sign the devout enthusiast glided away, and

De Lacy followed. A secret latch was again raised, and the

entrance of a long, narrow, and dark passage presented itself.

They went on in silence, Blanche preceding him with the lan-

tern she had taken from the chapel. A sound of breathing

NO. VI. T
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startled them—she stopped in much alarm ; a rushing sound

which quieted his apprehensions increased hers. A scream was

bursting from her lips as she fell back against her companion ;

who, almost ready to laugh, whispered the assurance that the

alarm was caused by an owl ; and the bright eyes of the bird of

night soon glared upon them to verify the assertion. Blanche

sighed deeply, from the reflection that so slight a cause had

power to affright her whose dreams of heroism had been so lofty.

The passage ended in a species of vault, which she informed D e

Lacy led by another secret passage into the stable ; and he saw

now the contrivance for escape thus provided at this mansion ;

for whilst a demand for admission or a forcible entrance was

making at the front, the retreat of the threatened party could be

silently effected at the rear.

The only difficulty now appeared in finding his horse. This,

however, happened to stand next him on emerging through the

floor into the stable. The door was easily opened from within,

and now his passage was at last clear.

»* Take not the straight road to Coombe," said the now falter-

ing voice of his fair deliverer, as he led the horse without the

enclosure that surrounded the stable, and they stood in the open

air just as the twilight of morning was beginning to blend with

the receding moonlight, and the clouds were rolling back, tinged

with a slight suftusion from the still hidden orb of day ; " ride

on to Worcester : you will thus be safe from pursuit, and may

direct your homeward route more circuitously. Above all, go

not to Hagley—you will be sought for there."

" Bless you !—Heaven with its best blessings bless you !" cried

De Lacy warmly. " Oh, Blanche, would you but listen .without

offence, or be guided by the voice of friendship and sincerity,

how gladly would I bear you from a place like this, and leave

you near your sweet cousin. Lady Edith St. Clare, in scenes far

more befitting your lovely and feminine gentleness. Blanche,

trust me as a brother, and in safety and honour I will do this."

Blanche at first recoiled as he seized her hand under the influ-

ence of sentiments he did not wish to subdue ; but on a second
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thought she yielded it to him, and even slightly pressing his in

return, said with calm firmness

—

" Farewell ! You mistake me more, far, far more than I mis-

take you. But it matters not : a day is coming that will make

all things clear, and those who now must bear shame and reproach

shall shine as the stars of heaven ! De Lacy, all that Blanche

Cunnyngham values more than life and its concerns is now in your

keeping ! Be faithful to her, if no better, no higher motive com-

mands your faithfulness."

With an effort she withdrew her hand, and in an instant he

was alone in the grey and dim twilight of morning. He threw

himself on his horse, and almost mechanically rode on as he had

been told to Worcester. Arrived in that town he felt quite at a

loss how to direct his movements. Excited, weary, and rather

agitated by what had passed, he wished for rest, and was glad

to find an inn to which, though yet early, he could procure ad-

mittance ; and while resting in it he revolved the mode of his

future proceedings.

To be true to Blanche Cunnyngham he was resolved, and

to be faithful to his country and friends he was especially deter-

mined. To return to Coombe Abbey concealing what had

passed, while ignorant of what might follow, appeared almost

traitorous. In this dilemma he found himself, and could not

see at once how to extricate himself from it.

Finally, it appeared to him desirable to expend his term of

absence in a visit to London, and there make inquiries as to the

view government entertained of the state of the country ; and

he resolved, if circumstances warranted him in doing so, to

lay before the secretary of state the apprehensions he himself

entertained as to what was going on in Warwickshire.

Any conclusion achieved by a mind in perplexity, is a relief

to it ; and William de Lacy having done this, arose and break-

fasted, and went on his way with composed, and, except when

a thought of Blanche occurred, even happy feelings.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

PROCEEDINGS WITH RESPECT TO DE liACT HIS SWORD AFFORDS

AN UNEXPECTED RELIEF.

Blanche Cunnyngham had, from a little distance, beheld

the seizure of the hapless visitor to Henlip Hall with fear

and sorrow. The event was scarcely more distressing than

perplexing to her mind: totally unacquainted with the real

world, accustomed mentally to exist in a region of her own

creation, there was something in this procedure not quite

accordant with her lofty sentiments of honour and generosity;

while common sense must pronounce it to be prudent, and

even necessary, under the circumstances in which her friends

were placed.

Blanche was gradually, and to herself imperceptibly, learning

much that she had little conception of previous to this strange

period of her life. She felt it would be vain to appeal to any

one of the men there assembled, and urge them to trust De

Lacy's honour, as she was herself ready to do ; and she feared

to risk what she was convinced would be an unsuccessful inter-

ference even with the lady of the mansion on his behalf. Percy

might probably have aided her object, but he was not at Henlip

;

and if his services could have been personally engaged, his

impetuous temper might have rendered them dangerous, by

leading to still more unhappy results, were the rash sincerity of

the captive to provoke it.
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During the few days Blanche had been at the hall, she

had made herself acquainted with all the mysteries of the

place, under the escort of Mrs. Habington, who was the

sister of Lord Monteagle, and related both to her and Edith

St. Clare by the maternal side. This lady was one of the

persons to whom the famous and mystified letter to that noble-

man has been attributed, probably with as much reason as

it has been ascribed to others. The desire of saving a brother's

life appears the most natural cause to which to ascribe that

mysterious warning that finally baffled the conspirators* designs.

Mrs. Habington conveyed her enthusiastic relative through

all the labyrinths of her singular mansion. And Blanche's tastes

led her to indulge her imagination in again roving over it, and

making herself familiar with its various contrivances. Little

did she think that she should yet have to rest her entire hopes

on the security they might afford at a still more painful time of

of trial.

Thus, being in possession of the requisite knowledge of the

place, Blanche resolved to make use of it in order to effect De

Lacy's escape, trusting to his plighted word not to render his

luckless visit the source of injury to the cause she had at heart,

or to any of those engaged in it.

Her resolution was formed while the conspirators were busied

in deep, and, it appeared, rather disputatious conference. Mr.

Lyttleton was blamed, and justly, for want of prudence in bring-

ing a stranger among them. He excused himself on the ground

of having known Captain de Lacy only when he was labouring

under the imputation of being engaged in the rebellion of Essex

;

and, believing he had led the life of a wandering soldier of

fortune till chance had brought him into the establishment of the

juvenile princess, he concluded that he would be a most valuable

coadjutor if his services could be engaged in the cause—a matter

probably, at least as he then thought, of no great difficulty, as

he too had wrongs to redress and rights to reclaim. And, in

addition to all these reasons for bringing the unfortunate hero
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among Ihem, he professed, in vindication of its prudence, his

incapability of imagining that they would be shown at once into

the chamber where they sat in full assembly, instead of being

previously received by Mr. Habington. This explanation was

not only satisfactory, but would have imparted to those to whom
it was given the hope which the speaker professed to have enter-

tained, had not the nature of De Lacy's conference with young

Cunnyngham, so far as it had been overheard, tended to exclude

the prospect of gaining him over as a willing associate in their

plans.

He was now, however, within their power ; and this circum-

stance might possess an influence, not only on the present, but

the futm-e of his career. He had already known what it was

to be suspected of disloyalty; and they were all aware that

went a good way in making a willing traitor, as the suspicion

of dishonesty does to form a rogue.

To procure the co-operation of the captain of the princess's

guard was an object of no little importance ; for a traitor of

such a rank within its walls would place Coombe Abbey and all

its possessions at their disposal.

That it was totally inconsistent with their safety to let him

depart from among them, they finally agreed ; but in what

manner to dispose of him, in the event of his proving refractory,

was a point they could not resolve on. Though in most cases

far from being, either by disposition or habit, sanguinary or

wicked men, not one of that band would have committed the

deadly sin of yielding to natural dispositions at the risk of in-

jury or loss to the cause to which they were pledged. All they

could therefore determine on respecting their perplexing prisoner

was, that an undermining process should be commenced, in order

to discover or to shake the stability of his loyal principles, which

they all were disposed to think were likely to be easily sapped.

For this purpose, the Jesuit who was domiciled at Henlip, under

the name of Hall, attired in plain clothes so as not to offend his

prejudices in the first instance, was deputed to wait on him, with
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the occasional assistance of Tresham, who, though connected

with the Cunnynghams and their cousin, was personally unknown

to De Lacy.

This arrangement made, the conspirators turned their atten-

tion to other matters ; and their conference was carried on to

a very late hour.

They were at this juncture in want of assistance both in labour

and money. Some of them were employed in hewing out a

passage for the projected mine through the foundation wall of

the parliament house ; which was nine feet in thickness, and

chiselled out with incessant toil; so that they advanced only at

the rate of about one foot a week.

Only five men were engaged in forming this mine—Catesby,

Percy, Thomas Winter, John Wright, and Guy Fawkes : the

latter, however, chiefly acted as sentinel, so tliat the labour might

be said to devolve on the first foiu*.

The general of the little band, Catesby, was now in want of

men and money, two essentials in carrying forward a revolu-

tionary scheme. The daring plan he had projected was indeed

that of a desperate and reckless man ; the more extraordinary,

too, because the testimony of history concurs in the fact of the

suspension of most of those severe penal laws against the Roman

Catholics, the enforcement of which would have given that

colouring of revenge to a scheme so deadly, which has furnished

some writers with abundant apologies for its actors.

The hope that rested on the prospect of a general rebellion

succeeding the destruction of the king and parliament might,

to an unbiassed judgment, appear a slender one ; for the great

body of the middle classes, on whom, in all popular commotions,

so much depends, was even then more Puritan than Catholic, and

much more adverse to all approximation to popery than were the

heads of the existing government.

The lower house was nearly filled with members who secretly

or openly entertained puritanical opinions, and their destruction
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might appear more likely to produce a general emotion of

abhorrence against the party who promoted such a deed, and

raise a powerful body to oppose rather than aid them.

Their prospects of foreign aid were not much better founded.

Spain, though in treaty with James, was, it is true, secretly

their friend ; but the distance was too great to encourage the

expectation of timely succour after the blow was known to have

been struck. Yet, without any more assured expectation, and in

the face of every discouragement, did the conspirators go on.

With the ulterior view of raising the country, the enlargement

of their party and the acquirement of horses and arms, were

needful steps : and the means of obtaining these had been the

chief cause of bringing them together on this occasion.

Catesby, whose dissipation had beforehand ruined his fortune,

had expended all his remaining resources in promoting the object

to which he was devoted. Tresham had recently given fifteen

hundred pounds to aid it, and Sir Everard Digby two thousand

:

but this, though very grateful, was not sufficient.

To obtain, through means of Herbert Cunnyngham, even

occasional supplies from Lord St. Clare, was a purpose which

Catesby, as well as his spiritual adviser, had in view ; and this,

as has been elsewhere stated, was one cause of his being removed

from that nobleman's society.

Fearing to appear anxious, yet bent on knowing the issue of

the midnight conference, Blanche intreated Mrs. Habington,

whose disposition she knew was kind and tender, to come to her

room so soon as she should have ascertained from her husband

its result.

True to her promise, the lady, when the conclave broke up,

hastened to her trembling guest, to whom she imparted an idea

of the prisoner's state, that was perhaps a little heightened by

the tone of her own feelings, and those of the mind that received

it. Blanche listened in wordless anxiety to her tidings, and, when

they were ended, bestowed a parting and grateful embrace on
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her friend, only inquiring if all the guests at the hall had retired

to rest ; and receiving the assurance that from great fatigue they

had all been glad to do so directly, she bade her good night, and

speedily dismissed her to the same.

But though her decision to undertake the task she assigned

herself was rapidly made, it was long before she could nerve

herself for its execution. Blanche Cunnyngham was the creature

of feeling, and on its suggestions most of her resolutions were

formed; consequently what was hasty in decision was subject

to fluctuation in performance.

When all was still, and her mind more composed, she raised

her taper, and with a quick yet fearful step glided away to the

chapel before mentioned; there prostrating herself before the

altar, she prayed for pardon if wrong ; she implored some sign,

some special miracle to interpose to prevent the step she medi-

tated if it were to injure the cause of the church.

No sign, no miracle appeared; the image of the Virgin,

to whom she had so long been devoted, and before which she

knelt, neither bowed, nor smiled, nor frowned.

"It is permitted," the enthusiast murmured with emphasis,

and started at the sound of her own voice, which, to her excited

imagination, was something more than a reverberated sound—

a

solemn assent to her supplications, repeating—" It is permitted."

A moment afterwards she had passed, almost too quickly for

thought, up the secret stair ; at her touch the panel opened, and

she was within the prison chamber.

She had extinguished her taper, conscious that darkness would

be more congenial to her feelings, and thus beheld De Lacy

sleeping calmly beneath the light that shone full upon him, while

she was shrouded in darkness.

Even while womanly feelings oppressed, and almost overcame

the convent-trained Blanche, she was not insensible to the effect

that such a scene was calculated to produce, or to the deep

tranquil repose which the figure before her exhibited.
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De Lacy's head lay on his right arm, the hand of which

grasped a pistol, which, even in sleep, seemed to be held ready

for action ; the other arm, fallen more listlessly at his side, had

thrown back his cloak, and showed a similar weapon remaining

in his belt, and the outline of a manly figure testifying to the

combined influence of weariness and repose. The plumed hat

lay upon the table ; and his hair, worn in the medium between

the effeminacy of the fashion of James's successor, Charles I.

and the stiffness of his predecessor, Elizabeth, was withdrawn

from an open forehead, and, clustering thickly round the sides

and back of the head, left fully visible a countenance on which

was depicted the impression of a mind at rest—a soul reposing

on its God—the aspect of one who had dropped into slumber

with the breathings of deep and fervent prayer upon his lips.

Could they who acted against the church be as firm in the con-

sciousness of right as they who acted for it ? was the doubt—

a

strange and perplexing one—that passed through the mind of

Blanche Cunnyngham. She could not come forward at once

to distm-b his slumbers and attract his notice ; but his sleep,

though apparently deep, had taken place amid the apprehensions

of danger and probability of alarm, and a slight sound, even the

rustling of her dress, was suflftcient to arouse him.

The next morning the captive's flight was discovered ; great

was the consternation it caused ; but none of the conspirators

suspected the cause, and Mrs. Habington afforded no room for

the conjecture that she did ; it was, then, readily concluded that

in the hurry of the moment, and being unprepared for such an

event, they had neglected to ascertain that the passages were

secured, and even one of these being discovered, the rest were

easily found out.

The fact that every mode of communication with the stables

was left wide open by the retreating party, was in itself a proof

to those left behind that no inmate of the house had treasonably

connived at his escape ; and this circumstance, which was merely
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the result of poor Blanche*s perturbation having caused her to

hurry back in a manner too discomposed to recollect to fasten

the entrances, proved a useful auxiliary in concealing the instru-

mentality employed on the occasion.

To look back, with such men as the conspirators, was deemed

as needless as it was probably disagreeable. To look forward

was aU they wished. The measures now requisite in order to

obviate the ill effects of De Lacy's escape, were all that was

thought of. Their chief consolation was, that, judging by the

style of his discourse with Cannyngham, they might conclude

that the real nature of the plot was totally unknown to him.

While these men were in a state of fluctuation of thought

and purpose, which usually ends in recrimination, confusion, and

inaction. Garnet was announced amongst them, and even his

name operated as oil upon the troubled waters.

His cool eye, glancing round the group, saw doubt, passion,

or the desire of action with the incapacity for determination,

expressed on the features before him; and scanning the com-

bined and mingled sentiments of each as he bent his knee and

received the priestly benediction, he directed to Catesby a meek

yet meaning smile, and moved onward to an inner room, followed

by this confidential friend and minister.

The intelligence, however, which the latter had to impart,

overcame the Jesuit's equanimity ; whatever concerned the

Cunnynghams touched him keenly ; so closely were they iden-

tified with all his plans, that the idea of De Lacy's probable

interference between Lord St- Clare and his nephew, filled him

with dismay, and conveyed to him the keenest pain. Catesby,

who had no private ends to gratify, viewed the matter only as

it was likely to be of danger to their cause, and to frustrate the

hope they had entertained of getting money from that nobleman.

The former fear Garnet considered as unfounded, ..for, being

well aware that Herbert Cunnyngham was himself as yet

ignorant of what was on foot, he knew that all the information
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De Lacy could give upon public matters would be nothing more

than many others were capable of imparting. The private

consequences, however, of what might be termed his mischief-

making, were, if possible, to be averted. But the means of

doing this were not easily to be found.

Unable to decide on any satisfactory measures for obviating

the evils they apprehended, Catesby and his coadjutor separated

:

and the two other Jesuits, Hall and Tesmond, were summoned

to attend the latter.

The conclave broke up without the confederated party that

awaited its issue being rendered any wiser or more decided ; it

was their policy to appear ignorant of the plot, except so far

as it was confided to them under the seal of confession ; con-

sequently Garnet never spoke of it, nor suffered it to be spoken

of except when they were alone with Catesby.

When he parted from the company of the two inferior Jesuits,

the superior walked out alone into the grove that had been the

scene of De Lacy's misadventure. Here he was soon followed

by the chief conspirator, who was desirous to obtain the counsel

which Garnet found it most difficult to give. He would, in fact,

have preferred the solitude of his own thoughts, (if we may use

that term in reference to the busy companionship they afforded,)

rather than to be thus pressed for assistance in a dilemma which,

accustomed as he was to embarrassments, he found peculiarly

embarrassing.

As they walked slowly along, Garnet, seeming to listen to

Catesby's discourse, but buried in his own ruminations, struck his

foot against a hard substance that projected partly over the

walk from among the border of trees beside it ; and, looking

down, he saw a sheathed sword lying in that position.

" It is that meddling fellow's !" said Catesby, with rising anger,

and flinging it back with his foot.

" De Lacy's ?" said Garnet, looking with an inquiring stare

in his face.
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" Yes : he threw it away, I believe, in a virtuous horror lest

he should be compelled to soil it with your friend Cunnyngham's

blood. We saved him the trouble of picking it up again."

" Gloria in excelsis !" exclaimed Garnet. " This is surely

an intervention of Providence in our behalf."

" As how, father ?" Catesby demanded, now looking in his turn

surprised. «

" Poh !" said the Jesuit, recovering his composure, " this

sword is a stronger evidence in our—that is, I would say, in

Cunnyngham's—^favour than any that its owner could produce."

" I know not, holy father," said Catesby, looking doubtful, yet

as one might look who had strong presumptions that the inge-

nuity of the person he addressed would prevail—" I know not

how you will make out the case."

HANlON.Sd

" Simply thus, my son : the case is clear, and requires no

ingenuity of mine; your own words would suffice to state it.

This rash young man, De Lacy, entertains some jealousy of

Master Cunnyngham ; the good people at Compton Revel per-
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haps will supply in their own minds any deficiency that exists

in our knowledge of the cause—however, he follows him here

;

a quarrel ensues—such, alas ! is frequently the case among hot-

headed and self-willed young men—Master Habington and sonie

of his other guests interfere; they disarm this fiery De Lacy,

and hold him responsible to justice as having expressed vindictive

intentions against Cunnyngham ;—but he runs off in the dark-

ness of night, and wishes to make good his own story among

his friends and the relations of the youth who is the object

of his ill-will:—is not this a brief statement of the case, to

the truth of which this sword, of which your late unworthy

visitor was deprived, is a sufficient evidence? You will send

it of course to Lord St. Clare, with the additional information

that concern for Master Cunnyngham's safety forbids his imme-

diate return to a neighbourhood so likely to prove a dangerous

one to him."

" Excellent, excellent, father !" said Catesby ; " but whom

could we intrust with a commission that requires address and

prudence—whom shall we find to perform this ?"

" I cannot : that man's eye is the only one I fear to meet

;

it would, I believe, recognise me when no other could—youthful

enmities are at least as strong and enduring as youthful

friendships. Some will only slumber in the tomb !"

The last sentence was pronounced in an under tone, and

closed with a sigh ; then Garnet added

—

" Where I cannot act myself, my servant Owen can ; he

shall execute this mission ; he is not only one of you^ but will

be true to the death."

"So be it, then," said Catesby, and they hastened back to

the house.

This affair having now the prospect of being satisfactorily

adjusted, the conspirators turned their attention to other matters.

A return to the scene of action was necessary ; and among other

consultations it was decreed that Herbert Cunnyngham should
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accompany them to London, and thence address to his uncle the

proposed request for a sum of money.

The latter part of the arrangement was not imparted to the

subject of it ; the former met no opposition from him. With

the indifference of one who had little to hope, perhaps nothing

to fear, Herbert received the intimation of his removal from

Warwickshire. His mind had undergone a change ;—a change

calculated to render him more of an active than a passive instru-

ment in the hands into which he had fallen.

Perhaps nature does not—common as the expression is—pre-

sent such an object as an utterly hopeless being. We speak of

hopelessness ; but Hope is an integral part of man's composition ;

it entered his soul when the Creator breathed into his nostrils

the breath of life : it has become a term for all that is shadowy,

uncertain, false:—because, formed to cast its anchor on the

rock of eternal truth, it drops it into the sliding sand of unsub-

stantial earth. Blessed and cheering principle !—how often art

thou maligned when the objects to which our vain hearts direct

thee betray, desert, and grieve us !

If ever in a mortal breast the minor hopes of life were con-

centrated into one, and that one made the turning point of

existence, it was in that of Herbert Cunnyngham at this stage

of his rather singular life. To such as know what the long-

continued and stern imprisonment of natural feeling is, especially

when excitable, keen, and disposed to tenderness, it will not

appear the language of romance to say that Compton Revel

had opened to him a vision which was as the Oasis in the

dreary desert of his existence—a bright and blessed spot, whose

brightness and blessedness was all—if the truth be told—sup-

plied by his lovely cousin—the first, the sole object of his hitherto

solitary affections—the being who formed that one nucleus with

the exception of which all that life presented was a dry and

sterile waste.

The disappointment of hope, of affection, sometimes tends to
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good : when the wild and wayward heart is made better, self-

will subdued, and peace becomes more precious to the soul

than joy ;—but to the majority it tends to evil. Passion, excited

and repulsed, seeks another and often a stormier direction ; a

heart left void of a purer hope, madly craves, even from sources

once repugnant to it, the supply for its desolation.

The last interview between Edith St. Clare and Herbert

Cunnyngham, had produced effects on the latter that rendered

him a much more pliant, perhaps a much more willing instru-

ment in the hands of the conspirators than he might otherwise

have been.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

A CONSPIBATOHS INITIATION.

The party that had congregated at Henlip Hall speedily dis-

persed, and London was the destination of the greater part.

Blanche did not wish to be again separated from her brother,

and her guardian, the priest, believed that her society would be

advantageous to him.

The return of the conspirators to the scene of their labours,

was consequently followed by that of the Jesuit and his young

friends. Lodgings were hired for the latter in the vicinity of the

house at Lambeth, engaged by Catesby at the beginning of his

design ; which was the place of habitual resort for those con-

cerned in it, and where he had stored the gunpowder brought

from Flanders. At no very great distance from this house

Herbert and his sister were now located; their abode was a

disagreeable and a poor one, but it suited their purpose and

their circumstances.

The day after their arrival there, Garnet visited them. His

discourse with them was of the nature which his almost parental

kindness might be supposed to dictate ; solicitous for their pre-

sent comfort and future repose, he seemed to have no further

object than to promote or secm'e these by such simple and com-

mon-place arrangements and precautions as would suggest them-

selves to a mind more experienced than theirs.

NO. VII. u
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By degrees he commenced to give Blanche some directions

for the guidance of her conduct, which seemed to augur that she

was to be left rather more alone than she had been prepared to

expect.

" Bide thee at home, daughter," he said ; " and be careful how,

in these riotous and disorderly times, thou venturest alone into the

streets of this city, wherein such licence is given to all unseemly

practices : shame it were but to think that thou shouldst encoun-

ter those " roaring boys," as they are audaciously termed, or the

wild 'prentice lads who have neither fear of God or man. I will

see thee at times, and methinks thy brother too will see it meet

to be much with thee, at least so much as his affairs permit ; and

to his care, now that my guardianship of him hath ended, I would

especially commend thee."

" What mean you, father ?" said Blanche eagerly, for Herbert,

though at the priest's intimation concerning himself, he rivetted

his eyes upon liim, remained silent.

" I mean, dear daughter," Garnet resumed, " that the guar-

dianship committed to me by your sainted parent, I designed in

your brother's case to relinquish so soon as he should be of an

age, and placed in a situation to think and act for himself. That

time is now fully come : he must now shape his own course

;

henceforth, only as his ghostly guide and father, can I direct,

strengthen, or assist him.

" I know, my son," he continued, now looking to Herbert,

" that I may in some points have checked thy zeal, in others op-

posed thy wishes ; henceforth in all secular matters thou art free

to act, to decide for thyself; in spirituals alone do I desire to sway

thee. Thy long-cherished expectation is now, mayhap, nearer at

hand than some of us are aware of; shouldst thou see a pros-

pect of realizing it, I would leave thee free to follow it. I de-

sire that thou shouldst neither seek my counsel nor wait for my
approval. The devout and tried friends of the church and of

their country desire thy friendship—with them, at their desire, I

shall now leave thee.''
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Herbert listened ; sternly and with a fixed eye regarding the

speaker ; he understood far better than his sister did the real

meaning and the motive of the speech. Garnet's irresponsibility

in his future disposal was very evident to him. He replied only

" I am ready," but the voice the words were uttered in, sounded

fully as much of the coldness of despondency as the firmness of

resolve.

" Brother, why thus dejected ?" said Blanche, and she arose

and bent over him. " It seems that the time so long anticipated

is about to arrive ; methought it should bring hope, and ardour,

and high resolve ; yet it seems now as if some withering chill fell

over aU hearts, and there is gloom, mystery, and doubt where we

looked for noble daring and unbending faith."

" Peace, daughter," said the priest, rather sternly :
" of late I

have noticed in thee somewhat of a questioning or repining spirit,

that savours little of the meek submission and patient acquies-

cence of the devout child of holy church."

Blanche felt she deserved the rebuke far more than the man

who administered it believed. " If I have erred, father," she

said meekly, " forgive me."

" Freely, dear child ; but this spirit must be mortified ; thou

knowest it not to be, and wouldst tremble to think it, the secret

root of heresy. Live more in thy oratory, Blanche—our care hath

provided thee with one ; pray for thyself and for those thou canst

only aid by prayer, and wait with patience, as we ourselves must

do, in the exercise of this and all other holy means, for the ap-

pointed hour when a great and glorious deliverance may, through

the mercy of heaven, hurl off the load of heresy, which, as a

fatal incubus, sits on the genius of our once enlightened and

Christian land. As for thee, my son, in that which thy sister re-

probated, I saw the germ of a new spirit arising within thee.

Thou wilt hereafter be more devoted to the sacred cause to which

thou wert dedicated. I see on thy brow, and hear in thy voice,

a resolution that dwelt not in them erewhile, that tells me the

pledge given to thy sainted parents will now hold a more sacred
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place within thy soul, and that thou wilt, indeed, be firm and

faithful even to death.

" I rejoice, my children, in the hope, the only earthly hope I

know—may its indulgence be not sinful—that the day will come

when your wrongs will be redressed, your rights restored, and the

interests of the church advanced by means of the children she

nursed in her bosom, when suffering for the faith of their fathers.

Blanche, do thou now retire to thy chamber: Mr. Catesby waits

to see thy brother ; as he knows not the town I will guide him to

the house.'*

The priest and Herbert went out together, and proceeded

across the river to a house in the Strand, near to St. Clement's

Church, where Catesby was ready to receive them. Garnet only

spoke a few words in a whisper, and withdrew, leaving his charge

in the company of Catesby, Wright, Winter, and two other men,

who were at first unknown to him, but who, he soon found,

were brothers to the two last-named gentlemen, and, like

himself, as yet uninitiated into the mysteries of the plot.

When the laymen were alone together, Catesby made an elo-

quent, though short harangue, which was received by all his

hearers, save one, with demonstrations of enthusiasm.

Afterwards he addressed the novitiates separately, and ascer-

tained the readiness of each to enter into the league and promote

the objects in view.

He did not mention the exact nature of the league or objects,

but spoke in general terms of the tendencies of both.

These preliminaries ended, the four men who were now to be

initiated kneeled upon the ground, and Catesby presenting a

crucifix to the lips of each caused them to repeat the following

oath :

—

"You shall swear by the blessed Trinity, and by the sacrament

you now propose to receive, never to disclose directly or indi-

rectly, by word or circumstance, the matter that shall be pro-

posed to you to keep secret, nor to desist from the execution

thereof until the rest shall give you leave."
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Herbert took this oath without hesitation, and without falter-

ing; twice before he had bound himself by one as solemn in

nature, less obscure in meaning, but to his heart more sacred by

circumstances. The purport of these vows he knew beforehand

;

he was unacquainted with that of the present, but he was also

nearly indifferent to it ; he felt himself to be in that state to which

any change is desirable ; he took the oath, therefore, without

much, if any, reflection upon the precise nature of the matter it

might refer to.

As soon as they had all thus solemnly bound themselves to

secrecy, Catesby threw open a second door, leading towards the

rear of the house, and conducted his new partisans to an inner

chamber, at one end of which a Romish altar such as could

be then erected, had been fitted up; here stood Garnet the

Jesuit, robed for mass, which he then performed for the benefit

of the five men who were the only persons present.

The oath they had taken was to be ratified by the sacrament.

The host was presented to each, but before receiving it, the
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right hand of the novitiate was held over the paten, and that

binding and awful clause added to the vow recently made, which

was doomed hereafter to sound fearfully in the secret soul of one

at least of those who then repeated it.

" So help me this holy sacrament of God's body in form of

bread here present, to my salvation or damnation."

Then, and then only, did a thrill of undefined, unutterable

dread, creep to the chilling heart of Herbert Cunnyngham. It

was a passing, momentary presentiment of future horror ; but it

passed quickly away, the nervous trembling of his lip subsided,

the pulse of life again throbbed regularly, he received the con-

secrated wafer, and arose a sworn and banded traitor.

As soon as they left the presence of the officiating priest the

nature of the plot was revealed, and for a time it confounded

Herbert. He had arisen from the altar ready for action, impa-

tient for change, anxious to lose the sense of internal misery in

the tumult of external excitement. What he heard of was

different from all he had expected, from all he had ever fancied,

and from all that he at present wished for.

He had looked for some bold and open attempt at a revolution

—

the landing of troops from Spain or Flanders, and a public insur-

rection—in the hurry, tumult, and strife of which, a temporary

relief to mental unhappiness, and to the effects of morbid feeling,

might be obtained ; and latterly—for hope had still lain at the

bottom of the heart that was beset ^vith so many evils—he had

with the disposition natural to youth, permitted himself to dwell

on the romantic idea of being, during this civil convulsion, in some

way able to serve or save his gentle cousin, and entitling himself,

even yet, to her regard, or at least to her gratitude. It is not to

be wondered at, then, that he seemed like one panic-stricken on

hearing of the obscure and deadly plot in which he was now irre-

vocably engaged. Catesby noticed his aspect, and thought the

scheme was less palatable to him than to his confederates.

" Are we all aware," he said, " of the penalty attached to the

violation of this oath ?"
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" I suppose so," Cunnyngham replied, for though the question

was general the speaker looked fixedly at him. " But let us

hear it."

" Death—instant death—without benefit of clergy," said

Catesby sternly, glancing his eye to the hilt of his own sword.

Herbert smiled, almost scornfully. The circumstances, he said,

which could make a man break a vow so awfully sanctioned,

would render death, mere bodily death, desirable : and a senti-

ment akin to contempt for the character of their reckless leader

arose for the first time in his mind.

" You will be true," said Catesby hastily, and with a strong

emphasis on the pronoun. " I see it now."

Herbert sighed involuntarily. " I desire action," he replied

—" tell me my part."

" Not an active one as yet," Catesby rejoined ; and then pro-

ceeded to tell him as fully as he deemed prudent, of their present

circumstances, views, or wishes.

The first object he said was to procure money, when this was

obtained, Herbert would be despatched to Warwickshire to aid

Sir Everard Digby and some other gentlemen in collecting men,

horses, and arms, to be in readiness for action when the blow

should be struck in London. The want of money delayed the

preparations for these subsequent proceedings, and Herbert was

now informed of the necessity that existed for drawing some

supplies from the wealth of Lord St. Clare ; which he could

easily do under the plea of requiring money to forward those pur-

suits in life which he might now be supposed to enter upon.

" Do you mean, Mr. Catesby, that I am to solicit money for

this purpose from Lord St. Clare as for my own expenditure ?"

the young man demanded, looking up to him with an air of

somewhat haughty amaze.

" As a loan, a loan only," was Catesby's reply ; " the cause

demands it."

" It may not demand it from me," Herbert impatiently ex-

claimed. " What I can give> I will ; that which is my own—
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my time, labour, life ; but to defraud, and that my own uncle

—Mr. Catesby, there are steps that no man **

" Oh, no more on the subject pray,*' Catesby, with smothered

emotions of anger and mortification, interrupted. " Perhaps I

was wrong to name this matter to you ; devoted as I am to our

righteous cause I sometimes forget that all may not have the

same sentiments : it was not until I was myself beggared that I

was compelled to call in the aid of others—but prithee no more

of it."

They parted : Herbert with feelings that did not brook exa-

mination, returned to his lodgings; and Catesby, who a few

minutes before had been on the verge of friendship with a young

man whom he had always cordially despised, now with the

mingled sentiments of anger and a degree of unwilling respect,

excited by his indignant opposition, sought for his friend and

counsellor, and communicated to him what had passed.

The Jesuit smiled at the recital ; and the next day brought

him a letter written by the refractory Herbert to Lord St. Clare,

exactly in the style Catesby desired.

The youth, he observed, must be led, and never would be

driven ; there were difficult points in his character, but he never

presumed to argue with his spiritual adviser.

Herbert Cunnyngham had written that letter with a flushing

brow, a miserable heart :—the chain of spiritual despotism is the

weightiest, and often the most galling that ever bound an earthly

slave.

Lord St. Clare's answer brought to him, or rather to the con-

spirator, a much larger sum than was expected, with an intima-

tion also that it was to be received as a gift, not a loan : and a

request that he should be called on again in the same way when

it was expended.

Lord St. Clare wrote kindly, but his nephew thought

guardedly ; he alluded to what had occurred at Henlip

;

lamented the fray between him and Captain De Lacy ; much

marvelled at that rash young man's excessive presumption and
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extraordinary duplicity, but did not comprehend why his conduct

should oblige Herbert to absent himself from Compton Revel

:

especially as that cause was now removed by De Lacy's

absence from its neighbourhood ; and then expressed an earnest

hope that his nephew might not now be thrown into the society

of lawless and reckless men, who ever found in public discon-

tents a help to their own wayward and restless dispositions.

The conclusion of the epistle was the most interesting to

Herbert : it was in those brief words—" Thy cousin is well, but

not so lively as is her wont ; she hath perchance been too long

confined to this secluded spot and my sole society : yet, she wills

not to return to Coombe Abbey, and methinks we have all had

some cause to lament our visit there."

Long did Herbert muse on the dubious cause of Lady Edith

St. Clare's dullness, and the equally doubtful point as to the exact

society the loss of which her father seemed to regret.
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CHAPTER XXV.

BLANCHE IS ENNUTEE PERCY IS OVERJOYED A MEETINO OF THE CON-

SPIRATORS, AND AFTERWARDS A MEETING OF ANOTHER DESCRIPTION.

The situation of Blanche Cunnyngham was now far from being

accordant with her enthusiastic sentiments or her highly-wrought

expectations ; instead ofwarlike preparations, arming men, pre-

paring banners, stirring hopes, and kindling thoughts, all was

secrecy, mystery—^it almost to her seemed the presence of fear

and the consciousness of disgrace. Her education had naturally

given her stricter notions of womanly reserve than were common

among ladies of the day. She could not mix, alone and unsanc-

tioned by other female appearance, among the men with whom
her brother was now almost constantly associated ; and conse-

quently she was often left to total solitude.

Percy, her oldest and most attached friend of the party, she

had scarcely yet seen, and this seeming estrangement on his part

added to the depression that was secretly preying on her spirits ;

hers was a mind that required to feel she was confided in, which

found happiness in believing she was necessary to that of others ;

and now that she met no confidence she appeared of no im-

portance.

Blanche little thought that, with the ardour of his impetuous

disposition, Percy was then more vigorously than the rest engaged

day and night in the manual labour for which his former habits
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had afforded no preparation—hewing out with unwearying toil

the passage beneath the House of Lords.

Garnet, her spiritual, and in respect of authority, almost more

than temporal father, had not actually sanctioned the pretensions

Percy had long made to her hand ; he was not wealthy, though as

agent to his kinsman, the Earl of Northumberland, he was ready

to oifer substantial aid to the cause of his church ; neither had

he ever discountenanced claims which might be turned to

advantage.

Blanche, herself, liked Percy far better, with the exception of

Sir Everard Digby, than any of the party she was brought

among ; but her mind was wholly set on one object, and when

he had in Warwickshire renewed his solicitation, and been

silenced by a reference to the state of the times, and referred to

a time when their country should be delivered, and their religion

restored, Percy, like his progenitor might have pleaded

—

" Put not on you the aspect of the times.

Nor be like them to Percy troublesome."

He took another course however, and with a view to hasten a

change in these troublesome times, deliver his comitry, and

restore his faith, he was busily employed in undermining the

parliament house ; and his fair friend, totally unconscious of the

cause, was hurt and surprised to find he never now sought her

presence.

There was one resource open to her during the many vacant

and uninteresting hours she was forced to spend ; a vacancy, a

want of interest, felt in proportion to the intensity with which

her mind had from childhood been permitted and encouraged to

dwell upon all that promised to offer the very reverse. This

resource was afforded by the art of painting, which she had

studied in the land to which it seems indigenous ; and in which

she far excelled her brother who had pretended to adopt it as a

profession on his return to England. The pencil was to her that

which the pen is to many—the poetry of her imagination ; a

means of venting feeling, or embodying impressions powerful at
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the time, but doomed to be evanescent. A scene, or circum-

stance, which another might record on paper, or describe orally,

she pourtrayed on canvas.

One scene that had powerfully impressed her imagination she

now employed herself in thus vividly memorializing; although

the task might prove a dangerous one, it beguiled some heavy

hours.

That scene depicted a long and bare apartment, hung with

gloomy tapestry, and lighted only by a single lamp that shed its

pale ray full upon an armed yet sleeping figure immediately

beneath it. The manly limbs that were stretched forward from

the chair the sleeper still occupied, seemed to speak of the

fatigue that had overpowered their strength. The open and

serene brow from which the thickly curled hair was turned back,

wore an aspect of calm repose and confidence ; yet, the weapon

grasped in the hand that lay almost beneath that reposing head,

presented a singular contrast to the air of calmness that breathed

over the fine and expressive face. The ideas at once of danger

and security were forcibly combined in the same portrait. It was

the visible representation of a mind that had yielded to the influ-

ence of slumber while apprehending danger from men, and firmly

w \,\ , trusting in God, Blanche was

pleased with her own work;

but not for worlds, not, per-

haps, to effect the object she

had most at heart, would she

have suffered another eye to

look upon it. She had never

worked at it but when secure

against interruption : one

day, however, she was near

^F being discovered. The door

was suddenly thrown open,

and Percy came hastily in : Blanche started, and covered her

pallet, but his excitement prevented her employment from being

noticed. The marks of earth upon his feet and dress were
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scarcely removed, his aspect spoke of labour and fatigue, yet of

joy. The sound of his voice brought Cunnyngham almost

directly from his own apartment, and his first address to him

astonished Blanche much more than his disordered appearance.

" Joy, Cunnyngham, joy," he exclaimed, " our labours are

ended."

" Ended !" Herbert ejaculated.

" Ended !" Blanche repeated.

" Om* manual labour," said Percy, with a joyous look, extend-

ing his hands in aid of his meaning, and displaying the palpable

traces they bore of hard and laborious work. " Our work will

be soon accomplished now, all will go well—we have got a

cellar."

" Indeed !'* Herbert rejoined in an indifferent tone.

" Heaven be thanked I" resumed the elated and never cautious

Percy. " We were alarmed at first, but our sentinel Fawkes dis-

covered the cause of the noise that disturbed us—the coals were

removing, the cellar was to be disposed of, it is ours. Heaven

imdoubtedly prospers us !"

The appearance of Blanche Cunnyngham at this moment

would have afforded a good subject for her own pencil. Her

head was pressed back against the high frame of tiie chair she

sat on, her clasped hands tightly pressed upon her bosom, her

large earnest eyes, contrary to their wont, opened to their full

extent, and fastened in mute and somewhat fearful bewilderment

upon the exulting speaker. She really believed at first that he

had lost his senses, and waited in fearful expectation of what was

to follow, but when she heard her brother, who probably thought

he ought to sympathise in the gratitude of his associate, say, that

was indeed a most providential relief, she found words, though

falteringly, to articulate—'^A cellar!—Percy thanking heaven

for having got a cellar !—what, oh, what can all this mean !"

Her voice recalled Percy's recollection. " Forgive my seeming

rudeness, fairest lady," he said gaily, " I almost overlooked your

presence in my joy,"
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" You shall be forgiven," she replied, withdrawing her hand,

" if you explain this mystery ; the cause of the joy that occasioned

your oflfence ; how strange, how inexplicable must it appear to

me ?»

" Catesby is assuredly right when he says I shall mar all with

my hot-headedness," Percy replied. " See you now, Cun-

nyngham, the predicament I am in—I must refuse your

sister's condition, or, as you know, be guilty of a deadly

sm."

" Refuse it then," said Blanche, answering gravely what was

lightly spoken, " or the sin will be mine also. But oh ! when will

this mystery end ? when will the friends of the church be able to

appear openly and honourably in her behalf, instead of thus

darkly hinting at underground labours, and secret and awful

measures ?"

" Never was man less disposed to such, than I am," said

Percy, as his impetuous temper having already taken fire, he

strode along the room. " I am ever for open and decisive mea-

sures ; I never thought of taking the mattock or the spade into

my hand instead of the sword ; but these have been the prelimi-

nary instruments ; the others must succeed, and then, lady,

perhaps, they who now blame or even despise the present

measures, may equally with myself, rejoice at their issue."

" I was wrong, Mr. Percy," said Blanche, in her deepest and

most penitential tones. " I did not, surely I could not, mean to

blame or despise any measures which those so far better able to

judge than myself, see fit to pursue. My spirit, Father Garnet

often tells me is too questioning, perhaps, too lofty and too

proud : it may yet be brought low." And as she bent her head,

her eyelids dropped down, with their long and up-turned lashes,

giving to her countenance such an aspect of the sorrow she fore-

boded, that the warm-hearted Percy became far more penitential

than she had been, and thus this little quarrel, like many others,

was made up, and by each desiring to make all possible amends,

they became better friends than they had been before.
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Herbert had sat by in silence while this was passing : a latent

desire, which he dared not acknowledge to himself, was in his

mind that the indiscretion of Percy should reveal to Blanche the

nature of the plot that was in agitation ; he wished her to be

acquainted with it : he wished to know how she would view it,

and some presentiment, the source of which he did not examine

into, led him sometimes to desire that some person who was

unsworn to secrecy, should be aware of it. He found, however,

that his sister's devout submission was greater even than her

anxiety to know what was passing, and would prevent her from

seeking to obtain from Percy even a hint concerning matters

which he implied it would be sinful to reveal : and he went away

with him leaving her only in possession of the singular fact, that

the party from whom she hoped so much, were triumphing in

having procured the advantage of a cellar

!

The circumstance which so much confounded poor Blanche's

lofty imaginations, was a great relief to the conspirators : it was

while Catesby, Percy, Winter, and Wright were working in the

mine, that a terrible alarm was caused by a noise which led them

to fear they were discovered; they worked, like the Jews of old,

though for a different purpose, armed with the instruments

both of masonry and war : and suspending the use of the former,

they stood prepared with the latter to battle with their assailants

to death ; the two former renewing the resolution which they had

all along formed, never to be taken alive.

After some time the noise continuing without any result fol-

lowing, Guy Fawkes, their usual emissary and sentinel, was

despatched to ascertain its cause. He brought intelligence that

it was occasioned by the selling off of a store of coal that had

occupied a portion of the vault directly under the throne in the

House of Lords, and the still more important tidings that this

vault was to be let.

It was immediately hired in Percy's name, as if for the use of

his house which adjoined it : the mine was joyfully relinquished ;

for thus a means of effecting their project for blowing up the
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king and parliament with gunpowder, was presented, which pro-

mised a less laborious, safer, and more expeditious mode of pro-

ceeding: the circumstance called for a thanksgiving, and was

regarded as an interposition of heaven in their behalf.

Herbert Cunnyngham accompanied Percy to his house at

Westminster, where all the conspirators whose station was in

London, were now assembled, with the exception of Keyes, who,

perhaps, in compliment to his name, was always left in charge of

the house at Lambeth.

They were all highly elated by the acquisition of the cellar

:

every thing now seemed to prosper their designs, and unless un-

timely discovery frustrated them, they must be successful : no

dangers had disturbed them, no suspicion of the nature of those

designs appeared to be entertained, although an impression of

some plot being on foot was very prevalent. Their first object

was to remove the powder, that had already been brought from

Lambeth and placed in Percy's house, into the cellar, thus safely

depositing it, where it would be ready for instant use, and clear-

ing the house of a most dangerous possession.

Guy Fawkes, the drudge of the party, was appointed to the task

with the assistance of Bates, Catesby's servant ; and while this

work proceeded, the rest turned their attention to the ulterior

movements which were to foUow the destruction of the sovereign

and legislature of the land.

So soon as their purpose was made known by that decisive

and unlooked-for stroke, it was expected that the great body of

the Roman Catholics would rise in arms to aid its completion.

But whatever form nf government their wisdom might ultimately

decide upon for the country thus left without rulers, their present

wisdom was shown in deciding on the propriety of possessing a

legitimate successor to the vacant throne, in order to effect the

submission of the majority to the revolution. There is such a

power in a legitimate authority; a legitimate successor to a

usurped authority is a terrific spectre to the usurper ; a people

will struggle back to a legitimate sway as surely as when the
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storm subsides the needle will again point to its polar star.

Therefore it was that the wisdom which guided the councils of

these conspirators was shown in determining to secure one from

among the devoted members of the royal family, who should at

least be made use of as a pageant in their hands at the outset of

their work.

The religious tenets of the Prince of Wales, whose noble cha-

racter rendered him the admiration of the British nation, were

much more obnoxious to the papal party than those of his father

:

it was therefore deemed expedient that he should die ; and Percy,

whose situation and rank afforded him free ingress to the palace,

assured them he would attend the opening of parliament. His

infirm and carefully guarded brother Charles, had been reared

in attachment to popery by his mother ; yet it suited the designs

of Catesby and his associates to set him too aside : and he now

informed them that his decision was that the only daughter of

King James, the young Princess Elizabeth, should be selected as

successor to his throne, and proclaimed as such amid the

tumult that would ensue upon the explosion taking place, and that

her person should be secured and guarded until their hopes were

consummated. Herbert Cunnyngham who had listened with

an appearance of apathy that now generally characterised him,

looked up and remarked with some surprise, that the princess

was fully as much opposed to their faith as her brother Henry

was.

" Pooh !" said Catesby, " a child of nine or ten years old, and

a girl ! she now echoes her brother and tutor's cry, but let her

be removed from the tutelage of my Lord Harrington, and placed

under such as Father Garnet advises, and it will not be difficult

to rule by her means, at least so long as it is expedient to employ

such a pretty little puppet."

Herbert was silent ; he well knew Garnet's power, but had he

ventured in any case to harbour a doubt of its success it would

have been in that of the royal child they spoke of.

" This then is the outline of our plan, now that the success of

NO. VII. X
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its first part is almost decided by the acquisition of this celliur,"

Catesby continued. " You all know that Guy Fawkes has been

always selected to strike this first blow : he is to fire the train

and to run the chance of escape : if he comes off safe and suc-

cessful, all his hopes are crowned ; if he does not escape, he will

be a glorious martyr. Other work devolves upon myself: so

soon as our purpose is sure of being attained, I hasten out of

town, and proclaim the princess as I pass Charing-cross, leaving

the rest of our band behind to follow up the measures com-

menced. Percy and Cunnyngham will already be in Warwick-

shire aiding Sir Everard Digby, Rookwood, and Grant, in their

preparations ; they will all be assembled to meet me on Dunmore

Heath, where a hunting match will be given out, to which the

princess, who likes such sports, will assuredly repair ; but if not,

as we shall then, I calculate, have between two and three

hundred men in arms, we must advance on Coombe Abbey: our

first object must be to secure her, tind, if circumstances admit of

it, carry her to London, where Tresham, theWinters and Wrights

will already have raised a party in her cause, and declared our

possession of the heir to the crown."

This plan was received, as all Catesby's announcements gene-

rally were, with acclamations : but the want of money to carry

it into effect was again adverted to; and one of the party asked

Herbert whether Lord St. Clare were inclined to yield him a

further supply. He answered that he had heard nothing of his

lordship for a considerable time, that Garnet, (who now had

dropped that name and went alternately by those of Farmer and

Phillips,) when going into Warwickshire, had brought a letter

from him to be conveyed to that nobleman, but no answer had

reached him. An acquiescent nod of Catesby's head gave the

intimation that all was probably right, and put an end to the

subject, and that nod imparted to Herbert the conviction that

should Lord St. Clare's answer contain any thing that was consi-

dered undesirable for him to hear, he need not wonder at the

delay in its delivery.
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The conclave broke up at the approach of midnight ; Percy

and Catesby remained, together with Favvkes, in the house of the

former, but most of the conspirators returned to that at Lambeth.

Cunnyngham, always desirous of being alone, made some excuse to

separate from this party, and took his own way to his lodgings,

preferring the solitude of a weary and desolate mind to the com-

pany of men with whom, except, perhaps, in a degree of zeal for

religion, he had not a feeling in common. And in point of

zeal he felt himself their inferior ; it was, indeed, a chief part of

his mental misery, that religious zeal did not with him amount to

the height generally denominated fanaticism ; in the indulgence

of which all minor and earthly motives and feelings cease almost

to act. He was conscious of this himself, yet shrunk from the

charge of irreligion ; he believed he was accounted lukewarm

or timid by his confederates, and when in their society he aimed

at the assumption of a manner which, to one of his disposition,

was an unnatural effort.

He took his way alone and by a different course to the Strand,

where he expected a boat to carry him to his destination.

This part of London bore then no resemblance to the crowded

thoroughfare now known by that appellation : it was open to the

river, and chiefly occupied by mansions frequented by the

nobility, whose names and titles are still perpetuated in some of

the adjoining localities. As Cunnyngham walked slowly along,

with his head as usual bent downwards, he came close beside a

tall figure standing motionless, opposite to one of these handsome

dwellings ; his arms folded, his cloak around him, and only the

outline of the figure was visible in the gloom of the night : at the

same moment a reveller, returning from, or going to some mid-

night scene, very different from that Herbert had just left, came

on, attended, as was then customary, by a train of domestics

whose flambeaus, more than supplying for the time being the

light of the gas lamps of later days, suddenly illuminated the

dark object before him, and he beheld William de Lacy gazing

so intently on the opposite windows, that he was, or seemed to
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be, insensible to the blaze of light in which he was suddenly

placed.

What was it that instantly brought Lady Edith St. Clare to

Herbert Cunnyngham's mind? Perhaps, merely the association

of ideas, that extraordinary action of the mind by which one

event recalls another ; one look, one word brings back many, seen

and heard in distant times ; and, before we are aware of the pro-

cess, memory has wandered through such a tangled labyrinth as

leaves us in doubt how an entrance to it was in the first instance

obtained. However, the transition, perhaps, was not so very dis-

tant from William de Lacy to Edith St. Clare ; and there might

have been something in the very countenance he looked upon to

recall to Herbert the image of his cousin. At the moment he

could have believed that De Lacy actually was regarding her.

His face expressed the same fixedness of purpose, the same un-

changeableness of affection, the same blending of sorrowful and

disappointed feeling, (only, perhaps, this in a greater degree,) with
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the strivings of latent hope, which in the halls and parks of

Coombe Abbey had often attracted the watchful and jealous eye

that now rested unobserved upon it.

Can Edith St. Clare be in that house ? was the question that

passed through Herbert's mind, as the glaring light that had for

a few moments revealed De Lacy's figure, passed away and left

them both again shrouded from each other in the gloom of

midnight.

Herbert found his sister waiting up for him, she looked even

paler than usual from anxiety or depression ; but no intelligence

was to reward her expectation, no confidence to respond to her

anxiety and devotion.

Over her brother Blanche had always exercised the influence

of a superior mind : she had been from childhood accustomed to

guide and control him, as well as to administer to his comfort

;

the advantage of a year in age, when joined to that of a higher

and stronger order of mind, had given an almost maternal cast

to the sentiments and the connection of Blanche in regard to her

brother ; and as men usually love what they support, more than

that which supports them, it followed as a natural consequence,

that the affection of the sister for the brother was far deeper and

tenderer than that of the brother for the sister: admiration

mingled with a degree of awe in the sentiments with which

Herbert had grown up, while tender and cherishing love was the

sole sentiment of Blanche's heart.

His love was now given to another ; the influence she had

once exercised over him was controlled by a different power, and

she found even her gentle and submissive brother become

towards her reserved, obstinate, superior it seemed to her advice,

and often, from the wretchedness of his enclosed heart, almost

indifferent to her affection. Poor Blanche ! she was already

tasting the cup that others indeed had mingled for her, but

which she had herself wreathed with imaginary sweets.

Herbert threw himself on a seat and sighed heavily ; his sister

echoing the sigh, said only the word—" Brother."
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" Sister,'* said Herbert, suddenly rising again, with a more

careless air, for he dreaded her interrogatories, " whom do you

suppose I saw to-night ? our run away De Lacy.'*

Blanche started ; a flush of colour passed rapidly over her face.

" Well," she said, with an evident effort collecting herself to

speak with indifference, " there is nothing surely very extraor-

dinary in that ?"

Her disturbance, however, did not escape her brother's obser-

vation ; though slow in general to make such observations, he

saw the effects of a remark that had been made at random, and

long and musingly he looked at her.

" It has ever been a mystery to me," he said, " how he escaped

from Henlip."

" We are surrounded by mysteries, brother," Blanche replied,

in her usual composed and thrilling voice ; " and let me tell you,

it has been an equal mystery to me, how such seeming ill-will

should previously have existed on your part towards that cavalier

:

he declared the causes of his enmity to you, but before you knew

these, I ever observed a seemingly rooted dislike in you towards

him."

Blanche had, whether designedly or not, fallen on the subject

that was most embarrassing to her brother, for even to himself

he could not formerly have given any tangible reason for enmity

to De Lacy : it was founded on surmise and general impressions

;

there was something in the open countenance of the discarded

friend of the St. Clares, that seemed to set him at defiance, and

to claim the place he occupied as a sort of natural right ; tem-

porarily usurped from him, but sure to be reclaimed. It was

this which stung Herbert so keenly, and this his sister must not

know, and therefore he was glad to change a subject to which

he had himself led the way.

The next day, however, and the next, that subject had not left

his mind, which was fully possessed with the idea that Lady

Edith St. Clare was an occupant of the house before which he

had seen De Lacy standing. Any one else might have laughed
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at his reasons for such a supposition ; but Herbert had a clue

within his heart which might guide him to a better judgment on

such a matter than others would probably form. He had not,

however, noticed the exact locality of the mansion; and even if

aware of it, situated as he was, every consideration should warn

him to shun rather than seek it. The last persons that he could

now desire an interview with were those never absent from his

thoughts ; the vision of his cousin often flitted before his fancy

like the spectre of a loved and lost one which he panted, yet

trembled to behold.

Accident, however, promoted what his better judgment would

have taught him to avoid. An irresistible yearning to behold, even

through the window, the only object that possessed a charm for

him, led his still unwilling and almost fearful steps at the close of

evening along the Strand. As he approached a large mansion

the doors were thrown open ; and a blaze of light discovered to

him the somewhat changed and delicate form of Lady Edith, as

leaning on her father's arm she stopped for a moment on the step

to speak to a servant.

Herbert Cunnyngham was the creature of feeling and passion :

another man in his situation could have restrained the impetuosity

that cast him with a sudden cry of " Edith ! Edith!" almost at

her feet.

It was like the influence of a dream to him when he found

himself within a spacious apartment, and heard a sad and gentle

voice murmuring his name, and a gentle hand pressing his arm,

as he strove to retire and shun all that such a re-union might

produce ; but a spell was over Herbert, he saw the mild and

dignified countenance of his uncle, bent in pitying kindness

towards him ; the meek and lovely face of his cousin, look up in

wordless supplication into his, and his resistance ended.

Lady Edith had no sooner attained her object of keeping her

cousin among them, than a fear of its consequences came over

her ; she began to feel the construction he might put upon her

solicitude, and trembling with agitation withdrew to a seat. The
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change in her demeanour was too obvious to escape his and her

father's notice : the latter with a view to disguise it, inquired

why his nephew had not come to see them sooner ; and receiving

an answer indicative of ignorance of their being in town, informed

Cunnyngham that he had answered his last letter long before,

and acquainted him with his intention of spending some time at

his town-house, which was in general let to other residents, and

that there he wished as soon as possible to see him.

Herbert readily understood that his friends would be averse to

his rejoining under present circumstances, the society of the

St. Clares ; and this recollection, together with the aspect Lady

Edith had assumed, revived his anxiety to be gone : he became,

however, collected as Edith evidently became embarrassed, and

after some time briefly informed his uncle that he felt he ought

not to avail himself of his kind invitation to remain there for the

night, as his sister, who was alone in their lodgings, would expect

his return. The plea was embarrassing to Lord St. Clare ; he

would have proposed to send for Blanche, but well knew it would

be useless to do so ; and he would be the last person to ask a

young man to leave a sister so situated ; all he could do, there-

fore, was to hope for an early visit. Herbert bowed ; but he

was not allowed to withdraw with that negative answer.

" Cousin," said Lady Edith, " good night ;" and held out her

hand without rising. Herbert was obliged to advance to the

distant seat she had selected, and then she added in a lower

tone, " will you come to see me to-morrow morning ? I want

much to speak to you—promise"—for he was silent.

" I will," he rapidly articulated ; and, dropping her hand,

hurried off without a word or look more.

On reaching his lodgings, Herbert sent a message to his sister

by their attendant to say he was suffering from head-ache, and

would prefer not being disturbed even by speaking to her, until

the morning, and then shutting himself into his room endeavoured

to compose his thoughts so as to come to some conclusion rela-

tive to his present situation and conduct. That the men with
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whom he was associated, and perhaps he himself, would be the

subject of Lord St. Clare's deepest indignation Herbert well

knew ; that the end would not, in his opinion, sanctify the means,

be that end even as glorious as the most sanguine anticipated, he

also was sensible ; and that in the event of an insurrection he

would oppose the insurgents in open action, was from his cha-

racter, and former military profession, at least most probable.

It was, indeed, this collision that most haunted Herbert's ima-

gination ; any thing was endurable to him that did not implicate

the fate and happiness of those whom he had always been taught

to deem his enemies, until he had found them to be such friends

as he had never once thought of imagining the world could

contain for him.

But herein was the difference between such characters as

William de Lacy and Herbert Cunnyngham. The first having

early received the impressions of moral and religious principles,

had learnt by these, to reason, to judge, to decide and to act for

himself : the other being taught the error of private judgment,

felt it only virtue to receive as truth what he was told as such

;

and the foundation of principle not being laid, and judgment

surrendered as a captive to the disposal of others, the man was

the creature, or the sport of his natural feelings, actuated often

by them aright, for they were kind, affectionate, and even noble

in their origin ; but compelled to yield them when they came

into collision with an opposing judgment which he dared not, and

from moral habitude, could not, exercise his own to discuss.

Taught now to believe that the course he was led into was

right, he only feared the sin of questioning it ; his disposition was

strongly opposed, but his judgment was submitted, and peace and

ease were only procured by colouring the prospect before him so

as to suit the tone of his mind. Thus, instead of adopting

for himself a firm, a decisive line of action in his present difficult

circumstances, the easy-minded and submissive youth refusing to

question what he believed the church had sanctioned, having

resigned the reins of judgment, relaxed those of feeling, and
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became gradually immersed in an Elysian dream that repre-

sented all things to him in another light than judgment guided

by principle would have presented.

He flattered himself that if the hopes of the conspirators

should be realized, and the state of the country prove favourable

to a general revolution, even those of the aristocracy who were

most opposed to them would acquiesce in what could not be

successfully resisted ; and Herbert enjoyed the proud and

pleasing idea of being then able to serve the high-minded and

independent nobleman who was now anxious to serve him ; and

by these services winning a pardon for past offences, and the

favour of his grateful friends. Not naturally ambitious, he then

first felt the strong impulse which so often leads men in doubtful

or desperate circumstances into a headlong career, the end of

which they fancy may bring them the fame which misleads them.

And never did Herbert Cunnyngham feel so entirely ready

to press on in the projects of what the conspirators might

term their holy league, as he did on the morning that fol-

lowed the night when he had retired with a distracted heart

and perturbed mind to calculate on the best means of con-

flicting with the evils and misery that seemed to surround him.
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CHAPTER XXVI.

HEBBEBX CUNNYNGHAM'S HOBBOBS COMMENCE, AND PEBPLEXITIES

THEBEUPON ABISE TO OTHEBS.

In order to keep his appointment with his cousin, Herbert wished

to leave the house without being seen by his sister. Under the

plea of head-ache he had avoided conversing with her ; but he no

sooner opened his door than her soft and solicitous voice was

heard : she had been watching to hear him stir, and was anxious

for his health. Herbert answered her inquiries with haste, but

with much more cheerfulness than he had long shown, and, de-

sirous not to be questioned, waved his hand with an assurance of

a speedy return, and ran down stairs.

Youth is designed to be hopeful and happy, and his long de-

pressed spirits rose, as whispering to himself some delusive ideas,

hope quickened and lightened the step that bore him to the door

of Lady Edith's dwelling It was now surrounded by all the

pomp and splendour which the retirement of Compton Revel

allowed Lord St. Clare to dispense with.

With a palpitating breast he followed the usher through a suite

of apartments to that where Lady Edith had appointed to receive

him. Hearing the steps along the ante-rooms, she guessed who

was the early visitor, and was standing there alone and trembling

with emotion when he entered.

Her emotion was strangely gratifying to her cousin ; he kissed
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her hand in silence, and, seating himself beside her, felt too

powerfully the sense of peace and happiness to be able to disturb

it by words.

Perhaps Lady Edith comprehended something of his sensa-

tions ; at all events, she was the first to attempt dissolving the

charm by using the power of speech.

" I have suffered much since we parted, cousin," she said;

" more than I once thought I ever could suffer. Good Mr. Vil-

lars says that sorrow and trial must be known here in order to

make us prize more highly a better and a happier world : and,

indeed, I feel now how much my vain heart was set upon this

false one.'*

The tone of sorrow from Edith St. Clare was more distinctly

noticed than the words she uttered. Strange were the emotions

that contended in Herbert Cunnyngham's breast as he listened : a

fear, almost amounting to horror, struggled against the hope

that was working at his heart. For, what would be his situation

if that hope were realized ?

" Edith," he rather gasped than articulated, " would you undo

what you have done ?"

" Alas ! I fear me I could not do so," she sighed in answer.

" But hear me, cousin, and if you can without interruption, with-

out refutation of what I may say, for, indeed, I am not equal to

any agitation. 1 have blamed myself deeply and bitterly for the

way I acted during our last interview at Coombe Abbey—for

having suffered you to depart, with, perhaps, an erroneous im-

pression. Nay, cousin, no interruption, hear me to the end, and

you will be under no mistake—I only mean that I regret my be-

haviour then, because I believe it was the cause of the unhappy

consequences that followed." She paused, and Herbert occupied

only and intensely with thoughts relating to himself, naturally

imagined that she alluded to his present dangerous connection

;

and his anxiety to know if she was aware of this, almost surpassed

that with which he waited to know if other reasons had contri-

buted to her self-accusation, reasons much more favourable to his
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secret hopes. The pause in her discourse allowed him, he thought,

the right of inquiring to what consequences she alluded.

" I mean," said Edith, with a heightened colour, but still sor-

rowful countenance, " that that unhappy affray between you and

your friend, or at least associate, could hardly have occurred had

I not, after hearing from you what I did, allowed you to depart

under an impression concerning him, which, doubtless, tended to

irritate you against him."

" Him—him," Herbert repeated with an expression that was

almost scornful. " May I ask, who is the nameless person you

refer to ?"

Lady Edith placed both hands over her face, and pressed the

tips of the fingers on her eye-lids as she answered meekly, and

as one might who felt conscious of deserving no consideration.

" Captain de Lacy, cousin, you must know "

" I do know," he hastily interposed with some haughtiness,

" and yet I do not understand you."

" This is what I mean," said Lady Edith, after a short pause,

and with an humbled, yet rather offended look—" circumstanced as

he is with you, and—and your sister, is it not natural that if I

suffered you to retain the ideas which you often expressed or

hinted at concerning him, unpleasant results should follow ? I

told you that I supposed you were to meet him, but I did not

know where or how : and as he left Coombe Abbey saying he was

going to Hagley Hall, I thought from all I had heard of the lady

of that mansion, that if you met there all danger would be ob-

viated: I could not guess that he was bound on a different mis-

sion and to very different persons from those he stated. And when

I found that this deplorable altercation with you, by rendering

his visit to Henlip and its probable object, public, had been the

means of dismissing him from the service of the princess, which

was at least apparently a safe and honourable one to him—oh

!

Herbert, can you not guess my state ?"

Poor Edith had little tact in the management of her subject.

Herbert's keen and sensitive mind, excited still more by the
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error he had fallen into respecting the state of his cousin's, was

no longer under his control ; and she was once more exposed

to one of those bursts of passion, which from a person of so

mild and gentle an aspect seemed to her doubly terrific.

She laid her hand upon his arm and held it until, as if yielding

to a restraint too powerful to be resisted, he was calm beneath it.

" Lftten, Herbert," she said, *' to what I shall now say, I trust

for the last time ;—your anger is without cause—William de

Lacy is as indifferent to me, as I am—as I am sure I ought to

be indifferent to him." Lady Edith paused after making a

speech which she supposed must be fully satisfactory to his jealous

disposition, and Herbert would possibly soon have convinced her

of her mistake in this respect, but seeing him about to speak with

his former vehemence, she again imposed the restraint she had

before employed, and thus continued :

—

" I have wished to set you right in this particular, cousin,

merely to prevent a repetition of what occurred at Henlip : and

when you know that this is my only reason, I trust you will for-

bear to increase the sources of unhappiness I have lately known

;

and, contrary to your assertion, learn to feel that life can be to

you, very, very happy without any reference to Edith St. Clare."

The tone of sorrow in which the last words were uttered, did

much to confirm the assertion they were meant to refute.

" Edith," Herbert answered, " before I knew you life was to

me a blank ; since then it has been a misery, yet mingled, while

with you, with delight : it is a blank no longer—the delight is

gone—the misery fills up all."

" Cousin, cousin, in pity speak not thus !" cried Edith : " alas

!

alas ! if you knew the blessed peace which faith and hope can

impart you could not do so."

" Hope !" Herbert replied—" Hope—true I know not what

that means ; but, Edith, think you / have not faith ? I who have

bowed all, siu-rendered all—all—all that relates to this life, for

that which relates to one to come : done all—yes, all—all that

God's ministers called for. Hah ! say you / have not faith ?"
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Lady Edith turned very pale : new to emotion of any kind,

she was scarcely able to cope with this : the tone of the speaker

giving an emphasis that words could not describe to the language

he uttered. She breathed a silent prayer within her heart, and,

turning her soft eyes full upon that wild and agitated face, said

calmly

—

" Cousin, superstition is not faith.'*

Herbert Cunnyngham started: the language of reason then

seemed to reach his ear: his gaze was settled, wandering,

thoughtful. " Superstition is not faith"—the words often after-

wards sounded upon that startled ear; and why?—because

they awoke a doubt where all before had been settled into the

dull unquestioning repose of a mind that had surrendered up its

right of judgment to a fellow-mortal, and fancied it bowed in

faith to the supremacy of the church, without ever ascertain-

ing what the term signified.

Lady Edith was the first to break the silence that followed her

brief remarks.

" I have much to say to you, cousin, and time passes by with-

out allowing me to speak as I wished. I do not wish again to

allude to what is distressing to us both, yet I cannot forbear to

ask have you seen him since you left Henlip ?"

" Seen whom ?" Herbert coldly demanded. This was felt as a

needless trial, but pride came to the help of the mortified girl,

and she calmly answered

—

" Captain de Lacy. I have reasons for asking this."

" I have." Herbert replied as before.

" Ah ! I thought so—I feared so—but Mr. Villars thought

not. Your quarrel is then made up?" But seeing her cousin hesi-

tate to reply to a question, which, in truth, he could not well

answer, for at the moment he was thinking his sweet relative had

the liveliest imagination in the world, she continued—" Herbert,

Mr. Villars seems to fear that you are likely to form asso-

ciates of a much more dangerous character. We did not wish

to allude to Captain de Lacy, for whom my excellent tutor still
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retains I believe a warm regard, but, from what he said, it was

evident he did not consider him as your most pernicious ac-

quaintance."

" And when, pray, did Mr. Villars give you this information

concerning me ?" said Herbert, in that cold tone of pride with

which persons often cover secret anxiety, under the mask of

offence at an imwarranted liberty being taken with their affairs.

" He came to Compton Revel," Lady Edith resumed, too

much engrossed by her own feelings, quickly to discern the real

state of his, " some time after you left us, and spoke much more

to my father than to me, but what he did say to me made me

very unhappy, for I blamed myself, oh ! so deeply !—for contri-

buting to drive you from us. With us, Herbert, you were

safe :—and you might too have been so peaceful, so happy, at

Compton Revel ;—I was so once. And now, if you are thrown

among restless and turbulent spirits, will you not reflect with

pain—and shall not I too—on your having left all that might

have led you to peace here and hereafter, to join the councils and

be guided by the erroneous principles of designing or mistaken

men? Leave them, my cousin, I conjure you to leave them—at

any, at every sacrifice—alas ! what sacrifices may not otherwise

be exacted—oh ! Herbert, remember your poor father's fate !"

Herbert started as if a serpent had stung him : that one word

intended to warn him acted as the most powerful stimulus to the

contrary of all poor Edith's exhortations : it had been the watch-

word of those that trained him for his present life ; the remem-

brance that spurred him to vengeance and to action, even from

his earliest boyhood.

Lady Edith perceived his emotion, but did not trace it to its

source.

" It seems unkind in me to make such an allusion," she said.

" But, cousin, far from unkindly is my motive in doing so. I

would only present to you the fatal issue of the one course, and

the safety, honour, and happiness that may await you in the other.

My father has been much hurt, Herbert, at your sudden with-
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drawal from us : for I think he did not altogether credit the as-

sertion that the vicinity of Coombe Abbey rendered your resi-

dence with us dangerous ; he wished you to have consulted him

in your future plans : he is, perhaps, prone to distrust, yet I never

knew him appear to distrust you : he is proud as well as sensi-

tive, and his interest in you has not abated, while his high and

rather disappointed feelings have prevented him from making

known to you the objects he had, I may say, still has, in view for

you. I tell you all this, because I fear you are in some degree

actuated by the belief that you ought to promote your interests,

or endeavour to regain your rights, even by—pardon me, cousin,

if I use the words—even by measures that are not lawful in

themselves : and, I think, you will see the propriety and wisdom

of waiting patiently for the attainment of these objects, when I

tell you that my dear father, who has so long retired to private,

and it might seem obscure life, has now resolved, on your

account, to take a part in public measures.

" With this view we have come to town : we have been twice at

court, where I was most graciously received ; my dearest father

is once more taking a part in the present politics, and as the

business of this session is expected to be important to the non-

conformists, whether Puritans or Catholics, he will resume his

seat in the House of Lords, and—but oh ! Herbert, Herbert,

what is the matter ?"

The young man's eyes rolled wildly in his head ; his face was

ghastly ; his under lip was strongly compressed by the firm and

glittering teeth which a spasm that might have resulted from

corporeal anguish or mental horror left even fearfully visible.

Lady Edith sprang towards the door, but with a grasp, violent

even to painfulness, he held her arm.

" Fly," he gasped, at length—" begone to the country ! carry

back your father ! as you value your life, your peace, let him not

go to this parliament

—

this parliament !" he almost shrieked in a

thrilling tone, and an hysterical laugh that tingled in the ear of

NO. VII. Y
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the horrified girl closed the words. Edith dropped on her knees

beside him : the firm belief that he was losing, or had lost, his

senses, took possession of her mind : she thought of his poor

mother*s state on her dying bed, and concluded the same

fearful malady had seized on the son. While she knelt there,

her arm still grasped by his hand, she lifted up her trembling

voice in prayer—" Blessed Saviour, all power is given to thee in

heaven and upon earth—say—peace, be still restore, oh !

restore, and calm this mind !"

" I will destroy you, Edith," said Herbert, with a calmness

that was still more frightful than his late passion—" I know it

—

yes—I see it all now—this—this is my doom ; be it so—my own

lot must come first. I see now all I make you feel and fear : yet

what you feel is but the beginning of what you must feel, what

you fear is nothing, nothing to the reality—yes, pray—and to

the Saviour—poor girl !—will he be yours—your father's ?

—

Blessed powers, to what am I reserved ?"

The last words were uttered with a bur^t of passion very un-

like the hushed, and, apparently, calmed tone with which he had

commenced ; it was but the breathing of the storm, and, if reason

was sufficiently strong to prompt it, perhaps it was the idea that

his fearful vow of silence and secrecy would give way before the

strong pressure on the deepest feelings of his heart, that made him

fling off* his hold on her arm and rush out of the house.

In the apartment at their lodgings in Lambeth, into which he

entered in a state of extreme excitement and disorder, he found

Garnet, who, on his return to town had come to visit Blanche

:

hardly composing himself to salute the priest, he exclaimed—

" Father, Lord St. Clare will attend this parliament."

" Truly," said the priest, in a tone of quiet astonishment, which

to the discerning, declared his previous knowledge of the fact,

" Providence, my son, ordereth all things."

" You do not mean that he shall perish ?" the young man, in

the irritation of his passion, demanded. A look of cool and
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powerful significancy was the only reply, and it restored Herbert

to some degree of recollection : he flung himself into a chair, and,

careless of the construction that might be put upon his emotion,

groaned aloud.

Garnet continued to converse with Blanche, as if he deemed it

wisest to leave him to himself. The power he possessed over her

constrained her to the same, but her heart was with her suffering

brother : and every moment she was ready to rise to beseech his

confidence, or to soothe his agony. The priest prevented this : he

saw that Cunnyngham was not in a state to be trusted with

safety. He would have confided any thing to Blanche's fidelity;

but there was something in the nature of the powder plot that

would probably be revolting to her, and he could not wish her to

know it in its bare, ungarnished outline so long as it was in pros-

pect only : when it appeared as a matter of history, combined

with all its results, it would probably wear a different aspect,

but till then he was anxious that she should not be made an ex-

ception to the rule they observed, believing that the fewer confi-

dants there are to a secret the less danger there is of its being

divulged. So when he rose to depart he required, rather than

invited, her brother's attendance, and they went out together

leaving her to her solitary and far from happy musings.

The priest and Cunnyngham repaired to the conspirators' house,

where most of them soon assembled, and the former after a short

conference with Catesby withdrew, leaving him to announce to the

rest the difficulty that Cunnyngham experienced, the same they

had formerly deliberated upon in regard to other cases ; namely,

a, reluctance to permit the destruction of friends, relatives, or mem-

bers of their own church. This question, Catesby said, had already

been decided upon by the authority of the church before the time

that Mr. Cunnyngham joined them : all were interested more or

less for individuals, but private feelings must give way to those

which are public and patriotic ; and history told of the warlike

legate of Pope Innocent IH., the famous Abbot of Citeaux, to
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whom a similar inquiry was put relative to the indiscriminate

destruction of the heretics and faithful, during the crusades

against the Albigenses—" Kill them all," said that prelate: "the

Lord knoweth them that are his." And as the harangue concluded,

the voice of all, with one exception, was raised against the indul-

gence of private favour or affection. Yet almost all had some

friend for whom they might be solicitous : even Catesby was not

excluded from the number : Tresham was nearly related to Lord

Monteagle, Percy to the Earl of Northumberland, but Herbert

Cunnyngham was the only one who felt, and felt to agony, the

horrible doom they were preparing for them. Catesby saw his

state of mind, and it alarmed him.

" One question more," he said, " and I have done. Suppose

that any of us through private affection was to divulge our secret,

or convey a warning to any heretical and opposing party, what

should be the penalty ?"

" Death," they unanimously responded.

" Death temporally would be a slight punishment," said one of

the Jesuits who stood by unobserved :
" while he lived he

should live under the ban of the church—cursed by bell, book,

and candle ; and when his miserable life hateful to himself and

others should close, he should inherit the everlasting malediction

of the church in the life to come.

"

" Brother, peace," said the calm, yet stern voice of Father

Garnet, who just re-entered. " No friend of ours will ever require

to hear such warnings—sure I am that the chain that binds the

children of our faith to their holy mother church, will not be

broken by a single link. And if the sacred ties that bind us to

church and country's weal, were not all powerful, some among us

are bound by additional and private vows, which cannot be burst

without, by the very act, involving the direful consequence you

have told of."

He stood near the door by which he had first entered, and

while his commanding voice addressed his brother Jesuit, his
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intelligent eye fastened on Herbert Cunnyngham, and seeing him

sink beneath its expression and look really ill, and overcome

by faintness, he went up to him, and withdrew him into another

apartment where leaving him alone, he returned to Catesby, to

whom he expressed his deep regret and embarrassment at the

unhappy turn which his measures with regard to that young

man now seemed likely to take ; and his anxiety to devise the best

means for keeping him from the society that had so unexpectedly

exerted such an influence over him.

Leaving them to discuss the matter we shall glance after our

wandering friend De Lacy.
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

CONTAINING WILLIAM DE LACY S ADVENTURES AFTER ESCAPING FROM

HENLIP HAIL HE MEETS WITH MORE DISAPPOINTMENTS, AND FINDS

AN OLD COMRADE TURNED PURITAN.

On De Lacy's arrival in London, he found that the appre-

hensions of the plague then prevalent there had been the means

of detaining the court at Royston, and of banishing from the

city all whom fear or fashion induced to flee.

As he loitered through St. James's Park, revolving the plan

of his proceedings, and pondering the various difficulties that

embarrassed him, he was startled by a hand being laid from behind

upon his shoulder ; he turned and saw Sir John Harrington

—
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the witty Sir John—whose expedition to Ireland with the Earl

of Essex had brought him acquainted with our perplexed hero.

" Sooth to say, De Lacy," said the knight, as putting his arm

within his, they walked forward together, " I never see thy face

or hear thy name but these are, in my imagination, coupled with

horse-flesh and Munster." De Lacy burst into a laugh.

" Grammercy, good knight," he replied, "for the remem-

brances I furnish you with ; but as the memory of past evil

serves to enhance present good, I may be allowed notwithstand-

ing these to assert that I am most happy to meet you."

i
" By my troth. Will," said Sir John, " my opinion is that Dame

Memory hath held a place at court, and learned to make her-

self agreeable when all else is so ; she followeth in the wake of

Fortune, and painteth herself after the same fashion ; therefore

as my present measure of good is scant, I will e'en go to Bath,

drink sack, and wash out all remembrances of past times in the

streams of Lethe. What think you, De Lacy, I have lived to

see that vile rebel Tyrone, or as your wild Irish call him,

O'Neil, brought to court, courteously favoured, honoured, and

well liked. You know how I toiled for that knave's destruction

—

what perils we endured by sea and land to effect his overthrow

—

and now, forsooth, he is bid to court, and my Lord Secretary

writes me ' never come to London till I call you.'—Well, heaven

rest our good Queen Bess, who was more than a man, and at

times less than a woman—my fortune lies with her!"

De Lacy taking advantage of a pause expressed his regret at

finding the knight out of favour with the court, especially as he

had wished, by his means, to obtain admission there.

Sir John looked at him and then laughed heartily. " Will

De Lacy turning courtier," he cried, " hast learned to flatter

man, to dress bravely, and talk Latin—to admire his majesty's

roan jennet, and note his gold stirrups ! if so, go to court, and,

as you are a reasonable pretty man enough, you may make your

way there, though, as my Lord Cecil saith, too much crowding
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doth not well for a cripple, and the king finds scant room to sit

himself he hath so many friends already there."

" My Latinity," said De Lacy, smiling, " would, I fear, fail

me, even if I were successful with the roan jennet and the gold

stirrups ;" and he paused to think if it were expedient to

acquaint Sir John with the real object he had in view. An

instant's thought was sufficient to convince him it would be

unwise to mention a subject to him he had not yet mentioned to

his cousin. Lord Harrington ; he therefore led the conversation

to that of politics in general, and gained from Sir John sufficient

light upon these, just to corroborate the view he had, with less

opportunities ofjudging, been forming in his own mind.

The controversial skill on which King James I. so largely

prided himself, was at this juncture most strenuously directed

against the Puritans.

Judging by the events of the ensuing reign, his favourite

maxim, " No bishop, no king," waS not an erroneous one. The

Puritan, or Presbyterian party of this time ought not, however,

to be confounded with those against which the unhappy Charles

had to contend. That unfortunate prince, at this period, a weak

infirm child, of about five years old, was under the guidance of

his mother, whose favourite child he was, the vain and pleasure-

loving Queen Anne, devoted in heart to the papacy, and desirous

to exert over him the influence that had been unsuccessful in his

elder brother's case.

The king, whose ground of controversy with the Puritans was

chiefly founded on their objection to the ceremonies and epis-

copal government of the church, had certainly no antipathy to

the Church of Rome ; at least not until he was terrified into en-

tertaining it ;
perhaps none of the line of Stuart had, although

they had no inclination for that assumption of authority which

interfered with the rights or safety of kings. And it is curious

to remark that James's speech before parliament expresses the

very sentiments towards that church which are now revived and
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expressed by a considerable party within the pale of the Church

of England.

His desire to restore or encourage Sunday amusements met

the severe reprehension of the stricter party, and their preachers

were silenced by the strong arm of power. Fine, confiscation,

and imprisonment, were daily taking place among them ; but

James's natural repugnance to the shedding of blood prevented

any capital punishment in most cases of the non-conformists,

either Puritans or Roman Catholics.* Even as they regarded

the seminary priests, the penal laws had been commuted for

fine or imprisonment.

Thus the greater severity shown to the Protestant sect had

raised a clamour against the king, which he found it expedient to

silence; and he had pronounced that determination as to an

equality of dealings with all the non-conformists, which has

been quoted in the preceding chapter.

The Roman Catholics were therefore alarmed by the fear that

the penal laws at present suspended, would be again put in force.

There might, however, be little real ground for their apprehen-

sions at a time when James's heart was set on effecting the

marriage of his son, the Prince of Wales, with the Spanish

Infanta ; whom that noble youth, when he found resistance was

vain, said he hoped at least was young, that he might convert

her.

But in the treaty that court had formed with England, no sti-

pulations had been made as to the toleration of the Catholic

faith in the latter country ; a false friend Spain had ever proved

to that body both in England and Ireland, although a ready

ally : now they were left to shift for themselves ; and they did so,

as we have seen, in the mine beneath the House of Lords.

To the Spanish match, Cecil, who, about this time became

* The case of Pound, the Puritan, who lost his ears by a decree of the

Star Chamber, may here occur to memory.
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Earl of Salisbury, was strongly opposed, a circumstance which

tended to increase the ill-will his Elizabethan or high Protestant

principles had drawn upon him from the opposite party, and

which, in latter days, inflicted on him the singular charge of

being privy to, and secretly encouraging, the gunpowder plot.

This and a little more information De Lacy gained from the

unfortunate knight who " had gone to Ireland with good-will,

and returned to meet ill-will" from his lamented Queen Bess

;

but, in the end, the young man found that his visit to London

would probably do nothing more than tend to satisfy his own

mind, perplexed as it was by imperfect information of a dan-

gerous nature, the knowledge of a threatening danger, without

being able to free himself from the embarrassing circumstances

which prevented his turning that knowledge to account ; and the

conviction, also, that the amount of his knowledge was not in

itself sufficient to enable others to make use of it. He found

that nearly all the practical information he could communicate,

was already possessed by the authorities of the state.

The English ambassador at the Spanish court was aware that

the government secretly entertained the idea that some effiective

movement was shortly to be made by the Roman Catholic party in

England ; and the King of France had openly informed the

English government of the same expectation. Catesby, Winter,

Tresham, the Lyttletons, and Mr. Habington, were already

suspected persons ; and the secretary was perfectly aware that a

plot was forming, in which these and others w^ere supposed to

be prime movers, though he, no more than our friend De Lacy,

could arrive at such information as would warrant any measures

being taken to suppress it.

Vigilance was maintained, but the attention of those who

maintained it was directed widely apart from the scene of pro-

posed action ; only the mind that had conceived the project

could have probably guessed at its nature and its object.

In short, our friend left London no more satisfied than when
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he entered it, and wended his way back to Coombe Abbey with

that species of melancholy feeling hanging over him which is

the result of mental dissatisfaction, or the impression that

something is wrong, joined to the consciousness of being unable

to set the matter right. Added to this was the real concern he

felt for Blanche Cunnyngham, and an anxiety to rescue her from

any participation in the evil machinations which he believed

were going on among her party. He saw that naturally well-

minded and enthusiastic woman devoted, in mistaken zeal, and

through the prejudices of an education, skilfully conducted to

the attainment of its object, to the service of a cause pregnant

with danger and misery, and totally unsuited, even to the con-

templation of a refined, feeling, and religious woman.

Added to all these subjects of thought, were others of a still

more tender, and consequently, as he was situated, more oppress-

ing character. His attachment to Edith St. Clare "had grown

with his growth, and strengthened with his strength"—he scarcely

knew a time of his life over which love for her had not been a

sort of presiding power, giving to all his movements a certain

direction, and to all his ultimate hopes a final resting-place ; at

least so far as religion taught him to believe they ought to have

a resting-place on this earth.

Thus when a boy, if he wished to be skilful in flying a hawk,

winging an arrow, or managing a steed, his wish was coupled

with the thought that Lady Edith would see and approve the

skiU ; and when a youth, if the desire of military fame kindled

at his heart, it was stimulated by the feeling that her gentle smile

would shed therein a glow, that even the beams of glory would

be cold without.

In every hope but the first he had been sadly disappointed : for

he believed that if Lady Edith St. Clare ever bestowed a favour-

able thought upon him, it must be solely through the medium of

their earlier acquaintance. In later times he had been altogether

mistaken, or altogether unfortunate ; but with respect to her his
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feelings were affected in a manner exactly contrary to what he

believed hers to be towards him. He had no need to cause his

mind to revert to early associations, in order to feel towards her

as he formerly did ; his affection was quickened a thousand-fold

by recent intercourse, or at least by recent interviews ; by seeing

and hearing her, and hearing of her.

The impressions of the boy had assumed a somewhat

different character in the stronger feelings of the man, a

little experience of the world rendered to him her meek

and gentle loveliness doubly lovely ; even her looks of reproof,

(the only looks she ever bestowed upon him,) undeserved

as they were, had drawn him closer to her; and the scene

before described, which had taken place between them at the

abbey, had filled up whatever was wanting, and in a great

degree altered the patient and quietly determined sentiments of

De Lacy ; consequently tending not a little to increase his pre-

sent depression, by lessening that spirit ofhope which had hitherto

animated him, and presenting to him all the obstacles to the at-

tainment of his hopes in such a light, as rendered them formida-

ble in proportion to his anxiety to see them removed. The

higher we estimate the prize in view, the greater do we appre-

hend will be the difficulty of attaining it ; and though William

de Lacy never actually brought himself to sigh a farewell to the

hope—^not glittering indeed, though connected with the idea of a

richly endowed heiress, but soft and blissful, because connected

simply and solely with the idea of Edith St. Clare—still he did

sigh, and deeply too, as he reflected on the necessity of making

some change in his present mode of life, if he would either escape

the pain her frequent presence caused, or by his own exertions

procure a better title to her father's acceptance.

There were, however, considerations on the other hand, which

made his stay at Coombe Abbey desirable.

The apprehensions he entertained of the designs of some of

the party in Warwickshire and its neighbourhood, made him
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anxious to remain in the vicinity of his friends, and to maintain

his post about the person of the royal child whose safety might be

perilled.

De Lacy possessed more than feeling in religion. When

feeling directs our conduct, it is vacillating, inconsistent, the

source of pain to ourselves and others. Religion was with him

a principle which regulated his life and governed his actions :

admitting an overruling Providence, he wished to submit himself

to its guidance, so as to be enabled to believe that he was acting

or endeavouring to act in accordance with it. Now, in quitting,

from these personal and insufficient motives, his present post at

the abbey, he was conscious that he should directly withdraw

without a very reasonable cause, from a situation in which that

providence might have placed him, and designed to render him

useful ; and on this ground alone he came to a determination, and

made up his mind not to resign his present office, until either the

threatening danger was passed, or a reasonable motive for doing

so, arose.

These thoughts more or less occupied his mind as hejourneyed

back to Coombe Abbey ; but all human determinations are liable

to be set at nought by events little foreseen at the time they

are made. Firm in the consciousness of right, and desiring to

adhere to the path of present duty, leaving the disposal of future

events to Him who alone could dispose of them aright, William

reached the abbey gates, and sounded a summons to the porter,

who no sooner saw who it was that claimed admittance, than he

retreated again, leaving him still outside.

" How now, Quartley," he said to that stout yeoman who was

standing near, "what is this delay for ?"

" In truth I know not, captain," he replied ;
" for if you had

even had the mischance to cause the death of that tall maidenly

youth we had here erewhile, I see not why that should prevent

your still serving her highness, for if what all folks hint at, comes

to pass, it is like you may have other use for your sword here, than
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scuffling with lads like him ; and if they send you hence for this,

all I say is, I would rather follow and be your serving man than

remain to fill the place you left.

" It is a pity, though, that you were not to be heard of in the

place you said you were going to, captain. I was sent there in

search of you, and no tidings could I hear ; and it was but a

sorry account they gave of you at Mr. Habbington's. Lord St.

Clare was half crazed about his nephew ; and as for the Lady

Edith, her own serving woman told me she was certain she

never would get over it the longest day she lived."

Before De Lacy had recovered the almost stupifying effects of

this speech, the porter returned with a note which he had been

instructed to deliver to him instead of giving him admittance.

It was from Lord Harrington, who not wishing to see

him, and being unable otherwise to find him, had taken

this means of conveying to him a polite, but very formal

dismissal from his post ; stating that all his effects had been de-
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posited in the care of a certain inn-keeper in Coventry ; and thus

clearly obviating all excuse for his proceeding to the abbe3\

The style of this note alluding to no ground of displeasure,

and desiring no explanation, was just of the nature to produce

the effect it had upon De Lacy ; he crushed it in his hand, hastily

tore it into bits, threw it on the ground, and turning his horse's

head, waved his hand to Quartley, and galloped out of sight in

as short a space of time as we have taken up in relating his

mode of proceeding.

His temper, it has been before said, was warm; a decided

fault, though one that in men is generally leniently treated ; but

to how many self-inflicted, domestic, and even public evils, does

this same error, always objected to in women, yet almost consi-

dered as a virtue in men, lead ?

William had taken some turns in the small apartment of his

inn at Coventry before his irritation subsided sufficiently to give

place, as the irritation of a passionate, yet amiable, or indeed,

sensible man always does, to regrets.

He regretted first that he had not taken a more friendly leave

of the attached and honest yeoman ; he regretted next, that his

impetuosity had not allowed him to ascertain from this man

further particulars respecting the grounds of Lord Harrington's

conduct, and getting from him a fuller explanation of his speech

;

several parts of which were of course ill-understood by him.

But such regrets are as painful and vexatious as they are useless,

and after De Lacy had walked sundry times up and down the

parlour, or stood with folded arms in the middle of the floor, he

began to discover this ; and then the natural desire of change

from such a state, that hasty turning of the mind to any loop-

hole of relief from its own distracting and unavailing regrets,

above all, the aching of an afiectionate breast for sympathy and

friendship, drew his thoughts towards Leamington ; good Mr.

Villars crossed his recollection, and with a spring to the window

he threw it up, and the very utterance of the words, " hostler,
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ho !—a horse, and rest mine till to-morrow," seemed to have a

restorative power, and before many minutes had elapsed he was

once more on the wooded road leading to Leamington Priors.

Associations, the source of which, though at present mingled with

much pain to himself, will readily be discernible to the reader,

induced him to turn from the direct road and take that lead-

ing through the pretty village of Stoneleigh, so as to bring him-

self in view of Compton Revel.
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

THE VICAR OP LEAMINaXON IS UNSUCCESSPUt IN NEGOTIATION DB LACY

BAMBLES BACK TO LONDON, AND FINDS AN OLD COMRADE TURNED

PURITAN.

Long did he gaze upon it, and think of the sentiments he

used to cherish for its inhabitants, who were now, not only un-

conscious of his neighbourhood, but perhaps indifferent to his

very existence—no, he could not imagine the latter ; something

within his heart told him it was impossible, but thoughts of a

more irritating nature arose as he gazed upon that place, and

with all the hurried feeling with which an upright mind will some-

times hasten to fling aside unjust aspersion, he spurred on his

horse, nor slackened again its speed until he reached the lowly

cot that was then the vicarage of Leamington.

NO. VIII. z
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The sound of horse's feet brought the pastor to the door, as

De Lacy threw the reins to a country lad who stood by, with

less care and caution certainly than if the animal had been his

own Gauntlet. The vicar heard the relation of his recent ad-

ventiu*es with concern and interest. William related them with

simplicity so far as faithfulness to Blanche permitted him.

" The world," good Mr. Villars said, " might say that fortune

persecuted him ; but such was not the Christian's language : con-

scious of his errors, mistakes, weakness, he can regard such trials

as sent to correct what is wrong or sinful in his nature and dis-

position, to teach him by painful experience how to act in the

time of temptation and trial ; and to fit him more and more for

the great end to which he is destined, refining him, even as silver

in the furnace, from the alloy of nature, and drawing him closer

and closer to the source of all good and all perfection ; causing

him to weary of a vain disappointing world, that he may rest

with confidence under the refuge of the Most High, and find

that to him whose trust at all times reposeth in the wisdom and

mercy of God, there ariseth light in the darkness."

The words of piety are ever sweet in the ear of sorrow ; soft

and soothing are they even to the bowed down heart that

turned from them with indifference or scorn in the hours of

gaiety.

William had ever listened to them with reverence, or joined in

them with pleasure, and now he answered the pious speaker, and

said

—

" Your words, my kind friend, are indeed as refreshing dew

upon a parched and weary land. Fain would I hope that all my
difficulties and embarrassments may answer such purposes as

you describe ; but when I see myself the object of so little con-

cern to any human being—when, with your exception, I believe I

might perish from the earth without interrupting for half a mo-

ment the pursuits of any individual 1 left upon it, where my

place would be no more missed, than that of a single bird

which the fowler takes from among hundreds—thinking thus.
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can I avoid the doubt that my individual concerns are too trifling

to engage the concern of the omnipotent mind ?"

" Your speech, my son," said the vicar, kindly smiling,

" arises from disappointed and wounded, I will not say peevish,

sentiments. Because a few who were objects of your exclusive

regard appear to have failed in their regard to you, you con-

clude that your relation to all your fellow-creatures on this earth

must be exactly what it is to them. Not, however, to contro-

vert the pathetic case you make out for yourself, let me tell you

that, were you still less important in the scale of creation than

you describe, it would be no argument at all for entertain-

ing the doubt you speak of. To the Infinite Mind there can be no

such distinctions as magnitude or minuteness : as, to create worlds

and form a gnat, were an equal labour, so to guide the destinies

of worlds, and to direct the mortal path of the humblest and

most insignificant of his immortal creatures, is an equal concern.

Wejudge of the infinite by the finite when we speak of any con-

cerns being too trifling, any object too insignificant for the

attention of the Omnipotent."

William was silent : he was more disposed at the moment to

receive sympathy than to enter into theological reasoning ; and

fond of the latter as the vicar was, he was always ready to

yield the former when he saw its need.

"I have indeed known many trials," William replied in

answer to an observation from him. " My life appears to have

been one of peculiar difficulty and disappointment ; but never

have I felt " and unable to finish his speech he laid his arms

on the table, and his head upon them, and was again silent.

" The righteous, William, is bold as a lion," said Mr. Villars,

laying his hand on the young man's shoulder. " Yield not thus

if conscience condemns you not, * the triumph of the wicked is

but for a moment ; but if the righteous fall seven times, yet shall

he not be destroyed.' Remember that the Psalmist, who, like

him he typified, was calumniated and reproached even in the

darkest time of trouble, expresses his confidence that the Lord
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will yet make his just dealing as clear as the noon-day. Com-

pose yourself, therefore, dear boy, and let us rather think of what

your case requires to be done."

This latter hint was at once effectual. Nothing can more

successfully be presented to a mind in such a state than the

prospect of action—at least, if the object be to arouse it from

its depression. Nothing is more difficult than for an energetic,

ardent mind to submit, as the Christian must often find it his

wisdom and duty to do, to let matters take their course,'and leave

misrepresentation uncorrected, misconception unremoved, and

false aspersions unrefuted. William again raised up a manly

brow prepared to battle with the adverse current to which he was

on the point of yielding in despondency ; and it was agreed be-

tween him and his clerical adviser that Lord St. Clare ought now

to be made acquainted with the part his nephew was acting.

And as the unfavourable ideas his lordship had imbibed respect-

ing De Lacy, would, in all probability, render worse than nu-

gatory any information that came from him on so delicate a

subject, Mr. Villars proposed to go himself for that purpose to

Compton Revel.

" And tell Lord St. Clare, and " cried De Lacy.

" I will be the bearer of no messages," the vicar interrupted.

" None, William, either to him or my gentle pupil. I will give

him simply the intelligence I am possessed of without naming

my authorities, nor will I, if I can avoid it without the risk of

deception, let it be known that you are here. I should only

injure your cause by appearing as a mediator."

" I believe so," De Lacy answered ;
" and I should have no

wish to employ you or any one else as such. I know not how it

is, but the pride which in any other case would bear me up and

enable me to act with a proportion of the indifference or aliena-

tion shown towards me, forsakes me in theirs ; I suppose that it

arises from the fact of having so long regarded Lord St. Clare

almost as a father, that I must regard any sentiments of offence

or indignation as a breach of filial duty.^
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The vicar could not forbear a quiet but significant smile,

more observable in the eye than on the lip, as he turned away,

and, sending his guest to get his horse made ready, equipped

himself in a long cloak which covered his clerical dress

;

and arranging his cap more securely on his head, soon after

mounted the steady and slow-paced animal which William, with

no little dispatch, held ready for him, and paced along the road

to Compton Revel, leaving him to the choice of perusing his own

troubled thoughts, or the heavy tomes with which the little room

was encumbered.

Lord St. Clare received the intelligence which the vicar of

Leamington brought to him, with much less surprise than his

visitor had anticipated. The fact was that that nobleman, though

he would not own it even to himself, had always entertained

some misgivings as to his nephew's sincerity, or at least some

fear that his reserve had a deeper source than that which he had

at first ascribed to it ; and regard for the misguided young man

and anxiety for the family honour, led him now to hasten the

preparations that were making for a removal to London, to which

place Mr. Villars found the establishment at Compton Revel was

to adjourn in the course of a few days.

He avoided all mention of De Lacy ; but Lord St. Clare led

to this himself, and with apparent regret expressed his appre-

hensions that he too was engaged in the same dangerous career.

" I profess to you, my lord," said the vicar, " that I firmly

believe such an apprehension has not the shadow of a founda-

tion. I am happy and thankful to declare my belief that William

de Lacy is still the same well-principled, honest, and open-hearted

boy whom you and I once well knew."
'* I would willingly hope so—if I could I would gladly believe

it,** replied his lordship. " But not to speak of any former

grounds for doubting that he is so, can you, reverend sir, account

for the singular fact, that after leaving Coombe Abbey with the

professed intention of visiting Hagley Hall, he is known never

to have gone thither, but to have repaired to a place so noted as
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the resort of all disaffected persons, and the retreat of obnoxious

characters, as is Henlip, the seat of Mr. Habington, whose father

you already know built it in the late reign expressly as a hiding-

place for traitors and missionary priests ?"

Rather startled at this intelligence, William's zealous friend

declared his ignorance of the circumstance.

" I thought it possible you might be so," said Lord St. Clare,

coolly ; " such is however the case—it was at Henlip that he

made, as I am told, the attempt on my nephew's life, which was

the means of driving him thence ; a deed I do not by any means

deem him capable of attempting otherwise than in a sally of

passion.

" The tale is, I confess, a strange one ; for if, as all appearances

declare, he was in league with the malcontents, it is not likely

they would make the matter known ; however, as he escaped

secretly I suppose they feared his betraying them ; and as he has

not since been heard of, I considered it my duty to detail to my
Lord Harrington the whole relation as it was given to me. His

lordship despatched a trusty messenger to Hagley, where nothing

could be heard of him, but at Henlip the tidings brought to me

were corroborated."

Fully convinced that this story,* if not a fabrication,

might at all events be easily explained, the vicar affirmed

such to be his belief; and thinking now that nothing could

be gained but much lost by concealment, he informed Lord

St. Clare of what had passed at his house, and concluded by

saying that De Lacy being now at Leamington he could, he had

no doubt, obtain a satisfactory solution of this mystery, and

would rejoice to communicate it to his former friends at Compton

Revel.

Lord St. Clare assured, him of his willingness to receive it

;

referred to the nature of his former sentiments for his young

proteg6y and concluded by hoping that the vicar was not

deceived, and that De Lacy was incapable of imposing on the

benevolence of so valuable a friend. After a short conversa-
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tijn with Lady Edith, which was accompanied by tears and

smiles on her part, and concluded with an earnest entreaty that

he would very, very soon return to Compton Revel, Mr. Villars

took leave and retraced his way to Leamington, full of the hope

that an'explanation of the Henlip story would restore William to

the confidence of his friends. It was with some dismay that

after having repeated to him the tale he had heard, he read its,

confirmation in the young man's distressed and anxious counte-

nance.

" I can say nothing about it, good sir," he replied, " except

that so far from seeking to hurt Cunnyngham, I foolishly threw

my sword aside, a little too violently I believe in the fear that

my temper, which you know is warm, should become heated,

and I should be provoked to use it against him."

" There is then something concealed, William?" the vicar

remarked in a saddened and reproachful tone.

" There is, and must be," was the answer. " Can you still

trust me, reverend sir ?"

The vicar was silent.

" You cannot ; yet you have been my friend, my steadiest

friend, and if you too now should cast me off* it will be with grief,

as one miworthy of your friendship, and on whom your pious

labours have been thrown away. I would save myself and "you

this grief if I could, but I can only make one appeal. In the

course of eight years, during which time I shared with Lady

Edith St. Clare the great benefit of your care and instruction,

did you, sir, ever know or hear of my having been guilty of

falsehood ?"

" No, nor of dissimulation either," said the vicar with

feeling ; " candoiu* was ever your prevailing attribute—and

now, even now, when I look upon your brow, my son, can I

think it has been lost by mingling with the men of this sinful

world?"

" I trust not ; but it cannot be shown now,*' said William with

a heavy sigh; " but ifyou can believe my word without insisting
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on an explanation I cannot afford, you will add to your other

favours, and convey to Lord St. Clare the only assurance I can

give, that my presence at Henlip was accidental, and arose

perhaps from a failure in prudence or judgment, but from no

dereliction of principle. This, and the true nature of the pas-

sage between Master Cunnyngham and myself I should wish his

lordship to be informed of."

" Alas ! it were of no use to tell him aught unless you can

explain all ; I fear my mission may have done more harm than

good."

" Give me then your blessing and let me begone, my father,**

said De Lacy ;
" I only grieve you, and add to my own embar-

rassments."

" And whither will you go, poor boy ? Stay with me,

William ; you will be safe from danger here, at all events

—

not a meet lodging for a soldier I grant, yet "

De Lacy grasped the good man's hand, and pressed it to his

heart.

" Stop, stop," he cried with emotion, " I have learned to bear

unkindness, but not the reverse. Gladly would I benefit by

your society, your admonitions ; but inaction would now over-

whelm me. I must to London, where I will enter on some active

service, most probably a foreign one. Farewell—may He you

serve bless and reward you !"

Thus they parted. William repaired to London, where the

following events took place.

One of his chief objects was to find Sir John Harrington. He
was disappointed in not meeting him in town, as he had retired

in some disgust from the politics of King James's court. While

perambulating the streets, intent on his own affairs, De Lacy's

arm was seized by a person of whom at first he had no recollec-

tion. The plain garb of a citizen, in which he was habited,

had suffered severely from long wear, and in the careful anxious

face he had some difficulty in recognising the once happy and

handsome countenance of a comrade in the army of Essex.
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" Frank Hazelden !" he ejaculated at last ; and as he spoke,

involuntarily glanced his eye over the decayed habiliments of

one of the gayest of that gay band, the slaughter of most of

which gave a title to one of Ireland's wild defiles—the Pass of

/c^o^/yvs-

Plumes ; so called from the plumes of many a gay yet gallant

soldier that strewed that fatal pass.

" Perhaps you would rather not acknowledge me now. Will/'

said the other, with a rather melancholy smile, as he in return

glanced at the handsome accoutrements which the late guards-

man, chiefly through indifference, still wore.

" My own fortunes are fallen low enough, Frank, despite my
bravery," he replied, suiting his answer more to the cast of his

former comrade's eyes than to his words ;
" besides which, you

would know less of me than I once thought, if you could fancy

I desired to avoid a friend in distress whom I had liked in

prosperity."

" Then come with me," said Hazelden, " I have wished above
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all things to meet with you ; but if your fortunes are changed^

you may not be able to serve us as I hoped."

''Us I who?"

"Ah! < thereby hangs a tale/ as your namesake, Will of

Stratford, says; but I must not quote^im now; so come on,

and I will tell it you as we go."

The substance of that tale will be found in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER XXIX.

THK PURITAN FAMILY.

Soon after his return to England, young Hazelden—ardent,

amiable, and inclined to seek happiness in any untried sphere

—

formed an attachment, which, in a worldly point of view, might

be deemed very mal apropos. It was for the daughter of a

clergyman of much piety and zeal, but strongly inclined to the

puritanical principles ; who, thinking the profession of a soldier

was not that he would choose for the husband of his only child,

made his consent to depend on Hazelden's adoption of another

profession or business of any sort, he cared not how lowly, pro-

vided it accorded with his ideas of a godly life.

Hazelden was at first very reluctant to this step ; but his

acquaintance with Alice had been the means of bringing him to

more serious and sober considerations, and thus prepared the

way for a change in his sentiments as regards religion ; so that

he felt really grateful both to her father and herself for a spiri-

tual benefit, which, joined to the attachment that subsisted

between them, induced him finally to acquiesce in the opinions

and wishes of the former, and resign his commission in the

army. They were married; a business that was considered

suitable having been found for Hazelden, but unfortunately

his suitability to it not having been at all ascertained.
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Shortly after his marriage, his reverend father-in-law who had

been long a Puritan in principle, became more decidedly one in

practice ; and at last openly refused to conform, to the full extent,

to the ceremonies, or adopt the habits, used in the Church of

England. He fell consequently under the condemnation of

King James and Archbishop Whitgift; his benefice was seques-

tered, and the payment of the heavy fine imposed for recusancy

finally completed the ruin of his temporal affairs.

His son-in-law, unhappily, was in no condition to better them.

The humble occupations to which the puritanical sect inclined,

were perhaps more beneficial to them when brought up to such

callings, than that he had renounced ; but the young soldier

knew no other trade but that of arms, and had never even thought

of a mechanical craft, or the petty details of trade ; thus, as might

have been foreseen, he was now forming one of a ruined family,

having no power to assist others, and unable to derive assistance

from them. The narrative, of which the foregoing is a brief

outline, was given to De Lacy, as he walked with his distressed

friend to a forlorn, dilapidated-looking house in an unfrequented

part of the town. He stood for a few minutes in the street to

conclude it as they approached the door, and when it was

ended, pushed it open, and ushered him into the presence of the

Puritan minister and his pretty daughter.

A more striking representation of decent poverty, united to

elevated piety, and weighing upon minds of an order above the

conimon, William had never seen than that which the room' he

was ushered into displayed. It brought the fishermen of Galilee

before his imagination.

The old man, for though Hazelden's wife was his young and

only child, he had numbered three score years, was habited in the

simple style adopted by the Puritans in preference to the clerical

costume then usual among divines. His grey hair, bleached more

by care and thought than time, flowing back from an expanded

forehead, and resting on the collar of a plain and well-worn

doublet. He sat near to the almost empty fire-place, for the
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autumn evening was cold, and he fancied the few smouldering

embers imparted warmth ; a small round table, which, with a few

stools, comprised the whole furniture, was placed near him.

He was busily employed in making nets for sale ; but while

his hands were engaged in the business of this life, his eyes,

ever and anon, glanced down upon the large open Bible, the

savings from the wreck of his library, that lay on his knee, and

from which he took in some holy text to meditate upon while

plying his task, or conveyed instruction to a very pretty young

woman, who, with a cheek that had evidently grown paler from

anxious care, sat diligently at work, while her eyes, too, had

another object at which they glanced from time to time, or

rested upon, full of sorrowful fondness ; it was on the cradle

at her feet, where a being, born to a life of mingled joy

and woe, lay sweetly unconscious of either: its dimpled arm

outside the covering, and a smile on its rosy face such as sleep-

ing infants wear when, as nurses tell us, they receive the visits of

angels. And surely if aught mortal could bespeak a heavenly

visitation, it would be such a smile as that ; and she who

watched it thus was divided between the anxieties of a wife,

mother, and daughter : the temptation to gaze on her sleeping

babe, the duty of attending reverently to the comments of her

sire, and the necessity of carefulness and despatch in the delicate

embroidery she had in hand—a piece of work which her father

thought favoured too much the vanities of the world, yet which

they all felt too profitable to be relinquished, for poor Alice's

slender fingers were now the chief support of father, husband,

and child.

The infant afforded to De Lacy a means of relief from the

embarrassment he would have felt at apparently intruding into a

scene which was rendered to him almost sacred by the circum-

stances of those within it. And some really sincere expressions

of delight at the sight of his friend's first-born, entirely con-

ciliated the regard of his friend's wife.

*' You are welcome, fair sir," said the clergyman, with quiet
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dignity, addressing De Lacy, in answer to his son's introduction

of the unbidden guest. " A seat, I fear me, is all that is left us

to offer you ; and that," he added with a smile, as he tendered

the wooden stool, " is scantily bestowed. The will of the Lord

be done !—blessed are they that are persecuted for righteousness

sake."

" Reverend sir," said De Lacy, bowing low, as he took the seat,

with as much or perhaps more respect than he would have shown

if offered it by a bishop, " far would it be from me, and ill would

it beseem my calling, to argue a point of conscience with one

of yours. My friend Hazelden has let me somewhat into your

history ; and, truth to say, I grieve to see such learned and pious

men compelled to submit to circumstances beneath them, or even

to labour for their support."

" Reckon not aught of that, sir soldier," said the old man,

with animation ; " it is our glory. Paul wrought with his own

hands ; so did all the apostles and first disciples of a meek and

lowly Saviour, in times when there were no cassocks, no surplices,

no gown and bands, no crossings, no bowings, no "

How long the enumeration of errors in the existing establish-

ment might have continued, has remained doubtful; for his

surprised and unceremonious hearer broke in on the detail of

things that in former days were not, with an involuntary excla-

mation, for which apologising, he added the expression of his

surprise that for trifles like those alluded to, such privation and

sorrow should be willingly endured.

" Trifles 1" the pastor repeated with a kindling eye and flush-

ing cheek, for though truly pious, his natural temper was warm.

"Trifles?—^relics of popery—part of the abomination of desola-

tion, which I tell you will shortly be seen standing where it

ought not—ay, even in the midst of the professedly reformed

church of Christ.—Trifles! say you?'*

" So please you, father," said Hazelden with deference, but

now in his turn, interrupting the tide of declamation—" before

you were deprived you used to term them trifles yourself."
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" The Lord pardon his servant in that thing, my son ! If I

have done wrong I will do so no more ; I am now otherwise

minded."

" The usual consequences of persecution for conscience* sake,**

William murmured, but the old man went on

—

" I tell you, Frank, it is by means of what are termed trifles

that popery will creep back to this land. Our adversaries truly

consider them trifles, but wherefore then not yield them up, and

grant to us who abhor them, the liberty to act after our own

conscience."

" If I might give my judgment," said De Lacy, finding his

friend was silent, " it seems to me that by such concessions on

the part of the rulers of our church, its unity of observance

would be lost, because no regular form, and no regular govern-

ment would then be observed. If they are immaterial, I would

deem it better to conform to what cannot be entirely expimged,

rather than risk the evil of leaving men to the exercise of self-

will—to choose what they would, or would not observe ; and, by

conforming to things, imnecessary indeed, but for the time expe-

dient, be enabled to continue in your holy vocation, and, by

spreading the light of divine truth, cause that men should cease

to quarrel about shadows, being made more desirous to possess

themselves of the substance."

The Puritan divine was silent for a moment, then he said

—

" Young man, you speak well, but you are in error. The

truth is this.—There have been great lights in these latter days,

but they have not fully reached us yet. The Church in England

was never wholly reformed. Henry VIII. was a destroyer not a

reformer. The Reformation did, it is true, progress in the time

of his godly son Edward ; but his untimely death left it still

incomplete. The bloody Mary re-established popery, though

with difficulty ; the martyrs and confessors fled mostly to Geneva,

and there saw what a true church is, and heard its pure doctrines.

The accession of a Protestant princess recalled them hither;

but Elizabeth loved and cleaved to the pomp and ceremony of the
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Romish ritual ; and fain to preserve these, she repressed the

Calvinists. They increased nevertheless, and many of the nobles,

even around her own person, were of our doctrine, and frequented

our assemblies. You, sir, as well as Frank Hazelden, may have

heard our ministers expound the word in the house of the Earl

of Essex."

De Lacy bowed, with a painful sense of the means by which

his admired leader had courted popularity ; but he forbore to

enter on this subject, so the speaker went on

—

" King James, I speak it reverently, for he is my sovereign, is

as much a Romanist as Protestant, but he is nopapist: he is

averse to the pope, but not to the religion of which the pope is

the head. He would have none of his interference with the

rights of kings, but he objects neither to the doctrines nor super-

stitions of the Church of Rome. Witness the late acts passed

for the desecration of the Sabbath, wherein it is ordered that

the fashion of old times for the amusements of the people be

revived. And because we oppose what is either sinful or super-

stitious, and would fain adhere to a purer faith, a simpler form,

and a stricter discipline, we are persecuted, fined, deprived,

imprisoned, reduced to poverty."

" It is strange," said De Lacy, " that you should consider the

king favourable to the Romish religion, while its followers are at

this time inveighing against him for severity towards them, either

present or intended."

" The papists are irritated against his majesty," replied the

other, " because he temporised with, and deceived them. I am
well aware that there is danger brooding around him, while pt the

same time I believe they are working in secret, and have some

great object in view which none will know, until perhaps, the

storm bursts over us. I do not undertake to speak as a prophet,

but this I am assured of, that the disappointment of excited

hopes will never be brooked by the spirit of the papacy."

" But, yet, if I understand aright, the same promises were held

out to your party," said William, " even so far as to lead to the
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belief that the Presbyterian worship would be established in

England on the Scottish king's accession.

" I believe it was as you say, but wiser men watching what

passed in Scotland, were not inclined to that opinion ; we, how-

ever, may be safely disappointed. I trust that no disappoint-

ment, no persecution will ever tempt a Christian among us to

forget that it is written— * Vengeance is mine, I will repay, saith

the Lord.'
"

De Lacy cordially concurred in the hope, and turning to

Hazelden, remarked, that the conversation had taken a turn he

had not expected.

"You brought me hither," he added, "under the idea, I be-

lieve, that I might be able to serve you—tell me how, for I see I

am not likely to do so by argument."

" I wished to ask you to use your influence with Lord St.

Clare," said the young man, who had sat impatiently desiring

an opportunity to introduce the subject which caused him more

anxiety than the points of dispute between the heads of the

Church of England, and the admirers of that of Geneva. " His

lordship is the friend of Lord Harrington, the Princess Elizabeth's

governor; as she is so averse to all that savours of popery,

we already claim her on our side, and it has occurred to me, that

through your influence with Lord St. Clare, interest might be

made to obtain me such an official appointment as would enable

me ^" he paused, but his eye turned to his wife and child.

" I understand you, Frank," said De Lacy, anxious to spare him

the pain of expressing his meaning: " would, even for your sake,

that I possessed the influence you speak of."

" How ?" exclaimed Hazelden in surprise.

" We will not talk of this now, Frank ; let me tell you briefly

that my interference in that quarter is out of the question. Now
then is there any other way I can serve you ? Is there any mutual

friend I could engage to write to Lord St. Clare on the subject ?

I know of none at present."

" Nor I," said Hazelden :
" but his lordship, I suppose you

NO. VIII. 2 A
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know, is in town ; it was by meeting him accidentally at a place

where I was, and hearing him spoken of, that I was led to think

of the subject I named. I thought matters were with you as

they used to be, and supposed when I met you that you had

attended the family here."

The look of saddened feeling and sympathy with which

he concluded, recalled William for a moment to the powerful

sense of his own misfortunes ; but this was soon lost in concern

for the disappointment of his distressed friend. We never feel

our own distresses and misfortunes so much as when they

prevent us from relieving the difficulties of those we truly regard.

After some consideration he said

—

" I tell you, Frank, the only means that occurs to me of

effecting your purpose—you must go yourself and make your

application to Lord St. Clare."

" Not for worlds," cried Hazelden. " I never yet could speak

for myself."

William smiled, and glanced to Alice : his meaning, though

only a playful one, being in allusion to his friend's assertion

that he had never pleaded his own cause, was not comprehended

aright by her ; for casting down her timid eyes with a deep blush,

she said in answer to it—

" You mean, sir, that I should go—I will do so."

" You, Alice !" cried her husband in astonishment—" poor

trembler

—

you^ to do what I shrink from 1"

" How beautiful is the devotion of woman !

" William

sighed to himself, and added aloud—" Yes, Mistress Alice,

your own heart suggested what my mind never proposed. We
might long debate before such a probable means of effecting

our object presented itself to us. Go, then, but not to Lord St.

Clare ; you can address yourself to one who will, perhaps, still

more easily appreciate your motives and feelings—for surely a

woman only can fully understand the heart of woman. Ask for

the Lady Edith ; and if you fail I think the fault can neither be

in the missionary, nor in her the missionary is bound to."
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" It must then be in the mission itself," said Hazelden, " and

that is most probable, as it relates to the most worthless of the

parties concerned."

The following day Alice Hazelden, decently attired in the

style, which, though remarkable as partaking of puritanical sim-

plicity, became her sweet and modest countenance, set out on

that mission, and was accompanied, into sight of the house, by

her husband. On the road they met De Lacy, who thus acquired

a knowledge of Lord St. Clare's residence, and this, and the cir-

cumstances that followed were instrumental in placing him before

it in the manner described in a former chapter, where Herbert

Cunnyngham is reported to have seen him one night gazing on

the windows of a certain mansion in the Strand.

These little circumstances we are now to detail.
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CHAPTER XXX.

THE MISSION OF ALICE HAZELDEN 1 AND ITS RESULTS.

Alice returned home with a cheek glowing with the same

excitement that lent a deeper shade to her pensive eyes. De
Lacy, who, anxious to hear her tidings, had joined the party

that awaited her return, had before thought his friend's wife was

uncommonly pretty, but to him she appeared perfectly beautiful,

when clasping her hands, on entering the room, her first excla-

mation was—" Oh ! that lovely Lady Edith !—Surely if nothing

else comes of my visit, it is a favour to have seen her !"

" Child ! child !" said the old man reprovingly, " such speech

savours of idolatry. What is she, though rich and noble, ay,

and lovely as thou sayest, but a poor creature of earth and ashes,

sprung from dust and hastening to dust again ? If the maiden

possess the grace of heaven, then hath she true nobility and true

loveliness, even the same as that bestowed upon the ill-favoured

beggar."

" I trust she hath that better loveliness you speak of, sir,*'

Alice replied, abashed at the rebuke. " And truly the maiden

hath spoken to me with greater meekness and pious wisdom

than "

<* Than what, daughter ?" said the pastor, his bright eye

flashing, for meekness, by nature, was not, it has been said, his

characteristic.
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" Than many, father, that assemble here, and only exasperate

what it would be well to soothe," Alice again, almost tremblingly,

answered; for both she and her husband were impressed with

that awe which submissive and gentle natures generally feel for

more determined ones, when these are united with qualities that

command respect.

"Go to, child, women should be in subjection," said the old

man, impatiently. " Did the maiden then advise me to conform,

forsooth ?"

" Lady Edith St. Clare is too gentle and discreet, methinks,

to advise a godly minister in any thing,'* was the reply.

" It is well thy report is so favourable, girl,'* said her father,

with a smoother brow. " We would assume no undue authority

:

it is for the priests of Rome, and those who walk in their steps,

to do that ; still it is written— * the priest's lips should keep

knowledge, and the people shall seek the law at his mouth ;' and

when they, through the grace given unto them, fulfil their part of

the injunction, it is but seemly that the people should fulfil

theirs also."

" Dear Alice," Hazelden who had been in an agony of im-

patience, at last whispered, "do remember that some secular

matters were connected with your visit. Is there any hope for

me?"
" Forgive me, dearest," said Alice, turning hastily round to

him. " Yes, there is hope ; but, Frank, be not too sanguine ;

Lady Edith has promised to use her interest with her father.

—

She says he is very cautious, and will make inquiries, or proba-

bly see you before he takes any step, but she almost told me I

might rely on something being speedily done for you."

The young man, whose mind was strongly excited by the pros-

pect of relief from so depressing a condition, doubly irksome,

because his former life so ill prepared him for it, threw himself

into a seat, and pressing her hand on his closed eyes, only said

—

" Heaven bless you, love, and reward you for this."

" If it allows me to see that wrinkle removed," said Alice with
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a serious playfulness touching his brow with a finger, " I shall

have a far larger reward than I either deserve or expected. But

how, Frank, shall we thank Captain de Lacy, for to him we shall

owe much, if not all ?''

" To me !" William exclaimed, with a kindling countenance

:

" my part has surely been small."

" Yet you know not how much of my success 1 may owe to

the mention of your name. Master de I^acy," said Alice,

timidly.

A sort of trepidation, to which he was not at all subject, at that

moment came over William, and if Hazelden had not inquired

into his wife's meaning, it is probable, that like some other

matters, he would have regretted his ignorance of it when the

opportunity was lost.

In giving a succinct account of her morning's adventure, Alice

informed them that one of Lady Edith's first inquiries had been

as to her husband's former mode of life ; and during the details

to which this led, she had remarked that she had once a friend

who served in the same army—on which Alice summoning all her

courage, ventured to say that her husband had frequently heard

an intimate friend and comrade speak of Lord St. Clare. Lady

Edith coloured, she thought from displeasure; and was silent,

as if expecting to hear more ; then inquired the name of the

friend alluded to, and on being told it, bent down her head, and

remained once more for some time in silence.

" Then," said Alice, " she rose up and said with much sweet-

ness, * I am glad to know he was your husband's friend, for at the

time you speak of I believe his friend would be a worthy one.

You may depend upon it that your affairs shall not be forgotten

by me. Tell your husband, that if I can, through my father,

serve him, it will make me happy to be the means of doing so.'

" Then, father," Alice continued, turning again to the old

man, " she came up close to me, as if saying farewell, and put

her hand so softly into mine, that till she had withdrawn it and

at the same moment stepped out of the room, I never guessed
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her purpose, or felt that she had left me all this money," and

she held up a pretty

purse, containing ten or

twelve gold marks.

The old man raised

up a reverend look and

moistened eyes to hea-

ven, and said with fer-

vour

—

" May the Lord, whom

I would serve, bless and

reward her, even as

she hath dealt bounti-

fully with us, so may he

deal with her ; making her path happy in this troublesome world,

if it be accordant with his righteous will, and guiding her in

peace to the kingdom of his dear Son."

" Amen !" said every voice in the room ; and De Lacy, throw-

ing his cloak around him, walked forth into the open air in

silence.

After a solitary ramble of about two hours he came back to

the house, and found the pastor alone. He was intent on the

Bible ; and looking up, as William, unwilling to disturb him,

was meditating a silent retreat, he said abruptly, and in a man-

ner that showed he had retained little impression of circum-

stances that had supplied his visitor with abundant themes

of meditation since they parted, and had lost all concern for his

temporal affairs in zeal for matters in themselves indifferent,

but magnified into importance as bearing some relationship

to popery

—

" Do you think that the present constitution of the English

church has any affinity to the primitive church of Christ ?—Do
you think Paul wore a cassock, or that the Ethiopian was marked

in the forehead with the sign of the cross ? That the ring was

used in marriage, and a written discourse read out of a pulpit ?"
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"As for the latter practice," said William, smiling, " I should

think that men under the immediate influence of inspiration, would

not have recourse to it ; I prefer to hear a minister who does

not practise it, and I believe our late queen wished it as far as

possible, to be avoided. But it is not for me to decide in another

man's office. As for the rest, if I might give an opinion, it is

this:—I think in the earliest ages of Christianity there was

neither time nor liberty for the arrangement of a set form of

worship, still less for the ordinance of the things you speak of. It

is not to be supposed that persecuted as the early Christians were,

their ministers would have chosen to attire themselves as those

of a recognised worship do now, in order to show they are set

apart to the service of God.

" Of course much of our ceremonies, and I suppose the entire

of our ministerial robes, were, as you say, the invention of

men ; but I, for my part, should be as sorry to see a servant

of God put aside the garb that distinguished him from other

men, as I would be to see a soldier doff the badge of his leader

or a serving man the livery of his master."*

" Hem," said the old man, looking aside with the air of one not

prepared with an immediate answer. " You are then also among

those who would retain the sign ofthe cross in baptism?"

" The cross, reverend sir, we both, I trust, deem a sacred symbol.

You shake your head; but much do I regret that because the

Roman Catholics seem to worship the sign rather than the thing

signified, Protestants on their part seem to treat the sign itself

with contempt.

" By baptism we are admitted into the visible church, and by

the sign of the cross upon our brows we are, as it were, branded

with the mark of Christ, and it is thus beautifully declared, that

we are dedicated to him who hung thereon."

* It must be remembered that the above speaker spoke at a time

when the clerical dress was worn at all times ; a custom, perhaps, to be

approved of.
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" Look you here, sir !" cried the old man, his intelligent eye

again flashing with controversial heat, as he hastily turned over

the leaves of the Bible, to bring the disputant to some passage

that established, in his opinion, a more correct view of the

subject.

William bent down to look at it, and while the pastor's finger

traced the lines, he looked up triumphantly in his face, but met

an object he did not expect.

It was Lord St. Clare who had found his way into the poor

apartment. The countenance of the zealous Puritan, on guess-

ing who the noble visitor was, manifested a little of the embar-

rassment natural to one who was imexpectedly placed in the

company of an elevated personage, and one to whose patronage

his family was looking. But religion, as it lends courage in the

time of danger, so does it usually impart dignity even in circum-
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stances of distress; and as the good man rose he bowed with

lowly respect, yet without any appearance of servility, and

endeavoured to draw forth his own large chair, every other seat

being more or less encumbered with Alice's working materials.

William, whose back was to the door, then first looked round,

and with some emotion beheld Lord St. Clare. It was indeed

the sound of his voice that caused him to do so, for he was

reading with much attention the passage that had been pointed

out to him.

It instantly occurred to him that his presence might injure the

cause of his poor friends, and therefore handing in silence the

seat which the minister found difficulty in offering, he bowed in

a manner which, though professedly meant for the master of the

house, included in a respectful, yet unobtrusive style, the newly

arrived visitor, and taking his hat and cloak, said simply

—

" Thanks, reverend sir, for your exposition ; and, trust me, I

rejoice that my accidental meeting with an old comrade has

caused me to know he is the son-in-law of so pious a minister."

He quitted the room, leaving Lord St. Clare surprised, and

not displeased at the rencontre ; for distrustful as he was, he

saw there could be nothing premeditated here, and the way in

which he found De Lacy engaged imparted to him the bene-

volent hope that Mr. Villars was not altogether wrong in his

opinion of him, and he might even have exchanged a salutation

with him if his abrupt retreat had allowed it ; but these favour-

able thoughts were quickly replaced by recollections more

injurious to their object.

He was already aware that Hazelden had been his com-

panion at a former time, and therefore, the fear of injuring that

young man by an appearance of intimacy, which had assailed

William, was groundless. It prevailed however, so far as to

cause the latter to retire precipitately and thus, perhaps, lose an

opportunity which might have been turned to his advantage.

We need not delay oiu- story by narrating what followed be-
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tween the nobleman and the Puritan minister. Suffice it to say,

that his inquiries ending satisfactorily, the former readily mider-

took to use his interest in the young man's behalf ; and having

seen him and his interesting wife, of whom, his daughter had

given a very delightful account, he left the abode of poverty and

piety, followed by the prayers and blessings of its already happy

and thankful inmates.
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CHAPTER XXXI.

CONTAINING A SCENE OF A DIFFERENT CHARACTER FROM THE FOREOOING-

LADY EDITH FINDS THE GUARDSMAN IN ANOTHER EMPLOYMENT.

While Lord St. Clare was engaged in his benevolent mission,

his daughter was occupied in a very dissimilar manner.

She had been summoned from her own apartments and quiet

avocations, to receive a visit from her cousin. On entering the

stately room to which she had been shown, she found him with

hurried steps and disordered aspect pacing its floor, as if the

violence of his movements was in unison with the state of an

agitated mind. Lady Edith paused at the door, holding it open

in her hand ; and looking on his perturbed countenance, felt

inclined to summon her woman to be present at an interview she

dreaded. But Herbert Cunnyngham darting forward, with one

hand grasped hers, and with the other closed the door.

Her presence after a few moments seemed to calm the passions

that raised a strife in the world within ; like oil poured on the

troubled waters, it had stilled the surface of that troubled deep

which has its mysterious source within the heart of man, and the

workings of which showed more terrific in one of his usually

gentle and graceful deportment, than when displayed in those

whose exterior is more in unison with such vehement mental

agitation.

Herbert's nature was not in unison with his circumstances.

" Be not alarmed, Edith ; I will be calm ; I have suffered
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much—almost too much," he said, pressing his hand on a pale

yet burning brow.

" Cousin—dear cousin !" was Edith's only answer.

" Have you warned your father not to attend the opening of

this parliament," Herbert demanded anxiously.

" I told him what you said, cousin," Lady Edith replied in a

firmer voice ; " and he was grieved-^oh ! deeply grieved, that

his nephew should know that danger awaited him there, and not

openly defend him from it ; at least by revealing its real nature

and authors."

Cunnyngham was silent ; his brow was bent ; and, for him, it

was stern. After a pause that was almost fearful to his com-

panion, he said

—

" If my warning be unheeded, my conscience is clear ; and even

you must acquit me hereafter. I can do no more ; I thought by

what I said I might have " he would have added, " done

too much, and betrayed my trust ;" but his cousin, with that

unfortunate quickness of apprehension that sometimes ran before

the fact, cut him short, by saying

—

" I do trust you, Herbert, indeed I do. I know you would

say you have done enough to enable us to trust you; but

my father is ever inclined to a contrary disposition—he is

ever doubtful ;" and Edith sighed heavily. " I know he is wiser

and better than I am, yet I sometimes think we may make people

better by trusting than by doubting them."

Lady Edith here recollected that her thoughts were roving to

another subject, and so she added

—

" I do believe that you have good grounds for your apprehen-

sions, and that yoiu* warning has proceeded from pure affection

to us as your kindred; and to show you, cousin, that I think so, I

will tell you that it is my intention, my firm resolve, to accom-

pany my father to the Parliament House ; and if I may not be by

his side, at least to be beneath the same roof, and to shield him

from, or share the danger that may meet him. The Countess

of ^" she might have continued, for her listener had seemed
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turned to stone ; but at the last sentence a low deep groan burst

from his quivering lip as he sunk down from his seat upon his

knees, and his face dropped

'..'m:'§W':': ''':'%;'^!:-;t,, upon the extended hands

stretched out to succour him;

and youth, with all its hope-

fulness, strength, pride, and

beauty, lay there, crushed

beneath the mighty power

of mental agony. A long

and awful silence ensued;

Edith's heart was up, though

tremblingly, in prayer to

God ; while one hand dis-

engaging itself, in the ten-

derness of womanly feeling,

unconsciously found its way around the neck of the cold, silent,

almost insensible, but therefore she more deeply felt, miserable

sufferer.

At length a hollow voice broke the silence. " Edith," it said,

" you shall now know whether you are dear to me ; since for

you I peril my eternal salvation."

" Heaven in its mercy look upon me !" cried the trembling

girl: " his senses are surely gone. Herbert !—cousin !—oh, let

me call the servants !"

But she could not move ; for his cold damp forehead was on

her knees, and his hands grasped hers, as with the clutch of

desperation.

" Edith," he said in a voice so solemn, that it sounded like

that of one who stood on the very verge of the awful doom to

which he referred, " I have sworn a solemn oath, which I have

confirmed by these words on the mystic emblems of our faith

—

* So help me this holy sacrament of God's body, in form of bread

here present, to my salvation or damnation.'—If I reveal to you the

subject of that oath, I thus voluntarily incur my own damnation."
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" Forbear ! oh, forbear !'* Lady Edith almost shrieked in

terror. "Let me go, Herbert ; hold me not thus, I conjure you!"

" If I forbear, you perish—your father perishes—and so

perish
"

The sentence closed in a shuddering of his whole frame.

A moment's reflection enabled Edith to collect the for-

titude of which she was not wholly deficient, although, happily

for her she had not hitherto been much called upon to exer-

cise it.

" Herbert," she then said, " you imply, if I understand you

aright, that you have taken an oath which it would be a much

greater merit to break than to keep : a criminal oath relating to

the destruction of any one, and sealed by the sacrament which is

the declaration of our faith in our crucified Lord's atonement,

must be abhorrent to a God of love and purity. Not for mj/

sake ; no, not even for my precious father's sake," she continued

with a swelling heart, " would I ask you to break it, but for your

own sake ; and implore you to seek pardon, not for breaking,

but for ever having taken such ;—pardon, Herbert, from Him
whose blood cleanseth from all sin."

Another silence followed.

" Our creeds differ," Herbert interrupted by saying. " I know

that if I break my vow, eternal ruin is the penalty. Save me
from this by pledging me your sacred promise that you will not

go, and will not suffer, if possible, your father to go to this

parliament."

"I will not make such a promise, cousin," Edith instantly

answered. " For if my father meets danger, I will, if I can,

meet it too ; and I know well he will not be deterred from any

duty by such mysterious and uncertain hints."

At the moment Lord St. Clare's step was heard along the

corridor ; and, though it afterwards passed away in another

direction, his daughter hastily added—

•

" He is here, cousin ! oh ! tell him what all this mystery

refers to."
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Herbert arose ; his face was pallid, and his strength exhausted

by the mental conflict. The thought of seeing Lord St. Clare

was terrible to him ; but the prospect was salutary, as calling on

him to summon more presence of mind and decision of purpose

than he would probably have done if still alone with Edith.

He stood some minutes in expectation, and finding he did not

come, and that his cousin, taking advantage of the movement he

made had also arisen, and was meditating a retreat, he said

with greater calmness

—

" Stay yet a little, Edith ; you may not repent doing so. I

see now the only alternative that lies before me : either I break

my vow, or you and your father perish. The decision is com-

mitted to one who would too readily make it. Time is yet per-

mitted to me ; let me not hurry on the awful step ; it is not

until the fifth of next month—some other means may yet arise

;

De Lacy—where is he ?"

It will be seen that the above were sentences, uttered rather as

disjointed parts of thoughts that teemed within a disordered mind,

than expressed for the purpose of conveying or receiving infor-

mation. The question with which it closed, though scarcely meant

to be such, was the only observation Lady Edith replied to.

" Alas ! I know not : why is it ever thus, that he should

seem so involved in your unhappy affairs ?" But an agonising

idea suddenly crossed her mind ; and almost groaning beneath

the pang it brought, she grasped his arm and cried—" Herbert,

Herbert, tell me, oh ! tell me, is it, can it be from him you

apprehend danger to my father ?"

Herbert Cunnyngham looked fixedly at her : and absorbed as

he was in his own emotions, an expression of surprise became

visible in his face. But Edith saved him from a reply, which in

his present state of mind might fully have exonerated De Lacy.

" No," she added, calming her tumultuous sensations : " never,

till the fact be clearly displayed before me in the act, never will

I believe that William de Lacy would wilfully cause danger or

loss to me or mine."
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Herbert appeared little to notice what might have once proved

a source of irritation.

" It is now my turn to desire you will hear me with calmness,

Edith," he said : " I know not why it is so, but I experience at

this moment the solemnity of a last earthly interview : and I feel

it important— nay, look not thus alarmed, Edith; another

time I would have suffered much for the privilege of believing

that my loss would be a cause of grief to you. But now, if I

save you, and perish not myself, the hope of any earthly blessed-

ness must be renounced : my hope must thenceforth be limited

to that of being able—perhaps, by a life of penance in the cells

of La Chartreuse—to expiate my crime. The prospects of this

life may easily be resigned by one who never, for more than the

score of years it had lasted, beheld aught of the brightness that

might be given to them, till he saw and knew, ay, Edith, and

loved you—how fervently will yet be known ! These may be

resigned ; but the prospects of the life to come !" Herbert

stopped and shuddered, as all the terrible denunciations of

ghostly power and wrath rose before his mind, presenting to his

imagination terrors which death and the grave in their most

frightful and appalling forms could never convey.

" I would defer to the last, the moment that shall render me

a traitor to all that is held dear and sacred among men," he

continued, with more firmness ; " yet something— these fore-

bodings, I suppose, which often haunt the fancy—seems to tell

me I shall see you no more. Edith, restrain these tears, or you

will plunge me into more speedy crime and misery. I may

be only under the influence of feelings at once excited and

depressed ; for there is no actual ground for such apprehension?.

Before three days pass over, if I am alive and well, you shall

see me again; but should it not be so— should any thing happer,

you shall, at all events, hear from me. And now but one word

more: concern for your safety makes me speak it—De Lacy

is here ; if he brings a message from me, receive it as truth ;

if, at any time, he seeks to serve or protect you, trust him ;

—

farewell
!"

NO. viir ^ 2 b
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He folded her suddenly in his arms, kissed her cold fore-

head, and was gone, while she sunk powerless and almost

senseless on the couch. In this state her father found her, and,

greatly alarmed, was on the point of summoning her attendants,

when his presence proving the best restorative, she raised herself

in his arms, ^d, laying her head on his shoulder, found relief

in a flood of tears. Lord St. Clare left her for a few minutes

to benefit by this relief, then he said in a grave yet gentle

voice :

—

" Edith, has William de Lacy been here ?'*

She slightly started at the question, and, answering it nega-

tively, inquired why it should be put.

Her father replied that having met him at the Puritan

minister's house, and observing him hastily to quit it on his

entrance, he had imagined that her agitation had been caused

by an interview with him. Edith sighed deeply, and, without

further reference to him, said :

—

" Let us go back to the country, dearest father : here, only

trouble and danger seem to beset us."

And she then related to him the greater part of what had

passed with her cousin. Lord St. Clare's concern at what he

heard was almost greater than she had anticipated. He was

shocked and grieved. His nephew's apparent danger and

obvious delinquency, affected him far more than the hints he

had thrown out respecting his own danger : but his was one of

those minds that seem to acquire strength and composure in

proportion to the danger or difficulty. That he had enemies

among the popish party, he said he well knew : his former

school companion, who was now become the superior of the

English Jesuits, Henry Garnet, had long borne him ill-will.

Mr. Habington was the son of one of the poor Queen of Scots'

secret but most ardent favourites, and probably inherited his

father's prejudice on the Cunnynghams' account as well as hers.

Mr Catesby, he believed, was no friend to him, as well as

sundry other persons who, in the late reign, had been busy in

stirring up sedition or transacting secret negotiations with papal
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powers. Still it did not appear that any end save that of

gratifying private malice, would be gained by any attempt

upon his life ; and he was not conscious of having provoked a

spirit of vengeance in any, save, perhaps, the priest ; or, with

a heavy sigh he added, the Cunnynghams themselves, through

the distressing part he had been compelled to act by their

unhappy father. There was, however, but one course for him

now to pursue : he would not fly from town through a vague

impression of danger, neither would he be deterred from any

public duty by threats of the same, but he would take

care that on Cunnyngham's next appearance he should be

detained, and the secret which he seemed afraid to divulge, thus

appear to be extorted from him ; so that his safety should not be

compromised, while theirs was effected.

The thought was some relief to poor Edith, who anxiously

looked forward to the third day, to which Herbert had so

seriously limited his absence. But it came and passed without

bringing him, and the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh came,

and passed away, and no Herbert appeared. Lord St. Clare

was very anxious, and Edith became most miserable. She

prayed, and prayed in more distress and sorrow than she had

ever yet felt ; and strove to hope even against hope, for she

dared scarcely to hint her fears to her father, who she saw was

already much distressed; and the certainty was still becoming

more and more clear that either her poor cousin's prognostics

were realized, and he had in some strange and perhaps secret

manner, met his end, or that his intentions respecting them were

changed ; that his superstitious fears had prevailed over his

natural feelings, and caused him to renounce his desire of

saving the devoted heretics at the risk of incurring spiritual

censure.

The latter opinion she was inclined to reject— the former

filled her both with grief and horror. In this state her mind inces-

santly recurred to Herbert's mention of De Lacy ; and though

he had brought no message, as it had been hinted he might do,
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she was possessed with the belief that he could give information

respecting his fate or situation.

While ruminating one day in this distressing and unavailing

manner, she had summoned her page, the boy whose circum-

stances and disposition have been already noticed as admitting

him to her confidence and favour.

This youth had stood unnoticed while his lady was oppressed

with cares which until lately had been strangers to her breast

;

but no sooner did she pronounce the name which, though given

to him in jest, he always went by, of ' Ireland,' than he started

forward and bent his knee to the ground.

" Kneel not, boy," said Edith with a deep sigh ; " we should

pay such homage but to Him who is Lord over all."

" You are unhappy, lady," said the boy, with timidity.

"I trust thou dost not guess thus because I speak in the

language of humility and religion ?" the lady said reprovingly.

" No, lady," he replied; " for since I served you I have heard

no other: but I see it in your face, and—your pardon if I

speak presumptuously—methought I saw there too that even

such a one as I could serve you ; if so, were it to the death, I

am bound by my mother, and my mother's Chief, to do so."

" Poor Ireland !" Lady Edith said with kindness, extending

her hand, but recollecting that a youth of sixteen was now too

old to have his head stroked, she drew it back, and said :

—

" I trust, boy, that I shall not need to demand the devotion

which thou hast, I know, inherited from thy mother. As for her

chieftain, Ireland, methinks that word might now be discontinued,

at least it seems unlikely that his chieftainry will ever yield

him much service."

" That is yet to be tried, so please you, lady. I have heard

my mother tell how every heart in her own native place was the

De Lacy's, as she always called him, and that if he who was ever

to be my true and liege lord, should appear among his own to

claim his rights, many a hundred hearts and hands would be

ready to make good his claim."
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Lady Edith smiled, despite her grief, at the boy's enthusiasm,

and said she hoped such a trial might not be made of his coun-

trymen's attachment.

" Yet, Ireland," she added, " it is to do an errand to your

true and liege lord, as you style him, that I summoned you."

" Where shall I find him, lady ?" the page exclaimed, springing

from the floor ; " where shall I find my noble and gallant foster-

brother ? I feared that I should see him no more ; he would

have permitted me long since, though I was but a child, to follow

him to the wars, were it not for you ; and his last words to me
were, that while I lived he hoped I should be true to heaven and

the Lady Edith St. Clare."

" Hush, hush, Ireland, such speech is but idle ; attend to me
now. Your Irish blood is ever warm and makes you expect far

more than is to follow. I have but a simple errand to this

brother of thine ; and that is to inquire of him concerning my
cousin's residence, or to know from him if any mischance may

have befallen him. Master Cunnyngham, when I saw him

last, seemed rather to hint that Captain De Lacy would be

able to let us have tidings of him. As yet I know not myself

where to direct thee to find him. It is necessary, there-

fore, first to attend me to the dwelling of the clergyman where

your lord met him the other day, and where I will ascertain his

abode, and dispatch you thence. Albany can inform thee where

this clergyman dwells, and thou shalt guide me thither. Annot,

too, shall attend me, for it would not be seemly to pass alone

through streets unknown to me."

Ireland hastened away to possess himself of the desired infor-

mation, and Lady Edith, with the up-springing of that sweet

hope in her breast which is natural to a young heart, when the

very effort at action relieves from a state of inactive depression,

prepared to make some effort on her poor cousin's behalf.

De Lacy, meantime, had been induced to relinquish his

intention of immediately proceeding abroad, by finding the St.

Clares were in town ; and he wished to ascertain where the
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Cunnynghams were, and what was now going on among their

friends. Having little to occupy his time, he fomid the society

of the Hazeldens a considerable alleviation to his loneliness.

He might soon have tired of such a life as his old comrade now

led ; nevertheless, its novelty had a charm for him, for he knew

nothing of a domestic life, and he now sometimes spent more

time than he would readily acknowledge, in looking over the

beautiful embroidery which seemed to him to be produced by

the almost magic movements of Alice's delicate fingers, and in

smiling at her husband's skilful handling of the lovely child.

It happened one day that poor Alice was particularly hurried

in trying to finish a piece of work for an impatient and incon-

siderate customer ; many a temper would have been fretted, for

her little boy at the same time appeared to partake of her

customer's disposition, and was clamorous to be taken into her

arms ; William looked on at her perplexity, and was revolving

some possible means of relieving it, when her face brightened,

for her husband's step was heard.

Hazelden had just returned in high spirits from the office

at which, through Lord St. Clare's instrumentality, he was

promised an employment, and seeing how matters stood with

Alice, laughingly reproached his friend for not proving a better

assistant ; then snatching up the little boy, he tossed him into

William's arms, saying he would initiate him into an art he had

himself practised too long.

It was the first time they had ever received such a burden,

and as if intuitively, for he had scarcely ever been in presence

with an infant before, he commenced throwing the babe to the

ceiling.

The fine little fellow, about a year old, capered and crowed as

children will, and, with outstretched arms, and quivering limbs,

and glowing face, showed all the symptoms of approbation that

could be desired, while Alice, whose work was not much expe-

dited by his removal from her knee, followed him with her eyes,

alternately beseeching caution when his head approached within
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half an inch of the ceiling, and calling her husband to order,

whose laughing eyes followed the progress of the little bounding

figure in its flight from the floor to the ceiling, as he stimulated

his friend's feats ; while the old pastor, with his large Bible as

usual upon his knee, looked over at times with such a smile as

men wear when secretly pleased with that which their sense of

dignity makes them think they ought to contemn.

Amid such a scene, and by such a party, a gentle tap at the

half-open door might not be heard ; be this as it may, a light

and graceful figure, concealed in one of the long grey cloaks

usually worn by ladies of the court, either in excursions on the

water, or when going on what was termed a frolic into the city,

stood among them ; the hood was drawn considerably over the

face, which was bent downwards, so that there was only one of

that party to whom Lady Edith St. Clare was immediately

known ; and that one was the ci-devant captain of the royal

guard, who, thus surprised in a very imwarlike employ, would

instantly have got rid of his charge, but the little happy thing

was too well pleased with his exertions to allow of their being

suspended unresistingly ; and as he was about to press it into

the first arm he could find to receive it, it grasped a part of his

dress with its little hands, and, unembarrassed by the perplexities

of its neighbours, clamoured, and urged, and pranced for another

flight. Despite the grave anxieties that were working at William's

heart, a laugh came direct from the same region, as he found it

impossible to free himself from the clinging infant without risking

a roar that might be stunning to unaccustomed ears.

Alice, meantime, guessing who was the shrouded stranger,

with a meek and grateful expression hastened towards her with-

out bestowing a thought on De Lacy's embarrassment; and

Hazelden also, recognising from his wife's manner the rank of

the gentle maiden before him, with that quickness of feeling

common to those whose hopes have been raised from a state of

great depression, almost concluded she was come to announce

their failure. Lady Edith's aspect might announce that her
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mission was of a serious character. Her eyes were bent on the

floor, and the bright suffusion that crimsoned her face and even

tinged her brow yielded to a pure paleness ; the power of speech

seemed not to be hers ; and she stood more like a lonely, beset,

unprotected maiden in the presence of proud and powerful foes,

than a young and lovely lady of rank and wealth, to whom any

one of that comparatively lowly group would have rendered

homage.

" Pardon the intrusion," she said at last ; " I did but seek

Mistress Alice."

" Dear lady," said Alice, respectfully pressing her hand be-

tween hers as she attempted to lead her to a seat, " our thanks

are poor."

The words recalled Edith to herself, bringing before her the

relative situation of the parties which she had indeed lost

sight of. Looking up with greater confidence, she said

—

" The thanks you owe me. Mistress Alice, are small. I must

own, however, I came here to ask for a return of service."

" Gratefully, oh ! most gratefully," said Hazelden, advancing

with old military ardour to proffer his.

" Nay, worthy sir, thy service is prevented," said Edith,

blushing, " since I see here in presence the person whom it was

to concern"—her eye fell for a second on De Lacy's countenance,

who, having thrown the child into the lap of its grandsire, bowed

and replied, with far more of the appearance than the reality of

self-possession, that Lady Edith St. Clare had only to speak her

commands if their performance rested in any degree with him.

" I only wished to cause an inquiry to be made of you. Captain

de Lacy," she said. "We have suffered much anxiety respecting

our relative, Master Cunnyngham, and I would learn of you

what his present state or situation may be ?"

" Is he not with you ?" William demanded ; but quickly added,

with an air of concern — " then the unhappy Blanche is

deceived."

The last sentence produced a strong effect on Lady Edith

;
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she scarcely attended to its meaning, but repeated to herself the

word—Blanche ; and in a more decided manner and tone than

she had before addressed him, she said

—

" Do you, then, know nothing of Master Cunnyngham ?"

The question appeared to be rather an appeal to his conscience,

as if the speaker was already persuaded that he possessed the

knowledge she inquired about.

" Nothing," William at once replied, in the plainest manner

:

" for your sake, as well as hers, I grieve to say it. Would to

Heaven I did, for now I much fear some evil has befallen

him."

" So i'3ar I ; and as your name was the last he named to me,

I naturally sought to hear tidings of him from you."

Lady Edith then summoned all her energy, and, looking up

full at a countenance which, notwithstanding the penetrating

significancy of her gaze, exhibited no traces of sinister dealing,

added, emphatically

—

" And, after all that has passed, I leave it with you now to

remove the stain that may be left upon that name, by letting

his friends, or— if, indeed, she be ignorant of it—his sister, know

the particulars of his state."

William bowed deeply, and on rising from his formal reverence,

meant to convey in few words his sense of the error she was in,

and the wrong she did him, but as hers had concluded, with a

slighter reverence to the party, she passed forth and joined her

attendants in the passage.

In order to account for this allusion to Blanche Cunnyngham,

we must go back to previous occurrences, and may, therefore,

commence with them another chapter.
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CHAPTER XXXII.

OUB HEBO EESCUE8 BLANCHE CUNNYKGHAM FROM PERSECUTION.

On his retreat from the presence of Lord St. Clare, in the

manner formerly described, William de Lacy went from the

clergyman's house to walk along the water-side at the Strand,

close to which the garden of that nobleman's mansion extended.

While ruminating here, Herbert Cunnyngham suddenly came

up : and De Lacy, anxious to avoid him, turned rapidly away.

He perceived, however, that he went to his uncle's house, and

knew that he must have a private interview with his cousin.

The nature of that interview (perhaps widely different from

any thing he could fancy) has been already related. In the

course of the same day he saw him again; but the extreme

wretchedness of his appearance, his woe-worn and excited aspect,

imparted to him the idea that he either was, or would be a re-

creant to his faith and cause. He was strengthened in this

impression by something which he saw, or thought he saw,.

in the looks of the man who now accompanied him, and

whom he at once recognised as the Jesuit Garnet. He was

not recognised by them ; and in the idea, though a mistaken

one, that poor Cunnyngham was not the voluntary companion of

the priest, he stepped into a boat as they moved from the Strand,

and kept them in view until they entered a house in Lambeth,
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the dreary and ominous-looking air of which might seem to

assign it to the use of men who " dealt in treason, stratagem,

and wrong."

He lingered a long time in its vicinity ; but no appearance of

Herbert's return led to any other conclusion than that that

neglected and disagreeable dwelling was the abode of himself,

and most probably, of his sister.

The latter, high-minded and proud as she seemed, he could

more easily picture to his mind as the resident of such a place

;

stooping, under the influence of enthusiastic impulses, to much

that was not only beneath her as a high-born lady, but contrary

to her tastes and feelings as a refined and dignified woman. But

her brother—sensitive, delicate, and even courtly as he was in

appearance and manner, he could not fancy him—the nephew of

Lord St. Clare, the associate of his elegant daughter—^renouncing

all the graceful ease and elegance of Compton Revel, for such a

haunt of care and gloom, if not of fear and evil.

What most surprised him was, to find that Cunnyngham still

kept up an intimacy with his cousin, and had probably sought an

interview with her designedly in the absence of her father. But

though his usual walk was along the water-side, he never after

that day saw Herbert Cunnyngham either land from the nume-

rous boats that plied thither, or issue again from the garden

entrance to which his looks were very often directed.

Averse to seeking any of the gay amusements with which a

dissipated metropolis abounded, and witTi but little to interest or

please him in retirement, his pleasantest hours were spent in

talking over old times with his former comrade Hazelden, or

listening to the quaint yet often interesting, and always pious

discourses and expositions of his reverend sire. From their house

he usually made his way to the Strand ; and as he was one

evening strolling there, he observed a female figure, the singu-

larity of whose movements and appearance had already attracted

the annoying attentions of two gay idlers apparently belonging

to the Court at Whitehall.
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Although unattended, and on foot, there was nothing ia her

appearance to class her among the lower orders of females : in-

stead of the gay and

gaudy colours usual-

ly worn by them in

public, she was

clothed in black, but

wore the hood or

muffler,which among

the citizens supplied

the purpose of the

f.'liiJj^^^^^^^^^^^B^I pHJIiji iiji
Hj. velvet masks usually

worn by ladies of

higher rank on par-

ticular occasions, or

when they would

shun observation.

Her step was unsteady, through fear or embarrassment ; yet

there was something in the slow, dignified movements, and in the

full yet graceful form, that told him it was Blanche Cunnyngham

who was thus persecuted. With his own face, after the fashion

of the day, when gentlemen would pass unnoticed, muffled in

his cloak, he had sought retirement ; but now, drawing to the

side that was left unguarded by both her assailants, he endea-

voured to look beneath her hood : it was drawn more closely

around her face, and her steps were quickened towards a boat

at the river side.

But William gently took her arm, and drawing it through his,

said

—

" I can hardly, I think, be mistaken ; but, at all events, I shall

set an unprotected female free from insolence, even if that female

be not Mistress Cunnyngham."

The last word was uttered in the lowest tone ; but at the first

sound of his voice Blanche—for he was not mistaken—had

started, and while her arm rested within his her whole frame
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trembled* He placed her in the boat, and was for a moment

doubtful as to whether or not he ought to enter it himself ; but a

laugh from the young idlers, who had also drawn to the steps, de-

termined him, as he thought it not improbable they would either

attempt to follow her, or to raise a broil with him ; therefore he

took a seat by her side in silence, and, as the boat moved off,

the young men, who had merely found a passing amusement in

annoying a lonely wanderer, raised their plumed bonnets to De

Lacy with an air of mockery. He turned his back upon them,

without saying a word ; which in those days, much more quickly

than in our calculating times, would have led to bloodshed or

death : as if it were a matter of as little consequence to enter

on an eternal, as to resign up the present life. As he did this,

and bore again a laugh of derision, which to one of his hasty

temperament was no congenial sound, he saw some large round

drops fall from the downcast lids of her who had been the cause

of this trial of his patience.

The eye of Blanche Cunnyngham had scarcely ever from

childhood been wet by a tear ; and now it flowed from a source

of all others most painful to a proud woman's heart—the sense

of degradation ; mortified and indignant feeling, mixed with the

consciousness that she had only experienced what might reason-

ably have been expected ;—all this overcame, and kept her

silent.

It was not until the boat stopped at Lambeth stairs, that she

could speak distinctly, and then it was only briefly to thank De

Lacy, and to request he would attend her no farther ; though,

pointing to a house close at hand, she told him she resided there,

and would be happy, on another occasion, to explain to him the

cause of her being found this evening in the position from which

he had relieved her.

William was surprised to see that the house was not the same

as that he had before seen Herbert enter and concluded she

too occupied.

Mystery, indeed, seemed about them and himself ; and partly
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in the hope of having it cleared up, partly through a desire to

see, and, if possible, to serve Blanche Cunnyngham, he found

himself at a rather early hour the following morning at the door

of the house which she had indicated as her abode.

It was opened by the middle-aged and melancholy-visaged

woman to whom the house belonged, and who bore the aspect of

one who had seen not only an end to all perfection, but to all hope

and enjoyment here, and was animated by no hope of seeing their

revival hereafter. Without looking to discern if he was or was

not one of the few persons whom she often admitted in the same

manner, she moved her hand with a careless and impatient

gesture to the door he was to enter, and proceeded on her own

way to the dreariest part of a sufficiently dreary abode.

Struck by the air of melancholy and decay that reigned over

the place, William knocked silently at the door to which he was

pointed, and receiving no answer, pushed it open—^for it was un-

fastened, and advanced softly into the room, feeling as if in-

truding into precincts which, from their disordered condition,

appeared not designed for a visitor's inspection.

But before a great many steps were taken he stopped short

;

for a deep alcove, forming rather another small apartment, was

at the side of the room, and here, seated with her back to him,

was Blanche Cunnyngham, engaged in painting. A large easel

was before her, and the piece, to which she was putting some

finishing strokes, caught William's rather astonished view.

It was the scenery of the room at Henlip that met his sight

;

and as it did, various feelings, in which regard to the fair

painter's were not lost, made him fearful lest his very breathing

should betray the proximity of the original of the form depicted

on the canvas with so much beauty, that his modesty would

never permit him to add the usual concomitant oi—truth.

He felt it dishonourable and unfair to remain a secret spec-

tator of what was, he was assured, meant to be a private work ;

and so he moved a couple of paces backward, with noise suf-

ficient to arouse the artist.
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Blanche, though confused, flattered herself that her picture,

over which she hastily drew a screen, had not been seen ; but,

notwithstanding all his efforts to the contrary, there was some-

thing in the visitor's eyes that made her fear it had. She has-

tened to break the awkwardness consequent upon such a cir-

cumstance, by at once adverting to the risk which both parties

ran by this interview ; a risk, she said, which she could not

forbear to encounter, under the hope that he might be able to

give her some intelligence of her brother.

Much surprised at the reason she assigned for receiving his

visit, De Lacy said that the last time he had seen him was

going to, and, as he supposed, coming from, Lord St. Clare's

house in the Strand.

" Ah ! so it is thought," said Blanche, interrupting him : " and

this it was that led me to expose myself to what I experienced

yesterday, in the vain hope of meeting, or even seeing him."

William inquired further into the case, and learned that

Herbert was supposed to have been induced by his uncle to

resume his residence in his house ; and that, knowing such a step

was not desired for him by his friends, he kept them purposely

in ignorance of his situation.

" I could hardly have thought," Blanche concluded, " that my
brother could ever so far cast off his regard for me, as willingly

to subject me to the miserable anxiety I now endure. You,

Captain de Lacy, who, as I understand, know not the ties of

kindred—I judge chiefly from the words I was forced to overhear

at Guy's Cliff"—you can hardly imagine the feelings of a sister

to whom the seniority of a year has always given that sort of

watchful, guiding, anxious habit, which seems more to belong to

the maternal than to the sisterly character. And now, to be left

thus to guess at his state ;—to apprehend that ease, luxury, all

the enjoyments of this life, had been purchased at the sacrifice of

the hopes of that to come " A deep sigh, an irrepressible

shudder closed the speech.

After musing some moments, William replied by saying, that
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if her brother were indeed again one of Lord St. Clare's house-

hold, he believed he was in all respects safe from danger, even

from the species of danger she apprehended : but he must say,

that if such were the case, both his uncle and cousin must in

some way be deceived, for they were both quite incapable of

even wishing to harbour a brother who had left his sister unpro-

tected, distressed, and ignorant of his fate : and being assured of

their high principles and Christian sentiments, which always lead

to truth and sincerity of conduct, he would urge her to make a

direct and personal application to them upon the subject, being

himself confident that by so doing her anxieties would be at once

removed, or directed into another channel.

" Such would be the most natural mode of proceeding," said

Blanche, looking down, " but I cannot adopt it. Father Garnet

—that is, my guardian, I would say—has peremptorily forbidden

me to apply there for information."

William shook his head in a way which Blanche readily under-

stood to infer sentiments not very favourable to the person

alluded to.

" I see no object to be gained by my going thither in person,"

she said; "and it would be distressing to myself. Herbert would

never have left us thus except by their solicitations and influence

;

and therefore I might only expose myself to great unpleasant-

ness ; all I want is to know if he is there ; and my purpose in

wishing to see you. Captain de Lacy, you seem resolved not to

anticipate; it was to ask you to take the trouble of inquiring at

Lord St. Clare's respecting my poor brother."

William was greatly embarrassed. He had always expressed

an earnest desire to serve Blanche, and yet now he knew not

how to acquiesce in her very first request. How often do such

predicaments occur

!
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CHAPTER XXXIII.

CONTAININa MORE ABOUT DE LACY, BLANCHE, AND FATHER GARNET.

All the painful and embarrassing positions into which De
Lacy had been led by his well-meant interference between

Cunnyngham and the St. Clares, were too present to his mind not

to warn him at once from any repetition of the same conduct.

His long hesitation was distressing to Blanche ; and feeling

unwilling to prolong it himself, he resolved, with his customary

openness, at once to tell her of all that had passed ; not to

conceal his own sentiments, if she wished to perceive them ; and

to relate the impression which Lord St. Clare and his daughter

had received of his motives and conduct : for ignorant of the

real nature of Lady Edith's opinion respecting these, he con-

cluded that she, as well as her father, attributed them to envious

and jealous sentiments.

He therefore told Blanche of the regret he experienced at ever

becoming acquainted with her brother's attachment to his cousin

;

how that knowledge had always hampered and embarrassed

his movements and wishes, by causing the fears which he had all

along experienced, and still did entertain, lest any attempt on

his part to remove her brother from a confidence which in his

judgment seemed likely to lead the confiding party into a dan-

NO. IX. 2 c
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gerous position, should be imputed to selfish or dishonourable

motives : while his uneasiness had been greatly increased by the

apprehension that he might, on the one hand, mar the happiness

of one whose welfare he believed was of more concern to him

than his own ; or, on the other, by an anxiety not to cross her

wishes, might suffer her father to fall into a danger which

appeared to threaten him.

Blanche listened to him with much interest. "You are in

error," she said, as he concluded, " with regard to the danger

which you speak of as threatening Lord St. Clare. You have

fallen into the mistake naturally, because you have not known

the subject to which the conversations you allude to referred. I

say this on my own authority ; I know nothing of it one way or

the other, therefore I can only speak my own most decided

belief that the supposition you seem to entertain of personal

danger to Lord St. Clare, through my brother's means, is

totally erroneous. I do not, however, quite understand the

latter part of your speech : do you mean to infer that you

thought Herbert would be a favoured suitor ?"

William coloured as he replied, that he could not say he ever

brought himself to believe that such would be the case, but that

he had often feared it.

Blanche looked earnestly at him as he spoke, and a partial

smile appeared on her face, as casting down her eyes, she said

—

" You had, I am sure, small ground for your fear."

" I wish I could assist you in this matter, or in any other," he

said in return, with more animation and zeal than he had yet

shown. " But I have told you how I am situated, and how

my conduct has been viewed."

" You have said enough—quite enough," she quickly replied.

" Your plainness of speech has not been offensive to me, for I

believe you have been right ;—that is, right in accordance with

your own principles, which, of course, we think wrong ;—but

according to such principles, such conduct must be deemed
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honourable. Sorry should I be to lead you into any step that

might tend to deepen impressions which I own appear to me to

be unworthy of the minds you describe to entertain. Would

that it were, on the contrary, in my power to change them into

more just ones."

" Let me beg of you to see your cousin ?** said William,

imploringly.

" I would do so, if I thought that I might thereby do any

service to you, or to my dear brother," said Blanche, with a

sigh ;
" but I must not. I have promised not ; and the friend

who has my promise is not now in town."

" Is Garnet then absent ?"

Blanche bowed slightly.

But instead of apologising for his careless inquiry, William

exclaimed

—

" And you are alone, unprotected, and in such a place as this ?

Oh, pardon me ! but I owe you much ; and the only'way I can at

present show my gratitude is by a desire at least to change your

present situation. There is a family I know, where you would find

friends, and a sweet and suitable companion, if you would but

take up your abode there—at least during your friend's absence:

though it is right to tell you, the family is that of a Puritan

minister."

Blanche almost recoiled with a look of horror ; and William

saw his hope of removing her from her present associates fade

away almost as soon as it sprang into existence.

" Nothing could induce me to leave this place," she replied,

decisively. " I must not longer detain you in it, however.

Captain de Lacy, for I believe you know already that you might

be seen here by some whose presence would be as well avoided

;

and unpleasant consequences to both might arise were this the

case."

De Lacy arose instantly ; and before he went away promised,

if he could, to get a friend to ascertain whether Herbert were

indeed residing in Lord St. Clare's family.
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It was with a view to get, if possible, some information on

this point, by means of the Hazeldens' intercourse with that

family, that he had gone to his friend's house on the day when

Lady Edith's visit rendered him the information he desired, and

which he then sought means to convey to Blanche.

Garnet had been absent from town on a mission connected

with the proceedings which were then apparently approaching to

a crisis, and at the time when De Lacy visited his ward, she was

left in complete solitude ; her only other friend, Percy, being

either in the country also, or, for reasons to be hereafter de-

veloped, desirous to avoid rather than seek her presence.

Aware of this, the priest's first visit on his return was to her.

On reaching the house where she lodged, the door was not

opened by the melancholy-visaged hostess before mentioned, but

by her niece, a round-faced, cherry-cheeked little damsel, to

whom its gloom and silence were very unacceptable. The

priest was proceeding without ceremony to the room Blanche

usually occupied, when the little attendant, with a look of

caution that could scarcely conceal a propensity to an arch

smile, informed him that Mistress Cunnyngham was not alone.

Garnet, whose suspicious

fears were at any time

easily excited to a sense of

personal danger, stopped

short, struck by the girl's

tone, and inquired who was

with the lady.

" One of the court gen-

tlemen, as I think," said

the mischievous girl, de-

lighted at the prospect

of teasing the reverend

visitor ; " but he is fine

enough to be the king

himself—bless his majesty."
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" Silly child ! thy poor head is ever full of vanities. Tell me

plainly, is not this one of the gentlemen who commonly visit

here ?"

" I guess not, sir," said the girl, looking down, as if diffident

of her judgment.

" And why shouldest thou guess not, pray ?"

" Because he does not wear his hat pulled over his brows, nor

his face muffled in his cloak ; and he looks straight in your face

when he speaks."

" Go to—go to, for a simpleton !" said the priest, with in-

,
creased anxiety. " Tell me, as I trow thou canst, what dress

does this brave young gentleman wear ?"

"A doublet of purple," said the maiden with animation,

" slashed with black ; and hose of the same ; a cloak of velvet,

with gold-laced seams and buttons ; a grey hat, and plumes that

he shook back from his face as if he were not ashamed or afraid

that it should be looked upon."

" Is he tall or short—large or small ?"

" Tall and large, with the look of a soldier about him."

Now, while this discussion was going on, William de Lacy

was seated half sideways on a chair in the room alluded to,

being turned round in that posture in order to face the lady

with whom he was engaged in a conversation that was apparently

mutually interesting.

Blanche's elbow rested on the arm of the large chair, and her

fingers lay lightly on the closed eyelids, beneath which an

issuing tear was checked by the long fringes through which it

gleamed.

William's regards were bent upon her with an expression of

the deepest interest. He had been acquainting her with the

opinion that he had himself at once adopted, that her brother's

fate, or place of concealment, was not unknown to the Jesuit

and his confederates ; and that he really believed his singular

disappearance arose from some change his mind had undergone

in relation to their plans or views.
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It was this which so much affected her ; but it must be

confessed—^for Blanche pre-eminently possessed the traits of

womanly character, or, as they are commonly termed, womanly

weaknesses—her grief at her brother's supposed delinquency was

largely mingled with sentiments of keen regret, disappointment,

and even reproach, at the conduct of their mutual friends, in

observing such secrecy and acting with so much distrust towards

her. She felt the pain arising from a want of confidence shown

to her by those to whom she had believed she would be of

importance.

It was while suffering under this double sting, and while her

visitor, as he scanned the ground of her emotion, was indulging

the hope that it might prove salutary, that Blanche, withdrawing

her hand to speak, met the expression of his gaze, and turning

hastily from it, accidentally threw her eyes in another direction,

and started with a look, and almost a scream, of terror.

In houses of the class which she inhabited it is not unfrequent

to see a portion of glass, as a false window, inserted in the wall,

in order to light a passage or room at the back. Such was the
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case in that where they were sitting in ; and Blanche, in the

manner described, chanced to cast her eyes on this species of

window, and there beheld the pale, anxious, and now troubled

countenance of Father Garnet, almost pressed against the panes,

as in his anxiety to see and hear, he projected his head a little

too far forward from the place where he had stood some time

unobserved.

Blanche's presence of mind soon returned. Hastily controlling

the emotion she had been on the point of yielding to, she rose

from her seat, as if for the purpose of fetching something from

another part of the room, and passing De Lacy as she returned

to it, she contrived to say, in a low voice

—

" Retire instantly : take no notice of this, but begone."

Naturally quick of apprehension, and fully prepared for such

an address in his present locality, William rose as she resumed

her seat, and apologising for having engaged her so long, with a

deep bow, which she returned with a formal salutation, left the

room and the house ; only able in some degree to surmise the

cause of his abrupt dismissal.

Almost as soon as he was gone. Garnet came in, and did not

attempt any concealment of what he had done.

Blanche's fear had chiefly been caused by the supposition that

others were with him, by whom the run-away from Henlip

would be again detained ; and as she knew this would not now

be so easily effected, she anticipated the most fearful dangers so

soon as she saw that he was watched. She was, therefore, rather

relieved by Garnet's first question, which, while it filled her with

anxiety for herself, released her from immediate fear for De
Lacy: it was a peremptory demand to know, rather than an

inquiry into the cause of his visit.

Had Blanche been questioned as to the mode of his retreat

from Henlip, she would have shown a trepidation that did not

now assail her : she thought she had done nothing wrong in the

present conference with De Lacy ; and the real cause of his

visit, instead of wishing to conceal, she was glad of the oppor-
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tunity of communicating. She therefore simply and even boldly

detailed to the priest all that occurred during her first meeting

with him in the Strand; her request that he would inquire

concerning her brother at Lord St. Clare's ; and the fact that he

had that day come to inform her that Herbert was not there,

and that great anxiety was felt for him by that nobleman's

family.

The priest listened to this with a discomposed countenance,

but it was smoothed as she concluded ; and after a moment's

pause he replied

—

" His intention, probably, was kind ; we should always impute

the best motives to the actions of others, even when they seem

to partake of an officiousness we cannot account for. It is,

however, also probable that he knows just as much as ourselves

whether Herbert be there or not."

'' It is probable !" said Blanche, with an emphasis that startled

and surprised herself, as she raised an eye that spoke more than

the three words themselves full to the ambiguous speaker's face.

Some persons possess the art, when assailed in a vulnerable

point, instead of defending themselves, to espy a crevice in the

assailant's armour, to which a dart may be directed so as to

make him at once assume the defensive; and this, in common

parlance, is known by the homely adage of " turning the tables."

That such a contest was likely to arise between Father Garnet

and his submissive pupil, we could hardly assert ; but we must

record, that by way of reply to the meaning of her look and

words, he said

—

" Did you not tell me, daughter, that this young man aspired

once to the hand of Lady Edith St. Clare, and had, in your

belief, even won her favourable regard ?"

Blanche answered with a sigh she was scarcely conscious of,

but which probably was drawn forth by the recollection of

poor William's embarrassments, that she had certainly done so.

" And yet, daughter," said the priest, with sternness, "you

would permit this careless, unthinking youth—who, like the
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butterfly of the sunny hour, appears but to flutter from one new-

born pleasure to another—to direct now his variable affections

to
"

He paused ; for the crimsoning glow that overspread even the

pale forehead of Blanche warned him to do so. But she hastily

finished the sentence

—

" To myself, you would say, father ? Oh, no !" she con-

tinued, in another and bitterer tone, " the butterfly you speak of

does not drop its wing, attracted by the neglected, uncared-for

weed that is trampled on unheedingly even by those who once

seemed to think it worthy of some care."

The priest partly smiled, but it was with a look of secret

vexation.

" I have angered you, daughter ; yet perhaps without cause,

—certainly without intention. It is but my office to speak to

you as I do. You think, I fear, too favourably of this wild

young man ; one who, from what I have heard, has less the

power than the will to do us injury. But now tell me, if indeed

you consider his affections so free, are yours equally so ?"

The heightened colour faded from Blanche's cheek, and words

seemed for a moment stopped in their passage to her lips.

" Father," she said at last, with calm and self-possessed dig-

nity, " I am not now in the confessional, or I might not object to

answer even such a question as this. As my spiritual father, I

have ever obeyed, honoured you in all things ; but it seems to

me that a temporal parent alone can have any authority to

demand what you have done ; and as I have, alas ! none to

exercise that authority, so is there none to whom I will

answer it."

" Child ! you know not what you say !" the priest exclaimed.

" Your spiritual father has a right to put such a question, and

has authority to demand an answer, when a heretic is connected

with it, and mortal, deadly sin may be incurred."

The word heretic operated powerfully in subduing Blanche's

indignant sensations. She signed the sign of the cross, and
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murmured a prayer to the " Lady of Mercy," as a sense of the

sin the priest spoke of struck upon her mind ; and said, with

penitent submission

—

" Forgive my pride, father ; my sinful nature too often

rebels
!"

" Take my blessing, my child—my dearest child !" he sooth-

ingly answered. '' Thou sayest truly, Blanche, that thy nature

is weak and proud ; therefore is there greater need for watch-

fulness, lest thou shouldest fall into temptation. Thou dost not

know, poor lamb ! how many are the wolves in sheep's clothing

would beset thy path, wert thou not kept safe within the true

fold, where the shepherds are ever watching over thee, ever

anxious to protect, ever ready to restore thee. Trust to their

vigilance, and despise not their warnings. Go now to thy

oratory, daughter, while I see Mr. Catesby. My anxiety led me

to thee first, though I little expected to find there was such need

of my presence. When thy mind is restored and strengthened,

I will converse with thee more fully."
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

THE SCENE CHANGES FBOM COMPTON REVEL, COOMBE ABBEY, AND ALL
APPERTAINING TO, OR AT ALL RESEMBLING THEM.

Poor Herbert Cunnyngham ! the victim of error, passion, and

superstition—what all this time has been his fate ? We must

retrace his progress from the time he parted with Lady Edith St.

Clare.

And here we must inform our readers, that the scene will for

some time close upon that sweet gentle girl, and all in her

vicinity. Compton Revel and Coombe Abbey, with all their

pleasant pursuits, their peacefulness and piety, must be left to

repose in the shades of Warwickshire ; while we keep in view

far different haunts, where deeds of darkness are conceived and

planned— where suspicion, gloom, and fear preside— where

superstition holds her despotic sway, and assumes the form of

that blessed spirit of pure and undefiled religion, which is

" gentle and full of compassion."

Immediately on leaving his uncle's house, Herbert proceeded

down the Strand to the one in the vicinity of St. Clement's

church, whither he had been at first led in order to take that

fatal vow, which now seemed in his imagination to have bound

him to misery here or hereafter.

If the power of earthly affection—that mighty power—should

prevail to lead him to violate that vow, he felt the only hope
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that might then remain to him would be, that by a life of con-

ventual penance, by austerities and sufferings beyond all he had

heard or read of, he might do away, or lessen the punishment of

his transgression. Rather than suffer Edith and her father to

perish, he could doom himself to this ; but then—even this

might not be enough.

Herbert's disposition also recoiled from the thought of ex-

posing his partisans to the sufferings that detection would

inevitably bring upon them; and he resolved in the worst

extreme never to reveal their names.

The only possible means by which to escape the evil he

dreaded, lay in the effect of the appeal which he resolved upon

making to Garnet. He knew that to him and to his sister this

man had ever evinced a fatherly affection; he knew that he

desired to advance their temporal interests—that these were to

him perhaps a greater object than their personal happiness ; he

knew also that his disposition was naturally in many respects

amiable, his feelings tender as those of an isolated being

could be.

He thought that he would save him from the precipice down

which, without his aid, he must fall; and that he would be

willing even to sacrifice much, rather than that he should be

consigned to woe or ruin. By his ready invention, or through

his influence, the St. Clares might be saved from destruction,

and himself from sin and the dire anathema of the church.

A fear sometimes assailed him, as he recollected this devoted

churchman's zeal—as he remembered that every thought, every

hope, every desire of his own he had surrendered to those of

Rome ; but] it was his last hope, and he clung to it ; how

tenaciously, how blindly, let those say who have ever clung

to such.

He met the priest just coming out of the door he was on the

point of entering ; and too agitated to stand on ceremony, he

put his hand on his shoulder, and turning him back, led him into

an apartment, where, throwing himself on a seat, and putting
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his hand before his eyes, he vainly strove to collect his mind to

speak as he wished and had intended.

How does passion break through all the set forms by which

we would endeavour to restrain and regulate its course!

Herbert looked up, and, without preamble, said

—

" Father ! Lady Edith St. Clare will be present at
"

" At what, my son ?" said the priest, carelessly.

" At the opening of the parliament."

"Truly ! but it hath not been our decree, my son ; we cannot

resist that decree which is above us and our designs."

" The same decree then shall consign me to the same fate,

father, if it be irreversible ;—I will be there also."

" So then it must be, my son : it is not for us to gainsay the

will of Providence."

How vain are all the resolutions and plans which the child of

passion lays down for himself! The cold-bloodedness of the

Jesuit in an instant reversed all Herbert's projected line of

action. Exasperated to the highest degree at conduct he was

not prepared for, he started from his seat, and, rapidly traversing

the floor, exclaimed

—

" Father, Edith shall not suffer ! I swear it !—swear it more

solemnly than you have made me swear upon the holy sacrament

—Edith shall not perish I"

Garnet looked steadily at him: it was a look meant to

convince, to awe, but it changed to one of doubt and surprise.

There was on Herbert's once gentle face a determination—an

expression almost amounting to that of desperation, which

alarmed him, and told him he had gone too far.

The most timid bird, the gentlest of the animal race, will

show a boldness, if not a ferocity, when their natural affections

—

if so we may term those instincts of their nature—are excited, or

the objects that excite t)iem endangered, from which those who

have to deal with the passions of humanity would do well to

take a lesson. The priest saw that his once docile pupil was
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touched in a point where he would resist to death. He stood,

and still looking fixedly at him, said

—

" Herbert Cunnyngham, from childhood, Heaven knows, that

I have sought to promote your good and happiness in every way

that was compatible with the service I owe that cause which is

superior to all private interests ; or rather, I have desired that

your and your sister's interests should be so combined with the

good of our holy church, that what promoted the welfare of one

should advance that of the other also. I am thankful to know

that she feels hers to be so identified. I believe there is not a

feeling or passion of a mere earthly nature that Blanche Cun-

nyngham would not sacrifice—though at a tenfold price of that

of a right hand or a right eye—to the great and holy cause to

which she is devoted, body, soul, and spirit. Herbert, 1 once

hoped this was also your state 1"

The last sentence might have had a note of interrogation

appended, for it assumed the tone of a question, though not

exactly put as such.

A gloomy pause ensued ; and then, with an air of unabated

but sullen resolution, Herbert replied

—

" In all else but the point I have named, it is."

The Jesuit took another turn along the room, and then

stopping short, continued his address in a mild and affectionate

manner

—

" My son, you mistake me, as perhaps I likewise have mis-

taken you. You think that from personal feelings I am averse

to meet your wishes. You are wrong. I have even—may the

sin of my thought, if such it were, be forgiven !—thought of

effecting your union with Lady Edith St. Clare, although she be

a heretic, and within the ties of consanguinity allowed by the

church."

Herbert looked up in much amazement, and the priest went

on

—

" I excused myself in this thing, or I should not have been
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willing to lend myself to it. I saw advantages in it to the cause

of holy church, and to yourself as her son, that warranted me in

desiring that, which as a mere gratification of earthly wishes

would have been sinful. Your looks, ray son, ask me how I

came to renounce this project ; and regard to your feelings—the

feelings of the children of the world—prevented me from telling

you before. I renounced the project simply because its only

chance of success rested on the supposition that your cousin was

desirous of its success, and would second it by her influence

with her father ; and because this hope was removed by finding

that she was too entirely devoted to another to afford it the least

willing influence."

Garnet's keen eye rested on the countenance of the young

man as he concluded. Jealousy is one of the mightiest passions

of fallen nature ; and well does a master mind know how to

wield the instruments whereby the human mind is to be worked.

He spoke as if with no ulterior object, and if he had none he

might have been satisfied with the effect his words produced.

No trace of resentful passion gleamed over the pale countenance

on which he looked : the " green-eyed monster" had not fastened

its fang on the heart that was wrung by a still stronger power,

and tortured by a still keener feeling. If ever into the heart of

a man entered the intensity and self-sacrificing devotion of a

woman's love, it had its seat then in that of Herbert Cxmnyng-

ham. The object of its love engrossed its whole thoughts ; to avert

suffering from that object was all its care ; to be in any degree

the cause of misery to that object was its anguish.

With this feeling, in its deepest intensity, was mingled the

appalling power of spiritual fear ; and jealousy, deadly as it is,

could scarcely find room for its workings within a heart thus

occupied.

" It will make little difference to me henceforward, father,"

—thus he answered Garnet,—"whether Edith St. Clare weds

another or not : mine she can never be. You and others may think

me an alien to the faith—false to my faith with God, because I
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break it with men. It is not so : I dare not to barter eternal

for temporal bliss. I cannot live to see my uncle, and her whom
I have so loved, die a miserable and unprepared-for death ; but

if I live to save them, a life of penance may expiate my crime."

" False and miserable boy !" cried Garnet, starting back, and

loosing one of those bursts of passion, which, from their very

unfrequency and habitual control, were terrible, " dost thou

mean to declare to my face a purpose of treachery ? Penance !

Not if thou didst wear, inch by inch, every particle of flesh from

thy miserable frame ;—not if thou didst torture every separate

member into a shapeless mass of undistinguishable matter

!

Penance! Not all the flames of purgatory, though heated

seven times hotter than they are wont, could cleanse thy sin, and

expiate thy guilt, or remove the deadly weight of the church's

maledictions which must rest on thee, and sink thee lower, and

lower, and lower into perdition
!"

" I desire not to incur these maledictions, father," said Her-

bert, in a very reverent but even firmer manner than before.

" You, sir, can spare me the fearful necessity. Provide some

means, any means, of sparing Lord St. Clare, of keeping him

from danger—and I am still true to our cause."

" And if he is not to be spared, you have ceased to dread my

power ?"

" I have not ceased to dread—I have learned to brave it,"

replied Herbert, in the same tone.

Garnet dropped into a chair, and covered his eyes with his

hands. Not only the pride of the priest, but the feelings of the

man were assailed. He murmured some words in Latin, almost

like a prayer.

In a few moments he arose, his face still paler than usual, and

his eye no longer sought Herbert's ; but he was not now agitated

or disturbed by passion ; a sudden calm was breathed, and

still breathing over the again clear, intellectual, and thoughtful

countenance of the Jesuit.

*' You have taken me by surprise," he said. " You demand
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of me an immediate assent to what may endanger, or ruin all the

friends to whom you are more deeply pledged than I am : this is

assuredly unfair."

" I ask not an immediate assent, father," said Herbert,

eagerly meeting the feelings which he hoped were awakening.

" Oh no ! promise me only
'^

"Speak to me now no more, my son. I have been much

disturbed ; and even holy indignation should have its bounds

set : mortification must be observed for this, and you, my son,

have been the means of inflicting it. But you, too, are not

yourself. Come, let us depart hence ; and as we walk by the

way our minds may be calmed and restored, so that we may

reason more wisely, and decide more prudently concerning what

is to be done."

With a heavy sigh, and reproaching himself for having

disturbed the priest's mind, Herbert attended him, as he

instantly, and without waiting for an answer, moved from the

door.

The rapid pace at which he walked seemed rather unsuitable

to the purpose of calming that mind ; but occupied entirely by

one subject, Herbert's never glanced to another; and they

reached the conspirators' house at Lambeth, and Garnet had

guided him into a room elevated by a few steps above the

common one, and, after some cursory observations, left him

there alone, before he was fully sensible of having left that in

the Strand. It was during this transmigration that De Lacy

had seen them, as has been before related.

Garnet immediately repaired to the apartment frequented in

common by the conspirators. Entering it in a very disordered

manner, he found Catesby and Percy there, and uttered only the

words

—

" There is a traitor amongst you !"

" Not 7/et, I trust," cried Catesby, gasping for utterance

;

" not T/et has he betrayed us
!"

" No ; but nothing will prevent his doing so."

NO. IX. 2d
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" His death shall," was the reply. "• He knows the penalty, if

he knows the secret, and Fawkes will execute it."

" I would execute it myself," cried Percy, " rather than that

our noble cause should be endangered. Who is he ?''

" Cunnyngham.*'

" Coward ! still more than traitor !" exclaimed Catesby. " I

always suspected his pusillanimity. But he shall die!"

" He shall not !" Percy still more emphatically pronounced.

" How now?'* Catesby rejoined, turning fiercely round. " You

who were so warm on the measure just now !"

" I spoke hastily ; I knew not the person referred to ; I have

no great liking for the youth myself, and would never have

entrusted much to him ; but, for his sister's sake, who, in my
opinion, is much more worthy of being admitted into our plans,

he shall not be injured," Percy decisively answered.

" Thus, thus is it ever among the poor earth-bound children

of the world," Garnet murmured, as, with folded arms, he paced

along the floor. "Each one has some separate interest to serve,
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or to advance; each, some individual affection or passion to

gratify; none, none is devoted in heart and soul, singly and

entirely devoted to those great interests in which all others

ought to merge."

" Include you all in the censure, father ?" asked Catesby.

" Methinks I have devoted all—fortune, time, enjoyment—and,

if need be, I am willing yet to devote life also."

" Yes, my son, thou hast been tried and found faithful ; and

truly may it be said to thee as to the great apostle on whom our

holy church is built, * Thou hast left all to follow me, and great

is thy reward in heaven.' Excuse, then, my words, which flowed

merely from the full fountain of my own troubled feelings—hard

is it to check at all times the gush of these. I have nourished

and brought up children, and they have rebelled against me ;"

and, overpowered by the emotions he in general more effectually

restrained, the priest threw himself into a chair and covered his

eyes with both his hands.

"I grieve for you, father, deeply grieve," said Catesby ; " and

whatever protest Mr. Percy may see fit to enter against it, I say

you shall be avenged.'*

" My son, my son !" said Garnet, looking up, " think you that

we need the arm of secular vengeance ?—and as for this unhappy

boy, I, too, would join in desiring that his meditated sin should

be his only punishment. I wish no other ill save that of an

embittered and remorseful conscience to befall him—for his

mother and his sister's sake, Herbert Cunnyngham is still in

a manner dear to me."

" But what is to be done with him ?" Catesby demanded

impatiently ;
" would you let him ruin us all ?"

" My counsel," said Percy, " is, that you let his sister into our

secret, and confide him then to her care, and he will
^

"Pooh! a clever plan truly," Catesby interrupted, turning away

as if in contempt of its sufficiency.

" No, Mr. Percy," said Garnet, " I know the Cunnynghams
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better than you do ; it is not expedient that the Lady Blanche

should know what is in hand until—that is, I mean, until every

one else knows it. You are aware that it is not for me to hear

or confer upon such matters : you have confided your secret to

me under the seal of confession ; thus, and thus only, have I

became acquainted with your affairs, under a pledge that cannot

be broken ; if you seek counsel of me, it must be given according

to my poor ability ; and concern for you naturally has dictated

the warning I give regarding Cunnyngham."

" We are quite aware of your sentiments, holy father," said

Percy, with difficulty repressing a smile as he curtailed the

priest's explanation of his situation, which he always intended

to be his defence in case of discovery. " There is not one

among us, except it be Mr. Catesby, who can say you ever

heard or spoke of the subject, save in the confessional."

" This has nothing to do with the matter in hand," Catesby

said. " Something must be done with this Cunnyngham : to

send him to Henlip would, in my opinion, be the wisest plan,

if he is not to be placed in a securer lodging ; except, that

as that prating fellow, De Lacy, escaped thence before, he

might do the same, and we should be harassed by continual

apprehensions."

"It seems to me," said the priest, "that both for your own

comfort and his security, he could not be better placed than in

yonder room," nodding towards a private door at the back of

the house, where the gunpowder brought from Flanders had

at first been lodged. " Keyes, who has charge of the house,

would of course constantly attend to him, and the only addi-

tional trouble he would experience would be that of keeping

the door locked until the fifth of next month."

" Excellent— excellent, father ! still our help in times of

trouble," said Catesby, and added, " Percy and I will convey

him thither."

" He is there already, my son," said the priest. " I should
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be however sorry to impose any restriction upon him : therefore

if you see fit, you must turn the key, which is, I observed,

outside in the lock."

The turning of that key was the only intimation Herbert

Cunnyngham received of his being a prisoner. Then it was

that his own want of forethought struck him: that he had

never anticipated so easy, and almost natural a mode of ending

the perplexity his scrupulosity produced, appeared nearly in-

credible. His mind had been set with such an exceeding

intensity on one subject, as to be confused and incapable of

reflecting on, and forestalling others.

He had now abundant leisure for such thoughts as might have

enabled him to serve his friends as he had wished, and to save

himself, had they but come a little earlier.

These events, our readers are aware, are retrospective ; they

took place previous to those related in the two preceding chap-

ters; and having ended this retrospective glance, we shall, in

the ensuing one, take up the captive in the due course of our

story.
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CHAPTER XXXV.

MORE ABOUT THE PBISONEB.

What, then, was the state of Herbert Cunnyngham, while the

almost distracted Blanche, the distressed Edith, the anxious,

and perhaps we might add angry, De Lacy, were uselessly

inquiring or hourly conjecturing the cause and place of his

disappearance or retreat?

Secluded, except at intervals, from all society, and in these

compelled to associate with men in whose opinion he felt himself

degraded to the lowest depth, and whom he almost equally

disliked and feared ; unsupported by his own conscience ; agi-

tated by the darkest spiritual dread, and distracted by the

thoughts of the horrible fate that was approaching those whose

friendship had cheered and blessed him—approaching the object

of the only love (save that of fraternal affection) that had ever

warmed his desolate heart.—Such was his state.

Thus did he drag on, through the miserable moments of the

day and dreary hours of night, an existence that would pro-

bably, if prolonged for any time, have closed in insanity ; and

yet, while the burthen of moments, hours, days, was insupportable

in passing, he trembled at their flight, shuddered as they passed

away and brought nearer and nearer the fated hour of doom,

so vividly and fearfully depicted to his disturbed imagination.
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That hour, fixed for the fifth of October, was now rapidly draw-

ing on, and he heard the plans of the conspirators, as they

advanced to a climax, still more freely and confidently, discussed.

He was not confined entirely to one apartment, but allowed, or

rather compelled, to mingle with them at their pleasure, only

carefully guarded from any possibility of his escaping from the

house. One evening, when he was in the common assembly of

the confederates, Catesby came in, flushed and agitated, bringing

the intelligence of a further prorogation of parliament for the

space of another month. A general exclamation of dismay

passed through the group : that suspicion was excited, that their

proceedings were either suspected or actually discovered, was

the opinion of most. All eyes turned with threatening con-

jecture to Cunnyngham. His hands were clasped in thankfulness,

his brow had lost its gloom, the dull film of despondency, or the

glare of excited passion, had left his eye, and the ray of hope

gleamed over the pallid features where the natural expression

of pensive tenderness had been exchanged for one of gloomy,

irritated, and sometimes even fierce excitement.

Catesby sternly eyed him, and a terrible frown darkened his

countenance into a scowl of contempt and anger. The turn of

his eye beneath a louring brow, gleamed to his comrades the

suspicion which the rage that rose to his breast prevented him

from immediately uttering.

Keyes, who had the charge of the house assigned to him,

understood the suspicion it conveyed, and replied

—

" Impossible—quite impossible
!"

" Some hint must have been given," Catesby, who was con-

tinually racked with apprehension of failure, rejoined. " This

postponement again is most ominous."

" It is," said Guy Fawkes. " I would the blow were struck at

once."

Wright and Winter also expressed their fears, and it was

resolved that the conspirators, mufiled in their cloaks and other

disguises, should mix with the crowd coming from the house of
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parliament, and ascertain if any alarm had been excited among

the ministers. The result of this proceeding was satisfactory

:

.Kca.rrjCiN

they returned convinced that all was yet safe ; and though

annoyed at the delay of their project, their spirits were elevated

by the assurance of their security ; and they met again to deter-

mine on the manner of spending the time thus left in their

hands.

Little now remained to be done : the gunpowder had been

deposited by Fawkes in the cellar hired by Percy, and every thing

there was in readiness for the fifth of October ; so, now having

a month longer to wait, until the assembling of parliament should

give them an opportunity of using it, they resolved to disperse

to various quarters, for the better avoidance of suspicion, until

a short time previous to the fifth of November.

A difficulty arose with regard to Cunnyngham. Percy, anxious

to exempt him from further suffering, was desirous also to leave

town himself, in order to avoid the painful inquiries of Blanche,

and the sight of her deep distress ; and therefore proposed that

the prisoner should accompany him to the Earl of Northum-

berland's, where he intended to sojourn.
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Catesby exclaimed at his friend's usual rashness, declaring that

his want of caution would, he feared, even yet ruin them all.

" Northumberland," he said, " is not one of us. To trust you

with a traitor to our cause in the house of one not irrevocably

pledged to it, would be a species of madness."

Another proposed he should be sent to Henlip, and placed

under the charge of the Jesuit Hall or Oldcorne, who resided

there.

But Winter remarked that he was already acquainted with

the secrets of that place, in which case no house afforded such

facilities for escape ; and its vicinity to Warwickshire would

enable him the more easily to make his way to his friends.

" No, no," said Percy, " if he comes not with me, I decide

that he goes with his sister to Sir Everard's, where Fawkes is also

to go, who can have charge of him, and, if needful, prevent his

communicating our secret to her."

" This may be more feasible, at least so far as he is concerned,"

said Catesby ; " but here comes Father Garnet, let us hear his

verdict respecting his children."

Garnet entered with his calm " Benedicite^^—heard the matter

in debate, and instantly replied, with much composure

—

" Arrange your own affairs, my sons ; and do not add to your

difficulties. The Lady Blanche will, I believe, remain in her

present abode ; it would so keenly wound her to know that her

brother is estranged from the friends of the church, that I could

not think at present of placing her in his society. As for Cun-

nyngham, he seems perfectly well here, at least as well as, under

such circumstances, he could be any where. I conclude some

one or two of your party will remain to keep the house, and as

I intend to be mostly in town, I too will chiefly occupy it when

here. Thus your minds may be released from anxiety on this

head.*'

All were eager in protestations of approval, excepting Percy,

who felt much annoye(\ on Blanche's account : but the priest's
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word, though uttered with the meekness of one proposhig, rather

than deciding a question, was always decisive.

Herbert was a listener to these arrangements respecting him-

self; for it was in some respects an aggravation of his misery

that he could seldom avoid hearing the voices of the conspirators,

the partition between his room and that which they occupied

being too slight to shut out entirely their conversation ; and

terrible as is solitary confinement to a miserable mind and uneasy

conscience, it seemed to him a relief from the intolerable load

of misery he was enduring. But desirable as this seemed when

seldom attainable, the silence and solitude that followed the

breaking up of the party appeared still worse. He was left to

the uninterrupted current of his own thoughts, the unmitigated

and unbroken anguish of his own mind.

The whole nature of his thoughts, and possibly the whole

purpose of his conduct, would have been changed by the know-

ledge he did not possess, that Lord St. Clare and his daughter

had left London. The prorogation of parliament had concurred

with Lady Edith's anxious wishes, and her solicitations, com-

bined with the disappointment he felt at his nephew's conduct,

contributed to render his lordship disposed to regard this event

as an evidence that Providence crossed the designs he had been

forming ; and he returned to Warwickshire inclined silently to

renounce his intentions of entering the vortex of political life,

and without any intention of returning to town for the fifth of

November.

De Lacy possessed the intelligence which could not reach

poor Herbert.

After a long debate with himself he had come to the deter-

mination of seeking an interview with one or both of these noble

personages, and laying before them a straightforward account

of all he knew or apprehended concerning Cunnyngham and

his partisans. It is probable that such a course would, in part

at least, have had the desired effect : the trial, however, was not
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to be made ; and William found his almost final hope in this

quarter disappointed, by seeing the mansion occupied by Lord

St. Clare left once more empty, and learning that the inmates

had departed with all their retinue some hours before he called

there.

With all the sensations that lead one under such disappoint-

ments as these to prefer society to solitude, and perhaps in the

secret hope of hearing something further from Mistress Alice,

he hastened to the house of the Puritan.

Here he found joy and happiness produced through the kindly

influence of their noble patrons. Hazelden had obtained an

excellent situation ; the sweet face of Alice beamed a thankful

and deep delight, while she exhibited to the smiling yet scarcely

conscious eyes of her visitor, the valuable and useful gifts pre-

sented by the Lady Edith for the use of herself, her child, and

house, which latter, old and almost ruinous as it was, they pru-

dently resolved to remain in until Hazelden's first moiety of

salary should be received. With a voice suppressed by emotion

the grateful young man told De Lacy how the generosity of

Lord St. Clare or his sweet daughter had released him from the

burden of all others the most galling to his spirit, the accumula-

tion of small debts for necessary articles, a list of which they

had obtained, and discharged them in his name.

And the old pastor, who had been audibly returning thanks

to the God of providence and grace, while his children were

extolling their earthly benefactors, in his turn displayed, with

no little satisfaction, the nobleman's appropriate present to him-

self—some of the valuable works then proceeding from the pens

of the suppressed Puritans, which, for their deep and sound

piety, as well as learning, are still much esteemed by divines and

Christians of all classes.

What he heard and saw made De Lacy—for he was not

exempt from the prominent attribute of human nature—feel

his own loss and deprivation the more ; and his selfish sen-

sations so far overcame all others, that he expressed his sympathy
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with his rejoicing friends by a very heavy and lamentable sigh.

His old comrade Frank looked a little vexed, but Alice, with a

woman's ready wit, looked in his face, as she laid down some

nice dresses for her boy, which she had, almost uselessly, been

displaying to his once energetic nurse, with a glance that told

of greater sympathy with him than he had testified for them.

William was ashamed of his selfishness, and coloured highly

on becoming sensible of it. There was something in Alice's

look, perhaps, that contributed to that colouring, and also in-

duced him to attempt to find out whether any allusion had been

made to himself in all the interviews that had passed ; any mes-

sage left for him, or any further reference made to the cousin

for whom so much anxiety had been expressed. None whatever

could he hear of; and as he threw his cloak around him to

depart, he acquainted Hazelden that he was about to set out for

the Low Countries, to help the people there to fight it out with

the cruel and tyrannical Alva. He was answered that the reso-

lution was a sudden one.

" Oh no !" he replied, " an old thought newly resolved into

practice. I left the army to go to Coombe Abbey ; and though

my service there has been a vexatious and disappointing one, I

do not, on the whole, regret it. Matters which have caused me
much perplexity detained me here until now. I see no further

use of remaining here, and I wish for active service again."

Hazelden had known nothing of his friend's later history ; he

could therefore only express regret at the prospect of losing his

society, and whisper the assurance that a few weeks previously

he would have been strongly tempted to follow his example—to

exchange his sombre jerkin for a buff coat and steel breast-plate,

and the life of a failing craftsman back to that of a soldier.

" Ah, good friend," said De Lacy, smiling, and looking on

Alice and her child, "thou art bound now by such a double

chain as will never shackle me."

" Trust me, you are wrong," said Alice, returning the smile,

but with a blush as she spoke ; " you will yet be bound by
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stronger shackles than this refractory comrade of yours has ever

submitted to."

" What did you mean, Alice ?'* her husband demanded, when

William went out.

"I scarcely know," she replied; "but there is something

about this young man—though at present, I fear, beset by more

troubles and difficulties than he speaks of—that tells me he will

yet arrive at honour and "

She made a long pause, and looked what she almost feared to

speak.

" Simpleton !" said her husband, " I guess what you would

say. Your high thought seems not likely to be fulfilled ; yet I

own, when we were in Ireland together, before his uncle disin-

herited him, I thought it almost a settled thing : but you see

they scarcely acknowledge him now."

Alice ended the colloquy on this point by that comprehensive

expression which, when persons wish to appear as if holding

their opinions in abeyance, always conveys the strongest im-

pression of a tacit yet confident decision—"Well, we shall

see/*
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CHAPTER XXXVI.

AFFAIRS ARE APPROACHING A CRISIS.

William de Lacy meantime proceeded to take prompt mea-

sures for his departure to the Netherlands ; but whilst these

were going forward, he was continually beset with a very

strong and anxious desire to see Blanche Cunnyngham once

more, and probably for the last time. We know not which

dwelt most prominently in his thoughts—herself, or her fair

cousin : but certainly the desire he felt to see Blanche was not

experienced in the case of Edith St. Clare :—th€ latter he would

rather not see; the former he could not leave England con-

tentedly without seeing.

Regard for her prevented his going to her abode ; he had

easily divined the cause of his dismissal from it at the time of

his last visit, and not knowing what had followed after he left

the house, he could not deem himself justified in exposing her to

any further animadversion, or perhaps suspicion. In the dusk

of the evening, however, he thought he might not subject her to

any thing of this kind, by walking either before or beneath her

windows; and he did not reason very deeply concerning the

inconsistency that always sent him back from this ramble

disappointed or discontented, that no friendly accident
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produced the gratification of the wish that he might have had

gratified by the simple act of knocking at the door he so

frequently passed.

But though he did not see Blanche Cunnyngham in these

evening walks, he often enjoyed the delight of hearing her.

The house stood in a retired part, and Blanche's two resources

in solitude or in sorrow were painting and music : the former

art chiefly employed in the former state ; and the latter one

made the channel through which an oppressed and mourning

spirit breathed with freedom in the hour of sorrow.

But such a voice as that of Blanche Cunnyngham must be

heard, not described: it was the very breathings of her own

soul : its tones uttered, as it were, its language, its depth, its

fervour, its impassioned and tender feelings.

Anthems, chants, and hymns to the Virgin, were all she ever

sang, and the sacred and sweetly-thrilling strain that issued

from those walls in the evening air, held the listener entranced

beneath them, and taught him to feel the deep and fervent

devotion that breathed in it. The voice of Blanche Cunnyngham,

in singing the Miserere Nobis, might have been described by

the writer of the following passage :—" Who can describe the

misereres of the Sistine Chapel ? Never by mortal sense was

heard a strain of such powerful, such heart-moving pathos

!

The accordant tones of a hundred human voices, and one that

seemed more than human, ascended together to heaven for

mercy to mankind, for pardon to a guilty and sinning world.

It had nothing in it of this earth, nothing that breathed the

ordinary feelings of our nature. It seemed as if every sense

and power had been concentrated into that plaintive expression

of lamentation, of deep suffering, and supplication which pos-

sesses the soul. It was the strain that disembodied spirits might

have used who had just passed the boundaries of death, and

sought release from that mysterious weight of woe and tremblings

of mortal agony that they had suffered in the passage to the

grave. It was the music of another state of being."
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The Salve Regina, of which the following is a translation,

was a favourite vesper hymn of poor Blanche :

—

" Hail to the Queen who reigns above.

Mother of clemency and love !

Hail thou, our Hope, Life, Sweetness ! we.

Eve's banished children, cry to thee.

" "We, from this wretched vale of tears,

Send sighs and groans unto thine ears

;

Oh, then, sweet Advocate ! bestow

A pitying look on us below.

" After this exile let us see.

Our blessed Jesus, born of thee ;

O merciful, O pious Maid I

O gracious Mary, lend thine aid I"*

What premeditated means will not effect is often accomplished

by what is termed accident. So was De Lacy's meeting with

Blanche.

He saw, one day in the Strand, the rosy face of the little

maiden, whose smiles on admitting him to her abode had

formed such a contrast to the grim countenance of his former

gloomy portress, as to deepen his recollection of her: and

quickly casting his eye from that young and happy face to

the muffled form of the female she attended, he instantly recog-

nised, and with a spring of delight, that of Blanche Cunnyngham.

" I cannot speak to you thus publicly," said Blanche, trem-

blingly, in reply to his rather eager and precipitate address.

"May I, then, attend you, or see you elsewhere?" he de-

manded.

" Alas ! no—but tell me, have you heard tidings of my
brother ?" she said, moving as she spoke rather more out of

observation.

* Copied from a book of Roman Catholic prayers, compiled, as the title

states, by a deceased priest of the Metropolitan Chapel, Dublin. As we

have taken the liberty of borrowing, we insert it without note or comment.
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William replied in the negative, but added his belief that

Garnet knew of his state much better than they did, and his

conjecture that he had not left the house in Lambeth, which

he had seen him enter in such evident agitation, accompanied

by the priest.

" You have only to authorize me," he said in conclusion, " and

before I leave this country I will procure a magistrate's warrant

to search that house."

" Not for worlds—not for more than worlds !" she cried,

clasping her hands with a look and gesture almost of wild

alarm.

" Then it is as I suspected," said De Lacy, fixing his eyes

steadily, it might be thought almost sternly, on the shrinking

Blanche ; " and that house is the abode or resort of traitors !"

" Heaven pity me !" she murmured, " to what am 1 exposing

myself—to what do I expose my friends by thus
"

" Lady," said William, interrupting what would probably have

been an appeal to his feehngs, " you are exposing yourself to

great anguish ; you are exposing your friends to greater guilt."

Blanche was silent for a moment : then collecting her disturbed

mind, she answered

—

"De Lacy, you are wrong—wrong, I believe, because you

are ignorant. This heart of mine may know the anguish you

speak of, but it will be through its own error, its own earthliness.

The friends you allude to are amongst the most devoted, the

most self-denied of God's people. I suppose, as a woman, I

have not been admitted into the secrets at which you so often

hint as pregnant with danger to myself and to them—but that

which you term guilt, I would probably call by another name.

Farewell, the saints defend thee."

" Alas !" said De Lacy, stopping her progress, " it is you who

are in error, because, I do believe, I clearly see, you are in

ignorance. You will fall a sacrifice to your own martyred

feelings. Oh ! Blanche, hear, I beseech you, for the last

time
"

NO. IX. 2 E
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" Stop, De Lacy,'* Blanche in her turn interrupted, raising

her hand as if with it she would arrest the passing words. " I

have thought myself strong, and I believe in general I am strong,

in the strength which our Lady of Mercy has given me ; yet our

true strength often lies in the consciousness of our weakness ; if

it be so, I should be strong indeed now, for feeling this will

probably be the last time I shall ever see, ever converse with

thee, I will admit what I would not otherwise acknowledge

—

that thou art the only opponent of our holy faith I dare not

listen to. I charge thee, let me proceed alone ; the consequences

may be otherwise unpleasant, perhaps dreadful ; besides, I would

now be alone, I would suffer no more from such warnings—such,

alasj ill-deserved and ill-repaid solicitations ; your motives can

only be good and kind'*—and Blanche pressed her hand upon

her heart, as if to force her words through a choking breath,

which, struggling into a sob, cleared them a passage as she

hastily added—"I know nothing of the guilt, and but little,

perhaps, of the danger of which you hint, but my mind is in

any event resolved, and if I perish, I perish."

She made a signal to her maiden, and, turning it into a parting

movement to De Lacy, walked on with an unsteady step.

He stood still and looked after her.

"Now, then, the coast is clear for the Netherlands,'* he

murmured to himself, as he turned away in the contrary direc-

tion, and thought that the hope of serving or saving Blanche

Cunnyngham had been the only one that bound him to the

English shores, and that that was now a totally forlorn one.

But though William de Lacy doubtless believed himself quite

sincere in this renunciation of all other hopes or projects that

had a resting-place on the English shores, his way from these

was not yet so clear as he supposed. The readiness of others

to leave them must combine with his own; and while thus

delayed, and while assuring himself that his last exertion had

been made, almost his last thought bestowed on Blanche Cun-

nyngham and all belonging to, or connected with her, it came
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to pass that the current of his daily and often nightly thoughts

still led his lonely rambles into the neighbourhood of that house

in which he strongly suspected her brother was a compulsory

inmate. These suspicions were almost confirmed by seeing the

Jesuit Garnet on the point of leaving the door one evening as

he drew near to it. He was attired in the plain garb of a citizen

of the time, when dress made a greater distinction of rank than

at the present, and had adopted also the common privilege of

concealing his face by his cloak.

William almost resolved on springing past him through the

open door, but a recollection of poor Blanche checked the

impulse: he turned away his head for a moment, and the

priest, unconscious of being observed, turned from the door

in the contrary direction.
"

Little did William de Lacy then think that on that evening

the conspirators, re-assembling from their out-quarters, were

engaged in the final arrangement of their plans.

The decisive hour was approaching : it had long been anxiously

expected j and no breast among them quailed—no hand, not even

that which was to be foremost in the work of darkness, lost its

nerve.

One heart alone, a prey to the deepest, most intense agony,

would have hailed as a relief the prospect of being enrolled

among the doomed, whose mangled bodies, in an unguarded

moment, when their minds were filled with the weighty affairs

of this little, busy, changing, and rapidly passing world, in

settling the state of a nation and preparing laws for generations

to come, were to be hurled to the skies in the horrific death

prepared for them.

There is no torture equal to that of the mind : and the

miserable Cunnyngham, ignorant of real faith, and conscious

that in the opinion of his priest he had departed from that he

professed, was unsustained by the spirit of even a blind devo-

tion, a mistaken or false enthusiasm. He endured the double

tortures of earthly affections, racked and outraged ; wild and
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excited piassions^ that tossed themselves but could not pass

over their bounds in his own wretched heart, to vent them-

selves, as the passions of men do, on the subjects of their

hatred, their fear, or their love ; and of gloomy, spiritual fears,

unrelieved by devotion, unmitigated by ghostly comfort.

The proceedings of the conspirators were perfectly known

to Herbert ; and he felt day after day, and hour after hour,

while their passage was almost insufferable in actual endurance,

hurrying onward with a terrible rapidity to the moment when

his own fate should be sealed, and, as it were, by the act of his

owi\ hand, all he had ever loved on earth—with the exception

of his deluded and visionary sister—was to perish.

Such is a partial glimpse of the mind the walls of that house

enclosed on which William de Lacy gazed.

The view he had had of the Jesuit coming from it induced

him to reconnoitre the place more closely ; and, taking advantage

of the first gloomy evening, he repaired thither again.

Walking quite round the house, he perceived a light visible at

a back window, which, being not more than a dozen feet from

the ground, he determined on climbing to, and venturing a look

into the room, in the hope, and indeed belief, that he should

there see Herbert Cunnyngham.

He contrived to get up, though with some difficulty, and

finding a resting-place for his foot, held by the stone without the

window, and looked into the chamber.

A solitary watcher was there, but not Herbert Cunnyngham.

The soldier of Spain, in his buff'-coat, with its suitable accom-

paniment of a belt containing a rapier and pistols, sat or rather

lay against a small round table, on which the taper that had

attracted his unseen visitant dimly burned.

A crucifix and missal lay beside him, and his head, only

slightly elevated by the hand that clutched his hair, almost rested

on a little image of the Virgin, dressed in a gay and tawdry

petticoat, like the little dolls that attract the delighted eyes of

children at a country fair,—and which had apparently completed
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the subjects of his evening devotion. There was a stern resolve

and gloomy desperation expressed in the whole of his dark fea-

tures and gaunt frame. Yet the man, whose worldly circumstances

and general character were desperate, evidently clung to the

hope of religion—evidently was the victim of superstition.

De Lacy had felt for him unmixed sentiments of detestation ;

but as he gazed, those of commiseration awoke in his mind.

Could aught of the principle that animated the heroic, enthu-

siastic, and lovely Blanche, dwell in that dark form ? If so,

how much more wonderful the power that impelled the spirit of

devotion to deeds of crime !

There was before him a dark picture of human misery and

guilt, united to, ,and perhaps increased by the gloomiest super-

stition. And singular as was William's own position, it did not

prevent him from wishing it were possible to say aloud to that

unhappy man—" If thou didst but look to the life of Him whose

death by that symbol thou dost appear to venerate, thine would

be far different!"

The door of the room opened, and Catesby and, to his great

surprise, Percy entered : they were attired in large cloaks,

beneath which they held their swords in their hands.
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Not until now had William any idea that Percy, though a

stanch Romanist, was associated in what was going on. That

the captain of the king's band of gentlemen pensioners, who had

free access to the palace, should be leagued with men who were

apparently concocting schemes against the government, gave to

the whole affair a much graver importance ; and intently occu-

pied in observing the new comers, he forgot the insecurity of

his footing, and having by an involuntary movement lost it, he

only saved himself from a fall by springing down.

The noise, he was aware, must be heard within, and he felt

the danger of his situation to be great.

Hastily drawing from his belt one of the pistols which he now

always carried, he stole, at the same time, round the corner of

the house, so as to be out of sight of the window, which, as he

expected, was almost immediately thrown up, and a head put

from it; but all being quiet, the parties within seemed satisfied

that the sound they had heard was accidental.

Encoiu'aged by this result, De Lacy resolved to repeat his

visit, in the hope of yet seeing or hearing something of Herbert

Cunnyngham, or discovering what might warrant him in drawing

the attention of the civil authorities to what was going on in

that place.

The next night, however, afforded events of which he had

little notion ; events that were to colour the whole of his future

life. But though

" Coming events cast their shadows before,"

we will not precede their march by anticipation.
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CHAPTER XXXVII.

DB LACY MAKES A DOUBLE DISCOVERY, HE FINDS IT EASIER TO GET

INTO A conspirator's HOUSE THAN TO GET OUT.

The following evening De Lacy left his lodgings in the neigh-

bourhood of the Strand, and, crossing the Thames, proceeded

once more to Lambeth. It was about nine o'clock, at a season

of the year—for it was the fourth of November—when that hour

is favourable to those who seek the screen of darkness : it was,

moreover, obscured additionally by a light fog that rested

principally^upon the river. ,

The young man's mind was full of perplexing and heavy

reflections, and doubts which he saw no direct means of ter-

minating, but which he was now resolving should not much

longer continue to agitate his mind and retard his movements.

That Herbert Cunnyngham was either a prisoner in the house

he had visited on the previous evening, or that the persons who

appeared to use it for some banded and unlawful purpose were

not ignorant of his destiny, De Lacy was now fully convinced

;

and resolved that not even consideration for Blanche's fears and

scruples should prevent him taking any steps to ascertain the

truth of these conjectures which circumstances might enable him

to pursue.

He was sensible that in this attempt personal danger would

probably await him, and, with the intention of asking his friend
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Hazelden to accompany him, he had called at his abode previous

to setting out to this scene of his observations ; but he had

found him in the enjoyment of domestic life, its peace and

happiness more than compensating for its cares ; and William,

instead of the intelligence he meant to imfold, to his old com-

rade's great perplexity, just uttered the words, " Your life is of

value !" and went off again, with the satisfactory conviction

impressed, he believed, upon his mind, that no human being

could ever make the same assertion concerning himself.

Ruminating on the singular circumstances in which he bad

been, and still was involved, through so accidental a commence-

ment as the incident at Flushing afforded, De Lacy walked on,

almost unconscious of his progress, until he found himself close

beside the house he had come to reconnoitre.

It was in total darkness ; and its apparent repose at an hour

when most others showed some signs of life, gave him the hope

that its usual occupants were absent, and that an opportunity

might now be afforded him to ascertain whether Cunnyngham

were detained within it or not.

His idea was, that if he were there, he was probably in the

immediate vicinity of the apartment where he had seen Guy

Fawkes the night before ; to see if a light was now to be

perceived in the same room—which, it will be remembered, was

at the back of the house—was his first purpose. And well was

it for our unfortunate hero that it was so. After a momentary

glance over the house, to make himself sure that no light could

be within the rooms at its front, he turned round it to proceed to

the rear, and had just gained the shelter of the wall that be-

friended him on the preceding evening, when the door was

cautiously opened.

The abode of fear or suspicion generally imposes a corre-

sponding external demeanour on those who are really uninflu-

enced by either emotion. De Lacy's step had involuntarily

become slow and cautious, although there was no necessity that

it should be so, until he had gained a more private position than
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the street : he did not therefore believe that its sound had drawn

a watcher to the door ; at the same time he felt his present

situation a most precarious one.

He drew up close to the wall, which was sufficiently high to

allow him to look over it without revealing his person. No one

went forth from the opened door, and in about two minutes it

was again closed. The purpose of whoever appeared at it

could only be either to look for the approach of some expected

party, or to ascertain that all was clear for the egress of another

from within.

In that state of deep and still expectancy into which the mind

is thrown by the rather mysterious influence of coming events,

the importance of which, even if known, is not calculated upon,

William's very breathing was impeded as he felt the probability

^-he knew not why—that a very short time would be likely to

decide his fate, or to realize the hope that had led him into this

dangerous predicament.

He was not wrong : the door was again opened, and a large

figure, indistinct in the gloom—for all readers will recollect that

neither oil nor gas lamps at this era shed their light at every

door—stood on the threshold, and appeared to await the tardy

entrance of another party.

A few seconds of unbreathing suspense on De Lacy's part

ensued; and then, as if impatient of the delay alluded to, the

figure at the door put forth a hand to quicken some lingering

step advancing towards it ; the movement threw open the cloak

in which it was shrouded, and a lantern concealed beneath it

not only revealed the sturdy form of the wearer, Guy Fawkes,

but flashed its light full and suddenly on the ghastly countenance

of Herbert Cunnyngham.

Herbert, for whose lingering progress Fawkes had been thus

waiting, was followed by two or three other men ; they were all

muffled in their cloaks, and all stepped out in silence, and, with

the exception of that temporary ray, in darkness, from a house

which, it might appear, they were leaving for ever.
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The pulsation of De Lacy's heart almost deprived him of

breath and vision ; through intense anxiety he was scarcely able

to distinguish what passed before him : but the glimpse he had

of Cunnyngham's aspect conveyed sufficient intimation of a

recent compulsory, if not cruel detention ; and his first impulse

was to spring from his hiding-place, and depend on the chance

of passing assistance in rescuing the unhappy young man.

A moment of self-recollection enabled him, however, to subdue

a desire which, if yielded to, would probably render abortive

all he had yet done ; restraining natural impetuosity of disposi-

tion, De Lacy determined to act with the prudence, decision,

and promptitude which his circumstances now seemed to demand

;

and while resolved not to lose sight of the object of his recent

search, without at least knowing how again to find him, he

waited with tolerable patience until the party had proceeded

to such a distance as permitted him to follow them unper-

ceived, and yet not far enough to allow them to escape his

observation.

They took the way to the river, where a barge was waiting

to receive them. De Lacy's anxiety now attained its climax

;

he had not detained the boat that brought him, and in the event

of no other being in waiting, all would be lost.

They were soon in the barge, and moved off: a few moments

after William stood on the stairs : better than his fears, a boat

was beside them; his haste and anxiety led the men to fancy

he belonged to the party that had just gone off" without him ; and

with the assurance of overtaking, or getting beyond them, they

stretched their oars, and would soon have brought their lighter

freight alongside of the boat he only wished to keep in view.

De Lacy was not sorry to perceive the bargemen's mistake,

and in a low voice, as they almost approached the others, he

said, smiling at his own meaning

—

" Never mind them ; I would rather thty did not know I am
here : it is well they should think they have missed me."

The boatmen took the hint, well accustomed to all sorts of
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freaks on the Thames ; and the advanced party drew up at the

landing for the Strand.

" Now, then," said De Lacy, in a tone too anxiously eager

for one whose object was a passing jest, "shoot a bow-cast

beyond them ; then rest your oars, and if I give the word to

back them your pay shall be equal to your speed."

It was done : the boat shot past the men who were stepping

from theirs, and the fog concealed it ; a minute after the word

was given to return he was landed ; and, fulfilling his word to

the boatmen, who were often gainers by such occurrences, he

quickly followed the party, who, probably from the debilitated

condition of one of their number, walked slowly, and were yet

easily kept in view. They bent their way to a house not very

far distant, the garden of which ran down towards the river.

Into this garden they entered, and the door was closed.

De Lacy was not disposed to yield up his object, and his

early habits of military enterprise, while they rendered him

more unwilling to do so, rendered the pursuit to which this

spirit urged him much more easy. Without debating on the

possible results, he scaled the garden wall, and dropped himself

within it.

Keeping close to its side, where a fringe of evergreen and

other shrubs facilitated concealment, he drew on towards the

house, which was that where Herbert had been in the first

instance brought to be initiated into the mysteries of the gun-

powder plot ; and the conspirators now adjourned to it in order

to be more contiguous to the fated scene of action.

For the space of perhaps an hour all was still as death. No

sight or sound interrupted the current of William's reflections.

These were of a mixed nature. He could not be insensible to

the danger in which he had voluntarily placed himself; and

apprehensions and calculations as to what might follow would

of course mingle with the joy he felt, above all he thought he

could feel, at the hope of being at last enabled to prove to the

misjudging relatives of young Cunnyngham the integrity of the
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course he had pursued, and the reality of the fears he had

entertained. It was this, aided by the thought of opening the

eyes of the confiding and deluded Blanche to the conduct of

her brother's late associates, that braced his resolution to brave

even the danger he most dreaded, that of forcible detention

among such persons ; but resolving that this should not again be

easily effected, he held his arms in readiness, and, using every

precaution, determined, with the help of the God in whom he

trusted, not to abandon the prospect thus presented to him of

effecting a communication with Cunnyngham; and he hoped

that at least before the approach of dawn the appearance of

some lights in the windows might guide him to the chamber

occupied by the unhappy youth.

At the expiration of about an hour the sound of footsteps

broke on his ear : it was a heavy, measured, and manly step,

and as the moon now shed a pale and uncertain light, he was

enabled to see, at intervals more clearly than at other times,

the figure of Percy wrapped in a riding cloak, booted and

spurred, moving slowly back and forwards along the walk.

De Lacy's astonishment was extreme at the evident participa-

tion of the Cunnynghams' friend in all that was passing. But

the house door opened, and Guy Fawkes came out.

" Hah !" said Percy, advancing towards him, for he himself

had entered by the garden door, " art thou then going ? who

will remain in the house with Cimnyngham ?"

" Keyes only," the other returned ; " no more is needed."

" Is all ready ?^ Percy rejoined.

" All is ready," said the deep stern voice of the soldier. " But

I go," he added, " to see that nothing is wanting."

" To make what is sure still surer," said Percy ; " thou art

zealous. I depart at three o'clock for Warwickshire. We
shall not, therefore, meet till all is over."

" Till all is over," Guy Fawkes gloomily echoed, and the voice

might have struck Percy as that of fate.

" Thou art prepared for a ride," he said, glancing over the
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soldier's dress, to which was added a cloak, concealing a dark

lantern, and ample boots and spurs. "It is well; for Bates

will have in readiness the swift animal taken from the poor

Puritan, who, I am sorry to say, they killed at the time. The

moment you have done, speed to Dunchurch."

" If I am not speeded elsewhere," said Guy Fawkes, in his

usual manner.

" Pooh ! let not such forebodings cross thee : they bode ill to

us as well as to thyself. Heaven speed the good cause, say I."

" Amen !" Fawkes rejoined.

" You then to your work, Guy, and I to mine," Percy con-

tinued, "with firm hands and faithful hearts. In three hours

time I start for Coventry, where Garnet will meet me ; then

with Mr. Catesby to Sir Everard Digby, who will be ready

with his force on Dunsmore Heath before I come. If the

little princess comes not there, as it is confidently expected

she will, we must on to Coombe Abbey. I have yet three

hours to spend with Wright, who is to have the chief con-

duct of affairs here."

" Methought," said Fawkes, " your office had been to secure

Prince Charles."

" That has been changed : it has been deemed more desirable

to lend our efforts to the capture of his sister, which is a more

easily attained and full as expedient an object : if we succeed in

our other plans, the poor sickly child will easily be put aside."

" Fare you well, then, sir," said Guy Fawkes ; " God and our

Lady be our speed."

They parted, and left De Lacy almost petrified at what he

had heard. Ignorant of the mission of Fawkes, which had never

been alluded to distinctly, the danger most palpably presented

to him was that which threatened his late charming little mis-

tress, the lovely Elizabeth. The only purpose which he was

able to assign to these traitors was to secure, or perhaps destroy,

the junior members of the royal family, in order that, in the

event of a successful revolution being effected, no legitimate
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successor to the crown, that spectre of dread, however impotent,

to an usurper, might remain.

" Heaven be praised," he mentally ejaculated, " 1 have three

hours yet. I will have the start of you, Percy."

He w^as about to retrace his steps, and set off as soon as

possible for Coorabe Abbey ; but the recollection of Herbert

detained him. He now thought he saw clearly the cause of his

forcible detention ; and readily surmised that if he succeeded in

frustrating the designs of the traitors, the death of that unhappy

young man would almost inevitably ensue, as the information

would be supposed to have proceeded from him.

A moment's consideration of this nature was enough to make

him resolve on an attempt to carry Cunnyngham with him ; and,

as if to aid the resolve, a light appeared at an upper window,

and he thought he saw the shadow of that tall, slight figure,

as it moved before the small and well-secured panes.

" Only one other man is within that house," De Lacy said to

himself; " therefore, if I were once within it all might be easy:

in the attempt, however, to gain admittance, a pistol shot, by

taking me out of the way, might place that sweet child in the

hands of her enemies."

It was then he regretted the want of a companion, who, in

the event of any mischance to himself, could convey the intelli-

gence he wished to Lord Harrington.

Time, however, was not to be lost in regrets or speculations

on contingencies. To reconnoitre the house was his first pur-

pose ; Cunnyngham's window was at a height that put any

attempt by its means out of ^he question. At length it occurred

to him that when Guy Fawkes came out no one appeared to fasten

the door j and the notion that it was either left unfastened for

their return, or secured by a spring, occurred to him—an idea

that was warranted by the fact of its being a back entrance, and

leading into the garden to the door of which they seemed to

carry each a key. No sooner did this idea arise than the trial,

which, because it was so simple, he had not thought of making,

was made, and the door was gently opened.
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He found himself in a small, flagged sort of hall, not above two

yards square, from which there was no passage save by a door

directly opposite that by which he entered, which, not being en-

tirely closed, allowed him to see that the room within was lighted.

That room, then, most probably, was occupied by Keyes ; and

as it was necessary to pass through it in order to find his way

to Cunnyngham, the hope of delivering him without a conflict

with this man seemed likely to be disappointed.

The most probable means of obviating this was, to spring

suddenly into the room and seize him imawares, before he had

time to resist. De Lacy was placed in a diflftculty. The most

certain means of risking danger or bloodshed was to suffer him-

self to be discovered ; but again, the manner of entrance he

projected into that room would certainly create a disturbance,

which, perhaps, he might afterwards find might have been

avoided, and his passage through it silently effected.

He had only one pistol, and this he resolved to employ only

for the purpose of intimidation : he took it in one hand, and

holding his sword unsheathed in the other, pushed open the door

without noise, but quickly, so that in an instant, if need were, he

could have sprang upon the person within it.

Thus armed, and with expectation on his face, how great a

change came over him when, just before the now widely opened

door, he beheld the guardian of the house stretched on a couch

fast asleep. He lay on his back, both hands, with the fingers

interlaced, covering his eyes, probably to exclude the light of

the lamp which burned on a table near to him, on which also lay

a pistol, ready prepared in case of danger. He slept as weary

men do sleep, and a single stroke would then have rendered

De Lacy's passage clear. He did extend his arm, but it was only

to extinguish the light, and thrusting the pistol into his own

belt, he quietly went on in the dark, believing himself safer

without light when the whole house through which he had to

pass was in the same state.

Recollecting the direction of the window from whence he
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had seen the object of his search, he ,had little difficulty in

finding the room, and was more convinced of its identity, while

at the same time much disappointed by finding it locked.

That he should, after all, be obliged to arouse Keyes, and force

him to open the door, was an unpleasant discovery for De Lacy

:

though a soldier from boyhood, he disliked, as all really brave

men do, to provoke a broil ; and never willingly took what he

could not restore—the life of an immortal creature.

At this moment he was fully sensible of the peril of his situ-

ation, in case the return of the absent party should cut oft* his

retreat ; but the extent of the hazard he had already run made

him more reluctant to desert his enterprise when he believed it

was near being accomplished ; and, regardless of the fatal

consequences of lingering in an abode of so much danger,

he made another attempt upon the door, his hand struck

against a key in the lock, which he joyfully turned, but still the

door did not open ; sliding his hand along it, he found a bolt at

the top, and another at the bottom, which being drawn, he

stepped into the chamber, and beheld what he had long desired,

and yet felt grieved to see.
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CHAPTER XXXVIII.

CONTAINING A FEARFUL ENCOUNTER.

Herbert Cunnyngham, whom he had last seen (with the

exception of the rencontre at Henlip) reining with almost

effeminate gracefulness his gentle and spirited jennet, by the

side of his cousin's beautiful barb, and casting an irritated or

scornful glance to himself, as he more humbly followed in the

train of the little princess, was now sitting before a table in the

centre of the room where a night lamp was burning. His

elbows were on the table, the upper part of his hands pressed

on his face, and the rest covering his eyes and forehead. His

attenuated figure was loosely covered by a cloak, worn to supply

the want of a fire ; and as De Lacy approached, he muttered in

thick and angry accents

—

" Begone ! pray begone ! I cannot drive you hence ! but this

night leave me—leave me to—to what /"' The last word sunk

in an almost inarticulate and gurgling sound.

" Cunnyngham !'* said De Lacy in a startling tone.

He did not move, or seem to notice it. His name was

repeated again in a gentler voice, but no effect was produced.

" Cunnyngham," said De Lacy again, " Lady Edith Si.

Clare "

Herbert started, and uncovering his face, gazed on the

visitor with a hollow, dull, and filmy eye, that told him reason

had nearly ceased to shed her rays through that speaking organ

of the soul. But as he gazed into De Lacy's face, a change

came over it. The latter saw it, and laying his hand on the

young man's shoulder, said kindly

—

NO. X. 2 F
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" Come, Cunnyngham, man yourself now, and aid me in my

purpose : I am come to you chiefly because your cousin and

sister wished me to find you."

" Then back, back more quickly than you came !" cried Her-

bert, springing up with a much-changed aspect. " Blessed saints

!

is the chance of her escape yet afforded? Fly instantly to

Edith !—take her from town !—save her—and my uncle too I"

" Of what do you speak !" cried De Lacy, starting back as if

indeed prepared to execute his charge, yet doubting whether to

credit him or not. " Are their lives threatened ?"

" To-morrow they perish if they leave not town," in a some-

what calmer and more decided manner Herbert replied ;
" and so

perish !" he added more wildly. " Hence, hence, or you will be

stopped !"

" They have already left town ; left it nearly a month since,

with no intention of again quitting Compton Revel ; and I am

come to bring you to them," was William's answer ; but only the

first few words seemed to be heard by him they were spoken to.

" Left town !" was re-echoed by him in a heart-thrilling

tone.

Herbert's nerves, relaxed by the tortures of his mind and

rigorous confinement, could not resist the rapid transition from

despair to assurance—even hope would have greatly agitated

him—but now his emotions were so violent that De Lacy feared

he could not make him comprehend the situation in which they

both stood, and the necessity for immediate escape. These

terminated in an hysteric affection, which, after it passed away,

left him calmer ; and William, trembling with anxiety, told him

that every moment added to the danger in which he himself

stood, and endangered the safety of his friends ; adding an

inquiry, hurriedly put, as to the nature of the peril in which his

relatives had been placed.

" That I will never tell," said Herbert, who regained a degree

of mental energy, as soon as the crushing load of misery beneath

which he laboured was removed. " I would, at any risk, have

saved her, but I will be true to them—to my faith—to God."
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" And for these false friends—those who have all but destroyed

thee," cried De Lacy with indignation, " thou wouldst abandon,

or perhaps resign into their hands, those who have received thee

with kindness—with confidence—into their homes, it may be into

their hearts—wishing to keep faith with God, thou wouldst

violate his command— ' Thou shalt do no murder.'

"

" Silence !" Herbert exclaimed, so loudly that William looked

in startled apprehension towards the door, fearing his voice had

aroused the sleeping Keyes.

Unhappy young man ! the victim of the crime of others, pos-

sessed a sensitive, yet an unenlightened conscience. Conscience !

wonderful, mysterious principle !—an emanation from God im-

planted in the heart of sinful, fallen man ; a spirit striving with

him till quenched by his daring resistance !

Herbert Cunnyngham did not acknowledge that he felt its

pang when he imposed silence on the honest voice that aroused

it ; neither did he acknowledge that he yielded to its dictates,

when he said

—

** De Lacy, 1 have often wronged you ; for I felt you crossed

my path ; this is all the amends I can, or desire to make. Know,

then, that the day after to-morrow the Princess Elizabeth is to

be seized upon Dunsmore-heath, where she is expected to join

a hunting party. I do not know, and I believe few do, the object

of the step ; it may not be what they pretend, and a worse fate

may ultimately attend her ; therefore, save her if you can ; lose no

time, and guard Compton Revel. The way is now open to you for

a rich amends for all I have done or felt against you—begone !"

" Not without you," said De Lacy ; " you shall help me in

saving those who still love you—who are still your firmest

friends. I will not leave you here a prey to these bad men, and

to your own feelings ; come, Cunnyngham, you have suffered too

much already ; brace yourself now, and follow me like a man

;

and, with the help of a merciful God, I shall be the means of

your yet preserving life and honour."

" Life and honour !" Herbert repeated—" the one is lost, the

other nearly ended."
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" Not SO," said De Lacy, endeavouring to make him rise from

the chair on which he had again fallen. " Not so :" honour will

be retrieved when it is known your stay here was compulsory ;

and life will rebound in your veins with freedom and peace."

" It will never be retrieved among those of my own faith and

principles,'* said Herbert gloomily. " Go, haste to those you

may serve ; and preserve your life for those it may bless. Tell

Edith "

" Nay, you shall tell her yourself," De Lacy exclaimed, seizing

hold of him, and fairly raising him to his feet. " On, this

instant—on to Compton Revel, while I speed to Coombe Abbey ;

all we can both do, will only be enough. God grant it may yet

be in time ! Come, come—you to Edith St. Clare, and I to the

princess."

Herbert obeyed De Lacy as if mechanically ; but his words

must have imparted energy, for his eyes brightened from their

gloom, and a dark flush rose to the pallid cheek and brow, and

spoke of the re-animation of powers that had settled in a morbid

stagnation at his heart.

Glancing over his dress as they were leaving the room, William

perceived his companion wore no sword, and presented to him

one of the pistols, whispering him not to use it unless compelled.

He motioned it back in silence, but with a look of wounded, yet

dignified feeling, of which he had not thought the young man,

whom he always held in some contempt, was capable ; the look

and action both implying that he would not use them against

persons, the motives of whose conduct towards himself he under-

stood. Unable, however, to rely either on his prudence or reso-

lution, William took the lead, cautioning him to tread softly

through the room where Keyes was reposing, he hoped, as deeply

as ever. They had just reached the door of that room, when

the lock of the outer one was heard to turn, and the sound of

men stumbling in the dark soon after followed.

The reader's imagination must help to draw the picture. A
small room with doors almost at right angles, quite in darkness :

at one door two of the conspirators are roughly entering, as
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owners of a house will enter their own lawful domicile; at

the other our two friends are cautiously and stealthily appearing,

thinking only of escape; and just before the first party, and

nearly beside the second, is the keeper of the house, still fast

asleep.

" What, ho ! Keyes—why, Keyes, how is this ? lights there

—

ho ! Keyes !" shouted one. While De Lacy, starting back,

whispered, in a very low voice

—

" Back, back to your room ; do not be seen with me, and you

are as safe as before."

An unyielding " no !" was the answer.

" Take this, then," he said, giving him a pistol. " We must

make our way at any cost."

" Both,'* said Herbert, in a husky voice, and drew the other

himself from De Lacy's belt.

" Is there no other way out ?" William murmured.

" The front !" said Cunnyngham : " quick, for the love of

heaven !"

They started back, just as the half-wakened Keyes had come

to his senses, and the light he had been procuring by means of

a phial of phosphorus blazed up, and revealed all the figures

there assembled to each other. A cry burst from the astonished

Keyes, who thought the house was filled by the officers of justice ;

the others, who had been among De Lacy's captors at Henlip,

saw how matters stood, and he, recognising Winter and Wright,

saw he had no chance of a peaceable departure, and instantly

stood on the defensive ; determining, meantime, to maintain a

retreating fight, so as to draw the contest towards the front

entrance. Before he reached the passage he was hotly engaged

with the two foremost assailants, and perceiving that Winter,

who kept back, was watching an opportunity which William

was as yet too good a swordsman to afford to the others, he put

forth his disengaged hand to snatch the pistol Cunnyngham had

taken: the young man turned his arms back, and discharged

them both in a contrary direction, enjoying in that moment a

stern satisfaction in saving the lives of his late partizans.
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" Traitor !" cried De Lacy, almost with fury, " will you see

me murdered ?"

" Not if I can help it," said Herbert; and with the word he

flung himself before De Lacy's breast, and, meeting the thrust

which he had observed Winter making, he dropped between the

combatants.

There was a momentary pause, and in it William gained the

passage towards which he had been moving backwards : and his

assailants had only stepped over the impediment Herbert's figure

opposed, and attacked him again, when the door at his back flew

open, a thrilling shriek was heard, and Blanche Cunnyngham

seconded her poor brother's part, and more effectually shielded

the assailed form.

She was attended by Percy. He had his sword in his hand,

and naturally adopting the same conclusion that Keyes had

formed at first, was about to join in the fray, when, seeing but

one man engaged with three, he cried

—

" Forbear ! What is this ? are they here also ?"

A few hurried words from Winter informed him who the

intruder was.

" Madmen !" said Blanche, with sternness, " is it thus ye spend

your time, imbruing your hands needlessly in blood, when your

own may be shed not long hence unless ye spend it more to the

purpose. Fawkes is discovered, and taken!"

She used the words that had been used to her, but she knew not

how, where, or exactly to what they referred. Those who heard

them did. It palsied the hands that had lately been so firm

;

a shiver like that of coming death crept through the frames, and

to the very hearts of men who, a minute before, recked little of

taking the life of another.

" It is true !" said Percy, pale as death, and leaning his strong

figure for support to the wall. *' But all is not yet lost. I will

still follow Catesby to Warwickshire ; our strength is still there."

During this speech and the silence that preceded it, Blanche

had stepped beyond the astounded and bewildered men to the

body that lay on the ground behind them ; it was compassion that
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dictated the movement ; but now a low and bitter plaint, speaking

all the anguish of the heart's softest and best affections, not only

rent by sorrow, but deceived and wounded by misplaced con-

fidence was heard to issue in deep moanings from her lips, as

she bent over the body of her only brother. At last she had

discovered him thus in the house of his friends.

William de Lacy heard neither her complaint, nor her pre-

ceding words : he had taken advantage of the pause which the

nervous expectation, caused even by her appearance and Percy's

looks among the conspirators, had produced, to make his escape

with a bound through the partly open door, and was then far

beyond the house.

He had fixed it in his mind, while in the garden, to go in the

first instance with Cunnyngham, to Hazelden. Thither he

still fled, but, dreading pursuit, he dared not stop at the door.

The streets of the metropolis were not then as now guarded

by a vigilant police ; and the capture of Guy Fawkes had been

so quietly effected that the usual repose of the hour was not

in the least broken. All was profound repose at the Puritan's

dwelling, and William could not lose time in arousing its sleeping

inmates. Poverty is, however, such a good security, that little

else guarded the door of that old abode ; and applying his

shoulder to it he easily sent it in, and ran unceremoniously up

stairs, just as his friend, awoke by the noise, sprang to that of

his apartment.

Gasping for breath, De Lacy, turning already to depart again,

said

—

" The royal family are in danger—Avarn you them of this

without delay, and bid them guard the Prince of Wales and his

brother. I go to Coombe Abbey—the least delay may place

the princess in the hands of traitors. Your door is broken

open." And, leaping down the stairs yet to be descended, he

was gone, leaving Hazelden in the sad but confident conviction

that he had been seized with sudden insanity.

" Poor, poor fellow 1" he said to Alice, who, notwithstanding

all her regard for De Lacy, felt most thankful that his visit had
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been so rapid—"the very last person I should have thought

likely for such a misfortune."

" Alas !" said Alice, weeping amid her thankfulness for their

own escape, " it is all that sweet Lady Edith's fault."

Her husband went down stairs and looked from the street

door, but seeing no sign of his poor comrade, while he really

feared for his safety, was satisfied his pursuit would be useless

;

and so he made his door as fast as he could, and went to bed

again ; and did not suspect, until a distant murmur of what had

passed at the parliament house reached his ear, that if William

de Lacy were mad there was apparently " a method in his mad-

ness." Then he fulfilled his directions, and was conducted into

King James's presence; on which occasion the expediency of

De Lacy's prompt adoption of the good old saying—if you

would have your business done, send, but if you would have

it well done, go yourself—was apparent to Frank Hazelden

;

for had he depended on the result of an application to the king

for the preservation of the princess, or the county of War-

wick, his prospects for either would have been gloomy. The

pusillanimous monarch, who had never recovered the terrors

of early days, was too much alarmed at the state of his metro-

polis to be able to bestow much attention on what was passing

at a distance, or to make the still greater effort of detaching a

single man from the defence of his own royal person; and

apprehending in Hazelden's concern for the safety of his lovely

daughter, a design to withdraw troops from the city, he was

very near consigning him to the Tower for his trouble.

Prince Henry, indeed, prevented this, for having frequently

heard De Lacy's name mentioned by his sister as one of the

most skilful of her masters in the exercises they both delighted

in, he gave full credence to the intelligence ; but vainly endea-

voured to arouse his selfish and now justly-alarmed parent to

a sense of the danger that might yet threaten his beloved sister.

His interposition saved Frank Hazelden, but his entreaties met

the reply—" Weel, weel, lad, all in gude time—when there's

treason at our door we maun look at hame first."
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CHAPTER XXXIX.

DE LACY IS NOT YET OUT OF DANGER—THE PRINCESS IS CARRIED

OFF, BUT BY OTHER CONSPIRATORS.

De Lacy was meantime proceeding at a scarcely checked

gallop in the direction of Warwickshire : the rapidity of his route

was facilitated by the fact that the conspirators, who were to

hasten in the same, had ordered relays of horses to be in readi-

ness along the road ; and his speed and anxiety leading to the

belief that he was one of the party they were designed for, a

fresh horse was ready for him wherever he came.

At the halting-place where he left his own tired Gauntlet,

this circumstance was apparent to him ; and devoutly thankful

for it, he put himself in possession of all the necessary informa-

tion to enable him to make use of it at the several stages where

horses had been provided. Great danger might however have

resulted from this, for he was thus led into the very track of the

conspirators. News at that day travelled slowly, and no intelli-

gence whatever of what was passing, or rather had passed in
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London, had yet reached even the vicinity of that city. But

his appearance, his speed, and the anxiety which prevented him

from taking even necessary refreshment, declared his errand one of

importance : and though he spoke to none he was beset by

eager, impatient, yet mysterious faces, for many persons were

more or less aware of the conspiracy ; and many lips murmured

impatient hints for tidings which it was not safe or wise openly

to demand.

As he reached the last stage before Coventry, William's

anxiety lest he should be too late to prevent the princess from

going to Dunsmore Heath, approached a feverish height. His

parched lips could scarcely speak the demand for a horse, as he

dismounted with difficulty from the foaming one that had brought

him, and, refusing to enter the inn, placed his back to the

yard wall while it was bringing out. His glazed and blood-shot

eye encountered that of Mr. Grant of Coventry, whose name

he had heard Percy mention : a deadly fear shot to his breast

—

for he was almost certain his object had been discovered, and

would in some way be defeated.

When he looked up again Grant was gone, but the innkeeper

stood before him ; and, with many bows, assured him there was

not a horse to he had at any price—all in the neighbourhood

having been engaged for the great hunting match on Dunsmore

Heath. Readily conjecturing how the case stood, William

without a word seized his discarded steed, and rode instantly off,

being well persuaded that some further attempt to bar his pro-

gress would probably be made, as he at once recognised in

Mr. Grant one of those who overheard his conversation with

Cunnyngham at Henlip Hall.

The weary horse stumbled along the road, and whip and spur

only raised him to a temporary activity. To an impatient mind,

that flies faster than any conveyance—even those which comprise

in their means of flight the opposing elements of fire and water

to whirl mankind from place to place—what can be much more

torturing than such a progress ?

Groaning, gasping, at times praying, at others angry, William
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forced the wretched annual to the precincts of Coventry, where

it dropped completely exhausted. He was but slightly hurt by

the fall, but could not at once disengage himself; a crowd

collected round him, and to his inexpressible relief, Quartley,

who had come thither on some business from the abbey, was

among the foremost.

De Lacy thought only of the fresh and fine horse, the

bridle of which was in the yeoman's hand ; and starting up as

soon as he could, seized the rein, and leaning on the stout

shoulder of its rider hastily drew him aside, and communicated

his intelligence. Quartley's firm countenance betrayed considera-

ble anxiety and uneasiness. Having discovered at the last stage

that it would be no longer prudent to keep in the track of the

conspirators, which would he knew find its terminus atDunchurch,

Catesby's head quarters, William had turned out of the direct

road ; and having to ride on a tired and already over-ridden

horse so much longer than he expected, it was now much

beyond the hour at which he had calculated on reaching Coombe

Abbey. Quartley feared the princess might already have set

forth for Dunsmore, whither he said she was fully bent upon

going ; but other doubts beside this disturbed him. He told

De Lacy that he was himself quite satisfied of the reality of the

information he brought, and only wondered how it came to pass

that greater apprehensions had not been excited in the country.

But he added that Lord Harrington had been that morning

called away at an early hour to a consultation with the deputy

lieutenant of the county at Warwick Castle, probably on

matters relating to the rumours that were now abroad; and

concluded with an opinion, that in his lord's absence Lady

Harrington would never consent to the removal of the princess

from the abbey, nor would she probably feel justified in receiving

any intelligence calculated to make her do so, upon the single

authority of De Lacy.

William listened impatiently, yet with attention to the

yeoman's speech, and then said—" As to whether they will place

confidence in me or not, that is a matter of very little conse-
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quence, except so far as the safety of the princess is connected

with their doing so. There can be no safety for her, in case of a

rising in any force, but in Coventry ; for you know, Quartley,

how the abbey is defended."

" And if I had known all I do now," said the brave fellow, " I

should have had little scruple in turning her palfrey's head on

her ride this morn, and bringing her hither, whether they would

or not : they would be reconciled when it was over, but they

will never consent to it when my lord is absent."

" I must not stop thus," William exclaimed, springing on

Quartley's horse. " Haste to the mayor, and warn him that the

princess may come here for refuge : that done, follow on the

road to the abbey ; but should you meet us^ mark my words, do

not stop—speed to Lady Harrington, tell her all you know, and

convey her and the ladies hither."

With the last word, he was on the gallop again, and at the

quickest pace a horse could fly, sped to Coombe Abbey.

Breathless from speed and anxiety, and covered with dust, he

was dashing up to the gates just as Elizabeth on her beautifully

caparisoned palfrey rode through them, the foremost of the train

that was setting out for the hunting match.

She was about to turn to the left, in order to take the road to

Brinklow, when the rapid sound of a horse's feet apparently

going the same way, led her to conclude that the rider was

borne with such velocity against his will ; and the instinct which

causes people to place themselves out of danger, made her

draw up her own quite across the entrance she had just

passed.

The circumstance by causing the side next to him to be quite

unprotected, was fortunate for De Lacy's purpose, who came

prepared by Quartley's hints for a measure he might not without

them have ventured upon. Scarcely checking his speed, he

seized her rein, and wheeling round was only followed by

the terrified and undoubtedly terrifying screams of the ladies

left behind : for the sound gave an additional impetus to the

spirited animal she rode, and away they flew, the little lady's
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Steed emulous to outstrip the speed to which both whip and spur

urged her companion's.

A cry had burst from Elizabeth's lips at the first moment,

when she felt thus rudely torn from her friends ; but even at

that early age her heroic spirit repressed it ; and the speed of her

flight not permitting her to speak, nor almost to see, she remained

quite silent, or murmuring to herself the words she afterwards

repeated to her brother, the Prince of Wales—" If God be for

us, who can be against us."

According to his hasty directions, Quartley appeared before

they entered the city of Coventry. Elizabeth recognising only

one of her father's subjects, waved her hand, ejaculating, though

they had passed him before the words could be uttered—" Save

me, save me !"

On they dashed however unimpeded, until they were not only

within the walls of Coventry, but beneath those of Saint Mary's

Hall, where once De Lacy had attended his little mistress in a

different manner. Here some of the officials obedient to Quartley 's

summons were in waiting, but the w orshipful mayor was not yet

arrayed to receive the princess with the dignity worthy of the

representative of that renowned city ; and no sooner had De
Lacy lifted her trembling and breathless from her seat, and

placed her within the hall, than he bent his knee, and bowing

his head with it, could only articulate— " Your pardon, gracious

princess."

" De Lacy !" Elizabeth said with astonishment, for the first

time recognising, though with difficulty, his features. " What,

oh ! what is this ? art thou, indeed, among the enemies of my
father?"

" I have, I hope, saved you from such : and the motive must

excuse the means," he replied, and hastily told her of the object

of the proposed hunting party.

Elizabeth dropped on her knees, and, clasping her little hands,

cast up her beautiful and beaming eyes, and, with childish sim-

plicity blent with deep devotion, repeated aloud the form of

general thanksgiving, putting in the words appointed to be used
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by those who desire to return praise—"particularly to those who

desire now to offer up their praises and thanksgivings for the late

mercies vouchsafed to them."

Her first thoughts were given to the "iVlmighty God, Father of

all mercies ;" her next to her friends ; and almost as the prayer

closed, and before she arose from her knees, she said—" Oh

!

Lady Harrington—my almost more than mother—what will

become of her
!"

" Fear not for her, or any you have left,'* said William, who

was obliged to support himself against the wall. " They will be

here directly :" it was Quartley we passed, whom I met before,

and instructed how to act."

He could speak no more, and Elizabeth perceiving by his hag-

gard and almost ghastly countenance, the extreme exhaustion that

form and features evinced, was not yet able to discern that this

proceeded from the demand that had been made on the mental,

still more than the bodily powers.

Unaccustomed to much intercourse with those far beneath her,

especially when of another sex, she coloured excessively when

saying with the simplicity of her age and nature,

" De Lacy, you have done, and I fear suffered much for me.

When Lady Harrington comes she will thank you—my thanks,"

she added, with a swelling heart that heaved to vent, perhaps

the first strong emotion it had ever felt and which some inherent

sense of female dignity and reserve restrained within its little

prison while alone with him—" my thanks are poor—rest you

meantime," motioning to a seat, " and trust me while Elizabeth

lives, the memory of your service shall not be forgotten, nor will

my royal father, I trust, suffer it to go unrewarded."

" I am rewarded already, princess," William answered, gladly

sinking on a seat, and striving to array his features in a smile,

yet thinking every moment an hour till the arrival of Lady

Harrington should set him at liberty.

Imputing his evident uneasiness to the effects of violent exer-

tion, Elizabeth stepped to the door unperceived by him, and

desired the warder who was stationed there, to order refreshments.
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Before they came, the expected party arrived escorted by

Quartley, whose narration by the way had rather retarded their

progress. Lady Harrington rushing almost wildly into the room,

extended her arms to her precious charge, who with a cry of joy,

sprang from the floor, and clasped hers around her neck ; and

then gave way to her full heart, and wept abundantly, while her

breath came in deep sobs of emotion, as she one moment lifted

up her smiling and tearful face to the maternal one that hung

over it ; and the next, almost laughing at her own emotions,

laid it down on the same bosom and wept again.

Lady Lucia meantime was wholly occupied by her late prime

minister, the ci-devant captain of the guard. Her eyes which

in general were at once meditative and penetrating, had on this

occasion something very peculiar in their glance. It might have

been at first simply translated into the intelligible words—" I

wish you joy;" but there was that in William's appearance, and

in the whole scene before her, that turned her thoughts into

a deeper channel, and in silence and with the dignity that dis-

tinguished her, she held him her hand, and touched his with a

pressure that, light as it was, spoke more than words.

Fear and terror for a few minutes were lost in joy at the recent

escape, and a sense of present safety.

The refreshments having appeared. Lady Harrington struck,

as well as Elizabeth, by the alteration in De Lacy's appear-

ance, pressed him to partake of them. He gladly drank a

cup of wine, but eating, though he had ' scarcely tasted a

morsel of food for twenty-four hours, was impossible, and

pushing away what was presented to him, he sprang up,

saying-—

" I can stay no longer. My Lady Harrington, to you I commit

the princess. The mayor must be here presently ; I have tarried

long for him."

"You are overcome," said Lady Harrington mildly, but

somewhat alarmed at his restless and excited looks. " Retire

by all means to repose."

" My first duty was to her highness," said William, almost
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indignantly in reply. " I have another now to attend to—I must

go instantly to Compton Revel."

Lady Lucia started—" Think you of danger there ?" she

demanded—" it may indeed be so."

" Send forward a band of yeomen," cried Elizabeth.

" Alas ! sweet cliild," said Lady Harrington, pressing the hand

that lay in hers, "we may need all we have here."

" I trust not," De Lacy remarked ! " I do not think there is

any danger of an attempt being made here ; indeed, I am so

satisfied, with the help of God, of your security here, that I

am anxious Lord St. Clare and his family should instantly

share it. I have reason, great reason, to fear they may be in

more danger than many others."

" Then do as the princess desires," said Lady Harrington,

submitting, though, notwithstanding her regard for the St. Clares,

with reluctance, to the removal of some of their guards.

" On no account," William replied. " I should consider

myself culpable in removing them from the immediate service of

their sovereign, for my own—I mean even for Lord St. Clare's

service ; besides, I know Compton Revel must require a stronger

force than could be sent thither to secure it against a powerful

attack ; and a few men might induce its owner to prepare for

resistance, when timely flight would be far wiser, and on all

accounts better. Quartley is all I wish for, and him chiefly as a

that is, I mean as his lordship is ignorant"

But De Lacy's pride not allowing him distinctly to say, he

wished to take Quartley as a guarantee for the reality of the

circumstances that brought him to Compton Revel, he found

himself unable to make his meaning clear.

Lady Harrington looked earnestly but kindly at him, and

said

—

" I much fear you will find the house unprotected indeed.

When my lord was summoned from the abbey to confer with

the deputy lieutenant, he was informed that Lord St. Clare was

also to be of the council ; and the letter conveyed the intimation,

that their families must not be uneasy, if the nature of the pro-
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ceedings to be debated should prevent their return to their homes

for a day or two."

" And Edith is alone 1" De Lacy exclaimed, and without a word

more, or a thought on the presence he was leaving, he rushed

from the room, gained the Tsttreet, and was in sight of the horse

which Quartley, true to his directions, had taken from among

those brought from Coombe Abbey, and kept in readiness for

his use ; when to his horror he found himself on a line with the

portly mayor, now arrayed in all his pomp, and attended by a

numerous train of the corporation and loyal burghers of

Coventry, who possibly foreseeing his intention of mounting the

said horse, cut off his retreat by forming a circle around him,

while the mayor commenced a speech designed to testify their

sense of the honour he had done them, by bringing the daughter

of the sovereign within the reach of their protection—to affirm

their readiness to stand by her with all loyal devotion, and finally

to beseech his further service in attending them to the armoury,

to see fitting arms delivered out for the use of the valiant

corporation of Coventry.

NO. X. 2 G
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CHAPTER XL.

DE LACY's knight ERRANTRY CONTINUES—HE CARRIES OFF ANOTHER

FAIR LADY FROM DANGER.

Irritated as he was by the foregoing part of the speech

detaining him, by what he was tempted to consider its prolix

nothingness, from the object he had at heart, De Lacy could

not help thinking it right, after bringing their fair charge in such

a manner among them, at least to see a guard of honour armed

for her defence ; and after a short struggle with himself, requested

only despatch, and accompanied, or rather hurried before the

worshipful mayor to the armoury,* where, while fitting good

Master Lathenbow with a corslet, or directing Master Shewell

to the use of the pike ; and seeing sundry other valiant citizens

arming themselves with black bills, glaives, partisans, and so

forth, he one moment muttered—"oh! for a score of good

* The whole particulars of these proceedings will be found in the annals

of the corporation of Coventry.
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troopers now !" and the next added—" true hearts of old England

are beating here, though cotton and silk be more familiar to

their hands than the touch of sword or pike."

His task ended, he contrived wdth a few hasty directions to

the newly-equipped life-guards, to hurry off from another speech,

and at last found himself clear of the town ; and riding full speed

along the wood-lined road, leading to Compton Revel.

No thought of the state of the district through which he was

passing, no apprehension of meeting the insurgent party, ever

crossed his mind ; it was occupied entirely by one single subject.

With the forethought that usually attends a feeling mind

William checked his sp^d in passing up the avenue, and came

slowly before the houses where in the window of the well-

remembered library, he saw the object of his mission, sitting

alone and pensive, as we have once before described her, a finger

pressed upon her cheek, and gazing seemingly on the grey,

dim sky, where, early as was the hour, a little star was faintly

beginning to glitter. A fire burned brightly in the room, and

its fitful light fully revealed the lonely occupant, while it, together

with the shade of a dull November afternoon, caused those

without the house to be indistinctly seen.

The sound of the horse's feet led Lady Edith to conclude

that a messenger from her father had arrived, and she had risen

with the intention of hearing his tidings herself in the hall, when

the advancing step she heard held her stationary.

The porter, participating in his lady's conclusion?, had opened

the door almost as De Lacy reached it ; and he, aware that his

entry might possibly be impeded, said merely—" I have tidings

to impart to the Lady Edith in your lord's absence," and without

further parley, walked straight to the library, leaving the man

staring after him with the gaze of one whose slumbers had been

only half disturbed.

At the sound of the steady military step, Lady Edith had

arrested her progress across the floor, when she had nearly

gained its centre, and there she stood under the impression of

some unknown and uncommon occurrence being about to take
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place ; her attitude and features fashioned into the very repre-

sentation of expectancy and doubtfulness. On seeing William

de Lacy, who unceremoniously opened the door and stepped

within it, a cry of mingled astonishment and fear burst from her

lips, and she dropped, without uttering a word, on the low seat

that chanced to stand near her.

He drew near to her, and said with calmness, " Lady Edith,

summon the resolution I believe you possess, and listen to what

I have to say."

" My father ?" she articulated.

" I know nothing whatever of him," he replied ; " except that

I have learned he is at present absent."

Lady Edith looked up at these words, and said with greater

firmness that her looks seconded. " Then, Captain de Lacy,

knowing only that, I demand to know the cause of this

visit ?"

" To carry you instantly from this place," he answered. " The

country is disturbed—treason is I fear abroad ; the safety of

the Princess Elizabeth was threatened ; I have left her, I trust,

in safety at Coventry. I know you are not safe here, and I am

come to bring you to her and to Lady Harrington."

" And you believe that I will leave my father's house in his

absence to accompany you ?" And the questioning tone of the

words she spoke, she hoped would be a sufficient reproach to the

presumptuous speaker.

" Lady Edith," he rejoined, " there is little time to be wasted

in words—even with you. If your objection is simply to accom-

pany me, you can take your father's servants instead. I came

to be your escort for two reasons—first, because I would not

willingly deprive the princess of the service of those, who at the

present juncture might prefer to commend their services to her ;

and next, because I imagined, perhaps weakly, that I could not

trust your safety to any other."

The latter sentence had its due effect ; Lady Edith looked

down in silence : and William pursuing what he fancied led

to a triumph, said

—
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" For many years I was permitted to be the friend and

companion of Lady Edith St. Clare—we knew each other, per-

haps perfectly—what then has led to this distrust ?"

" I never did distrust you when you were my friend and

companion," she replied in a trembling voice ; " but that time

is gone."

" I am indeed the one no longer ; but the other," he rejoined

with warmth—" the other still and for ever !" Had he stopped

at these words it might have been better for the promotion of his

object ; but he unfortunately went on to give a proof of the

readiness he felt to sacrifice much to the object he had in view.

" Lady Edith, at some risk, in the event of its being followed

by disastrous consequences, I have forcibly brought Lord

Harrington's royal charge to Coventry. I feel myself therefore

responsible for her safety, and it ought to be my duty to attend

to it in person ; but I cannot and will not leave you here unpro-

tected, when I know the dangers to which you may be exposed

;

and if you persevere in remaining in this house, I will remain

here also."

This speech destroyed the eifect of its forerunner, and pro-

duced a very contrary effect to that he wished. Lady Edith

proudly answered

—

" Captain de J^acy, you know me not as you have said 'perfectly

^

if you can imagine that such a threat would lead me to accept

of an alternative, which however contrary to my own feelings

might be less unpleasant. My father's servants are still around

me, and in their lord's absence will protect his daughter from

such an insult."

For the first time in her life Lady Edith St. Clare beheld

the eyes of William de Lacy bent upon her with an expression

that awed and almost alarmed her. It was not that of anger ;

it was that mingled expression which is far harder to encounter

—

indignant reproach, and all that tells of man's proud and lofty

sentiments, roused and stung by one whom perhaps affection, or

other causes, prevent from being treated with scorn.

The little coward who had provoked that glance felt it in her
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inmost heart, and almost unconsciously and inarticulately mur-

mured the words—" forgive me !"

" I would feign hope," she continued, " that I wrong you

—

but oh ! how can I trust you, while the thought of my misled,

unhappy cousin is before me ?**

" Lady Edith," said William now sinking on a seat beside

her, "tell me I conjure you, briefly, but candidly, what you

mean by this—I have often thought, and something now leads

me to hope, that some mistake may exist.'*

" Alas, no !" she replied, " I might have hoped my father and

others were mistaken ; but what I have witnessed myself, and I

fear wrongfully kept to myself, 1 cannot be mistaken in. But,

I never at any time would have shrunk from letting you know

that I was aware of what was passing between you and my poor

cousin ; it is not therefore in compliance with your request, but

from my own sense of right, that I now tell you what you are

probably still ignorant of.

" I saw you before I heard of your appointment at Coombe

Abbey, in yonder thicket," pointing her finger in the direction

of the copse mentioned in the beginning of our history. " I

witnessed the signal made, by means of a red scarf, to my
cousin, from which signal all our subsequent uneasiness, I may

say unhappiness, had certainly a date; I saw you again the

same evening lurking in the wood, and finally following Herbert

to yonder chapel. What passed there I know not, but from

the deplorable state in which he returned, I conclude it was the

place, I could almost say, sacrilegiously, appointed for the dis-

cussion of plans that did not admit of a more straightforward

and honourable proceeding.

" Hoping I might be mistaken, I forbore to mention what I

had observed to my father ; and deeply did I afterwards reproach

myself for my culpable silence. His own observations at Coombe

Abbey led him, however, to much the same conclusions. You

seemed then to shun and dislike my cousin, it is true ; and I

believed and hoped it was because he possessed our friendship.

Your meeting at Henlip confirmed the several opinions which
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my father and I had each silently formed ; and now, whatever

may be his view of the subject, I must declare to you, and I own to

yourself alone, that the strange disappearance of Master Cunnyng-

ham is to me a ground of hope that his better feelings, if not

principles, prevailed, and he withdrew from those to whom he

was too deeply pledged by friendship, or perhaps other ties, to

betray or abandon. I have told you all—^let your own conscience

answer."

With the last words, she raised her eyes in an earnest appeal

to De Lacy's. The shade that had darkened them was gone, he

had hung upon her accents as those that brought him—not the

recital of his crimes, but the long past-by hopes of other days ;

his face flushed into the bright glow of joy, as looking upon that

on which reproach was almost instantly again changed to doubt

and timidity, he uttered a fervent—" Thank God ; at last I know

the truth !" and then added—" listen, Lady Edith, to a hasty rela-

tion of mine now : it must be hasty, for I tremble at this delay.

"I chanced at a seaport in Flanders to overhear a conversa-

tion between a Jesuit and a soldier in the service of Spain. It

was to the effect that measures were shortly to be taken, with a

view to restore the papal supremacy in this land. I could not dis-

tinctly gather what their plans or objects were ; but, it appeared to

me that, at least a subordinate one was that of reinstating in their

hereditary rights and honours the degraded children of the late

Earl C , and I inferred from what I heard, that for this

purpose both yourself and father were in danger of falling a

sacrifice to what was considered due to public good or private

vengeance. Such was the impression I received.

" The priest stated that the son whom he had had charge of

was then at his uncle's house, and would be employed as the

instrument of his party. I heard your name and that of your

cousin distinctly and repeatedly mentioned, in a way insufficient,

certainly, fully to inform me of what was going on, but quite

enough to excite my apprehensions. In much uneasiness I re-

turned once more to Warwickshire, and there met by accident

at Leamington, the priest and Mistress Cunnyngham. I had
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followed them there from Warwick, and was thus enabled to

join their company. We were compelled to shelter with my old

friend at Guy*s Cliff. Your cousin Blanche, though removed

from our society there, was not altogether removed from hearing

what passed, and then commenced an acquaintance which has

been to me, both a source of interest and embarrassment ever since.

" From the miller, I heard on that evening the, to me, astound-

ing intelligence, that"—^William hemmed and went on again

—

"that a union was projected between you and Master Cunnyngham.

You may conjecture how this supposition, improbable as I own

it often seemed to me, served to embarrass my after proceedings

:

the dread of causing your unhappiness really caused my own.

Without risking this by any hasty disclosure of what I suspected

or feared, I determined to watch your cousin's conduct ; and find-

ing that the Jesuit Garnet was in the practice of visiting this

place in disguise, I one day tracked him to the house just as

your horses were brought out, and saw him when you set out,

take a shorter path, so as to arrive at the copse you allude to,

before you did. There I also concealed myself, and after witness-

ing what passed, but without the least idea until now that you

had seen me, I remained all evening in the wood to see what

would follow.

" The priest and Cunnyngham met in the old chapel, and I heard

him avow sentiments for you which Garnet seemed afraid at once

to condemn. Their conversation almost entirely related either

to your cousin's affairs, or to yourself and your father, com-

bined with hints, to me rather unintelligible, respecting public

movements, exhortations to Cunnyngham to remember his father's

fate, and be faithful to some solemn vow, made in the first in-

stance to a dying mother.

"The information I could gather then or afterwards, as to public

measures contemplated by them, was too vague and indefinite to

allow me to act upon ; and the belief that I might endanger

your peace and happiness contributed to restrain me from any

measures that might implicate your cousin.

" I need not allude to what has been my position ever since : all
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I can now say, is, that while I was in London I have been

anxiously watching over your safety, and latterly been en-

gaged in the attempt to fulfil your command—for so I must call

it—that I would discover the retreat of your poor cousin. It

was only the night before last that I came into collision with the

traitorswho are now abroad, and discovered Cunnyngham—whose

concern for you led them, I suppose, to apprehend he would be-

tray them—a prisoner in their hands. He urged me to hasten

to your succour, and remove you from town ; and when he found

you had already left it, he seemed to think you and your father

out of immediate danger, and then acquainted me with the

strange plan to be executed this morning—the seizure of our

charming little princess upon Dunsmore Heath, where the

traitors were to be assembled with a strong force under pretence

of a great hunting party. I escaped from a conflict with some

of them in London, rode down since then to Coombe Abbey,

met Lady Elizabeth, and carried her to Coventry ; having left

her and the other ladies there—I trust in safety—I came as

quickly as I could to convey you to them."

Lady Edith was quite silent, mutely gazing into his face

with pale cheeks and parted lips.

" Is this true ?" she said at length. " It is—it is !" and lean-

ing forward, burst into tears.

" And was all your coldness to me caused by these mistakes ?"

William inquired in a suppressed voice, as he ventured to press

to his lips the hand she presented to him in token of restored

confidence.

" What else could have caused it ?" she asked in answer, look-

ing up through her tears with a smile so like that of former

days, that he, not supposing she was still quite unconscious of

what had passed between him and her father, was in danger of

being misled by it, and just recollected himself in time to spring

from the seat he might occupy too long, and say :

—

" Lady Edith, every moment that becomes more precious to

me while thus spent, renders me more anxious for your safety.

Hasten, dearest"—Edith, he was going to say, but changed into the
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respectful term of—"lady—don your riding-dress, while I

prepare your horse. Quartley has attended me here, and we will

both convey you to Lady Harrington and the princess."

With one light and lively bound Lady Edith seemed to leave

the room, and as soon as he had led her steed, saddled and

bridled by his own hands, to the door, she appeared at it, and

springing into her seat galloped off, her form in the mist of

evening, seeming to rise on the air as with the elastic rebound of

young and long-depressed spirits she rode away, more like one

pursuing the chase, than flying from threatened danger.

Far different were her companion's sensations : never had he

really known what fear meant before. As her spirits rose, his

fell; the possible consequences of the step he had taken rose

before him in all their horrors as soon as the object he had

almost despaired of effecting was actually achieved.

It was now almost dark : the road, soft and broken by late

heavy rains, was bounded by thick woods which were dangerous

at any time to pass at night ; and now might afford a convenient

ambuscade to the insurgents, who, it was asserted at Coventry,

had dispersed from Dunchurch, and were creating considerable

alarm in the country.

De Lacy's first precaution was, to entreat Lady Edith never to

take the lead ; and then stationing her between Quartley and him-

self, he rode by her side in silence, which, rapid as was their pace,

caused a kindly reproachful remark from his newly recovered

friend.

" I cannot help it, Edith," he replied, in the anxiety of his

mind dispensing with titles
—" intense anxiety leaves no room for

speech."

" Are you then, indeed, so eager to rejoin the Lady Elizabeth ?"

she replied, perhaps conscious at the moment that such was not

his most anxious wish.

" Could I, by a thought, place you this instant by her side, I

would willingly," he said, "retrace this road again and again

for the next twenty-four hours."

" But I should accompany you every turn," said Lady Edith,
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laughing : " and as I have no wish for twenty-four hours' riding,

I would pray you not to send me off by a wish to your little

lady."

Instead of noticing what he would at other times have felt in

her speech, William left her side undefended for a minute, and

passing round to Quartley whispered a direction that only then oc-

curred to him ; it was, that in case they should be stopped, he

should carry off their charge either by the road, or through the

wood as circumstances directed, while De Lacy himself defended

the retreat.

Quartley's answer in part met Lady Edith's ear, and guessing

to what it referred, she suddenly drew up her horse, and said

—

" De Lacy, I go no further—you have deceived me."

" How !" he exclaimed indignantly—" this again !**

" You took me away under your own protection," she

answered in a very pouting manner ; " and now, if any danger

arises you would dismiss me from it."

" Because I would meet it alone."

" But so would not I," she rejoined, " and either for you or

myself, I would much prefer companionship in this. If I am

in any event to go back without you, it shall be now ; therefore

contradict your orders, or I move not one step further, and

pledge me your word that no attempt shall be made to part me
from your side."

" Contradict them then yourself, sweet friend," said William,

involuntarily pleased with this firmness. " But if you have any

pity for me ride forward with speed. In life or death you, as all

others, must know that only circumstances like the present could

ever make me wish you from my side."

Lady Edith's spirited horse bounded forward ; and the drops

of cold perspiration stood on De Lacy's brow as they passed the

dark woods where the brown leaves, not yet entirely fallen, rust-

ling in the breeze or falling in a sudden shower, were sufficient to

increase the nervous tremors of a really brave and tried soldier,

who then experienced the full tortures of fear, though that

fear was unconnected with one single thought of what might be-
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come of himself. The idea of Lord St. Clare deprived of his only

and idolized child, and perhaps left to consider him as the traitor

who had torn her from him, now rose to his view ; and had he

guessed beforehand at the sensations he should experience, he

could not have doomed himself to undergo them, when, by re-

maining at Compton Revel until morning they might at least

have been lessened.

His parched lips never unclosed except to murmur an inarti-

culate prayer for her safety, or to gasp an exhortation not to

slacken her speed ; while she, unable in the darkness to perceive,

and too happy in her own relieved heart to suspect the sufferings

he was enduring, bounded along, her feelings, movements, and

aspect, could these all have been seen, testifying to newly-

awakened hope and gladness.

" Thanks, deep thanks to a merciful God," said De Lacy, draw-

ing a long breath, " there is St. Michael's spire."

Edith echoed the words of thanksgiving, but not with the

same emotions. Their speed, however, was scarcely slackened

till they reached Master Hopkins's door, whither the princess had

been removed. And there De Lacy, as he caught her in his arms

and placed her on the step of that ancient abode—experienced a

full repayment, for many an hour of trial, and a deep though

scarcely self-owned anticipation of coming good.

Lady Edith flew to the apartment occupied by the trembling

and fearing ladies, among whom her appearance occasioned no

small astonishment, covered as she was with the mire of the roads,

and attired in a style that betokened equal haste and carelessness,

yet glowing with animated happiness, with a countenance beaming

the joy of her soul, she looked not only unlike what they ex-

pected to see under such anxious and even fearful circumstances,

but unlike the gentle and somewhat pensive girl they had known

at all times. They concluded she was the herald of joyful

tidings, and each as they folded her in their arms, murmured

—

" what news ? what news ?" She had none to tell, and they

looked to her escort, whose pale face and smiling eyes as he

gazed upon them, betokened almost equal happiness.
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" What news, De Lacy ?" inquired Lady Harrington anxiously.

" None, madam," he answered, " save that Lady Edith St.

Clare is safe, after having trusted herself to me ;" but as he spoke

the words, he staggered a pace forward to reach a seat, and fell

against rather than upon a couch.

A scream was of course uttered by all the ladies present, and

the lady he spoke of was instantly kneeling beside it, in the firm

belief that the hero was now to expire, and so conclude the

chapters of this history, and give certainly a most incontrovertible

proof of his sincerity.

It would have been a nice finis to our story, but William

prevented it by affirming that he was only overcome by exhaus-

tion and fatigue, and that some food and wine would be the

most effectual restoratives.

Lady Harrington, whose judgment formed the same conclusion,

instantly ordered these; and Edith then first discovering the

alteration in his appearance, and his haggard and careworn looks,

sat down by the head of the couch withdrawn from his sight,

put her handkerchief to her eyes and began to weep—tears either

of gratitude, or grief, or gladness, or perhaps of all.

Lady Lucia Harrington stole round to her back, and bending

her face to her ear whispered—" Your joy, my dear just now, was

much more reasonable than these tears. Cheer up, I beseech you,

and remember that ray sagacity always affirmed' your chieftainry

was only held in abeyance."

A rushing glow to the hidden face had partly the effect of

drying the tears that were stealing down it ; and Lady Edith

fearing De Lacy must have heard, though she hoped he had not

understood the words, rose up and requested Lady Harrington's

permission to retire and change her dress. A general smile

followed the confused request, and glancing round her at the

party, she then remembered that their wardrobes had not accom-

panied their flight to Coventry.

" Instead then," said Lady Harrington, who observed that

De Lacy's refreshments did not, in spite of his efforts, entirely

restore him—" instead then of dismissing our sweet Edith from
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our party, we will send away our gallant friend and servant De

Lacy, to the repose he so much needs. Leave us, my friend : the

hearts which through your means are rendered grateful to the

Almighty Disposer of all events, should find relief in pouring

out that gratitude, which perhaps more readily turns to the earthly

benefactor, before a throne of grace, and to the Father of all

mercies. You too will, I am sure, pay your thanks in private to

the God who through you has granted deliverance to us."

" And in so doing—if such be indeed the case," said William

—

" has granted me higher happiness than I believed earth had in

store for me." And totally overpowered by his violent exertions,

he bowed and withdrew ; unable, as he did so, to avoid bestowing

a smile on the wondering and doubting countenance of Lady

Edith St. Clare, gazing upon him in total unconsciousness, as if

by a sudden transition he, whom she had mourned over with

the feelings of a purer spirit, was rapidly exalted into a being

far above the common race of mankind, at whose feet in all

humility she would sit.

Giddy from excessive exhaustion, De Lacy hardly able to

discern the fact, yet' satisfied himself that the guards were

appropriately posted, and, delivering some brief instructions to

Quartley, flung himself on a pallet, and was soon in a state of

such deep repose, as does not allow us even to follow the dreams

of our weary hero.
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CHAPTER XLI.

LADY KDITH AWAKES TO RECOLLECTION—A PARTING SCENE

—

AND OTHER MATTERS.

The terror, confusion, and apprehension that prevailed in the

city of Coventry, had not in any great degree agitated the

,
breast of the latest, the most gentle and timid of the noble

refugees therein assembled ; yet, short were the slumbers that

visited Edith St. Clare's eyes that night. Thoughts that had not

occurred to her before, combined with all that were previously

in her mind, to afford her food enough for reflection during its

progress. The recollection of having left Compton Revel too

much confused, and if she dared to acknowledge so strange a

circumstance, too happy, even to think of telling the domestics

whither she was going, or for what cause she was leaving it, and

without having warned them of probable danger, and rendered

them able in case of their lord's return to account for her depar-

ture—much abated the happiness of the sensations with which

she had, after the devotions of the evening, first laid down her

head to repose with a mind calmed and tranquillized from its

previous agitation.

At the first grey dawn of morn she arose, and, before her

toilet was completed, looked from the window, though uncon-

scious of expecting to see any thing particular from it.

A war horse fully caparisoned stood champing its bit at the

door; the pistols in the holsters spoke it prepared for a journey,

and Quartley at its head, seemed to her to convey the intimation

that William de Lacy was to be the rider.

Edith St. Clare had never exactly known such sensations as

that sight occasioned her. The desire of detaining him where

he was, was too strong to be resisted ; and hastily throwing on
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the loose white robe which had been apportioned to her from

among the articles furnished out of the wardrobes of the citizens,

for the use of the noble refugees, she descended the stairs, and

reached the passage just as De Lacy, armed cap-a-pie by aid

of the keeper of the armoury, made his appearance from an

opposite quarter. He positively started on sight of the white-

robed apparition, which he saw too at once could not be an

accidental one ; for Edith, sensible of her temerity, showed

more timidity than her long familiarity with the object of her

search might seem to warrant.

*< However pleasant it must be to meet you at any hour. Lady

Edith," said William, " I must ask why I have that pleasure

now?"

Most men perhaps would if in his situation have sought to find

out the cause without this direct question ; but when William saw a

case plainly before him he always treated it plainly, more as it

were, from an accident of the mind, than from a deliberate or

premeditated habit ; and the girl he addressed was too well accus-

tomed to his manner not to be always in a great degree infected

by it.

" I came here to prevent your departure," said Lady Edith,

with the same siiicerity. " Oh ! William, after all that has hap-

pened, do not expose yourself, or us, to such—to such mistakes,"

she concluded, repressing the word she might have used ; and

colouring deeply at finding herself speaking to one, who had so

long been a stranger, with the intimacy of earlier times.

" And would mistakeSy* said William, smiling in a manner that

showed a degree of confidence in a negative answer, " have again

the effect of removing me from your favour ?"

" Do you not know my father ?" she replied, answering in this

way his question. " His fears, ever since you were, though almost

a youth, so unhappily implicated with the Earl of Essex, have

been the cause of keeping you at a distance from us—and now "

" And was that indeed the cause ?" William demanded, in a

more questioning and anxious manner.

" I know of no other," Lady Edith replied, looking up to
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him in a way that convinced him fully, and for the first time, of

her utter unconsciousness of any other than political or public

grounds for her father's conduct towards him.

He was silent under the reflections this discovery forced rather

pleasingly upon his mind ; for that she had not shared her father's

feelings or his fears, was now apparent : and Edith brought back

by this mention of her father to the thoughts that had agitated

her in the night, interrupted them by saying—

" And oh ! what a miserably selfish and weak creature must I

appear, to have left my home in his absence, without even

warning the household to secure themselves !"

" It was well you did not," he answered. " I purposely refrained

from doing so. If, indeed, the rebels go thither, the insecurity of

the house would warrant the truth of the assertion they would

receive of the family's absence, and as their only object would

then be plunder, the household would be safe, whereas a pre-

paration for resistance would probably be fatal to all within it."

" You are right ; but my father—how little have I thought of

him. He is at Warwick Castle with Sir Fulke Greville, and if

he, returns and finds me gone "

" Fear nothing,'* William answered : " he will not probably

return until I find him. I go to meet him."

" Where ?" Lady Edith demanded with anxiety.

" I do not yet know," he said evasively.

"William de Lacy," cried Edith, springing forward and

grasping his arm, " answer me truly—my father has left Warwick

Castle ?"

" He has," replied William, taking the hand that held his arm

nervously in his ;
" but that makes no difference," and his smile,

more than his words, dispelled her fears.

" Oh no !" she said, withdrawing her hand, " I was not

frightened; but where is he ?"

" He and Lord Harrington are, I believe, with the sheriff of

Worcester."

" But you will not go alone to Worcestershire, where all that

NO. X. 2 H
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horrid work happened ? For my^sake at least, oh ! do take some

one with you who can be a witness to whatever happens.'* The

tear that glittered in her eyes, checked the smiles that her words

produced in De Lacy.

"A heart,'' he said, "unconnected by the ties of kindred

with those of others, might well bless any for these words—' for

my sake !' Mine, Lady Edith, will long bless you for using them

;

and could I think that such a motive were really set before me

for the preservation of life or fame, both would be far more

valuable to me than they would be without it."

" You will stay here then ?"

" Can you wish me to do so when my purpose in going is to

perform my duty, and to join your father ?"

" Oh ! no ; but you will at least take Quartley with you ? my
father and Lord Harrington can depend upon him."

" I would do so : because the officer who now commands here,

is one to whom the princess may safely be confided without the

aid of this faithfiU though humble servant ; but I could not do so

without her highness's permission, and that I cannot now obtain ;,

so you see, fair lady, my inclination was with my duty in obeying

your behests, but the ability to fulfil them is denied me."

" Wait one minute," she cried, and running up a few steps,

looked back to hold up a finger and add—" if ever we are to be

friends again, go not hence till I return."

The little princess was fast asleep in her bed. Her room, for

greater security, was a small on© between those occupied by her

guardian. Lady Harrington and her daughter ; with both of which

it was connected. Stealing softly through that of Lady Lucia,

Edith approached it. One little hand lay on the coverlet, and

in the rosy sleep of childhood the visions of the foregoing day

were hurrying through her brain. A kiss on her lovely cheek

disturbed her slumbers, and starting up she met the still dewy

eyes of Edith St. Clare bent over her ; a smile gleaming through

them like the sun of an April morn.

" Princess," she said in a whisper, " William is going now to

Worcestershire, will you permit Quartley to attend him ?"
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" And who is William ?" said Elizabeth, looking up with a still

sleepy face to the speaker.

Lady Edith coloured at the name she had made use of, and

replied—" De Lacy, princess."

" And you wish to give him a body-guard—certainly, Lady

Edith, all of mine, with the mayor at their head if you will
;"

and laughing at the idea, the lively child threw herself down

again.

" Nay, Lady Elizabeth," Edith urged, "this is no jest I assure

you. Captain de Lacy is going to seek my father and Lord

Harrington : and you know after all that has happened, it must

be his friend's wish that in such dangerous times
^*

" Oh ! yes, yes, sweet Lady Edith, I quite understand. Com-

mand our captain, therefore, if he refuses to do it for Lady Edith

St. Clare, in the name of Elizabeth, to avail himself of the

service of our trusty yeoman. And now, dear lady, as you

gave me one kiss when I was almost unconscious of the favour,

give me another when I am sensible of it ; and let me sleep again,

for I am yet heavy."

Lady Edith saw from the top of the stairs William still leaning

his back to the wall, with his head declined apparently in deep

thought on the spot where she had left him. She did not descend

the stairs, but standing upon them leaned forward and said

—

" Captain de Lacy, since you would not accede to tlie request

of a friend, the commands of the princess are laid upon you,

that you accept the service of her sergeant of the yeomen."

" Gone without a farewell !" William murmured, as he looked

up to the place from which she had disappeared almost as soon as

he had seen her ; and thus indeed cheated him of that which

had kept him there so long. But though Edith was out of his

sight, he was in hers until he fairly rode out of it followed by

Quartley.

In these times—when the engines of locomotion are set at work

with a vehemence that seems to annihilate time and space ; and,

save in the article of expenditure in cash, the realization of the

wishing-cap of Fortunatus, seems to be brought about, or the
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transporting cap itself to be placed upon the pericraniums of

all the civilized inhabitants of the globe—it may well appear

marvellous, that three days after the detection of Guy Fawkes

in the cellar, where . he had laid the train of gunpowder ready

for the explosion which was to blow up the House of Lords,

no intelligence of the fact had reached the counties of Warwick,

Worcester, and Staffordshire. Even in the metropolis the

matter was not clearly known for some time ; and it is a historical

fact that the sheriffs of Worcester and Stafford, as well as our

acquaintainces of Warwickshire, pursued the insurgents, and finally

drove them into Hoback House, belonging to Stephen Lyttleton,

without being in the least aware of the nature of the case, and

only acquainted with it as an attempt afr exciting a rebellion in

Warwickshire.

The information that had reached the deputy-lieutenant. Sir

Fulke Greville, respecting the proceedings carrying on at

Dunchurch and its neighbourhood, caused him to summon Lord

Harrington and Lord St. Clare to a conference on the state of the

county ; and during their deliberations intelligence of an actual

rising was brought to Warwick Castle. Their apprehensions had

previously been excited by rumours of the supply ofmen, arms, and

horses procured in the country, under the pretence of Catesby's

intention to raise a corps for the service of the Low Countries

:

but the recent murder of a gentleman whose horses had been

stolen at the time, deepened the conviction that an attempt at

least at insurrection was at hand.

Tidings were brought to the castle while they were thus en-

gaged, that a considerable number of men with more horses .and

arms than were necessary for their own supply, were moving in

the direction of Worcestershire, plundering wherever they could,

both horses and arms, evidently with a view to procure men to

use them.

Sir Richard Verney, the sheriff, instantly resolved to pursue

them, and invited the two noblemen to join him. Though both

were anxious for their homes, they considered the public duty

to demand their service ; and joined in pursuing the rebels to
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Worcester, where, finding they had gone towards Staffordshire,

they made a detour and entered the latter county.

The sheriff of Worcester was already before them, and pur-

sued the retreating party so closely, that seeing no prospect of

escape, they threw themselves into the house of one of their party,

Stephen Lyttleton, which being like many houses of the period,

partly fortified, they hoped to render defensible until either their

friends should rise in greater force, or they shotild be enabled to

effect a retreat : at all events, in it they resolved to sell their lives

dearly. Catesby and Percy having pledged themselves never

if human effort could prevent it, to suffer the other or himself

to be taken alive.

While William de Lacy was pursuing their track in a more

straightforward direction, he was met by a king's messenger,

only then arrived, bearing the proclamation of their crime, and

the warrant for their apprehension, with the especial direction

that Mr. Percy should be taken alive. He was thus made

acquainted with the real nature of the business and the plot,

the proceedings of which he had been so anxiously and igno-

rantly engaged in watching ; and while his horror at the actors

in it was deepened, he saw that his fears of the preceding day

were not on the whole exaggerated, for to men in such circum-

stances, the supplies that Coombe Abbey and Compton Revel

would yield, might be a sufficient inducement to an attack, even

without a deeper motive.

Although he had effectually satisfied Lady Edith, De Lacy

was well aware of the cause that had drawn Lord St. Clare away ;

he had left her with no other expectation than that of finding

him engaged with the conspirators; and to defend him from

danger was, it must be owned, at least as powerful a motive to

him, as was the performance of a public duty.

But, while he was hastening forward with the royal messenger,

who from his military appearance had made inquiries of him

and told him his business. Lord St. Clare was unfortunately

posting in a contrary direction.
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CHAPTER XLII.

LORD ST. CLARE AND THE VICAR OF LEAMINGTON ARE GREATLY DISTRESSED.

Full of anxiety for the lonely and lovely girl he had left so

unprotected and uncared for, Lord St. Clare at last mentioned his

apprehensions to Sir Fulke Greville, who, knowing his family his-

tory, saw at once the peculiar danger that might threaten him, and

strongly insisted on his return home ; and to his instances Lord St.

Clare the more readily yielded, from knowing that a much stronger

force was already collected against the insurgents than would

probably be required, and feeling from his own peculiar circum-

stances not desirous, unless compelled by duty, to take any pro-

minent part in a civil tumult.

He was therefore galloping back to Compton Bevel, as William

de Lacy, following another route, thought he was going on to meet

him ; and on arriving there, found to his inexpressible dismay that

it was deserted by its young mistress, and received the assurance

of the domestics, that they had supposed Master de Lacy, as they

still called him, had come by his orders to bring her to him.
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With an exceeding great and bitter cry, of—my child, my
child ! the almost distracted nobleman rushed from the house

directly after he had entered it, and throwing himself again on

the horse he had dismounted, had just turned its head without

knowing, or indeed thinking, whither to direct its course, when

he saw the miller of Guy's CliiF, who, having heard of what

was passing, and knowing his lordship had been absent, was

prompted by remembrances connected with his former nursling, to

come up to inquire how the sweet lily of Warwickshire, as he used

to call Lady Edith in days gone past, was affected by the same.

Any thing at all connected with De Lacy, who he strongly

suspected was among the chief, if not the leader, of the insur-

gents, would at that moment have met Lord St. Clare's vengeance

;

and with his sword held over the poor miller's head, he com-

manded him to tell him where to find his daughter. The ruddy

complexion of the honest miller faded, not at the sight of the

nobleman's sword, but at beholding the agonized father's state,

and with a feeling that would have become a higher rank, he

averred both his desire and inability to satisfy him.

" Traitor !" was the answer, " thou art in league with that

vile De Lacy. Tell me where has he taken her ?"

" If Master de Lacy has indeed taken away our sweet lady,"

said the miller, "it is most likely, so please your lordship's

honour, that he has brought her to Warwick Castle, since her

ladyship knew that you were there : but if she is with him she

is safe, while he is safe—wherever they may be."

Somewhat soothed by the assurance, and glad to have some

guidance as to his course, yet unable through pride to express

the relief, Lord St. Clare galloped off without a word, and took

the road by Leamington to Warwick.

As his horse's hoofs clattered through that quiet hamlet, a cry

of—« My lord, my lord !" followed his progress ; with difficulty

checking his speed he looked back, and saw the black robe of the

vicar flying back on the air as he pursued him with outstretched

hands. He stopped and turned back, supposing he had tidings

of his daughter. But the pallid countenance of the poor vicar,

and the agitation that quivered his lip, appalled him to such a
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degree that he could not pronounce the question he wanted to

ask, and only gazed into his face in mute and fearful expectancy.

Not knowing the cause of his concern, Mr. Villars could not

rightly interpret the meaning of that gaze, and so he said

—

" Oh ! such a scene, my lord—thank ,God, he has heard my
prayer to send your lordship, or some one belonging to you at

this trying moment."

Lord St. Clare raised his pale face to the skies, and then bowed

his head even on his breast, as if he would fain bend a more

unbending heart to say—" thy will be done ;" after nature had

looked up to him, who alone in human weakness was perhaps,

ever able without one lingering reservation, known or unknown,

to pray in sincerity—" not mine be done,"—^then firmly believing

his only and beloved child had perished or was perishing, he

resolutely followed the vicar into his humble abode.

He brought him up stairs in silence ; and there laid on his

own bed, did Lord St. Clare behold a sight, which, while it

relieved from the fear that had seized upon his heart, was in

itself sufficient at the moment to draw away his thoughts, even

from his lost child.

The worn and scarcely to be recognised form of Herbert Cun-

nyngham was there. He lay on his back, his arms with the hands

strongly clenched, extended at their full length outside the clothes.

His eyes were closed, and the light gracefully-marked brows were

drawn over them ; deep furrows were traced on that once mild

brow, and the teeth of the upper jaw were so closely and visibly

pressed down on the nether lip, as to complete the alteration of

his countenance, and impart an almost savage expression to the

usually soft and almost effeminately handsome face.

The compression of the teeth evidently arising more from

mental than physical anguish, only relaxed to utter the words

—

" a priest, a priest
!"

" Ay," whispered the vicar, in a trembling voice, for the good

man's heart was wrung by witnessing suffering he could neither

console nor relieve. " No other sound but that has ever passed

those lips since he came beneath my roof—and, my lord, what can

I do ? It seems dreadful to deny such a request, and yet
"
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" It might be worse to grant it," the nobleman concluded in

a solemn tone ; and mastering his feelings desired that his pre-

sence should be announced.

" Master Cunnyngham," said the vicar approaching the bed,

" your uncle Lord St. Clare is here."

Almost as with a spring the closely shut eyelids arose, and

unclosed those soft light hazel eyes, where the lurid glare that

betokens fever alike of mind or body, now supplied the place

of their naturally tender and saddened expression.

" Is Edith safe ?" was all he said, and that with an eagerness

that made it seem as if this were to be the last question he had

to put while on earth.

"I know not," said Lord St. Clare, thus drawn back to the

cause of his distraction. " De Lacy, with whom, unhappy boy,

I fear you have had too much to do, has carried her from her

home—I am now in search of them."

" Then she is safe," Herbert with a long but painfully-drawn

breath rejoined. " Yes, my lord," he added with a calmness that

surprised Mr. Villars ; " if with De Lacy, she is with your most

faithful and honourable friend. You have thought, both of you,

that he was leagued with me—^far from it—he has been my steady

opponent. We are taught to make restitution to those we have

wronged ; I can do in dying what I probably never could do

living—Edith is safe with De Lacy ; and I have one pang less

amid my misery—I am dying !"

" Heaven forbid !" said Lord St. Clare, taking his hand in his.

" Do not thus distress yourself, Herbert—there is hope for you

still : God knows that as my own son I have felt towards you,

and though I am yet ignorant of all that has passed, of all that

has brought you into this distressing state, I trust you have

been rather the victim of the sinfulness of others, than a willing

sinner yourself, either against your fellow men or your God.

Though much relieved by what you affirm, I must still hasten to

Warwick to see if your cousin, who at all events must be dread-

fully alarmed, is there, as soon as I have seen her I will return

with my own doctor, and all I trust will yet be well."

Herbert waved his hand and said—" Go, I want no doctor

—
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but go not to Warwick, if De Lacy has saved and removed

Edith, he has done so also by the Princess Elizabeth, and at

Coventry you will probably find them."

As soon as he had ended these words, he relapsed into his

former state; and the mental agony from which he had been

aroused, recurring again, he resumed the heart-piercing cry

—

" a priest ! a priest
!"

" What shall I do, my lord ?" said Mr. Villars, as he attended

his patron from the room. " Can I as a minister of religion stand

by and hear another thus anxiously called for without desiring

to have that call gratified ?"

" Reverend sir," said the nobleman, " you know better than 1

do, that there were in olden time those prophets who said—'peace,

peace, when there was no peace ; and one built a wall, and lo

!

others daubed it with untempered mortar,' and the work was

doomed to destruction with those who performed it."

The vicar bowed with the air of one instructed in his duty.

" My poor nephew," the other continued, perhaps with a view

to account for having quoted Scripture to a clergyman of the

church, " has been a pupil of the Jesuit Garnet. When I see

him as he now is, I feel how blameable I have been in thinking

more of his worldly than his spiritual concerns. I never attempted

to show him the errors in which he had been reared— I

even made a conscience of not doing so, hoping that his own

mind, while residing among us, would gradually find them out.

I may have been wrong ; but you, worthy sir, will endeavour to

repair my fault. Go then, and, as one taught of God, fulfil your

holy office, and teach a fallen brother how to find in a better and

safer world the peace and happiness I fear he has for ever lost

in this." And, putting his handkerchief to his face. Lord St.

Clare bowed hastily, and, unable to speak an adieu, remounted

his horse and rode away.

Oppressed with various emotions the good vicar returned to

the bedside of his strange guest ; strange indeed, considering the

manner in which he had become so. This we must now relate

to our readers.
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CHAPTER XLIII.

WHAT FOLLOWED AMONG THE PARTY DE LACT LEFT IN THE STRAND.

Blanche Cunnyngham, with the aid of Percy, soon discovered

that the brother, who to her surprise and grief, she found appa-

rently lifeless in the house of his confederates, was not seriously

wounded. The fact was, that, while wishing to save De Lacy

from the stroke that must have been fatal to him, he threw

himself unarmed before the sword of Winter, a natural feeling

had caused him unconsciously to extend his arm beneath the

cloak he wore, in such a manner that the weapon passed through

the garment at a distance from the person ; the violence of the

thrust, and the manner in which it was intercepted, drew him

towards the ground, and it was only in falling that he was

slightly wounded by his side meeting the point of the entangled

sword. It was previous weakness and the state of his mind that

caused the insensibility in which he was found ; and while

bandaging the slight wound he had received, and applying

restoratives which his condition in other respects rendered

necessary, a hurried consultation was held among the agitated and

disconcerted conspirators.

Sisterly anxiety naturally prevented Blanche from giving her

attention to any thing but Herbert's state, and thus she avoided

hearing what their conversation would inevitably have informed

her of—the circumstances of Fawkes' apprehension, and the

manner in which he was engaged at the time.
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All she knew was, that their plans for what she termed,

poor thing, the regeneration of her country, were annihilatied

;

that discovery involved danger, and that instead of honour, fear

and dismay had come upon those from whom she looked for

great things.

She heard them in this time of danger propose various plans

for escaping the danger that menaced them. Some, among whom
Blanche ventured to raise her voice in seconding the opinion,

were for an immediate flight to the Continent; and had the

proposal been adopted, it is most likely it would have been the

means of safety—for a refuge in Spain, or the pope's dominions,

would have proved a tolerably secure one.

Percy, however, felt pledged to Catesby, who had previously

departed to Warwickshire to aid the operations of Sir Everard

Digby, in conjunction with Mr. Grant and others ; and his

plighted confederate feeling his case now desperate, and knowing

he had lost all that could make life dear, was only anxious to

make one parting struggle for the success he had in the incon-

siderate warmth of his heart believed to be certain.

Garnet, though at first inclined to favour the continental plan,

was unwilling to resign all prospect of eventual success, and

cherished still the hope that the Romanists of Northampton,

Warwick, Worcester, and Stafford, forming as these counties do

one neighbourhood, which was a strong-hold of popery, would

rise to join them when the force already collected by Catesby

and Sir Everard, should appear in arms.

When Percy had accidentally, although almost immediately,

discovered the apprehension of Guy Fawkes, and perceived that

their instant flight was necessary, his first thought was given to

Blanche Cunnyngham.

Notwithstanding the anxious solicitude which the priest always

manifested for her, he could easily believe that at such a moment

personal security would be the chief object he might have in

view. He thought of her then as likely to be left a friendless

stranger, cast on such a scene as London then exhibited ; and in

passing her abode, was rejoiced to find her up and partly dressed
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at that unusual hour. But the many strange hints Blanche had

heard through the day, had filled her with an anxious expectancy

that banished the desire to sleep ; and that singular apprehen-

siveness of coming calamity which often without any sensible

cause rests upon the mind—and in some instances renders it

prepared to meet the trial or the danger ; in others, when listened

to as the voice of fate, by causing despondency, hastens the doom

it seems to forewarn—hung dark and heavy upon hers ; and

restlessly longing for the light of day to supply that of her

wasted taper, she was unclosing a shutter to look for it, when

Percy, rejoiced to see the operation as he passed, hastily knocked

at the door, and by the knock announced the fulfilment of her

previous secret and unconscious forebodings.

He only waited till she had attired herself in her travelling

dress, which she did instantly, on his saying that they must fly

from the town, for that Fawkes was discovered and taken. And

without other information than this, but well knowing that this

involved all, she had hurried with him to the house of the

conspirators, which, as Garnet had removed her also to the Strand,

stood close by ; and to the door of which each of them possessed

a key.

When it was resolved, chiefly by Percy's overruling influence,

that they should proceed to Warwickshire, instead of flying to the

Continent, he was most desirous to convey Blanche thither also ;

and Garnet believing he would be much safer in travelling with

a female and her infirm brother, than with a companion of Percy's

appearance, entirely concurred in the proposal, more especially

as he dared not to leave Herbert in town, however unfitted he

was for such a journey, thinking his state of mind would inevita-

bly occasion a confession to be extorted from him.

His wound was deemed insignificant, and the whole party set

out for Warwickshire, Percy urging to far more speed than

either Blanche or Garnet, far less poor Herbert Cunnyngham,

was capable of maintaining.

No intelligence of what had occurred at the parliament house

had yet transpired, and they had passed their first stage before
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the metropolis was in any alarm. A serious impediment to their

speed was caused by the state of Cunnyngham ; the irritation

of his wound was naturally increased by motion, but perhaps

still more by the fever of his mind—and this added to the languor

and debility induced by confinement and suffering, was suffi-

cient to cause a degree of illness that threatened to become

overpowering.

Still they contrived to drag on the unhappy sufferer to

Dunchurch, where the information they received of the retreat

of their party, showed them the extent of their danger, and they

hurried forward at Percy's instigation, whose anxiety to join

Catesby became excessive ; and he urged that Cunnyngham,

who so impeded their progress, should be left behind. Garnet's

sagacity saw the full danger of leaving him in such a neighbour-

hood ; and believing that it would be safer to carry him with

them almost to the last, and to leave him when nature utterly

failed, he prevailed on Percy to consent, and they went forward

again.

Herbert, though strapped to his seat, sunk perfectly senseless

as they were passing the hamlet of Leamington. It was just

before the vicarage, and the vicar, wondering at the sight, came

out from the door. Blanche seeing the clerical dress thought

only of the charitable monks of other lands ; and as her com-

panions feared to speak, she instantly said

—

" Holy father, afford this poor sufferer thy charitable aid

—

we are strangers, and travelling."

Assisted by Percy, the vicar instantly carried the young man

into his cottage, and hastily went into an adjoining closet, stored

with all things of a medical and healing nature for the use of

the poor or of travellers, who sometimes met with mischances on

that lonely way.

Garnet had made Blanche retain her seat ; and while the vicar

was selecting the suitable balsams and cordials for her brother,

Percy hastily slipped out to them, and springing on his horse,

took the rein of hers, and without a word on the subject all three

iet off at full speed, leaving an unexpected bequest to the vicar
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of Leamington. His pity did not yield to the apparently

unworthy act ; he had the sufferer thus left upon his hands

conveyed to his own bed ; and on his reviving to sensibility, found

to his inexpressible surprise that he was tending the nephew of

his patron Lord St. Clare.

He had seen Herbert Cunnyngham once or twice before ; but,

even had his former knowledge of his person been gi-eater, he

could not recognise him in that of the ghastly, worn, and weary

being he now beheld stretched in helplessness before him. His

patient grew rapidly worse, and he soon discovered that he should

have to contend with more than bodily malady. There is no need

now to recapitulate the state of Herbert Cunnyngham*s mind

:

it might, indeed, be easily perceived in the incessant demand that

wrung the heart of the compassionate vicar, and was the chief

cause of his anxiety to obtain the aid of Lord St. Clare, in

effectually relieving his much-distressed relative.

With the full intention of returning to Leamington as soon as

he had found his lost Edith, that sorely perplexed and anxious

nobleman hastened to Coventry, where he was speedily directed

to the house, where, as say the corporation annals, the king's

daughter lay during the panic that prevailed in the country.

Almost as he had stopped at Master Hopkins' door, the arms

of his self-reproached girl were round his neck, and while he

wiped the drops from his forehead which anxiety,® fatigue,

and pain of mind had brought upon it, she thus confessed

her error

—

" I was wrong, dearest father—very wrong not to think of

leaving a message for you at home ; I know not how it was that

I came away without doing so, but I was urged to dispatch ; and

I felt so glad, so very happy, to find that after all, William de

Lacy was not the character we feared he had become, that I

forgot all else until in the quiet of the night, it came back to

my mind."

Lord St. Clare was silent, but he looked earnestly at the

guileless face of one who always uttered her own sentiments to

him ; and, even his thoughtful look brought up no blush to her
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cheek, which had she guessed its meaning, it would have done

;

for he thought how deep must be the feeling that would cause a

devoted child thus to forget the consideration due to a parent.

Lord St. Clare_mused, and sighed heavily. After a silence which

was rather impatiently borne by his daughter, he said

—

" I am willing, Edith, and glad, to believe that in some lespects

we were under a mistake regarding this young man's conduct

—

if not character ; all, however, is yet far from cleared up ; what

my own ears have heard, and eyes witnessed, I must have

explained, before I can again repose confidence in one who

eeemed sadly to betray it. You have been more easily satisfied

than I should be, and I own that until I hear an account of the

Henlip affair, and other matters, I should prefer not to be

called upon to renew my acquaintance with Captain de Lacy-'*

" Oh ! that will be easily done, I have no doubt, dear father

:

only ask him at once when you next see him, and I am sure

it will be all explained ; for I am almost sure now, though I had

not time to ask him, that he went there to watch poor cousin

Herbert.'*

The look of deep distress that appeared on her father's

coimtenance at the last words, seemed to Edith to convey the

idea that he too entertained the same opinion, and this was in

fact the case. Lord St. Clare's distress, however, arose from the

remembrance thus brought back to him of his nephew's condition,

and knowing the grief his daughter would feel, he tenderly

unfolded it to her.

We must now leave them, to trace the course of the conspira-

tors in connection with that of William de Lacy.
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CHAPTER XLIV.

THE CATASTROPHE.

We left our friend De Lacy journeying in search of Lord St.

Clare, in company with the king's messenger, whom he had

accidentally met. He too, as well as the nobleman whom he

thought he was advancing to join, had no desire, unless compelled,

to draw his sword against the misled insurgents ; their numbers

he ascertained were few, their capture or death certain ; and

something, implanted perhaps, in his disposition through his own

early history and his father's unhappy fate, had given him a

repugnance to any thing like civil war.

As they proceeded they heard at every step intelligence of

the conspirators' movements, who in their retreat had plundered

most of the farm-houses of the horses and arms they possessed ;

and the messenger spreading the tidings of the horrible crime

they had contemplated, groups of wondering or terror-stricken

people followed their progress, anxious now to get another glance

at the men who had imagined so daring a deed.

The number of adherents which Catesby had succeeded in

collecting, never, it is believed, exceeded eighty men; and of

these the greater part fell away as soon as their cause was

seen to be lost ; others sought their own safety by a separate

flight upon the way : and the small band of those whose hopes

now rested on the attainment of a speedy death, instead of

falling into the hands of justice, took possession of Holbech

NO. XI. 2 I
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House, in time to escape from the rapid pursuit of the sheriffs,

who, not knowing the nature of their offence, and supposing

it to be a mere local riot, summoned them to surrender, on a

promise that their lives should be spared ; it was well for his

honour that the conspirators, knowing the futility of such a

promise, refussed to accept his terms, for they could not have

been maintained.

Catesby, however, endeavoured to profit by a proposal of

treaty, in order to prepare for a defence or resistance ; and was

busy in taking measures for this, while those without thought

the terms of surrender were the subject of deliberation within

the house they surrounded.

Thus, when De Lacy was advancing towards it, anxious that

the messenger should announce the royal proclamation respecting

Mr. Percy, he beheld the house, now at no great distance, and

saw the equipments of the men-at-arms glancing in the light

around it.

All at once, a sound like a burst of thunder struck the ear

;

the Poof of the building on which he gazed, was hurled into the

air, and in an instant it was wrapped in flames.

" Merciful Providence !" he cried, standing still in horror,

" have they blown them up ?'*

" It is fighting the knaves with their own weapons," said the

herald coolly. " Serving them as they would have served others

—so perish the enemies of Bang James !"

" Heaven forbid !" De Lacy rejoined, scarcely conscious of his

disloyal rejoinder. " Such summary justice would be surely

uncalled for."

" It may be merciful, however, in the end, sir captain."

" As far as this life is concerned, you are, I fear right,"

William rather solemnly answered, for he was one of the few

who could deem a prolongation of existence, even in the most

miserable circumstances in which it could be prolonged, desirable

for a guilty and immortal sinner.

" But ride on !" he added, starting from his state of torpid
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amaze. " What stand we here for ? they may not yet have

perished ; the house still stands." And their horses springing

forward, they galloped over the intervening space.

The explosion was caused, as all readers of history know, by

the casual igniting of some gunpowder, which Catesby was drying,

in order to use it against the besiegers.

Winter, who, was in all respects the slave of superstition,

beheld his leader, and some of his confederates blackened,

scorched, and disfigured by the effects of the explosion ; and was

reminded of the dream which had made a sensible impression

upon him some time before, and which he naturally then regarded

as a prognostic of the downfall of his foes ; but when he saw

the countenances of his friends, he was convinced of his erroneous

interpretation, and believed they were the very same he had

beheld in his dream.

The roof of the house was blown off ; but the flame quickly

caught the rest of the building ; and as it advanced, the con-

spirators found only the choice of death, or surrender to their

enemies presented to them.

The blazing rafters fell crackling around them, and the fall

of a part of the wall let them see that many of their assailants

had already scaled that of the court. At this awful juncture,

Catesby grasped Percy's hand, and with that almost convulsive

pressure said only

—

« Tom, your oath—fulfil it
!"

" Ay," replied Percy, "if need be: and thine, too, remember;

but another's sword may yet do as well. Let us down, brother,

and give battle, ere we are overpowered by numbers."

They sprang through the flames, and rushed sword in hand

into the court, the fury and desperation of their demeanour,

causing the boldest of the men who had entered it to stand back

;

until, having gained a convenient spot, the sworn conspirators

placed themselves back to back, and fought like men whose only

object was to kill as many as they could, before they were

themselves killed; still firmly adhering to the resolution they

had made, never to be taken alive.
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Undaunted by numbers, and the certain approach of death

in one form or other, their blows fell with such fury and such

precision, that though attacked on all sides, they could not be

overcome, while almost at every stroke one of their combatants

fell, or withdrew from the combat.

A disinclination to encounter such adversaries was beginning

to appear ; and the men who had boldly entered the court to

seize a ready prey, now preferred to eye them at a little distance,

and wait until, overpowered by weariness, those death-dealing

swords should sink sated with blood.

The sheriff, ignorant of their crime, and unwilling to sacrifice

their lives, sought only their capture ; and had, therefore, prohibited

the use of fire-arms ; but now seeing their evident determination

not to be taken alive, and the fearful havoc made among his men,

he withdrew this order; and one of them gladly levelling a

musket over the wall, took safe and full vengeance for the fall of

his comrades, and at one discharge shot both, and freed Catesby

and Percy from their plighted vows.

Almost as the fatal trigger was pulled, the herald sounded the

signal of the king's proclamation ; and De Lacy, who had guessed

rather than seen the conflict, came on at full speed before him,

waving his sword, in the hope of stopping the carnage which he

feared was going on in that narrow space, within which he could

not see.

He flung himself from his horse, with a loud cry for a truce ;

but it was needless—the leaders had fallen ; they alone had kept

up the resolution of others, who now laid down their arms and

surrendered ; and the royal proclamation was read in quietness :

then first making known to the civil functionaries and their com-

bined assistants, the strange nature of the crime that had led to

the desperate resistance they had encountered.

That the royal command to have Mr. Percy at least taken alive,

could not have been obeyed without a fearful loss of life, the

sheriffs were satisfied, and were only anxious to prove that no

undue haste had been made ; a proof which the unhappy man's

sword had already abundantly afforded.
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While the proclamation detailing the frightful deed they had

meditated was reading by the herald, no attempt was made to

approach the fallen bodies of the conspirators, or to interfere

with the prisoners that had given themselves up.

A large concourse of the country people had collected, con-

sisting chiefly of those who had followed the herald, enjoying as

they came along the strange pleasure, which seems common to

all, of retailing with whatever amplifications such a tale could

admit, the tidings he had brought ; these, together with many

who had been there before, pressed round De Lacy, who forbore

to work his way to the court until the royal message was delivered

to the authorities.

Quickly and strangely through this throng a muffled female

worked her way, and forcibly plucked his cloak : he turned

suddenly, and beheld Blanche Cunnyngham.

To draw his arm around her, and, by an effort she could not

resist, hurry her from the spot, was a work so quickly done, as to

pass without in the least attracting the attention that was uni-

versally bestowed upon the herald.

The face which he partially beheld under the close muffler

that concealed it, was even fearfully composed ; but it spoke of

feelings only too deep to be visibly expressed : they were icing

up the fountain whence expression^flows.

It was the calm of despair that breathed in the voice in which

she said—" Percy has fallen ; but may not be dead : I am in some

sort pledged to him. Dead or as yet living, save his body—^bring

it to me."

" WiU you then," said De Lacy, pointing to a cottage on a

rising ground, but not knowing she had come thence—" will you

then retire to that cottage, and promise me not to return to this

scene ?"

" I will, if you too will promise ?"

" I trust I may be able to perform what you wish," he replied

in haste. " Fly then, poor Blanche,—fly from hence ;" and seeing

her move in one direction, he ran back quickly in the other.
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He was only in time ; for the mob aiding the indignation of

the infuriated men, whose comrades had been slaughtered, was

already pouring into the court, prepared to vent their useless

wrath upon the fallen bodies of the conspirators.

Opening a passage for himself, De Lacy sprang before the

bodies of Catesby and Percy, as they lay together, and exclaimed

loudly, and in a voice of authority to which he had no legal

claim—'* I take possession of these bodies in the king's name !

Pursuivant, do your duty."

His military aspect gained him the respite he desired; and

in a few minutes Lord Harrington advanced through the crowd,

and stared with a gaze of astonishment on the figure that stood

across the lifeless bodies, a raised sword in one hand, a pistol held

in the other : as if resolved, even in death, to defend the leaders

of a conspiracy which had excited such strong detestation.

*' My lord," said De Lacy, knowing time would not admit of

explanations, " I am glad of your aid at this moment. I came

hither with the king's messenger. It was his majesty's will, that

Mr. Percy's life should be preserved ; and also, that the bodies of

the traitors, dead or alive, be conveyed to London. Order, there-

fore, the sheriffs to do their duty, or they will be mangled by

these disorderly folk."

Lord Harrington conceived it his duty, whatever might be the

young man's motive, to second his purpose, which was evidently

a legitimate one ; and a guard was placed over the two bodies,

which with levelled pikes were scarcely able to resist the eager-

ness of all comers, whether in authority or not, to obtain a

glimpse, or perhaps bestow an insult, on the prime movers of a

plot that caused the ears of those that heard it to tingle.

Lord Harrington, meanwhile, espied his follower Quartley,

and in much anxiety hastened to him to learn the cause of his

being there, and to hear tidings of his royal charge.

William de .Lacy's part was then rapidly, but intelligibly,

communicated to him by this zealous admirer of the late guards-

man ; and after hearing it, the worthy nobleman with emotion
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blending with his usual plain and honest manner returned to

De Lacy, and said

—

" De Lacy, you are too good a soldier not to have honoured

me on a late occasion for doing my duty, and I hope you are

too honest a man not to credit me when I say I am glad and

thankful to find that I wronged you in conscientiously per-

forming it."

He extended his hand in speaking, and William grasped it

with a look of heartfelt pleasure, saying

—

"I too, my lord, am glad and thankful to find my character

and conduct can again be respected by one for whom I, in com-

mon with every one else, have ever felt such deep respect. I

see,'* he added, " that you have learned tidings of the ladies you

left at Coombe Abbey. I now believe that the danger I appre-

hended to the princess might not have befallen her, owing to the

total failure of the plans of the traitors ; but if I have shown a

desire to serve you and those whose safety is precious to you, you

can now, my lord, repay my service."

" How ?" Lord Harrington said in surprise.

" Mr. Percy I see yet breathes," William resumed ;
" although

his wound is mortal. Catesby is dead, and his body may remain

with the sheriff; but an attempt to drag this dying man away, as

they would do, will dispatch him at once. Let him be removed

under my care to yonder house."

" They are your friends th§n !" Lord Harrington^ in some

disappointment and even pain, remarked.

" No further, my lord, than as I am, I trust, a friend to hu-

manity and religion," said William ;
" and would therefore have

a dying man depart this life in a manner favourable to both ; but

as you cannot trust me," he continued, with a smile that spoke a

little scorn of such doubt, "let a score of these men-at-arms, if

you will, guard the house while he is its living tenant."

" Well, De Lacy, I do trust thee," said the perplexed-looking

nobleman ; " but, verily, no hero of a romantic tale coiild be-

wilder the brain of a plain-dealing man more than thou dost
!"
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and murmuring to himself that it was better sometimes to be de-

ceived than to err from over-much caution, he went to Sir Fulke

Greville and tendered the proposition respecting Percy, not as a

request from another, but as the most expedient measure that

could be pursued with a view of meeting as far as possible his

majesty's desire.

After a short consultation it was adopted ; and De Lacy,

dispensing with help that might be less tenderly given, made

Quartley assist him in raising the poor man in a cloak and

bearing him to the cottage, at the door of which a guard was

directly placed.

The owners of this house being Roman Catholics, Blanche

Cunnyngham had already fully obtained their sympathy.

Percy was laid upon a pallet, but all attempts to preserve life

were at once seen to be but tormenting and vain : it ebbed

rapidly to a close. They moistened the dry and burning tongue,

bathed the damp and pallid brow, and then could only listen to

the gasping breath, and catch the sounds that came choking and

impeded from the parched and whitening lips.

Blanche knelt beside the pallet; both hands held a crucifix

pressed upon her bosom ; but her regards were not bent upon it,

they were rivetted on the heaving and sinking form before her.

It seemed as if nature was incapable of the effort at prayer, yet

that the spirit was even unconsciously spiritually engaged. De
Lacy alternately looked upon her and the dying man.

The first word that came huskily from Percy, was— " Garnet ?

—Is he here ?" he asked again more distinctly.

" Alas, no !" said Blanche ;
" he is gone to " but she

paused without saying the place.

" Nor Tesmond, nor Gerard, nor Hall ?" he inquired more

anxiously.

" None, none ! all must care for their own safety," said

Blanche with some bitterness.

" Then I must die unabsolved ! God have mercy on my

sinful soul! I thought I should fall in his cause, that I should
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be safe as his martyr ; but how is it ?—things surely wear

another aspect to a dying man. Yet if I have been wrong, the

church too has been so."

" Heaven and our Lady forbid !" cried Blanche. " Oh, Percy,

nature fails thee, but let thy faith fail not! Thou art the

church's martyr. Father Garnet, were he here, would comfort

thy spirit with the assurance."

" She knows not what she says," Percy murmured. " She would

herself recoil from the deed and its actors. Garnet knew that

—

it was a fearful one—may God forgive it, is all I can say, and

pardon all my other sins for his dear Son's sake !'*

" Amen, amen !" said Blanche, kissing the crucifix.

'" Amen !" said the deeper voice of him who stood not unaf-

fected by her side. " Amen, for his dear Son's sake, for to Gt)d

alone it appertaineth to forgive sin; and the penitent believer in

his Son, though his sin be black as night, shall have pardon

through faith in the merits of his death."

"Alas!" said Percy, "there are many who—who will now

condemn the design, that would have applauded it had it been

successful. My penitence may be like their judgment.''

" Think not thus," said De Lacy ;
" neither think of this par-

ticular deed ; all have sinned, and, as sinners, all need a Saviour.

Had yoiu* life been what all men would call righteous, God

would never call it so, for in his sight none are righteous, but

those who appear in the righteousness of Christ. Seek, there-

fore, for the general remission of sins through the efficacy of

that blood which, cleanseth from all sin, and seek for salvation,

not as the reward of human merit, but as the gift of God, pro-

cured for us by the atonement of his well-beloved Son. It is

hard in nature's extremity to exercise faith in the Saviour who

so loved us as to give himself for us, but the apostle Peter when

sinking in the waters, cried—' Lord save me, I perish,' and was

heard : this short prayer we too may use, and we too shall be

vheard."

There was a silence— a solemn one— as if each paused
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and held in even the beatings of their own hearts to breathe

from thence the anxious supplication he spoke of.

Blanche, who had kept her eyes fastened on the speaker, still

knelt, with lips apart and features breathing surprise as well as

devotion, while listening to words which, though coming from a

heretic, a denounced schismatic, the enemy of the church, she

thought seemed most like to those of pure and undefiled religion.

Poor Blanche ! she was a noble-minded martyr, but an ignorant

one.

The silence was broken by Percy putting forth his hand and

taking that of Blanche. The words he spoke were in a low tone

;

the answer to them was—'*! accept the gift, Percy, because I shall

know how to use it : rest assured of the prayers of the church."

" Nay, Blanche," he responded, " thy own state, left friendless

here, as I fear thou wilt be, will need the bequest." And De
Lacy understood the bequest to be one which Percy's concern

for her dictated, and which her piety would expend in masses for

his soul. As they spoke together thus, the door opened and the

sheriff of the county, attended by his functionaries, entered in

due form to receive the confession of Percy.

A flush passed over the pallid face on which the death dew

was now gathering fast. " I would confess me to a priest of our

holy faith," he said ; " I need no other confessor."

The sheriff", not satisfied that he had done his duty, proceeded

to put to him the question he had been desired, as to his partici-

pation in the gunpowder plot, stating briefly but clearly, its

nature, object, and circumstances.

Percy heard the demand, and with an effort replied to it

—

" As a dying man I dare not, and will not, either deny or

evade the question. You shall have my answer as fully as any

tortures that could be devised should ever extort it. It was my
desire and intention to blow up, by means of gunpowder laid in

the vault beneath the House of Parliament, the King, the Prince

of Wales, the Lords temporal and spiritual, and the Commons

therein assembled. The train was laid, and should have been
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fired on the fifth of this month present, had not a mischance

befallen us. You have my confession."

A deep low groan followed it : they turned, and saw such a

picture of mute horror and intense agony as penetrated even

hearts that were familiar with scenes of guilt and anguish. But

words could not describe Blanche's state and appearance at that

moment. The high-wrought enthusiast, the heroic and visionary

woman, possessing a woman's feelings and a heroine's soul, saw

all the illusive hopes of her youth terminate [thus in a base,

inglorious, and secret murder !

No patriotic deeds of open and spirit-stirring daring for the

regeneration of her parent land—no pious zeal that openly

braved martyrdom for the truth of God, seemed then to honour

the dying bed which in her ignorance she had venerated. It was

for a secret and frustrated crime that Percy, the open fearless

Percy, was dying. And notwithstanding the intensity of her

emotions, the day of his apparently triumphant entrance into their

lodging, bringing Herbert the intelligence of the discovery of

a cellar, smote strongly on her recollection.

Percy had meantime been engaged with the officers of justice,

who were anxious to take down his confession proforma.

Becoming sensible of her emotions, he waved his hand and

said impatiently

—

" You have heard all I shall say : friendship for Mr. Catesby

drew me into this mode of avenging the wrongs my country, my

religion, and myself had sustained. Had it not been for him I

should have chosen another mode. He is dead, and I may say

this ;—my friendship for him was the only cause of my entering

into such a plan. If I have sinned, may God in his infinite

mercy forgive me. I did it for his glory, though I fear now I

did it in error ; with him my judgment rests."

De Lacy impatiently motioned away the men, and approaching

the sheriff, entreated him to leave the dying man to make the

best use of his fleeting time in making his peace with the God

against whom he had so grievously sinned.
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The sheriff murmured something about sinning against his

majesty ; but the other, holding his arm as he spoke, contrived to

draw him outside the door, where, with the most devoted expres-

sions of loyalty, he bowed and left him, returning to the bed of

death but just in time to reiterate a hope that the departing

spirit looked solely and simply to the Saviour of a guilty world.

Blanche held the crucifix before the darkening eyes, and

pressed it to the quivering lips that seemed to glue themselves to

it ; and with a muttered prayer that gurgled in the throat, and

was arrested on the lip, Percy expired.

Blanche uttered no cry, breathed no sigh, and shed no tear

:

she looked into the countenance, pressed still the crucifix to the

lip, and still repeated the prayers for the departing. All was

over, her work was ended ; the hue of death was more and more

visible, and still gazing fixedly upon it, she sank quietly, but

perfectly senseless beside it.

It was a great relief to William's anxiety to find this was the

case, for he dreaded a scene of greater difiiculty. Now, instantly

lifting her in his arms, he carried her without resistance from the

room, and laid her on a couch in another, which he as quickly

left; and, sending her hostess to attend to her, cautioned the

woman to speak as little as possible to her on her recovery, and

to forbear all remarks on what had passed.

The caution, though salutary, proved needless : for on Blanche's

recovery, if so it might be termed, she neither spoke, nor wept,

nor complained. In this state De Lacy found her on his return

from communicating to the authorities the death of the unhappy

Percy—^the victim at once of his own impetuous passions, and of

a mistaken zeal in the faith he professed ; and yet one whom his

own party has represented as not having much religion.
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CHAPTER XLV.

MORE ABOUT BLANCHE CUNNYNGHAM DE LACY REPAIRS TO A DIFFERENT

SCENE.

The prisoners taken at Holbecli had been removed to a place

in the immediate neighbourhood, whence they were to be taken

to Stafford gaol. De Lacy, with much surprise, found amongst

them his distant kinsman, Mr. Rookwood. From what he had

observed he had reason to believe that he was aware of what

was going on ; yet had he no idea of his being so prominently

engaged in a plot of such a character. A man of considerable

property, and a good repute in society, it was with no little pain

that he saw the representative of his proud, morose, and eccentric

uncle, who, with all his singularities he had loved, now regarded

with the contempt and horror which usually attends a dark and

unsuccessful crime.

Lord Harrington met our young friend in a manner that con-

vinced him whatever doubts he had once entertained were for

ever removed. There was some agitation mingled in it, as he said

that Winter had owned that the seizure of the Princess Elizabeth

formed even a conspicuous part of their plans, and was to have

taken place either at Dunsmore Heath or, in the event of her

not coming there, at Coombe Abbey.

Although it is probable that the frustration of their hopes,

through the detection of Guy Fawkes, would have prevented ulti-

mately the execution of this plan, his gratitude to William was

almost equally strong.

It was after having his mind in some degree drawn back by Lord
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Harrington's discourse to Coventry and to those he had left there,

and with the picture of the soft and gentle Lady Edith St. Clare

full before him as she had appeared on the morning of that day,

like a tender and pitying guardian spirit, watching over and de-

sirous to shield from evil and from woe the objects of her regard,

that De Lacy, meeting no answer to his repeated tap at the door

of the room where he had deposited poor Blanche Cunnyngham,

opened it, and beheld opposite to him a strange and sad reverse

of his mental contemplation.

Blanche sat upright on the couch ; her black, redundant hair

undressed for three days, lay in even wild disorder over the hand

and arm that rested on the side of the couch towards which she

leaned, yet without deriving support; unconscious of weakness

or of suffering, though her altered form and face bore even

fearful traces of both.

The large dark eyes over which the lids in general drooped

with their pensive and peculiar expression, giving both a passion

and pathos to the orbs beneath, were open to their full extent,

and partly raised upward ; no tear had yet softened their agoniz-

ing expression ; and William de Lacy felt the dew gathering on

his, as he stood unnoticed and gazed upon her, and beheld the

wreck of so much that was noble, lovely, and formed to love and

be loved—deeply entirely loved, all cast away through the mis-

direction of feelings estimable, precious, in themselves, but dan-

gerous to their possessor if their early guidance be entrusted to

an unskilful or a designing hand.

" Surely this must end in madness," he said to himself, for he

had witnessed other female grief—he had seen with pain the

grief of Lady Edith St. Clare ; but the pain her tears gave him

partook of the nature of the sorrow that drew them forth. Hers

was the meek and tender grief of a fond or virtuous mind that

mourned for the errors of others, or for the misery those errors

caused. But this before him was a wordless, tearless agony, that

seemed to burn in the breast and brain ; for guilt, despair, and

death were the subjects on which it fed.
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" Poor, poor Blanche—God pity thee !" said William in a

voice of deep emotion, but not supposing that the words which

feeling forced forth would be noticed, or even heard. It was

marvellous to see their effect.

A shade of colour wandered across that death-like face ; the

mute rigidity of despair passed from the composed and statue-

like features ; the voice of pity had touched a heart that might

have looked round the world for comforters and found none.

Delighted and affected by finding she was not yet utterly in-

sensible to sympathy thus simply expressed, De Lacy drew near,

and took her cold hand between his and said

—

" Heaven in its mercy look upon thee and comfort thee, poor

sufferer, for vain is the help of man. Blanche, look up to God

now ; thy faith used to be strong ; its strength must be proved in

the day of trial : look up to him who was made a man of sorrows

;

to the Saviour of sinners, the God of all consolation."

A large, a bitter, yet a blessed tear forced its way from either

eye, and fell on the hands that held hers ; and William, as he

felt them, uttered a fervent thank God

!

It was indeed a blessed and almost a saving relief to the tor-

tured mind; and she who shed them was almost immediately

enabled to resume the powers that might else have forsaken her.

An attempt to speak was as yet, however, ineffectual ; and she

wrung De Lacy's hand in silence, motioning him away.

" Not so," he said—" I cannot leave you thus."

She raised the crucifix that hung from her neck ; and compre-

hending that she would in privacy seek the relief and consolation

to which he had directed her, he instantly and with feelings

of mingled reverence and pity, withdrew.

A long time was spent by Blanche alone, and De Lacy supposed

that as a heart in grief, tumult, distraction, can pray, hers then

was so engaged. For the heart of the Christian, like the needle

of the compass, may in the overwhelming tempest of calamity be

unsettled in its direction, but as surely does it tremble back

again to the point towards which it is drawn by the attracting
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love of Christ. And Blanche Cunnynghara, amid all the errors,

superstitions, and prejudices that encumbered and disordered a

really exalted mind, seemed to know that love, to rely upon it,

and to be even ready to sacrifice largely to it.

Evening was beginning to draw on, and William, anxious to

leave the place, yet resolved to bear her with him, was reflecting

on the propriety of returning to her and making her take some

refreshment, when a cry so wild and terrible tingled in his ears,

that his worst fears appeared then to be realized, and he con-

cluded Blanche's griefs had indeed ended in insanity.

An instant brought him to the little room he had left her in ;

it was empty ; he ran along the passage, and in that which had

recently been the scene of death, he saw her as if struggling

between the owners of the house, who were endeavouring to

remove her from it.

The horrific spectacle she had unhappily beheld, was indeed

enough to call forth such a cry. She had gone, after ending her

own devotions, to perform those of another character for the

benefit of the departed, apprehending that no other funeral rites

might be observed. But other visitants had approached the

lifeless body before her ; a headless trunk met her view, and on

the table stood the dissevered head, carelessly tied in a cloth that

had previously been stained with the blood of Percy.

When De Lacy, almost guessing even in the hurry of the

moment what had happened, sprang with a look of terror into the

room, Blanche stretched out her arms with the movement and the

very look of helpless and supplicating infancy, and, uttering

another low and bitter cry, sank once more insensible into his.

" Would that I could get her to Compton Revel !" he cried,

as, almost as pale as his miserable burden, he laid her again on

the couch she had so lately left. His first impulse was, to go

and speak to Lord Harrington on the subject, who he knew was

preparing to return to Coombe Abbey ; but the dislike he felt to

let it be known that the niece of Lord St. Clare was in such a

dubious situation, deterred him from doing so ; and during the
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time of this deliberation, the subject of it had been gradually

reviving, and to William's surprise, on her complete recovery

evinced far greater calmness and coUectedness than she had done

before her recent shock.

An accumulation of horror and distress sometimes has the

effect of imparting more firmness to such a mind as hers when

discomposed under a slighter calamity. The sight she had seen

recalled to her thoughts other friends, some of whom might yet

be saved from a similar or worse fate.

" I must go," she said, raising herself on her couch. " De
Lacy, I have detained you long, and distressed you too—too

much ; but it is over now—all over, and I must depart."

"And whither, Blanche?"

" To Henlip."

" You shall not," he exclaimed in answer. " Blanche, hear me
—listen now at least to the voice of reason. I beseech you, by

all that is dear to you, go not there !"

" There is nothing dear to me," she replied in a deep, sad

voice ; then correcting herself, added—" Yes, one tie remains ;

and to endeavour to preserve that, I must go to Henlip."

" Garnet is there," William mentally ejaculated ; and while

considering how he could detach Blanche from this dangerous

friend, she spoke again

—

" De Lacy, my brave and true friend, seek not to deter me

from a purpose which is fixed because it is right. I must not

sever in danger and distress from those to whom I clung under

other circumstances—those who left not my martyred parents

when all others did. I believe you seek, and that you have

ever sought my weal, and that of my poor unhappy Herbert.

Alas, alas !" she cried in the hurry and tumult of a distracted

mind, now suddenly reverting to the brother who in the shock

of present events she had quite lost sight of—" what may his

state now be ? I urged him to ruin, believing that I urged him

in the path of religion and patriotism. I thought his affections

were too much set on the things of this life, and by urging him

NO. XI. 2 K
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to what he had not strength given him to perform, I endangered

him in the life that now is, and in that which is to come."

" Do not thus upbraid yourself," said De Lacy kindly, knowing

that the hour of suffering is not that for rebuke : " your brother's

safety in the life to come was not surely endangered by the re-

lentings he felt to the performance of what was wrong. I trust

his chief error lay in the want of moral courage, openly and

steadfastly to resist what his conscience opposed and his nature

recoiled from. He was faithful to his associates to the last,

although he wished to save his friends ; and while he would not

raise his hand against those to whom he had once been pledged,

he generously fell, poor feUow, in warding off what would have

been a death-stroke to me."

" Was it indeed so ?" Blanche with a deep emphasis re-

sponded. " Methought it had been your hand that wounded

him."

" Heaven forbid ! No, Mr. Winter has since told me it was

his ; but your brother's name, I am happy to say, has not, and I

trust will not, be mentioned to any one but myself."

A low groan was Blanche's only recognition of this speech.

But William having caught the word wounded, dwelt on it, and

inquired, though with hesitation, if the wound had been, as he

supposed, mortal.

" Oh, no," said Blanche—" it was of little consequence ; poor

Herbert was wretchedly ill ; fatigue and anxiety overcame him;

and we were forced to leave him at Leamington."

" At Leamington !—where ?"

" With some good priest, where I must shortly seek him.

Care and kindness have doubtless recovered him," she replied.

" With good Mr. Villars," William said, his face kindling with

pleasure ;
" and you will come there too ?"

" Perhaps so, but not now," said Blanche, not knowing of

whom he spoke. " Leave me, De Lacy ; you cannot alter my
intention, and I must prepare for my departure."

Seeing that her resolution was indeed fixed, and equally
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resolved to attend her on her perilous road, William went to

look for the horses required for it.

On his return he announced their readiness.

" And who," said Blanche, " are they designed for ? Is not tlie

one I rode at hand?'* He shook his head, and she then compre-

hended that, with all other spoils, it must have fallen into the

hands of the victors.

" Still one will suffice," she continued ; " for good Master

Trenthem, who attends me, will use his own."

" But I shall require a steed," said William, forcing a smile,

though his breast was full of heavy cares—" unless you command

my attendance on foot."

" De Lacy," Blanche answered, " it would be unworthy of

one in whom you have manifested any interest to forbear to

say, I feel the kindness of your intention, and under other cir-

cumstances would gladly allow myself the gratification of your

company. But it must not be. I know the results of your hap-

less visit to the place where I am now going, and pardon me, if

I say I read the further results to your own mind, in your coun-

tenance when we met again. I cannot, therefore, consent to

your running any risk of falling again a victim to such mistakes

or misrepresentations—oh! should not they who possess the

untold blessing of a fearless and faithful friend know how, at

least, to value it ?"

De Lacy sighed, as the remembrance of Lady Edith St. Clare,

and all her misgivings and apprehensions, rose to his view, and

he replied—" I will not deny, that I have suffered more than it

is probable any one shall ever know, and more than any one but

yourself would probably be able to guess at, by the odium that

has been cast upon my fame through that occurrence ; still I am

resolved to see you safe to Henlip, if you persist in going there

:

yet, I confess to you, I am rendered so much a coward as to

desire to keep clear of its gates again ; for rather would I meet

a score of armed men, than suffer as I have done, through the

misunderstandings and mistakes of which you speak. Will you
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for once yield to my fears, and come with me to Compton

Revel ? you will probably find it empty, and can remain there

in peace, until
"

Blanche interrupted him by a decisive shake of the head.

" De Lacy," she said, waving her hand with an impatient

movement, " I have no claim^upon your kindness."

" Save that of being in misfortune ; and therefore akin to

me," he said, with a look and tone that changed Blanche's

manner.

" And being, moreover, the cousin of Edith St. Clare,"

Blanche added, the faint dawning of a smile disappearing at

once in a sigh.

" Yes," said William, steadily regarding her, and then casting

down his eyes ;
" the lovely relative of one who is, and ever has

been to me, what no other ever could be."

Blanche raised, for a moment, the gloom of her dark eyes ; the

light that had dwelt in them was gone ; but, as she gazed on the

speaker, a passing emotion agitated for an instant her face, as

with another heavy sigh she replied

—

•' My prayer shall be made for your happiness. Happiness
!"

she repeated, as if the word was answered by a knell from within

her soul—"yes, such may be yours. She is a lovely girl:

pursue then your own path, De Lacy, the path which will, I

know, lead at least to the attainment of worldly good, to the

favourable report of men, the esteem of her you love. Leave

me to mine—a far different one."

*' They must be one for some time," said William, kissing

her hand in answer to her good wishes ; " for believe me, Blanche,

if you suspected as I do, the consequences of your being found

implicated with the framers of this plot, you would not hesitate

to accept any escort that might, either by influence or personal

means, save you from them, or defend you against the danger."

Blanche coloured painfully, at a wounding, yet salutary speech":

as a woman she could feel and tremble at its meaning ; while as

a deceived and ignorant heroine, she shrunk, surprised and hurt,
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from its expression. It ended the contest, however ; and female

delicacy and female fear saved William from further opposition.

Slightly pressing the hand that held hers, she rose from her

seat, and he led her to the door, where the horses were

standing.

Having seen his exhausted charge safely deposited in the arms

of the alarmed and anxious mistress of Henlip Hall, whose

sisterly anxiety for Lord Monteagle had probably led to the

detection of the plot, De Lacy instantly turned his horse's

head, and happy to have so far escaped the dangers of that

ominous abode, hurried away as rapidly as his own fatigue

would permit him.

For evident reasons, he had been glad to make over the

attendance of Quartley to his lord ; and deprived of the guar-

dian which Lady Edith had assigned him, he felt doubly desirous

to avoid falling into the tracks of the conspirators.

Travelling by night was then seldom thought of ; but the re-

collection of her anxieties, and the hope these anxieties imparted,

rendered him too eager to accomplish his journey, to be willing

to stop by the way ; and he continued to ride, until reaching the

hamlet of Leamington, an overpowering sense of fatigue, aided

by the desire of seeing Herbert Cunnyngham, made him gladly

pull up his horse at the door of the vicarage.
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Daylight had not yet appeared ; but the murky mists of night

were beginning to experience its action, and moving sluggishly

away from the hidden skies. It was cold and dreary; and

William, who could scarcely drag his stiffened and weary limbs

from his horse, saw with much satisfaction, by the light in the

vicar's window, that the good man was up before the sun, as

he supposed, to occupy himself in the studies he loved ; and the

devotion in which he lived. It is very agreeable when one arrives

at a house under such circumstances as his, to see your doubts

of admittance thus removed ; yet he rather staggered than

walked to the door, which opened before he reached it, and

presented to him a sight that effectually banished all sense of

fatigue and heaviness.

An old woman with a withered face, and an anxious and

important countenance, was the portress ; and some paces behind

her, standing on the last step of the stairs that ran out to meet

the hall door, was Lady Edith St. Clare, pale, anxious, looking

like a night-watcher ; and bending forward from the light in

which she stood, to peer into the gloom in which the astonished

visitor was placed. He saw her well, but she could only dis-

tinguish an advancing figure, and called to the woman at the

door in a voice of anxiety—" Is it he, nurse ?"

" Not the leech, I trow, my lady," said the old dame,, elevating

the light, till it approached as nearly as her arm could raise it to

the pale, disfigured and astonished countenance of William de Lacy.

With an exclamation which, whatever was the matter, sounded

to him like that of joy, Edith stretched forth her hands, and he

making one step of the space between them, held them in his.

" You, then, at least are safe," was all her full and heaving

heart permitted her to utter.

"What brings you here?" William demanded; his heart

sickening with anxiety for her father's safety.

How did her few words change the current of his feelings

—

" I am with my cousin ; with Herbert Cunnyngham."

De Lacy dropped the hand he held. " And your father," he

said, " Lady Edith—where is he ?"
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" He is here, sir/' said Lord St. Clare*s voice from the top of

the stairs, for the sounds he heard beneath had drawn him out

of the room in which he was ; and he now came down the few

stairs that separated them as he spoke, saying—" he is here, sir,

to thank you for the solicitude you express, and for the zeal

you have shown on a late occasion. Mr. Villars will kindly

acquaint you with some particulars which you will probably

feel an interest in hearing. My nephew requires his cousin's

presence."

So saying, Lord St. Clare led his daughter up the stairs

again, and left De Lacy to hear from the vicar who had just

joined the group, the particulars he spoke of, some of which

have been already detailed in a former chapter, and the rest of

which we shall reserve for the succeeding one.
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CHAPTER XLVI.

A DEATH-BED SCENE.

Our readers will recollect that when in search of his daughter,

Lord St. Clare had quitted the vicarage, where he had so

unexpectedly seen the deplorable condition of his unfortunate

nephew, he dismissed the vicar of Leamington with an injunction

to return to the sick chamber, and there fulfil his responsible

office as a minister of the Gospel.

Feeling in a degree condemned by the superior boldness of

the layman, Mr. Villars returned to the scene of mental, still

more than of bodily anguish ; and his heart as he entered it,

was again wrung by the bitter cry which in soul-helplessness was

continually uttered—" A priest—bring me a priest
!

"

Conscious of error iuKionsidering himself an intruder in ad-

ministering the ghostly comfort that was desired from other hands,

the vicar sat down by the head of the bed, and lifted up his heart

in silent and fervent prayer. Then in a low voice, breaking

silence he said with solemnity and tender feeling—" God so loved

the world that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever

believeth on him should not perish, but have everlasting life.'*

" Herein is love, not that we loved God, but that God loved us,

and gave his Son for us." " If any man sin, we have an advocate

with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous ; and he is the pro-

pitiation for our sins." " Come unto me all ye that labour and

are heavy laden, and I will give ye rest."
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We have seen the dry and arid earth, parched by the long

drought of summer, receive the first drops that fall, hissing

upon it as the precursors of the thunder-torrent ; and seem like

an animate and senseate thing to gasp and heave to meet them,

and open her weary and burning bosom to the cool refreshing

influence ; and seldom have we seen this without thinking of the

still sweeter, softer, soul-unbinding influence of that blessed

word which drops as the dew, and distils as the rain upon the

mown grass, which is as the showers that water the earth.

Reader, the scene we now describe is not one drawn from

imagination ; it has had a tangible place among the more solemn

realities of life, and passed in actual vision before us, as it is

here related in the person of Herbert Cunnyngham. Deem it

not then overcharged, nor think that imagination has ventured

to ascribe an unreal influence to that mighty and mysterious

power to which man can add nought, and from which man

dare not diminish.

Herbert Cunnyngham heard these words of holy inspiration

and wondrous power. That blessed dew distilled on his aching,

burning heart : his soul gasped to meet it. The very tension of

the nerves and muscles of his bodily frame seemed to relax

beneath the influence they breathed.

" Whosoever /" he murmured, seizing on that word of wide

and precious significancy. " Then I am not excluded—where,

oh! where did you learn that?"

" From the lips of Jesus Christ," said the vicar, " he has

declared, revealed, manifested the eternal love of God-^God

willeth not the death of a sinner : he so loved the world as to

give his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth on him

should not perish, but have everlasting life. It will take eternity

itself to dilate on that word so ; yet we doubt that mighty, inex-

pressible love ; we think we are ready to perish, and see not that

the Saviour is waiting, and ready to save. We cling not to the

love that is from everlasting and to everlasting."

" I am an alien to it," said Herbert.
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*

" Return, ye backsliding children, unto me, saith the Lord,"

Mr. Villars quickly replied *' I will heal their iniquities, I will

love them freely."

" It is vain," the other murmured, " sin must be atoned for."

" The blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth from all sin," the vicar

urged in the tone of one who pleaded with $ sinner against his

own soul. " Oh ! reject not the mercy that flows from the

fountain he opened, not to Judah only, but to a lost and

helpless world—help is laid upon one that is mighty ; avail

thyself of it, and cast the burden thy soul cannot sustain upon

the strength of Omnipotence, and the mighty power of eternal

love. If any man sin, we have an advocate with the Father

—one advocate, one mediator between God and man—the man

Christ Jesus—and he is the propitiation, the only, the sole, the

perfect and complete propitiation for our sins. In him we shall

find peace with God."

" Oh ! that I might find it !" Herbert Cunnyngham groaned

aloud.

" Thanks to a God of mercy and grace for that prayer !" said

the pious vicar, the tears standing in his eyes. *' They that seek

shall find—a prayer for peace and pardon never was breathed in

vain ! He willeth not the death of a sinner—he will not quench

the smoking flax, nor break the bruised reed—he hath provided

a rest, and a refreshing wherewith to cause the weary to rest

;

come then, my poor young friend, come, seek with me the

Saviour of sinners

—

the God of all consolation—it may be that

we shall be hid in the day of his anger."

The prayer of faith arose for the doubting and fearing soul,

and the peace that was sought for descended on the weary and

broken heart. Firm, unshaken faith, to rest, in conscious help-

lessness on the Rock of Ages, is not the growth of a moment

;

but though this was not the portion of the unhappy sufferer, the

blessed balm of the Gospel soothed his mental anguish, and

brought him into a state that rendered him more capable of

benefitting by the pious labours of the vicar of Leamington.
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Such was his situation when Lord St. Clare and his daughter

arrived at the vicarage. The entreaty of Herbert to see the

latter was granted ; and Edith's tears fell fast and mournfully

on the hand that clasped hers.

They were scarcely separated again ; her voice in meekness

seconded the vicar's ministrations. Even in the scene that pre-

ceded that of the Garden of Gethsemane, the nearest approach

to an angel's ministry was that of a devoted and sympathizing

woman : around the bed of feverish languishing it was felt, and

it was blessed ; and the spirit that was rendered by divine grace

more meet for heaven, experienced while yet on earth a happiness

that was strangely and sweetly new to it.

A sudden change in her cousin's appearance, and a rapid

prostration of his remaining strength, had caused Edith to hasten

out of his room, in the hope that the horseman who had at such

an unusual hour stopped beneath the window, was the physician

who had left them, to see another patient requiring instant assis-

tance. She saw William de Lacy, and her sensations of deep

sorrow were suddenly combatted by those of joy ; but before

she could express either of these mingled emotions, her father

withdrew her from his sight to the chamber she had left ; and

commissioned the vicar to repair to his perplexed visitor, and

convey to him an account, which while it affected him with

grief, rendered him still more grateful to that good Providence

under which he had ever trusted, and whose proceedings, often

unintelligible to the hasty observer, were now becoming plain

to one who had desired in sincerity to act upon the precept—" in

all thy ways acknowledge him, and he shall direct thy paths."

In some emotion the worthy vicar parted from the young

soldier, whose career through the varied scenes and circumstances

of a trying life, he felt with thankfulness had been guided and

guarded by his own admonitions in early days.

He dismissed William to a few hours' repose, informing him

that Cunnyngham had repeatedly expressed a desire to see him,

but that he feared he was at present unable to do so ; and as
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some rest was necessary for himself, he urged him to seek it

;

desiring at the same time, that he would not leave the house

without visiting Herbert's apartment.

The afternoon had advanced when De Lacy awoke from the

sound sleep which extreme bodily exhaustion induced ; that deep

unbreathing sleep which recruits the strength of nature, and

causes it to awake up again, refreshed from a death-like trance.

Men talk of mysteries, and say they must disbelieve what they

cannot understand ; is it not a mystery to see the strong man's

frame—weary, languid, with enfeebled pulses and powers—sink

into a state of unconsciousness, and wake up in a few hours,

bearing again a haughty front, and rejoicing in the feeling of

its might.

His first thought naturally was, that beneath the humble roof

of his worthy and firm friend the vicar of Leamington, were

then assembled, under circumstances so peculiar and unlocked

for, the objects of his deepest and fondest solicitude ; that he

had rested once more beneath the roof that sheltered them, and

might meet them as one who had proved himself their friend.

His next thought, which doubtless ought to have been his first,

was gratitude to that good Providence which had led him all his

life long, and having helped him hitherto, would not, he felt per-

suaded, leave him now, if he in his heart turned not away.

His toilet hastily made, he left his little apartment, and

repaired to the vicar's study, which was empty ; he went through

the lower part of the house, but still finding no one visible, he

felt the expectations with which he had quitted his room too

lively to be relinquished ; and remembering that Cunnyngham had

expressed a desire to see him, he went to the door of his cham-

ber, and gently tapped at it. No answer was returned even to

a second summons, and he softly opened the door, so softly as

not, in the deep emotion that prevailed within it, to cause any

disturbance.

The scene he beheld accounted for the silence, and for the

absence of the household.
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The vicar, kneeling at one side of the bed, with his back to

the door, was repeating, -in a low and solemn voice, the prayers

for the departing : at a little distance from the foot, the single

domestic of the house and the sick nurse knelt with clasped

hands and declined heads in the centre of the floor ; and at the

other side. Lord St. Clare and his daughter were kneeling toge-

ther. The hand of the latter lay in that of the dying man, and

her tears fell fast and warm on the hand that held hers with

a cold and chilly grasp : a low sob sometimes broke in on the

solemn stillness in which were uttered the prayers which are

remembered by those who have ever been summoned by that

which seemed to them as the midnight voice making the cry

—

" Behold the bridegroom cometh !"—to hear them thus, while a

spirit has been struggling forth from all the sins and sorrows,

frailties and fears of humanity, to stand disembodied before

Him who gave it, the God and Saviour of mankind.

Herbert Cunnyngham's face was calm, peaceful, even happier

than when De Lacy had before seen it, but there was upon it a

solemn, an awe-stricken expression, a look that bespoke a weak,

yet a sincere belief.

We must die alone : and while so anxious for the companion-
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ships of life, how constantly do men forget to secure one who

will be with them in passing the valley of the shadow of death !

Herbert's mind had been at peace, but the nature of our lives,

and the character of long-continued and combined impressions,

will surely more or less return upon us on a dying bed ; some

dark thoughts obscured the light of the Gospel of peace in his

soul ; some fearful anticipation of tlie insufficiency of human

merit came over him when the free grace and all-sufficient love

of the Saviour were thus obscured, and he murmured again the

cry he had long renounced—" A priest ! a priest

!

The poor vicar trembled to hear it, not now because he could

not yield to his feelings and satisfy the desire, but because he

feared the desire originated in a dangerous or fatal error—a de-

pendency on the work of man. But the dying youth revoked

his own words—" No, I want him not !" he said—" I am for-

given, I trust. Sin is atoned for," he concluded in a low and

failing voice, as if able to rest on a general fact if he could not

appropriate its individual blessings.

" Behold the Lamb of God," said the vicar, " who is able to

save to the uttermost all that come unto God by him—turn not

the eye of faith from his cross."

" Herbert," said Lady Edith—and the eyes of the departing

opened, and gazed intently and fully upon her—"dear Herbert,"

she continued, meeting the gaze of those fully-opened and earnest

eyes with a sob, as she gently pressed his hand, " would you de-

pend on aught, or look for aught still that man could do for you,

or would you look solely and simply to your blessed Saviour ?

—

would you trust, Herbert, to any but him ?"

He raised the one disengaged hand above his head, and with a

faint effi)rt to motion the sign of the cross, murmured the words,

" To none, to none !"

A faint cry burst from Edith, for the hand in which hers lay

stiffened, and then loosened its grasp with a movement that told her

shrinking heart it was the last that hand would ever make. It

was so. The misguided victim of a mistaken zeal—the unhappy
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vassal of bolder and guiltier men—was gone : gentle and soft as

tha^ of childhood, his weary spirit, after all its struggles, passed

away, and found, the beholders trusted, that rest the world had

never given it, in the bosom of its eternal Father.

Lord St. Clare passed his arm almost instantly round his child,

and drew her from the room. De Lacy, who like the rest had

reverently knelt close to the door he had opened, rose to let them

pass, and bowed with far deeper reverence than usual respecting

their sorrow much more than their rank.

He held the door in silence till they went out, and then

approached the vicar, with whom he remained for some time.

Having satisfied themselves that death had actually taken place,

they withdrew ; and Mr. Villars desiring to be alone, in order

that his own spiritual good, as well as that of others, might be

promoted by what had passed, requested his young, and as he

now considered, their mutual friend to inquire after the relatives

of the deceased who might require assistance or wish for further

intelligence.

This was not the case. William fomid them in the little study :

I^ady Edith's head lay on her father's bosom ; her face was pale

and tearful, but his showed deeper suffering—the suifering of the

proud, the deep, and secret heart was pictured there. Hers wore

an aspect of quiet, gentle, feminine grief, so different from the

heart-harrowing and stronger anguish—the inward burning agony

of her poor cousin Blanche, that it served to soothe rather than

agitate further De Lacy*s mind.
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CHAPTER XLVII.

LORD ST. CLARE CONSIGNS HIS DAUGHTER TO THE PROTECTION OF

WILLIAM DB LACY.

Edith had felt deeply pained by her father's reception of William

de Lacy; but strange to say, he had taken no notice of this. He
had been so wholly occupied by the singularity of the fact, that

Lady Edith St. Clare was found at the vicarage of Leamington

Priors simply because Herbert Cunnyngham was there also ; that

Lord St. Clare's speech went for nothing ; and having seen that

he was safe, and ascertained the real cause of her visit, he had

never thought of it since.

Hoping that an opportunity for explanation would soon arise,

and desirous in the midst of her grief to make what amends she

could for his lordship's seeming unthankfulness. Lady Edith held

her hand to him in silence, but with redoubled emotion.

Grief wonderfully softens the heart, and assimilates human

beings to one another. De Lacy, even beneath the dignified eye

of Lord St. Clare, pressed that hand to his lips, and was not

reminded of his audacity.

He spoke not a word to her ; but after a pause, the result of

feelings which entered into the circumstances of others, he

announced to her father the commission he had been deputed to

perform.

" I thank our reverend friend," said his lordship—" we wish

for nothing at present.'*
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De Lacy bowed, and was about to retire, when with his hand

on the door, he inquired if his lordship had any commands to

despatch to Coventry, as finding Mr. Villars had no immediate

demand upon his services, he intended repairing thither

forthwith.

Secretly pleased to find he was ready for so prompt a removal

from the vicarage, and conscious that this conduct did not quite

agree with the dubious or sinister mode of acting he usually im-

puted to him, Lord St. Clare experienced at that moment the un-

pleasant sensations of one who is conscious of not behaving to-

wards another in the manner he deserves, and yet is too proud or

too cautious at once to change his conduct or manner. He was,

however, one of those who give all or nothing, in confidence, and

almost every thing else. An opportunity was now presented to him

to get rid of the reserve which he felt to be very disagreeable, to

make a liberal amend to poor William, and show him he was re-

instated in his confidence—at least so far as his precious girl was

concerned. Therefore he answered as follow s :

—

" The only office I could depute to you. Captain de Lacy,

would I fear involve you in more delays and trouble than you

anticipated in making your inquiry. I cannot leave this until"

—

he paused and grew still paler—" at least not until all directions

are given. We have dismissed our attendants, and even were

they here, I might not be able to entrust such a charge solely to

them ; if I could ask you to take charge of Lady Edith on your

road " If his lordship finished the sentence, it will readily

be supposed that William did not hear it ; therefore we need

not relate it.

He bowed so very low as to conceal the unseasonable joy that

sparkled on his face, and repressing, by a timely effort, the smile

that was rising to his lip, he only replied, " That having been

guilty of once conveying that precious charge thither without his

lordship's sanction, he must consider a repetition of the office at

his command as at once a pleasure and duty to perform."

NO. XI. 2 L
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" Then I am not to remain with you, father," was Lady Edith's

dutiful observation without any attempt at opposing the arrange-

ment.

" No, my love, and if you are able for it, I should also wish

you to lose no time. Go then, dearest, to make your preparations,

I would be alone with Captain de Lacy."

With an anxious look to" him Edith arose ; she thought now

was to be the time for all her father's questions, and for all his

answers, and she would have given much to be able to whisper

as she passed him a request that he would speak sincerely, fully,

and without suffering offended feeling to oppose any barrier to

the returning favour of the cautious nobleman. This, however,

she could not do ; and De Lacy felt, without being in the least

able to comprehend the meaning of the look she directed to him

as he closed the door after her ; and he then stood, with a palpi-

tating heart, ready to enter on the conference with her father.

He soon found that the subject, instead of being personal, was

entirely connected with the recent public events, the share that

the unfortunate Herbert Cunnyngham had had in them, and the

probability of his name transpiring, or any search after him

being made.

On these points Lord St. Clare felt most keenly; and William,

with all the kindness of his nature, hastened to relieve him from

the apprehension, although had he possessed the artfulness which

at times the nobleman was disposed to impute to him, he might

have gained a considerable, though as these triumphs of art cannot

last, temporary advantage, by stimulating these fears, and so in-

ducing him to lean upon him for direction or assistance. The

simple fact was prominent in De Lacy's mind, and he assured

the anxious inquirer, " That in his opinion no apprehension need

be entertained. Cunnyngham had never taken an open part in the

proceedings of the traitors, and would consequently share the

lot of many who were private, not public sufferers by them : and

having been of late forcibly detained by the leaders of the con-
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spiracy, he did not deem it likely that they would divulge the

name of a person so circumstanced."

Lord St. Clare sat musing for some time ; then with a heavy

sigh said, in an abstracted manner, " You have been strangely

mixed up with all this—I scarcely yet know "

" How to trust me, my lord," William interrupted, his hasty

temper, that fault generally so lightly thought of, yet the source

of almost all troubles, rising at what was not perhaps intended

to be the conclusion of the speech, and a darkening flush passing

over his rather pallid countenance—" And," he added, " as I

know not, nor perhaps shall ever study any means whereby to

obtain your lordship's confidence, I fear it will never again be in

my possession."

It is singular that in proportion to our anxiety to win con-

fidence and regard, is often our danger in losing them. So had

it chanced with William de Lacy. The timidity thrown into his

manner by an anxiety to merit the favour of Lord St. Clare, had

made him at times appear so unlike the open-hearted, fearless

youth of former days, that the effect of solicitude was traced to

that of art, and led to the apprehension that the intercourse of a

corrupting world, and the wildness of a military life, had de-

stroyed the noble honesty of the youthful heart, that almost irre-

sistibly made its own those which it did not study to win.

Now, the boldness, it might be called indifference, of the

offended young man, instead of alienating further from him his

former friend and patron, rather conciliated his esteem, he felt more

respect for him ; he was sensible an apology was necessary, not

for any thing he had said, but for much ^hat he had thought ; and

conscious of this, he was not offended by the hasty conclusion that

had been made to his speech. He briefly, but with more kindness

of manner replied

—

" De Lacy, I shall be glad to speak with you again ; now,

you may well suppose, I cannot. Let me, however, say in justice

to myself, that were my sentiments such as you seem to judge
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my conduct at this moment would be, to use the mildest word,

most singular, in entrusting to you that which is dearer to me

than my life."

" And far, far dearer than mine !" said De Lacy in a sup-

pressed voice. " My lord, my word was once pledged to you, it

has never I trust been broken wilfully to any—^you may yet be

able to trust again to the honour of William de Lacy ;" and

he turned so precipitately to leave the room, as actually to push

Lady Edith, who was entering prepared with all despatch for

her ride, several paces back. He only muttered the words

—

" forgive me,'' and passed by her, and she looked at him in amaze ;

then turned to look at her father—saw on his face concern,

anxiety, and something she could not altogether make out ; and

with a pang at her very heart, felt confident that the explana-

tion had been sought, and had proved unsatisfactory.

" Do not ask me to go to Coventry, dear father," she said,

with f^n averted face.

" Why not, love ? you had no objection just now ; and I

should be very sorry indeed to alter our plan."

The emphasis with which the last sentence was pronounced,

made Lady Edith rather nervously inquire why that regret

should be experienced.

If her father had answered as he felt, he would have said,

because William de Lacy might be hurt or displeased at the

change in it ; but he answered—" because, Edith, you will be

far better at Coventry than here."

The first answer would have given back to Edith the con-

fidence she had so lately possessed in De Lacy ; the latter did

not, and with all the unhappiness that a sense of estrangement

produces in a sensitive heart, she mounted her horse, and attended

by him, rode slowly off ; once raising her eyes with a burst of

tears to the shrouded window of the room that enclosed the

mortal remains of Herbert Cunnyngham.

Her grief was an excuse for using the black velvet riding
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mask, then fashionable on certain occasions ; and as they rode on

in total silence, William was thus deprived of the opportunity of

guessing at what passed in

her mind from the expres-

sions of her candid and vary-

ing countenance.

While proceeding along

the wooded road, where De

Lacy had exhibited so much

fear on a late occasion, Lady

Edith broke the silence by

asking if he remembered

that evening.

The question was indeed, a perfectly useless one; but he

replied by the repetition of the word, "remember!" adding

afterwards, " when can the memory of such horrors cease
!"

" Horrors !" Lady Edith in her turn reiterated, " I experienced

none—I was so happy then—at least so comparatively happy."

" And what. Lady Edith, causes your unhappiness now ?"

William hesitatingly demanded.

" Can you ask ?" she said, and to prevent the discourse con-

sisting solely of questions, added—" I mean not to say I am

unhappy, but certainly far from being so happy ; and to be in

grief you must surely allow me."

"Oh! yes," said William good-naturedly giving a sigh to

the half-forgotten memory of poor Cunnyngham.

" Captain de Lacy," said Lady Edith, with a deliberation that

showed her present question was the result of reflection, " Where

is my cousin Blanche ?—I never heard you mention her."

It was an embarrassing one ; and after some hesitation, he

answered that he believed she was at Henlip Hall. The embar-

rassmeflt it caused was not lost on the fair querist ; she resumed

her silence, and it was not broken till they reached the door of

Master Hopkins' house, where the princess still was.
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The arrival of Lady Edith St. Clare, once more under the

escort of De Lacy, excited far more surprise than such an event

had before occasioned: pale, both with watching and sorrow,

with tears on her cheek, and her soft hair damp with November

fog, hanging undressed round her delicate face and neck, she

looked such a picture of very gentle woe, that even Lady Lucia's

smiles and quotations were repressed, and the ladies all gathered

round her escort, to learn from him the tidings she was unable

to impart.

The next day the fate of the miserable traitors having removed

all fear, Elizabeth was to be carried back to Coombe Abbey.

Her guardian. Lord Harrington was now with her, trembling at

the danger she had escaped, and loading her discarded guardsman

with assurances of esteem and regard.

The mayor and chief part of the loyal corporation of Coven-

try, who had formed her guard of honour while she lay at Coventry,

were to attend her from the town, in which they naturally claimed

to themselves the merit of having preserved this fair scion of

royalty.

De Lacy, who had no wish, and felt little right to derogate

from these claims of the worshipful mayor and guard of honour,

did not interfere in the bustle of the preparations ; but choosing

for himself a seat in a recess near to the window that looked

into the street, he sat there without regarding the moving scene

below, and gave up his mind to other thoughts. While thus

engaged. Lady Edith came in, the first of the party equipped

for departure, and not seeing any one in the room, walked over

to the window close beside him, and stood looking out at it.

She leaned against the frame ; but though her eyes were on the

scene beneath, it was evident her thoughts were elsewhere.

William that moment felt or fancied that some other subject

besides that of her unfortunate cousin's death produced that

look of pensive and, for her, deep thoughtfulness ; the idea

alone was enough to lead him to her side, and the tone of tender-
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ness in which his few words were uttered, spoke more than the

words themselves.

With an air of diffidence, a deep blush, and a smothered sigh,

Edith looked away, apologising even with coldness for having

entered the room without knowing he was in it.

" You mistake me, Lady Edith," said William, " I feel

assured you mistake me, or you could not act thus by me."

" I do not mistake you, Captain de Lacy," she replied after a

pause, and in a still more timid manner.

"I am then after all"—he was going to say—"to be dis-

appointed of my hopes ;" but he altered his speech, and said

—

" my reason for thinking that you must still mistake me is this,

you told me, Lady Edith, at Compton Revel, and in that room

which I hesitate not to say is associated in my memory with all

that has been happy or clear to me in this life, that no cause

existed for your restraint, might I not venture to say, your

coldness towards me, save that of the doubts you were led to

entertain respecting the integrity of my character or conduct.

Lady Edith, you may deem me imperious in thus speaking, and

my own heart alone can tell the effort it is to address you thus

;

but I believe that your father cannot mistake me in the only point

on which I was ever anxious to be thoroughly understood by him ;

you say you do not; therefore, referring the most precious

assurance you then gave me, surely regard to my own character,

to that fame which is my only birth-right, warrants me even in

demanding to know the cause of this change in your manner

towards me since we have met again. My offence I do not know,

but my punishment I feel ; tell me then the one, that I may hope

the other will be remitted."

Edith endeavoured to avert her face, but her struggles to

conceal emotion only rendered it more apparent and painful

to the anxious observer : De Lacy took the hand that rested

trembling on the window frame, led the unintelligible young

lady to a seat, and did not resign the hand he held, till he said

after a strong effort at retaining self-possession

—
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" I was wrong, Lady Edith, very wrong to distress you by

such a peremptory manner. It is I believe the first distress that,

at least, my words have ever caused you ; forgive them ; and tell

me nothing as a right you would not be disposed to impart as a

favour. How could I think of any thing else, or imagine you

could bestow a thought on the interests of one, like me ?"

" Oh ! William, how can you speak so ?" said Lady Edith,

forgetting her coldness, and looking up just as she had done once

before at Coombe Abbey. Fortunately for our poor friend's reso-

lution she did away the effect of her question and look by adding

—" I will tell you what distresses me, at least what makes me

fear you are not quite sincere."

" Sincere !" he exclaimed in a voice that startled the hearer.

" But speak. Lady Edith."

" My father,*' she continued, with ^ deep blush, " overheard

involuntarily, some part of a conversation between you and

my cousin Blanche Cunnyngham, which you may remember

took place at the large oak in Coombe Abbey grounds : and from

that and your subsequent visit to Henlip, when they weye

there, he was led to believe that an engagement then existed

between you and my cousin Blanche ; and knowing her pre-

judices, he still thinks, though you have now evidently separated

from the party they were among, you must at one time have

been connected with them."

" It is indeed a singular concatenation of circumstances," said

William, partly smiling, " and this relating to your cousin the

most so."

" But you have never explained it," said Lady Edith hastily

;

" nor the nature of your visit to Henlip."

" No, at least not the latter ; as to the former conclusion

—

can you Lady Edith give any credit to it ?"

" Why not ?" she demanded ; and looking down again instantly,

said, " do you then wish me not to credit it ?"

" Most assuredly," he replied energetically.

Lady Edith lifted up her downcast eyes, a tear glittering over
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the soft brightness of each, and said—" Then do just tell me at

once all about that Henlip affair ?"

De Lacy maintained a perfect stillness, both of speech and

movement. He did not wish to disturb the happiness which her

manner, her look, the very expression of her trembling tear,

sent to his heart, by a word which must produce that effect

—

that little, and usually disagreeable word, " no."

He pressed the gentle pleader's hand to his lips ; he felt the

full power of the virtuous and pious sentiments that dictated her

anxiety ; he knew no idle curiosity found for a moment an

entrance to her mind ; he tried from tenderness to her to smile,

in the hope of dissipating her fears, but he could not, he only

said with some rapidity

—

" Not one moment longer must I trust myself in this situation,

or within hearing of these tones. Lady Edith, truth, honour, a

solemn and sacred promise are ranged against my compliance with

your request, and yet—my safety is in flight." And with emotion,

swelling even the veins of his temples, he hurried from the room

:

feeling perhaps some little annoyance at her distrust, and

leaving her in fact, in her secret heart, more firmly his friend

than ever.
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CHAPTER XLVIII.

A UKTURN TO COOMBE ABBEY.

The evening of the return to Coombe Abbey was, despite the

little disagreement that closed the preceding chapter, a happy

one. An assembled and pious family met with thankful hearts

around their undisturbed household altar, to worship in the

purity of a simple faith, that mighty Being w ho " maketh the

wrath of man to praise him ;" and when that end is accomplished,

" the remainder of wrath he doth restrain." " Thus far shalt thou

go and no further," is not only the eternal decree uttered to the

ever-flowing waves of the ocean deep, but the fiat of Omnipo-

tence to the more mysterious waves of human passion. All-

pretending and impotent man has his limits assigned him, which

he cannot stretch one atom beyond: his very passions are held

in the hollow of the Almighty hand, and suffered to rage and

be troubled, just until the purpose accomplished, it pleaseth Him
who " sitteth on the circle of the earth, and in whose sight the

inhabitants of the world are as grasshoppers," to say—Peace, be

still!

Such perhaps was the general idea, much dilated on, divided

and subdivided after the manner of the time, which formed the

topic of the discourse Dr. Chapman delivered, in the audience of

his royal pupil, her governors, and suite.

The usual evening service was performed ; and as the sweet
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clear tones of Lady Edith St. Clare's voice, (for until after the

interment of her poor cousin, she was to remain at the abbey,)

rose up above the others, in that beautiful anthem—" God be

merciful unto us, and bless us "—one hearer was reminded of the

richer, more thrilling, yet not dearer tones of another—silent,

alas ! in anthems o^praise !—the unhappy Blanche Cunnyngham's.

Her miserere seemed to float back upon De Lacy's ear, sounding

now there even like the wail of her own anguished spirit. He

listened to what was actually around him ; but his mind was

carried away from all present things—even from the sacred

work in which they were engaged.

That miserable lady was alone before his eyes ; he saw her as

he had seen her at Holbech ; he fancied he saw her as she was

now—ignorant of her poor brother's fate—anxious only for the

fate of others—probably beset herself by dangers and difficulties

sufficient, if she could think of self, to turn her attention to that

too much abandoned subject ; and placed in scenes and circum-

stances very unsuitable to so lovely and lofty a woman.

The human heart is naturally so intensely selfish, that to

represent a totally unselfish character, would be to depict a being

that never had, or would have, in our unrestored world, an

existence : indeed, such a one in this present state, would be

undesirable ; but this would lead us into something of a meta-

physical disquisition ; with which assuredly we have nothing to

do. William de Lacy, however, is a favourite with us, and this

little digression upon our common attribute has been merely an

apologising preface to what we have to add concerning him. He
was such a man as the world, in its every-day state, may produce,

although we consider him one of its better specimens : he had

felt as much for Blanche Cunnyngham as perhaps most human

hearts can feel for another ; and yet in his reunion with all that

had been dear to him, in the anxieties, the hopes and fears, delights

and vexations of a lover—for such we suppose our readers have

already ascertained him to be—he had lost sight of Blanche and
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her sorrows ; he did not feel as he otherwise might have done

for the woes of others—nay, even the gentle Edith, though she

mourned poor Herbert's loss, seemed a little drawn away by

something of the same kind from the contemplation of her

grief.

There is something in devotion that brings back the memory

of sorrow ; the thoughts of a world where there is no grief,

recalls the griefs of this. At least thus it was with De Lacy

;

and even while engaged in praise and prayer unitedly with the

pious household of Coombe Abbey, the remembrance of the

far different scenes he had so lately mingled in—of Percy, Blanche,

Herbert—all floated before him, until all that was tangible there

was lost even to actual vision ; nor was he conscious that the

anthem with which the service closed was ended, that the con-

gregated party was dispersing, and he alone remained, motionless,

with folded arms, upraised head, and eyes most intensely fixed

upon nothing.

One pair at least were fastened upon him, the penetrating ones

of Lady Lucia Harrington ; she turned round and perceived

another's directed in deep and anxious earnestness to the same

unconscious object.

"My dear," said Lucia, arresting the graceful form of

Lady Edith, as almost with a start she was retreating from the

spot—"in a much prettier, and more poetic state of the world, I

have read of many strange transformations taking place, but I

never yet heard of one, who was stiffened into a standing image

of devotion?" She looked into Edith's earnest and anxious eyes

as she spoke, and their expression checked her humour, and

made her inquire in a more serious manner, if she was aware of

the cause of the abstracted dejection they were observing.

" Alas," said Edith, with a heavy sigh, " I fear I have caused

itr

" It is well. Lady Edith," said the other with an assumed

pettishness, " such people as that poor man yonder, are so
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common, that you may cast them aside any day at your pleasure,

sure of meeting their like to-morrow."

" You are unkind, Lady Lucia," her friend replied with a

swelling heart :
" or you guess but ill what I feel."

" Perhaps I am, but I did not wish to be so, and to show I

can guess better than you suppose, I will go this instant and

arouse that miserable statue, by telling him you repent of your

ingratitude and insensibility."

" Nay !" cried Edith, catching at her robe, but with a lighter

spring the young lady eluded the grasp, and startled De Lacy,

with the assurance that Lady Edith St. Clare sincerely regretted

the misunderstanding that had arisen between them.

He would have been less prepared with an answer to so unex-

pected an address, had not the mysterious links of thought by

bringing him gradually to the midnight scene with Blanche at

Henlip, at that moment conducted his mind in some degree back

to his interview with her cousin that morning ; associated as the

two ideas naturally were, there was nothing very singular in

this.

He was, therefore, ready at once to reply—" There has been

no misunderstanding. Lady Lucia, at least on my part. I never

even in thought wronged her ladyship, by imputing any but the

kindest of motives to her ; at first I own to some little irritation

at an apparent want of confidence in an old, and I feel tried

acquaintance ; but now I am convinced she spoke through a

sincere regard for my interest—a condescending kindness in her

which I am anxious to show my sense of, although I fear I shall

never be at all more able to deserve it. I do not wish to disturb

her any further, by allusions to a subject on which truth compels

me to be silent, while all other sentiments of my heart urge me to

satisfy her. May I therefore employ your ladyship's good offices

so far to make my excuses, and to add—^but I will say no

more—Lady Edith St. Clare knows, she must know, that the

slightest interest taken by her in my poor affairs would render
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them of far greater importance in my own estimation. Tell her

then, simply, that with to-morrow's dawn I shall, I hope, be on

my road to Henlip, where I hope to obtain liberty to clear up all

that is yet doubtful."

Lady Lucia bowed, silently, with that dignity so habitual to

her, and departed instantly on her commission. Its performance

caused such agitation as made her regret her interference.

" Foolish creature that I am !" cried Edith, who had retreated

to an inner apartment; clasping her hands with a face pale

as death, " I have done the very thing I would have given

worlds to prevent ! Oh ! Lucia, as you have spoken once on

your own account, will you speak now again upon mine ?"

" Why, my dear, I really think the case, although I must say

you seem sadly to mismanage it, is better in your own hands,

perhaps ; I might not doubt my powers, were it one of another

nature ; but this hero of yours is such a downright determined

sort of person, there is no manner of use in entering on a disqui-

sition with him ; he just sees the right or wrong of a thing, and

it is decided accordingly."

" And you say this, while I who have known him so much

longer, and ought to know him better, have seemed so to mis-

take or suspect him !" Edith in a tone of compunction rejoined ;

and with a sorrowful asseveration that she never, never would

interfere in such matters again, the young friends embraced and

parted for the night.

Before De Lacy retired, Lord Harrington came to inquire if

he would object to resume his old apartment for that night, as

no other had been prepared—a circumstance which he hoped

would not be the case again—at any time he favoured him with

his company. The speech, though kind and polite, was rather

painful to the ci-devant captain of the guard, saying as it did

most distinctly—that even the proposal of a return to that office

was not to be made to him. He reconciled himself to this,

however, by endeavouring to think it was far better for him
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that such an offer should not be made ; and calling before his

mind the sundry reasons which would have weighed against his

accepting it, and secretly felt that some temptations might have

arisen to a contrary course.

His old habits were mechanically resumed, when, with different

feelings he returned for the night to his old lodging ; and he

continued to pace the cloister with folded arms, thinking of many

things ; pondering on the uncertainty that rested over his own

prospects, and fully sensible that it might be more difficult now

to resign all the thoughts, hopes, or wishes, connected with his

almost native Warwickshire, which had grown with his growth

certainly, but had lately assumed to his own mind a much more

tangible form.

The nurseling of hope had been brought to an almost giddy

elevation by some little scenes that had lately arisen, and now

the traitorous arms that had uplifted him there, were, it seemed,

leaving him to totter down as he might. With Lady Lucia's

poetic favourite he was ready to sigh

—

" Farewell, a long farewell to all my greatness 1"

Greatness, it is true, he did not covet. Happiness—domestic

happiness—a heart left solitary, and well nigh desolate, from the

age when its capabilities began to be known, and its hopes to be

defined—did yearn after—and this secret aspiration caused the

reproachful murmur, which, though not in audibly-syllabled

words almost passed his lips—" Unkind, ungrateful girl—can one

who does not confide wholly, unquestioningly—ever—But what

am I thinking about ?—Lady Edith St. Clare does not regard

me—she may doubt as much as she pleases without presenting

the anomaly of a fond and distrustful woman."

•-. Why is it that we always associate woman's affection with the

idea of confidence—entire, relying, self-renouncing confidence ?

Men may be jealous, proud, petulant, questioning, yet love truly,

deeply ; nay, all these may be the very effect of their love. But
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into woman's love these cannot be admitted : no,—her creed, her

destiny in all earthly affection is

—

" Still, still to trust,

" Though the heart's wealth be but poured on dust."

Sometimes she has her reward ; sometimes she finds the recom-

pense of her trust in a broken heart. But surely this very

quality of a true-hearted woman's love, is that which has caused

her character and conduct to shine so brightly, when that love

has been directed to an object that cannot mislead—that will not

disappoint. Who lingered at the cross, and watched at the

sepulchre? who heard the last expiring sigh, and received the

first rising salutation of the Saviour?—Woman. When the

strong-hearted withdrew, and the forward retired, woman's love,

still trusting—still watchful, was there. And even now, if she

whose lot it is

—

" Still to make idols, and to find them clay,

And to bewail such worship
''

gave less to earth, and more to Heaven, oh ! how brightly would

the lamp even of her earthly love be seen to burn, while shining

herself in a borrowed light, like the moon walking in brightness,

she moved on in the calm sweet orbit of domestic life, and filling

her horn at the Source of Light, told to the eye that lingered on

her loveliness of that brighter orb in whose reflected radiancy

she shone.

We cannot aflftrm that all these sentiments were in our friend

De Lacy's mind, as he paced up and down the cloister aisle

;

indeed we do not know that he ever advanced, in his reflections

on this subject, further than the above-mentioned sentiment

touching Lady Edith St. Clare;—which, in fact, led to this

elaborate commentary.
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CHAPTER XLIX.

WILLIAM DE LACY FOBMS AN UNEXPECTED RE-UNION RECEIVES THE

HONOUR OP KNIGHTHOOD, AND MAKES A POOR FIGURE ON THE
OCCASION.

De Lacy swung round on his step with the last word, and at the

farther extremity of the cloister beheld a figure, which, indistinctly

seen in the doubtful light, recalled to his mind the evening when

he had beheld poor Blanche glide along that silent passage to

the grounds beyond it. All his care for her returned, and his

anxieties found another channel : occupied with her image, and

seeing that some one else had entered on his before solitary

walk, he turned away to his own apartment, and had just closed

the door, when a tap at it announced a visitor, and the word

—

" enter," produced the appearance of the page Ireland. The boy

approached him with the reverential affection which his poor

mother had implanted in his breast for the young chief, as she

always persisted in calling William de Lacy, and, putting his

knee to the ground, presented a very small billet.

Scarcely reproving him for the posture he had taken, William

holding it to the lamp, tore it open, in a way that rendered his

expedition vain, by causing him some delay in making out the

very few words it contained : they were those—" If, as you the

other day averred, the words—*for my sake'—have any influence

with you, I repeat them now—for my sake do not perform the

intention you expressed to Lady Lucia this evening.—E. C."

He placed the disfigured billet in a secure depositary, and

stood musing over its brief contents ; when these musings had

NO. XII. 2 M
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come to a point, he started on remembering the bearer of it, and

demanded if he was to carry back an answer.

" No, so please you," the boy replied ; " my lady only willed

me to deliver it to your hand, and bear no message back."

" Then wherefore wait, good boy ?" said William, a little

disappointed, but knowing his young lady too well, to suppose

she would admit of the appearance of a correspondence passing

between them in this way.

" Because," said Ireland, in reply to his question, " I would

sue to you, brave sir, for the first service I was ever like to

render my mother's foster-son and my noble lady."

" What mean you, boy, by such a joint service ?" De Lacy

demanded with some curiosity.

" That you intended to have performed yourself on the

morrow," he answered.

" Did your lady desire you to say this ?" William inquired,

a smile of pleasure in despite of his will, stealing to his face.

" No, not exactly ; but she told liae she sent that scroll to

prevent you from departing on some service which she wished

done, but not by you."

" You shall be gratified, Ireland," said William, with a marked

emphasis on the pronoun, to show he had no design or thought

of gratifying any other personage by the arrangement. " You

can perform the commission, and will be less suspected than

another : I will write a letter, and at day-break you shall depart

with it. To bed now, boy, and I will call thee in good time."

With a pleased look and grateful reverence Ireland withdrew,

feeling himself of more importance than he had ever done before.

His young chief spent the greater part of the night in com-

posing, and writing a long epistle to Blanche Cunnyngham.

Her own affairs occupied the larger part of it—consolation and

admonition most of the remainder ; and at the very close was

brought in that which was the object of its being penned—

a

request to be now absolved from his promise of secrecy.

At day-break the page was aroused, and despatched with
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this letter ; and at the usual hour of assembling, De Lacy made

his appearance among the party at Coombe Abbey.

Lady Edith, who had never ventured to inquire, while she

was anxiously longing to know, if her message had been at-

tended to, showed by the brightening of her countenance on

his entrance, that his presence in some way gave her very great

pleasure, and he was then more entirely satisfied that the business

at Henlip had been performed by deputy. But directly conscious

that she showed a pleasure the exact source of which was only

known to him who caused it, she quickly prevented any address

from him by saying—" Pray, Captain de Lacy, what have you

done with your old pet ?"

*• Put her into a better humour," Lady liUcia whispered in her

ear, and made her cheek to crimson, as she darted a glance as

reproachful as such an eye could bestow on her witty ladyship.

" I mean to say, where is poor Gauntlet, your beautiful

charger, for which you used to profess such fondness ?'*

William actually sighed, as the recollection came over him,

that his horse had been the only living thing he ever had professed

fondness for.

" Alas !" he said with a half sorrowful smile, " why will ladies

of such gentleness dash with thoughts of bitterness the pleasures

that are permitted to such poor mortals as myself. I could have

been happy in forgetfulness of all but the present, one instant

since ; now I am reminded, that as I never could profess fond-

ness for any object in life but one, I never may be able to

make such professions again—Gauntlet is lost."

" And you renounced so old a friend ?" Lady Edith in a

questioning tone rejoined.

" Reasoning by analogy," said Lady Lucia, " it is much more

likely the friend renounced him, because it is the
"

"Oh! I do not understand analogies. Lady, Lucia," her

tormented friend interrupted; "therefore, let me only hear if

Gauntlet be really lost."

" Lady Lucia," said William with simplicity, " is yet in one

sense right, for poor Gauntlet's ability to remain with me failed.
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I left him on the road, and after that the failure has been on my
side—in a re-union with still older friends, I neglected and forgot

my noble and faithful horse—he is I fear now lost to me."

" Look !" two or three voices exclaimed at once ; and he was

drawn unceremoniously to the window, a little to the side of

which stood the identical animal, tossing his fine mane, and

pawing the earth as if conscious he waited for his master.

" He came last night," said Lord Harrington ;
" but the ladies

charged Quartley with the conduct of tliis surprise."

" He was found with that wicked Mr. Catesby," said little

Elizabeth, shuddering. But before the remarks were ended,

William had thrown open the window, flung himself out of it, and

both his arms around the horse's neck : bestowed a few pats upon

it, and then springing on his back, galloped over the park ; the

•^-^'-.^^

beautiful creature bounding and springing beneath him, as if

conscious of being restored to a willing allegiance.

A little ashamed of his almost involuntary exploit, he delivered

the steed to the admiring yeoman, and entered the room with a

more glowing countenance than the party assembled there had

long seen.

" This is the deepest joy of all," was the half jealous thought

that rose in the breast of one who yet smiled and said nothing.

" De Lacy, my good fellow," said Lord Harrington, striking
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him smartly on the shoulder, " I wish you joy ; and moreover, I

wish that all your losses may be as fully restored, and all your

apprehensions as happily removed: it is a good presage methinks."

The speech was made, out of the hearing of others; and

William, struck by a significancy in the worthy nobleman's

manner, longed for an opportunity of discovering it. This was

offered in the course of the morning, and with much surprise he

found that the princess, who had written almost immediately

after the late occurrences, to her brother Prince Henry, a note,

conclilding with her favourite and pious expression—" If God

be for us, who can be against us ?"—had in a subsequent one

detailed fuller particulars of the danger that had threatened her,

and the manner whereby she escaped them. Alluding to the

ostensible design of the conspirators in getting possession of

her person, she thus expressed herself—" What a queen should

I have been by these means ! I had rather have been with my
father in the parliament-house, than wear his crown on such

terms."

In this was, with Lord Harrington's permission, enclosed to

her father, a touching and urgent appeal on behalf of De Lacy,

to whom, under the providence of God, she ascribed her timely

escape from the abbey, and avoidance of the scene of danger.

The recompense she solicited for him was the restitution of his

father's rank and property—a recompense which, as the king was

really anxious for a better settlement of Ireland, it was deemed

almost certain he would grant.

William had scarcely heard this gratifying communication to

a close, when the usher commanded his attendance in the

Elizabethan apartment. Lord Harrington with a good-natured

smile, nodded to him to obey the royal command, and he repaired

thither accordingly, and found the little princess, in whose

heart were already sown the seeds of all those dispositions that

afterwards rendered her at once so attractive, so glorious, and

so unfortunate—the love of chivalry, of state, of the power of

conferring favours, and kindling military enthusiasm—seated
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with baby dignity on a seat designed to represent a throne, sup-

ported by her maids of honour for the time being, Lady Lucia

Harrington and Lady Edith St. Clare.

The latter, seeming to have yielded against her will to a piece

of merriment for which she had no inclination, stood rather

pensively at her side with her eyes declined ; while the other

royal attendant, fitted in all respects to adorn a court, fulfilled

her part with as much satisfaction as if the whole affair had

been her own contrivance : which indeed, there is good ground

to suppose it was. Its object was to confer the order of

knighthood, which Elizabeth had solicited from her father, on

William de Lacy ; and having resolved that King James should

bestow it by proxy in her little person, she and Lady Lucia had

arranged the whole proceeding.

Informed in a brief address, delivered perhaps with some

assumed stateliness, but with the touching grace, and not devoid

of some of the feeling that characterized Elizabeth, of the

honour designed for him, De Lacy entering into the spirit of

the passing scene, knelt and tendered his sword, with which,

raised in both hands, she performed the ceremony, and then

said—" Arise, Sir William de Lacy ; and now in accordance with

the laws of chivalry which we, albeit they are much disused in

our age, wish to see revived—it is requisite that your liege lady,

to whom you are pledged with heart and hand, should buckle on

the spurs which our meed confers on your deserts : name her,

therefore, that our behests may be fulfilled."

William was caught in an unexpected difficulty ; with some

tact, however, he instantly answered—" Ifmy choice were yet to

be made, where, gracious lady, could I choose so appropriately

as to pledge my fealty to the hand that confers my honours ?"

The child looked in perplexity to Lucia, and, probably

receiving a hint, said—" Thy service shall be accepted, sir

knight, when our need requires ; till then, our higher affairs

causing us in this matter to rule by deputy, we leave thee

to pledge it to our representative ;" and springing from her royal
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seat, the lively child caught Lady Lucia's hand, and both darted

from the , room, leaving the new-made Icnight standing opposite

the rather bewildered lady who was left behind.

A profound silence followed ; a plot, or something like one was

apparent to both, and rather vexatiously felt by both—by Edith,

from causes that may be known without explanation ; by De

Lacy, because he felt his heart and resolution too severely tried

by it. The former would have instantly placed him before his

"liege ladye ;" the latter held him as firmly, yet as secretly as ever,

bound to that lady's father. Thus he stood divided between two

very opposite principles, until Edith with a glowing cheek, and

feelings irritated by one party, and mortified by the other,

so far recovered herself as to rush out of the room, and leave the

knight of the woful figure to conclude the drama alone.

The lively girls who had acted it, were greatly grieved at her

displeasure, and the princess deprecated it almost with tears ;

poor Edith's sprang to her indignant eyes more from mortifica-

tion than displeasure ; and while they were making their peace

with her, De Lacy, unconscious of the effect which his reserve or

apparent coldness had had upon her, turned away from the

deserted apartment with the consciousness in his heart, that

deeper thoughts and weightier cares were there than these light

and happy beings gave him credit for. Half resolving not to

come in contact with them for the rest of the day again, he

hurried away into the recesses of the park, to reflect there at

leisure on public and private matters of interest and anxiety.

Leaving him to an employment, which the reader would

perhaps find a dull one, we shall now look after one subject of

his musings—the much distressed Blanche Cunnyngham.
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CHAPTER L.

HENLIF HALL, AND A FULL AND TRUE ACCOUNT OF ALL THAT TOOK

PLACE THEBE.

At Henlip Hall, the Jesuit Garnet, and Hall, or Oldcorne, were

suffering the deepest anxiety. That the conspirators would at

peril of their souls refrain from implicating them they knew ; but

they knew also that they were too deeply compromised to escape

with impunity, if seized. Their only object, therefore, was

concealment, until the ferment being allayed they might effect

a retreat to the Continent.

In this situation Blanche had found her friend and guide.

Worn and weary, exhausted in mind and person, she sank into

his arms, and could then have willingly breathed out her soul in

peace. But Garnet's first words, almost inaudible from anxiety,

"What tidings, daughter?" aroused her. Short and dreadful

was the tale she told.

" It were time we had left this," said Garnet hurriedly. " I

have escaped equal dangers. Let us disguise ourselves, brother,

and begone while yet we may : the coast once gained, we are

safe. Thou too shalt accompany us, my child ; fain would I

replace thee in the asylum thou didst leave."

" Alas ! father, I cannot. Herbert—where, and how is he ? I

have never inquired after him since we left him."

" Nor need you," said Garnet. " I think his superstitious fears

—I mean the riemnant of his religious impressions—will suffice to

deter him from betraying us ; and that is all I hope or fear

concerning him."

Blanche gazed speechlessly in the face of the man, who in
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the overwhelming sense of personal danger, forgot the guarded

policy that usually guided every word to work the end it was

intended to effect.

A long drawn sigh seemed to breathe a farewell to all her high

and visionary thoughts—to all her cherished ideas of mortal

perfection. Then she said

—

" Father, whatever Herbert Cunnyngham may now be to you,

to me he is a brother—a still beloved one : such in honour or

shame, life or death, he will be."

" Then for him, an incipient traitor, you would renounce the

church and its cause!" Garnet replied, using strong language,

but with the air of one fully convinced of an abhorrent negative

to such a question.

" No ; to the church I have been, and will be, faithful even

unto deathy' Blanche answered, with an awful and deep emphasis

on the last words. " As to its cause in these lands—oh ! father,

had you told me the secret means whereby this was to be

promoted—had you confided
^

" Daughter !" Garnet interrupted with a terrific sternness

—

"what had I to confide? thinkest thou the solemn seal of

confession should be violated?"

" Alas ! alas ! father, not this to me," Blanche rejoined

mournfully, shaking her head with the air of one too well

informed to be satisfied with such a plea.

Garnet was silenced : he knew how perfectly she was acquainted

with the part he had acted, even while she was ignorant of its

specific object, and was sensible she could not be duped with such

statements as would deceive others.

" You have been among heretics, daughter," he rejoined, " and

have learned to despise the authority of the church, because its

cause has not triumphed—because her enemies are powerful."

" And such is your opinion of Blanche Cunnyngham," she

replied, with a look that was reproachful and sorrowful, yet

one of lingering affection and reverence, reluctant to withdraw

the least of their homage from the object which from childhood

they had sacrificed to.

'* No, father," Blanche continued :
" it is you who are irritated
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and altered by misfortune. I am true to the church as ever—it may

—it MUST be right, though its members—its ministers may be

wrong."

Had a peal of thmider burst over the priest's head, It could

not have startled him more than the four last words pronounced

in a mournful, a sweet, yet a decided voice. Blanche Cunnyngham

had found out, and asserted that the ministers of Rome might be

wrong ! Forgetful of policy, of the soft and winning Jesuitry

that usually characterised his manner, the passions of the man

were permitted to overcome the cautious wisdom of the priest;

and while his generally cool eye flashed with a dark and troubled

light, he burst into a low and almost inarticulate utterance of

indignant wrath, which gathering strength like the rising

storm as it found vent, issued forth first in threats, and finally in

actual denunciations on the head of the trembling yet still

mentally firm Blanche.

These were suspended suddenly. The room-door flew open,

and Mrs. Habington rushed in, her features almost convulsed

with terror, crying—" Save them—save them—they are coming !"

" Where is Father Hall ?" said her husband, who was behind

her ; " not a moment is to be lost ; the sheriff" is approaching."

" Who brought the tidings ?" said Garnet in a faltering voice.

In a distracted manner poor Mrs. Habington, who might have

felt herself in some degree the cause of her friends' troubles,

informed them that as she was standing in the court, a youth distin-

guished by his badge as a follower of Lord St. Clare's, rode hastily

into it, and handing her a letter for Mistress Cunnyngham, was

urgent that she should instantly depart from the house, as from

tidings he had gathered upon the road, he imagined the purpose

of the sheriff* was to seize the whole party, and that he was

aware his master would be concerned for that lady's safety.

" We have no time to lose," said Mr. Habington again, " our

reverend friends alone are in danger ; let us conceal them ; the

party cannot be far off*, for this lad says he had some difficulty

in keeping before them. I have ordered him to be detained

—

he may serve us in case of need, as the servant of Lord St.

Clare will not be suspected."
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*' Let us begone," said Garnet ; "but where is the letter ?" Mrs.

Habington extended it towards Blanche, but intercepting it he

tore it open, and glanced at the signature—" De Lacy !" he said

aloud—" there is treachery here—and with thee."

" Nor from him," said Blanche coolly. " If De Lacy knew of

this danger, his letter is probably a warning. She glanced over

it, and saying there was no mention of any thing of the kind,

was about to hand it to Garnet, when her eye fell on the conclud-

ing part, which contained the request already mentioned, and

retaining it, she added her voice to the urgent entreaties of the

host and hostess, that the priests would instantly retreat.

" Let us to our hiding-places, brother," said Hall : " and

Garnet lifting up his pale face, with a look that seemed to say

his mind in the shock of the moment was rather recovering from

its late discomposure, and falling back on its own resources,

said only, "Amen

—

Dominus vohiscum^'' and left the room,

as Blanche, crushing the epistle into her bosom, flew to assist

in the completion of the arrangements which had been pre-

viously begun for their concealment, in the event of a surprise.

The place chosen for this purpose was singular and ingenious.

A sort of artificial mantel-piece was so framed, as to form the

entrance to a place of concealment at the back of what appeared

to be a chimney. A description of it is thus given in a

manuscript of the period — " These chimney concealments

being so strongly formed, having the entrances into them so

curiously covered with brick, mortared and made fast to planks

of wood, and coloured black like the rest of the chimney, that

very diligent inquisition might well have passed without throwing

suspicion on such unsuspicious places. And, whereas, divers

funnels are usually made to chimneys according as they are com-

bined together, and serve for necessary use in several rooms, so

here were some that exceeded common expectation, seemingly

outwardly fit for carrying forth the smoke, but being examined

and seen into, the service was to no such purpose, but only to

lend light and air downward into the concealments where such

as should be inclosed in them at any time should be hidden."
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While the alarmed priests were retiring to their singular

hiding-place, Mrs. Habington was sent to procure provisions for

their support therein ; Mr. Habington was occupied in sundry

precautionary measures and directions to the household, and

Blanche was despatched to the person that brought the tidings,

to inquire into further particulars.

The- page no sooner saw her, than springing from among the

domestics who surrounded him, he threw himself before her, and

entreated to be permitted to depart.

" Let me return to him who sent me hither, lady," he said,

"my noble Master de Lacy will suffer else."

" De Lacy !" said Blanche :
" methought thou wert the servitor

of Lord St. Clare ?"

"I serve the Lady Edith," the boy replied; "but it was to pre-

vent De Lacy from coming to this place, that I was sent hither.**

" But would De Lacy, think you, murmur, were you to rest

awhile here in my behalf?"

Blanche spoke with perhaps greater emphasis than she intended

:

the page looked at her earnestly, and then replied

—

" If I can serve De Lacy by serving you, lady, it is enough.

1 love the Lady Edith well, but my mother's chief deserves my
first service."

" Poor boy !" said Blanche with a sorrowful smile, and speaking

to herself more than to him, " few hearts are like thine—would

that I could, indeed, retain such service—alas ! it would fade

from me soon like all else ; others may possess unsought the

devotion their hearts neither pine for nor understand." Her

murmuring tones were broken in upon by a loud and heart-

thrilling blast at the gate, startling the terrified inhabitants of

Henlip Hall with the intelligence of the arrival of the sheriff"

somewhat sooner than they had anticipated.

While peremptorily demanding admittance in the king's name,

Mr. Habington ascended the gateway, and with great apparent

surprise demanded to know the object of such a visit. It was

instantly proclaimed to be the seizure of the two Jesuits, Henry

Garnet and Hall, otherwise called Oldcorne, guilty of high treason.
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With repeated asseverations Mr. Habington protested his utter

ignorance of the situation of the persons inquired for, and solemnly

protested they were not in his house. To all these declara-

tions Sir Henry Bromley replied, by only requesting he would

prevent the necessity of forcing an entrance by immediately

admitting the officers of justice. This, with renewed assurances

that a search for the fugitive priests in his house would be

quite unavailing, Mr. Habington granted, secretly fearing that the

sheriff's information was too positive to lead him to doubt its

accuracy, and greatly apprehending that his visit to the hall

would not be a hasty one.

It was at this unseasonable juncture, that poor Mrs. Habington

was discovered to have supplied the prisoners only with such

provisions as tend little to satisfy the cravings of appetite ; having

in her haste and confusion chosen only jams, marmalade, and

such articles of luxury rather than of food. The discovery

almost overwhelmed her husband, who, suspecting the sheriff had

derived his information from Mr. Humphrey Lyttleton, who had

been taken at Hagley, to which place he had obtained admission

in the absence of its mistress, was sensible that the party would

in all probability take up their abode in his house for some

time.

He hurried with the distressing intelligence of his wife's

oversight to Blanche Cunnyngham, and instantly proposed the

only plan that suggested itself to him for the preservation of the

unfortunate priests from starvation. It was, that she should

retire to the room adjoining the gallery in which they were con-

cealed, and, getting possession of it before the search commenced,

feign illness, which her looks would well warrant ; and under

this plea have nourishment conveyed to her thither, which by

means of a reed she should convey through a small orifice in the

chimiiey into the passage beyond it, which formed a part of their

hiding-place.

Without an instant's hesitation or thought Blanche flew to the

room assigned her, and hastily put herself into an appearance

suitable to an invalid.
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CHAPTER LI.

THE SCENES AT HEKLIP HALL CONTIKUED.

The lady's illness, however, did not in the least operate as a

check to the entrance of the officers of justice, and even the final

assurance which Mr. Habington had recourse to, that that lady

was the niece of Lord St. Clare—an assertion which the page,

whom he had stationed at the door, corroborated, was received

by Sir Henry Bromley with a smile that told of little faith in

either statement ; and hoping to find that a good motive existed

for his solicitude concerning this room, they hastened abruptly

into it, expecting to find one of the guilty priests acting the part

of the sick lady.

The door was flung widely open, and Sir Henry beheld the

trembling and agonized Blanche. She had sprung into the

centre of the floor, a loose white robe only partially flung around

her, and the rich black hair which she had been hastily disposing

for concealment, flowing in almost wild disarrangement over that

snowy robe. Terror, and indignation at what she considered

an insult, restored to her the air of dignity which the nature of

the scenes she had mingled latterly in had deprived her of ; and

her full opened eyes and upraised face confronted the suspicious

sheriff* with all the reproving power of innocence and truth.

That Mr. Habington's statement had in this instance been

correct, Sir Henry Bromley seemed at once convinced, and a

backward movement was the instantaneous and involuntary effect

of the homage paid to the beautiful and indignant tenant of a

chamber which his nature felt ought to be sacred.
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But, duty cannot yield to sentiment : though the man of

humanity and feeling, in any capacity, may perform it as such ;

and almost as quickly regaining the advancing position he had

lost, the sheriff respectfully apologized for the necessity of

disturbing her in the exercise of his office. A rigid search of

the apartment was made ; and the disappointed men being dis-

missed, their leader stopped at the door, and returning a pace or

two towards Blanche, begged leave to express the surprise and

pain he felt at learning that a relative of Lord St. Clare's had

been placed in a situation so distressing, through, as he concluded,

a visit to friends whose unhappy connection with disaffected

persons had placed them too in circumstances of embarrassment

;

he concluded by requesting to know if she wished, or felt able to

leave the place, and proffered his services to aid her in doing so.

Blanche slightly bowed, and only replied that she wished to

remain with her friends until they were free from trouble.

Another thought crossed her mind ; but the idea of seeking any

favour as a relative of Lord St. Clare's was painful to her.

Poor Blanche, however, had often to submit to mortification

;

and as Sir Henry observed her hesitation, and waited with kind-

ness to hear what she seemed to wish yet dislike to say, she

hastily added, that if her state might claim any consideration, and

if he desired to do her any service, she would request that she

might be allowed the unmolested possession of the apartment she

occupied, to which indisposition, and the state of the house ren-

dered it expedient that she should confine herself. The sheriff

directly awarded the request, and gave orders that no obstacle

should be opposed to whatever attendance she required, nor her

comfort in any degree interfered w ith.

Diligent was the poor page, Ireland, really believing in his

simplicity that alarm and grief had made her ill, in carrying to

her door the various messes which the care of Mr. and Mrs.

Habington provided ; and believing he was serving De Lacy in

waiting upon Blanche Cunnyngham, he gave every proof to Sir

Henry and his men of a faithful and devoted servant waiting

upon a distressed member of his lord's family.
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Numerous, indeed, were the aliments carried to the invalid

—

soups, caudles, and every variety of nourishing but diluted sub-

stance found their way to that room, and was thus conveyed

through the reed to the imprisoned and famishing priests. The

hopes of their beleaguerers might have died away ; but these

were again excited by the voluntary surrender of Owen, Garnet's

faithful servant, and another man named Chambers, who came forth

from their concealment in the wainscotting, where they had only

an apple between them to appease the demands of appetite.

Their appearance confirming still more the belief that the prin-

cipal traitors were secreted somewhere in the same region, the

suspicions of some of the king's party were attracted to the vast

quantity of rich messes constantly carried to the chamber of the

invalid lady ; and these suspicions being communicated to Sir

Henry Bromley, he could not avoid being struck by the same

singular circumstance.

Unwilling to act with any lack of courtesy to Blanche, he felt

considerable difficulty as to his mode of procedure ; and after

some consideration, came to the conclusion, that at once the most

delicate and decisive mode of action would be, to remove all the

inmates of Henlip Hall to his own abode, or to whatever other

habitation they might choose to go, so as to leave that rather

mysterious dwelling to the habitation of his men.

In pursuance of this resolve, he requested the attendance of

Mistress Cunnyngham in an adjoining apartment, and there hastily

informed her of the necessity of her immediate removal with

Mr. and Mrs. Habington from Henlip.

Aghast at the tidings, Blanche nerved herself to resist their

overpowering effect ; and a gleam of hope arising in the effort,

she replied by an inquiry as to whether the sheriff's men would

be then withdrawn.

" They will not," said Sir Henry decisively, and looking steadily

at the outwardly firm and inwardly trembling speaker, " unless,

madam, you will charitably end our unpleasant duty here, by

guiding us to a place where it will be likely to have a more

successful issue."
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" How mean you, sir ?" was Blanche's answer.

" I mean," said the sheriff, " that, strange as it may appear, I

feel persuaded that you are aware of the retreat of the Jesuits

of whom we are in search."

" I am," said Blanche with the same outward firmness, the

same inward sinking of spirit. " I am," she repeated ;
" and if

you will promise me on the honour of a British knight, to with-

draw your men, and leave Mr. and Mrs. Habington here in

undisturbed possession of their own house, I will go with you.'*

" And conduct us truly and faithfully—on the honour of a

British lady—to the retreat of the Jesuit Garnet?" said Sir

Henry, never withdrawing his steady and too cruel gaze.

Blanche cast down her eye-lids : not long enough initiated into

the practices of guilt and its concomitant falsehood, she hesitated,

—^for the soul of man was created upright, and conscience—that

ray of divine emanation, that breath breathed into his nostrils

when he became a living soul, still existed—still exists in all.

Equivocation—the art which fallen nature adopted, and which

we grieve to say her chiu-ch sanctioned—came to Blanche's

aid, and she replied

—

" I will, in the manner you say, conduct you, on such terms as

I have mentioned, to the place that was at a very late period

the retreat of Father Garnet—can we undertake to say that at

the present instant it still is so ?"

" Father Garnet I" said Sir Henry with emphasis ;
" I thank

you, lady ; but tell me, of your goodness, whether to secure your

friendly aid, it be needful to remove hence our men ?"

" Every one of them," said Blanche energetically. " On such

conditions alone do 1 agree to accompany you—every one of

your men are to be withdrawn from this place and neighbour-

hood, and free occupation left to its owners."

The sheriff did not withdraw his steady eye. " Lady," he said

gravely, " pardon the seeming rudeness of my speech, if I tell

you plainly you are playing a dangerous game. Are you not

sensible there are means of extorting information from those

who profess an ability to give it ?"

NO. XII. 2 N
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Blanche trembled, almost visibly : paler she coiild not turn,

but her knees shook beneath her. She was a woman, and all

her womanly feelings caused that shudder at the thought of

what he hinted at. Yet with outward firmness she replied

—

" I have not lived so long in a miserable and guilty world,

without becoming sensible that such means exist, and are in

some cases successful. My sex may excuse me for shrinking

from the prospect you present—I mean that of braving them

;

but if you, sir, refuse to accept the conditions on which I offered

to reveal to you the late retreat of the persons you are in search

of, your honour, sir sheriff, is concerned in taking no other

advantage of the proposal."

" Nor do I at present mean to do so," he answered ;
" but if I do

not, the reason simply is, because, poor lady, in my heart I believe

that thou art still more the deceived than the deceiver : thou art

also the relative of a high-minded and honourable nobleman

—

yet, for thy own sake, more than his, I would fain save thee."

" I pray thee, peace, sh* sheriff," said Blanche proudly :
" I

have not yet sued to thee, or any other for safety."

The sheriff smiled. " Well, lady," he said, " here then our

controversy ends. You will accompany your hosts from this

house, and our future proceedings shall be determined by what

follows."

" I thank you, but I will not go hence," said Blanche.

" I am sorry you oblige me to use the ungracious words

—

you musty^ he answered, and turning as he spoke, cried—" With-

out there—ho 1" Three or four men-at-arms instantly darted

into the room ; and extending his hand he was in the act of

pointing to the despairing Blanche, and giving directions for her

removal, when the stare of the men's eyes caused him to turn

again, and look back towards the place where theirs were fastened.

It was at the fire-place they gazed: the pillars that supported

the mantel-piece moved, the chimney itself seemed to open, and

forth issued Garnet and Hall, the two long looked-for Jesuits.

A shout of exultation was bursting from the ruder portion of

the spectators, but was checked on the threshold of the lip.
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Famished, exhausted, overwhelmed with calamity as he well might

be. Garnet yet came on with a step as composed and equal as

if he trod his own altar floor; an eye as cool, as steady, and

calm as if it held beneath its survey a host of penitents waiting

his priestly absolution.

His cheek was emaciated, and his brow had gathered deeper

lines of care ; but whatever his heart experienced of the feelings

of the man, as he thus surveyed the impatient and triumphing

minions of oifended justice, no external sign of weakness or of

fear lessened the dignity of the priest.

" You seek for me," he said in a weak but steady voice

;

" if so, I am here, to the end that this lady may depart hence in

peace, and with the respect to which she is entitled. She is the

daughter of the late Lord C , and has been my ward from

childhood : her love to me has drawn her into a situation with

the causes and consequences of which she is totally unac-

quainted. My offence against the government consists, as I

conclude, in having heard the confessions of some of those whose

rash designs have ended so fatally. I can acquit this lady of all

knowledge of, or participation in, these designs ; I have never

heard from her lips in the confessional, the slightest allusion to

the plan that has recently been frustrated."

" And whither would you have the lady conveyed, good Master

Garnet ?" the sheriff" demanded with some contempt, suspecting

he was probably anxious to employ her as an emissary.

" To Lord St. Clare," Garnet answered promptly.

" Most assuredly," the other replied, slightly bowing ; " and I

shall see her on her road to his lordship before we depart upon

ours.*'

If Blanche had understood what was now passing, she had

until this moment seemed quite insensible to it. Her hands were

pressed upon her breast ; her head bowed over them, and she

looked as though the bitterness of death with her was well nigh

passed.

As Sir Henry ended his speech, she suddenly extended her

arms, and with a piercing cry, fell upon her knees, clasping those
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of the priest. " Take, oh take me with you!" she exclaimed;

her eyes uplifted in their deep-thrilling agony to his face, which

now for the first time discovered the traces of inward and sorrow-

ful emotion : Garnet's were bent upon her, but their language only

was spoken. Still holding one arm twined round his knees, she

stretched the other towards the sheriff, and reiterated to him

—

" For the love of heaven, take me with you !"

.- lOi^ti

The priest bent until his eyes were hidden upon her head. Had

a tear been left upon the profuse locks beneath them, it had been

a blessed relief to the full fountain of feeling that was never

suffered to burst its bounds. But he spoke as he raised it up,

and repeated in Latin the words of the Redeemer—" Thou canst

not follow me now, but thou shalt follow me afterwards." His

tone was solemn, he paused, and, placing his hand upon her head,

added—" Blanche, thou hast a brother—he now claims all thy

care; for me thou hast done what thou couldst. Would to heaven,

poor child, that thou wast once more within that peaceful refuge

which, perhaps in erring love, I let thee leave. Haste thee

thither again, my daughter ; there is nought for thee to live for

now in this world—live then wholly for another : devote thyself
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to our Lady of mercy

—

ora pro nobis—speed back, poor dove,

to thine ark, for this troubled world will never yield rest to a

foot like that which thou wouldst set upon it—promise me this,

my child.'*

Blanche's pale lips opened and closed, but no sound came

from them ; she gasped, and her choking breath coming forth in

a deep sob, left her power of utterance

—

" Father," she said, " you deemed me, erewhile, proud, pre-

sumptuous, undutiful—am I forgiven ? if not—oh ! forgive, and

bless me, ere I die
!"

Garnet extended his arms—hastily pronounced the benediction

—closed them around her, clasped her in a fatherly embrace to

his breast, and adding in a husky voice— ** Oiu* Lady keep thee

—

paxDomini sit semper vohiscum"—as quicklyremoved the sinking

form into the support of Sir Henry Bromley, and saying to the

guards the emphatic word, " Come," rushed from the room,

tottering beneath the mighty conflict of the mind and debility of

the frame.
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CHAPTER LII.

SCENES OF SORROW ; AND COMFORT THEREIN LADY EDITH ST. CLARE

BECOMES PENITENT.

Very soon after the scene related in the preceding chapter,

Blanche Cunnyngham, mounted on one of the sheriff's powerful

but gentle horses, was on her way to the vicarage of Leamington,

where Garnet, who even in the hour of terror and distress thought

and planned for her still more than for himself, had arranged

with Sir Henry to have her left.

The train that accompained her consisted of a couple of

mounted troopers, who kept at each side, and behind followed

an attendant leading a sumpter-mule, loaded with her mails ;

few and careless were these, unlike to a lady's travelling ward-

robe of the day we write of; but the page who rode beside it,

carried what seemed in the fair traveller's estimation and his

own, the most valuable of her possessions : the appearance of his

charge was somewhat singular—it might pass for an embroidery

frame—he carried it before him on horseback carefully packed

up—he had been told that it was of consequence to De Lacy

and Lady Edith St. Clare, and he would probably only have

relinquished it with his life.

Blanche's escort left her at Leamington: she arrived there

faint, worn, and weary, and the kind vicar wished to delay the

sad intelligence he had to give, until he had sent on the page to

Lord St. Clare, whose presence he hoped would tend to lessen

the shock it would convey. Blanche was not one to be easily

diverted from such a discovery—she soon found out the fact, and

it added the drop, the one little drop, that yet seemed to be

wanting to brim the cup of her misery. Alas ! it seemed to

drain the last from her cup of earthly joy—she had none now

left—she was alone—alone in life.
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The thought, that that gentle and tortured spirit had found

rest, might even still have been soothing to her under the cir-

cumstances that had gathered round her ; but when she remem-

bered that during its transit to immortality, her whole mind and

thoughts had been devoted to one unconnected with her by the

ties of kindred—that her brother, the only son of her mother,

had been well nigh forgotten in the overweening interest she had

felt in the concerns of one who had held over her a deep, despotic,

and spiritual sway—then came regrets she had not anticipated

;

for could Blanche Cunnyngham ever have anticipated awakening

to a consciousness of having ministered too largely to one for

whom in her heart mingled the reverence due to a higher power,

with all the tenderest and deepest sentiments that can be felt

for a father.

Yet nature, now left to itself, awoke these regrets ; for he who

had grown beside her from childhood—her young and beautiful

brother—on whom she had gazed with joy and fondness in their

saddening yet tranquil childhood, he had been left to the charity

of a stranger : strange was the hand that ministered to his need

;

strange the eyes that watched his dying looks ; and keener still

—strange were the consolations of religion administered to his

departing spirit by the Protestant minister, to whom her zealous

friends had carelessly committed him.

These reflections quickly arose in poor Blanche's mind, and

caused there the pang which is felt when a friend is gone

" to that bourne whence no traveller returns ;" and some duty

left undone, some love unrequited, some attention neglected—add

bitterness to grief.

It is perhaps a mercy to suffering humanity, that mental

suffering cannot go beyond a certain extent, without expending

the capabilities of the corporeal frame. Exhausted by fatigue,

anxiety, fear, and sorrow, Blanche sunk into a species of mental

torpor, a state which might resemble that of the condemned

over whom the terrors of death seem to have passed, and the

tortures of fear and suspense to have settled into soul-chilling

certainty—a condition which while alarming to her worthy host.
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was far less distressing to herself; for only a vague sense of

misery and gloom rested over her mind as she lay motionless,

and almost lifeless ; starting at times as with a convulsive spasm,

and then with still closed eyes uttering the word—" Herbert !"

in a tone more full of anguish than she, poor thing, was at the

moment capable of experiencing.

The good vicar—albeit unused to such guests—did not forsake

his new charge ; but with a silent prayer, that his ministry might

be blessed with the same results as attended him in her brother's

case, took his place beside her, and, awaiting with patient gentle-

ness a convenient season, commenced the same soothing strain

of words from holy writ.

Blanche looked up—gazed a moment vacantly in his face

—

started violently as if from a fit of abstraction, and covering hers

with her hands, said—" Hush, hush !"

Mr. Villars mistook the cause of that tone of fear and

warning ; he thought her intellects were failing. Unused to such

scenes, and yet taught by divine example to weep with those

that weep, on this trying occasion he applied to what he believed

was the only infallible resource in time of need—he knelt down

and prayed aloud, yet not with, but for her. Blanche remained

perfectly still until the prayer was ended ; then looking up at

him, she said

—

"You have prayed, good sir; but I did not join in your

prayer : you are kind, you are charitable ; I did not interrupt

you, for however mistaken devotion may be, it should be respected.

Your prayers can do me no good, but if I do not join in them,

they can do me no harm."

" I trust they would not in any case," said the vicar meekly

;

" but wherefore not join in them ?"

"Because we pray to be delivered from all false doctrine,

heresy, and schism. You are of those who pervert men's souls,

and lead them from the faith of their fathers."

" Alas ! dear lady," said the vicar with a sigh, " I humbly

hoped I was of those who would lead them back to the faith of

their fathers. But to you I only thought of bringing that peace
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and comfort which it is in the power of the Gospel to bestow.

I wished not to discuss creeds or forms of faith, being more

desirous at the present to see you possess the power, than to hear

you contend for the form of our holy religion."

The meekness of the pious man touched the proud spirit of

Blanche : she remembered the thrilling and indignant rebuke

that such a speech as hers—or any thing resembling it—would

have called forth from a minister of her own religion ; and she

bent her head abashed before the humility of Christ's minister,

and suffered him, as he rose to retire, to say

—

" Lady, I leave thee to repose—thy spirit pines for rest which

it may not find—^yet even on this wearying earth it is to be known

—but not in forms, in rituals, and observances, wilt thou meet

it ; the Saviour whom we both adore, hath told us where alone

it is to be found : I leave thee to meditate on his words, and

ponder on the invitation offered even to thee : Jesus said—* Come

unto me, all ye that are weary and heavy-laden, and I will give

you rest. Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me, for I am

meek and lowly of heart, and ye shall find rest unto your

souls.'

"

" Rest !" Blanche murmured in her inward heart as he with-

drew—" kest—sweet word—but ah ! it is for the meek and

lowly. Blessed Saviour," she cried aloud, " teach me to learn of

thee !" Even that little prayer, breathed without the intervention

of saint or angel to the one Mediator between God and man,

brought down some degree of the rest to which an aching and

weary heart aspired, a heart that found itself in the day of calamity

without the succour of faith, because in the time of prosperity

its dependence had been on the works of frail and failing nature.

The blessed principle of faith, which, when every human depen-

dency fails, binds the trembling creature of mortality to the

bosom of an incarnate Saviour—one made "like unto the sons of

men ;" very God of very God, yet very man of very man

—

a being wondrously capable of being touched with the feeling

of mortal infirmity—willing to hear its plaint—ready to pity,

while, as God over all, mighty to save !—this principle which
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renders the invisibly-supported believer a mystery in crea-

tion, strong in weakness, and joyful in sorrow, was unknown

to the enthusiastic devotee, who beheld that Saviour through

the mist of so many subordinate intercessory beings, that to her,

the tabernacle of our nature, and the humiliating form of a

servant, brought not that Redeemer nigher to the world he died

to save.

The vicar did not leave his imhappy charge long to her

solitary communings : to minister to a mind diseased, to restore

and calm a frame that was sinking beneath the effects of too

powerful excitements, were offices not unpleasing to him, and for

which he was adapted. He returned to the sufferer attended by

his quiet old housekeeper, and found her in a state that, indeed,

required succour ; hers was a case unlike those he was usually

called to attend upon ; and both himself and his skilful attendant

were in some perplexity how to treat it, when a carriage stopped

at the vicarage door, and with an exclamation of delight he

hastened away to receive the visitors.

A minute afterwards the door was gently opened, and Lady

Edith St. Clare entered the room. Her mourning garb, the air

ofsorrow and of deep timidity

almost amounting to fear, that

marked her whole appearance,

at once conciliated the proud

heart that would have shrunk

at such a tim6 from receiving

a visit of pity or condescen-

sion, yet at the moment owned

the natural yearning to rest

^ its throbbing anguish on that

of a tender female. Edith at

that instant was to her a wo-

man, and therefore a sister

—

to rest her head upon a kin-

dred breast was a prospect

of soft relief. Blanche extended her arms with a murmur like
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that of a child long parted from its mother's, and was instantly

encircled in those of her cousin, who throwing them around her,

knelt down on the floor before her, and hid her timid and tear-

covered face in her bosom. Blanche bent over her from her

seat; her black hair enveloped the fair head beneath her on

which her slow and heavy tears fell drop by drop, with a

distinctness that might tell of the depth of the source whence

this mitigation of mental agony had drawn them.

Lord St. Clare, with De Lacy, who had requested, and been

granted leave to accompany the party, had remained a little

behind, but now came to the open door where they stood unnoticed.

The latter directly comprehended that the two sorrowful girls

would be far better pleased to be left alone, and therefore made

a signal to the vicar, who much affected, gazed alternately at

the new visitors and at the beautiful yet most distressing sight

before them.

Understanding De Lacy's meaning he approached him, and

they all quietly withdrew. Lord St. Clare obeyed the movement

mechanically, but in gaining the passage, appeared to recover

his recollection, and putting his handkerchief to his face walked

forward, observing that it was better to leave them alone.

" How came you to be the first to think that this was our most

delicate and wisest course, William ?" said the vicar, a kindly

smile gleaming through the tear that dimmed his eye.

Lord St. Clare turned, and looked at the young man, with

something more than complacency ; it was a look that almost

indicated a revival of old affection, and prevented the necessity

of his reply by answering the question himself with the remark,

that they were on many occasions indebted to the same thought-

fulness and feeling that had now guided their movements.

An hour or more passed away, and no summons reaching

them from the ladies they had left alone, they remembered that

one of them at least might yet be ignorant of their visit ; and

accordingly the vicar was requested to usher his guests back to

the room they had left. Great was the surprise of both gentlemen

on entering the door he opened for thehi.
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Blanche and Edith were seated in calmness side by side before

a table : the arm of the former was languidly lying round the

neck of the latter, and the pure white of the hand was contrasted

with the mourning garb over which it hung ; her eyes were

fastened on some object before her, while those of her cousin

were cast down, and her cheek was no longer so pale ; her arm

tenderly passed round the waist of the exhausted and suffering

Blanche, seemed scarcely equal to support the almost death-

like form that drooped beside her.

That Blanche had been making some exertion which her own

circumstances would not have called forth, De Lacy was directly

convinced ; and his heart throbbed high in his breast when

looking over the others, he perceived the subject of their inspec-

tion, and consequently of their recent discourse—the picture he

had surprised Blanche at work upon in London ; the effect, in

part at least, of her own vivid imagination, which had aided the

pencil in powerfully representing to other eyes that which only

her own had witnessed. There was, however, too strong a

resemblance in the figure, not at once to declare who it was meant

for ; and Lady Edith blushed deeply, and even hastily attempted

to move from before it, when the original stood opposite to

them, and certainly showed by his countenance that he was not

now in the same state of unconsciousness as that in which

Blanche's beautiful art had depicted him.

He saw at once her purpose in this, and if ever the heart of

a human being was deeply and truly grateful to another, his was

to the generous woman^ who, when oppressed by trials that had

crushed her to the earth, had not forgotten in them his interests

and wishes.

The eyes that after a hasty glance to the downcast face beside

her, rested on her alone, spoke so much of this feeling, so much

interest and even affection were expressed in them, that the

nature of the source from whence these regards proceeded, might

easily be mistaken by mere lookers-on.

Lord St. Clare was struck by them ; and, such is the perversity

of men's minds, he experienced at that moment something like
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a pang of regret, at believing his own conjecture was right, that

his own gentle girl was no longer the object of De Lacy's

aspiration, but that her place was usurped by her strangely

fascinating cousin—a change which in prospect would have

given his lordship satisfaction and relief, but when in his opinion

actually accomplished, gave him at least some temporary pain.

He looked with a degree of parental anxiety at his fair child,

and saw only an air of timid joy diffused over her embarrassed

and agitated face ; and unable to solve the mystery in which he

was still involved, he banished De Lacy and Edith from his

thought, and drew closer to his niece, who after an effort to

rise to meet him, had been obliged to retain her seat.

He saluted her with an air of affectionate and deep sadness,

in which no reproach could be seen to mingle. Indeed, opposed

as were the principles of the high-minded nobleman to the con-

duct of the unhappy Cunnynghams, the recollection of their

parents, of their own early days and subsequent history, was

sufficient to change in his breast every sentiment of reproof

or aversion into sorrow, compassion, and even tenderness.

While, in a voice almost inarticulate from emotion, he addressed

himself to Blanche, De Lacy, whose attention was thus withdrawn

from her, remained standing opposite to Lady Edith ; and as

a natural consequence of such a position, their eyes soon met,

and a smile partaking perhaps a little of the nature of a happy

triumph, beamed up in his on the occasion.

There was no smile in hers, but whatever else was there it

brought him instantly to her side, and she said in a low and

faltering tone the very simple words—" Can you ever forgive

me?"

William felt himself just in the predicament every one does

who wishes to say a great deal more than can be said ; he was

therefore, we must suppose, obliged to make an answer that was

either very common-place, or very much out of place, and hence

his biographer has not recorded it.

This little episode was terminated by the dulcet tones of
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Blanche's voice, firmly and more audibly replying to her uncle

—

" My lord, I thank you ; but cannot avail myself of your

liberal offers : I feel unable at present to leave this house, pro-

vided that my kind and reverend host will permit me to trespass

a little longer on his charity. When I leave this, my destina-

tion is fixed; the duty that should have awaited me here has

been performed for me—kind, yet stranger hands have closed the

eyes of my " A deep sob filled up the sentence ; and a

pause ensued.

Blanche exerted herself, and was the first to break it.

" Another duty, my lord, remains for me to perform in this

place ; and let me say that your concern for my welfare, makes

me more anxious to perform it. It is to restore to you a true

and valuable friend, of whom, had I been the mifortunate means

of in any way depriving you, it would have added to my grief

—

perhaps enhanced the penalty due to my errors."

Two of the party present knew who the friend referred to was,

and were aware of the sequel to her speech ; but the vicar, and

Lord St. Clare, looked into each other's eyes all the surprise

and anxiety they experienced.

" I have acquainted Lady Edith," Blanche continued, " with

all the circumstances to which this picture refers. I would willingly

depute to her the recapitulation of them, but"—she paused for a

moment, and then added—" she might not perhaps do full justice

to the subject. De Lacy "

Blanche turned to him in saying his name, but no sooner beheld

his countenance, than all the history of her brief sojourn in her

native land, from their meeting at Leamington, to the last dreadful

scene in which he had mingled, rushed back upon her—it was

too much—her strength already exerted beyond its powers, gave

way, and covering her face with her extended hands she uttered

a low and mournful groan, and dropped from her seat.

Lord St. Clare looked like one as much stricken by grief or

terror; De Lacy assisted, or rather impeded, by Lady Edith,

restored Blanche to the couch she had left, and a few words were
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whispered to his fair assistant in doing so. An impatient wave

of her hand was the only reply he got ; and its movement sent

all the gentlemen from the room, and the cousins were left again

alone together.

" Now then, dear Blanche," said Edith, resting that mournful

head on her arm, " do you repose in quietness, and I will watch

by you, nor suffer you to be again disturbed."

" Are they gone ?" Blanche without unclosing her eyes languidly

demanded. " Go you also, Edith, I would be alone, and take

that," pointing to the portrait, " with you—it is yours—^it has been,

at least for some time—it has been intended for you."

" For me ?" said Edith, deeply colouring. " Oh ! no, I could

not think of taking that. At least I should not like any one to

know I had it."

" Well, it shall be sent to your father—you must tell him the

story, which after all I have failed to relate ; and then, sweet

Edith, you may I hope soon cease to care who knows your

possession of the piece that represents it."

This speech from Blanche did not altogether tranquillize her

cousin's emotion ; but she bent down, and for her sole reply

imprinted a kiss on her cold, pale cheek.

Blanche pressed her hand, and murmured the little word—" go."

" I cannot leave you," said Edith—" do not, I entreat you,

desire me to do so ; if you will not accompany us I must stay

with you."

Blanche was silent for a short time ; what thoughts kept her

so it might not be easy to tell : affection, once despised and

slighted, might now seem, when it was not available, soft and

precious to her.

" Sweet cousin, no," she murmured, drawing her hand to her

lips. " I have caused much pain and loss to onewho acted as nobly,

faithfully, and generously to me as he did, I believe, to all others.

I will not add to the debt I already owe him by depriving him

again of your society almost as soon as he is restored to it."
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" You must mean Sir William de Lacy,'' said Edith in a tone

of surprise ; " but how "

" Why that title ?'* said Blanche interrupting her, and opening

her large eyes as she spoke, lifted them to her face.

Lady Edith briefly acquainted her with his restoration to his

father's rights ; and a gleam of pleasure brightened for a

moment the sorrow-stricken countenance of poor Blanche

Cunnyngham. Edith looked upon it, and in a deprecating

manner added

—

" Indeed, cousin, you must be very much mistaken in some

impressions you seem to have adopted—especially as to any

motives that would influence you against allowing me to be

here. I believe—that is I think—I am almost sure, that William

de Lacy thinks more of you than he ever will of me."

Blanche again unclosed her eyes, and fixing them on the face

of the timid, embarrassed speaker, ejaculated in a thrilling

tone

—

" Thinks of me ! Oh yes ! he does, he will think of me ! But

such thoughts will never mar your happiness, Edith. De Lacy

will think of me : in years to come, when he is happy, honoured,

blessed in the enjoyment of the hopes of this life, and of a

better one—he will think of me ; but how ? If some fond visionary

girl be his, whose heart is a well-spring of deep feeling and

imaginary thoughts, he may think and speak of me—but it will

be when pointing her to Blanche Cunnyngham as to the beacon

that should warn ofl* the misdirected bark, that with full-spread

sails is proudly and swiftly steering straight to destruction."

" Oh! speak not thus, Blanche, dearest Blanche!" cried Edith;

" abandon not thus your heart to regrets : come to us—live with

us, and we will, if a God of mercy aid our efforts, make you

happy again."

" Again !" Blanche repeated with deep emphasis—" happiness

has ever been a futurity to me. I lost all when I thought to

find it."
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A brief silence ensued, the sufferer was the first to break it.

" Edith/' she said, " you must leave me now : I have much to

think of; something to resolve upon. A life of stillness, seclu-

sion, solitude, is before me—of prayer and penance too," she

added with a shudder—" for others and myself. This weary heart

pines for repose, but it will be long ere that is obtained.'*

" Oh ! seek it," said Edith, weeping again, " in the love of

God—the Father of the desolate and oppressed : seek repose in

the sympathizing love of Him who bore our griefs and carried

our sorrows, who died to redeem us from the misery of sorrow,

by redeeming us from the alienation of sin."

" I trust so to seek it," Blanche replied in a composed voice

:

" this is now all my expectation, and all my desire ; alas ! per-

haps because it is all my resource."

" Do not upbraid and torture yourself thus, dearest, dearest

Blanche," cried Edith, throwing her arms around her neck.

" Cease, I beseech you, these self-reproaches ; and look on the

future with other eyes : there is happiness yet before us—before

you, sweet cousin, if you turn not from it."

Blanche closed her eye-lids, and a faint movement of her

hand, together with that expressive action, was her silent,'and it

seemed negative reply.

" We may err," Edith continued affectionately to urge, " we

may even fall victims to our own earthly affections and passions,

but we can never err too deeply—never fall too low, for the love

of God to reach and raise us."

Blanche drew down to hers the tearful and winning face that

hung over her, and kissing the lips from whence these words

of kindness issued, faintly repeated her desire to be left alone,

and obtained from Edith a promise that she would return with her

father and De Lacy to the abbey, on condition that Blanche

agreed not to leave the vicarage without seeing them again.

When left alone the recollection of Lady Edith's hint respecting

the sentiments which the latter gentleman might entertain for

herself, occurred to Blanche, and combined with some expressions

NO. XII. 2 o
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in his letter, conveyed to her the idea that an erroneous impres-

sion might really exist in Edith St. Clare's mind on the subject.

The thought was painful to Blanche; and always anxious to

cast aside any cause of mental uneasiness, she hastily rose up,

and observing one of the servants who had attended the carriage

waiting outside the window, she wrote a few lines on a scrap of

paper, and partly opening the casement handed it to him, desiring

the man, as she did not wish Lord St. Clare or De Lacy to see

it, or perhaps observe poor Edith's countenance when perusing

it, to give it to his lady when he got to Coombe Abbey.

Relieved by this act, and exhausted by recent exertion, Blanche's

worn-out mind and frame sunk into deep repose ; and sleep, that

blessed balm of suffering humanity, brought an oblivion to her

many griefs.
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CHAPTER LIII.

SADDENING RETBOSPECTIONS, AND HAPPY ANTICIPATIONS AN AMBASSADRESS

EXTRAORDINARY APPEARS AT COOMBE ABBEY.

The day that followed this visit of our party to Leamington-

priors was, although the season approached mid-winter, a lovely

and gladdening one.

The sun rested brightly on the smooth short grass of the park

and pleasure-grounds around Coombe Abbey ; and tinged with

a brightness that made their decay perhaps more apparent, the

brown leaves that still clung to the branches they once adorned.

All was gladness around that pleasant abode, save in some human

hearts wherein outward joy seemed to bring more vividly to view

pictures of inward desolation.

The tomb that had closed so quickly over the young, the

tender, and the sensitive heart ; over the brave, the manful, and

passionate sons of error and misguided zeal—the dreary prison-

cells that for a brief space entombed in their miserable con-

sciousness of life some naturally noble and honourable beings,

left there to awaken from the fantasy of a bewildering dream, to

a sense of guilt, shame, and ruin—the bed of languor where

mental anguish overpast bodily infirmity; where the young and

beautiful, the high-minded and devoted, lay, like the wreck of the

bark she had herself described, foundered on the rocks of a dan-

gerous world : all these pictures, in dark relief to the scenes around

them, dwelt in the minds of some of the guests of that noble

mansion.

Lady Edith St. Clare sat in a little alcove among these grounds,

and found herself only in a mood for silence, or for prayer.
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Her father occupied a garden seat at some distance and with-

drawn from her observation ; his arm rested on its elbow, his

figure and head were thrown back, but his eyes were declined,

and a look of sadness was blent with deep reflection.

The rest of the party were scattered through the pleasure-

grounds and gardens, enjoying the loveliness of the day.

A step so soft in its springing lightness as scarcely to bend

the grass it trod on, drew near the thoughtful nobleman ; and

the sweet childish accent of the princess reached his ear before

its sound

—

" My Lord St. Clare, I come to crave a favour," she said.

His lordship arose with a start from his seat, and bowing

deeply, replied that her highness conferred a favour on him by

asking one.

*' Say you so in sincerity, my lord ?" replied Elizabeth ; " or

are these but the words of courtesy ?"

"Of truth," he answered; "for I cannot think your royal

highness would ask a boon which it must not be a privilege to

a subject to accord to the daughter of his sovereign.'*

Elizabethbowed gracefully, and with more animation continued

—

" And the boon I have to crave is a very small one, my lord,

and so I may indeed be sure it will give you pleasure to accord

it. It is only that you will give our good friend, Sir William

de Lacy, your permission to marry Lady Edith St. Clare."

The astonishment depicted on his lordship's countenance was

unobserved by the simple speaker, who in childish timidity kept

her eyes fixed on the grass before her.

" Your highness is very gracious," he said at length, endeavour-

ing to master the sentiments of displeasure that were rising in

his breast. " But the esteem I wish to maintain for Sir William

must incline me to think he cannot desire to have your boon

accorded, else he would assuredly seek it for himself in his own

person, instead of employing such an ambassadress."

" Oh ! he did not ask me to do this," cried the little princess

eagerly—" he knows nothing about it yet, I am sure, nor even

my Lady Harrington ; for I thought I would surprise them alt
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and sweet Lady Edith too, when I had made my request to

your lordship. It was Lady Lucia told us that Sir William

wished very much to marry Lady Edith St. Clare, but could not,

because you would not give him your leave, and he had pro-

mised you not to ask hers. And so, my lord, as I owe that

brave gentleman so much, I thought I would present my petition

on his behalf."

" Lady Elizabeth,'* said Lord St. Clare, in spite of himself,

partly smiling at the sweet child's simplicity, " when a few more

years shall have lent you the aid of their experience, you will

not perhaps wonder that I hesitated to grant your rather singu-

lar favour, until De Lacy himself should sue it from me."

" Oh ! thank you, thank you, my lord," cried Elizabeth,

starting with a bound from the spot she stood on ; and some of

her words, few as they were, were borne back to the motion-

less and wondering nobleman, as she flew off to find Lady

Harrington, to whom with artless glee she related what she

had been about.

Uncertain whether to sully her gladness with an air of reproof,

or to commend the open, frank, and happy spirit of her royal and

cherished charge, a spirit that ever caused her to find happiness

in diffusing the same, Lady Harrington prudently adopted a

medium course ; and assuming an air of reserve, smiled fondly

upon her, and enjoined her to take no further step in this affair

of Sir William's.

The conversation that had passed between the royal child and

Lord St. Clare, was communicated without a moment's delay by

Lord Harrington to De Lacy, who was fortunately assisting

Lady Lucia in the disposal of a parterre.

He was plunged into no little trepidation by what appeared

to him to be the princess's rashness, and with a rather disordered

manner, he broke away from his late kind patron, and, without

attending to his advice or directions, hastened in search of the

formidable nobleman, as if under the impression that he could

manage the present crisis in his affairs better for himself than

any one else could. He found his lordship still sitting where
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the little princess had left him, perhaps still ruminating on her

strange request. But when De Lacy stood before Lord St.

Clare, a struggle was requisite before his manly mind could

regain its firmness : so deeply did he feel all that depended on

that moment.

The effort over, he spoke with some degree of agitation, but

with frank brevity.

" My lord, I have this instant heard with no little surprise of

what her royal highness has volunteered on my account. This

scroll will inform your lordship of the manner in which she

gained possession of a circumstance in my life which might

otherwise have never been known. You will remember, that

my Lord Harrington's servant attended us to Leamington ; your

niece delivered this paper to him supposing him to be your

attendant, with a charge to deliver it to his lady on reaching

the abbey. The consequence was that not being addressed to

any one, it reached Lady Harrington, who finding it referred to

me, and not being at all able to comprehend why it should be

sent to her, spoke to me on the subject of it. Desirous no

longer to maintain a degree of mystery which has already acted to

my prejudice, I candidly repeated to her ladyship the relation of

my former life—its changes; the hopes I had rashly cherished, their

disappointment—perhaps, I ought to wish I were able to add

their renunciation, for they were presumptuous and unwarrantable.

I told her, however, of their disappointment from you—you to

whom I owed so much—and of the resolution I had made, and

should ever adhere to—never by any act or word of mine,

however these might appear to tend to my own happiness, to

inflict a pang on your parental heart. It was this circumstance

that came in some way to the knowledge of the princess, and

led her to address you as she did."

The scroll he handed Lord St. Clare was the same Blanche

had penned, with a view to enlighten her cousin as to De Lacy's

sentiments : it ran as follows

—

" Even from boyhood the heart of De Lacy has been devoted

to Edith St. Clare ; let her not cast away a treasure the world
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can never restore her—the tried and faithful heart ofan honourable

and devoted man.—B. C."

" My daughter, then, has received this billet ?" said Lord St.

Clare, slightly colouring.

" Lady Harrington, I think I told your lordship," said William

coolly, " received it in mistake."

" But why did she not give it to her for whom it was intended."

" Her ladyship thought it was intended for herself, in the first

instance," said William, and colouring more highly than his lord-

ship had done, added, " and she thought its object was to procure

her interference : with this impression, 1 am happy to say, I was

first consulted, and though I perceived the mistake that had

arisen, and discerned Mistress Cunnyngham's kind intention, I

own, my lord, I thought it useless, or worse, to inflict on Lady

Edith the pain of being in possession of a secret of which it

was long before I observed her ignorance, and which without

her father's approbation could never tend to promote our hap-

piness.*'

" De Lacy," said Lord St. Clare hastily, " when a boy I looked

on you as a son. In some instances I may have wronged you—in

others you yourself must, approve my conduct ; I now approve of

yours, and so far as I am concerned, I am willing, and shall be

happy to regard you as such again ; but," he added, as William in

almost trembling rapture grasped his hand, " remember though you

have not made her consent independent of mine, mine must not be

independent of Edith's ; my child must not be a cypher in such

an affair, and I own to you I have already sometimes feared her

affections are engaged."

" Heaven forbid," cried William, growing pale as the vision of

Herbert Cunnyngham, and her grief for him rose before him

;

and without another word he turned away and ran towards the

alcove where he knew the subject of their conversation was still

sitting.

" What is the matter ? any new misfortune ?" said Edith,

looking at his disturbed countenance as he hurriedly sat down

beside her.
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" I cannot tell—at least you must decide whether what has

just occurred is to be a misfortune to me, or the very greatest

earthly good that heaven could bestow. You must decide this,

and quickly. Lady Edith, for every moment is now torturing.

Do you remember the day I parted from you so many years ago

at the wicket gate in Compton Revel park ?"

" Remember ? oh yes
!"

** And the question, I said I could not perhaps ever answer ?"

" As to why you would wish to be the owner of Cubbington

Grange ; oh ! that was a childish nonsense of mine—you need not

recall it now," Edith answered, blushing deeply as she recollected

how often she had recalled it to herself.

" Yes, 1 must recall, or rather I may now speak of what has

never been banished from my recollection ; for it is now in my

power to tell you, and you must answer me. Lady Edith. Cub-

bington Grange will, I fear, again be mine : that and all other of

my possessions I am now permitted by your father to offer you

—

but these, Edith, are all I have to offer, for I scarcely know a

time when the heart, that in other cases should be tendered with

them, was not already yours. Answer me now, and quickly, for

though misfortune has so long been my mistress, hope and hap-

piness have too recently dawned upon me to suffer me to endure

this suspense with even a show of firmness. Edith, tell me."

'* What am 1 to tell you r" said Lady Edith, looking up while

a smile beamed in her tearful eyes. " You offer me much, and I

have nothing to offer in return."

" Nothing, Edith !" said De Lacy, whose tremors were cer-

tainly what perhaps few would experience at such a crisis ; but

true love is ever doubtful, and relaxing his grasp of the hand he

held, added—" Your father then was right when he said he feared

you had already bestowed the heart which was all I ever anxiously

hoped for upon earth."

" Alas ! I fear so," said Edith, dropping her eyes ; " for I, too,

scarcely know a time when it was not already yours."

"And ever, ever, ever shall the blessed gift be cherished," he

murmured, " until tne spirit returns to Him who gave it."
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The dinner hour had passed away at the abbey ere SirWilliam

and Lady Edith St. Clare, who had strolled far into the park, and

were of course enjoying the loveliness of the day, made their appear-

ance there again. And the former had forgotten to return to

Lord St. Clare and acquaint him with the result of his mission to

the alcove.

Although it is probable his lordship was pretty well satisfied

on that point, he met the truants before they entered the banquet-

room, from which the company had not yet dispersed ; and they,

in the obedient fashion of the olden time, knelt before him for a

father's blessing.

" Bless you—heaven with its best blessings bless you both, my

children," he said, with much emotion, and a tear fell on the

fair head, round which the rich sunbeam streamed from the

coloured window, as he bent over it, and raising his lovely girl

for a minute to his breast he resigned her to De Lacy's.
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CHAPTER LIV.

THE SCENE CLOSES ON COOMBE ABBEY.

And now at Cooinbe Abbey "all goes joyful as a marriage-bell
:"

but we must turn from it, leaving its joyous princess and Lady

Lucia to congratulate each other and their friends on the suc-

cessful issue of their manoeuvres to accomplish an event which in

all probability would by some means or other have been accom-

plished without their aid.

The day after the happy betrothment just recorded, Lord St.

Clare and his daughter were to return to Compton Revel, and

De Lacy pleaded so pathetically for leave to accompany them

there, that under existing circumstances the petition was granted,

more especially as it was hoped that his presence might contri-

bute to his lordship's desire of getting Blanche Cunnyngham to

visit it.

With full, yet not unhappy hearts they returned together to

the place that had witnessed many of their early joys and later

trials; and who that has ever known the conflict of pure and

honourable feeling with interest or passion, and come off after a

protracted struggle a triumphant victor, but can enter into the

sensations with which William de Lacy pointed out to his early

and only love the little gate that had been the scene of his part-

ing and honourable conflict ?

Almost directly after reaching Compton Revel our party left

it again for Leamington, where Blanche Cunnyngham continued

still too much indisposed to undertake a journey, and still under

the powerful influence of feelings that rendered the thought of

an abode at the first-mentioned place most repugnant to her.
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The state of weakness to which recent excitement and

fatigue had reduced her, prevented her from seeing the whole

party of her visitors at once, and Lord St. Clare and his daughter

were shown to the apartment where she reclined on the very

simple couch it afforded ; while De Lacy remained with the good

vicar occupying the time in joyfully relating the good tidings

concerning himself, and anxious to hear from him tidings of a

different nature indeed, yet in one sense equally good respecting

his distressed guest.

It was satisfactory to him to learn that Blanche was calmer,

more resigned, and more willing to listen to the voice of reason

and piety, and to see the errors in which she had been enveloped,

and the fatal tendency of that controlling spell which had, almost

throughout their lives, been wound around her, and her unhappy

though not less blamable brother.

The contrast of her situation with his own, and that of his beloved

Edith's, was strong in De Lacy's mind. It is said that the con-

sciousness of the sufferings of others enhances our own sense of

enjoyment ; however this may be, William repressed the feelings

of triumph that had arisen in his breast, on first meeting the

vicar, as if their existence were a sin against poor Blanche : the

speech he had been making closed with a sigh, and he remarked

that if their present situation were different, the circumstances in

which they had been placed, and of which man is said to be the

creature, were different also.

" Yet few young men, William," said the vicar, " have been

placed in circumstances more trying to integrity and sound

principle than you have been."

" I know it, reverend sir," said De Lacy, " and it would be

unjust to you to deny it; for to the benefit of your early instruc-

tions, of the religious principles you instilled, I owe, under the

blessing of heaven, my safety in a course which has been alto-

gether a perilous one. Left to seek my own fortune in the world,

turned almost adrift on society, without a relative and with

scarcely a social tie to bind me, few persons have, perhaps, been

thrown into circumstances more calculated to conduct men into a
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wild and turbulent course ; and in the cruelty of my poor father's

fate, and the unjust alienation of my paternal rights, I had,

heaven knows, far greater cause for complaint than the children

of Lord C could ever have ; for my father was not a traitor."

The last words were spoken firmly, and the vicar laying a hand

on his young friend's shoulder, was about to utter one of his

favourite scriptural precepts which had been his usual mode of

reproof, or admonition to the passionate boy in former days,

when the door was opened by Lady Edith, who came as her

father's messenger to say that her cousin now wished to see De
Lacy, and that Lord St. Clare would remain with Blanche until

the summons was obeyed.

De Lacy had risen on her appearance, and without either

replying to the message, or acting upon it, took her hand in his,

and leading her towards Mr. Villars, said with a smile that was

less grave than his words,

" Your former pupils, reverend sir, pray you to beseech God's

holy blessing to rest upon the future lives of those who through

his grace and your pious instructions have been enabled so far

to pass the snares of this troublesome world."

With a blush and a sigh Edith instantly knelt beside him, ss he

put his knee on the ground, and the good man extended his arms

over their heads, and in a brief but fervent and affecting prayer,

commended them both, with all their present hopes and future

prospects, to the love and guidance of the God he served. Before

it was ended, he saw, for Edith had left the door open, that

there were other witnesses of that scene : De Lacy and Edith

had their back to it, but the vicar saw that Blanche, who with an

involuntary dread of her uncle's society, unfortunately implanted

in her mind in childhood, had thought the instants long that left

her alone with him, came to the door supported upon his arm.

Unconscious of their presence De Lacy arose, and his arm

encircled the form beside him, that trembled more with happiness

than from any other cause, as he assisted her to rise ; and that

arm in the sight of one who was of both the ghostly father,

drew her closer to the heart that with reverence almost as deep
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as if he stood before the altar, again ratified its true and

sacred vow.

Strange was the mixture of emotion with which Blanche Cun-

nyngham listened to the pastor's benedictory prayer ! Strange,

too, the sensations with which she beheld the countenance of her

gentle cousin ; the glowing and enraptured one of her betrothed,

as they arose from before him ! Strange is it to the feeling, fond,

imaginative heart to see before it the realization in the case of

others of all its own silent and secret aspirations, and to feel

itself left desolate, while those, perhaps, it proudly thought pos-

sessed not half its capabilities, are full to overflowing.

But Mr. Villars testified at length his knowledge of the pre-

sence of his other .guests, and De Lacy leaving Lady Edith at

liberty to walk to the window, hastily turned to them. Blanche

extended her hand ; a half-uttered congratulation died away

in a scarcely suppressed groan, and he assisted Lord St. Clare in

bringing her back to the room she had imprudently left.

When, in compliance with her desire, left alone with him, a long

and earnest discourse ensued. She listened with deep interest to

all he had to say ; she joined in good wishes and prayers for his

happiness and that of his beloved one; but there was all the

time a strange sensation at her heart ; a gasping, aching pain that

spoke at times in her countenance, and said a heart formed for

deep and exalted happiness, capable of exquisite enjoyment or

misery, had searched too widely for that pearl of price which is

hid in small space, had aimed too high and dived too deep, and

lost for ever and ever the prize it sought.

Then she turned, or rather was turned by him to the subject of

herself, her plans and prospects ; and De Lacy found with concern

and anxiety that her present object was to get admission to

Garnet in his confinement, in the hope of soothing its horrors,

or at least of sharing his friendship to the last.

She thought Lord St. Clare's influence might effect her purpose

;

but she found him so opposed to it that she had broken off" the

conversation, and now applied to William for advice.

Most seriously did he urge her no longer to implicate her fate
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in that of the unhappy and misguided men, amongst whom she

had been so strangely and ahnost involuntarily associated.

That fate is now a matter of history, too remote and well

known to be dwelt on at length in our narrative. Sir Everard

Digby's letters, some of which had reached Blanche, announced

his deep regret and surprise at finding that considered a crime

which he had thought would be deemed a virtuous and pious

enterprise ; and De Lacy from these letters hesitated not to show

Blanche, that though the writer was anxious not to implicate

them, the guidance of the ministers of their religion was necessary

to induce such men as Sir Everard and others to enter into»

and consider as sanctioned, a plot so base and criminal.

Blanche yielded to his arguments, so far, especially, as they

concerned her attempted intercourse with the Jesuit : she con-

fessed to a change in her own views ; and an unwillingness to

have her name brought forward, or any discredit cast upon her

uncle. This was more than he had hoped for ; but finding so

much gained, he proceeded to urge far more. Taking her cold

hand in his he thus spoke

—

" Blanche, shortly, I trust very shortly, I shall be your cousin

—a relationship that with you ranks almost as that of brother

—

let me exert its claims beforehand; trust to the brotherly regard

I feel for you—and oh! be guided I beseech you by it. No
longer expose yourself willingly to sorrow ; nor suffer so much

that is lovely and estimable to be flung away, or even made the

source of acuter anguish to your own heart—a heart that aims

nobly, but yields to feeling instead of being guided by principle

—that wings itself the dart by which it is pierced. Come to

us, Blanche, I entreat you—-live with us. My Edith, when

indeed she is mine, will make you happy ; need I say your hap-

piness will rank next to hers in my constant consideration—with

us you will at least be in safety from the perils that have hitherto

beset you."

He paused, and Blanche too was silent, but her silence

seemed to him to proceed from her full conviction that he was

already perfectly aware of the inutility of his proposal. He
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therefore tried another strain. There are minds which in the

depth of their own unhappiness can only experience relief by the

possibility of promoting the happiness of others. Such a state

of mind De Lacy believed hers to be, and he accordingly

expressed himself as follows—

r

" The sudden and unlooked-for change," he said, " that has

taken place in my own prospects and fortunes, has perhaps been

too recent and too strange to allow my mind to attain that

assurance of happiness which I know I ought to possess. I

sometimes fear that my manner may correspond to the doubting

state of my mind, and appear to declare me far more insensible

than I really am to the blessedness of my lot. The only earthly

hope that I ever anxiously cherished—the hope that sustained

me through a trying course, when it had apparently nothing to

sustain itself, and existed as a settled, abiding principle in my
breast—^for the existence of which I have cause to be thankful

—

has been in a most singular manner almost realized, and as its

realization approaches, I am more tremblingly alive to doubt

and fear : I have been so long the sport of apparent accident

and mischance, that I fancy the cup that has been so fiUed for

me must even yet be dashed from my lips."

" Nay, nay," said Blanche, uplifting her hand against him, but

averting her face as she spoke ; "it is ungrateful to a good Provi-

dence thus to speak. Fear not, De Lacy, every good will be yours."

" But is it wrong, sweet monitor," he answered smiling, " to

wish that the good which I thus, erroneously perhaps, tremble

to lose, were actually mine ? that, in short "—for Blanche looked

not quite to understand the question—" that all my scepticism as

to my promised happiness were ended by my union with your

dear cousin ?"

" Oh, no I I suppose not," she replied, and cast down her eyes

with a heavy sigh.

" Alas ! the note of joy and gladness jars on your heart," said

William, and if it should not be otherwise, I feel my selfish-

ness in calling for one moment your attention to such wishes and

projects as mine."
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" No, no, my friend ; if I can aid you in any way, speak on,"

said Blanche languidly.

" Well then, in a word, you can aid me, I doubt not ; and

what I would say is this," he continued, "the time of bridal

festivities would be ill suited for your visit to Compton Revel

;

but if you would promise to come there when that time was

over, I think Edith and Lord St. Clare would be influenced by

that pledge to hasten its progress."

Blanche smiled sadly, but in a way that told De Lacy she had

easily seen through his artifice ; she shook her head, and replied

that she would endeavour to promote his wishes, but not in the

way he pointed out.

"No, De Lacy," she continued, "Edith St. Clare owes you

much—a debt which the devotion of a life will be happily

employed in paying off : yet every day will be adding to it."

" Dearest Blanche," De Lacy exclaimed with all due astonish-

ment, " I only am, and ever must remain the debtor."

" Well it is right you should think so ; but though these are

your sentiments, I will tell Edith mine," Blanche resumed ;
" I will

tell her also that I do not wish any consideration of recent events

should interfere to prevent your marriage ; I will make her pro-

mise me to yield to the wishes you express, or will express to her."

Though William's object was defeated, he raised the hand of

the fair negotiator to his lips ; but she prevented the words he

would have spoken, by quickly adding

—

" But, De Lacy, I do not undertake this, without claiming a

return of service—your marriage must not take place without

a previous separation from your plighted bride."

William looked at the speaker in surprise, and almost fear, as

if the ominous words were a prognostic of another intervention

between him and his long-cherished, often-baffled hopes.

" Yes," Blanche continued, " you must, if indeed the claims

of our future relationship are so great, you must extend them so

far as to accompany me to London—before that relationship is

formed—and see me on board a vessel for France." If Blanche

could have grown paler, she did so as she added

—
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<' Nay, do not look at me thus : my resolution is fixed, you

cannot change it, but you may weaken me."

" And you will take the veil !" De Lacy almost gasped.

" No, such is not my design : I will leave myself at liberty.

The change that has come over me, already, may warn me of still

further changes ; I will not take an irremediable step ; but in the

seclusion of a convent life, in penance and prayer for myself and

others, the rest of my years will in all probability be passed

let us not at present speak further of this ; I have already

detained you long ; one more claim I have to urge upon you,

my promised cousin, or brother." Blanche paused, she was speak-

ing evidently with considerable effort at composure, the hand she

placed in De Lacy's trembled. " The fate of others," she said,

" of one who has ever been to me a father more than a priest

—

is yet to be decided

—

you must communicate ihai^^

William pressed the hand he held in token of acquiescence.

" No consecrated ground will receive the relics of those who

bartered all for the cause of God," she murmured in a deep and

thrilling tone, lifting her eyes full of a mournful enthusiasm to

his face, as if in a silent appeal, for the words she uttered were

rather meant as an inquiry than an assertion.

" Let not your fancy dwell on such thoughts as these, my
friend," said De Lacy ;

" and, Blanche, beware in future how you

designate that the cause of God, which the wayward passions of

men, and the ambitious designs of zealots contrive, in defiance

of his strictest precepts— ' Thou shalt do no murder,' is an article

in the law which we both receive as divine."

Blanche started at the words ; a tremor passed through her

frame.

" De Lacy," she replied after a pause, " early habits of thought

and feeling are not easily renounced ; your sincerity, though very

painful, may be salutary."

Shortly afterwards they separated ; and before very long, Lady

Edith at her cousin's request visited Leamington again.

NO. XII. 2 p
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CHAPTER LV.

A FARKWKLL.

The poor girl returned from her visit to the vicarage of

Leamington with swollen eyes and a flushed and agitated counte-

nance. De Lacy, who met her at the door of Compton Revel,

was most anxious to know the cause of her emotion ; but Edith,

though she suffered him to lead her into the favourite library,

neither then, nor at any other time would communicate what

had passed between her and Blanche Cunnyngham. Perhaps

she was wise in this ; but at all events the wishes De Lacy had

expressed to Blanche, although, true lover as he undoubtedly

was, they were partly influenced by the hope of getting her to

Compton Revel, were accomplished through this visit. In the

season of sorrow and distress, women, and perhaps men too,

are much more yielding than in the hour of lightness and joy

:

and when, still in some agitation, Lady Edith entered, with De

Lacy, the library already often alluded to, though silent as to
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their cause, she shed her tears on a faithful breast that had

scarcely known a sorrow, or sunk under a sense of desertion

and disappointment but for her sake.

" Edith," he said, repressing the tender inquiries that only

aggravated her distress ; and folding her to the heart that would

fain ever screen her from such—" be mine soon, very soon, my
love, and let all the conflicts we have known, end in the calm and

blessed haven of domestic love, for which I, through the greater

part of my rough life, have pined as for an unknown good, and

until very lately thought I must ever pine in vain."

" Yes, William," Edith instantly answered, " it is due to you

that it should be so. Oh ! may you never, never have reason

to think these pinings are unsatisfied !''

" No, with God's blessing, dearest, such thoughts will never

darken the mind of your husband," said De Lacy, and joyfully

received from her the assurance that, after his return from

witnessing Blanche's departure, their union should take place.

That departure was now soon to occur; and perhaps circum-

stances connected with it, as well as the fact then first disclosed

to her, that her betrothed was once more to quit the peaceful

and safe seclusion of Compton Revel, contributed not a little to

the emotion produced in Lady Edith St. Clare by the discourse

of her cousin.

Will it appear derogatory to our friend William's character,

if we say that he shared in some degree in the lady's uneasiness

on this account. So often brought into perplexities through the

Cunnynghams and their associates, it is not perhaps marvellous,

that the dread of another barrier between him and his expected

happiness should haunt his mind when preparing to set out with

Blanche for the metropolis, which had so lately been the scene of

such singular events. It was this sort of nervous tremor, the

effect of the changeful nature of his past life, that made him

wish so anxiously to hasten the period that was to terminate it.

The assurance, therefore, that their marriage should take place

after his return, braced his resolution to leave Edith : he would
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not have suffered Blanche to go without his escort, but he would

have wished his bride to accompany them.

Lord St. Clare, however, would not on any account go to

London during this period of public commotion ; and whatever

wishes his daughter might feel she was obliged to repress.

But De Lacy resolved that before their next separation, she

should at least have the right to accompany him without another

guardian ; or that he should be enabled to leave her ready to

receive him back, through evil report and good, as her husband.

This determination was aided by the design he had formed of

visiting his Irish property, under the belief that it was his duty

to make himself acquainted with the people he governed there.

He had pledged his word to Lord St. Clare, never to reside in

Ireland ; and independent of that pledge he could not think of

bringing so gentle and refined a creature as Lady Edith, to

settle among the wild, uncultured beings he expected to find

there.

But he deemed it an indispensable duty, in one obliged to

rule by deputy, to be at least acquainted with the best means of

doing so, and to form some interest for himself with those from

whom he derived his wealth.

He stated his views fully to Lord St. Clare, who entered

entirely into them ; and yet shared a little of his timid girl's

apprehensions, at the idea of his undertaking such a formidable

expedition as this was then considered to be.

" I think William," he said with a smile, after some rumination,

" that if you must visit the hordes of wild Irish, Edith would

wish to enlarge her experience by joining the expedition ; and

if she goes to take care of you, I must go to see that you both

come back, not having the least idea what charms your old

castle and savage tenantry may be found to possess for you

both. So, as my complying girl has consented to your previous

marriage, I believe I must consent to her accompanying you—if

she chooses."

Lady Edith pressed her glowing cheek to her father's, and the
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action and look testifying to a joyful acquiescence in his pro-

posal, it was gratefully accepted by De Lacy. Very shortly

afterwards he took Blanche to London. There had been one

purpose for which she^wished to visit Compton Revel, at least

the family vaults adjoining that place ; but her shattered nerves

and frame were unequal to any further excitement, and she

yielded the point.

A little to his surprise, and very much to his satisfaction she

showed no desire to linger in the metropolis, and seemed to

have tacitly resigned her anxious, or perhaps, we might rather

say, active, interest in the fate of the prisoners in the tower-

She probably knew that fate was irrevocably sealed ; but the

motives that withheld her from even expressing a desire to obtain

an interview with any of them, she did not divulge even to

him.

More than ever interested in her by the intimacy that now

existed between them, William frequently attempted to exert

the influence he possessed with her, and by the tenderest persua-

sions induce her yet to change her resolution. But if Blanche

seemed for a little moment to forget in his society the memory of

the past, and to rise a little above the weight of her woe, such

instances of affectionate tenderness always recalled her to her

usual state, and seemed to give to her heart an inexpressible pang.

She was silent, but the blood appeared to retreat to its source

;

her eye-lids closed with a look of suffering, and De Lacy felt

that the voice which in earlier times might have reached that

heart with a healthy and kindly influence, now only more

bitterly exhibited to its owner the desolate dreariness that was

left within it.

He saw her safely on board the vessel that was ready to convey

her from England—her native and scarcely known land. Her

head was enveloped in the same thick veil in which he had first

seen her at the broken bridge of Leamington Priors, and at the

mill of Guy's Cliff; and as she stood with it slightly declined to

one side, and her arms folded in her dark mantle, her appearance

strongly revived the remembrances of that time.
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De Lacy's breast swelled high as he looked upon her. If* Edith

St. Clare had not so early claimed hiswhole heart, it is possible that

Blanche Cunnyngham, with all her errors, might have become its

possessor. He felt for her those sentiments which a noble and

manly mind must feel for a lovely, unprotected, and ill-treated

woman—betrayed even by means of her highest and holiest

feelings. Her errors he considered the result of culture; her

virtues, and the beautiful qualities of her heart, the spontaneous

offspring of a nature, fallen indeed from original perfection, but

not, in every instance, dispossessed of the noble attributes with

which its Maker formed it at the beginning. An irrepressible

desire to gaze once more, and for the last time, on those beautiful

features, which at the first had so strongly impressed him, took

possession of his mind, and partly by a word, partly by an

assisting movement, he signified his desire that the shroud-like

veil should be removed from them.

Blanche instantly put forth her hands, and in the very same

way he had seen at the well of Guy's Cliff, lifted the ends of the

long veil that covered them ; and rolling them back, laid it on

her forehead. She looked up earnestly into his eyes as she

performed the action, nor did hers fall beneath their gaze.

The features he looked upon were indeed the same ; but

where was the spirit that had breathed over them all, and given

to the whole their singular and striking beauty ! that had played

in the curve of the expressive lip, and beamed through the trans-

parency of the colourless cheek; lighted up the depth of the

dark eyes, and dwelt on the beautiful and majestic brow!

De Lacy's was a gaze that did not embarrass her he looked upon.

Was it so short a time since in the halls of Coombe Abbey that

face had awakened far different sensations ? The deep dreamy

enthusiasm, which in its practical details he would combat, but

which in its expression had some fascination to an ardent and

imaginative mind like his, and that had then dwelt upon it, was

gone. The deep eye-lids now drooped with a heavier languor,

unlike the soft and sensitive pensiveness of that still recent day ;

and the darkness of the large lustrous eyes that now looked up
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from beneath them to his, was not relieved by the visionary and

lovely light that then accompanied the movement. A deep

despondency, blent with latent anxiety, perhaps lately strengthened

by a glimpse of that fatal tower, at the gates of which hope seemed

a forbidden visitant, was now their only expression ; and the

pure white of her transparent complexion was tinged with a

more sickly and sorrowful hue.

William de Lacy had known many trials, but they concerned

himself alone, and had been borne with a tolerably steadfast heart.

Not from the days of his weeping childhood had his cheek been

actually wet by a tear till now. As he gazed on Blanche Cun-

nyngham, on the beautiful ruin of what once she was, his eyes

grew darker with the emotion that filled his heart. Blanche had

not withdrawn till then the long and earnest gaze she too had

fastened on his countenance : a faint smile, it seemed almost that

of pleasure, stole over hers as she read his sentiments.

" More than ever unlike your lovely Edith, De Lacy r" she

said, as touching the veil she caused it to fall again around her.

"Would to heaven," he cried, "that you may be like her,

Blanche, in possessing that blessed hope which, when the hope of

this life closes in darkness around us, can shed its light into the

dreary and blighted soul.'* As he spoke he pressed into the

hands he held a volume he had drawn from his breast.

" For my sake, beloved Blanche, read this daily ; and when we

daily pray God for you, we will trust it may guide you to the

peace the world cannot take away."

" The reformer's Bible," said Blanche, slightly recoiling, but

recovering her calmness added quickly, '* yet not for thy sake, De

Lacy, altogether, but for my own also will I do as you desire

:

you may be, as I am told, in religious error ; but prejudice

and bigotry are niighty evils. Ignorance cannot foster faith,

and if my faith be firm I may brave the risk of inquiry."

" Thank God," said De Lacy fervently, and raising the veil

she had dropped, clasped her to his heart, and in the embrace

murmured an inarticulate farewell.

That evening William de Lacy sought relief to the fulness
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of his heart by pouring it out in a letter to Lady Edith St.

Clare. Perhaps that letter was not a perfect transcript of its

mingled sentiments, but we only copy the part that appertains

to our history, supposing of course that a good deal of it was

occupied by what we would term love and nonsense.

After intimating something of the grief he felt at parting per-

haps for ever with poor Blanche Cunnyngham, and assuring his

betrothed that the prospect that awaited him on his return to

Compton Revel was scarcely more than sufficient to revive his

depressed spirits, he thus continued

—

" And now, my Edith, suffer me to prepare you for the presence

of some unexpected guests, who desire to grace our nuptials : not

the noble Prince Henry and his friends, whom our sweet Lady

Elizabeth would have to honour us ; mine are humble, but I trust

will be welcome visitants, being associated in both your mind and

mine with remembrances that cease to be painful, or rather which

give an additional rapture to present circumstances. The Hazel-

dens, and old Vincent, and even the little fellow you once caught

me playing the nurse with—all will, with your father's permission,

follow me to Compton Revel : the cause I have explained to his

lordship : but now briefly, lest your curiosity should be excited,

it is, that they may be ready to accompany us to Ireland."

This epistle was accompanied with one to his future father-in-

law, in which William conveyed, in a more business-like manner,

the information that his friend and former comrade Frank Hazel-

den, had thankfully accepted the offer of being his agent or deputy

in Ireland ; an office more agreeable to his tastes than the dry

drudgery of the situation he once held aS clerk in one of the

government offices ; and which was rendered more desirable still

by the considerable income which De Lacy was desirous of allow-

ing to a man in whose honour and kind treatment of his vassals,

he could entirely confide : that his wife and child, with the Puritan

minister their father, would accompany him, and the whole party

would, with his lordship's leave, almost immediately follow him to

Compton Revel, in order to enjoy the pleasure of witnessing his

nuptials with their lovely benefactress.
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CHAPTER LVr.

LAST SCENE OF ALL, WHICH ENDS THIS STRANGE EVENTFUL HISTORY.

The marriage of Sir William de Lacy and Lady Edith St. Clare

was celebrated with as much simplicity as the rank of the per-

sons and the fashion of the times would permit.

It was honoured by the presence of the whole party from

Coombe Abbey. The little princess, and her bosom friend Lady

Anne Dudley were gratified by being nominally admitted to the

number of the bride's-maidens, and Lady Lucia Harrington gladly

accepted the virtual duties of their high office.

The wedding-day was really one ofjoy and gladness to all ; of

-deep and thankful happiness to the pair most interested in it.

Lord and Lady Harrington were glad of an event they were slow

to anticipate, and to which they had unconsciously contributed :

the joyous Princess was as much delighted with its pomp and

pageantry as with the event itself : Lady Lucia found abundant

scope for the exercise of her taste, genius, and wit ; and pressed

into service for the occasion half the poets, who it is said contri-

buted to the dissipation of her property, to furnish epitha-

lamiums, sonnets, and rhymes, which she thought considerably

more of than did the happy couple in whose honour they were

composed.

Alice Hazelden was rejoiced to see the accomplishment of her

improbable prognostics ; her husband, who had smiled at them,
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rejoiced with her. Old Vincent suspended his disputations on

church government with the vicar of Leamington, to share in that

good man's undisputatious feelings, when with pious joy he joined

the hands of those whose hearts had united without his aid, and

in bestowing upon them the beautiful benediction of the Church

of England service, which the Puritan pastor, though some said

he shook his head at its popery, did not audibly testify against

—

he had the reward of one who had trained up children in the

way they should go, under the full conviction that though sorely

tried they would not depart from it.

The miller of Guy's Cliff was there in his glory ; and he was

glad, for he witnessed, and fancied he shared in the exaltation

of the boy his cot had sheltered in his unfortunate cliildhood.

The page, Ireland, was too deeply, too enthusiastically glad

for words ; his soul was in his eyes, but no language came from

his lips, save the words—" my blessed mother !" He accompa-

nied the party shortly after the bridal festivities were over, to Ire-

land; but nurtured in a different land, the boy's visionary dreams

were, it is conjectured, rather disappointed : Ireland and the Irish

were not perhaps to our Ireland what his imagination had fancied

them ; he never said this, it is true, but he attended his sweet

lady and her lord again to the land of his adoption.

Ireland had, however^ the joy and pride of seeing much of what*

he had anticipated at De Lacy's castle : he witnessed the recep-

tion by his feudal vassals of him "their long absent not forgotten

lord "—the restorer to them of a line they had loved and served

from the invasion of Henry H. ; and heard with rapture the cry

of " De Lacy aboo ;" which, coming from wild voices yet faithful

hearts, penetrated his kindred soul, while it almost stunned Lord

St. Clare and terrified his gentle daughter, whose only anxiety

was, to shield her husband from the horrible fate of being

devoured by the wild Irish.

Edith, however, as De Lacy's wife acquitted herself, even in

what Lady Lucia styled his barbarous chieftainry, to the extreme

satisfaction of all parties, and departed from it loaded with the
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blessings, and overwhelmed by the tender and complimentary

epithets and tributes of a warm-hearted and feeling people.

Hazelden fulfilled his duties as Sir William de Lacy's repre-

sentative, and never complained of his residence in Ireland ; his

wife was long the happy mother of a numerous family, all as

fine and as spirited as De Lacy's little play-fellow.

Old Vincent was permitted, we know not how, to plant a

church in a very uncultivated district, which he felt himself at

liberty freely to model after the beautiful discipline of Geneva

:

and it is well known that such a church exists there to the present

day, conducted still after the Presbyterian fashion.

The death-song of the swan mingles with the glad voice of the

lark. Before the happy De Lacy and his bride left Compton Revel

on this Irish expedition, the performance of the painful duty

Blanche Cunnyngham had imposed upon him, was demanded

:

Henry Garnet, the provincial of the English Jesuits, had closed

his troublesome and intriguing career. Unbetrayed to the end by

the men he had secretly guided and influenced, his own evidence,

obtained by a stratagem highly applauded at the period, but

unworthy of a just and honourable government, was all that

actually condemned him.

An interview, designedly proposed to him, with his brother

Jesuit, Hall, or Oldcorne, was watched, their conversation over-

heard and deemed condemnatory.

Garnet was then heard to declare to his companion that there

was only one person alive who could prove his guilt ; but the

name of that person escaped the listeners. On such evidence as

this, and his own acknowledgment that he was privy to the plot

in agitation under the sacred seal of confession, he was con-

demned. The torture, that hateful relic of barbarous times,

meet only for the dungeons of the inquisition, and the despots
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whose names and deeds are abhorrent to enlightened and civi-

lized times, the genius of Protestantism, or in other words, of liberty,

had done much to abolish, though the first Protestant Queen of

England in her imperious and tyrannical moods had often had

recourse to it, either in threats or actual execution.

Garnet, however, notwithstanding the difficulty of obtaining

evidence against him, was never subjected to this mode of extract-

ing a confession. It is probable that a knowledge of the sway

he held over the minds of a large body of the people, was the

chief cause of the lenity shown towards him.

The termination of his treasons and plots was hailed by that

body as a martyrdom : and when that subtle and intriguing

spirit issued forth to its great account, a crowd of devoted

papists rushed around the scaffold, listened to his few and pious

words as those of inspiration, beheld awe-struck and admiring

the sublimity of his unflinching countenance, and saw, or what

was the same, thought they saw, its holiness and power visibly

impressed upon the straw that received his blood.

His portrait was affirmed to be there plainly depicted ; the

halo of saintly glory beaming around it. The straws, thus con"

secrated by a miracle so remarkable, were eagerly seized upon

and long preserved as relics.

One of these remarkable straws, dyed red in the life-blood of

her friend and guide, was, with perhaps cruel zeal, sent to Blanche

Cunnyngham by a friend. Together with the letter that accom-

panied it, detailing the miracle and announcing the martyrdom,

came to her also, one from Sir William de Lacy, giving a rather

different narrative of the same affair, and containing consolation,

advice, and exhortation of as different a character.

The effect of the latter was at least that of neutralizing the

former. Blanche thought not of the sacred and miraculous straw ;

but if it bore not the portrait, she was conscious it was imbued

with the blood of a friend, and she performed the duty by it she

could not otherwise render to his obsequies, she interred it in

consecrated ground.
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It is not necessary to enlarge on all that is well-known matter

of history with regard to the unhappy men whose strange career

of crime has occupied our pages.

Sir Everard Digby's death was that of a deeply penitent, and it

is to be hoped, a Christian man ; his penitence indeed appeared so

soon as he found to his surprise and grief that the enterprise he

had heard spoken of as meritorious was, so soon as its nature and

failure were known, considered even by his own party as sinful.

Garnet's servant was his own executioner in the tower, and

Bates, Catesby's faithful follower, suffered death.

The greater number of the principal conspirators appeared to

become at once convinced of their error, and most of them sued

for mercy. The confession Guy Fawkes had made, he afterwards

retracted, and died with firmness.

Many persons who were implicated in the plot were either

not known, or not sought for ; others escaped condemna-

tion ; but with the exception of those who fell at Holbeach, and

Tresham, who died in the tower, as the friends of the conspira-

tors asserted, by poison, all the leaders of that fatal plot died by

the hand of the executioner.
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Mr. Rookwood, a man of integrity and respectability, ended

his course in the same way : pleading guilty to the alleged offence

against his king and country, but claiming mercy on the ground

of being led into the plot through an unbounded affection for

Catesby. By his untimely death Cubbington Grange came into

the possession of the once disinherited William de Lacy : but he

continued to reside with his daily more beloved Edith at their

favourite abode of Compton Revel, and it is believed that that

gloomy mansion has long since fallen to decay, though the name

will be found to have a place in Dugdale's Antiquities of War-

wickshire.

Lord St. Clare lived to see two of his grandchildren, but

not very long after; his health, which had never been robust,

declined so gradually and almost imperceptibly as scarcely to in-

terrupt until the last the happiness of his happy daughter. He

died in peace ; as one sensible of having much to lose, but as

one too who was looking forward to much that he was to gain ;

trusting in the calm and settled confidence of an established faith

in the atonement of Jesus Christ. Our gentle Edith was then

no longer Lady Edith de Lacy ; she became the Countess St.

Clare ; and not very long afterwards, through some services he

had in his power to render to the crown, her husband was raised

to the same rank.

These circumstances may account for the fact that we know so

little of the name of De Lacy in our favourite county of War-

wick. By previous agreement the eldest son of Sir William and

Lady Edith took the family name, and inherited the property of

the latter ; to the second, who bore that of his father, descended

the Irish chieftainry, to which that youth ultimately retired, after

having with the chivalrous zeal that distinguished her adherents,

and was to him perhaps an hereditary possession, served valiantly

in the cause of the unfortunate Queen of Bohemia, who as the

little Princess Elizabeth has been introduced into our history

during her residence at Coombe Abbey.

The old-fashioned practice of "pointing a moral" is much out
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of use among the many who are still desirous to " adorn a

tale." Being fond of the olden time we still close our's with one ;

and where shall such be found more appropriate and brief than

the application of the precept with which the pious Vicar of

Leamington armed his young friend De Lacy for a conflict with

life, its dangers and trials—" Keep innocency and do the thing

which is right, for that shall bring a man peace at the last."

THE END.

DITBMN :

PUINTKO TIY J, S. POLUS, SON, AND PATTON,

."i, Ba-helor's walk.
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